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Statement of Principles
of Internal Revenue
Tax Administration
The function of the Internal Revenue Service is to
administer the Internal Revenue Code. Tax policy
for raising revenue is determined by Congress.
With this in mind, it is the duty of the Service to
carry out that policy by correctly applying the
laws enacted by Congress; to determine the rea-

sonable meaning of various Code provisions in
light of the Congressional
purpose in enacting
them; and to perform this work in a fair and impartial manner, with neither a government
nor
a taxpayer point of view.
At the heart

of administration is interpretation of
the Code. It is the responsibility of each person
in the Service, charged with the duty of interpreting the law, to try to find the true meaning of the
statutory provision and not to adopt a strained
construction in the belief that he is "protecting
the revenue. " The revenue is properly protected
only when we ascertain and apply the true meaning of the statute.

The Service also has the responsibility of applythe law .in a reasonable,
ing and administering
practical manner. Issues should only be raised by
examining officers when they have merit, never
arbitrarily or for trading purposes. At the same
time, the examining officer should never hesitate
to raise a meritorious issue. It is also important
that care be exercised not to raise an issue or to
ask a court to adopt a position inconsistent with
an established Service position.
should be both reasonable and
Administration
vigorous. It should be conducted with as little
delay as possible and with great courtesy and
considerateness. It should never try to overreach,
and should be reasonable within the bounds of
law and sound administration.
It should, however,
be vigorous in requiring compliance with law and
it should be relentless in its attack on unreal tax
devices and fraud.

Introduction
The Internal Revenue Bulletin is the authoritative
instrument of the Commissioner of Internal Revenue for announcing official rulings and procedures of the Internal Revenue Service and for
publishing Treasury Decisions, Executive Orders,
Tax Conventions, legislation, court decisions, and
other items of general interest.
It is the policy of the Service to publish in the
Bulletin all substantive rulings necessary to promote a uniform application of the tax laws, including all rulings that supersede, revoke, modify, or amend any of those previously published in
the Bulletin. All published rulings apply retro-

actively unless otherwise indicated. Procedures
relating solely to matters of internal management
are not published; however, statements of internal
practices and procedures that affect the rights
and duties of taxpayers are published.
Revenue Rulings represent the conclusions of
the Service on the application of the law to the
entire state of facts involved. In those that are
based on positions taken in rulings to taxpayers
or technical advice to Service field offices, ideninformation are
tifying details and confidential
deleted to comply with statutory requirements.
Rulings and procedures reported in the Bulletin
do not have the force and effect of Treasury Department Regulations, but they may be used as
precedents. Unpublished rulings will not be relied
on, used, or cited as precedents by Service personnel in the disposition of other cases. In applying published rulings and procedures, the effect of subsequent legislation, regulations, court

The contents of this publication are not copyrighted and may be
reprinted freely; a citation of the Cumulative Bulletin as the
source would be appropriate.

decisions, rulings, and procedures must be considered, and Service personnel and others concerned are cautioned against reaching the same
conclusions in other cases unless the facts and
circumstances are substantially the same.
The regulations, rulings, decisions, procedures,
Public Laws, etc. , published in the weekly Internal Revenue Bulletins 1974-26 through 1974-52
in
have been consolidated
and are published
Internal Revenue Cumulative Bulletin 1974-2.
Public Law 93-406 the Employee Retirement
Income Security Act of 1974 and related Committee Reports, which were not published in a
weekly Internal Revenue Bulletin, are published
in Cumulative
Bulletin 1974-3.
Cumulative Bulletin 1974-3 Supplement contains
additional Committee Reports and excerpts from
the Congressional Record relating to Public Law

93-406.
The Bulletin Index-Digest System, a research and
reference service supplementing
the Bulletin,
of
may be obtained from the Superintendent
Documents on a subscription basis. It consists
of four Services: Service No. 1, Income Tax;
Service No. 2, Estate and Gift Taxes; Service No.
3, Employment Taxes; Service No. 4, Excise
Taxes. Each Service consists of a basic volume
and a cumulative
supplement that provide (1)
finding lists of items published in the Bulletin,
(2) digests of Revenue Rulings, Revenue Procedures, and other published items, and (3) topical
indexes of Public Laws, Treasury Decisions, and
Tax Conventions.
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18, 1973. Ordered to be printed

Mr. Wnz, 1AMs, from the Committee on Labor and Public Welfare,
submitted the following

REPORT
[To accompany S. 4]

The Committee on Labor and Public Welfare, to which was referred
the bill (S. 4) to strengthen and improve the protections and interests
of participants and beneficiaries of employee pension and welfare.
benefit plans, having considered the same, reports favorably thereon
with an amendment and recommends that the bill as amended do pass.

I. Synopsis
The provisions of S. 4 are addressed to the issue of whether American
working men and women shall receive private pension plan benefits
which they have been led to believe would be theirs upon retirement from working lives. It responds by mandating protective
measures, and prescribing minimum standards for promised benefits.
The purpose of S. 4 is to prescribe legislative remedies for the
various deficiencies existing in the private pension plan systems
which have been determined by the Senate Subcommittee's comprehensive study of such plans. This legislation would authorize the establishment within the Department of Labor of an Office of Pension and
Welfare Plan Administration which would implement specified and
required standards of vesting, funding, reinsurance, disclosure and
fiduciary standards, and a voluntary program of portability of vested
pension credits. That o%ce would also be charged with enforcement
of the provisions of the Act.
The Act imposes minimum vesting requirements in pension plans,
whereby employees, after eight years of service, will be entitled to a
vested nonforfeitable right to 30% of their accrued pension benefits,
and, thereafter, each year will acquire an additional 10% to such right

' The page numbers in this volume are the same as the page numbers
the official publication of this report.
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until, at the end of 15 years' service, they will be entitled to 100%
vested benefits. Where plans are determined by the Secretary of
Labor to contain vesting formulas which provide a degree of vesting
protection as equitable as the vesting schedule in the bill, compliance
with the statutory vesting schedule may be waived by the Secretary.
Pension plan participants would be vested in the accrued pension
benefits attributable to service with their employer performed both
before and after the efFective date of the Act.
Under specified circumstances, where the vesting requirements
would increase costs or contributions to an extent that "substantial
economic injury" would result to the employer and to the participant.
interests, the Secretary may defer compliance with the vesting provisions for a period not to exceed five years.
The Act establishes minimum funding requirements for pension
plans to assure that all unfunded pension liabilities of the plan will
be funded over a 30-year period. However, the Secretary of Labor
is authorized to permit variances from such funding requirements to
plans which qualify under appropriate conditions.
It establishes a voluntary program for portability of pension credits
through a central fund, whereby employees of participating employers may transfer vested credits from one employer to another upon
change of employment.
A plan termination insurance program is established to guarantee
that vested pension credits of employees will be paid upon termination of a pension plan when there are not sufficient assets to pay the
workers' vested benefits. It insures benefits already earned and vested
under the terms of the pension plan, prior to the date of enactment.
The bill prescribes- new and stringent rules of conduct required
for trustees and fiduciaries administering employee benefit funds, and
prohibits confiicts of interest and various specific parctices to prevent
actual or potential misuse of such funds.
It requires additional and comprehensive disclosure of vital data
in reports to be filed with the Federal Government, and understandable explanations to workers of their rights and obligations under their
pension plans.
The bill makes it unlawful for any person to discharge, suspend,
expel, flne, discipline or discriminate against participants in order to
interfere with their rights under the plan or the Act or for the purpose
of preventing the attainment of their rights under the plan or the Act.
It is made a criminal offense to use fraud, force or violence, or threats
thereof, in this connection.
Finally, it establishes federal jurisdiction and adequate remedies
to both the Government and individual worker for judicial and administrative enforcement of the bill's provisions, including recovery of
pension benefits due.

"

II. Background

HISTORY OF PENSION PLAN REGULATION

The growth of the private pension industry in the United States,
which began before the turn of tie century, had been gradual until the
years preceding World War II. By 1925, there were about 400 private
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pension plans in operation. However, as time progressed and American
attitudes and behefs regarding retirement security changed, as a result of the Depression, and the subsequent passage in 1935 of the
Social Security Act and the Railroad Retirement Act, a steady increase in the growth of the private pension plan system began. The
wage freezes, imposed during World War II and the Korean conflict,
contributed to the acceleration of this growth. Increases in fringe
and retirement benefits during these crucial periods became a means
of compensating workers in lieu of increased wages, thus making pension benefits a form of deferred wages.
In 1947, stemming from a suit filed with the National Labor Relations Board, the U.S. District Court decided that pensions were a
form of remuneration
for labor within the terms of the National
Labor Relations Act (1985) and, accordingly, they were recognized
as mandatory subjects of the collective bargaining process. This
decision was upheld by the Seventh Circuit Court of Appeals in 1948
and paved the way for the rapid growth of collectively-bargained
pension plans and the expansion of pension benefits to union members.
(Inland Steel Company v. NLRB, 170 E. 8d 8/7 (7th Cir. 19/8), cert.
denied, 886 U. S. 960 (19/9).)
In 1940, an estimated four million employees were covered by private pensions; in 1950, the figure had more than doubled to 9.8 million;
in 1960, over 21 million employees were covered; and in 1973, approximately 30 million workers participated. Currently, about one-half of
our industrial work force in the United States are members and
participants of private pension plans. It is projected that by 1980,
42. 3 million workers will be covered by private pension plans. The
growth of the assets owned or controlled by pension funds has closely
paralleled this expansive growth. Total estimated assets of pension
plans have accelerated from $2.4 billion in 1940 to $150 billion in 1973
and are increasing at a rate projected to exceed $250 billion by 1980.
This rapid growth has constituted the basis for legislative efforts by
both the federal and various state governments to gain some regulatory
jurisdiction over private pension plans to assure efFective and equitable
performance. Various aspects of pension plans have been affected. to
some degree by most of the major labor legislation of the twentieth
century, including the National Labor Relations Act (1935), the
Labor-Management Relations Act (1947), and the Labor-Management
Reporting and Disclosure Act (1959). However, not until 1958, with
the enactment of the Welfare and Pension Plans Disclosure Act, was
legislation efFected which was specifically designed to exercise regulatory controls over pension and welfare funds. Based upon disclosure of
malfeasance and improper activities by pension administrators, trustees, or fiduciaries, the Act was amended in 1962 to designate certain
acts of conduct as federal crimes when they occurred in connection
with welfare and pension plans. The amendments also conferred investigatory and various regulatory powers upon the Secretary over
pension and welfare funds. In the decade since the amendments were
enacted, experience has shown that, despite intermittent enforcement
of the reporting requirements and the criminal provisions, the protection accomplished by statute has not been sufficient to accomplish
Congressional intent.
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THE KXIST1NG LAw

The growth and development of the private pension system in the
past two decades has been substantial. Yet, regulation of the private
system's scope and operation has been minimal and its effectiveness
a matter of debate. The assets of private plans, estimated to be in
excess of $150 billion, constitute the onIy large private accumulation
of funds which have escaped the imprimatur of effective federal
regulation.
At the federal level, there are essentially three federal statute~
which, although accomplishing different purposes and vested within
different federal departments for enforcement, are all compatible in
their regulatory responsibilities. These are the Welfare and Pension
Plans Disclosure Act (29 U. S.C. Sec. 301 et. seq. ), the Labor-Management Relations Act (29 U, S.C. Sec. 141, et. seq. ) and the Internal
Revenue Code (I.R.C. of 1954, Secs. 401—
404, 501—503).
A complete description of the federal regulation affecting the administration of private plans can be found in Interim Report of
The Private Welfare and Pension Plan Study, 19?1, Senate Report
No. 92—634 of the 92d Congress, 2d Session.
After a comprehensive investigation of abuses in the administration
and investment of private fund assets, Congress adopted the Welfare
and Pension Plan Disclosure Act in 1958. The policy underlying enactment of this Act was purportedly to protect the insterest of welfare and
ension plan participants and beneficiaries through disclosure of inormation with respect to such plans. The essential requirement of the
Act was that the plan administrator compile, file with the Secretary
of Labor, and send to participants and then beneficiaries upon written
request, a description and annual report of the plan. It was expected
that the knowledge thus disseminated would enable participants to
police their plans. The Act was amended in 1962 to make theft, embezzlement, bribery, and kickbacks federal crimes if they occur in connection with welfare and pension plans. The 1962 amendments also conferred limited investigatory and regulatory powers upon the Secretary of Labor, and required bonding of plan officials.
Experience in the decade since the passage of the above amendments has demonstrated the inadequacy of the Welfare and Pension
Plans Disclosure Act in regulating the private pension system for the
purpose of protecting rights and benefits due to workers. It is weak in
its limited disclosure requirements and wholly lacking in substantive
fiduciary standards. Its chief procedural weakness can be found in its
reliance upon the initiative of the individual employee to police the
management of his plan.
Relations Act, Sec. 302, provides the
The Labor-Management
fundamental guidelines for the establishment and operation of pension
funds administered jointly by an employer and a union. The Act is
not intended to establish nor does it provide standards for the preservation of vested benefits, funding adequacy, security of investment, or
fiduciary conduct.
Tax deduction benefits accruing to employers are prescribed by the
Internal Revenue Code under which the employer is granted a deduction within certain limits for contributions made to a qualified plan,
and the investment earnings on such plans are made tax-exempt. To
attain "qualified status" under the Code, the plan must be (1) for the
4
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exclusive benefit of the participants; (2) for the purpose of distribut
ing the corpus or income to the participants; (3) established in such
a manner to make it impossible for the employer to use or divert funds
before satisfying the plan's liabilities; and (4) not discriminate in
or supervisory
favor of officers, stockholders, or highly-compensated
employees.
The Internal Revenue Code provides only limited safeguards for
the security of anticipated benefit rights in private plans since its
primary functions are designed to produce revenue and to prevent
evasion of tax obligations. The essence of enforcement under the Code
lies in the power of the Internal Revenue Service to grant or disallow
qualified status to a pension plan, thus determining the availability
of statutory tax advantages. The Internal Revenue Service jurisdiction and enforcement capabilities are solely to allow various tax
advantages to accrue to employers who establish and maintain pension
plans which can qualify for such tax benefit privileges.
In the absence of adequate federal regulation, the participant is left
to rely on the traditional equitable remedies of the common law of
trusts. A few states, including New York, Washington, Wisconsin,
Massachusetts, and California have codified existing trust principles
and enacted legislation which requires in many instances a greater
degree of disclosure than required by federal statute.
The fact that statutory rules exist says little as to their eKcacy in
adjusting inequities that are visited upon plan participants, as evidenced by the hearings before this Committee. In almost every instance, participants lose their benefits not because of some violation
of federal law, but rather because of the manner in which the plan is
executed with respect to its contractual requirements of vesting or
funding. Courts strictly interpret the plan indenture and are reluctant
to apply concepts of equitable relief or to disregard technical document wording. Thus, under present law, accumulated pension credits
can be lost even when separated employes are within a few months, or
even days, of qualifying for retirement.
The proposed bill would, therefore, establish minimum standards
of vesting, funding, and fiduciary conduct and also provide for voluntary portability of earned pension credits and a system of compulsory
benefit insurance to protect the security of pension rights.
As suggested by the President's Cabinet Committee Report of
1965: "As a matter of equity and fair treatment an employee covered
by a pension plan is entitled, after a reasonable period of service, to
protection of his future retirement benefit against any termination of
his employment.
Concern for loss of benefits by workers after long
years of labor through circumstances beyond their control was similarly expressed by President Richard M. Nixon on December 8, 1971,
when, in a message to the Congress he said, "When a pension plan is
terminated, an employee participating in it can lose all or a part of
the benefits which he has long been relying on, even if his plan is fully
vested. . . even one worker whose retirement security is destroyed
by the termination of a plan is one too many.

"

"

PRIOR LEGISLATIVE ACTION

Prior inquiries and studies by the Senate into the administration
and operations of the private pension plan system in the United States

5
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were made by the Subcommittee on Welfare and Pension Funds,
Committee on Labor and Public Welfare under authority of Senate
Resolution 225, 83d Congress, and Senate Resolution 30, as extended
by Senate Resolutions 200 and 232 of the 84th Congress. That comprehensive investigation, which concluded with a final report to the
Senate on April 16, 1956, had been primarily directed to determine
whether federal legislation was necessary to protect the financial interests of participants in welfare and pension plans. The study also
involved an appraisal of the functions exercised by federal agencies
over private pensions, as well as the adequacy of state controls. It
concluded with various findings and recommendations to the Senate,
and, more specifically, calling for enactment of federal legislation to
coinpel registration, disclosure and periodic reporting of welfare and
pension plans in the United States. The Subcoinmittee intended that
Conpess provide for greater legislative protection for beneficiaries of
pension plans through detailed public disclosure of the administration
and operation of private pension plans.
Subsequently, the Subcommittee on Welfare and Pension Plans in
the 85th Congress, 1st Session, conducted public hearings on legislative
proposals. These measures proposed to establish the federal regulatory
controls contemplated by the prior Subcommittee findings and recommendations. The records of these prior hearings and reports made by
the Senate have been given meticulous and concerned analysis by this
Subcommittee, and have furnished immeasurable
and invaluable
assistance in the inquiry which led to S. 4.
The prior investigations by the Senate culminated with the enactinent of the Welfare and Pension Plans Disclosure Act on August 28,
1958. Its main objective was to require welfare and pension benefit
plans covering more than 25 employees to file a description of the plan
and pertinent financial reports with the Department of Labor, and
to furnish participants and beneficiaries, upon request, with a description of the terms of the pension plan and summary of financial data
pertaining to the plan. On June 18, 1962, amendments became effective
that furnished the Secretary of Labor with enforcement authority and
the power to require bonding of plan personnel who handle plan funds
or assets. Various criminal penalties were added to the Act to apply
to embezzlement, bribery, and other criminal actions which threaten
the security of the funds of private pension plans.
During the 89th Congress, the Senate Special Committee on Investigations, the Senate Finance Committee, and the Joint Economic Committee each held investigatory hearings on the subject of pension and
welfare plans. The Senate Special Committee on Aging took up the
subject in the 90th Congress, as part of a comprehensive study on
Developments in Aging, and the House Subcommittee on Labor of
the Education and Labor Committee held extensive hearings in the
91st and 92nd Congresses, During the 90th Congress, 2nd Session,
the Senate Labor Subcommittee held further hearings on four bills
which proposed additional amendments to the Welfare and Pension
Plans Disclosure Act, and various other reforms of the welfare and.
private pension plan system. None of this legislation was enacted.
During the 92nd Congress the Senate Labor Subcommittee under
the mandate of successive Senate resolutions conducted sweeping
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inquiries into the private pension system. These inquiries are described
more fully in Section IV of this Report infm, .
In the 93rd Congress the Senate Labor Subcommittee held legislative hearings on S. 4 on February 15 and 16, 1973 and both the House
G eneral Labor Sub commit tee and the House Ways and Means
Committee conducted hearings in February and March of 1973 on
this subject. The House General Labor Subcommittee has issued two
interim reports covering its activities to date.

ExEcUTIvE BRANcH AGTIvITY

The Executive branch expressed interest in the private pension
plans system when, in March, 1962, President John F. Kennedy appointed a Cabinet Committee on Corporate Pension Funds to conduct
an investigation of and assessment of laws which govern private
pension and other employee retirement income programs. Additionally, the Committee was directed to review legislation and administrative procedures applicable to pension plans. It reported its
findings on January 15, 1965, to President Lyndon B. Johnson on
various aspects and areas of private pensions which it believed required
remedial action. The Presidential Committee concluded that:
there were no effective prescribed government standards governing welfare and pension plans;
vesting provisions were generally severe and restrictive, or
nonexistent;
lack of.an adequately comprehensive federal funding requirement
plans terminated prematurely, with no insurance to provide for
payment of accrued benefits to workers; and
employees could be immobilized by lack of portability of earned
pension credits.
The President's Committee findings in effect revealed that defective
private pension plans were failing to provide the elderly with adequate
income to meet economic needs when their productivity had ended.
In a report to delegates attending the 1971 White House Conference
on Aging, .called by President Richard Nixon, the need for strengthening private pension plans was emphasized. The Employment and
Retirement Section of that Conference reported that: "Legislation
must be enacted as soon as possible requiring early vesting, adequate
funding and portability of pensions and to provide for Federal insurance of pensions.
They further state, "A National Pension
Commission with a Governing Board of management, labor and public
representatives should be established to encourage the expansion and
the improvement of pension plans with particular reference to: flexible
retirement ages, liberal (early) vesting and portability, adequate
funding, more general coverage, and job redesign.
Moreover, in a report of a Special Task Force to the Secretary of
Health, Education and Welfare, issued December, 1972 and entitled
"Work in America" it was concluded that: "earlier vesting and portabihty would clearly reduce inequities in the existing private pension
plans, and enhance the worker's ability to change occupations
to be
freed from the job that keeps him only because it holds out the promise
of economic security".

"

"
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III. Major

Issues

Although the need for legislative reform has been and continues to
be widely acknowledged among all persons and sectors afFected, governmental supervision of mandated and essential improvements has
been resisted due to the belief that such legislation might impede plan
growth. However, as the Committee has progressed in its inquiries
and made public disclosures of its analysis and findings, it has been
discerned that some resistance has become dissipated and various
opponents have now acknowledged that such reforms will not deter
the establishment or the improvement of pension plans.
The principal issues affecting the vital and basic needs for legislative reform involve consideration of the essential elements of
pensions:

a.

Vesting
One of the major

private pension plan considerations centers
around the concept of vesting. Vesting refers to the nonforfeitable
right or interest which an employee participant acquires in the pension fund. The benefit credits may vest in the employee immediately,
although in most cases participants do not become eligible for vesting
of benefits until a stipulated age or period of service, or a combination
of both, is attained.
Upon compliance with the basic requirements of age or service,
many plans will grant their participants vested rights to those benefits
earned to that time. However, should employment terminate prior to
such time, the employ'ee will recieve no benefits. Some pension plans,
however, specify "graded" vesting formulas, whereby only a defined
percentage of the accrued benefits earned will vest upon fulfillment of
minimum requirements,
and such percentage may increase periodically, as the employee continues in his employment and completes
additional service.
Despite the recognized and acknowledged need for pension plans to
provide for vesting of earned benefits, if pension promises are to be
meaningful to workers, there is need for federal statutory requirements which will compel an employer to grant such vesting benefits.
The difhculties and hardships resulting from nonexistent or inadequate plan provisions for vesting of benefits have been vividly established by the Subcommittee's studies and hearings.
It is noteworthy that in 1965, the President's Commission on Public
Policy and Private Pensions, while acknowledging that there had
been some improvement in private plans by increased adoption of
vesting provisions, nonetheless found and recommended legislation
to make minimum vesting provisions mandatory. That Commission
. . the degree of retirement protection in private
concluded that
pension plans varies widely and in many cases remains quite inade(President's Committee on Corporate Pension Funds and
quate.
Other Private Retirement and Welfare Programs, Public Policy and
Private Pension Programs: A Report to the Pres~ent on Private Employee Retirement Plans, January, 1965, p. 39).
The vesting concept recommended by the Cabinet Committee suggested preference for deferred graded vesting. It specifically favored
a vesting formula under which 50 percent of an accrued pension would

".
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be vested in a plan Iiarticipant upon completion of 15 years of service, with rights to full vesting of accrued pension credits to occur after
20 years of service. In general, although there has been some discernible progress to permit early vesting of benefits to employees, some
employers incline to defer such vesting until the employee reaches a
normal or early retirement eligibility formula. This is essentially based
upon the belief that it will discourage and deter such employee from
leaving the job before reaching retirement age.
Despite claims by opponents that progress made in pension plan
provisions to provide vesting manifest an eventual voluntary vesting
system, plans involving substantial numbers of workers which contain
no vesting are still not uncommon. The Senate Labor Subcommittee's
statistical analysis of data furnished by 1,493 private pension plans
has concluded that approximately 13 percent of private pension plans
in the United States do not contain provisions which require vesting
of benefits to employees prior to retirement. Opponents of mandatory
vesting believe that compulsory vesting provisions will discourage development of new plans and impede flexibility and latitude in formulating employee benefits because of excessive costs that are certain to
result. However, in face of Subcommittee findings relative to projected
costs to plans for imposed vesting, indications are that the resistance
of opponents to universal vesting is essentially structured upon extreme reluctance to submit to governmental regulatory measures conand operations. In its final
cerninq pension plan administration
analysis, the issue basically resolves itself into whether workers,
after many years of labor, whose jobs terminate voluntarily or otherwise, should be denied benefits they have earned as deferred compensation and which have been placed for them in a fund for retirement
purposes.
b. Funding
Another major issue in private pension plans relates to the adequacy
of plan funding. "Funding" refers to the accumulation of sufBcient
assets in a pension plan to assure the availability of funds for payment of benefits due to the employees as such obligations arise. Today,
funding of pension plans for the limited and specific purpose of qualifying for tax benefits permitted by law for contributions made is
governed by statutory and regulatory requirements which are under
the jurisdiction of the Internal Revenue Service (I.R.S. Code of 1954,
Sections 401—404). The minimum funding rules (Treasury Regulations,
Sections 1.401—404(c) (1963)) require an employer to make contributions to a pension fund, qualified by the Internal Revenue Service, of
amounts at least equal to the pension liabilities being created currently, and the interest due upon those amounts of monies which
reflect unfunded accrued liabilities. The inherent weakness of this
required minimum funding is that the employer is not required under
law to make payments toward the principal of the unfunded accrued
liabilities. Without mandatory funding of past service liabilities, a
pension plan may never be in financial posture to meet its pension
obligations to its employees.
The pension plan which offers full protection to its employees is
one which is funded with accumulated assets which at least are equal
to the accrued liabilities, and with a contribution rate sufhcient to

9
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maintai"= that status at all times. However, since plans are revised
and amended to provide new benefits which create new and different
liabilities for the plan, opponents of compulsory funding argue that
it is unrealisitc to expect that plans maintain a full funding status
at all times. The same opposition is voiced for new plans, which invariably assume a large unfunded liability at the outset of the plan,
due to the granting of credit for past service by employees to the
employer.
The inefFectiveness of funding requirements were acknowledged in
the President's Cabinet Committee Report of 1965, when it concluded
that
. . the minimum standards for funding under present tax law
do not assure adequate funding. The setting of standards for adequate funding therefore becomes an important public concern. (Pubh'c Policy and Private Pension Programs, '1965, pp. 50—
51). The Promise
and commitment of a pension can be fulfilled only when funds are
available to pay the employee participant what is owed to him. Without adequate funding, a promise of a pension which may be illusory
and empty.
c. Reinsurance
One of the more dramatic evidences of the deficiencies of pension
plans, illustrated by the Studebaker case in 1964 and more recently
in over 100 cases of pension plan termination uncovered by the Subcommittee during its inquiry into plan termination, is the failure of
employees to receive all of the pension benefits to which they are
entitled, when a company shuts down, relocates or merges with another
corporate entity. Some critics have proposed that corporate assets be
committed to guarantee any pension obligations which exist at

".

"

termination.
Another suggestion is that a federal insurance program should be
instituted to guarantee the payment of these obligations. Under this
program, specified premiums would be paid by pension plan administrators, and, in the event that a plan is forced to terminate, with insu%cient assets to pay vested employee benefits funds from the
guaranty fund would become available for this purpose. The adverse
impact upon workers of terminated underfunded plans was effectively
shown in the Subcommittee
report on plan terminations issued
September 11, 1972.
In his message to Congress of December 8, 1971 on the subject of
ension reform the President directed the Departments of Labor and
reasury to undertake a one-year study of pension plan terminations.
To date, an interim report has been published. It reports 683 pension
plan terminations during the first seven months of 1972 afFecting
approximately 20, 700 pension participants.
d. Portability
Portability refers to the process by which an employee is permitted
to transfer his earned vested pension rights from job to job and at the
end of his career be able to convert all such credits into a final benefit
amount reflecting all of his prior service. Such a process would require
a centralized control or clearinghouse through which the earned
credits could be channeled. The interchangeability
of earned vested
mapension credits would require regulatory and administrative

10
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ery in a federal agency to make it function properly. An effective
of earned vested pension
systeni which permits the transferability
credits is certain to facilitate the mobility of labor.
fiduciary responsibility and disclosure
Another area of concern of the Subcommittee has involved the
conduct of administration and operations of pension plans. Of particular interest has been the course of conduct in fund transactions,
the degree of responsibility required of the fiduciaries, the types of
persons who should be deemed pension "fiduciaries, and the standards
of accountability they shall be governed by in the management and
disposition of pension funds. The only current federal requirement is
that the Secretary of Labor require fiduciaries, trustees, etc. , to make
disclosure of the provisions and financial operations of the pension
plan under the Welfare and Pension Plans Disclosure Act.
An important issue relates to the effectiveness of communication of
plan contents to employees. Descriptions of plans furnished to employees should be presented in a manner that an average and reasonable worker participant can understand intelligently. It is grossly unfair to hold an employee accountable for acts which disqualify him
from benefits, if he had no knowledge of these acts, or if these conditions were stated in a misleading or incomprehensible
manner in
plan booklets. Subcommittee findings were abundant in establishing that an average plan participant, even where he has been furnished
an explanation of his plan provisions, often cannot comprehend them
because of the technicalities and complexities of the language used.

"

IV. Committee Studies and Activities
The Subcommittee on Labor, pursuant to Senate Resolution 235,
92nd Congress, March 6, 1972, and prior resolutions from the 91st
Congress, has conducted a comprehensive and exhaustive study of the
private pension plan system in the United States, with particular
emphasis upon the impact which such plans have upon the workers
covered. The Subcommittee's implementation
of the Senate resolutions has been a methodical collection and analysis of vital statistics
and pertinent detailed data from individual and group cases reflecting the internal administration and operations of private pension and
~ elfare plans. Invaluable data was furnished by 1,493 selected pension
plans in response to a comprehensive questionnaire prepared by the
Subcommittee in the spring of 1970. The data was analyzed in the Senate computer to extract information for evaluation by the Subcommittee staff to ascertain the weaknesses and effectiveness of the
provisions of such plans. A preliminary staff report was issued on
March 31, 1971, which contained findings by the Subcommittee relative to 87 pension plans covering approximately 10 million workers.
Staff studies were also conducted of numerous individual pension
plans in different industries and geographical locations in the United
States. An additional study of 764 pension plans v as made by the
staff and its findings published on November 7, 1971, which, among
er findings, determined that, the median monthly income being
received by retired pension plan participants in the United States
was approximately $99.00.

11
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In addition to the stafF studies of plans, investigatory hearings were
held in Washington, D.C. during July and October 1971, at which
time workers, employers and afFected sectors testified with respect
to various inequities and hardships resulting to the plan participants
from the non-existent or defective provisions of such plans with respect
to vesting, funding, portability and insurance issues. During these
hearings, 14 employer organizations and more than 25 individual
plan participants were heard during a total of five days of hearings.
Additionally, during 1972, the Subcommittee conducted field hearings
on plan terminations in five major cities throughout the United States.
These hearings, in St. Louis, Newark, Minneapolis, Cleveland and
to
Philadelphia,
publicly disclosed the adverse efFects resulting
workers from the inadequate funding of pension plans which covered
them. The problems surfaced were representative of those which
exist in other cities throughout the country. These selective hearings
in the five cities encompassed several different industry pension plans
covering over 22, 500 employees. Investigation preceding the hearings
encompassed more than 115 other companies which had terminated
their pension plans with similar disastrous effects upon their employees.
On May 11, 1972, S. 3598, the predecessor bill to S. 4, was introduced in the U. S. Senate. This legislative proposal, as its successor,
S. 4, embodies remedies specifically designed to correct the deficiencies
uncovered and would provide adequate protection to pension plan
participants. In June 1972, the Subcommittee held six days of legislative hearings on S. 3598, at which time the Subcommittee heard
testimony of not only experts in the pension field, but representatives
and organizations vitally affected by the legislation.
After S. 4 was introduced in the Senate, similar legislative hearings
were held on February 15 and 16 in the 93rd Congress, First Session,
relative to S. 4 which incorporated all the provisions of its prececessor,

S. 3598.

These hearings exemplified the purpose of underlying the Subcommittee's entire study, in that all affected sectors, within the limits of
time available, were afforded ample opportunity to present their views
with respect to proposed legislation. Additionally,
those whose requests to testify could not be honored due to limitations of time, were
encouraged to submit statements and views for consideration by the
staff. Many of these resulted in subsequent conferences to discuss the
merits of objections and suggestions. A number of suggestions were
meritorious and constructive and were subsequently incorporated into
the bill.
Because of the Subcommittee's concern with the effects which the
projected costs of mandatory vesting might impose upon pension plans,
the Subcommittee, through the actuarial firm of Grubbs 8: Company,
Baltimore, Maryland, conducted its own actuarial study and evaluation of estimated increases in pension plan costs resulting from vesting
provisions. This study, conducted by a recognized and qualified actu-
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arial firm, permitted the Subcommittee to assess the range of increased
costs to private pension plans which might be anticipated as a result
of enactment of S, 3598. A summary of the Subcommittee cost study is
attached as Appendix.
The Subcommittee's implementation of its study, as mandated by
Senate resolution, was methodical and analytical. It undertook initially, through its inquiries and fact-finding, to define the specific problems of private pension plans in the United States. When the problems
were sufficiently identified, a comprehensive analysis of each was made
by the Subcommittee staff. The analysis was essential in order to determine the need and extent of reform essential to meet the deficiencies
and problems surfaced.
In considering S. 4 and other legislation, the Subcommittee was
of the opinion that, based upon its findings, it would be unwise and
impractical to propose either revisions or new provisions of law in
patchwork fashion. It was convinced that the nature and extent of the
problems determined to exist required one omnibus legislative proposal which would embody essential and indispensable reforms.

V. Committee Action and Explanation

of Amendments

The Committee enthusiastically endorses the concept of a comprehensive private pension reform program. It believes that expeditious
enactment of S. 4 will institute a program which will achieve a
stengthening of the role played by private retirement plans within
the fabric of our economic and. social structures. Its most important
purpose will be to assure American workers that they may look forward with anticipation to a retirement with financial security and
dignity, and without fear that this period of life will be lacking in the
necessities to sustain them as human beings within our society. The
enactment of progressive and effective pension legislation is also certain to increase stability within the framework of our nation's economy, since the tremendous resources and assets of the private pension
plan system are an integral part of our economy. It will also serve
to restore credibility and faith in the private pension plans designed
for American working men and women, and this should serve to encourage rather than diminish efforts by management and industry to
expand pension plan coverage and to improve benefits for workers.
The Committee believes that the legislative approach of establishing minimum standards and safeguards for private pensions is not
only consistent with retention of the freedom of decision-making vital
to pension plans, but in furtherance of the growth and development
of the private pension system. At the same time, the Committee recognizes the absolute need that safeguards for plan participants be sufficiently adequate and effective to prevent the numerous inequities to
workers under plans which have resulted in tragic hardship to so
many. The Committee has vividly demonstrated this need in public
hearings.
The Bill reported by the Committee represents an effort to strike
an appropriate balance between the interests of employers and labor
organizations in maintaining fiexibility in the design and operation of
their pension programs, and the need of the workers for a level of
protection which will adequately protect their rights and just expectations. In adopting this approach, the Committee believes it has
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designed a bill, which, like the National I.abor Relations Act, , the
wage-hour laws and other labor standards laws, brings the workers'
interests up to parity with those of employers. This legislation strikes
an appropriate and equitable balance between two opposing schools
of thought
those who advocate complete and stringent control of
private pensions and those who oppose any form of government
supervisory or regulatory control.
The Subcommittee on Labor unanimously adopted and reported
out S. 4, with several major changes from S. 4 as introduced on
January 4, 1973. The Subcommittee Print also contained various
changes which were technical or conforming in nature. These changes
are explained in more detail in the section-by-section analysis which
appears later.
Examples of major changes incorporated in the Subcommittee

—

Print included:

1. Providing plan participants on the effective date of the vesting
title with retrospective vesting credit for service performed prior to
the effective date of the title regardless of the age of the plan participant. (Sec. 202)
2. Requiring the Secretary of Labor to undertake studies of vesting
provisiois with respect to high mobility workers and to develop
recommendations for revision of government procurement regulations
so as to provide more adequate protection against loss of benefits to
professional, scientific, and technical personnel working on government
contracts. (Secs. 101, 221-223)
3. Permitting the Secretary of Labor, upon appropriate application,
to provide insurance to cover unfunded vested liabilities of a plan
not otherwise covered by the Act, which conforms with vesting, funding and other standards required by the Act. (Sec. 401)
4. Requiring a plan to serve notice upon the Secretary of Labor of
intent to terminate the plan; failure to provide such notice results in
personal liability on persons who failed to give such notice of losses
incurred by the Pension Benefit Insurance Fund. (Sec. 404)
5. Provision that persons who terminate plans with intent to
circumvent the Act or WPPDA shall be personally liable for losses
incurred by the Pension Benefit Insurance Fund. (Sec. 404)
6. Providing that upon termination an employer shall be liable for
100% of the plan's unfunded vested liabilities, but not to exceed
50% of such employer's net worth. (Sec. 405)
7. Where upon plan termination the plan has surplus assets attributable to employee contributions, they shall be equitably distributed in relation to employee contributions. (Sec. 510)
8. Fiduciaries cannot receive any consideration from any party
dealing with such fund in connection with a transaction involving the
fund. (Sec. 510)
9. No person can interfere with or discriminate against a participant
with respect to rights and privileges which such person is entitled to
under the plan, Act, or the WPPDA. (Sec. 610)
10. It shall be unlawful for any person to use force or threaten or
otherwise interfere with a person's exercise of rights under the plan,
Act, or WPPDA.
11. When considering the experience of multi-employer plans for
insurance premium purposes the Secretary of Labor shall take into account the withdrawal of employers from the plan. (Sec. 217)
14
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In its Executive meeting on March 20, 1973, the Committee adopted
unanimously the following three amendments:
(1) An amendment offered by Chairman Williams and Senator
Javits to assure participants that optional death benefits'can only be
waived in writing signed by the participant after the participant
receives a written explanation of the terms and conditions of the
options and the effect of such waiver. The amendment would prevent
a participant from losing by default an optional death benefit. (Sec.
510)

(2) An amendment offered by Senator Javits to authorize the
Secretary of Labor to bring civil litigation under the Act and the
Welfare and Pension Plans Disclosure Act through attorneys appointed
by the Secretary (except in the Supreme Court. ) (Sec. 101)
(3) An amendment offered by Senator Javits extending coverage
of the fiduciary and disclosure amendments
to the WPPDA to all
benefit arrangements described in or permitted by Section 302 of the
Taft-Hartley Act. These benefit arrangements would include jointly
administered vacation funds, apprenticeship training funds, day care
centers, scholarship funds, etc. (Sec. 502)
In addition, there were several technical changes adopted by the
Committee.
VI. Committee Views
POLICY OF THE

RETIREMENT INCOME SECURITY FOR EMPLOYERS ACT

The policy statement in Section 2 is most significant in that it recognizes that all of the problems in the private pension field surfaced by
the Committee are so interrelated that they cannot be resolved without
a comprehensive legislative program, dealing not only with malfeasance and maladministration
in the plans, or the consequences of lack
of adequate vesting, but also with the broad spectrum of questions such
as adequacy of funding, plant shut-downs and plan terminations,
transferability of vested credits, adequate communication to participants, and, in short, the establishment of certain minimum standards
to which all private pension plans must conform if the private pension
promise is to become a reality rather than an illusion.

D EFINITION s
The Committee has the following technical notes concerning
definitions:
The definition of "employee" is intended to encompass any person
who has the status of an "employee" under a collective bargaining
agreement.
The exclusion of assets of investment companies regulated under
the Investment Company Act of 1940 from the definition of "fund"
is not intended to exclude participating shares in an investment company held by the fund.
With respect to the term "profit-sharing retirement plan", it is
intended that stock bonus, thrift and savings or similar plans with
retirement features be treated as the equivalent of profit-sharing
retirement plans for purposes of this Act unless expressly indicated
otherwise.
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With respect to the definition of "fully funded", it is intended that
the assets of the plan be valued at fair market value at the time the
funding status determination is made in order to ascertain whether
plan assets are sufficient to cover all accrued liabilities. It is to be emphasized that "fully funded" is intended to refer to the sufficiency of
assets with respect to all benefits which may be due and not just those
benefits which are vested.
With respect to the term "experience deficiency", it is anticipated
that the Secretary will devise rules to preclude a plan from suddenly
revising actuarial standards in order to avoid or circumvent "experience deficiencies".
With respect to the term "normal service cost", it is intended that
this definition be applied consistent with such cost methods recognized
by the Internal Revenue Service unless there is an effort to avoid or
evade the funding requirements of this Act.
With respect to the term "non-forfeitable right" or "vested right",
it is not contemplated that vesting be required in benefits such as
death benefits, disability benefits, or other forms of ancillary benefits
provided by the plan. The plan may, of course, at its option, provide
for vesting in such benefits.
With respect to the terms "normal retirement benefit" and "normal
retirement age", it is intended that the participant not be compelled
to await the receipt of his retirement or vested benefit beyond age 65.
However, since the Act sets minimum standards, plans may provide retirement or vested benefits prior to age 65, or, on the basis of individual agreements made with participants, after age 65 if the participant so desires.
In formulating the definition of "multi-employer plan" the Committee was guided by the concept that such a plan, if suKciently comprehensive in size or scope, would be unlikely to terminate because its
existence did not depend on the economic fortunes of one employer or
employer entity. The Committee recognized that certain single employer plans have characteristics similar to those of the multi-employer
type described in the definition, but, on balance, it is believed that experience on plan terminations provides a reasonable basis for the
distinction.
TITLE I. OR GANIZATION

—

The Committee believes it is essential to concentrate in the Secretary
of Labor sufficient powers to effectively implement the provisions of
this Act with the minimum amount of duplication and overlapping o
functions.
The Secretary's investigatory authority permits examination of plan
books and records without the Secretary having reason to believe a
violation of the Act (or Welfare and Pension Plans Disclosure Act) may
exist. However, the Secretary is limited to one such examination
annually. He may, of course, conduct an examination at any time when
he has reasonable cause to believe a violation may exist. The Committee believes that monies in a pension or welfare fund should be as
safe as money in a bank or insurance company. Periodic spot-check
audits by governmental examiners is a time-tested method for assuring
the security of funds. At the same time, the Committee recognizes a
concern over possible "harassment" which may impede the effective
implementation of the Act's requirements. Limiting the Secretary to
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one non-violation audit annually takes account of this concern and it
is to be assumed that this authority shall be exercised in good faith
and with no intent of capriciousness or harassment. In light of the
large number of plans that will become subject to the Act, it is extremely doubtful, as a practical matter, that the Secretary could
conduct more than one spot-check annually for any given plan.
The Secretary is also authorized to establish standards and qualifications for actuaries. This is a major innovation and indispensable to
effective enforcement of the funding standards and operation of
the plan termination insurance program. The Committee is unaware
of any significant licensing procedures for actuaries at either the state
of federal level and this may, to some extent, explain inadequate
funding procedures which have been found to exist. Generally speaking, the American Academy of Actuaries is regarded as the umbrella
organization with the most rigorous standards for admission to membership, and the Committee intends that the Secretary should give
due weight to membership in this organization or its equivalent as
a basis for certifying actuaries under the Act. Additionally, the Secretary may certify actuaries on the basis of objective standards,
without regard to membership
in any particular
promulgated

organization.
The Secretary is also required to establish and maintain reasonable
limitations on actuarial assumptions. It should be noted that the
Secretary is authorized not to prescribe what actuarial assumptions
must be used, but rather to assure that those which are used are
reasonable and reflect relevant experience
The Secretary is authorized to undertake studies into the private
pension and profit-sharing retirement plans covering a wide variety
of subjects. Of particular interest to the Committee are those studies
which would encompass methods of encouraging further growth of
the private pension system and the advisability of additional coverage
under the Act. With respect to the latter, the Committee intends that
the Secretary pursue studies of those elements encompassed in this
legislation to include but not be limited to vesting, funding, portability, reinsurance, and fiduciary and disclosure requirements. The
Secretary is required to conduct appropriate studies of State, City
and local government pension plans, exempt f'rom S. 4, to ascertain
any need for legislative actions with respect to these plans. He is
further required to study the sufficiency of vesting provisions as
applicable to workers who are engaged in high mobility services or
professions such as scientists, engineers, teachers, architects and similar
occupations. The innovative provisions of this bill require close
observation to assure fulfillment of the legislative intent and accordrevisions or other necessary changes shall be
ingly, appropriate
incumbent upon the Secretary to initiate. The Secretary shall give
high priority to recommendations
regarding further legislation.
In order to avoid duplications and unnecessary expense, the Secretary is authorized to make arrangements with appropriate federal
or state agencies for assistance in the performance of his functions.
In addition, the Secretary is authorized to enter into arrangement
with appropriate state agencies to assist him in implementing
the
Act's provisions. The states of Wisconsin and New York, for example,
exercise supervision over certain pension and ~velfare funds in their
respective jurisdictions, and the experience and technical know-how
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of these state agencies would be of valuable assistance to the Secretary.
It is not intended, however, that the state agencies utilized would
formulate or apply substantive standards to plans subject to this
Act which differ from the standards in this Act. The Secretary may
also enter into appropriate agreements with such Federal Banking
agencies as the Comptroller of the Currency, the Federal Deposit
Insurance Corporation, etc. to assist him in administering and enforcing
the fiduciary standards in the Welfare and Pension Plans Disclosure
Act.
PART

B. COVERAGE

AND

EXEMPTIONS

It is intended that coverage under the Act be construed liberally to
provide the maximum degree of protection to working men and women
covered by private retirement programs. Conversely, exemptions
should be confined to their narrow purpose.
In the case of any plan which fiuctuates in terms of participant
coverage both above and below twenty-six participants, it shall continue to be subject to the Act's coverage once it has become initially
subject to the Act's coverage.
Plans of all non-profiit institutions, with the exception of religious
organizations, shall be subject to the Act in order to provide the employees of these institutions with protection equal to the protection
of employees of profiitmaking organizations. In the case of plans established or maintained by religious organizations for the benefit of
employees engaged in activities not substantially identified with the
primary role of the religious organization, such employees should
obtain the benefits of coverage under this Act.
The Committee notes that special exemptions have been provided
to plans which are financed exclusively through the medium of union
membership dues and for plans which, as indicated above, cover less
than 26 participants. As to the first, it was the Committee's conclusion, after careful consideration, that it would be unwise to impose
federally mandated standards of vesting and funding on plans where
the participants themselves have the means through the democratic
processes of their union (as protected under the LMRDA) to install
these improvements themselves. To insist on the application of the
standards in this Act to such plans would, in effect, result in requiring
the union members to tax themselves at a higher rate for benefit
improvements which they themselves have been unwilling to accomplish for themselves by the means at hand. Such an approach would
be inconsistent with the basis of this legislation which is to provide
welfare and pension plan improvements
where the participants do
not have the means to provide these improvements
themselves
through their collective actions,
The Committee also concluded that an exemption for plans of
small size was necessary in order to prevent discouraging
small
employers from establishing
pension plans. The Committee has
abundant
statistical evidence to demonstrate
that the greatest
need for extending pension plan programs occurs in connection with
employees of small business. While reasonable men may differ in
their judgment as to whether a small plan exemption would encourage
greater expansion of private pension plans among small businessmen,
it is the Committee's judgment that subjecting all plans, regardless
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of size, to the standards of this Act could have an inhibiting effect on
future private pension expansion. In addition, the Committee recognized that small plans established for the self-employed and theIr
employees meet adequate vesting standards under other laws. Finally,
the bill does require the Secretary to study the need for expanding
coverage of this Act to those plans which are not made subject to this
Act. The Committee believes that this study will provide useful data
which can serve as the basis for further policy m connection with
expanding the Act's scope of coverage to smaller plans.
SECTION 108. CERTIFICATE OF RIGHTS

The Committee intends that the phrase "furnish or make available,
whichever is most practicable" be construed to assure that plan
participants obtain a copy of vested right certificates without imposing
impractical burdens on plan administrators. In the case of large multimade to delegate the
employer plans, for example, arrangements
certificate function to the participating employers or to require the
participant to apply for his certificate upon his severance from
employment may be necessary. Wherever possible, preference should
be given to requiring the administrator to furnish the certificate to the
participant.
Coptes of vested right certificates are also required to be filed with
the Secretary so that in the event a participant loses or misplaces
his certificate or the certificate is accIdentally destroyed, a record
copy is availabe with the Secretary. It is the view of the Committee
that the Secretary should explore the feasibility of coordinating his
record keeping responsibilities
in connection with this provision
with the Social Security Administration
so that the most efficient
mechanism
for maintaining
records of vested interests can be
developed.

—

TITLE II. VESTING AND

FUNDING

REQUIREMENTS

PART A. VESTING
SECTION 201. ELIGIBILITY

Section 201 provides that no pension plan shall require, as a condition for eligibility to participate, a period of service longer than
one year or an age greater than 25, whichever occurs later; however,
a plan which provides 100% immediate vesting upon entry into plan,
may restrict participation to those who are 30 years of age or have
three years of service, whichever occurs later.
Earlier eligibility standards were considered and appeared to impose
an unwarranted additional cost on plans. Additionally, the Committee
believes on the basis of substantial evidence presented that until age
25 a large portion of the work force is still transient and accounting
for such employees would impose unduly burdensome and costly
record-keeping requirements on plan administrators. The Committee
believes that an age 25 entry standard approaches the norm for the
majority of plans today.
The exception for plans which provide 100% full vesting upon
plan entry is based on the fact that such plans, like the TIAA-CREF
plan for college teachers, provide earlier vesting in larger amounts
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than provided under the bill, and requiring such plans to install
earlier membership requirements would impose burdens well beyond
the minimum standards approach intended by the Committee, and
might compel such plans to sacrifice immediate full vesting on plan
entry.
SECTION 202. VESTING SCHEDULE

The Committee has endorsed a major innovation which provides
for retrospective credit in accured benefits attributable to service
rendered prior to the effective date of the vesting provisions. The
prior version of S. 4 limited such retrospective vested benefit credit
to workers age 45 or older on the effective date of the vesting provisions.
The prior version of S. 4 was predicated on the theory that older
workers were most in need of retrospective vesting credit and that
younger workers would have, in most instances, ample opportunity
to attain adequate amounts of vested credits under the bill on the
basis of their opportunity for service after the effective date of the
vesting provisions.
Testimony in the February 15 and 16 hearings of the Labor Subcommittee indicated, however, that restricting retrospective vesting
to workers age 45 tended to be arbitrary. In addition, actuarial cost
data prepared for the Subcommittee in February, 1973, (See Appendix
disclosed that the additional incremental cost associated with eliminating the age 45 cut-OA' was no more than .2 percent of payroll or
an additional 9 percent of present plan cost. This additional increment
of cost appears, therefore, to be tolerable by the vast majority of.
plans that would be subject to the vesting provisions of S. 4 and is
greatly outweighed by the much larger number of workers who will
be rewarded for their labors by retrospective vesting. Accordingly,
in the interests of complete equity, as a means of strengthening worker's
incentives based on private retirement arrangements, and to promote
simplicity in the understanding and application of the vesting requirements of the bill, total retrospective vesting credit, regardless of age,
was adopted.
It is to be understood that in the event the plan is provided a 5-year
deferral from compliance with vesting in accordance with section
216, active participants at the time vesting compliance commences
are to be provided credit for service performed during the 5-year
period of deferral. It should also be made clear, that the vesting
benefits provided by this title are applicable only to those active
employees who are covered by the plan on the effective date of the
title, or, in the event of a 5-year deferral, on the date statutory vesting
compliance commences.
Section 202 requires that three of the eight years of service required
to qualify for an initial vested right be continuous. In order to assist
participants to know whether they have met this requirement, it is
contemplated that the Secretary will prescribe appropriate notifiication procedures which avoid impractical burdens on plan administrators.
In addition, Section 202(b)(3) recognizes that while, in general,
aggregate service rather than continuous service requirements will
more nearly meet the needs of most employees in a mobile industrial
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society, such a standard if applied to an employee permanently separated from employment with 100% vested rights might militate against
his subsequent rehire. Accordingly, Section 202(b) (3) permits an
employer to ignore such an employee's prior service if he is rehired.
This exception is not intended to apply to employees who are separated with less than 100% vested rights.
Under section 202(e), the Secretary is authorized to approve a vesting schedule, in lieu of that mandated by the bill, which provides a
degree of vesting protection as equitable as that contained in the bill.
For example, for most participants, vesting schedules in the so-called
"pattern plans" negotiated in the auto industry, which provide 100
percent full vesting upon completion of 10 years of service, would
appear to provide as equitable a degree of vesting protection as that in
the bill. In no event, should the Secretary approve an alternate vesting
schedule which provides for 100% vesting upon the completion of more
than 15 years of service.
The Committee believes further that there is no reasonable justification for depriving employees in multiemployer
plans of the vesting
protection mandated by the Bill. Section 202 subjects such plans to
its requirements.
PART

B. FUNDING

—

SECTION 210.

FUNDING REQUIREMENTS

The Committee believes that actuarially sound funding procedures
of the purposes of the
are indispensable to effective implementation
Act. If employers never went out of business or terminated pension
plans before they were completely funded, there would, no doubt, be
no persuasive justification for funding standards aside from whatever
tax considerations might be applicable. Nevertheless, employers do
experience financial or economic difficulties or they undergo varying
degrees of corporate reorganization, all of which can lead to premature
termination of underfunded plans. A plan termination insurance program provides the essential safeguard to the rights of workers who
are trapped by these unforseen economic hazards but such a program
cannot be made practical without being coupled to required standards
of funding. To create a plan termination insurance program without
appropriate funding standards would permit those who present the
greatest risk in terms of exposure to benefit at the expense of employers
who have developed conscientious funding programs. The funding
standards contained in Section 210 are designed to lessen that unnecessary exposure by requiring every plan to be funded in a manner
which will fully amortize unfunded liabilities in 30 years. 30 years
was selected as representing more closely the funding period norm for
most private plans. It is within the contemplation of the Committee
that so-called "pay-as-you-go" or "terminal funded" plans are precluded under the requirements of this section.
It should be noted that the unfunded liabilities are to be amortized
in no less than equal annual payments over a 3C-year period. This will
permit the unfunded liabilities to be funded faster in the earlier years
of the plan and more slowly in the later years, as long as the cumulative funding status of the plan is always where it would have been
if the unfunded liabilities had been amortized by precisely equal annual payments.
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—

SECTION 211.

DISCONTINUANCE

OF PLANS

One of the most unregulated features of the private pension plans
is their bewildering array of inconsistent provisions governing the
priority of distribution of plan assets in the event of plan termination.
Section 211 is intended to rectify this matter and should be construed
in an integral fashion with the plan termination insurance provisions. The Secretary has been given discretion to determine what constitutes "a substantial termination". In making his determination of a
"substantial termination" the Secretary should be guided primarily
by the interests of plan participants and beneficiaries and the capability of the insurance program to adequately and equitably underwrite
plan termination losses.
PART

C. VARIANCES

—DEFERRED APPLICABILITY

SECTION 216.

OF VESTING STANDARDS

The Committee recognizes that despite a three-year delayed effective date for compliance with vesting standards, there still may be some
plans which will experience a cost burden that would result in substantial economic injury to the interests of employers and their
employees.
As to these plans, provision is made that if they can demonstrate
"substantial economic injury" as defined and intended by the Act,
they may be eligible for an additional period not to exceed 5 years
within which to commence compliance.
The requirement that in collectively-bargained
plans both parties
must join in requesting the variance is believed necessary since in such
cases both parties involved have a vital and intrinsic interest. Both
will serve as a check and balance on the other, and by virtue of this
check and balance, a joint application from the parties is to be accorded
due weight.

—

SECTION 217.

VARIANCES FROM FUNDING REQUIREMENTS

Under this section, the Secretary is directed to prescribe a period
of time in excess of 30 years for multiemployer plans to fund their
unfunded benefit liabilities. In prescribing such additional periods,
it is the Committee's intention that the Secretary may proceed by
promulgating specific periods for specific multiemployer plans or for
specific classes of multiemployer plans where characteristics are substantially identical. In promulgating such additional periods the Secretary need not be bound by actuarial standards more appropriate in
application to single employer plans, but should formulate a standard
of funding adequacy which reflects the plan's experience and gives
reasonable assurance that the plan's benefit commitments will be met.
While no specific upper limit on the funding period is expressed in
this section, no additional period should be prescribed which would
be manifestly inconsistent with the underlying purposes of this Act.
In considering the experience of multi-employer plans for establishment of new premium rates, the Secretary shall take into account for
prescribing lower rates, the withdrawal of employers from such plan»
although the withdrawal did not result in significant reductions of
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contributions to the plan. The purpose of this provision is to direct
the Secretary to assure that multi-employer plans are not inequitably
treated by prescribing premium rates which do not take into account
or are not consonant with the low incidents of termination experience
of such plans.
In all proceedings under Part C, the Committee intends that the
Secretary afford interested parties, including plan participants and
beneficiaries, the opportunity to present their views.
PART

D.

PROTECTION

OF PENSION

RIGHTS

Because of rapid and frequent changes in Federal procurement
objectives and policies, professional, teaching, scientific and technical
personnel suffer a uniquely high rate of forfeiture under private
pension plans. Last year, in connection with the National Science
Policy and Priorities Act of 1972 (S. 32), the Committee adopted as a
Title IV to that bill, requirements that would cause the Director of
the National Science Foundation to investigate the matter and attempt to develop new procurement standards which would provide
adequate protection of these mobile personnel who because of Federal
procurement contract terminations and changes in procurement objectives rarely work long enough for a single employer so that the vesting
standards contained in Title II of this bill would provide sufficient
protection to them.
Upon review of this matter, the Committee concluded that it would
be more appropriate to lodge this authority in the Secretary of Labor,
who has overall supervisory authority of private pension plans under
this bill, and to expand coverage of his authority to encompass other
professional personnel, such as teachers, architects, medical technicians, etc. , working on government contracts, in addition to engineers
and scientists. This is accomplished in Part D of Title II.
Section 221 states that the Secretary of Labor shall develop his
recommendations for changes in federal procurement regulations "in
consultation with appropriate professional societies". The Committee
considers this phrase to include unions of professional personnel.
Section 221 also requires that changes in procurement contracts should
be developed "to the extent feasible", and this element compels the
Secretary of Labor to take account of the existing provisions of law
affecting private pension plans, the circumstances surrounding
the
establishment and operation of such plans by government contractors,
the impact of plan revisions on existing industrial relations in aerospace, defense, and similar industries, as well as the economic consequences of any specific approach or series of approaches to securing
protection
through
governmentally-imposed
greater
pension
standards.

—

TITLE III. VOLUNTARY PORTABILITY PROGRAM FOR
VESTED PENSIONS

It is the belief of the Committee that the voluntary portability program created by this Title will stimulate and lead to enhanced vested
benefits under the Act and will pave the way for providing vested
benefits more closely related to all of a worker's productive years. In
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addition, such a program will simplify and relieve many employers of
expense to their
recordkeeping problems which add administrative
plans. The Committee is aware of the arguments of those who have
opposed legislative efforts to initiate portability. However, the Commit tee is persuaded that such a program is feasible and that the successful implementation of a system of tax-free transfer of vested credits
in Canada without the "clearinghouse" format created by this Section
is proof of its feasibility. Obviously, if present tax laws could be modified to permit the tax-free transfer of vested credits by employees from
job to job, then the "clearinghouse" system established by this Title
might not be indispensable. However, in the absence of such far-reaching tax changes, the voluntary program established herein can prove to
be of inestimable value to many participants.
There are a number of important elements of this voluntary pro-

gram:

First, it is purely voluntary on the part of employers to enlist their
plans in the portability system.
Second, it is purely voluntary on the part of the employee as to
whether he wishes to transfer his vested credits from one member
plan to another member plan through the clearinghouse mechanism.
Third, the Secretary is empowered to protect the employee's vested
interest from his initial plan by assuring that the credits purchased
from the new plan have equivalent actuarial value.
Fourth, amounts deposited in the "clearinghouse" fund may be
channeled into socially desirable and productive investments, such as
housing, since surplus amounts may be deposited in interest-bearing
accounts of banks or savings and loan associations insured by the
FDIC or the FSLIC.
Fifth, the Secretary is authorized to provide technical assistance to
plans wishing to enter into reciprocal arrangements which will facilitate
the free transfer of all pension credits, vested or not. In this connection,
it is not intended that the Secretary actually establish such arrangements on behalf of the requesting parties but that he provide appropriate assistance.
The Committee does not believe that the portability program established by this Title is a substitute or replacement for adequate minimum vesting standards. It is, instead, an extension of the vesting
concept which permits the employee to capture the value of his vested
interest at a particular p'oint in time and exchange that value for
credits which will mature into an ultimately greater vested benefit
than he might otherwise obtain.

—
401.—

TITLE IV. PLAN TERMINATION INSURANCE
SECTION

ESTABLISHMENT AND APPLICABILITY OF PROGRAM

The bill reported by the Committee requires plan termination
insurance to cover unfunded vested liabilities incurred prior to as well
as subsequent to enactment of the Act, in order to prevent employees
from being deprived from insurance protection for retirement credits
earned before enactment.
The Secretary may provide insurance to plans to cover unfunded
vested liabilities of a plan not subject to the Act so long as there Is
compliance with the vesting, funding and other requirements of the
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Act and the plan pays the requisite assessments and premiums. This
is intended to make insurance coverage under the Act available on a
voluntary basis to plans not subject to the Act.

—

SECTION 408.

ASSESSMENTS AND PREMIUMS

The Committee adopted a provision which requires initial threeyear premium to be paid by plan, as follows:
0.2
(a) For funded vested liabilities incurred after enactment
percentum of unfunded vested liabilities;
(b) For unfunded vested liabilities incurred prior to enactment 0.2 percentum of unfunded vested liabilities provided plan
was 75 percent funded during five-year period preceding Act, or
if plan less than five years old on date of enactment, if it was
reducing unfunded vested liabilities at rate of five percent each

—

year;
(c) For unfunded vested liabilities incurred prior to Act, but
funding tests above in (b) not met not more than .4 percentum
and not less than 0.2 percentum of such unfunded vested liabilities;
(d) As to multi-employer plans, both as to unfunded vested liabilities incurred before or after Act not to exceed 0, 2 percentum

—
—

o'f all

such unfunded

vested liabilities.

In order to minimize the risk of shifting to the reinsurance program
substantially unfunded liabilities created prior to enactment, it was
believed essential to create two classes of risks for purposes of setting
the premium rate. If the plan was being funded in an adequate fashion,
i.e. , was 75 percent funded or was amortizing unfunded vested liabilities at the rate of five percent each year, it was believed that such a
plan was an acceptable risk and the .2 percentum premium rate was
appropriate. In the event the plan did not meet the test of funding
adequacy, as indicated, it falls in the category of being a higher risk,
and therefore, can be charged up to twice the amount of normal
premium, but no more. Since multi-employer plans, as defined in the
bill, have a much lower risk of plan termination, it was believed
appropriate to continue charging the .2 percent premium regardless
of when the unfunded vested liabilities v ere incurred.
SECTION 404.

—

PAYMENT

OF INSURANCE

There are a variety of circumstances under which pension plans terminate. In some cases, the termination proceeds by stages. In other
cases, it may happen fairly rapidly. In order to carry out the purpose
of the reinsurance program while at the same time protecting the program from undue exposure owing to delays, manipulation, or unforeseen economic hazards following plan termination, the Secretary is
provided with sufficient Qexibility to determine the most appropriate
procedure for v inding up terminated plans and assuring effective implementation of the insurance program.
It is also required that plans furnish to the Secretary adequate
prior notice of intent to terminate the plan. Persons responsible for
giving such notice who fail to do so, or who terminate plans in order to
circumvent or avoid the Act or the VFPPDA, are held personally
liable for losses sustained by the insurance program. The Committee
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believes this approach to be more practical and less time-consuming
than requiring a plan to obtain the approval of the Secretary before
the plan can be terminated, which was the approach employed in the
prior version of S. 4.

—

SECTION 405.

RECOVERY

The Committee recognizes that in order to provide adequate protection to employees against loss of vested benefits owing to premature
plan termination, it is necessary for the insurance program to cover
all forms of plan termination regardless of the circumstances giving
rise to the termination. The Committee also recognzed that some
degree of employer liability was essential where the employer was not
insolvent at the point of plan termination in order to preclude abuse
by shifting the financial burden to the plan termination insurance program despite the fact that the employer had avaiable funds to contmue
funding the plan.
One approach to this problem would be to require financially responsible employer to, in effect, act as self-insurers for the unfunded vested
liabilities and those who are not financially responsible to obtain plan
termination insurance. This approach, which is supported by precdent
in the field of workmen's compensation, for example, was considered
and rejected becuase of the potentially enormous liabilities invoved.
To require the Secretary to evaluate the financial capabilities of particular employers to assume such potentially enormous liabilities might
have an adverse effect on the employer's competitive position and on
his continued healthy growth.
Having determined that participation in the plan termination insurance program was essential for all plans, and that some degree of
employer liability was necessary, the question of the degree of such
liability becomes important. The Committee had concern that if the
degree of liability was absolute to the extent of the employer's assets,
it might drive some employers to the brink of bankruptcy, impose substantial economic hardship, or discourage the establishment of plans
or the reasonable liberalization of benefits.
Accordingly, the Committee endorsed a formula of employer liability which requires the employer to reimburse the plan termination
insurance program for the total amount of insurance paid, but in no
event greater than 50% of employer's net worth at time of plan termination.
In addition, as a result of plan termination field hearings held by
the Labor Subcommittee, numerous instances were disclosed where
acquiring companies that terminated pension plans failed to take over
the liability for vested benefits owed to the employees of the predecessor company. Since this circumstance could also arise in connection
with the reinsurance provision, it is necessary to strengthen the reinto be liable for
surance provisions by requiring successors-in-interest
reimbursements owed by predecessor companies.
In order to make liability of employer for reimbursement of insurance paid meaningful, it was considered essential to provide a mechanism for enforcement of such liability through giving the government
a lien on employer property for unpaid amounts due.
With respect to the Secretary's authority to treat portions of multiemployer plans as terminated for purposes of applying the plan termination insurance provisions, it should be noted that the contributing
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employers in such arrangements are free to arrange indemnification
agreements among themselves in connection with the plan's application for insurance coverage under Title IV, so that employer liability
for reimbursement of insurance paid under Title IV can be allocated
under terms that the parties themselves have agreed to as equitable.

—DISCLOSURE

TITLE V.

AND

FIDUCIARY STANDARDS

Title V amends the Welfare and Pension Plans Disclosure Act in
two significant ways. First, by additions to and changes in the reportdesigned to disclose more significant information
ing requirements
about plans and the transactions engaged in by those controlling plan
operations and to provide specific data to participants and beneficiaries
concerning the rights and benefits they are entitled to under the plans
and the circumstances which may result in their not being entitled to
benefits, Second, by the addition of a new section setting forth responsibilities and proscriptions applicable to persons occupying a fiduciary
relationship to employee benefit plans, including a "prudent man"
standard for evaluating the conduct of all fiduciaries, and by barring
from responsible fiduciary positions in such plans for a period of
five years all persons convicted of certain listed criminal offenses.
REPORTING AND DISCLOSURE

The underlying theory of the Welfare and Pension Plans Disclosure
Act to date has been that reporting of generalized information concerning plan operations to plan participants and beneficiaries and to
the public in general would, by subjecting the dealings of persons controlling employee benefit plans to the light of public scrutiny, insure
that the plan would be operated according to instructions and in the
best interests of participants and beneficiaries. The Secretary's role
in this scheme was minimal. Disclosure has been seen as a device to impart to employees sufficient information and data to enable them to
know whether the plan was financially sound and being administered as
intended. It was expected that the information disclosed would enable
employees to police their plans, But experience has shown that the
limited data available under the present Act is insufficient. Changes
are therefore required to increase the information and data required
in the reports both in scope and detail. Experience has also demonstrated a need for a more particularized form of reporting so that
the individual participant knows exactly where he stands with respect
to the plan what benefits he may be entitled to, what circumstances
may preclude him from obtaining benefits, what procedures he must
follow to obtain benefits, and who are the persons to whom the management and investment of his plan funds have been entrusted. At
the same time, the safeguarding effect of the fiduciary responsibility
section will operate efficiently only if fiduciaries are aware that the
details of their dealings will be open to inspection, and that individual
participants and beneficiaries will be armed with enough information
to enforce their own rights as well as the obligations owed by the
fiduciary to the plan in general.
The Committee regards the following changes in the reporting and
disclosure provisions as most significant.

—
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First, the general exemption in Section 4(b) (3) of the Act for plans
of certain non-profit organizations such as hospitals, universities,
foundations, etc. has been revised to exempt only plans of religious
organizations. There is no substantial reason why employees covered
by plans of non-profit organizations should be entitled to less protection or less disclosure than employees covered by plans of profitmaking organizations.
Second, the annual report must include the opinion of an independent auditor based upon the results of a required annual audit. Such
information will allow better assessment of the plan's financial soundness by administrators and participants alike (the exemption for the
books of institutions providing investment, insurance, and related
functions and subject to periodic examination by a government agency
will prevent duplicative audit examinations of these institutions). In
light of this change, the provision requiring the Secretary to obtain
certification of the report by an independent accountant prior to making an investigation of plan books and records has been eliminated as
superfluous.
Third, funded plans must include in their reports particularized
information pertaining to leases, party-in-interest
transactions, and
investments in assets other than securities, in addition to information
about securities, investments, and loans. With respect to transactions
other than those involving parties-in-interest,
particularized information is to be provided, in general, if the transaction exceeded three
percent of fund value. Also, actuarial information is now required so
that participants and beneficiaries and the Secretary can evaluate the
funding of the plan.
Amendments to provide detailed information to individual participants are found in Section 8 of the Welfare and Pension Plans Disclosure Act. In addition to the current obligation to make available
copies of the plan description and latest annnal report, the administrator will be required to furnish or make available, whichever is most
practicable, to every participant upon enrollment in the plan a summary of the plan's important provisions, an explanation of the benefits, and the circumstances which may disqualify a participant from
securing benefits, as well as the availability of the underlying plan
documents, such as bargaining agreements, trust agreements. The participant may obtain from the administrator a copy of any or all underlying documents relating to the plan upon the payment of a reasonable
charge (as determined by the Secretary).
Finally, in view of the significantly expanded functions, given to the
Secretary under the Retirement Income Security for Employees Act
and the Welfare and Pension Plans Disclosure Act, the membership
of the Advisory Council to the Secretary found in Section 14 is amended
to create new permanent categories of membership, including investment counselors, actuarial consultants, and accountants, and the
composition of the Advisory Council is increased to 21 members to take
account of these functions.
FIDUCIARY RESPONSIBILITY

A fiduciary is one who occupies a position of confidence or trust.
As defined by the amendments, a fiduciary is a person who exercises
any power of control, management or disposition with respect to
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monies or other property of an employee benefit fund, or who has
authority or responsibility to do so. It is not the intent of the Committee, however, that where the sole power of control, management
or disposition with respect to plan funds rests with the participants
themselves, as may be the case with respect to certain plans where the
participant has the sole discretion over an individual account established in his name, that such participants shall be regarded as fiduciaries. The fiduciary responsibility section, in essence, codifies and
makes applicable to these fiduciaries certain principles developed in
the evolution of the law of trusts. The section was deemed necessary
for several reasons.
First, a number of plans are structured in such a way that it is
unclear whether the traditional law of trusts is applicable. Predominantly, these are plans, such as insured plans, which do not use the
trust form as their mode of funding. Administrators and others exercising control functions in such plans under the present Act are subject only to minimal restrictions and the applicability of present State
law to employee benefit plans is sometimes unclear. Second, even where
the funding mechanism of the plan is in the form of a trust, reliance
on conventional trust law often is insufIicient to adequately protect
the interests of plan participants and beneficiaries. This is because
trust law had developed in the context of testamentary and inter vivos
trusts (usually designed to pass designated property to an individual
or small group of persons) with an attendant emphasis on carrying out
the instructions of the settlor. Thus, if the settlor includes in the trust
document an exculpatory clause under which the trustee is relieved
from liability for certain actions which would otherwise constitute a
breach of duty, or if the settlor specifies that the trustee shall be allowed to make investments which might otherwise be considered imprudent, the trust law in many states will be interpreted to allow the
deviation. In the absence of a fiduciary responsibility section in the
present Act, courts applying trust law to employee benefit plans have
allowed the same kinds of deviations, even though the typical employee
benefit plan, covering hundreds or even thousands of participants, is
quite different from the testainentary trust both in purpose and in

nature.
Third, even assuming that the law of trusts is applicable, without
provisions (lacking in the present Act) allowing ready access to both
detailed information about the plan and to the courts, and without
standards by which a participant can measure the fiiduciary's conduct
(also lacking in the present Act) he is not equipped to safeguard
either his own rights or the plan assets. Furthermore, a fiduciary
standard embodied in Federal legislation is considered desirable because it will bring a measure of uniformity in an area where decisions
under the same set of facts may differ from state to state. It is expected that courts will interpret the prudent man rule and other fiduciary standards bearing in mind the special nature and purposes of
employee benefit plans intended to be effectuated by the Act.
Finally, it is evident that the operations of employee benefit plans
are increasingly interstate. The uniformity of decision which the Act
is designed to foster will help administrators, fiduciaries and participants to predict the legality of proposed actions without thc necessity
of reference to varying state laws.
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Section 15(a) when read in connection with the definition of the
term "employee benefit fund" makes it clear that the fiduciary provisions apply only to those funds which leave assets at risk. While the
Retirement Income Security for Employees Act has the effect of requiring all retirement plans subject to that Act to be financed through
the medium of a segregated fund, there may be welfare funds subject to the Welfare and Pension Plans Disclosure Act such as those
providing sickness or disability benefits, which may not be funded.
Thus, an unfunded plan in which the only assets from which benefits
are paid are the general assets of the employer is not covered. However, if the plan does have assets at risk, the form in which these
assets are held is deemed to be a trust, whether or not a trust agreement exists, except that every employee benefit fund is required to be
established or maintained pursuant to a written document indicating
the purpose and basis of the fund. In the case of insured plans, this
would encompass the insurance contract or similar agreement. Fund
assets are therefore deemed a trust and may only be used for the purposes of providing benefits for participants and defraying reasonable
expenses.
It is to be noted that the definition of "employee benefit fund" excludes assets of an investment company regulated under the Investment Company Act of 1940 but any participating shares held by the
employee benefit fund in an investment company are assets of the
fund and subject to coverage under this section.
The Committee also has made provision for contributory plans to
equitably distribute any surplus funds remaining on plan termination
to the participants in accordance with their rate of contribution. This
requirement is applicable only after plan assets have been used to
satisfy all liabilities. The Committee believes it is unfair to permit the
complete recapture by employers of surplus fu" ds in terminated contributory plans, without regard to the fact tha~ contributions by the
workers helped to generate the surplus. The Committee wishes to
emphasize that while it is not passing judgment on any particular case
now pending, it has concluded that equitable principles require that
this particular subject be governed by a specific rule which reflects
what the Committee regards as essential protection for the interests of
workers in such plans.
Subsection 15 (a) (b) and (c) incorporate the core principles of fiduciary conduct as adopted from existing trust law, but with modifications
appropriate for employee benefit plans. These salient principles place
a twofold duty on every fiduciary: to act in his relationship to the
plan's fund as a prudent man in a similar situation and under like conditions would act, and to act consistently v ith the principles of administering the trust for the exclusive purposes previously enumerated,
and in accordance v ith the documents and instruments governing the
fund unless they are inconsistent with the fiduciary principles of the
section.
There follows a list of proscriptions which represent the most serious
type of fiduciary misconduct which in one way or another has occurred
in connection with some welfare or pension plans. Some of these situations have been found in the administration of the WPPDA. Others
have been discovered by congressional investigations,
newspaper
reporters, audits, and miscellaneous sources. While the magnitude of
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these improper practices is small in relation to the total number of
plans in existence, the seriousness of the improper practices disclosed
indicates the need for additional precautions to insure that these
specific examples do not become general conditions. The list of
proscriptions is intended to provide this essential protection.
With respect to the prohibition against transferring indicia of ownership of plan assets outside the United States, this is intended to preclude frustration of adequate fiduciary supervision and remedies for
breach of trust. However, the Committee recognizes that it is not necessarily imprudent for plan funds to invest in securities of foreign companies, and the high cost of transferring securities back and forth
overseas might result in impractical burdens to plan administrators.
Accordingly, the Secretary is authorized to provide a specific exemption from this requirement where the participants' interests are safeguarded in an adequate fashion.
The exemption provision which follows the listed proscriptions has
been included in recognition of established business practices, particularly of certain institutions such as commercial banks, trust companies,
insurance companies, and investment counselors, which often perform
fiduciary functions in connection with employee benefit plans. The
Secretary may provide individual or class exemptions so that the
established practices of these institutions and others are not unduly
disrupted, so long as they serve the participants interests, and are
not inconsistent with the purposes of this Act.
Next, there are listed transactions in which fiduciaries are expressly
allowed to engage. This listing is necessary for reasons similar to those
which required inclusion of the exemption provision. That is, the
breadth of proscriptions, which was considered necessary for the
reasons stated above, would operate in some cases to prohibit transactions which are deemed desirable to the sound, efficient functioning
of employee benefit plans. It was, therefore, necessary to specify that
certain transactions, likely to be engaged in by fiduciaries of virtually
all plans, will be allowed notwithstanding
the proscriptions.
It is emphasized, however, that even with re pect to the transactions
expressly allowed, the fiduciary's conduct must be consistent with the
prudent man standards.
In this connection, the Subcommittee, after careful deliberation,
deleted a prior provision, section 15(d), which expressly permitted a
"party in interest" to provide multiple services to a plan, regardless of
whether the "party in intere t" was also serving in a fiduciary capacity and receiving fees or compensation for the performance of discretionary functions with respect to plan funds.
Section 15(d) had been predicated on the recognition that fiduciaries,
subject to regulation and supervi ion under laws affecting banking,
insurance and securities, performed a variety of services and functions,
some customary and rooted in the historical development of the fiduciary's role, and some newly arisen as a means of strengthening the
fiduciary's competitive position.
Many of these multiple services or functions are or could be rendered
in connection with a variety of trusts or funds other than pension
trusts or funds. Examples are widows' estates, mutual funds, college
endowment funds, variable annuity funds, etc. Because the fiduciary's
conduct relative to the performance of multiple functions was subject
to regulation under laws affecting insurance, banking and securities,
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the Committee originally took the position that additional regulation
in this field should proceed ski generis under these laws. The Committee
believed that the bill provided ample remedy in the event, for example,
the fiduciary breached his trust by "churning" pension fund accounts
to generate profit for himself or ancillary activities under his control,
or by channeling pension fund investments to shore up vulnerable
investments made by a commercial adjunct.
Upon review by the Subcommittee of section 15(d), however, a
competing school of thought emerged, which emphasized the difficulty
of securing an adequate system of control over fiduciary-commercial
It was
relationships in the context of pension fund management.
argued that these relationships tend to subordinate the strict professionalism expected of fund managers to business pressures and that,
inevitably, certain fund managers are bound to yield to these pressures
and cause trust fund abuse in a manner which is not always accessible
to timely discovery. Because the interests of pension fund beneficiaries
deserve the strongest protection, it was urged that the Subcommittee
adopt a rule which would bar a fiduciary from performing multiple
business services for the pension trust unless, after application by the
fiduciary, the Secretary waives the proscription on grounds that it is
consistent with the purposes of the Act and is in the interest of the
fund or classes of funds and the participants and beneficiaries.
The Committee is aware that there exist various established and
recognized practices which are accepted in commercial banking, trust
and insurance companies, investment companies and other advisors
in connection with employee benefit plans. However, notwithstanding
current acceptance of such practices, the Subcommittee has found it
difficult to establish definitive criteria concerning those practices
which should be specifically proscribed. This difficulty was weighed
by the Committee against the overriding need to protect workers'
pension funds, and it concluded that the latter's interest out-weighed
any current attempt to define all practices and relationships which
constitute not only actual but real potential threats to the security
and preservation of the pension funds. Accordingly, the Secretary of
Labor, is authorized by the Act to waive any proscribed practice as
long as it is consistent with the purposes of the Act and determined
to be in the interests of pension plan participants. The Committee is
not unaware of the possible impact of these prohibitions, and accordingly has made provision in the bill for an adequate transition period
of 3 years, or longer, if warranted.
In the exercise of his exemption authority, the Secretary is expected
to consult with other officials responsible for the administration of
laws affecting insurance, banking, and securities, to ascertain their
views. However, it is to be understood that in determining what is in
the interest of participants and benefi'ciaries of pension plans, the
judgment of the Secreatry of Labor shall be controlling.
The Secretary's exemption authority under section 15(b)(3) also
extends to certain party-in-interest transactions which are proscribed
under section 15(b). In exercising this authority, consideration should
be given to developing criteria which, if met by the plan, would
provide adequate safeguards to the interests of participants and
beneficiaries, and thus, provide a basis for approving certain types
or classes of party in interest transactions. The Committee believes,
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however, that such transactions should not be sanctioned solely on
the basis that the transaction is for "adequate consideration" since
it has sufIicient evidence that the application of this standard has not,
by itself, curbed conflict-of-interest abuse. Rather, the Committee
intends that in developing criteria for adequate safeguards the Secretary should consider such matters as the nature and purpose of the
of the proscribed transaction to effecplan, and the indispensability
tively carrying out the purposes of the plan, the extent to which
participants under the plan possess alternative methods of investing
or managing their accounts, the existence of independent safeguards
or guarantees that provide adequate security to participant interests,

etc.

transactions is
of up to ten
percent of the fund assets in securities issued by the employer of
employees who are participants in the plan. Since such an employer
will often be an administrator of his plan, or will function as a trustee
or in some other fiduciary capacity, this provision creates a limited
exception to the listed proscription against self-dealing. The exception
is made in recognition of the symbiotic relationship existing between
the employer and the plan covering his employees. Such investments
are commonly made under provisions in a trust agreement expressly
allowing them.
The ten percent limitation applies to present holdings of plan funds
as well as to prospective transactions. The Committee believes that
where plan funds are presently heavily invested in securities of the
employer, the participants are placed at jeopardy if the financial
of the employer should deteriorate.
In recognition of the special purpose of profit-sharing and similar
plans, the limitation does not apply to such plans if they explicitly
provide for greater investment in the employer securities, nor should
any diversification principle that may develop from application of
the prudent man principle be deemed to restrict investment by profitsharing plans in employer securities. On the other hand, diversification standards, whether based on percentage or amount of plan funds,
may be appropriately applied to investments by profit-sharing plans
in other than employer securities. An appropriate transitional period
is provided for securing compliance with these requirements with
discretion to the Secretary to provide additional time where needed.
The next two subsections (15(d) and (e)) are intended to codify,
with respect to employee benefit fund fiduciaries, rules developed
under the law of trusts. Thus a fiduciary is made personally liable
for his breach of any responsibility, duty, or obligation owed to the
fund, and must reimburse the fund for any loss resulting from such
a breach. He must also pay over to the fund any personal profit
realized through use of fund assets. Where two or more fiduciaries
manage a fund, each must use care to prevent a co-fiduciary from
committing a breach or to compel a co-fiduciary to redress a breach.
Plan business is to be conducted by joint fiduciaries in accordance with
the governing instruments of the plan, or in the absence of such
provisions by a majority of fiduciaries and a fiduciary who objects in
writing to a specific action and files a copy of his objections with
the Secretary is not liable for the consequences of such action.

Especially significant

among the expressly

allowed

that which permits, in most type of plans, investment
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Exculpatory and similar clauses which purport to relieve a fiduciary from any responsibility, obligation, or duty which under the Act
are expressly prohibited and made void as against public policy. Whatever the validity such provisions might have with respect to testain the case of employee
mentary trust, they are inappropriate
benefit plans.
The large numbers of people and enormous amounts of money
involved in such plans coupled with the public interest in their
financial soundness, as expressed in the Act, require that no such
exculpatory provision be permitted.
In this connection, it should be noted that while co-fiduciaries are
permitted to allocate responsibilities among themselves and, by so
doing, generally limit their liability to the extent of their specified
duties, a co-fiduciary who has specific knowledge of a breach of trust
committed by a co-fiduciary or who could have reasonably been expected to realize that another co-fiduciary was breaching his trust, can
be held personally liable for failure to compel redress of the breach
or prevent the breach, unless he has filed in a timely fashion his objections with the Secretary.
Subsection 15(h) prohibits persons convicted of certain listed crime
from serving, for a period of five years after conviction or the end
of imprisonment for such conviction, in a responsible position in connection with an employee benefit plan. The prohibition is considered
necessary because of the large funds involved and the attendant great
risk of a loss affecting a large number of persons. Section 15 is modeled
after Section 504 of the Labor-Management Reporting and Disclosure
Act (LMRDA) which bars persons convicted of certain crimes from
serving as union officers. The presence of the LMRDA prohibition is
another reason for including a similar provision in the Protection
Act. Without such a provision persons barred from serving as union
ofIicers might take positions with employee benefit plans. The danger
inherent in such a transfer is especially great where elements of
organized crime are involved.
The crimes listed have been chosen with care and have been specifically expanded from those listed in Section 504, LMRDA, to assure
adequate protection to participants and beneficiaries.
the
It is to be noted, however, that the Secretary is empoweredhe bydeterwhere
period
5-year
the
Act to waive the prohibition during
mines that a person's services in such capacity would not be contrary
to the purposes of the Act. It is intended that in the exercise of this
discretionary power, the Secretary may not only inquire into the
extent of rehabilitation of the convicted person, but also into the
circumstances surrounding or attendant to the commission of the
disqualifying offense in order to ascertain mitigating factors which
would affect the gravity of such offense. Such mitigating circumstances
offenses committed in the
would include technically disqualifying
context of, and related to, a genuine labor dispute, and should be
considered by the Secretary in passing upon a waiver application.
In addition, the Committee has found that a substantial number of
plans fail to provide adequate and fair procedures to participants and
beneficiaries when their benefit claims or applications are denied.
Subsection 15(1) is intended to rectify this inequity by requiring
benefiplans to provide adequate notice in writing to participants or
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ciaries whose benefits have been denied, setting forth the specific
reasons in terms that can be readily grasped by the participant, and to
afford a reasonable opportunity for a full and fair review by the plan
administrator of any decision denying benefits.
Finally, the Committee has become aware of numerous instances in
which the widows of deceased pension plan participants have failed to
receive the survivorship or death benefits which they have relied on
because the husband while alive had through inadvertance or misfailed to exercise the survivorship
or death benefit
understanding,
option in his retirement plan. In order to correct the loss of survivorship or death benefits which arise by reason of failure to comply with
plan technicalities, the Committee adopted a provision which assures
that survivorship or death benefit options cannot be lost by default
on the part of the worker. The provision adopted by the Committee
specifies that in order for the death benefit option to be waived by the
participant, there must be a writing signed by the participant to such
effect, after such participant has received a written explanation of the
terms and conditions of the option and the effect of such waiver.

—

TITLE VI. ENFORCEMENT
The enforcement provisions have been designed specifically to provide both the Secretary and participants and beneficiaries with broad
remedies for redressing or preventing violations of the Retirement
Income Security for Employees Act as well as the amendments made
to the Welfare and Pension Plans Disclosure Act. The intent of the
Committee is to provide the full range of legal and equitable remedies
available in both state and federal courts and to remove jurisdictional and procedural obstacles which in the past appear to have
hampered effective enforcement of fiduciary responsibilities under state
law or re overy of benefits due to participants. For actions in federal
courts, nationwide service of process is provided in order to remove a
possible procedural obstacle to having all proper parties before the
court.
Except where plans are not subject to the Retirement Income Security for Employees Act or the Welfare and Pension Plans Disclosure Act, and in certain other enumerated circumstances, state law
is preempted. Because of the interstate character of employee benefit plans, the Committee believes it essential to provide for a uniform
source of law in the areas of vesting, funding, insurance and portability standards, for evaluating fiduciary conduct, and for creating a
single reporting and disclosure system in lieu of burdensome multiple
reports. As indicated previously, however, the Act expressly authorwith state agencies as well as other
izes cooperative arrangements
federal agencies, and provides that state laws regulating banking, insurance or securities remain unimpaired.
Section 610 makes it unlawful for any person to discharge, fine,
suspend, expel, discipline or d'iscriminate against a participant or
beneficiary for exercising any right to which he is entitled under the
provisions of the plan or the Act or the Welfare and Pension Plans
Disclosure Act or for the purpose of interfering with the attainment
of any right to which such participant may become entitled under the
plan or the Act or the Welfare and Pension Plans Disclosure Act.
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Section 611 makes it a criminal offense for any person to use fraud,
force, or violence or threats thereof to restrain, coerce, intimidate or
attempt to restrain, coerce, intimidate any participant or beneficiary
for the purpose of interfering with or preventing the exercise of any
right to which he is or may become entitled under the plan, the Act,
or the WPPDA.
These provisions were added by the Committee in the face of evidence that in some plans a worker's pension rights or the expectations
of those rights were interfered with by the use of economic sanctions or
violent reprisals. Although the instances of these occurrences are
relatively small in number, the Committee has concluded thar, safeguards are required to preclude this type of abuse from being carried
out and in order to completely secure the rights and expectations
brought into being by this landmark reform legislation.

—

TITLE VII. EFFECTIVE DATES
In order to provide sufficient time for pension and profit-sharing
retirement plans to adjust to the new vesting and funding standards,
to make provision for additional costs which may be experienced, and
to permit negotiated agreements to transpire, the Committee has provided a three-year delayed effective date for compliance with the vesting and funding standards. Since the portability program is voluntary, it is believed that a one-year delayed effective date is sufficient
to permit the Secretary to set in motion the administrative apparatus
appropriate for this program. In order to assure as expeditiously as
possible, termination insurance coverage for unfunded vested liabilities incurred prior to enactment, a one-year delayed effective date is
provided for plans to obtain termination insurance pursuant to the
provisions of Title IV. All other provisions are to become effective
upon enactment.
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VII. Section-by-Section Analysis

—
—

TITLE L ORGANIZATION, POWERS, AND DUTIES OF
THE SECRETARY OF LABOR
Section 101. This section requires the Secretary of Labor to promote programs and plans for the administration
and operation of
employee benefit plans in furtherance of the findings and policies set
forth in the Act. He shall determine the eligibility for registration of
such plans upon compliance with the requirements specified in the
Act. Where plans are unqualified, he is authorized to cancel the registration. The Secretary is directed to administer and enforce the provisions of this Act and the Welfare and Pension Plans Disclosure
Act. The Secretary is empowered to conduct inquiries reasonably
necessary to ascertain violations of the Act or its regulations. He may
not conduct an examination of books and records more than once annually unless he has reasonable cause to believe there has been a violation. He may exercise subpoena powers, if necessary, in the enforcement of the Act. The Secretary is authorized to institute civil actions
to enforce the provisions of the Act with attorneys appointed by him
except for proceedings in the Supreme Court.
The Secretary is authorized to prescribe rules and regulations to
govern standards and qualifications and actuaries performing services
under the Act, and to certify actuaries as qualified for purposes of
the Act. He is authorized to establish and maintain reasonable limitations on actuarial assumptions. The Secretary is directed to conduct
studim on the effects of and the subjects covered in the Act, including
the su@ciency of vesting provisions for high-mobility employees.
Before promulgating regulations, the Secretary is directed to consult with appropriate government agencies to avoid duplication or
conflicts. He may also make arrangements with federal or state agency
facilities for the purposes of enforcing the Act on a reimbursable basis.

—

OFFICE OF ADMINISTRATION

Section 108. This section establishes within the Department of
Labor an ()Ace of Pension and Welfare Plan Administration headed
by an Assistant Secretary of Labor appointed by the President with
Senate advice and consent. Under supervision of the Secretary of
Labor, he shall exercise that power and authority delegated to him
by the Secretary for the purpose of administration and enforcement
of the Act.
The functions, records and personnel of the Office of Labor Manageof
ment Services Administration
necessary for the administration
the Welfare and Pension Plans Disclosure Act, are transferred to the
new Once of Pension and Welfare Plan Administration.
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—

COVERAGE AND KKEMPTIONS

Section 10$. This section requires that, unless exempt, the provisions of the Act apply to any pension or profit-sharing-retirement
plan established or maintained by an employer, a union, or both together in any industry or activity affecting interstate commerce. The
fiduciary and disclosure provisions of the Act apply to all employee
benefit plans unless exempt.
The Act does not apply to plans established by federal or state
governments, plans, established by religious organizations, plans for
the self-employed, plans covering not more than 25 participants, plans
established outside the territorial jurisdiction of the United States
for citizens of other countries unless they maintain funds in the
United States, certain plans for key executives, and plans for members of labor organizations which are financed exclusively from the
members' dues.
The funding and plan termination insurance requirements are not
applicable to profit-sharing or money purchase plans, because of the
nature of these plans.

—

REGISTRATION

OF PLANS

Section 10$. This section requires administrators of pension and
profit-sharing retirement plans to file applications with the Secretary of
Labor for registration of such plans. The filing by the administrator
shall be within six months after a plan has been established, or, if a
plan was in effect at the time of enactment of this Act, such filing shall
be within six months after the effective date of regulations promulgated by the Secretary of Labor, but in no event later than 12
months.
Upon finding by the Secretary that a plan is qualified, it shall be
issued a certificate of registration by the Secretary. The criterion for
the grant of such certificate shall be compliance with the requirements
of the Act.
Where a plan is deficient, the administrator or other appropriate
person shall be given an opportunity to remove the deficiency, and in
the event that such deficiency is not removed, the Secretary may order
cancellation or denial of such certificate,
REPORTS

—

ON

REGISTERED PLANS

Section 106. This section provides that the Secretary may, by
regulation, provide for the filing of one single report which will satisfy
the reporting requirements of this Act and the WPPDA.
AMENDMENTS

—

OF REGISTERED PLANS

Section 107. This section provides that amendments to pension or
profit-sharing-retirement
plans shall be registered with the Secretary;
that copies of such amendments shall be filed with the Secretary; and
that the Secretary may require additional information in order that
he may determine the initial unfunded liability which has been created
by the amendment and to further determine special payments which
may be required to remove such liability.
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CERTIFICATE OF RIGHTS

—

Section 108. This section requires the Secretary to promulgate regulations requiring each plan to furnish or make available to its participants (whichever is most practicable), upon termination of service
with vested. rights, with a certificate reciting the benefits due to such
participants and the location of the entity responsible for the payments
and pertinent data relating thereto. A copy of such certificate shall
be filed with the Secretary.

—

TITLE II. VESTING AND FUNDING REQUIREMENTS

—

PART A

—
VESTING

Section 80l. This section requires that no pension or profitsharing-retirement
plan may require as a condition of eligibility to
participate in the plan, a period of service longer than one year or
an age greater than 25, whichever occurs later, except that any plan
which provides 100 percent immediate vesting upon entry into the
plan may restrict participation to those who have attained age 30, or
three years of service, whichever occurs later.
Section 808. This section provides that all pension and profitsharing-retirement plans are required to vest accrued benefits in participants with respect to service rendered both before, as well as after, the
effective date of the title at the rate of a 30 percent vested interest, commencing with eight years of service, and increasing by 10 percent each
year thereafter in order that 100 percent vesting is attained after 15
years of service. Vested plan benefits acquired under the Act may not
be assigned or alienated, except that where a plan fails to make such
provision, the Secretary shall be required to provide for final disposition of such benefits.
It further provides that no more than three of the eight years required to qualify for a 30 percent vested right need be continuous, but
that service prior to age 25 may be ignored in determining eligibility
for a vested right unless the participant or his employer has made
contributions to the plan with respect to service prior to age 25.
In addition, in the event a participant has achieved 100 percent full
vesting when permanently separated from the plan and subsequently
returns to coverage under the same plan, he may be treated as a new
participant for purposes of vesting schedule.
Any plan may allow more liberal vesting than required by the Act.
If, upon application by a plan, the Secretary determines that a plan's
vesting provisions assures a degree of vesting protection as equitable
as the vesting schedules required by the Act, he may waive the Act's
requirements and permit the plan's vesting schedule to remain unchanged.

—

—

PART

B

FUNDING

Section 810. This section requires that plans provide for compulsory funding of its obligations to its employees, Every employer is required to provide contributions for funding of his pension plan in a
manner adequate to amortize all pension benefit liabilities which may
accrue under the terms of the plan. Employers must fund all normal
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service costs annually and must fund initial unfunded liabilities existing on the effective date of this title (or in any plan established after
the effective date of the title) within 30 years from the applicable date,
in no less than equal amounts annually. If any amendment to the plan
results in substantial increase to the plan' unfunded liabilities, the
increase shall be funded separately as if it were a new plan and shall be
regarded as a new plan for purposes of the plan termination insurance
program established under this Act.
If a plan has an experience deficiency (resulting from actuarial
error) for any particular year, the deficiency must be removed in no
more than a five-year period, except that where such deficiency cannot
be removed within such period without exceeding allowable limits for
tax deductions under the Internal Revenue Code for a given year
during such period, the Secretary may prescribe necessary additional
time to permit removal of such deficiency within allowable tax de-

duction limitations.
Within six months after the effective date of rules promulgated by
the Secretary to implement this title, but not later than 12 months
after the effective date of the title or within six months after date of
plan establishment, whichever is later, the plan is required to submit
a report by an actuary who has been certified by the Secretary, stating information necessary to determine the appropriate application of
the funding requirements to the plan. Plans are also required to be
reviewed every five years by certified actuaries who are to report the
funding obligations which must be met and any surplus or experience
deficiencies. The Secretary is authorized to exempt certain plans from
these filing requirements if consistent with the purpose of the Act.
Section 811. This section provides that subject to the authority
of the Secretary to provide exemptions in cases of hardship, and
certain other circumstances all assets of terminated pension plans
must be distributed according to the following priorities:
First, to refund to nonretired participants in the plan the amount
of contributions made by them; second, to retirees; third, to persons
eligible to retire on date of plan termination; fourth, to participants
who have vested rights under the plan but who have not reached retirement age; and fifth, to other participants. In addition, employers
are held liable for contributions (including amounts withheld from
employees) owing to the plan which were required to be made by
virtue of the funding requirements of the Act, but which were not
made as of the date of plan termination. Upon either complete or substantial termination of a profit-sharing plan, the interests of all
participants shall fully vest.
The Secretary may approve payment of benefits due to survivors
in accordance with priorities which are equa] to those of the employees
whose service had acquired such benefits.

—

—

PART

—
VARIANCES

C.

Section 916. This section authorizes

the Secretary

to defer, in

whole or in part, applicability of the vesting provisions for a period
not to exceed five years from the effective date of such requirements
where a plan makes a showing that the vesting requirements would
increase the employer's costs or contributions to the plan to an extent
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that "substantial economic injury" would result to the employer and
to the interests of the participants.
The definition of "substantial economic injury" is defined to include,
but not to be limited to, a substantial risk to plan continuance, inability to discharge benefit obligations, substantial curtailment of pension or other employee benefits, or the production of an adverse effect
upon employment levels of the work force of the employer contributing
to the plan.
In collectively-bargained
plans, both employer and union are required to submit ap'plication for the variance, and where such a
submission is made, the Secretary is required to give due weight to
the experience, competence, and knowledge of the parties concerning
the necessity for the variance.
Sect~on 817. This section provides that where an employer can
make a showing to the Secretary of Labor that he cannot make the
required annual contribution to the pension plan, the Secretary may
waive such contributions and authorize that such deficiency be funded
over a period not to exceed five years in no less than equal annual
payments. However, to authorize such variance, the Secretary must be
satisfied that such waiver will not have an adverse effect upon the
interests of employees and will not impair the financial position of
the Pension Benefit Insurance Fund. No waiver may be granted for
more than five years, and when a plan has been granted five consecutive waivers, the Secretary has the authority to: (1) merge or consolidate a deficiently funded plan with another plan of the employer, if
feasible; (2) order termination of a plan if necessary to protect the
interests of the participants or the position of the plan termination
insurance program; (3) or such other action as may be appropriate to
carry out the purposes of the Act.
No amendments increasing plan benefits are permitted during any
period that a funding waiver is in effect.
The Secretary is required to promulgate regulations governing
funding of multi-employer plans that cover a substantial portion of
the industry or employees in a specific geographic area to assure that
such plans are provided with sufficient assets to cover benefits under
the plan. In promulgating such regulations, the Secretary is required
to set a funding period that will reflect an adequate basis for funding
the plan's benefit commitments and which takes into account the particular situation pertaining to the plan, industry, and circumstances
involved. In no event is the Secretary authorized to prescribe a funding period for such a multi-employer plan which is less than 30 years,
and no such plan is permitted to increase benefits beyond a point for
which the contribution rate would be inadequate unless such rate is
increased commensurately.
The Secretary may determine also that an employer's withdrawal
from a multi-employer plan will significantly reduce the rate of aggregate contributions to the plan. He may then require the fund to be
allocated between the nonworking and working participants, and
treat the nonworkers' share of the fund as terminated for insurance
purposes, and the remaining portion of the fund as a new one for
funding, variances, and insurance purposes.
In considering the experience of multi-employer plans for new premium rates for insurance, the Secretary shall take into account the
withdrav. al of employers from the plan.
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TITLE III. VOLUNTARY PORTABILITY PROGRAM FOR
VESTED PENSIONS
PROGRAM

ESTABLISHED

—

Section 801. This section establishes a voluntary program for portability of vested pension credits. The program will be administered by
and under the Secretary's direction, and will be designed to facilitate
the voluntary transfer of vested credits between registered plans. Plans
registered under the Act may voluntarily apply for membership in the
program and upon approval be issued a certificate of membership by
the Secretary.
ACCEPTANCE

OF DEPOSITS

—

Section 808. This section requires that, upon request of a plan participant, plans which are members of this program are required to pay,
to a central portability fund administered by the Secretary, monies
representing the value of the participant's vested rights when he is
separated from the plan prior to retirement. The Secretary will prescribe the terms and circumstances of deposits to be made.
SPECIAL FUND

Section 808. This section establishes a Voluntary Portability Program Fund under the supervision of the Secretary into which payments will be made in accordance with regulations prescribed by the
Secretary under the portability piogram. The Secretary shall be the
trustee of the fund and shall administer the fund and report to the
Congress annually of the fund's operations and fiscal status. The Secretary is authorized to deposit the amounts received in financial institutions insured by the FDIC or FSLIC but not more than 10 percent
in any one financial institution.
INDIVIDUAL ACCOUNTS

Section 80$. This section requires the Fund to establish individual
accounts for each participant for whom it has received monies under
the portability program.
PAYMENTS-FROM INDIVIDU'AL ACCOUNTS

—

Section 805'. This section provides that, at the request of a participant transferring into a new plan, the Secretary is required to pay
out if his account the accumulated amounts to purchase pension credits
from the new plan which are actuarially equivalent. Unless the monies
in a participant's account have been transferred to another employer's
plan at the participant's request, the Secretary is required to use the
monies in the participant's account to purchase a single-premium life
annuity from a qualified life insurance carrier when the participant
reaches age 65, and in the event of the participant's death, to pay out
monies in this account to his designated beneficiary.

—

TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE

Section 806. This section authorizes the Secretary to furnish technical assistance to unions, administrators, and all others affected by
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this Act who wish to develop portability
of their own.

—
Section $01.—
This

or reciprocity arrangements

TITLE IV. PLAN TERMINATION INSURANCE PROGRAM
ESTABLISHED

section establishes a Private Pension Plan Termination Insurance Program administered by the Secretary, which
requires plans to insure unfunded vested liabilities incurred prior to
enactment of the Act, as well as after enactment of the Act. The Secretary may provide insurance to cover unfunded vested liabilities of a
plan not subject to the Act where he determines that such plan conforms to the vesting, funding and all other standards required by
the Act.

—

CONDITION

OF INSURANCE

Section $08. This section requires the insurance program to insure participants against loss of vested benefits arising from plan
termination.
The amount of vested benefi1t insurance is limited to 50 percent of
highest average monthly wage of participants earned over a fiveyear period, or $500 monthly, whichever is the lesser.
No insurance shall be paid if the plan is terminated less than three
years from date of establishment or registration unless the Secretary determines that a registered plan was otherwise in substantial
compliance with the Act and that the reserve position of the insurance program will not be adversely affected.
Insurance will not cover vested rights created by any plan amendment which took effect less than three years prior to plan termination.
No coverage is extended to participants who own 10 percent or more
of employer voting stock.
ASSESSMENT AND PREMIUMS

—

Section $08. This section requires plans to pay an initial uniform
assessment to be prescribed by the Secretary to cover administrative
costs of the program. The Secretary shall prescribe an annual premium rate based upon unfunded vested liabilities. For the first three
years, the insurance premium shall not exceed 0.2 percent of unfunded vested liabilities incurred after enactment of the Act. With
respect to those unfunded vested liabilities incurred prior to enactment,
the premium shall be 0.2 percent, provided that the unfunded vested
liabilities of the plan were funded at least 75% during the five-year
period preceding enactment.
As to plans which on date of enactment were less than five years old,
the premium shall be 0.2 percent, provided that the plan had been reducing its unfunded vested. liabilities at a rate of no less than 5 percent annually. In the event plans do not meet the above funding
standards, they can be charged a premium not to exceed 0.4 percent or
less than 02. percent of pre-enactment unfunded vested liabilities.
Also, in the case of multi-employer plans (as defined in the Act), the
premium rate for the initial three years shall not exceed 0.2 percent of
unfunded vested liabilities, regardless of when such liabilities were
incurred.
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After the initial three-year period, the Secretary may prescribe an
annual rate based upon experience, and unless Congress objects within
90 days, the new premium shall become effective.
The Secretary is required to consult with appropriate private and
government agencies on matters relating to the assessment and premium rates before prescribing rates.

—

PAYMENT OF INSURANCE

Section $0$. This section requires that plans must notify the
Secretary of intent to terminate, and failing to do so will make such
persons personally liable for any losses incurred by the Pension
Benefit Insurance Fund in connection with plan termination.
The insurance to be paid shall be the difference between the plan's
assets and unfunded vested benefit' owed at the time of plan
termination.
In addition, the Secretary is required to prescribe procedures under
which funds of terminated plans shall be liquidated and paid out
to cover vested benefits of participants. In implementing this authority, the Secretary may transfer terminated funds under his supervision
or purchase annuities from qualified insurance carriers for participants
or take such other action as may be appropriate. Persons who terminate a plan with intent to circumvent the Act or the WPPDA shall
be personally liable for losses.

—

RECOVERY

Section $0$. This section provides that, where employers in terminated plans are not insolvent, they or their successors-in-interest may
be liable for reimbursement of a portion of insurance benefits paid.
The liability of the employer is to pay 100% of the unfunded vested
liabilities and in no event shall it exceed 50/~ of the employer's net
worth.
The Secretary shall make arrangements with employers on equitable
terms for the reimbursement of insurance paid.
The amount or amounts of any unpaid liability owed by an employer
shall constitute a lien in favor of the government, but junior to any
lien for unpaid taxes owed to the government.
PENSION BENEFIT INSURANCE FUND

Section $06. This section establishes within the Labor Department
a fund for the deposit of premiums, assessments, etc. , made under the
Act and for payment of such claims thereunder.

TITLE V. DISCLOSURE AND FIDUCIARY STANDARDS
The new Disclosure and Fiduciary Requirements of this Act are
accomplished by amendment to the Welfare and Pension Plans Disclosure Act. (WPPDA).

—

DISCLOSURE

Section 601. This section requires that annual reports filed are required to be accompanied by a certificate designating the Secretary as
agent for service of process in any action arising under this Act.
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—

Section 508. This section amends Section 3 of the Welfare and
Pension Plans Disclosure Act by adding new paragraphs containing
"emrevised definitions of terms such as "relative, "administrator,
"employee benefit fund, " "separhte account,
ployee benefit plan,
"nonforfeitable pension benefit, "covered
"adequate consideration,
other
various
terms which are intended to reconcile defiservice, and
nitions contained in the Act with the new amendments. The definition
of "employee welfare benefit plan" is expanded to include all benefit
described or permitted by Section 302 of the Taftarrangements
Hartley Act, such as vacation funds, scholarship, child care funds, etc.
Section 808. This section amends Sec. 4(a) of the Welfare and
Pension Plans Disclosure Act by making editorial changes required
by the terms of the current Act in order that the definitions of the
WPPDA will be reconciled with those of the current amendments.
Section $0$. This section amends Sec. 5(b) of the WPPDA by
permitting the Secretary to require the filing of a special terminal report in the event that there are monies or other assets remaining in
the plan. Additionally, it is amended to grant the Secretary the right
to exempt from the reporting and disclosure requirements of the Act
a certain class of employee benefit plans if the same does not serve the
purposes of the Act.
Section 8'0$. This section amends Sec. 6 of the WPPDA and requires plan descriptions under this Act to be comprehensive and written in a language and manner calculated to be understood by the
are
average participant. In addition, the prior filing requirements
revised to authorize plan amendments to be filed in accordance with
regulations prescribed by the Secretary. Heretofore, plan amendments
had to be filed within 60 days after they were effective.
Section $06'. This section provides for two significant changes to
the WPPDA. The first is a new requirement that the annual financial
report must include an opinion of the plan's financial condition by an
independent accountant based upon the results of an annual audit.
Second, plans must include in their reports more detailed financial intransacformation, particularly in connection with party-in-interest
tions, and more detailed actuarial information relating to the plan's
funding method and its overall financial soundness.
Section $07. This section broadens the WPPDA requirements by
requiring administrators to furnish reports to employees or to make
available (whichever is more practicable) to every participant upon
his enrollment in the plan a summary of the plan's important provisions written in a manner calculated to be understood by the average
participant. (This requirement covers major amendments as well).
This summary should include an explanation of a participant's rights
and obligations under the plan and the circumstances which may disqualify him from benefits, as well as the requirements of WPPDA.
Administrators are also required to furnish or make available to participants every three years a revised, up-to-date summary of the plan's
important provisions (including major amendments).
Additionally, the plan administrator must furnish to participants
and beneficiaries, upon request, copies of the plan description, annual
report, or bargaining agreement, trust agreement, contract, or instrument under which the plan is established and operated. The plan administrator may make a reasonable charge to cover the costs of such
copies.

"

"

"

"

"

"

"

—
—

—

—

—
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Plan administrators are also required to furnish participants with
notices of any vesting or funding variance the plan has received under
other provisions of the Act.
8ection 608. This section amends Section 9(d) of the WPPDA to
permit the Secretary to make necessary inquiries to determine violations provided that plans cannot be investigated more than once annually without reasonable cause. This provision eliminates the requirement of certification previously required to examine reports and
records of a plan. The annual audit required by the Act dispenses with
the need for such certification.
Section 509. This section amends Section 14 of the WPPDA to
restructure the Advisory Council on Employee Welfare and Pension
Benefit Plans so that it will serve as an advisory council for both the
WPPDA and the Retirement Income Security for Employees Act.
The Advisory Council is expanded from its present number of 13
members to 21 members. New permanent categories of membership
are added to include the fields of actuarial counseling, investment
counseling, and accounting. Five representatives of management have
also been added. The period of advisory council meetings is changed
from its requirement of twice a year to meetings of at least four times
a year.

—

—

FIDUCIARY STANDARDS

Section $10. This section adds new Section 15 to the WPPDA
which establishes fiduciary standards for employee pension and welfare

plans.

In general, this section requires plans to be established pursuant
to a written document and requires plan funds to be treated as a trust
for the exclusive purpose of (1) providing benefits to participants
exand their beneficiaries and (2) paying reasonable administrative
penses, and (3) assets remaining after satisfaction of all rights, attributable to employee contributions, shall be distributed equitably
on basis of the rate of employee contributions.
This section also requires a fiduciary (i.e., a person who is responsible for handling plan funds) to act as a prudent man in a similar
situation and other like conditions would act. The fiduciary must adhere to trust principles established by the Act, and to trust terms
which are consistent with the Act and is prohibited from receiving
any consideration from any party dealing with such fund, in connection
with fund transactions. However, transactions which are otherwise
prohibited may be permitted by the Secretary if he finds that the
participants' interests would be served by such action. A fiduciary is
prohibited from investing, or maintaining investment of more than
10 percent of a pension fund's assets in securities of the employer.
In general, fiduciaries may be reasonably compensated and entitled
to receive benefits which belong to them by reason of being participants in the plan and may also make certain loans to participants or
beneficiaries or make reasonable arrangements with parties-in-interest
for office space or other services, including providing more than
one type of service to fiduciaries or other parties-in-interest which are
customarily furnished.
Any fiduciary who breaches his trust is personally liable for losses
resulting from such breach, and co-fiduciaries are jointly and sev46
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erally liable except that a co-fiduciary may avoid liability by objecting promptly to an r action which may constitute a breach of trust.
Exculpatory clauses in trust agreements are prohibited; however,
fiduciaries are per&nitted to allocate specific responsibilities among
themselves, and, thereby, subject to disapproval by the Secretarv,
delineate the responsibility of each fiduciary.
The bill further prohibits any individual who has been convicted
of certain specified crimes from serving as an administrator, officer,
trustee, employee, or consultant of, or with respect to a plan, for five
years following his conviction or release from imprisonment, unless
the Secretary determines that a waiver is justified.
The bill also requires all investments and deposits of plan funds to
be made in the name of the fund or its nominee and prohibits employees of either the employer or an employee organization from receiving
commissions, or brokerage fees with respect to plan investments;
and provides for a transitional period as determined by the Secretary
for a plan to dispose of conffict-in-interest investments.
Every plan, in accordance with regulations of the Secretary, is
required to provide adequate notice in writing to a participant whose
benefit claim has been denied, setting forth the specific reason for the
denial in understandable
language and providing reasonable review
procedures with respect to any denial of benefits. The bill also requires
that where a plan offers the option of survivorship benefits to a participant, he can only lose such option if he waives it in writing.

—

—

TITLE VI. ENFORCEMENT

Sec. 601. This section empowers the Secretary to petition the federal courts to compel a pension or profit-sharing-retirement
plan to
comply with the Act or effect recoveries of moneys which may be due
under the Act.
Sections 608, 608, 60$, and 605. These sections provide that when
the Secretary has gleason to believe that a pension, profit-sharing,
retirement plan, or other employee benefit p an is violating the Act

or the plan's governing documents, he may seek relief in the federal
courts to compel the return of assets to the fund, to require payments
to be made, to require the removal of a fiduciary, and to obtain other
appropriate relief. Plan participants also may seek relief in federal
and state courts against violations committed by a fiduciary, including
his removal from office. They may also seek relief to recover benefits
required to be paid under the plan in the same courts. The Secretary
has the right to remove an action pending in a, state court to the federal
courts for relief provided under this Act.
8ecti'ons 60'1 end 608. These sections provide that administrators
and fiduciaries have the right, to obtain judicial review of the actions
of the Secretary. The bill provides a statute of limitations of five
years for actions arising under the Act.
Section 609. This section provides that this Act supersedes state
laws covering the same matters. However, the Act does not exempt or
relieve any person from complying with any state law regulating
insurance, banking, and related matters, and does not remove state
jurisdiction over plans not subject to the Act. State courts are not
prevented from asserting jurisdiction in compelling the accounting of

—

—
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a fiduciary or requiring clarification of the plan. The Secretary or a
plan participant may remove such a case from the state to the federal
court if it involves the applicability of the Act.
Section 610. This section makes it unlawful for any person to
discharge, fine, suspend, expel, discipline or discriminate against a,
participant or beneficiary for exercising any right to which he is
entitled under the provisions of the plan or the Act or the Welfare
and Pensions Plans Disclosure Act or for the purpose of interfering
with the attainment of any right to which such participant may become entitled under the plan or the Act or the WPPDA.
Section 6'11. This section makes it a criminal offense for any person to use fraud, force, or violence or threats thereof to restrain,
coerce, intimidate or attempt to restrain, coerce, intimidate any participant or beneficiary for the purpose of interfering with or preventing the exercise of any right to which he is or may become entitled
under the plan, the Act or the WPPDA.

—

—

—

TITLE VII. EFFECTIVE DATES

—

Section '101. This section provides that the registration, administration, disclosure, government procurement, fiduciary, and enforcement provisions of the Act become effective upon enactment.
The vesting and funding provisions of the Act shall become effective
three years after enactment of the Act, and portability and insurance
provisions one year after enactment.
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VIII. Changes

in Existing Law

In compliance with subsection (4) of rule XXIX of the Standing
Rules of the Senate, changes in existing law made by sections 1
through 9 and titles I through VI of the bill, as reported, are shown
as follows (existing law proposed to be omitted is enclosed in black
brackets; new matter printed in italic):

WELFARE PENSION PLANS DISCLOSURE ACT
Pub. L. No. 85—836, 85th Cong. , 2d Sess. , 1958, 72 Stat. 997, as
amended by Pub. L. No. 87—
420, 87th Cong. , 2d Sess. , 1962, 76
Stat. 35; 29 U. S.C. $) 301—09; F.C.A. 29 $) 301—09
Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United
States of America in Congress assembled, That this Act may be cited
as the "Welfare and Pension Plans Disclosure Act. "
FINDINGS AND POLICY

SEc. 2. (a) The Congress finds that the growth in size, scope, and
numbers of employee welfare and pension benefit plans in recent years
has been rapid and substantial; that the continued well-being and
security of millions of employees and their dependents are directly
affected by these plans; that they are affected with a national public
interest; that they have become an important factor affecting the
stability of employment and the successful development of industrial
relations; that they have become an important factor in commerce
because of the interstate character of their activities, and of the activities of their participants, and the employers, employee organizations,
and other entities by which they are established or maintained; that
owing to the lack of employee information concerning their operation,
it is desirable in the interests of employees and their beneficiaries,
and to provide for the general welfare and the free flow of commerce,
that disclosure be made with respect to the operation and administration of such plans,
(b) It is hereby declared to be the policy of this Act to protect interstate commerce and the interests of participants in employee welfare
and pension benefit plans and their beneficiaries, by requiring the disclosure and reporting to participants and beneficiaries of financial and
other information with respect thereto.
D E FI NI TI 0 N S

SEc. 3. When used in this Act—
(1) The term 'employee welfare benefit plan" means any plan, fund,

or program which is communicated or its benefits described in writing
to the employees, and which was heretofore or is hereafter established
or maintained by an employer or by an employee organization, or by
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both, for the purpose of providing for its participants or their beneficiaries, through the purchase of insurance or otherwise, medical, surgical, or hospital care or benefits, or benefits in the event of sickness,
or
accident disability death or funemployment. g unemployment
benefits of the type described or permitted by section 808(c) of the LaborManagement Relations Act.
(2) The term "employee pension benefit plan" means any plan,
fund, or program which is communicated or its benefits described in
writing to the employees, and which v-as heretofore or is hereafter
established or maintained by an employer or by an employee organization, or by both, for the purpose of providing for its participants or
their beneficiaries, by the purchase of insurance or annuity contracts
or otherwise, retirement benefits, and includes any profit-sharing plan
which provides benefits at or after retirement.
(3) The term "employee organization" means any labor union or
any organization of any kind, or any agency or employee representation committee, association, group, or fplan, g program in which employees participate and which exists for the purpose, in whole or in
part, of dealing with employers concerning an employee /welfare or
pension/ benefit plan, or other matters incidental to employment
relationships; or any employees' beneficiary association organized for
the purpose, in whole or in part, of establishing such a plan
(4) The term "employer" means any person acting directly as an
employer or indirectly in the interest of an employer in relation to an
employee /welfare or pension/ benefit plan, and includes a group or
association of employers acting for an employer in such capacity.
(5) The term "employee" means any individual employed by an
employer.
(6) The term "participant" means any employee or former employee
of an employer or any member of an employee organization who is or
may become leigible to receive a benefit of any type from an employee
/welfare or pension/ benefit plan, or whose beneficiaries may be
eligible to receive any such benefit.
(7) The term "beneficiary" means a person designated by a participant or by the terms of an employee welfare or pension/ benefit plan
who is or may become entitled to a benefit thereunder.
(8) The term "person" means an individual, partnership, corporation, mutual company, joint-stock company, trust, unincorporated organization, association, or employee organization.
(9) The term "State" includes any State of the United States, the
District of Columbia, Puerto Rico, theVirgin Islands, American Samoa,
Guam, Wake Island, the Canal Zone, and Outer. Continental Shelf
lands defined in the Outer Continental Shelf Lands Act (43 U. S.C.

f

1331-1343).

(10) The term "commerce" means trade, commerce, transportation,
or communication among the several States, or between any foreign
country and any State, or between any State and any place outside
thereof.
(11) The term "industry or activity affecting commerce" means any
activity, business, or industry in commerce or in which a labor dispute
would hinder or obstruct commerce or the free flow of commerce and
incjudes any activity or industry "affecting commerce" within the
meaning of the Labor-Management
Relations Act, 1947, as amended,
or the Railway Labor Act, as amended.
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(12) The term "Secretary" means the Secretary of Labor.
(13) The term "party in interest" means as to an employee benefit
plan or fund, any administrator, officer, fiduciary, trustee, custodian,
counsel, or employee of any employee gwelfareg benefit plan /or employee pension benefit plan, g or a person providing benefit plan services to any such plan, or an Iemployerg employer, any of whose
employees are covered by such a plan or any person cont~oiling, controlled by, or under common control toith suck employer or officer or
employee or agent of such /employer, or an officer or agent or employee

off employer or such person, or an employee organization having
members covered by such I plan. g plan, or an officer or employee or
agent of such, an employee organization, or a ~elative, partner, or joint
venturer or any of the above-described persons. Whenever the term "partyin
interest" is used in this Act, it shall mean a person Icnoum to be a party in
interest. If any moneys or other property of an employee benefit fund are
invested in shares of an investment company registered under the Investment Company Act of 10/0, such investment shall not cause such investment company or such investment company's investment adviser or principal underurriter to be deemed to be a "fiduciary" or a "party ininterest"
as those terms are defined in this Act, except insofar as such iniestment
company or its investment adviser or principal underuviter acts in connection with an employee benefit fund established or maintained pursuant
to an employee benefit plan cornering employees of the iniestment company,
the investment advise~, or its principal under@miter.
Nothing contained herein shall limit the dutiesimposed on such investment company, investment adviser, or principal underwriter by any other
provision of laic.
(1$) The term "relative" means a spouse, ancestor, descendant, brother,
sister, son-in-law, daughter-in-lan, father-in-latv, mother-in-laic, brotherin-laic, or sister-in-/au.
(1G) The term "administrator" means
(A) the person specificall so designated by the terms of the plan,
collective bargaining agreement, trust agreement, contract, or otker
instrument, under ivhich the plan is operated; or
(B) in the absence of suck designation (i) the employer in the case
of an employee benefit plan established or maintained by a single
employer, (ii) the employee organization in the case of a plan established or maintained by an employee organization, or (iii) the association, committee, joint board of trustees, or other similar group of
representatives of the parties uho established or maintained the plan,
in the case of a plan established or maintained by tivo or more employers or jointly by one or more employers and one or more employee
or gani zati ons.
(16) The term "employee benefit plan" or "plan" means an employee
welfare benefit plan or an employee pension benefit plan or a plan providing both uelfare and pension benefits.
(17) The term "employee benefit fund" or "fund" means a fund of
money or other assets maintained pursuant to or in connection uith an
employee benefit plan and includes employee contributions uithheld but
not yet paid to the plan by the employer. The term does not include: (A) any
assets of an investment company subject to regulation under the Investment
Company Act of 19/0; (B) premium, subscription charges, or deposits
received and retained by an insurance carrier or service or other organiza51
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tion, except for any separate account established or maintained by an
insurance carrier.
(18) The term "separate account" means an account established or
maintained by an insurance company under which income, gains, and
losses, whether or not realized, from assets allocated to such account, are, in
accordance with the applicable contract, credited to or charged against such
account without regard to other income, gains, or losses of the insurance
company.
(19) The term "adequate consideration" when used in section 1b
means either (A) at no more than the price of the security prevailing on a
national securities exchange which is registered with the Securities and Exchange Commission, or (B) if the security is not traded on such, a national
securities exchange, at a price not less favorable to the fund than the offering price for the security as established by the current bid and asked prices
quoted by persons independent of the issuer, or (C) if the price of the security is not quoted by persons independent of the issuer, a price determined
to be the fair value of the security.
(80) The term "nonforfeitable pension benefit" means a legal claim obtained by a participant or his beneficiary to that part of an immediate or
deferred pens~on benefit u;hich, notwithstanding any conditions subsequent
which, would agect receipt of any benefit flowing Pom such right, arises
from the participant's covered service under the plan and is no longer contingent on the participant remaining covered by the plan.
(81) T'h e term "covered service" means that period of service performed
by a participant for an employer or as a member of an employee organization which is recognized under the terms of the plan or the collective-bargaining agreement (subject to the requirements of the Retirement Income
Security for Employees Act), for purposes of determining a participant's
eligibility to receive pension benefits or for determining the amount of such
benefits.

(88) The term "pension benefit" means the aggregate, annual, monthly,
or other amounts to which a participant has or w"'. ll become entitled upon
retirement or to which any other person is entitled by virtue of such participant's death.
(88) The term "accrued portion of normal retirement benefit" means
that amount of such benefit which, irrespective of whether the right to such
benefit is nonforfeitable, is equal to—
plan or money pur(A) in the case of a profit-sharing-retirement
chase plan, the total amount credited to the account of a participant;
(B) in the case of a unit benefit-type pension plan, the benefit
units credited to a participant; or
(C) in the case of other types of pension plans, that portion of the
prospective normal retirement benefit of a participant that, pursuant
to rule or regulation under the Retirement Income Security for
Employees Act, is determined fo constitute the participant's accrued
portion of the normal retirement benefit under the terms of the appropriate plan.
(8$) The term "security" means any note, stock, treasury stock, bond,
debenture, evidence of indebtedness, certificate of interest or participation

in any profit-sharing

agreement, collateral-trust certificate, preorganization
certificate or subscription, transferable share, investment contract, votingtrust certificate, certificate of deposit for a security, fractional undivided
interest in, or, in general, any interest or instrument commonly known as a
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security, or any certificate of interest or participation in, temporary
or interim certificate for, receipt for, guarantee of, or toarrant or right to
subscribe to or purchase, any of the foregoing.
(M) The term "fiduciary" means any person who exercises any pouter
of control, management, or disposition upwith respect to any moneys or other
property of any employee benefit fund, or has authority or responsibility

to do so.
(86) The term "market value" or value" tohen used in this Act means
fair market value cohere available, and othertvise the fair value as determined pursuant to rule or regulation under this Act.

CovERAGE

SEc. 4. (a) Except as provided in subsection (b), this Act shall
welfare or pension/ benefit plan if it is estabapply to any employee
lished or maintained by any employer for employersg engaged in
commerce or in any industry or activity affecting commerce or by
any employee organization for organizationsg representing employees
engaged in commerce or in any industry or activity affecting commerce
or by both.
(b) This Act shall not apply to an employee fwelfare or pension/
benefit plan if—
(1) such plan is administered by the Federal Government or
by the government of a State, by a political subdivision of a
State, or by an agency or instrumentality of any of the foregoing;
(2) such plan was established and is maintained solely for the
purpose of complying with applicable workmen's compensation
laws or unemployment compensation disability insurance laws; or
f(3) such plan is administered by an organization which is
exempt from taxation under the provisions of section 501(a) of
the Internal Revenue Code of 1954 and is administered as a
corollary to membership in a fraternal benefit society described
in section 501(c)(8) of such Code or by organizations described
in sections 501(c)(3) and 501(c) (4) of such Code: Provided, That
the provisions of this paragraph shall not exempt any plan administered by a fraternal benefit society or organization which represents its members for purposes of collective bargaining; or/
(8) Such planis administered by a religious organizationdescribed
under section 5'01 (c) of the Internal Revenue Code of 195$ which is
exemptfrom taxation under the provisions of section 501(a) of such

f

Code;

f.

(4) such plan covers not more than twenty-five
g participants,
except that participants and beneficiaries of such plan shall be entitled to maintain an action to recover benefits or to clarify their rights
to future benefits as provided in section 60$ of the Retirement Income
Security for Employees Act.
(5) such plan is established or maintained outside the United
States primarily for the benefit of employees tycho are not citizens of
the United States and the situs of the employee benefit plan fund
established or maintained pursuant to such plan is maintained outside the United States.
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DUTY OF DISCLOSURE

AND

REPORTING

SEC. 5. (a) The administrator of an employee welfare benefit plan
or an employee pension benefit plan shall publish in accordance with
section 8 to each participant or beneficiary covered thereunder (1) a
description of the plan and (2) an annual financial report. Such description and such report shall contain the information required by
sections 6 and. ? of this Act in such form and detail as the Secretary
shall by regulations prescribe and copies thereof shall be executed, published, and filed in accordance with the provisions of this Act and the
Secretary's regulations thereunder. No regulation shall be issued under
the preceding sentence which relieves any administrator of the obligation to include in such description or report any information relative
to his plan which is required by section 6 or 7. Notwithstanding
the
foregoing, if the Secretary finds, on the record after giving interested
persons an opportunity to be heard, that specific information on plans
of certain kinds or on any class or classes of benefits described in section 3(1) and (2) which are provided by such plans cannot, in the
normal method of operation of such plans, be practicably ascertained
or made available for publication in the manner or for the period
prescribed in any provision of this Act, or that the information if
published in such manner or for such period would be duplicative or
uninformative, the Secretary may by regulations prescribe such other
manner or such other period for the publication of such information
as he may determine to be necessary and appropriate to carry out the
purposes of this Act.
f(b) The term "administrator" whenever used in this Act, refers

to-

p(1) the person or persons designated by the terms of the plan
or the collective bargaining agreement with responsibility for the
ultimate control, disposition, or management
of the money
received or contributed; or
f(2) in the absence of such designation, the person or persons
actually responsible for the control, disposition, or management
of the money received, or contributed, irrespective of whether
such control, disposition, or management is exercised directly or
through an agent or trustee designated by such person or persons. g
(0) The Secretary may require the filing of special terminal reports on
behalf of an employee benefit plan which is winding up its a+airs, so long
as moneys or other assets remain in the plan. Such reports may be required
to be filed regardless of the number of participants remaining in the plan
and shall be in such, form and file in such manner as the Secretary may
prescribe.
(c) The Secretary may by reg~lation provide for the exemption from all
or part of the reporting aM disclosure requirements of t4s Act of any
class or type of employee benefit plans if the Secretary finds that the
application of such requirements to such plans is not required in order to
implement the purposes of this Act.
DESCRIPTION OF THE PLAN

SEC. 6. (a) I Except as provided in section 4, the/ A description of
any employee fwelfare or pension/ benefit plan shall be published as
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required herein within ninety days /of the effective date of this Act or
within ninety days/ after the establishment of such /plan, whichever
is later. g plan or when such plan becomes sijbj ect to this Act.
(b) The description of the plan shall be /published, signed and
sworn to by the person or persons defined as the "administrator" in
section 5, and shall include their names and addresses, their ofIicial
positions with respect to the plan, and their relationship, if any, to the
employer or to any employee organizations, and any other ofFicer, positions, or employment held by them; the name, address, and description
of the plan and the type of administration; the schedule of benefits;
the names, titles, and addresses of any trustee or trustees (if such persons are different from those persons defined as the "administrator");
whether the plan is mentioned in a collective bargaining agreement;
copies of the plan or of the bargaining agreement, trust agreement,
contract, or other instrument, if any, under which the plan was established and is operated;g comprehensive and shall include the name and
type of administration
of the plan; the name and address of the administrator; the names and addresses of any person or persons responsible
for the management or investment of plan funds; the schedule of benefits;
a description of the provisions providing for vested benefits ivritten in a
manner calculated to be iinderstood by the average participant; the source
of the financing of the plan and /the/ identity of any organization
through which benefits are provided; whether /the/ records of the
plan are kept on a calendar year basis, or on a policy or other fiscal
year basis, and if on the latter basis, the date of the end of such
policy or fiscal year; the procedures to be followed in presenting
claims for benefits under the plan and the remedies available under
the plan for the redress of claims which are denied in whole or in
part. Amendments to the plan refiecting changes in the data and
information included in the original plan, other than data and information also required to be included in annual reports under section
7, shall be included in the description on and after the effective date
of such amendments. Any change in the information required by
this subsection. shall be reported /to the Secretary within sixty days
after the change has been effectuated. g in accordance ivith regulations
prescribed by the Secretary.
ANNUAL

REPORTS

of any employee welfare or
SEC. 7. (a) (1) /The administrator
pension benefit plan, a description of which is required to be published
under section 6, shall also publish an annual report with respect to
such plan/. An annual report shall be published ioith respect to any
employee benefit plan if the plan provides for an employee benefit fund
subject to section 16 of this Act or if it covers one hundred or more
participants. IIowever, the Secretary, after Iinvestigation, g notice
of any
and opportunity to be heard, may require the administrator
to
such
when
covered
the
Act
publish
rcport
not
otherwise
plan
by
necessary and appropriate to carry out the purposes of the Act. Such
report shall be published as required under section 8, within one
hundred and fifty days after the end of the calendar fyear (or, if/
policy or fiscal year on iohich the records of the plan are /kept on a
policy or other fiscal year basis, within one hundred and fifty days
after the end of such policy or fiscal year). 7 kept.
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(8) If some or all of the benefits under the plan are provided by an
insurance carrier or service or other organization, such carrier or organization shall certify to, the administrator of such plan, ioithin one hundred
and ttoenty days after the end of each calendar, policy, or oth, er fisca year,
as the case may be, such information as determined by the Secretary to
be necessary to enable such, administrator
to comply toith th, e requirements of this Act.
(8) The administrator of an employee benefit plan shall cause an audit
to be made annually of the employee benefit fund established in connection
with or pursuant to the provisions of the plan. Such audit shall be conducted in accordance ioith generally accepted standards of auditing by
an independent certified or i~censed public accountant, but nothing herein
shall be construed to require such an audit of the books or records of any
bank, insurance company, or other institution providing insurance,
investment, or related function for the plan, if such books or records are
subject to periodic examination by any agency of the Federal Government
or the government of any State. The auditor's opinion and comments
upwith respect to the financial information
required to be furnished in the
annual report by the plan administrator shall form a part of such report.
(b) A report under this section shall I be signed by the administrator
and such report shall include the following:g include—
(1) The amount contributed by each employer: the amount
contributed by the employees; the amount of benefits paid or otherwise furnished;
the number of employees covered; a statement
of /assets specifying the total amount in each of the following types of
assets: cash, Government bonds, non-Government
bonds and debentures, common stocks, preferred stocks, common trust funds,
real estate loans and mortgages, operated real estate, other real
estate, and other assets; a statement of liabilities, receipts, and
disbursements of the plan; a detailed statement of the salaries and
fees and commissions charged to the plan, to whom paid, in what
amount, and for what purposes. The Secretary, when he has determined that an investigation is necessary in accordance with section
9(d) of this Act, may require the filing of supporting schedules of
. assets and liabilities. The information required
by this section shall
be sworn to by the administrator, or certified to by an independent
certified or licensed public accountant, based upon a comprehensive
audit conducted in accordance with accepted standards of auditing,
but nothing herein shall be construed to require such an audit of the
books or records of any bank, insurance company, or other institution
providing an insurance, investment, or related function for the plan,
if such books or records are subject to examination by an agency of the
Federal Government or the government of any State. In the case of
reports sworn to, but not certified. the Secretary, when he determines
that it may be necessary to investigate the plan in accordance with
section 9(d) of this Act, shall, prior to investigation by the Department of Labor, require certification of the report by an independent
certified or licensed public accountant. g assets, liabilities, receipts,
and disbursements of the plan; a detailed statement of the salaries and
fees and commissions charged to the plcn, to ivhom paid, in ivhat amount,
and for iohat purpose; the name and address of each fiduciary, his official
position ioith respect to the plan, his relationship to the employer of the
employees covered by the plan, or the employee organization, and any
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other office, position, or employment he holds with any party in interest;
(8) a schedule of all investments of the fund showing as of the end of the

fiscal year:
(A) the aggregate cost and aggregate

value

of each, security,

by

issuer,

(B) the aggregate cost and aggregate value, by type or category, of
all other investments, and separately identifying (i) each investment,
the value of which exceeds 8 per centum of the value of the fund and
(ii) each, investment in securities or properties of any person known to
be a party ininterest;
(8) a schedule showing the aggregate amount, by type of security, of
all purchases, sales, redemptions,
and exchanges of securities made
during the reporting period; a list of the issuers of such, securities; and
in addition, a schedule showing, as to each separate transaction with or
without respect to securities issued by any person known to be a party in
interest, the issuer, the type and class of security, the quantity involved
in the transaction, the gross purchase price, and in the case of a sale,
redemption, or exchange, the gross and net proceeds (including a description and the value of any consideration other than money) and the net
gain or loss, except that such schedule shall not include distribution of
stock or other distributions in kind from profit-sharing or similar plans
to participants separated from the plan;
($) a schedule of purchases, sales, or exchanges during the year
covered by the report of investment assets other than securities
(A) by type or category of asset the aggregate amount of purchases,
sales, and exchanges; the aggregate expenses incurred in connection
therewith; and the aggregate net gain (or loss) on sales, and
(B) for each transaction involving a person known to be a party
in interest and for each transaction involving over 8 per centum of the
fund, and indication oj each asset purchased, sold, or exchanged
(and, in the case of fixed assets such, as land, buildings, and leaseholds, the location of the asset); the purchase or selling price; expenses
incurredin connection with the purchase, sale, or exchange; the cost of
the asset and the net gain (or loss) on each sale; the identity of the
seller in the case of a purchase, or the identity of the purchaser in the
case of a sale, and his relationship to the plan, the employer, or any
employee organization;
(5) a schedule of all loans made from the fund during the reporting
year or outstanding at the end of the year, and a scAedule of principal and
interest payments received by the fund during the reporting year, aggregated in each case by type of loan, and in addition, a separate schedule
showing as to each loan which,
(A) was made to a party'in interest, or
(B) was in default, or
(C) was written op during the year as uncollectable, or
(D) exceeded 8 per centum of the value of the fund
the original principal amount of the loan, the amount of principal and
interest received during the reporting year, the unpaid balance, the
identity and address of the loan obligor, a detailed description of the loan
(including date of making and maturity, interest rate, the type and value
of collateral, and the material terms), the amount of principal and interest
overdue (if any) and as to loans written og as uncollectable an explanation
thereof;
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(6) a list of all leases ivith—

(A) persons other than parties in interest ivho are in default, and
(B) any party in interest,
including information as to the type of property leased (and, in the case of
fixed assets such as land, buildings, leaseholds, and so fortA, th, e location
of the property), the identity of the lessor or lessee from or to ivhom the
plan is leasing, the relationship of such, lessors and lessees, ~f any, to the
plan, the employer, employee organization, or any other party in interest,
the terms of the lease regarding rent, taxes, insurance, repairs, expenses,
and renewal options; if property is leased from persons described in (B)
the amount of rental and oth, er expenses paid during the reporting year;
and if property is leased to persons described in (A) or (B), the date
the leased property uas purchased and its cost, the date the property divas
leased and its approximate value at such date, the gross rental receipts
during the reporting period, the expenses paid for the leased property
during the reporting period, the net receipt from the lease, and ivith
respect to any such, leases in default, their identity, the amounts in arrears,
and a statement as to tvhat steps A, ave been taken to collect amounts due
or otherivise remedy the default;
(7) a detailed list of purchases, sales, exchanges, or any other transactions with any party in interest made during the year, including information as to the asset involved, the price, any expenses connected urith the
transaction, the cost of the asset, the proceeds, the net gain or loss, the
identity of the other party to the transaction and his relationship to the
plan;
(8) subject to rules of the Secretary designed to preclude the filing of
duplicate or unnecessary statements if, some or all of the assets of a plan
or plans are held in a common or collective trust maintained by a bank or
similar institution or in a separate account maintained by an insurance
carrier, the report shall include a statement of assets and liabilities and a
statement of receipts and disbursements of such common or collective trust
or separate account and such of the information required under paragraphs (9), (8), ($), (0), (6), and P) of section '1(h) nrith respect to such
common or collective trust or separate account as the Secretary may
determine appropriate by regulation. In such case the bank or similar
institution or insurance carrier shall certify to the administrator of sucA,
plan or plans, ivithin one hundred and ftventy days after the end of each
calendar, policy, or otherfiscal year, as the case may be, the information
determined by the Secretary to be necessary to enable the plan administrator
to comply eith the requirements of this Act, and
(9) in addition to reporting the information called for by this subsection
the administrator may elect to furnish other information as to investment
or reinvestment of the fund as additional disclosures to the Secretary.
f(c) If the plan is unfunded, the report shall include only the total
benefits paid and the average number of employees eligible for participation, during the past five years, broken down by year; and a statement, if applicable, that the only assets from which claims against the
plan may be paid are the general assets of the employer. g
(c) If the only assets from uhich claims against an employee benefit
plan may be paid are the general assets of the employer or the employee
organization, the report shall include (for each of the past five years) the
benefits paid and the average number of employees eligible for participation.
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(d) If some or all of the benefits under the plan are provided by an
insurance carrier or service or other organization such report shall include with respect to such plait (in addition to the information required
by subsection (b)) the following:
(1) /The/ the premium rate or subscription charge and the total
premium or subscription charges paid to each such carrier or organization and the approximate number of persons covered by each class of
such benefits.
(2) /The/ the total amount of premiums received, the approximate
number of persons covered by each class of benefits, and the total
claims paid by such carrier or other organization: dividends or retroactive rate adjustments, commissions, and administrative service or
other fees or other specific acquisition costs, paid by such carrier or
other organization; any amounts held to provide benefits after retirement; the remainder of such premiums; and the names and addresses of the brokers, agents, or other persons to whom commissions
or fees were paid, the amount paid to each, and for what purpose:
Provided, That if any such carrier or other organization does not
maintain separate experience records covering the specific groups it
serves, the report shall include in lieu of the information required by
the foregoing provisions of this paragraph (A) a statement as to the
basis of its premium rate or subscription charge, the total amount of
premiums or subscription charges received from the plan, and a copy
of the financial report of the carrier or other organization and (B),
if such carrier or organization incurs specific costs in connection with
the acquisition or retention of any particular plan or plans, a detailed
statement of such costs.
(e) Details relative to the manner in which any funds held by an
employee welfare benefit plan are held or invested shall be reported as
provided under paragraphs (B), (C), and (D) of subsection (f)(1).g
(e) Every employee pension benefit plan shell include ivith its annual
report (to the extent apphcable) the folloioing information:
(1) the type and basis of funding,
(9) the number of participants, both retired and nonretired, covered by the plan,
(8) the amount of all reserves or net assets accumulated under the
plan,
($) the present value of all liabilities for all nonforfeitable pension
benefits and the present value of all other accrued liabilities,
(5) the ratios of the market value of the reserves and assets described in (8) above to the liabilities described in ($) above,
(6') a copy of the most recent actuarial report, and
(A)(i) the actuarial assumptions used in computing the
contribiitions to a trust or payments under an insurance contract, (ii) the actuarial assumptions used in determining the
used in
level of benefits, and (iii) the actuarial assumptions
connection ioith the other information required to be furnished
under this subsection, insofar as any such actuarial assumptions
are not included in the most recent actuarial report,
(B) (i) if there is no such report, or (ii) if any of the actuarial
assumptions employed in the annual report diPer from those in
the most recent actuarial report, or (iii) if diferent actuarial
assumptions are used for computing contributions or payments

f
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than are used for any other purpose, a statement explaining
same; and
(7) such other reasonable information pertinent to disclosure under
this subsection as the Secretary may by regulation prescribe.
I.(f) Reports on employee pension benefit plans shall include, in

addition to the applicable information required by the foregoing
provisions of this section, the following:
I.(1) If the plan is funded through the medium of a trust, the report
shall include(A) the type and basis of funding, actuarial assumptions used,
the amount of current and past service liabilities, and the number
of employees, both retired and nonretired covered by the plan;
f(B) a statement showing the assets of the fund as required by
section 7(b). Such assets shall be valued on the basis regularly
used in valuing investments held in the fund and reported to the
United States Treasury Department, or shall be valued at their
aggregate cost or present value, whichever is lower, if such a
statement is not so required to be filed with the United States
Treasury Department;
f(C) a detailed list, including information as to cost, present
value, and percentage of total funds, of all investments in securities or properities of the employer or employee organization, or
any other party in interest, but the identity of all securities and
the detail of brokerage fees and commissions incidental to the
purchase or sale of such securities need not be revealed if such
securities are listed and traded on an exchange subject to regulation by the Securities and Exchange Commission or securities in
an investment company registered under the Investment Company
Act of 1940, or securities of a public utility holding company
registered under the Public Utility Holding Company Act of
1935, and the statement of assets contains a statement of the
total investments in common stock, preferred stock, bonds and
debentures, respectively, valued as provided in subparagraph (B);
g(D) a detailed list of all loans made to the employer, employee
organization, or other party in interest, including the terms and
conditions of the loan and the name and address of the borrower:
Provided, That if the plan is funded through the medium of a
trust invested, in whole or in part, in one or more insurance or
annuity contracts with an insurance carrier, the report shall include, as to the portion of the funds so invested, only the information required by paragraph (2) below.
I'(2) If the plan is funded through the medium of a contract with
an insurance carrier, the report shall include—
I (A) the type and basis of funding, actuarial assumptions used
in determining the payments under the contract, and the number
of employees, both retired and nonretired, covered by the contract; and
g(B) except for benefits completely guaranteed by the carrier,
the amount of current and past service liabilities, based on those
assumptions, and the amount of all reserves accumulated under
the plan.
g(3) If the plan is unfunded, the report shall include the total benefits paid to retired employees for the past five years, broken down

by year.
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f(g) If some or all of the benefits under the plan are provided by
an insurance carrier or service or other organization, such carrier or
organization shall certify to the administrator of such plan, within
one hundred and twenty days after the end of each calendar, policy,
or other fiscal year, as the case may be, such reasonable information
determined by the Secretary to be necessary to enable such administrator to comply with the requirements of this Act.
g(h) The Secretary shall prescribe by general rule simplified reports
for plans which he finds that by virtue of their size or otherwise a
detailed report would be unduly burdensome, but the Secretary may
revoke such provisions for simplified forms for any plan if the purposes
of the Act would be served thereby. g
PUBLICATION

S'Ec. 8. g(a) Publication of the description of the plan and the latest
annual report required under this Act shall be made to the participants
and to the beneficiaries covered by the particular p]an as follows:
g(1) The administrator shall make copies of such description of the
plan (including all amendments or modifications thereto upon their
effective date) and of the latest annual report available for examination by any participant or beneficiary in the principal once of the plan.
f(2) The administrator shall deliver upon written request to such
participant or beneficiary a copy of the description of the plan (including all amendments or modifications thereto upon their effective
date) and an adequate summary of the latest annual report, by mailing such documents to the last known address of the participant or
beneficiary making such request.
g(b) The administrator of any plan subject to the provisions of this
Act shall file with the Secretary two copies of the description of the
plan and each annual report thereon. The Secretary shall make available for examination in the public document room of the Department
of Labor copies of descriptions of plans and annual reports filed under
this subsection. g
f(c)g (a) The Secretary shall prepare forms for the descriptions of
plans and the annual reports required by the provisions of this Act,
and shall make such forms available to the administrators of such
plans on request.
(b) The administrator of any employee benefit plan subject to this Act
shall
1oith the Secretary a copy of the plan description and each annual
report. The administrator shall also furnish to the Secretary, upon request,
any documents relating to the employee benefit plan, incluCing but not
limited to the bargaining agreement, trust agreement, contract, or other
instrument under tchick the plan is established or operated, and any
document so furnished ahull be available for public inspection. The
Secretary .~hall make copies of such descriptions and annual reports
available for public inspection.
(c) Publication of the plan descri ptions and annual reports required by
this Act shall be made to participants and beneficiaries of the particular
plan as folloios:
(1) the administrator shall make copies of the plan description
(including all amendments or modifications thereto) and the latest
annual report and the bargaining agreement, trust agreement, con-

fil
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tract, or other instrument under which, the plan was established or is
operated available for examination
or
by any plan participant
beneficiary in the principal once of the administrator;
(9) the administrator shall furnish to any plan participant or
beneficiary so requesting in writing a fair summary of the latest
annual report:
(8) the administrator shall furnish or make available, whichever is
most practicable: (i) to every participant upon his enrollment in the
plan and within one hundred and twenty days after each major
amendment to the plan, a summary of the plan's important provisions, including the names and addresses of any person or persons
responsible for the management or investment of plan funds, and
requirements of the amendment, whichever is applicable, written in
a manner calculated to be understood by the average participant; such
explanation shall include a description of the benefits available to tke
participant under the plan and circumstances which may result in
disqualification or ineligibility, and the requirements of the Welfare
and Pension Plans Disclosure Act with respect to the availability of
copies of the plan, bargaining agreement, trust agreement, contract or
other instrument
under which the plan is established or operated;
and (ii) to every participant every three years (commencing J'anuary
1%5), a revised up-to-date summary of the plan's important
provisions and major amendments
thereto, written in a manner
calculated to be understood by the average participant; and (iii) to
eacA plan participant or beneficiary so requesting in writing a comor
plete copy of the plan description (including all amendments
modifications tAereto) or a complete copy of the latest annual report,
or both. He shall in the same way furnish a complete copy of any
bargaining agreement, trust agreement, contract, or other instrument
under which the plan is established or operated. In accordance with
regulations of the Secretary, an administrator may make a reasonable
charge to cover the cost of furnishing suck complete copies.
(d) In the event a plan is provided a variance with respect to standards
of the Retirement Income
of vesting, funding, or both, pursuant to title
Security for Employees Act, the administrator shall furnish or make
available, whichever is most practicable, notice of such action to each
participant in a manner calculated to be understood by the average participant, and in such form and detail and for such periods as may be prescribed by the Secretary.

II

ENFORCEMENT

Szc. 9. (a) Any person who willfully violates any provision of this
Act shall be fined not more than $1,000, or imprisoned not more than
six months, or both.
(b) Any administrator of a plan who fails or refuses, upon the
written request of a participant or beneficiary covered by such plan,
to make publication to him within thirty days of such request, in accordance with the provisions of section 8, of a description of the plan
or an annual report containing the information required by sections
6 and 7, may in the court's discretion become liable to any such participant or beneficiary making such request in the amount of $50 a
day from the date of such failure or refusal.
(c) Action to recover such liability may be maintained in any court
of competent jurisdiction by any participant or beneficiary. The court
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in such action may in its discretion, in addition to any judgment
awarded to the plaintifF or plaintiffs, allow a reasonable attorney's
fee to be paid by the defendant, and costs of the action.
g(d) The Secretary may, after first requiring certification in accordance with section 7(b), upon complaint of violation not satisfied by
such certification, or on his own motion, when he continues to have
reasonable cause to believe investigation may disclose violations of
this Act, make such investigations as he deems necessary, and may
require or permit any person to file with him a statement in writing,
under oath or otherwise, as to all the facts and circumstances concerning the matter to be investigated. g
(d) The Secretary may make appropriate and necessary inquiries to
determine violations of the provisions of this Act, or any rule or regulation
issued thereunder: Provided, hotoever, That no periodic examination of
the books and records of any plan or fund shall be conducted more than
once annually unless the Secretary has reasonable cause to believe there
may exist a violation of this Act or any rule or regulation issued thereunder.
(e) For the purposes of any investigation provided for in this Act,
the provisions of sections 9 and 10 (relating to the attendance of witnesses and the production of books, records, and documents) of the
Federal Trade Commission Act of September 16, 1914, as amended
(15 U. S.C. 49, 50), are hereby made applicable to the jurisdiction,
powers, and duties of the Secretary or any officers designated by him.
(f) Whenever it shall appear to the Secretary that any person is
engaged in any violation of the provisions of this Act, he may in his
discretion bring an action in the proper district court of the United
States or United States court of any place subject to the jurisdiction
of the United States, to enjoin such acts or practices, and upon a proper
showing a permanent or temporary injunction or restraining order
shall be granted.
(g) The United States district courts and the United States courts
of any place subject to the jurisdiction of the United States shall have
jurisdiction, for cause shown, to restrain violations of this Act.
g(h) Nothing contained in this Act shall be so construed or applied
as to authorize the Secretary to regulate, or interfere in the management of, any employee v elfare or pension benefit plan, except that the
Secretary may inquire into the existence and amount of investments,
actuarial assumptions, or accounting practices only when it has been
determined that investigation is required in accordance with section
9(d) of this Act. g
I (i)g(h) The Secretary shall immediately forward to the Attorney
General or his representative any information coming to his attention
in the course of the administration of this Act which may warrant consideration for criminal prosecution under the provisions of this Act
or other Federal law.

REPoRTs MADE PUBLIc INFQRMATIQN

SEc. 10. The contents of the descriptions and regular annual reports
filed with the Secretary pursuant to this Act shall be public information, and the Secretary, where to do so would protect the interests of
participants or beneficiaries of a plan, may publish any such inofrma-
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tion and data. The Secretary may use the information and data for
statistical and research purposes, and compile and publish such studies,
analyses, reports, and surveys based thereon as he may deem
appropriate.
RETENTION OF RECORDS

SEc. 11. Every person required to file any description or report or
to certify any information therefor under this Act shall maintain
records on the matters of which disclosure is required which will provide in suKcient detail the necessary basic information and data from
which the documents thus required may be verified, explained, or
clarified, and checked for accuracy and completeness, and shall include
vouchers, worksheets, receipts, and applicable resolution, and shall
keep such records available for examination for a period of not less
than five years after the filing of the documents based on the information which they contain.
RELIANCE

ON

ADMINISTRATivE

INTERPRETATIONS

AND FORMS

SEC. 12. In any action or proceeding based on any act or omission in
alleged violation of this Act, no person shall be subject to any liability
or punishment for or on account of the failure of such person to (1)
comply with any provision of this Act if he pleads and proves that
the act or omission complained of was in good faith, in conformity
with, and in reliance on any written interpretation or opinion of the
Secretary, or (2) publish and file any information required by any
provision of this Act if he pleads and proves that he published and
filed such information in good faith, on the description and annual
report forms prepared by the Secretary and in conformity with the
instructions of the Secretary issued under this Act regarding the filing
of such forms. Such a defense, if established, shall be a bar to the action or proceeding, notwithstanding
that (A) after such act or omission, such interpretation or opinion is modified or rescinded or is
determined by judicial authority to be invalid or of no legal effect, or
(B) after publishing or filing the description and annual reports,
such publication or filing is deteimined by judicial authority not to
be in conformity with the requirements of this Act.
BONDING

SEc. 13. (a) Every administrator, ofricer, and employee of any employee welfare benefit plan or of any employee pension benefit plan
subject to this Act who handles funds or other property of such plan
shall be bonded as herein provided; except that, where such plan is one
under which the only assets from which benefits are paid are the general assets of a union or of an employer, the administrator, ofIicers and
employees of such plan shall be exempt from the bonding requirements
of this section. The amount of such bond shall be fixed at the beginning
of each calendar, policy, . or other fiscal year, as the case may be, which
constitutes the reporting year of such plan. Such amount shall be not
less than 10 per centum of the amount of funds handled, determined
as herein provided, except that any such bond shall be in at least the
amount of $1,000 and no such bond shall be required in an amount in
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excess of $500, 000: Provided, That the Secretary, after due notice and
opportunity for hearing to all interested. parties, and after consideration of the record, may prescribe an amount in excess of $500, 000, which
in no event shall exceed 10 per centum of the funds handled. For purposes of fixing the amount of such bond, the amount of funds handled
shall be determined by the funds handled by the person, group, or class
to be covered by such bond and by their predecessor or predecessors, if
any, during the preceding reporting year, or if the plan has no preceding reporting year, the amount of funds to be handled during the current reporting year by such person, group, or class, estimated. as provided in regulations of the Secretary. Such bond shall provide protection to the plan against loss by reason of acts of fraud or dishonesty on
the part of such administrator, officer, or employee, directly or through
connivance with others. Any bond shall have as surety thereon a corporate surety company which is an acceptable surety on Federal bonds
under authority granted by the Secretary of the Treasury pursuant to
the Act of July 30, 1947 (6 U. S.C. 6—13). Any bond shall be in a form
or of a type approved by the Secretary, including individual bonds or
schedule or blanket forms of bonds which cover a group or class.
(b) It shall be unlawful for any administrator, officer, or employee
to whom subsection (a) applies, to receive, handle, disburse, or otherwise exercise custody or control of any of the funds or other property
of any employee welfare benefit, plan or employee pension benefit plan,
without being bonded as required by subsection (a) and it shall be unlawful for any administrator, officer, or employee of such plan, or any
other person having authority to direct the performance of such functions, to permit such functions, or any of them, to be performed by any
such person, with respect to whom the requirements of subsection (a)
have not been met.
(c) It shall be unlawful for any person to procure any bond required by subsection (a) from any surety or other company or through
any agent or broker in whose business operations such plan or any
party in interest in such plan has any significant control or financial
interest, direct or indirect.
(d) Nothing in any other provision of law shall require any person, required to be bonded as provided in subsection (a) because he
handles funds or other property of an employee welfare benefit plan or
of an employee pension benefit plan, to be bonded insofar as the handling .by such person of the funds or other property of such plan is
concerned.
(e) The Secretary shall from time to time issue such regulations as
may be necessary to carry out the provisions of this section. When,
in the opinion of the Secretary, the administrator of a plan offers adequate evidence of the financial responsibility of the plan, or that other
bonding arrangements would provide adequate protection of the beneficiaries and participants, he may exempt such plan from the requirements of this section.
AnvisORY COUNCIL

SEc. 14. (a)(1) There is hereby established an Advisory Council on
Employee Welfare and Pension Benefit Plans (hereinafter referred
to as the "Council" ) /which shall consist of thirteen members to be
appointed in the following manner: One from the insurance field, one
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from the corporate trust field, two from management, four from labor,
and two from other interested groups, all appointed by the Secretary
from among persons recommended by organizations in the respective
groups; and three representatives of the general public appointed by
the Secretary
consisting of twenty-one members appointed by the
more
Secretary. Not
than eleven members of the Council shall be members
the
same
political
party.
of
(9) Members shall be appointed from among persons recommended by
groups or organizations which they shall represent and shall be persons
qualified to appraise the programs instituted under this Act and the
Retirement Income Security for Employees Ac't.
(8) Of the members appointed, five shall be representatives of labor
organizations; five shall be representatives of management; one representative each Pom the fields of insurance, corporate trust, actuarial counseling,
investment counseling, and the accounting field; and six representatives
shall be appointed from the general public.
(4) Members shall serve for terms of three years, except that of those
first appointed, six shall be appointed for terms of one year, seven shall be
appointed for terms of two years, and eight shall be appointed for terms
of three years. A member may be reappointed, and a member appointed to
fill a vacancy shall be appointed only for the remainder of such term. A
majority of members shall constitute a quorum and action shall be taken
only by a maj ority vote of those present.
per day
(8) Members shall be paid compensation at the rate of
when engaged in the actual performance of their duties except that any
such member who holds another once or position under the Eederal Government shall serve unthout additional compensation. Any member shall
receive t"avel expenses, including per diem in lieu of subsistence as
authorized by section 5708 of title 6, United States Code, for persons in

)

fly

the Government

service employed intermittently.

(b) It shall be the duty of the Council to advise the Secretary with
respect to the carrying out of his functions under this Act, and the
Retirement Income Security for Employees Act and to submit to the
Secretary recommendations with respect thereto. The Council shall
meet at least gtwiceg four times each year and at such other times
as the Secretary requests. At the beginning of each regular session
of the Congress, the Secretary shall transmit to the Senate and
House of Representatives each recommendation which he has received
from the Council during the preceding calendar year and a report
covering his activities under the Act and the Retirement Income Security
for Employees Act for /such/ the preceding /calendar/ fiscal year,
including full information as to the number of plans and their size,
the results of any studies he may have made of such plans and the
fAct'sg operation of this Act and the Retirement Income Security for
Employees Act and such other information and data as he may deem
desirable in connection with employee welfare and pension benefit
plans.
(c) The Secretary shall furnish to the Council an executive secretary and such secretarial, clerical, and other services as are deemed
necessary to /the/ conduct /oft its business. The Secretary may
call upon other agencies of the Government for statistical data, reports, and other information which will assist the Council in the
performance of its duties,
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members of the Council shall be paid compensation
diem when engaged in the w'ork of the Council,
and shall be allowed travel expenses and per
time,
travel
including
diem in lieu of subsistence as authorized by law (5 U. S.C. 73b —2) for
and repersons in the Government service employed intermittently
ceiving compensation on a per diem, when actually employed, basis.
(e) (1) Any member of the Council is hereby exempted, with respect
to such appointment, from the operation of sections 281, 283, and 1914
of title 18 of the United State Code, and section 190 of the Revised
Statues (5 U. S.C. 99), except as otherwise specified in paragraph (2)
of this subsection.
(2) The exemption granted by paragraph (1) of this subsection
shall not extend—
(A) to the receipt or payment of salary in connection with the
appointee's Government service from any source other than the
private employer of the appointee at the time of his appointment,
or
(B) during the period of such appointment, to the prosecution
or participation in the prosecution, by any person so appointed, of
any claim against the Government involving any matter with
which such person, during such period, is or was directly connected by reason of such appointment.

(d) Appointed

a,

t the rate of $50 per

EIDUCIARY STANDARDS

SEG. 1b. (a) Every employee benefit fund established to provide for the
payment of benefits under an employee's benefit plan shall be established
or maintained pursuant to a duly executed mitten document tvhich shall
set forth the purpose or purposes for iohich such fund is established and
the detailed basis on iohich payments are to be made into and out of such
t'und. Such, fund shall be deemed to be a trust and shall be held for the
exclusive purpose of (1) providing benefits to participants in the plan
and their beneficiaries and (8) defraying reasonable expenses of administering the plan.
(b) (1) A fiduciary shall discharge his duties tvith respect to the fund—
(A) tvith the care under the circumstances then prevailing that a
prudent man acting in a like capacity and familiar ioith such matters toould use in the conduct of an enterprise of a like character and
arit like aims; and
(B) subj ect to the standards in subsection (a) and in accordance
ioith the documents and instruments governing the fund insofar as is
consistent toith this Act, except that (i) any assets of the fund remaining upon dissolution or termination of the fund shall, after complete
satisfaction
of the rights of all beneficiaries to benefits accrued to the
tributionon.
be distributed
ratably to the
date of dissolution or termination,
to the conso
provides,
or
the
trust
agreement
beneficiaries thereof,
if
tributors thereto; (ii) that in the case of a registered pension or profit.sharing-retirement
plan, such distribution shall be subject to the
requirements of the Retirement Income Security for Employees Act
and (iii) any assets of the fund, attributaMe to employee contributions,
remaining after complete satisfaction of the rights of all beneficiaries
accrued to the date of dissolution or termination shall be equitably distributed to the employee contributors according to their rate of con-
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(9) Except as permitted hereunder, a fiduciar shall not—
(A) rent or sell property of the fund to any person knoun to be a
party in interest of the fund;
(B) rent or purchase on behalf of the fund any property knoum to
be oumed by a party in interest of the fund;
(C) deal ivith such fund in his oisin interest or for his oun account;
(D) represent any other party uith such fund, or in any 1vay act on
behalf of a party adverse to the fund or adverse to the interests of its
participants or beneficiaries;

(E) receive any consideration from any party dealing ivith such
fund in connection ivith a transaction involving the fund;
(E) loan money or other assets of the fund to any party in interest
of the fund;
(6) furnish, goods, services, or facilities of the fund to any party in
interest of the fund;
(H) permit the transfer of any assets or property of the fund to, or
its use by or for the benefit of, any party in interest of the fund; or
(I) permit any of the assets of the fund to be held, deposited, or
invested outside the United States unless the indicia of oionership
remain within the jurisdiction of a United States District Court,
except as authorized by the Secretary by rule or regulation.
(8) The Secretary, by rules or regulations or upon application of
any fiduiciary or party in interest, by order, shall provide for the
exemption conditionally or unconditionally of any fiduciary or class
of fiduciaries or transactions or class or transactions from all or part
of the proscriptions contained in this subsection 18(b) (8) iohen the
Secretary finds that to do so is consistent with, the purposes of this
Act and is in the interest of the fund or class of funds and the participants and beneficiaries: Provided, hoioever, That any such exempt~on
shall not relieve a fiduciary from any other applicable provisions of
this Act.
(c) Nothing in this sect~on shall be construed to prohibit the fiduciary

lrom—

(1) receiving any benefit to vohich he may be entitled as a participant or beneficiary in the plan under ivhich the fund ivas established;

(8) receiving any reasonable compensation for services rendered,
or for the reimbursement of expenses properly and actually incurred,
in the performance of his duties urith the fund, or receiving in a
fiduciary capacity proceeds from any transaction involving plan
funds, except that no person so serving idaho already receives fulltime pay from an employer or an association of employers whose
employees are participants in the plan under which the fund was
established, or from an employee organization whose members are
participants in such plan shall receive compensation from such fund,
except for reimbursement of expenses properly and actually incurred
and not otherunse reimbursed;
(8) serving in such position in addition to being an ofhcer, employee, agent, or other representatiie of a party in interest;
(4) engaging in the following transactions:
(A) holding or purchasing on behalf of the fund any security
iohich has been issued by an employer noose employees are participants in the plan, under iohich the fund ioas established or a
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corporation controlling, controlled by, or under common control
with such employer, except that (i) the purchase of any security
is for no more than adequate consideration in money or money' s
worth, and (ii) that if an employee benefit fund is one which
provides primarily for benefits of a stated amount, or an amount
determined by an employee's compensation, an employee's period
of service, or a combination of both, or money purchase type
benefits based on fixed contributions which are not geared to the
employer's profits, no investment shall be held or made by a
fiduciary of such a fund in securities of such employer or of a
corporation controlling, controlled by, or under common control
with such employer, if such investment, when added to such
securities already held, exceeds 10 per centum of the fair market
value of the assets of the fund. Notwithstanding
the foregoing,
such 10 per centum limitation shall not apply to profit sharing,
stock bonus, thrift and savings or other similar plans which
explicitly provide that some or all of the plan funds may be
invested in securities of such employer or a corporation controlling, controlled by, or under common control with, such
employer, nor shall said plans be deemed to be limited by any
diversification rule u, hich may be invested in such securities.
Profit-sharing, stock bonus, thrift, or other similar plans, which,
are in existence on the date of enactment and uhich allow
investment in such securities without explicit provision in the
plan, shall remain exempt from the 10 per centum limitation
until the expiration of one year from the date of enactment of
Retirement Income Security for Employees Act. Nothing contained in this subparagraph shall be construed to relieve profitsharing, stock bonus thrift and savings or other similar plans
from any other applicable requirements of this section;
(B) purchasing on behalf of the fund any security or selling
on behalf of the fund any security which is acquired or held by
the fund, to or from a party in interest, if (i) at the time of such
purchase or sale the security is of a class of securities which is
listed on a national securities exchange registered under the
Securities Exchange Act of 108$ or which has been listed for
more than one month (at the time of such sale or purchase) on an
electronic quotation system administered by a national securities
association registered under the Securities Exchange Act of
1M/, (ii) no brokerage commission, fee (except for customary
transfer fees), or other remuneration is paid in connection uith
such transaction, (iii) adequate consideration is paid, and (iv)
that in the event the security is one described in subparagraph
(A), the transaction has received the prior approval of the

Secretary;
(8) making any loan to participants or beneficiaries of the plan
under which the fund was established where such loans are available
basis and
to all participants or beneficiaries on a nondiscriminatory
are made in accordance with specific provisions regarding such loans
set forth in the plan and are not otherwise inconsistent with the
purposes of this Act;
(6) contracting or making reasonable arrangements with a party
in interest for once space and other services necessary for the operation of the plan and paying reasonable compensation therefor;
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(7) following the specific instructions in the trust instrument or
governing the fund insofar as consistent with the

other document

specific prohibitions listed in subsection (b) (8);
(8) taking action pursuant to an authorization in the trust instrument or other document governing the fund, provided such action is
consistent uith the provisions of subsection (b).
(d) Any fiduciary who breaches any of the responsibilities, obligations,
or duties imposed upon fiduciaries by this Act shall be personally liable
to such fund for any losses to the fund resulting from such breach, and to
pay to such, fund any profits which have inured to such fiduciary through
use of assets of the fund.
(e) When two or morefiduciaries undertakej ointly the performance of a
duty or the exercise of a power, or where two or more fiduciaries are
required by an instrument governing the fund to undertake jointly the
performance of a duty or the exercise of power, but not otherioise, each of
such fiduciaries shall have the duty to prevent any other such cofiduciary
obligation, or duty of a
from committing a breach of responsibility,
fiduciary or to compel such other cofiduciary to redress such a breach,
except that no fiduciar shall be liable for any consequence of any act
or failure to act as a cofiduciary who is undertaking or is required to
undertake jointly any duty or power if he shall object in writing to the
specific action and promptly file a copy of his obj ection with the Secretary.
(f) Nofiduciary may be relieved from any responsibility, obligation, or
duty imposed by law, agreement, or otherwise. Nothing herein shall
preclude any agreement allocating specific duties or responsibilities among
fiduciaries, or bar any agreement of insurance coverage or indemn~ficat~on
affecting fiduciaries, unless specifically disapproved by the Secretary.
(g) A fiduciary .shall not be liable for a violation of this Act committed
before he became a fiduciar or after he ceased to be afiduciary.
(h) No individual who has been convicted of, or has been imprisoned as
a result of his conviction of: robbery, bribery, extortion, embezzlement,
grand larceny, burglary, arson, violation of narcotics laws, murder, rape,
kidnaping, perjury, assault with intent to kill, assault which inflicts
grievous bodily injury, any crime described in section 9(a) (1) of the
Investment Company Act of 19/0, or a violation of any prov~sion of the
Welfare and Pension Plans Disclosure Act, or a violation of section 808
Relations Act of 19/7 (61 Stat. 157, as
of the Labor-Management
amended), or a violation of chapter 6'8 of title 18, United States Code, or a
violation of section 87$, 1087, 1608, 1605, 1506, 1510, 1M1, or 195$ of
title 18, United States Code, or a violation of the Labor-Management
Reporting and Disclosure Act of 1M9 (78 Stat. 619, as amended), or
conspiracy to commit any such crimes or attempt to commit any such
crimes or a crime in which any of the foregoing crimes is an element,
shall serve—
(1) as an administrator, officer, trustee, custodian, counsel, agent,
employee (other than as an employee performing exclusive clerical
or janitorial duties) or other fiduciary position of any employee
benefit plan; or
(8) as a consultant to any employee benefit plan, during or for
five years after such conviction or after the end of such imprisonment, unless prior to the end of such five-year period, in the case
of a person so convicted or imprisoned, (A) his citizenship rights
having been revoked as a result of such conviction, have been fully
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restored, or (B) the Secretary determines that such person's
in any capacity referred to in clause (1) or (8) would not

service
be con-

person shall knowingly permit
trary to the purposes of this Act.
any other person to serve in any capacity referred to in clause (1)
or (8) in violation of this subsection. Any person who willfully
violates this subsection shell be fined not more than $10,000 or
imprisoned for not more than one year, or both, . For the purposes
of this subsection, any person shall be deemed to have been "convicted" and under the disability of "conviction" from the date of
the judgment of the trial court or the date of the fina sustaining of
such judgment on appeal, whichever is the later event, regardless of
uhether such conviction occurred before or after the date of enactment of this section. For the purposes of this subsection, the term
"consultant" means any person who, for compensation, advises or
represents an employee benefit plan or who provides other assistance to such plan, concerning the establishment or operation of such
plan.
(i) All investments and deposits of the funds of an employee benefit fund
and all loans made out of any such fund shall be made in the name of the
fund or its nominee, and no employer or o~er or employee hereof, and
no labor organization, or ofhcer or employee thereof, shall either directly
or indirectly accept or be the beneficiar of any fee, brokerage, commission,
gift, or other consideration for or on account of any loan, deposit, purchase,
sale, payment, or exchange made by or on behalf of the fund.
(y) In order to provide for an orderly disposition of eny investment, or
termination of any service, the retention or continuation of which would
be deemed to be prohibited by this Act, and in order to protect the interest
of the fund and its participants and its beneficiaries, the fiduciary mey
in his discretion egect the disposition of such, investment or termination
of such service within three years after the date of enactment of this
Act, or within such additional time as the Secretary mey by rule or
regulation allow, end such action shall be deemed to be in compliance
with this Act.
(k) In accordance with regulations of the Secretary, every employee
benefit plan subj ect to this Act shell
(1) provide adequate notice in writing to any participant or beneficiary iohose claim for benefits from the plan has been denied, setting
forth the specific reasons for such denial, written in a manner calculated to be unde~stood by the participant, end
(8) agord a reasonable opportunity to eny participant whose claim
for benefits has been denied for a full and fair review by the plan
administrator of the decision denying the claim.
(l) An employee benefit plan subject to this Act or the Retirement Income
Security for Employees Act, which provides an optional death, benefit or
any kind, or in any form, shall not provide that such opti on may be waived
by default or in any manner other than in e writing signed by the participant, after such, participant receives an explanation of their terms and
conditions of the option and the effect of such waiver.
ADMINISTRATION

SEc, f15.$ 16. (a) The provisions of the Administrative
Act shall be applicable to this Act.

Procedure
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(b) No employee of the Department of Labor shall administer or
enforce this Act with respect to any employee organization of which
he is a member or employer organization in which he has an interest.
(c) No more than 260 employees shall be employed by the Department of Labor to administer or enforce this Act for the first two years
after the enactment of the Welfare and Pension Plans Disclosure Act
Amendments of 1962.
(d) Not more than two million two hundred thousand dollars per
year is authorized to be appropriated for the administration and enforcement of this Act, for the first two years after the enactment of
the Welfare and Pension Plans Disclosure Act Amendments of 1962.
EFFECT OF OTHER LAWS

J

SEc. $16. 1'1. (a) In the case of an employee welfare or pension
benefit plan providing benefits to employees employed in two or more
States, no person shall be required by reason of any law of any such
State to file with any State agency (other than an agency of the State
in which such plan has its principal office) any information included
within a description of the plan or an annual report published and
filed pursuant to the provisions of this Act if copies of such description
of the plan and of such annual report are filed with the State agency,
and if copies of such portion of the description of the plan and annual
report, as may be required by the State agency, are distributed to
participants and beneficiaries in accordance with the requirements of
such State law with respect to scope of distribution. Nothing contained
in this subsection shall be construed to prevent any State from obtaining such additional information relating to any such plan as it may
desire, or from otherwise regulating such plan.
(b) The provisions of this Act, except subsection (a) of this section
and section 13, and any action taken thereunder, shall not be held to
exempt or relieve any person from any liability, duty, penalty, or
punishment provided by any present or future law of the United States
or of any State affecting the operation or administration of employee
welfare or pension benefit plans, or in any manner to authorize the
operation or administration of any such plan contrary to any such law.
SEPARABILITY OF PROVISIONS

SEc. f17.$ 18. If any provision of this Act or the application of such
provision to any person or circumstance is held invalid, the remainder
of this Act and the application of such provision to other persons or
circumstances shall not be affected.
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]

PRIVATE PENSION PLAN REFORM

—

AvGvsT 21, 1973; Ordered to be printed

Piled under authority

of the order of the Senate of August 1, 1973

Mr. LONG from the Committee on Finance,
submitted the following

REPORT
together with

ADDITIONAL AND SUPPLEMENTAL VIEWS
[To accompany S. 1179]

The Committee on Finance, to which was referred the bill (S. 1179),
having considered the same, reports favorably thereon with amendments and recommends that the bill (as amended) do pass.

I. SUMMARY
The Comprehensive Private Pension Security Act of 1973 as reported by the committee is designed to make pension profit-sharing,
and stock bonus plans more efFective in providing retirement income
for employees who have spent their careers in useful and socially
productive work. It encourages provision for the retirement needs of
many millions of individuals. At the same time, the committee recognized that private retirement plans are voluntary on the part of the
employer, and, therefore, it has carefully weighed the additional costs
to the employer and minimized them to the extent consistent with
minimum standards for retirement benefits.
In broad outline, the bill is designed—
(1) to increase the number of individuals participating in retirement plans;
(9) to make sure that those who do participate in such plans do not
lose their benefits as a result of unduly restrictive forfeiture provisions or failure of the plan to accumulate and retain sufhcient funds
to meet its obligations; and
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(8) to niake the tax laivs relating to such pliiis fairer by providing greatei equality of treatment under such plans for the diRerent
taxpaying groups involved.
This bill also goes a long ivay toivard equalizing the tax treatment
of those in diRerent lines of ivor 1-. In the case of the self-employed, it
mal-es a threefold increase in the deductible amount ivhich can be set
aside foi retirement. At the same time, and closely related to this, it
provides similar maximum set-asides for those in corporate organizations who aie similarly situated to the self-employed. The bill also
provides deductions for a modest ietirement savin«s set-aside for
those who are not covered by any existing plans.
The bill continues to rely primarily oii the tax laivs to secure needed
improvements in pension and related plans. In general, it retains the
tax incentives granted under present law for the puipose of encouraging. the establishment of plans which contain socially desirable provisions. Howevei, it also improves the efFectiveness of these tax incentives by extending or increasing them in certain cases ivhere this
is ivarranted and by pruning them where they have given rise to problems. In addition, the bill provides that plans, in order to qualify for
the favorable tax treatment, must meet certain new rules designed to
bring about needed improvements. The committee has taken this approach because it believes that properly designed tax provisions are
the most efFective way of inducing plans to make the improvements
that are so urgently needed. At the same time, hoivever, the bill
sets up in the Department of Labor a procedure for reviewing employee claims ivith respect to pension, profit-sharing and other similar
plans. The Department of Labor is given the authority to require by
court action that pension and siinilar plans maintain adequate fiduciary standards and that the assets and income of the plans are safeguarded.
Pre8ent tm treetreent of quah f'rec/ p/an8
Present law encourages employers to establish retirement plans for
their employees by granting favorable tax treatment ivhere plans qualify by meeting nondiscrim~ination and other rules set forth in the Internal Revenue Code. Such qualified plans must cover a specified percentage of employees or cover employees under a, classification found
by the Internal Revenue Service not to discriminate in favor of emsupervisory employees, or
ployees who are ofiicers, shareholders,
liighly conipensated employees. Similarly, the contributions to such
plans or the benefits paid out by them cannot discriminate in favor of
such employees.
The favorable tax treatment, «ranted qualified plans is substantial.
Employers, within certain limits, are permitted to deduct contributions made to these plans for covered employees ivhether or not their
interests are vested; earnings on the plan's assets are exempt from tax;
and covered employees defer payment of tax on employer contributions made on their behalf until they actually receive the benefits.
generally after retirement ivhen their incomes and hence applicable
tax rates tend to be lo~er.
The private pension svstein has shoivn substantial development
under the present tax rules. Private pension plans covered about 30
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million employees in 1970 and are expected to cover 49 million employees by 1980 without any change in law. Similarly, in 1970 about
$14 billion was contributed to pension plans by employees and employers and 4.7 million beneficiaries received $74 billion in pension
payments. Moreover, pension plan assets amounted to $150 billion
(book value) in 1972 and are expected to reach $225 billion by 1980.
Problem areas
While the achievements of private retirement plans are substantial, a
number of serious problems have become apparent.
Inadequate coverage. Despite the rapid growth in pension coverage, one-half of all employees in private nonagricultural employment
are still not covered. Pension plans are still relatively rare among
small business firms and in agriculture. Moreover, many plans have
overly restrictive age and service requirements for participation, resulting in the exclusion of many employees.
Inadequate vesting. Present law generally does not require an employee plan to give a, covered employee vested rights to benefits that
is, the right to receive benefits if he leaves or loses his job before retirement age. Many private pension plans do provide vested rights to
benefits before retirement, but a general rule, employees do not
acquire vested rights until they have served a fairly long time with
the firm and/or are relatively mature. As a result, even employees
with substantial periods of service may lose pension benefits upon
separation from employment.
Inadequate fundrng.
A significant number of pension plans are
not adequately funded
that is, they are not accumulating sufficient
assets to pay benefits in the future to covered employees. Under the
present minimum funding requirements, contributions to qualified
plans must be at least large enough to pay the normal costs (the
pension liabilities created in the ciirrent year) plus the interest on
unfunded accrued liabilities attributable to the past service of the
covered employees. However, this minimum funding requirement is
not adequate because it does not require the unfunded accrued liabilities
for past service to be amortized.
Loss of pension benefits due to p/an ternunations.
Even if employees acquire vested rights to pension benefits under a plan which is
being funded on what appears to be an adequate contribution schedule,
there is no assurance that they will actually receive their benefits when
they retire. If, for example, the employer terminates the plan as
a, result of going out of business, moving, closure of a particular
plant,
or merger, there may not be sufficient funds accumulated. in the, plan
to pay the full amount of the pension benefits. As a result, employees
who have worked for the firm for a long time may be deprived of their
pensions with resulting hardship.
3I& use of pension fund's. While most pension funds appear to be
well nianaged, there have been instances in which such funds have not
been used to the best interest of covered employees. Cases have been
noted of extreme misuse of pension funds. In addition, present. law
permits pension funds to be invested heavily in employers' securities.
This frequently is not, in the best interest of employees which would
be better served by dive& sifying plan investments. The Internal Revenue Code seel's to prevent abuses in the use of qualified pension funds

—

—
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by prohibiting certain types of transactions which are likely to result
in abuse. However, this prohibited transaction provision is not e8ective both because the present prohibited transactions are limited in
nature and because the penalty for noncompliance is the disqualifiication of the pension plan from tax benefits for a period of time. This
penalizes the covered employees who have had no part in any wrongdolilg.
Discrimination against individuals not covered by pension plans.
Individuals who are outside of qualified pension plans have no opportunity to set aside income for their own retirement under the favorable
tax treatment accorded to individuals covered by such plans. These
individuals must save for their retirement from income after tax and
must pay tax currently on the income earned by their retirement
savings.
Unjustifiable differences in tav treatment of corporate owner-employees and self-employed r'ndi~~r'duals under gualr'fred plans. At
present, in practice there is almost no practical limit on the amount of
pension contributions that closely held corporations can make to qualified plans on behalf of owner-employees. This has resulted in abuse
situations in which extremely large pension benefits have been financed
for corporate owner-managers in part at the expense of the general
taxpaying public, as a result of the favorable ta, x treatment that is
accorded.
The fact that pension contributions on behalf of owner-managers of
closely held corporations are in practice not subject to control has also
given rise to claims of discrimination on the part of self-employed persons. Pension contributions made by self-employed persons on their
own behalf are limited to 10 percent of earned income up to $9,500 a
year under present law. It has also had the undesirable efFect of inducing many individuals, including professional people, who would
normally carry on their activities as sole proprietors or pa, rtners, to
convert their activities to the corporate form almost entirely to secure
the greater tax advantage associated with corporate plans.
Provisions of the bill
The bill deals with these problems in many different ways. The principal provisions of the bill are summarized below.
1. Participation requirements.
To extend coverage more widely,
the bill provides that a qualified plan cannot require an employee to
serve longer than one year or attain an age greater than 80 (whichever occurs later) as a condition of eligibility to participate in the
plan. This provision is efFective immediately for plans adopted after
the date of enactment and, January 1, 1076, for plans in existence on
the date of enactment. . However, existing plans which have been
determined on the basis of collective bargaining agreements are not
subject to the new provision until the expiration of the collective bargaining agreement or, January 1, 1081, ivhichever is sooner.
2. Vesting. Qualified plans must provide a participant with vested
rights to at least 25 perceiit of his accrued benefits derived from his
employer's contributions after 5 years of service. The minimum vesting percentage is required to be increased by 5 percentage points for
each of the next 5 years~ and by 10 percentage points for each of the

—
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following 5 years after that. As a result, 50 percerit vesting is required
after 10 years of participation, and 100 percent vesting after 15 years
of participation. In addition an individual who becomes a participant in a qualified plin is permitted to count up to ~ years of
his vesting
service for purposes of determining
preparticipation
percentage.
The vesting percentages required under the committee bill are applied to all benefits accrued during the period of participation in the
plan, regardless of whether such benefits accrued prior to the eRective
date of the provision or on or after this date.
To give plans time to adjust to the new minimum vesting requirement, the eRective date of the minimum vesting standard is deferred
to January 1, 1976, for plans in existence on the date of enactment
of the legislation. However, in the case of plans adopted after enactment of the legislation (which will have been adopted. with knowledge of the new requirement), the piovision is eRective for plan years
beginning after the date of enactment. Also, where existing qualified
plans were the subject of collective bargaining, the minimum vesting
standard will not apply until the present collective bargaining agreement terminates
or 2981, whichever is sooner.
Existing plans which provide for full 100 percent vesting no later
than at the end of 10 years of covered service wi]1 be exempt from
compliance with the new vesting standard until 1981.
8. cVrnimum funding 8tandard8. The new funding standard not
only requires the contributions to qualified plans which provide defined. benefits to be sufhcient to pay costs attributable to the current
operations of the plan (as does present law), but also requires the
contributions to be suScierrt to amortize the initial unfunded past
service liabilities in level payments over a period of 30 years or less,
instead of merely providing that the contributions be suScient to meet
the interest payments on such unfunded liabilities, as under present
law. Past service costs arising as a result of plan amendments, which
increase unfunded past service costs by at least 5 percent, are to be
funded in the same way as past service costs under new plans—
namely, in level amounts over a period of 30 years or less.
The new funding standard requires amortization of all accrued past
service liabilities (i.e., both vested past service liabilities and those
past service liabilities which are expected to vest in the future).
Experience deficiencies (which arise when the actual plan costs turn
out to be greater than were previously estimated on the basis of the
actuarial assumptions
for instance, when the value of the plan assets
is less than was expected) are to be funded over a period of 15 years or
the average remaining working life of the covered employees whichever is the shorter period. Similarly, experience gains (i.e., gains
which are attributable to n favorable variation in actual experience
compared to the actuarial assumptions) are to be taken into account
over the same period as actuarial deficiencies that is, over the shorter
of 15 yeai's or the aver;ige r'emaining working life of the employees.
Also, to minimize the creation of experierice gains or experience deficiencies the assets of pension plans are to be valued on the basis of a
moving average of 5 or feiver years.

—

—

—
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Employers are required. to contribute to profit-sharing, stock bonus,
and money purchase pension plans any amounts that they have agreed
to contribute. However, with this exception, such plans are not required to comply with any specific funding standard.
The Service is given the authority to waive the minimum funding
requirement in cases involving financial hardship to the employer, but
the waived contribution must be made up in level payments over the
next 10 years. To avoid the indefinite postponement of the fulfillment
of the funding standards, not more than 5 such waivers may be
granted in a 10-year period.
Where the minimum funding standards result in an increase in annual cost of 10 percent or more for collectively bargained multiemployer plans and would cause substantial hardship, the Service can
allow already existing past service costs to be funded over a period
longer than 30 years (up to 45 years) .
Qualified Federa, l, State, and local pension plans continue to be
subject to present funding requirements instead of to the new funding requirements under the bill.
If an employer fails to contribute sufhcient amounts to meet the
new funding requirements, he will be subject to a nondeductible 5
percent excise tax per year on the amount of the underfunding for any
year. If the employer fails to make up the underfunding by 90 days
after original notification by the Internal Revenue Service, then unless
the Service has granted an extension of time, the employer is subject to
a second level excise tax amounting to 100 percent of the underfunding.
In the case of plans adopted after the legislation is adopted, the new
funding requirements are efFective. for plan years beginning after the
date of enactment. However, these funding standards do not apply
until January 1, 1976, for plans in existence on the date of enactment
in order to give such plans time to adjust. Existing plans which have
been subject to collective bargaining agreements are not subject to the
new standard until the expiration of the collective bargaining agreement or 1981, whichever is sooner.
4. oetcbi7~ty. The Pension Benefit Guaranty Corporation, established to administer the termination insurance program, is also authorized to establish a central portability fund to receive deposits of
sums representing an employee's vested rights when he is separated
from a firm prior to reaching retirement age. The employee's interest
in the portability fund can then either be transferred to his next
employer's qualified plan or retained in the portability fund until he
retires, when it would either be paid. out to him or used to purchase
an annuity from an insurance company for him.
The portability fund is authorized to receive transfers of amounts
representing the interest of employees under qualified plans where
they have terminated their employment with the firm. (However
amounts accumulated in H, R. 10 plans by self-employed persons, in corporate plans by proprietary employers, and in individual retirement
plans are not eligible for transfer to the portability fund. )
The payments made out of this central portability fund to the employee or his beneficiaries will generally be taxed in the same manner
as payments made by qualified plans. However, the bill specifically

j
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provides that the transfer of amounts representing the employee's
interest in a pension plan to the central portability fund and transfers
from the central portability fund to the plan of a new employer are
not to give rise to tax liability.
The transfer of amounts representing vested rights to benefits
to or from the central portability fund is entirely voluntary. In order
for such transfers to take place, both the employee and the private
pension plans concerned with the transfer will have to give their agreement.
Moreover, the bill generally permits the voluntary transfer of sums
of money representing an employee's vested rights from one qualified
plan to another directly without the use of the central portability
fund. The tax laws are amended to make it clear that such voluntary
transfers are to be nontaxable, subject to specified conditions designed
to prevent abuses.
Finally, to insure that employees will actually receive the plan
benefits to which they are entitled when they retire, the Social Security Administration will keep records regarding the vested rights of
employees which will be reported by employers at the time that employees terminate their employment. The Social Security Administration will then furnish this information regarding vested rights to individuals both on request and at the same time that oKcial information
is supplied regarding social security benefits.
5. Plun tenant'nation insurance.
A corporation (The Pension Benefiit Guaranty Corporation, with the Secretaries of Labor, Commerce,
and Treasury as trustees and the Secretary of Treasury as managing
trustee) is established to insure employees against the loss of pension
benefits resulting from defined benefit plan terminations.
The insurance under the program is limited to the vested benefit
provided under the plan, up to 50 percent of the average monthly wage
in the highest 5 years but not more than $750 a inonth. The $750 figure
will be adusted upward as the social security wage base is increased.
The insurance applies to vested benefits earned prior to as well as on
and subsequent to the e8ective date of the Act.
In the event of plan termination, the assets of the plan must be
used to pay the plan liabilities. Employers are generally made liable
for 10 percent of. the losses due to plan termination (i.e., amounts
which the plan cannot pay out of. its assets) up to 50 percent of their
net worth. However, this liability is subordinated to amounts owed
general creditors. In addition, employers are given the option of eliminating employer liability in certain circumstances under the plan termination insurance by paying an increased annual premium tax for the
plan. During the first 3 years after the efFective date of the provision
(January 1, 1075), if there is employer liability, the employer pays
an annual premium tax of 50 cents for each participant in the pension
plan who is covered by the insurance in order to finance the plan.
However, if the employer agrees to pay an annual premium tax of
70 cents per covered employee, employer liability is eliminated except
where the employer remains in business after the plan is terminated
or when the plan termination involves a merger or reorganization.

—
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The premium taxes wi]1 be paid for a niinimum of 3 years before
any benefits are paicl out. This will give the insurance program time to
n, ccumulate
funds with which to make payments nnd also to gain
experience as to the level nnd types of preniiums that can best fund the
insurance program. After the initial 3-year period, the Pension Benefit
6uarnnty Corporation mny rccommencl difFerent premium tnx levels
for individunl employer nnd multiemployer plans to reflect the difFercnt risk of termination under these tivo clifFerent kinds of plans. Any
premium tnx changes made must be approved by Congress.
6. Fiduciary responaibi7~'ty.
Fiduciaries are requir~ed to discharge
their duties solely in the interest of participants and their beneficiaries
and in a manner which will not jeopardize the income or assets of the
fund. They are also specifically prohibited from engaging in actions
where there would be a confiict of interest with the fund, such as
representing any other party dealing with the fund. Any fiduciary
who breaches any of the responsibilities imposed on him by the committee provision is personally liable to make good to the plan
any losses resulting from his failure to comply with the fiduciary
standards. To enforce these obligations, the Secretary of Labor or n.
participant or beneficiary of a plan is authorized to bring a civil action
in the courts for appropriate relief to redress or restrain any violation of the fiduciary standards.
In addition, parties in interest nnd fiduciaries who engage in specified
prohibited transactions involving self'-dealing are to be subject to a
two-level excise tax on the amount involved in the prohibited transaction. The first level tax generally will be 5 percent (per year) of the
amount involved; if the trnnsaction is not corrected to make the trust
whole, a second level tax of 100 percent ivill be imposed. (In the case
of a fiduciary, the first level tax is 9.5 percent and the second level tax
is 50 percent of the amount involved, up to n maximum of $10,000 at
each level. ) None of these tnxes is deductible.
To protect the rights of covered employees, qualified pension plans
are prohibited from investing in the securities of the employer after
August 21„1973.However, pension plan. are permitted to retain indefinitely employer securities purchased before thi date.
The bill generally places no restriction on the purchase of employer
securities by profit-sharing and stock bonus plans, However, ivhere the
employer securities are not rendily traclable on an established securities market, the bill limits the investment in employer securities by
profit-sharing plans to 10 percent of their assets.
7. Enforcement. To aid in enforcement, the committee bill provides for the establishment by the Internal Reveiiue Service of n sepnrnte ofFice headed by an Assistant Commissioner of Internal Revenue to deal primarily with employee benefit plans nnd organizations
exempt from tax under section 501(a) of thc Internal Revenue Code,
inclucling religious, charitable, and eclucntional organizations. In order
to fund this new ofFice, the bill authorizes appropriations eciual to the
sum of (1) n new tax of $1 per participant tier year in n qualified plan
nnd (2) one-half' of the revenue raised by the present 4 percent excise
tax on private foundations.

—
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for redress in case
Revenue Service
Internal
the
of
decisions
the
ith
of disagreement
on pension matters' both employees anti eniployers will be allowed to
appeal determination letters issued by the Internal Revenue Service
to the Tax Court after exhausting their iemedies under the Internal
Revenue Service administrative procedures. Employees are also given
the right to submit disputes with pension plan;idministi ators to the
Labor Department for decision.
To provide more
Mxrler quaA'fied pla~a.
H. Equal tax treatment
equitable tax treatment under qualified plans, the committee has provided the following three clianges which should be regarded as one
package in the sense that all three changes must be adopted to achieve
the desired eqiiity objectives.
A. Any individual (inclucling an employee or a self-employed individual) who is not a participant in a qualified retirement plan or
governmental plan may take tax deductions of up to $1,000 a year for
amounts of earned income set aside for his own retirement. Alternatively, the employer of any individual who establishes such a personal
retirement plan is allowed to make tax deductible contributions to the
individual retirement account on. behalf of the employee (which will
not be currently taxable to the employee) so long as the sum of the
employee's own contribution and. the employer's contribution do not
exceed $1,000. The contributions to the individual retirement plans
can be invested in a. wide range of investments, including special
government savings bonds which would be issued for this purpose,
annuity contracts sold by insurance companies, mutual funds, stocks,
and savings accounts under custodial arrangements.
B. The maximum deductible contributions a self-employed individual is allowed to make on his own behalf to a qualified plan (H. R. 10
plan) are increasecl to 15 percent of earned income up to $7, 500 a year
(or the equivalent in benefit levels, in the case of fixed benefit plans).
In addition, the bill limits to no more than $100.000 the portion of a
self-employed person's income which may be taken into account for
this purpose. This gives assurance that a self-emp]oyed individual will
provide a set-aside of at least 7.5 percent for his employees if he is to
take the maximum deduction of $7,500 for himself.
C. After careful consideration' the committee has concluded that
the, basic situation of certain proprietary-employees
of closely-held.
corporations is so similar to that of self-employed people that they
should generally be treated like self-employed people for pension purposes. The fact that there is no specific limit on the plan contributions
for corporate proprietary-employees
has led to abuses and charges of
discrimination against the self-employed. To remedy this, contributions on behalf of corporate proprietary™ployees who (1) own at
least 9 percent of the stock and (9) together account for at least 25
percent of the accrued benefits of all employees under the plan are
limited to exactly the same deduction limitations as apply to selfemployed people namely, 15 percent of earnecl income. with a ma»mum annual ceilin~ of $7, 500 (or the equivalent in benefit levels~ in the
case of fixed benefi~t plans) . As in the case of self-employed people~ t

In addition, to provide additional opportunities
v

—
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computing deductible plan contributions on behalf of such
is limited to the first $100,000 of their earned
proprietary-employees
income.
The committee bill provides a new
9. Lump-8un~ di8tributionw.
method of taxing lump-sum distributions from employee plans which
is equitable and relatively simpler than the 7-year averaging procedure provided by the 1969 Act. launder the new provision, that portion
of the distribution (other than the employees' own contributions)
representing pre-1974 value receives capital gains treatment; the
balance of this lump-sum distribution is to be taxed as ordinary
income under a separate tax schedule (the tax schedule applicable
to single people) generally without reductions, exclusions, or consideration of the taxpayer's other income. However, to insure that the
tax paid by lower income indivicluals on their lump-sum distributions
will generally not be more than under present law, a special minimum
distribution allowance is provided under the separate tax rate schedule. In addition, averaging relief is provided for the portion of the
lump-sum distribution which is taxed as ordinary income under the
separate tax rate schedule by providing 15-year. averaging for such
income (i.e. , the tax is generally computed on one-fifteenth of such
income and the result is then multiplied by 15).

[10] base for
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II. REASONS

FOR THE BILL

One of the most important matters of public policy facing the nation today is how to assure that individuals who have spent their
careers in useful and socially productive work will have adequate inThe
comes to meet their needs when they retire. This legislation
Comprehensive Private Pension Security Act of 1978 is concerned
with improving the efFectiveness of qualified retirement plans in their
vital role of providing retirement income. In broad outline, the objective is to increase the number of individuals participating in employerfinanced plans; to make sure to the greatest extent possible that those
who do participate in such plans actually receive benefits and do not
lose their benefits as a result of unduly restrictive forfeiture provisions
or failure of the pension plan to accumulate and retain sufhcient funds
to meet its obligations; and to make the tax laws relating to qualified
retirement plans fairer by providing greater equality of treatment
under such plans for the difFerent taxpayer groups concerned.
Essentially, the committee bill represents a significant improvement in the tax treatment now applicable with respect to qualified
retirement plans. The committee regards the present legislation as
part of an evolutionary process which keeps this basic framework but
which builds on it new provisions which experience indicates are
necessary for the proper functioning of these plans.
A fundamental aspect of present law, which the committee bill
continues, is reliance on voluntary action by employers (and employees under contributory plans) for the establishment of qualified
retirement plans. The committee bill also continues the approach in

—
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of retirement plans
law of encouraging the establishment
which contain socially desirable provisions through the granting of
tax inducements. In other words, uncler the new legislation as under
the present law, no one is compelled to establish a retirement plan.
However, if a retirement plan is to qualify for the favorable tax
treatment, it will be required to comply with specified new requirements which are designed to improve the retirement system. Since the
favorable tax treatment is quite substantial, presently involving a
revenue loss of over $4 billion a year, it is anticipated that plans will
have a strong inducement to comply with the new qualification rules
and thereby become more efi'ective in fulfilling their objective of providing retirement income.
The tax advantages associated with qualification under the Internal Revenue Code are substantial. Fmployers, within certain limits,
are permitted to deduct contributions made to such plans on behalf
of covered employees, whether or not the interests of covered employees are vested; earnings on the plan's assets are exempt from
tax; and covered employees defer payment of tax on employer contribiptions made on their behalf until they actually receive the benefits, grenerally after retirement when their incomes and hence applicable tax rates tend to be lower.

[11] present

THE ENCOURAGEMENT OF NONDISCRIMINATORY
PRESENT LAW

PI, AXS UNDER

As already indicated, our tax laws now provide substantial tax incenretirement plans. In
tives for the establishment of nondiscriminatory
order to qualify as nondiscriminatory, a retirement plan must cover a
specified percentage of employees ' or cover employees under a classification found by the Internal Revenue Service not to discriminate in
favor of employees who are O%cers, shareholders, supervisory employees, or highly compensated employees. Similarly, either the contributions to tahe plan or the benefits paicl out by the plan must not
discriminate in favor of ofIicers, etc.
In adopting this legislation, the Finance Committee is aware of the
achievements of thc private pension system under the 1942 legislation. The private retilement system has growli rapidly over the past
three decades. About 80 million employees werc covered by private
ietirement plans in 1970 compared to 4 lllillion in 1NO and 9.8 million
in 1!),')0. (See Tab]c 1.) By 1980, these retirement plans are expected
to cover 42 million employees. '

' To qualify on this basis, the plan must cover 70 percent or more of all the employees,
or 60 percent or more of all emplo! ees who are eliaible to benefit under the plan if 70 percent or more of all the employees are so eli~ib)e, caela&ling in each case emplovees»lio have
been employed not more thai& a minimum period prescribe&i by thc plan, not esceedin(: 5
years, &ml&loyees ivhose cnstomary emplovment is for riot ore than 20 hours in any
in&1 emp)oyees whose customary
employment is for not more than 5 months in any c'ilendar
year
(s& c. 401(a) (9) (A) ).
-"
See Public Policy an&1 Private Pension Pro(;rains, A Report to the President on Prii'ite
Employee Retirement Plans hy the Pr& si&lent's Committee on Corporate Pension Funds and
Other Private Retirement and Welfare Pro&(ranis, January 1965, p. vi.
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TABLE 1.

PENSION

AND

DEFERRED PROFIT-SHARING

[Coverage '
end of year
(in thousands)

Year

1950
1955
1960
1961
1962
1963
1964
1965
1966
1967
1968
1969
1970

Total

9, 800
15, 400
21, 200
22, 200
23, 100
23, 800
24, 600
25, 300
26, 300
27, 500
28, 000
29, 000
29, 700

Insured

2, 600
3, 800
4, 900
5, 100
5, 200
5, 400
6, 000
6, 200
6, 900
7, 700

7, 900
8, 700
9, 300

PLANS: i ESTIMATED COVERAGE, CONTRIBUTIONS, BENEFICIARIES, BENEFIT PAYMENTS, AND RESERVES, 1950, 1955, 1960-70

Noninsured

7, 200
11, 600
16, 300
17, 100
17, 900
18, 400
18, 600
19, 100
19, 400
19, 800
20, 100
20, 300
20, 400

Non-

Total

Insured

$1, 750
3, 280
4, 710
4, 830

$720
1, 100
1, 190

5, 200

5, 560

1, 240
1, 390

6, 370
7, 370
8, 210
9, 050
9, 940
11, 420
12, 580

1, 520
1, 770
1, 850
2, 010
2, 240
3, 030
2, 860

1, 180

insured

$1, 030
2, 180
3, 520
3, 650
3, 960
4, 170
4, 850
5, 600
6, 360
7, 040
7, 700
8, 490
9, 720

Total

$330
560

780
780
830
860
910
990
1, 040
1, 130
1, 230
1, 360
1, 420

Insured

$200
280
300
290

310
300

310
320
330
340
340
350
350

Noninsured

$130
280
480
490
520
560
600
670

710
790
890
1, 010
070
1,

450
980
1, 780
1, 910
2, 100
2, 280
2, 490
2, 750

3, 110
3, 410
3, 770
4, 180
4, 720

Insured

150
290
540
570
630
690
740

790
870
930
1, 010
1, 070
1, 220

insured

300
690
1, 240
1, 340
1, 470
1, 590
1, 750
1, 960
2, 240
2, 480
2, 760
3, 110
3, 500

Non-

Non-

Non-

Total

Reserves.
end of year
(in bilhons)

Amount of benefit
payments
(in millions)

Number of
beneficiaries, end ofs
year (in thousands)

Employee
contributions
(in millions)

Employer

contributions
(in millions)

Total s Insured

$370
850
1, 720
1, 970
2, 330
2, 990
3, 520
4, 190
4, 790
5, 530

6, 450
7, 360

$80
180
390

$290
670
1, 330

450

1, 520
1, 820
2, 020
2, 350
9, 800

510
570
640
720

2, 590

insured

810
910
1, 030
1, 160
1, 330

3, 380
3, 880

4, 500
5, 290
6, 030

Total

$12. 1
27. 5
52. 0
57. 8
63. 5
69. 9
77. 7
86. 5
95. 5
106. 2
117. 8
127. 8
137. 1

Insured

$5. 6
11.3
18. 8
20. 2
21. 6
23. 3
25. 2
27. 3
29. 3
31. 9
34. 8

37. 2
40. 1

insured

$6, 5

16. 1
33. 1
37. 5
41. 9
46. 6
52. 4
59. 2
66. 2
74. 2
83. 1
90. 6
97. 0
era

' Includes

plans, those of nonprofit orgapay-as-you-go, multi-employer, and union-administered
the Federal railroad retirement program. Excludes
nizations, and railroad plans supplementing
pension plans for Federal, State, and local government employees as well as pension plans for the
self-employed. Insured plans are underwritten by insurance companies; noninsured plans are, in
general, funded through trustees.
s Excludes annuitants;
employees under both insured and noninsured plans are included only
once under the insured plans.

—

s Includes refunds
sharing plans.

to employees

and their survivors

and lump-sums

paid under deferred

profit

Source: Compiled by the Office of the Actuary, Social Security Administration, from data furnished
by the Institute of Life Insurance and the Securities and Exchange Commission.

primarily

~
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The growth which has occurred is also evidenced in other ways. Be
tween 1950 and 1970, total annual contributions made to retirement
plans by employees and employers rose from about $2. 1 billion to about
$14 billion. In 1950, 450, 000 beneficiaries received $370 million from
retirement plans; in 1970, 4.7 million beneficiaries received $7.4 billion
in pension payments. Moreover, retirement plan assets soared from
$12.1 billion in 1940 to $150 billion ' in 1979 (book value) and are expected to reach $225 billion by 1980.
PROBLEM AREAS

Despite the substantial achievements of retirement plans, it has become apparent that a number of problems have arisen which prevent
many of these plans from achieving their full potential as a source for
retirement income. These problem areas are outlined below.
Despite the rapid growth in retirement plan
InarIerImate coeeruge.
coverage in recent years to its 1970 level of about 30 million employees,
one-half of all employees in private, nonagricultural employment are
still not covered by retirement plans. Retirement plans are still relatively rare among small business firms and in agriculture. Moreover,
even where employees work for a firm with a retirement plan, the age
and service requirements for participation in the plan may be overly
restrictive, excluding many employees.
Dt'8crinunotion agoingt the self-ernpfoyed ond ernployee8 not cd eyed
by 1"ett'remenf, plan8. Another problem area is that present law discriminates against employees not covered by retirement, plans and
against the self-employed. This is primarily because the personal retirement savings of individuals not covered by pension plans must be
made out of after-tax income, while those covered by retirement plans
a, re permitted to defer tax on their employer's retirement contributions.
In addition, the earnings on the retirement savings of noncovered
persons are subject to tax as earned, while the tax on earnings of
pension funds is deferred until paid out as a retirement benefit.
Self-employed people also frequently maintain that they are discriminated against as compared with corporate executives and ownermanagers of corporations in regard to the tax treatment of retirement
savings. At present, there is no comprehensive limit on the amounts
the employer can contribute on behalf of corporate executives and
owner-m. anagers of corporations; similarly, there is no statutory limit
on the amount of pension benefits that the latter can receive so long
as those contributions or benefits do not discriminate in favor of employees who are shareholders, oKcers, supervisors, or highly paid and
do not constitute unreasonable compensation. As a, result of legislation
enacted in 1962 and amended in subsequent years, self-employed
people can est;lblish retirement plans for themselves and their employees but, their deductible contributions to such plans on their own behalf
are limited to 10 percent of eanied income up to $2, 500 a year.
Some self-employed people, including professi'onal people, have been
successful in securing the tax advantages associated with corporate

—
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' Table 1 and Securities and Exchange Commission,
1972 (Preliminary) .
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plans by forming professional

coi'porations. In many cases

these;lie one-man corpor;itions. Although the Service for a long time
refused to recogiiize the validity of such corporations for Federal tax
purposes. the courts siilef1 with the taxpayers, and the Internal Revenue Service has agreed to generally recognize such corporations. '

—

Iftftdeo'u&7, te P&,'eA'ng.
Present law genei'ally does not require a retirement plan to give;i covered employee vested rights to benefits—
that is, the iight to receive benefits even if he leaves or loses his job
before retirement age. ' Over two-thirds of the private retirement plans
provide vested rights to retirement benefits before retirement. However, as a general rule, employees do not acquire vested rights until
they have accunlulated a fairly long period of service with the firm
and/or are rel;itively mature.
At present, only one of every three employees participating in
employer-financed
plans has a 50 percent or greater vested right to
his accrued retirement benefits. Moreover, 58 percent of covered employees between the ages of fifty and sixty and M percent of covered
employees 60 years of age and over do not have a qualified vested
right to even 50 percent of their accrued retirement benefits. ' As a result, even employees with substantial periods of service may lose retirement benefits on separation from employment. Extreme cases have
been noted in which employees have lost retirement rights at advanced
ages as a result of being discharged shortly before they would be
eligible to retire. In addition„ failure to vest more rapidly i. charged
with interfering with the mobility of labor„ to the detriment oi the
economy.
Inadequate funAn&7. Another problem area is that a significant
portion of present pension plans are not adequately funded that is
they are not accumulating suSci'ent assets to pay benefits in the future
to covered employees. As a result, there is concern that many employees now covered by pension plans may not actually receive pensions when they retire because the funds will not be available to pay
for those pensions.
In general, pension plans that are qualified under the Internal
Revenue Code must, meet certain minimum funding requirements by

—

—

s However, the 1969 Tax Reform Act made contributions
on behalf of shareholderemployees who own more than 5 percent of an electing small business (subchapter S)
corporation's stocl- subject to the same 10 percent-$2, 500 limitations as apply to retirement contribution deductions on behalf of self-employe&i people.
' However, as noted belo&v, vesting is required for employees under so-calle&l H. R 10 plans
for owner-employees and may also be required in other cases to prevent the plan from
eifect in operation, or upon plan termination or complete dishaving a discriminatory

—

continuance of contributions.
&'U. s. Treasury Department
Fact Sheet. pension Reform program, as reprinted in aiaterial Relating to Administration Proposal Entitled the "Retirement Benefits Tax Act",
Committee on Ways and aieans, 93d Cong. , 1st sess. , p. 37, Table B.
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setting aside funds in a. trust or through the purchase of
insurance contracts. Contributions to such plans must generally be at
least large enough to pay the normal pension costs plus the interest on
unfunded accrued liabilities which generally are attributable to the
past service of the covered employees. However, this minimum funding requirement is not adequate because it is designed only to prevent
the unfunded liabilities from growing larger and does not require any
payment to reduce the amount of thc outstanding unfunded liabilities,
which may be substantial.
The available evidence suggests that many pension plans are adebut that a significant proportion of the plans have not
quately funded
been adequately funded. This is indicated, for example, by a survey
made by the Senate Labor Subcommittee of 469 trustee-administered
pension plans covering 7.1 million employees. In 1970, about onethi~d of the plans in the study covering one-third of the participants
reported a ratio of assets to total accrued liabilities of 50 percent or
less; while 7 percent of the plans covering 8 percent of the participants
reported a ratio of assets to accrued liabilities of 25 percent or less. (See

[15] irrevocably
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Table 2. )
In general, the older plans are better funded than the newer ones.
Over one-half of the plans covered by the study which were 6 years
oM or less had an assets-liabilities ratio of 50 percent or less, while
35 percent of the plans in existence for 17 years to 01 years had such
an assets-liabilities ratio. (See Table 8. )
TABLE 2.

—FUNDING

OF PRIVATE PENSION PLANS: ASSETS AT MARKET VALUE, AS PERCENT OF PRESENT VALUE'
OF TOTAL ACCRUED RETIREMENT BENEFITS, BY PLAN AND BY PARTICIPANT: AS OF 1970
By participant

By plan
Number

Assets as percent of accrued benefits:
25 percent orless
26 through 50
51 through 75
76 through 100

101 through 125.
126 through 150.
151 through 175
Over 175

r

Present value of accrued benefits is actuarially determined.
Sample consists of 469 trustee-administered
plans. Comparable

Note: The sum of individual

Number

33

7

541, 801

25
22
25
12
4

1, 798, 945
2, 134, 601
1, 211, 298

104

117

14

3

949, 975
134, 252
52, 498
276, 835

469

100

7, 100, 205

2

Percent

8
25
30
17

13

100

2
1

4

data were not available for insured plans.

items may not equal totals because of rounding.

Source: Senate Committee on Labor and Public Welfare Report on
ployees Act of 1972, 92d Cong. , 2d sess. , p, 97.

94

Percent

118
55
20
8

Total

s

s
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TABLE 3.

OF PRIVATE PENSION

ACCRUED RETIREMENT BENEFITS, BY AGE OF PLAN: AS OF 1970
PLANS: ASSETS AT MARKET VALUE AS PERCENT OF PRESENT VALUE' OF TOTAL

Ageof plansc

Percent

Number

Assets as percent of accrued benefits:
25 percent or less
26 through 50
51 through 75
76 percent and over
Total

9

21

7

13

31

9

21
26

24
18

9
30
22

32

39

11
42

100

81

Present value of accrued benefits is actuarially determined.
plans.
Sample consists of 469 trustee-administered
Note: The sum of individual items may not equal totals because of rounding.

c

Percent

Number

100

Number

10
36
31
48
25

Percent

Percent

Number

8

2

2

29
25

34
24
43

33
23

38
100

103

4
4

8

42

36

8
15
69

100

52

100

8

Percent

Number

Percent

Number

Over 31 years

27 to 31 years

22 to 26 years

17 to 21 years

12 to 16 years

7 to 11 years

6 years or less

Percent

Number

1
1
5

5
5
24

6

13

9
30

20
66

14

68

45

100

21

100

Source: Senate Committee on Labor and Public Welfare report on
Security for Employees Act of 1972, 92d Cong. , 2d sess. , p. 98.
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Concern has also
Loss of pension benefits due to plan ter'minotions.
been expressed over the possible loss of pension benefits as a result of
termination of pension plans. The Studebaker case, which has been
widely publicized, illustrates how pension benefits can be lost as a, re
suit of terminat'ion of a plan. When Studebaker closed its South Bend,
Indiana, plant in 1964, the employees were separated and the pension
plan was terminated. The plan provided fairly generous vested rights
and the funding apparently would have been adequate had the firm
remained. in business and the plan continued in operation. However,
at termination, the plan had not yet accumulated sufiicient assets to
meet all its obligations. As a resiilt, full pension benefits were paid only
to employees already retired and to employees age 60 or over with 10
years or more of service. Little or no benefits were paid to large numbers of other employees, many of whom had vested rights.
A joint study of the Treasury Department and the Depa, rtment of
Labor indicates that there were 1,227 plan terminations in 1972.' These
terminations resulted in the loss of $49 million of benefits (present
value) by 19,400 pension participants in 546 of the terminated plans.
The average loss of benefits for pa, rticipants amounted to $2, 500.
Participants losing benefits represented about eight one-hundredths
of one percent of workers covered by pension plans. The data, of
course, cover terminations occurring over a relatively short period of
time.
3fisuse of pension fund's fry disclosure of pension operotions.
There also has been concern, about the administration of pension plans.
It has been charged that all too frequently pension funds have not been
used in the best interest of covered employees. There have been cases
of extreme misuse of pension funds.
Also, questions have been raised as to whether a pension plan, should
be permitted to invest heavily in the employer's securities instead of
diversifying investments. Present law permits such investments in the
employers' securities„subject to certain restrictions.
The Welfare and Pension Plans Disclosure Act, which is administered. by the Labor Department, was adopted. in 1958 to protect the
interests of welfare and pension plan participants and beneficiaries by
requiring disclosure of information regarding such plans. This Act
requires the plan administrators to file with the Secretary of Labor
and to send to participants upon written request a description and
annual report of the plan. The Act was amended in 1962 to make theft,
embezzlement, bribery, and 1-icl-backs Federal crimes where these occur
in connection with welfare and pension plans. The 1962 amendment
also conferred limited investigatory and regulatory powers upon the
Secretary of Labor. However, abuses in the administration of pension
plans and in the handling of pension funds have continued.
The Internal Revenue Code (sec. 508 (b) ) seeks to prevent abuses in
the use of funds held under qualified retirement plans by prohibit»g
qualified trusteed plans from engaging in certain specified prohibited
transactions such as lending funds without adequate security and a
reasonable rate of interest to the creator of the plan, his family, or cor
porations controlled by him. Other prohibited transactions include

—

' Department of the Treasury and the Department
Terminations, 1979 Final Report, August 1979.
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payment of excessive salaries, purchase of property for more than an
adequate consideration, sale of property for less than an adequate consideration. or any other transactions which result in a substantial diversion of funds to such individuals. Special additional rules apply to
trusts benefiting owner-employees. However, thi" prohibited transaction provision is not efFective because the penalty for noncompliance
is the disqualification of the pension plan from tax benefits for a period
of time, which is unfavorable to the covered employees who have had
no part in any wrongdoing. There is need, therefore, for more efFective
remedies to prevent misuse of pension funds to the detriment of the
interests of participating employees.
OBJECTIVES OF THE MAIN PROVISIONS OF THE BILL

Although there have been significant legislative changes since the
present basic framework of the tax laws relating to pensions was first
adopted
principally in allowing self-employed people to establish
retirement plans for themselves and their employees and in requiring
the disclosure of information regarding welfare and pension plansit has been more than 30 years since these basic pension provisions
were first adopted. It is time for new legislation to conform the pension provisions to the present day situation and to provide remedial
action for the various problems that have arisen in the retirement plan
area during the past three decades.
As indicated above, the present provisions of the Internal Revenue
Code provide tax inducements for the, adoption of nondiscriminatory
plans and to a limited extent other objectives. These nondiscrimination
provisions are retained, but the new legislation also requires retirement
plans to conform to additional requirements in order to qualify for
the favorable tax treatment under the Internal Revenue Code. In taking this action, the committee has been mindful of the need to construct
the new requirements so'that they will provide meaningful improvement in the various problem areas noted under the present law. At the
same time, the committee is aware that under our voluntary pension
system, the cost of financing pension plans is an important factor in
determining whether any particular retirement plan will be adopted
and in. determining the benefit levels if a plan is adopted, and that
unduly large increases in costs could impede the growth and improvernent of the private retirement system. For this reason, in the case of
those requirements which add to the cost of financing retirement plans,
the committee has sought to adopt provisions which strike a balance
between providing meaningful reform and keeping costs within reasonable limits.
Generally, it would appear that the wider or more comprehensive
the coverage, vesting, and funding, the more desirable it is from the
standpoint of national policy. EIowever, since these plans are voluntary on the part of the employer and both the institution of new pension plans and increases in benefits depend upon employer willingness
to participate or expand a plan. it is necessary to take into account
additional costs from the standpoint of the employer. If employers
respond to more comprehensive coverage, vesting and funding rules
by decreasing benefits under existing plans or slowing the rate of for-
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the
[&9] mation of new plans, little if anything would be gainedandfrom
related
standpoint of securing broader use of employee pensions
plans. At the same time, there are advantages in setting minimum
standards in these areas both to serve as a, guideline for employers in
establishing or improving plans and also to prevent the promise of
more in the forin of pensions or related bcnefits than eventually is
able.
Co~erage. One of the major objectives of the new legislation is
to extend coverage under pension plans more widely. For this reason, the committee bill sets limits on the age and service requirements
which can be used. to exclude employees from participation in pension
plans. Under the new rules, a qualified plan cannot require an employee to serve longer than one year or attain an age greater than 30
(whichever occurs later) as a condition of eligibility to participate in
the plan. Tlius, an employee who reaches age 80 and has at least a
year of service would be eligible to paiticipate. The Committee believes that this rule is a reasonable one. It provides a balance between
the need to grant employees the right to participate in pension plans
at a relatively early age so that they can begin to acquire pension
rights and at the same time avoids the administi ative drawbacks that
wnuld be involved in &rranting coverage to transient short-term employees whose pension benefits would in any event be small. The participation rule also prevents potential avoidance of the vesting rule
in the committee bill.
T~e8fing. Coverage under a pension plan does not aid an individual if he later forfeits his right to his pension benefits upon voluntary
oi involuntary termination of employment. This is an important consideration in view of the fact that ours is a fairly mobile economy
where employees tend to change jobs rather frequently, especially in
their youngei yeais. Moreover, the cyclical and technological nature
of certain industries results in frequent layoff's over a, work career for
employees in those industries, as in aerospace and defense. The committee bill deals with this problem by requiring qualified pension
plans to grant covered employees minimum vested rights to their pensions after serving a specified number of years.
In considering a minimum vesting provision, it is especially important to balance the protection ofFered by the provision against the
additional cost involved in financing the plan. Employees, of course,
would be accorded the maximum protection in this regard if they were
granted immediate and full vested rights to employer contributions.
However, it is generally recognized that such a requirement for immediate and full vesting would not be feasible because it would involve
such substantial additional costs for the financing of pension plans that
it would tend to impede the adoption of. new pl~ans and the liberalization of existing ones.
After careful consideration, the committee came to the conclusion
that any adequate and feasible minimum vesting provision shouM.
be gradual
that is, the employee should be given a vested right
a specified percentage of his accrued pension benefits after serving for
a specified period of time. This required vesting percentage sliould
then be increased gradually as the period of service increases until @!!
pension benefits would be 100 percent vested. Such gradual vesting
;i vail

—
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(20] avoids the abrupt increase in pension plan costs that

would generally
be iiivolved in a, iequivement for full aiid immediate vesting and brings
down the cost of the vesting requirement to naan;rgeable levels. In
addition, gradual vesting over a number of years is less lil-ely to have
a detrimental efFect on the continued employment of the indiviclual
concerned than a requirement to grant full vesting at one point in
time say, after the completion of~a specifiecl period of covered service. The committee is, of course, aware that most employers woulcl not
discharge employees merely to avoid the expense involvecl in granting
them vested vights, particularly since this additional expensr is generally relatively small in relation to payroll. Nonetheless, the committee believes that it would be undesirable to adopt a, vesting provision that would have this efFect even on the small minority of employers
who would be disposed to discharge employees because of pension cost
considerations. (rradrrated vesting, wliile on the one hand providing
more mobility to employees. on the other hand provides an incentive
to stay to earn more vested benefits. This aff'ords the employer the

—

opportunity to retain experienced workers.
The committee also came to the conclusion that the minimum vesting requirement should be "age neutral" that is, the vesting requirement should apply equally to all pension plan participants regardless of their age. Specifically, the committee does not believe
that it would be wise to grant older people vested rights to their accrued pension benefits move quickly than younger people. Such agerelated vesting requirements generally have the socially desirable
objective of according vested rights to mature employees who are
most in need of the protection ofFered by the vesting. However, there
is serious question whether such proposals would actually be in the
best interest of mature workers. For one thing, the committee believes
that such age-ve1ated minimum vesting requirements would hampev
older workers in their search for new employment because it would
involve higher pension costs for them as compared with younger
employees. A.t present, older employees face sufficient obstacles in
seeking new employment without adding still another.
Moreover, there would appear to be persuasive grounds to start to
provide employees with vested pension rights at relatively early ages.
This helps them to accumulate adequate pensions over their entire
working careers and tends to spread the cost of providing such pensions more equitably over the various employers for whom they have
worked during these careers instead of concentrating these costs on
the firms that employ them in their mature years.
In view of the considerations outlined above, the committee adopted a provision which requires qualified plans to provide an employee
with vested rights to 100 percent of his accrued benefits from employee
contributions ancl at least 25 percent of his accrued benefits from employer contiibutions after, "i yeais of sei vice plus 5 percentage points
for each of the next;i years. and by 10 pevcerrta«e points for each of
the next following 5 years. As a result, at least 50 percent vesting is
required after 10 yea vs of participation, and 100 percent vesting in the
employer-pvovided
benefit after 1:i yeas s of participatiori. In addition,
an individual who becomes a participant in a pension plan is permitted
to count up to 5 pie-participation years of 'service fov purposes of determining his vesting percentage.
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T' he committee
further decided to apply the minimum vesting re
quirements to benefits accrued prior to the efFective date of the provision, as well as to benefits accrued after this date, on the ground that
employees merit equal protection with regard to their pension. benefits regardless of when these benefits accrued.
It is anticipated that the minimum vesting provision in the committee bill will result in a substantial increase in the number of employees with vested rights. According to estimates furnished to the
committee, about 88 percent of the employees covered by plans will
have at least a 25 percent vested right to their accrued benefits under
the vesting provision, even if the plans merely comply with the minimum vesting requirement, while 55 percent of all covered employees
will have at least a 50 percent vested right to their accrued benefits.
Under present law, only about P8 percent of all covered employees
have vested rights to their benefits. '

—ESTIMATED

TABLE 4.

RANGE OF INCREASE IN PENSION

COSTS UNDER REQUIREMENT FOR MINIMUM

PLAN

VESTING ADOPTED BY THE COMMITTEE

Present
vesting:
None

Percentage of pension plan members covered under such
plans
Range cf present plan cost as a percent of payroH
Range of increase in cost under committee vesting

requirement:
As a percent of payroll
As a percent of present plan cost

23

Present

vest:ng:
Moderate

r

56

Present
vesting:
Liberal s

21

AII

plans

100

1. 8-11.2

2. 2-12. 5

2. 2-12. 7

1. 8-12. 7

. 2—l. 5

. 1-. 2
1-8

0—.1

0-1. 5

5 —58

0-3

0 —58

Plan provides some vesting, but less liberal than full vesting after 10 years of service.
provides full vesting after 10 years service or less, with no age requirement.

r

s Plan

"

Source: "Summary of Report, Study of the Cost of Mandatory Vesting Provisions Prepared for the Joint Committee on
Revenue Taxation,
by Donald S, Grubbs, Jr. , July 30, 1973.

Internal

Table 4 shows the additional costs of financing pension plans involved in the minimum vesting requirement adopted by the committee'

is expected to be moderate.
The additional costs will, of course, be zero or smallest for those
plans which now have liberal vesting provisions and greatest for those
plans which now provide no vesting prior to retirenient. This refiects
the fact, that the committee's minimum vesting provision will generally
bring the costs of the latter plans up to the level of those plans which
now have liberal vesting provisions. Overall, for all plans, the cost increases resulting from the new minimum vesting requirement will
range from 0 to 1.5 percent of payroll.
The committee bill provides ample opportunity to plans to adjust
to the new minimum vesting requirement. For plans in existence on
the date of enactment of the legislation, the efFective date of the minimum vesting standard is deferred to January 1, 1976. However, in
the case of plans adopted after enactment of the legislation, which will
have been adopted with knowledge of the new requirement, the e«ctive date is the first plan year beginning after the date of enactment.
For existing plans which were the subject of collective bargaining the
minimum vesting standard will not. apply until the present collective
o
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—or until

5 years after the efFective
date whichever is sooner. Finally, plans which now provide for full
100 percent vesting no later than at the end of 10 years of covered
service will be exempt from compliance with the new vesting standard

[22] bargaining agreement terminates
until 1981.

—

The committee believes that it is
funding ktcndardh.
essential for pension plans to be adequately funded in accordance with
a contributions schedule which will produce sufiicient pension funds to
meet the obligations of the plan when they fall due. Such an adequate
contributions schedule for funding pension plans not only protects the
pension rights of employees but also provides an orderly and systematic way for employers to pay their pension costs.
The committee believes that the minimum funding requirements under present law are inadequate. To remedy this, the committee has provided a new minimum funding requirement for qualified plans. This
new funding standard is similar to the present standard in that it requires the contributions to qualified plans to be sufhcient to pay normal
pension costs (the costs attributable to the current operations of the
plan); however, it also requires the contributions to be sufIicient to
amortize all unfunded past service liabilities in level payments over
no more than a 80-year period, instead of merely providing that the
contributions be sufiicient to prevent an increase in such unfunded
liabilities as under present law.
The new funding standard requires amortization of all accrued past
service liabilities (i.e. , both vested and nonvested unfunded past service liabilities). In making this decision, the committee is aware that
proposals have been made to base the minimum funding requirement
entirely on presently vested past service liabilities on the ground that
such liabilities represent the nonforfeitable rights of the employees.
However, the committee decided to use total accrued liabilities as the
base for funding past service costs because this approach constitutes
the most orderly and comprehensive method of funding past service
costs since it makes financial provision not only for vested liabilities
but also for accrued liabilities which are expected to be vested and paid
in the future.
The level payment method of funding adopted by the committee
is analogous to the payment of a home mortgage in that each specified
payment includes a pavment. for both interest and principal. It has the
advantage of spreading the payments out evenly over the payment
period which generally makes it. easier for the employer to plan for
meeting the payments. Another factor in the committee's decision is
that the level payment method, while providing for adequate amortization. of past service costs, initially adds only relatively moderate
amounts to an employer's existing funding costs. This is because interest on unfunded accrued past service costs, ivhich accounts for the bulk
of the payinents under the level pavment method in the early years. is
already required to be contributed to a defined benefit plan under
present law.
In addition, the committee bi]1 alloivs plans to amortize past, service costs arising as a result of plan «mendments in the same ivay as
past service costs under new plans namely. in level premiums over
no more than a 80-year period if the amendments increase unfunded
past service costs by at least 5 percent.
3A'ninium
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Provision is also made for the equitable funding of experience deficiencie which arise when the actual plan costs turn out to be greater
than were previously estimn, ted on the basis of the actuarial assumptions. For example, when the value of the plan assets is less than was
expected. In establishing n. minimum funding standard for such experience deficiencies, the committee sought to avoid two problems. If
it allowed the experience deficiencies to be funded over a very long
period of time, nn incentive would be provided for the use of actuarial
assumptions which understate the costs since any resulting deficiencies
could then be made up over a long period of time without penalty. On
the other hand, if the experience deficiencies were required to be amortized over too short a period, employers would encounter hardship
in meeting the annual payments. This is especially pertinent in view
of the fact that most actuarial or experience deficiencies are inadvertent.
The committee's bill seeks to avoid both these problems by allowing
experience deficiencies to be funded over a period of 15 years or the
average remaining working life of the covered employees, whichever
is the shorter period. Symmetrical treatment is provided for experience
gains which are attributable to a favorable variation between actual
experience nnd the actuarial assumptions entering into the determination of the employer's cost and contributions.
Moreover, in order to minimize the creation of experience gains or
experience deficiencies because of sharp fiuctuations in the value of
plan assets, such as stock, the committee provided that the assets of
pension plans should be valued. on the basis of a moving average over
5 or fewer years.
The committee is aware that the actuarial assumptions made by
actuaries in estimatin& future pension costs are crucial to the application of minimum funding standards for pension plans. This is because
in estimating such pension costs, actuaries must necessarily mn, ke
actuarial assumptions about a number of future events, such as the
rate of return on investments (interest), employee future earnings,
nnd employee mortality nnd turnover. In addition, actuaries must also
choose from n number of funding methods to calculate future plan
liabilities. As a result, the amounts required to fund any given pension
plan can vary significantly according to the mix of these actuarial
assumptions nnd methods.
Conceivably nn attempt might be made to secure uniform application of the minimum funding standards by authorizing the Secretary
of the Trensur~ or some other authority to establish the specific actuarial assumptions nncl methods thnt could be used by pension plans.
This would involve, for example, setting n specific rate of interest
that could be used by certain pension p]nns or by specifying certain
turnover rates for specified types of firms. However, the committee
does not, believe that this wou]d be nn appropriate procedure, since the
proper actuarial assumptions mny difi'er substantially between industries, among firms, geographically, nnd over tim. . Further, in estimating plan costs each actuarial assumption may be rensonable over a»gnificnnt range nnd it would appear that the proper test would be
vhetliei nll actuarial assumptions iised to ether nre rens
considerations strongly indicate thnt any attempt to specify
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assumptions end funding methods for pension plans would in efFect
place these plans in a straitjacket. so far as estimating costs is concerned, and would be likely to result in cost estimates that are not
reasonable.
However, the committee bill requires the actuarial assumptions of
each plan to be certified bv an actuary every three vears (or more
frequently if required by the Internal Revenue Service). These certifications will be reported to the Service. Moreover, in order to insure
that such certification will be made by competent actuaries, the bill provides that the Secretary of the Treasury is to establish qualifications
for actuaries and is to certify for practice before the Internal Revenue Service the persons who meet these standards. For purposes of
such certification, examination mav not be needed for individuals who
have demonstrated su%cient pension experience or satisfactory performance in a rigorous examination svstem maintained by professional societies. The Secretary of the Treasury is also to review the
actuarial assumptions used bv particular plans and an advisory board
of actuaries is to be established to assist him in setting up general
standards as to reasonableness of assumptions.
Profit-sharing and money purchase plans do not specify that the
participants are to receive any designated amount of benefits but
rather nrovide whatever benefits the funds in the plan will purchase
at the date such benefits are to begin. For this reason, the committee
bill does not impose on such @lans anv requirement that contributions
be su%cient to fund a snecified level of benefits. Ho~ever, the bill
requires ernplover contributions to qualified money purchase pension
plans and profit-sharing plans to conform to the provisions of the
plan. In other words, the emplover is required to contribute to such
plans any amounts that he has agreed to contribute.
The committee bi11 also provides new and more efFective penalties
where emnlovers fail to meet the funding standards. In the past, an
attempt has been made to enforce the relatively weak funding standards existing under present. law by providing for immediate vesting
of the employees' rights, to the extent funded, under plans which do
not meet these standards. This procedure, however, has proved to be
defective since it does not directly penalize those resnonsible for the
underfunding. For this reason, the committee bill places the obligation for funding and the penaltv for underfunding on the person on
whom it belongs
namelv, the employer.
This is achieved bv imposing an excise tax where the employer
fai~s to meet the funding standards. which starts out at a relatively
modest level end i»creases sharplv where there, is continued failure to
make the indicated contributions. More specifically, if an employer
fails to contribute sufhcient amounts to meet the new funding requirements, he will be subject to a nondediictible excise tax of 5 percent
for any year. If
per year on the amount of the underfimding
the employer fails to make uIi the underfunding by 90 davs after
original notification by the, Internal Revenue Service (but with
the Service in a tiosition to grant extensions of time'). then the emplover is subject to a second level excise tax amounting to 100 percent
of the»nderfunding. This determination by the Service is annealable
to the Tax Court and no assessment mav be mod~ until after the end
of the litigation. Since the employer remains liable for the contribu-
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tions necessary to meet the funding standards even after the payment
of the excise taxes, it is anticipated that few, if any, employers will
willfully violate these standards.
The new funding standards do not apply to existing plans until
January 1, 1070, in order to give such plans the opportunity to adjust
to these standards. For plans established after the date of enactment,
the standards become eRective in plan years beginning after the date
of enactment.
In addition, relief measures are provided to mitigate the impact of
the funding requirement in cases where it would otherwise result in
hardship. The bill gives the Secretary of the Treasury the authority
to waive the minimum funding requirement in cases involving fiinancial hardship to the employer, but the waived contribution must
be made up in level payments over a maximum of 10 years. To avoid
the indefinite postponement of the fulfillment of the funding standards, however, the committee bill further provides that not more than
5 such waivers may be made in a 10-year period.
The committee also recognizes that multi-employer plans which are
negotiated as a result of collective bargaining agreements may involve difFerent considerations in regard to funding than individual
employer plans. While it is the objective of the committee's bill to require adequate funding for multi-employer plans as well as for individual employer plans, the committee is aware that a number of multiemployer plans are not as well funded as they might be at the present
time and that the application of the new funding standards to such
plans without an adequate transition period might cause hardship and
be detrimental to the interests of the employees covered by such plans.
For this reason, the committee bill provides that where the new
minimum standards result in an increase in annual cost of 10 percent
or more for multi-employer plans, and funding past service costs over
30 years would cause substantial hardship, the Service can allow
past service costs existing on the eRective date of the legislation to be
funded over a period longer than 30 years (up to 45 years) . This relief
provision does not apply to past service costs created after the eRective
date of the legislation. This is because the committee believes that it is
entirely appropriate to apply the new funding standards to cases in
the future where past service liabilities are created with the knowledge
that the law requires past service costs to be funded over a 30-year
period. In other words, while the committee is desirous of granting
relief for situations which arose in the past where hardship was
created, it believes firmly that sound funding practices should be
encouraged and required in the future.
P4n ternrinaA'on inaurance. It is anticipated that the new minimum vesting and funding requirements adopted by this legislation
will make pension plans more eRective in achieving their objective of
providing retirement income and will increase the aggregate benefits
paid out by such Plans to retired employees. But these provisions are
not su%cient in themselves to provide complete assurance that employees will actually receive their promised benefits. This is because
the termination of a pension plan which grants vested rights and
which is being funded regiilarly on what appears to be an adequate
funding schedule for a going concern can result in the loss «siib
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benefits by plan participants if the termination occurs before
full funding is achieved. In fact, what probably has been the most
namely,
publicized loss of benefits as a result of plan termination
the loss of benefits resulting when Studebaker closed its Indiana
plant illustrates how termination of a plan can result, in a substantial
loss of vested benefits even when a plan is being funded on what
appears to be an adequate schedule.
The committee bill, therefore, establishes a plan for insuring employees against the loss of benefits resulting from plan termination.
This is achieved by establishing a corporation (Pension Penefit
Guaranty Corporation) with the Secretaries of Labor. Treasury
and Commerce as directors to insure such benefits. Qualified pension
plans which provide defined benefits (i.e., which state that the participant is to receive a determinable amount of pension) are required to
participate in the insurance arrangement. Such termination insurance
does not apply to employees under money purchase, stock bonus, or
profitsharing plans since in view of the fact that such plans do not
provide specific previously determined benefits, there is no defined
benefit to insure.
The program adopted by the committee is designed to insure significant amounts of pension benefits, and yet at the same time to exclude large benefits. Specifically, the insurance will be limited to the
vested benefit provided under the plan up to 50 percent of the average
monthly wage in the highest 5-vear period but not more than $750 a
month (with the latter limit adjusted upward as the social security
wage base is increased). The insurance will apply to vested benefits
earned prior to as well as subsequent to the efFective date of the Act.
The termination insurance program is intended to work hand-inhand with the minimum funding standards imposed by the bill, since
the latter will limit the losses due to plan termination by requiring
more adequate funding of pension plans. In addition, the employer is
made liable for 10 percent of the losses due to plan, termination up to
50 percent of his net worth. It is anticipated that such employer liain the funding of plan
bility will contribute to responsibility
liabilities and in the establishment of' benefit levels.
However, the employer is given the option of eliminating employer
liability in certain circumstances under the termination insurance
program. Where employer liability is eliminated, the employer pays an
increased annual premium type tax. Thus, where the employer liability
applies, the employer pays an annual premium tax of 50 cents for each
participant in the pension plan who is covered by the insurance. Hov-ever, if the employer elects to eliminate employer liability except
where the plan termination involves a merger or where the employer remains in business he pays a 70 cent per participant premium tax. The
bill provides special rules for employers who chose to change liability
options. The latter exceptions are designed to prevent an employer
from shifting his pension plan obligations to the termination insurance
program through such actions. A tax, rather than a char& e which
would require expensive collection procedures, was believed to be desirable for this purpose.
In order to give ader»ate time to prepare for the new insurance program, it is made efi'ective for plan years beginning on or after January 1, 1975. However, plan employees will generally not be eligible for
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benefits until the plans in which they are participants have
been covered by the insurance program for 8 years. In addition, foi
insurance benefits to be payable, the plan must have been covered by
the insurance program 5 years where the employer has elected the
option of paying the higher 70 cents premium tax in order to avoid
employer liability. This means that premium taxes will be paid for a
minimum of 8 years before any benefits are paid out. Under the bill
funds automatically are authorized for the insurance program equal to
the taxes collected. This will give the insurance program time to
accumulate funds with which to make payments. After that time the
rate of tax can be changed by the Federal corporation as experience
shows more or less funds are needed for the insurance program. It
is anticipated that because of their difFerent characteristics, multiemployer plans and plans established by individual employers will
ultimately pay difFerent premium taxes for their insurance program.
A.ny changes made in these premium taxes by the corporation will
become effective only if approved by a concurrent resolution of the
Congress (originating in the House) .
Another objective of the
EguuZizing tax treatment; in genera/.
committee bill is to provide more rational and equitable tax treatment
under retirement plans.
The committee believes that there is need on equity grounds to grant
individuals who are not covered by any kind of qualified pension plan
some of the tax advantages associated with such plans by providing
them with a limited tax deduction for their retirement savings.
In addition, there is no justification for the present widely disparate
treatment which places no specific limitation on the amount of deductible retirement plan contributions for corporate proprietary-employees and at the same time limits the deductible contributions to
pension plans on behalf of the self-employed to a maximum of 10
percent of earned income or $2, 500 a year.
This unjustifiable difFerence in treatment has resulted in unduly
large tax advantages for certain proprietor-employees
of closely held
corporations; it also discriminates against the self-employed and has
had the undesirable result of encouraging large num'bers of selfemployed people to incorporate merely to secure the larger tax
advantages available with respect to corporate retirement plans. This
includes large numbers of professional people who are now permitted
by all 50 States and the District of Columbia to incorporate. For
example, in just the four-year period 1968 to 1971, the number of
corporate tax returns filed by physicians and surgeons increased from
about 1,600 to 20,000 while the number of such tax returns filed by
legal service firms rose from 158 to over 8,000. iV[oreover, there is
evidence that, in the State of California more than 70 percent of the
professional corporations are one-man organizations.
In view of these considerations, the committee has provided the
following three changes which should be regarded as one packag~
in the sense that the a~doption of all three changes are needed at the
same time in order to improve the t&ax laws in regard to pension plans.
L&'&tun'Zizing tax treatment;
~nCk~MnaZ retirement pZan8.
Any
dividual who is not an active participant in a qualified retirement plan
will be permitted under the bill to make tax deductible contributions
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up to $1,000 a year of earned income toward his own qualified
retirement plan. Both employees not, covered by qualified employerfinanced plans and self'-employed individuals who have not established
qualified retirement plans (H. R. 10 plans) will be eligible to establish
such individual retirement plans. In addition, the employer of any
individual who establishes such a, personal retirement plan will be
allowed to inake tax deductible contributions to that individual retirement account on behalf of the employee which will not be currently
taxable to the employee so long as the sum of the employee's own contribution and the employer's contribution do not exceed $1,000.
In order to encourage the widespread use of such individual retirement plans, the committee has provided that the contributions
to such plans can be invested in a wide range of investments, including special government retirement bonds which would be issued for
this purpose, annuity contracts sold by insurance companies, mutual
funds, corporate securities, and savings institutions.
The committee further anticipates that by encouraging employers
to make modest contributions initially for the retirement needs of their
employees, such individual retirement plans will lead eventually to
the establishment of a significant number of new qualified retirement
plans by employers. An employer who believes he cannot afford the
entire cost of a retirement plan can start by contributing small
amounts for employee individual retirement accounts, can increase his
contributions over the years (but, still less than $1.000 per participant),
qualified
and. then can subseqently convert to an employer-financed
plan.
tax treatment; increa8inq deduct~'one for H. R. 10
Equalizing
Under the bill the maximum deductible contributions a selfp/an8.
employed. individual is a11owed to make. on his own behalf to a qualified retirement plan (H. R. 10 plan) is increased from 10 percent of
earned income up to $2, 400 a year. to 15 percent of earned income up to
47, 500 a year (or $500 of earned inco»ie if greater) The committee
believes that such an increase in the allowab1e deductions for such contributions is justified by the need to make the tax treatment of plans
,of the
self-employed more nearly coi»parable to that of owneremployees of closely held corporatio»s, The bill a1so establishes limitations applicable to aggregate funded plans covering such individuals.
In addition, provision is made to insure that self-employed individuals who wish to utilize the full maximum tax allowance for their
own contributions wi11 also provide significant pension contributions
for their regular employees who are coi ered by the pension plan. This
is achieved by allowi»~ self-employed people to count no more than
$100,000 of their earnecl income in computing pension contributions
or benefits for themselves. This prevents a self-e»iployed individual
with an extremely large income from achieving the $7.500 maximum
annual deduction for his own pe»sion contriliution through the use of
a low contribution rate which ~vould be detrimental to his e»employees
since the pension contributions on their behalf are co»iputed »sing the
same contribution rate. For example, a self-e»»&1oyed individual who
counts his first $100,000 of earned i»co»ie for this purpose. must colitribute to the plan at least 7.~ pei cent of the wages of his covered employees in order to be pen»itted a deductible coiitribution of $7.500 on
his own behalf.
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ErIijab;zing tax freaAnent; proprietary emp/oyee8 of cl08ely Aelrj,
The bill provides that contributions on behalf of
corporation8.
proprietary employees under closely held corporate plans are to be
subject to the same general limitations as apply to self-employed
people. More specifically, contributions on behalf of corporate proprietary employees who (1) own at least 9 percent of the stock and
(2) together account for at least 95 percent of the accrued benefits of
all employees under the plan are in general limited to 15 percent of
earned income with a maximum annual ceiling of $7,500. In the case
of fixed benefit plans, percentage limitations on benefits related to salary and years of coverage achieve a result which is similar in efi'ect.
In addition, as in the case of self-employed people, the deductible pension contributions or benefits provided for such owner-employees may
be provided only with respect to the first $100,000 of their earned
income.
The committee concluded that a limit on deductible contributions
is essential in order to achieve equality of tax treatment under pension plans for the self-employed and corporate proprietary employees.
The present action of the committee, in e8ect, represents the culmination of the consideration of similar provisions on a number of occasions
in recent years. The 1969 Tax Reform Act, for example, provided for
taxing certain owner-employees covered by pension plans established
by subchapter S corporations (small business corporations) on pension contributions made on their behalf which are in excess of the
maximum deductible contributions permitted self-employed people
under H. R. 10 plans.
An appropriate limitation on plan contributions on behalf of proprietary employees of closely held corporations is essential not only
to equalize the tax treatment of plans of such proprietary employees
with those of self-employed people but also in order to prevent high
pensions for stockholder employees without significant costs being
incurred for nonstockholding employees. Since in many instances, the
firms in which such proprietary employees work have few regular
employees, the requirement to finance nondiscriminatory
benefits for
the regular employees under qualified plans does not involve sufhcient
costs to limit the pension of the proprietary employees. However, as the
contributions and benefits for regular employees become more substantial, the costs that they involve under nondiscriminatory
plans tends
to place a very real practical limitation on the size of the contribution
or benefit that can be provided for the owners or managers. This is the
reason why the committee provision specifically confines the limitation
on deductible contributions on behalf of the proprietary employee to
cases where such employees each own 9 percent of the stock and together
account for o5 percent of the total accrued benefits under the plan.
Moreover, it can hardly be argued that the application of the $7,500
annual contribution limits to the proprietary employees who would
be afi'ected by this limitation would cause hardship. A $7, 500 contribution limit permits the accumulation of substantial retirement
funds and adequate retirement annuities. For example, annual c»t»butions of $7, 500 over a period of 25 vears will result in the acciimulation of $411,484, assuming a 6 percent interest rate. This amount would
be sufhcient t'o provide a~n annual straight life annuity beginning at
the age of 65, amounting to @7,]32.. Fven larger annuities c«ld
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course, be financed where the $7, 500 annual contributions are made for
a greater number of years or the interest earnings are higher than in the
above example.
Ours is a highly mobile economy a.nd employees
Portability.
frequently transfer from one job to another, particularly in their
early years. As a result, employees frequently acquire vested rights
to pensions under a. number of diRerent retirement plans established
by previous employers. In view of the fact that some of the retirement
rights will generally have been acquired many years before the employee retires, he may forget, to claim all his retirenient benefits. In
addition, in such cases, the plans involved may not be able to locate the
employee to pay hiin his retirement benefit. Moreover, although this is
not a rnatter of major concern, it probably is preferable from the
standpoint of the employee to receive his retirement benefits in one
check rather than in a, number of separate payments from diferent
plans.
The committee has adopted provisions to ameliorate these problems.
The Pension Benefit Guaranty Corporation which is established to
administer the termination insurance program established by the bill
is also authorized to establish a central portability fund to receive
deposits of sums representing the present value of an employee's vested
rights when he is separated from the firm prior to reaching retireinent
age. The employee's interest in the portability fund could then either
be transferred to his next employer's retirement fund or retained in the
portability fund until he retires when it would either be paid out to
him or used to purchase an innuity from an insurance company for
him.
The payments made out of this central portability fund. to the employee or his beneficiaries will be taxed in the same manner as payments inade to such individuals by qualified retirement plans (except
that no special tax treatment will be available for lump sum distributions). However, the committee has specifically provided that the
transfer of amounts representing the eniployee's interest in a retirement plan to the central portability fund as well as transfers from the
central portability fund to the plan of a. new employer are not to give
rise to ta, x liability. The former provision is essential since, under
present law, such transfers would probably be taxable, making the
central portability fund unworkable.
The transfer of amounts representing vested rights to pensions to,
or from the centra, l portabality fund will be entirely voluntary. Former employers can, if they c'hoose, make termination payments directly
to the fund, or to the employee. who then can, within a limited period
of time, transfer the p iyments to the fund. It also will be up to the
employee and the new employer whether the ainounts involved are left
in the central portability fund or transferred to the retirement plan
of the new employer.
After careful consideration, the comniittee decided to make the use
of the central portability fund optional rather than mandatory because it believes that a clearinghouse system of this kind would not
be workable on a mandatory basis. For example. it often would be
difiicult to place a specific value on the vested rights of an employee
in a fixed benefit pension plan in view of the fact that the formulas
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under which benefits are computed, as well as the actuarial assumptions used, vary widely. Also, the compulsory transfer of funds repre
senting an employee's vested rights from an employer's pension plan
to the central portability fund would raise further difhculties where
the pension plan is not fully funded since t, he transfer of funds under such circumstances might be considered detrimental to the remaining covered employees in the pension plan.
In order to encourage the development of portability arrangements, it is expected that the corporation administering the central
portability fund provided in the legislation will provide assistance to
employer-employee organizations, trustees and administrators of pension plans in such matters as the development of reciprocity arrangements between plans in the same industry or area and the developfor portability of credits within a
ment of. special arrangements
particular industry or area.
The committee has also made it possible for the voluntary transfer
of sums of money representing an employee's vested rights from one
pension plan to another directly without the use of the central
portability fund. Also permitted under certain circumstances are
transfers from n, qualified pension, etc. , plan to an individual retirement account, a new retirement savings provision added by the bill
which is explained below. In both of these cases the tax laws are
amended to make it clear that such voluntary transfers are to be nontaxable, subject to specified conditions designed to prevent abuses.
Finally, in order to insure that employees will actually receive the
pension benefits to which they are entitled when they retire, the
Social Security Administration will keep records regarding the vested
rights nf employees which will be sent in to the Social Security Administration by employers at the time that employees terminate their
employment. The Social Security Administration
will then furnish
this information regarding vested employee rights to individuals both
on request ancl at the sante time that oScial information is supplied
to the employee or his beneficiary regarding social. security benefits.
Fid~~rio~y re8ponsBi7ity.
Employees have a right. to expect
that trustees and administrators will handle the funds of employee
benefit plans properly for the purposes foi which they are intended
and will not neglect their duties in this regard or divert the funds to
improper uses. Unfortunately, i»stances have arisen in which pension
funds have been used improperly by plan managers and ficluciaries.
The committee believes that this sitx&ation should not be permitted to
continue and has adopted measures designed to reduce substantially
the potentialities for abuse in this regard.
The committee, bill establishes fiduciary standards for trustees and
other parties in interest of private employee benefit plans. It also prohibits individuals who have been convicted ot imprisoned for certain specified serious crimes from serving as an administrator or employee of employee-benefit plans for a period of 5 years after conviction. Penalties, including fines of up to $10,000 or imprisonment for
up to onc year, are provicled for willful violations of this prohibitaon.
Fiduciaries are required to discharoe their duties solely in the mterest of participants and their beneficiaries and in a manner which
will not, jeopardize the income or assets of the fund, They are»so spe
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cifically prohibited from engaging in actions where there would be a
confiict of interest with the fund. , such as representing any other party
dealing with the fund. Any fiduciary who breaches any of the responsibilities imposed on him by the committee provision is personally
liable to make good to the pension fund any losses resulting from his
failure to comply with the fiduciary standards. To enforce these obligations, the Secretary of Labor or a participant or beneficiary of a
plan is authorized to bring a civil action in the courts for appropriate
relief to redress or restram any violation of the fiduciary standards.
The committee bill also completely changes the method of enforcing
the prohibited transaction rules governing plans qualified under the
tax laws. For violating the prohibited transaction rules the bill imposes an excise tax on the fiduciaries and parties in interest who have
engaged in the prohibited transaction. This is in contrast to the present situation, where the trust loses its tax exemption upon engaging in
a prohibited transaction, thereby imposing a sanction on the employer
but also imposing one on the employees as well. In addition, the committee hill establishes new rules that define the transactions that are
prohibited, substantially strengthening these rules.
Under thc bill, parties in interest and fiduciaries who engage in
prohibited transactions will be subject to a two-level excise tax on the
amount involved in the prohibited transaction. The first level tax generally will be 5 percent of the amount involved; if the transaction is
not corrected to make the trust whole, a second level tax of 100 percent
will be imposed. These taxes will not be deductible. Since payment
of the 100 percent tax would be more expensive than restoring the
amount involved to the trust, it can. be expected that the trust will
be the ultimate beneficiary of these sanctions.
The new rules specifically prohibit a number of transactions between
employee trusts and certain specified parties in interest. . Currently,
transactions are prohibited generally when the, dealings involved are
on other than an arm's length basis. However, arm' s-length standards
require substantial enforcement, efForts, resulting in sporadic and uncertain eAectiveness of these provisions. A similar problem was faced
by the Congress in 1969 when it acted with respect to prohibited
transactions involving private foundations. At that time the Congress
concluded that the arm' s-length standards did not preserve the integrity of private foundations and amended the definition of prohibited
transactions to eliminate the problems involved. The committee's bi]1
generally follows the solution that was developed in 1969, establishing
clefinitions for prohibited transactions that will make it more practical
to enforce the law. The committee's definitions of prohibited transactions, and the exceptions from these transactions~ also take account,
of the unique situation of employee benefit trusts.
The committee also concluded that it is not in the best interest of
covered employees to permit the assets of a pension plan to be invested
iii the stock or securities of the employer. Even where the emplover's
stock generallv constitutes a, high grade investment, the purchase of
employer stock by a pension pla~n adds a substantial risk factor from
the standpoint of the employees since in the event, the firm's fortunes
decline, they may lose not only their jobs but their pension benefits as
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reason, the committee bill specifically prohibits qualified
pension plans from investing in the securities of the employer after
August 21, 1973. However, pension plans are not specifically prohibited
fronl retaining inclefinitely employer securities purchased before this
date in order to avoid hardship and to preclude the possibility that the
forced sale of such securities might have a disruptive e8ect on the
market for them.
Since profit-sharing and stock-bonus plans are intended to a large
extent to serve as an incentive to employees by allowing them to participate in the profits of the company. the committee bill generally
places no restriction on the purchase of employer securities by such
plans. However, where the employer securities are not, readily tradable on an established securities market (exchanges or over-the-counter
markets) the bill limits the investment in employer securities by profitsharing trusts to 10 percent of their assets. AVhere the securities inin employer
volved are not readily marketable, large investments
securities would involve considerable risk.
In order to prevent hardship, «ppropriate transition rules are
provided for trusts that have entered into transactions which are not
prohibited under present law but would be prohibited under the
committee bill.
The committee bill relies heavily on the tax laws
Enforcement.
in order to secure compliance with the new requirements that it imposes on pension plans. Plans, for example. are required to comply
with the new coverage, vesting. and funding standards in order
to qualify for favored tax treatment under the Internal Revenue
Code. In addition, excise taxes are imposed for failure to meet the
funding standards and in cases where there has been a prohibited
transaction. As a result, these substantive pension provisions would
be administered by the Internal Revenue Servi'ce.
The committee believes that primary reliance on the tax laws represents the best means for enforcing the new improved standards
reimposed by the bill. Historically, the substantive requirements
which are designed to insure that pension
garding nondiscrimination
plans lvill benefit the rani- and file of employees have been enforced
through the tax laws and administered by the Internal Revenue Service. As a result, the Internal Revenue Service is already required to
examine the coverage of the retirement plan. ", anc1 their contributions
and benefits as well as funding and vesting practices in order to
determine that the plans operate so as to conform to these nondiscrimination requirements. Also, the Internal Revenue Service has administered the fiduciary standards embodied in the prohibited transactions provisions since 1054.
The committee believes that the Internal Revenue Service has generally done an eScient job in administering the pension provisions of
the Internal Revenue Code. The very extensive experience that the
Service has acquired in its many years of dealing with these related
nension matters will undoubtedly be of great assistance to it, in adm»isterin&& the new requirements
imposed by the, committee bill.
However, because the bill increases the administrative job of the
Service in this respect, the committee believes that it is desirable to add
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administrntive capability f' or handling pension matters. For this
reason, the committee bill provides for the establishment, by the Internal Revenue Service of a separate once headed by an Assistant Commissioner of Internal Revenue to deal primarily with pension plans
and other organizations exempt under section 501(a) of the Internal
Revenue Code, including religious, charitable, and educational organizations. In order to fund this new ofFice, the bill authorizes appropriations equal to the sum of (1) a tax of $1 per participant per year
covered by a qunhfied retirement plan, and (2) one-half of the
revenue raised by the present 4 percent excise tax on private foundations. It is intended that the Internal Revenue Service obtain from all
appropriate pension administration sources annual statistical data to
indicate the operations of the private retirement system for the purpose of evaluations and public information.
In addition to providing additional opportunities for redress in case
of disagreement with the decisions of the Internal Revenue Service on
pension matters, both employees and employers will be allowed to
appeal determination letters issued by the Internal Revenue Service
to the Tax Court after exhausting their remedies under the Internal
Revenue Service administrative procedures. Employees are also given
the right to submit disputes with pension plan administrators to the
I~abor Department for decision. It is anticipated that this will provide
employees with a ready and efBcient procedure to resolve disputes involving such matters as whether a particular employee has qualified as
n. participant
under the pension plan in the light of the particular
facts, whether he is entitled to a benefit, and the size of the benefit to
which he is entitled under the plan provisions.
A'8triL utmns
Zump-8um
under guuh'Qd pLum. Prior to the
Tax Reform A. ct of 1969, lump-sum distributions made by qualified
pension plans were generally taxed as long-term capital gains. Such
capital gains treatment, however, had the disadvantage of allowing
employees to receive substantial amounts of deferred compensation in
the form of lump-sum pension distributions at more favorable tax
rates than other compensation received currently. The 1969 Tax Reform Act sought to ameliorate this problem by providing that any
part of such lump-sum distributions which represented employer contributions accrued in plan years beginning after 1969 was to be taxed
as ordinary income rather than as capital gains. In addition, the 1969
Act, provided a special 7-year averaging procedure for the portion of
the lump-sum distribution taxed ns ordinary income.
However, while the 1969 provisions were intended to provide more
equitable treatment for such lump-sum pension distributions, they have
not achieved their purpose. The Treasury has had great difBculty in
providing regulations to carry out this provision. Problems have
arisen both in determining the amount of the ordinnry income element
of n, distribution nnd in determining the precise amount, of tax imposed on account of the "ordinary income" element. Moreover, in
practice the new proposed regulations have proved to be very complex
and it is frequently maintained that individunls receiving lump-sum
distributions
have been unable to compute their taxes and that
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and tax lawyers have been refusing to attempt the
computations.
The committee believes that this situation cannot be permitted to
continue. For this reason, it has provided a new method of taxing
such lump-sum pension distributions which is relatively simple and
yet at thc same time equitable. Under the new provision, that portion
of the distribution representing pre-1074 value receives capital gains
treatment, . The balance of the lump-sum distribution is to be taxed
as ordinary income under a separate tax schedule (the tax schedule
applicable to single people) generally without reductions, exclusions,
or consideration of the taxpayer's other income. However, to insure
that the tax paid by lower income individuals on their lump-sum
distributions will generally not, be more than under present law, a
special minimum distribution allowance is provided under the separate tax rate schedule. In addition, averaging relief is provided for
the portion of the lump-sum distribution which is taxed as ordinary
income under the separate tax rate schedrrle by providing 15 year
averaging for such income. This in efFect provides a tax payable at
the time of the distribution, but no greater in amount than the taxpayer could expect to pay were the income to be spread over his
remaining life expectancy.
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III. REVENUE EFFECT
There are several difFerent kinds of revenue efFects which can be
expected to arise from this bill. These are summarized in table 1. First,
three provisions designed to equalize the tax treatmerrt of pensions
have an impact on tax deductions. These are the provisions raising the
maximum deductible amount that the self-employed can set aside annually for their retirement, making provision for a retirement savings
deduction for those not now covered under arry retirement provisions,
and a provision which limits the tax deduction of a limited number of
proprietary-employees
of corporations.
Tax revenues are also afFected by the modification of the tax treatment of lump-sum distributions.
A third category of revenue efFect occurs as a result of the imposition
of two new taxes. One of these is the. audit fee tax, designed to pay for
the cost of the administration of pension plans by the Internal Revenue Service, and the second is the premium tax, to provide necessary
revenue for plan termination insurance. However, since both of these
taxes are deductible for income tax purposes, the revenue gain which
would otherwise occur is decreased to some extent.
Finally, a fourth category of revenue efFect from the bill arises not
because of any chancre in tax deductions as such, but rather because
amounts arc expected' to be set aside for vesting and funding. The bill
imposes additional requirements in the areas of vesting and funding
which must be met if the present favorable treatment for pensions is
to continue to be available. It is expected that these new requirements
will result in employers making larger contributions to retirement
plans, resulting in larger income tax deductions.
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Table 1. Estimated annual revenue effect8 of the Comf&rehenaive Private Pension
Security Act of 1978 at 1978 levele of income and employment

I.

Provisions designed to equalize tax treatment under pension plans:
Increase in maximum allowable deductible contributions by the selfemployed under H. R, 10 plans to 15 percent of earned income up Jfilti«s
—$175
to $7, 500 a year'
Allowing individuals not covered by pension plans to deduct up to
$1,000 a year for contributions to personal retirement plans (long—270
run effect) '
Applying to certain corporate owner-employees the same limitations
on deductible pension contributions
that apply to self-employed
people under H. R. 10 plans'
+125

Total, provisions designed to equalize tax treatment

under pension

—320

plans

II. Revised

tax treatment
effect) '

(long-run

of lump-sum distributions

from qualified plans

III. Revenue

effect of new taxes:
Audit fee tax of $1 a year for each employee covered by plan' (to
finance IRS administration of provisions relating to pension plans
and exempt organizations)
Tax to finance plan termination insurance (504 or 70$ per plan

'

+18

Gross revenue collections

+48

participant)

Revenue loss due to tax deductions taken by employers:
For audit fee tax'
For tax to finance plan termination insurance'

Total offset of new ta~es against income tax collections

—14. 4
—9. 0
—23. 4

Net revenue effect of

+24. 6

ne&v

taxes

'

IV. Revenue effect of minimum vesting provisions:
Case 1: Assuming that the additional employer

contributions to
plans resulting from the minimum vesting requirement
—180
constitute a substitute for cash &vages
Case 2: Assuming that the additional employer co'ntributions to pension plans resulting from the minimum vesting requirement con—26;&
stitute an addition to cash &vages
Case 3: Assuming that benefit levels of pension plans are adjusted
doe nward to absorb the additional employer contributions
to
pension plans resulting from the minimum vesting requiren&ent
0
'-" Takes effect Jan. 1, 1974.
Takes eiFert Jan. 1, 1974, for proprietary plans adopted, after July 24, 1973, a'nd
Jan. 1, 1979, for proprietary plans in existence on July 24, 1973,
' Takes efFect Jan. 1, 1975.
4 The
minimum
vesting provision is effective Jan. 1, 1976, for plans in existence
on the date of enactment. For plans adopted after the date of enactment, the resting
requere&nent
applies to plan years beginning atter the enactment date lrxqsting plans
ivhich have been subject to collective bargaining agreements are not subject to the vesting
until the the expiration of the collective bargaining agreement or 1981,
requirement.
pension

ivhichever
NQTE.

is sooner,

—There

loss from funding but data are not availthe extent of this loss.
rlP9ig11er1 to eguo1~'ze toI trecrtmentt of pensions.
is

able to determine

will be some revenue

—

Provisions
It
estimated that the provision increasin~ the maximum deductible pe»sion contributions by self-employed persons on their oxvn behalf to
15& percent of earned income up to $7„&00 a year ivill result in an an»»al long telm rive»«e loss of 4175& millio». The proi isio» allo~vi»o'
indi~ ld»als not covered bv pension plans to deduct lip to $1.000 a vear
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to involve a
ns to ersonal retirement plans is expected' '
11'ion in 1974
d
$
mi
$170
to
revenue loss amounting
extending
other
hand,
the
On
levels).
income
1978
t
1977
(a
million b y '
(
tlia t app
limitations,
t
pplyy too deductible pension contr ibutions of
the same 1'
~ t
employees (who own a 2 percent
proprietarv
1
1
d
and who together account for
corporation
the
of
stock
interest in the
benefits under the p an)
accrued
t f th present value of the
25
million a year by
$125
revenue
by
is expected to inci. ease annual
provisions involve an
three
these
efFective,
Altogether, when fully
estimated annual net revenue loss of $820 million.
Tax treatment of E&gamp-sum dietri'E!Mtione. The revised tax treatment of lump-sum distributions from qualified plans (which provides
for taxing that part of lump-sum distributions which is attributab e
to 1974- and later years as ordinary income under a separate tax rate
schedule) is expected to result in relatively small increases in revenue
over the next few years since the bulk of the lump-sum distributions
in such years will be attributable to pre-1974 years. However, after
a transition period, this provision can be expected to result in annual
revenue gains amounting to $85 million a year based on 1978 levels
of income.
An audit fee
Nen! talkee and thei effect onincome tax dednctione.
tax of $1 a year for each employee covered by a pension, profit-sharing,
or stock bonus plan is expected to produce an estimated $80 million
of revenue annually. The proceeds of this tax are allocated by the
legislation for financing the Internal Revenue Service administration
of provisions relating to pension plans and exempt organizations.
The second new tax is imposed on employers v ith qualified plans
and is to be used to finance plan termination insurance (50 cents nr
70 cents per plan participant, depending on whether the employer
has liability for losses) which is eRective January 1, 1975. This tax
is expected to raise an estimated $18 million annually.
However, there is an ofFset to the revenue gain expected from the
two new taxes. Employers can take income tax deductions for the
new taxes which, of course, will have the efFect of reducing the net cost
of these taxes to them. It is estimated that an annual revenue loss of
$14.4 million will be incurred in 1974, and later years, as a result of
deductions taken for payments of the audit fee tax; similarly it is
estimated tha!t revenue will be reduced $9 million a year in 1975, and
later years, as a result of deductions taken for the taxes required to
be paid to fiiiance plan. termination insurance.
These deductions against inconie tax reduce the revenue from the
new taxes from $48 million to about $24 million.
Ee~!enue effect of minimum ~, eating ancE funA'ng provisions.
The
new minimum vesting standard, ivhich becomes eRective January 1,
1976, will also involve an indirect loss of revenue, ranging from zero
to an estimated $265 million a year (at 1978 income levels).
The minimum vesting requirement involves little or no revenue loss
to the extent that plans adjust their benefit levels to absorb the increased employer costs r esulting fr om the requirement. This is because&
in that event, the equirernrnt would have no eRect
on the deductions
taken for contributions to plans or on the taxable income of covered
employees. If the additional amounts required to be contributed to
'

'b

.
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pension plans as a result of the vesting standard ai'e a substitute for
cash w i«es rather than a iiet addition to cash wages the annual ievenue
loss is estimated at $130 million. This could occur, for example, if thc
additional employei payments into the pension plan. are taken into
consideration in setting future wage increases. In this event, the revenue loss results from the fact that the covei ed employees are permitted
to postpone payment of tax oii the employer contributions involved,
instead of being required to pay tax currently, as would be the case
had they ieceived aii equivalent amount of wages. Some part of this
postpollcd $130 million of taxes pi esumably will be recovered in the
future. in tax payments on the benefits paid out, by the plan.
The upper range of the estimate, $265 million, represents the revenue
loss if it, is assumed that the additional employer payments into the
pension plans required by the new vesting standard constitute an addition to thc cash wages that will be paid in any event. In this case employers will have larger total wage bills (for the sum of cash wages and
wage supplements) and hence, will take larger tax deductions, «iving
rise to a $965 million revenue loss.
It appears to the committee that realistically there is likely to be a
combination of the thi ee equi'ects suggested above. however, it appears
probable that the annual reveniie loss will be in the vicinity of $130
million, the mid-point of the range.
No revenue estimate is given for the increased funding requirements under the bill. Data are not available which would make a
precise estimate of this type possible. However, it is believed that the
minimum funding rcquii emeiits will have a relatively modest revenue

c6'ect.

IV. GENERAL EXPLANATION
A. Administration

Title I of the bill
ice to facilitate the
sion (profit-sharing.
house functions for

establishes an ofFice in the Internal Revenue Servadministration of tax provisions relating to penetc. ) plans, and also provides for certain clearingthe Social Security Administration with regard to
employees who leave employment with defer i ed vested benefits before
being eligible for current retiiernent benefits.
The provisions relating to the new o%ce in the Internal Revenue
Service are discussed at "H. Enforcement, below. Briefiy, those provisions establish an 0%ce of Employee Plans and Exempt Organizations, to administer the parts of the tax laws relating to these plans
and organizations. The bill also authorizes appropriations to fund
these activities, in the amount of the sum of (1) the collections from a
new tax imposed with regard to einployee plans under this bill and (9)
half of the existing tax on investment income imposed on private
foundations.
The bill's provisions i elating to the Social Security Administration
clearinghouse function are discussed under "E. Portability, " below.
I'nder those provisions, each pension (or piofit. -sharing. etc. ) plan
is to report to the Social Security Administration
the vested benefit status of employees who leave employment with the employer ivho
established the plan. When the employee (or his survivors) apply for.

"
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Security benefits (or on certain other occasions) the Social Se
curity Administration is to notify the employee (or his survivors)
if vested b(nefits ar'e available und(r such a, plan, as well as hoiv to
obtain benefits under the plan.

[39j Social

B. Participation

and Coverage

(Secs. 201 and 261 of the bill and secs. 401 and 410 of the Code),
1. PLAN

PARTICIPATION

—

AGE AND SERVICE HE()UIREMENTS

Pregent lute
The Internal Revenue Code does not generally require a qualified
employer pension, profit-sharing, stock bonus, annuity, or bond purchase plan to adopt any specific age or service conditions for participation in the plan. '
Existing administrative practice allows plans to exclude employees
who (1) have not yet attained a designated age or (2) have not yet
been employed for a, designated number of years, so long as the efFect
is not discriminatoiy in favor of employees who are officers, shareholders, supervisors, ol highly compensated employees. Also, under
administrative practice, a pl;ln may (xclude employ('es who are within
a certain numbei of years of normal ietirement age (for example, 5
years or less) ivh(. n they would otherwise become eligible, if the efFect
is not discriminatory.
On the other hand, in the case of a plan benefiting owner-employees, '
the plan must provide that no employee with 8 or more years of service
may be excluded (sec. 401(d) (8) ) .
(r'ence(13 f e((8On8 fO)" Change
The committee believes that, in general, it is desirable to have as
many employees as possible covered by private pension plans and to
begin such coverage as early as possible, since an employee's ultimate
pension benefits usually depend to a, consiclerable extent on the number
of his years of participatioli in the plan. This is particularly important for employees who, because of the nature of their employment,
shift from employer to employer over their working careers. In addition, ea, rly participation tends to spread the cost of providing employees
ivith adequate pensions more evenly over the various firms for
istrativee
which the employee has worked over his entire working career, instead.
of concentrating the cost oil his last few employers.
Of course, the general desirability of early participation must be balanced against the cost involved for the employer. Also from an adminstandpoint, it is not desilab]e to require coverage of transient
employees, since benefits earned by short-term eniployees, in any case;
are quite small. On the other han(l, the committee believes that overly
restrictive iige and service eli ibility requirements
can arbitrarily
r As describe(1 below (B.2. Plans
Where a Collective Bargaining Unit is Involved; Other
Anti-discrimination
Provisions), a qualified plan must meet certain coverage standards
Several of the alternative standards require certain percentages of employees, or of eligible
employees, to be covered by the plan, but in such cases the employer is permitted to exclude
emplovees who fail to met the plan's service requirements,
not exceeding five years
service.
2 An owner-employee
is a sole proprietor or a partner with a greater than 10-percent
interest in capii:, 1 or profits (sec. 401(c) (a) ).
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efi'ective functioning of the private pension system. In
view of these considerations, the committee has concluded tliat it is
'lppropriate to specifically limit age and service eli«ibility requirenlents which iin employer may incorporate in a qualified pension plan.

[40] frustrate the
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In view of the considerations outlined above, the committee bill provides that a plan which is qualified under the Code is not to require,
as a condition of participation, more than one year of service, or an age
greater than 80 (whichever occurs later) .' The committee believes that
this tule will significantly increase coverage under private pension
plans. without, imposing an undue cost on employers. From an administrative point of view, however, the rule will allow the exclusion of
employees Ivho, because of youth or inexperience with the job in question, have not made a career decision in favor of a particular employer
or a particular industry.
For the purposes of these rules, an employee is to be considered to
have performed a year of service if he was employed for more than
5 months durino the year. 4 It is intended that employment for 80 hours
or more during a month will be considered as employment. for a month.
The "year" of service may be a calendar, plan, or fiscal year, whichevei is applied on a consisterit basis under the plan. The committee
intends. by adopting this provision, to facilitate the coverage of seasonal eiuployees under qualified peIlsion plans. For example, if a
fisherman is employed by a company having a qualified pension plan
for 5 months and one day during 1975, and is rcemployed by the same
company in a later year, he is not to be ineligible for participation in
the plan upon his reemployment by reasorr of a minimum service
requirement.
The committee intends that Treasury reguhtions specify the extent
to which service with a predecessor of the employer is to be counted
for pulposes of the eligibility requirements. In the case of a Inultiemployer plan, service with any employer who was a member of the
plan is to be, counted toward an individual's participation requirement
(see sec. 705 of the bill) .
The bill does not provide any authority to exclude from the plan
those employees hired within any specified number of years of normal
retirement a, ge.
The provisions of present law with respect to coverage under an
owner-employee
(H.H. 10) plan are not. changed by the committee's
bill. Present law already requires relatively early pal ticipation (after
8 years of service) and 100-percent immediate vesting in the case of
owner-employee plans. The committee concluded that, the retention
of these provisions of present law divas needed to protect the sights of
employees in such cases. The Treasury Department may provide by
Ie«ulations for those ciises where a plan shins in or out of owneremployee status, for example, because of fluctuating partnership
interests.

s This rule applies svhether or not the plan is a trusteed plan. That is, a plan funded
through purchase of annnities from an insnrance company is subject to these rules, as is a
plan with investments managed by a trnstee.
4 This test oi' service is to be applied
with regard to the actual employment of that
employee. In this respect. it differs from similar cleiinitions nnder present law (secs.
401(a) (3) (A) and 401(d) (a) ), which determine employment service on the basis
of the employee's "customary employment",
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employee plans (see I. Limitation on Contributions,
(j.e.,
below) and H. R. 10 plans where there are no owner-employees
are
not
now
interest)
10-percent
than
a
greater
has
where no partner
rules.
subject to the 3-year-participation and immediate-full-vesting
Under the bill, they are to be subject to the new one-year-service and
age-30 participation requirements (and the new vesting requirements)
see C. Vesting, below) in the same manner as regular corporate plans.
Eff'ective dute
These provisions generally apply to plan years beginning after the
date of enactment, However, to allow time for amendment, in the case
of a plan already in existence on the date of enactment of the bill, the
provisions apply to plan years beginning after December 31, 1975 (or
December Hl) 1980, in the case of a government plan). Where the plan
is subject to the provisions of a collective bargaining agreement in
eRect on the date of enactment of the bill, the eRective date is further
postponed until the expiration of the collective bargaining agreement,
but„ in any event, all plans are to be subject to these provisions in plan
years beginning after December 81) 1980.

Proprietary

Revenue eff'ect
The revenue eRect of these provisions is expected to be minimal.
2. PLANS WHERE

A COLLECTIVE BARGAINING

ANTIDISCRIMINATION

UNIT IS INVOLVED

)

OTHER

PROVISIONS

Present luu)
Under present law (sec. 401(a) (8) ), a qualified retirement plan
must cover either (1) a specified percentage of all employees (generally, 70 percent of all employees, or 80 percent of those eligible to
benefit under the plan if at least 70 percent, of all employees are
eligible) "or (9) such employees as qualify under a classification which
is found by the Internal Revenue Service, not to discriminate in favor
of employees who ale OAicer s. shareholders, supervisors, or highly compensated employees. (A plan is not per 8e discriminatory for purposes
of these rules merely because it is limited to salaried or clerical
employees. )
Also, under present law„either the contributions or the benefits provide(1 under a qualified plan m»st not fliscriminate in. favor of employees who are OScers) shareholders, supervisors, or highly compensated
employees.

6'enerel rea8one for eh once
Where employees covered under a collective bargaining unit prefer
ctlrrent compensation or some other form of benefits to coverage under
a pension plan, employers sometimes are, unable to establish a plan for
other employees because the percentage requirement cannot be satisfied if the bargaining unit employees are not covered. It is then necessary for the plran to qualify as one which has coverage requirements
that do not discr iminate. The Service's approach (see Rev. Rul. 70
1970—1 CB 101)) which has generally been upheld by the court's)

'

In aPPlying these numerical tests under present la)v, there are excluded employees ivho
have been employed not more than
period prescribed by the plan (up «»~
years). Irart-time employ~ca (customarva minimum
employment for not more than 20 hours in any one
iveek), and seasonal em'ployees (those ivhose
customary emi)loyment ls for not more than 5
months in any calendar year).
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been to look at the composition of the group which is covered under
the plan, and to allow the plan to qualify if the compensation of most
of the participants is substantially the same as that of the excluded
employees, the plan covers employees in all compensation ranges, and
employees in the middle and lower ranges are covered in more than
nominal numbers. Where most of the lower-paid nonsupervisory personnel are members of a collective bargaining unit which elects not to
be covered by a pension plan, the remainder of the employees may include relatively large percentages of supervisors or highly compensated employees. As a result, under present law it may be impossible—
because of the antidiscrimination
requirements
to establish a qualified plan for the remaining employees.
The committee believes that this situation can result in a hardship, where all employees of an employer are forced to forego the
benefits of a pension plan merely because those employees who are
covered under a collective bargaining argreement choose nonpension benefits, or nonpension benefits plus pension benefits at a lower
level than those provided nonunion employees. At the same time, the
committee is concerned that any change in the law should not result
in a situation where an employer might be able to exclude these employees from the pension plan without compensation for this in the
form of other types of benefits. To deal with this situation, the committee bill provides that collective bargaining employees may be excluded for purposes of applying the coverage test, but only where
there is evidence that retirement benefits have been the subject of
good faith bargaining between the union employees and the employer.
Exp/anation of prov;ision8
0'ollec61, e bargat'ning unit. The committee bill eases the application of the provisions of existing law by providing that employees
covered under a collective bargaining agreement can be excluded for
purposes of the coverage requirement, and for purposes of the antidiscrimination provisions (of sec. 401(a) (4) ), but only if there is evidence that the retirement benefits have been the subject of good faith
bargaining between the union e»iployees and the employer.
If pension plan coverage had. been discussed with the representatives of the union e»iployees and no pension coverage was provided,
either because the union employees wel e covered under a union plan
(which might or mioht not ofFer col»parable benefits to those provided
under the employei pla»). ol because the employee representatives
opted for higher salaries, or other benefits, in lieu of pension plan
coverage, or for some other valid reason, then it would be permissible
to exclude those union employees from the calculations. In efFect, the
collective bargaining agreement employees could then be excluded
from the plan, or could be provided with a lesser or difFerent level of
benefits.
The committee anticipates that in any case where collective bargaining unit employees were excluded from a plan under this provision,
the Intertial Revenue Service will receive informatioil as to the justifiation for the exclusion before 1 uling that the plan is qualified. ' There
js no requirement tliat the collective bargaining agreement specifi-

—
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Additional

protectiou

for the emplo 'ees woulcl be provided

(sec. 601) which establishes

proceedings

to determine

uncler

the part of the bill

n right
on the part of nn employee to participate in IRS
if a plan is qualified and to petition the Tax Court if he disagrees.
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the employees have elected to be out of the plan pr tp
take a louver level of benefits. However, there must, be evidence that the
retirement benefits have been the subject of good faith bargaining between the union employees and the employer.
The bill provides for the exclusion,
Xonree~'dent alien errrployA;e.
requirements and the anticoverage
for purposes of applying the
who are nonresident
employees
those
of
discrimination requirements,
in question.
the
from
employment
income
States
United
no
with
aliens
It was believed that tlie United States tax laws sliould not impede
appropriate pension plan benefits for United States citizens or persons with United States earned income, merely because comparable
benefits were not aRorded to nonresident aliens with no United States
income from the employment in question. A. iso, the mere processing
of such cases would take nn inordinate amount of time because of the
complexity of applying rules to integrate the appropriate foreign
equivalent of Social Security with the benefits or contributions provided by the employers under such plans.
The committee bill also provides that in
Agliated emp/oyer8.
rules and
test,
as well ns the antidiscriminntion
the
coverage
applying
the vesting requirenients, employees of nll corporations who nre members of a "controlled group of corporations" (within the meaning of
sec. 1568(n) ) are to be treated ns if they were employees of the same
corporation. Thus, if two or more corporations were members of a
parent-subsicliary, brother-sister, or' combinecl controlled group, all of
the employees of nll of these corpoi ntions would have to be tn. ken into
account hi applying these tests. The cominittee, by this provision,
prointencls to make it clear that the coverage nnd antidiscrimination
visions cannot be avoided by operating through separate corporations
instead of separate branches of one corporntion. I& or example, if managerial functions were performed through one corporation employing
highly compensated personnel, which has n, generous pension plan, and
assembly-line functions were performecl through one or more other
corpor;itions einploying ]ower-paid employees. which have less genei ous plans or no plans at nll. this would oenerally constitute nn impermissable discrimination. By this provision the committee is clarifying
this matter for the future. It intends that prior law on this point be
deterniined as if this piovision hncl not been enacted.
At the same time, however, the committee provision is not intended
to mean that all pension plans of a controlled group of corporations
must be exactly nlil-e, or that n controlled group could not hnve pension plans for some corporations but not others. Thus, where the
corporation in question contains a fair cross-section of high and lowpaid employees (compared to the employees of the controlled group as
a, whole), and where the plan is nondiscriminatory
ivith respect to
the employees of the corporation in question, it is anticipated that the
Internal Revenue Service would find thnt the plan met. the nntidiscrimination tests, even though other corporations in the controlled &"roup
h ad a, less favorable retirement plan, or no plan at all. On the other
hand. if, looking at the controlled group as a whole, it were found
that a disproportionate number of highly compensated employees w«e
covered under the plan of the corporation in question, or that the
vei i e cpmpeiisntipii of covered employees iins siibstnntiallv
in that plan than the average compensatipn pf noncovered employees'I

[48] cally state that
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would be anticipated that the plan woulcl not be found to be
qualified, because the corporation does not contain a fair cross section
of the controlled group employees.
launder the committee bill, the categorT of
8uperviaory employees.
"supervisors" is to be, dropped from the list of personnel which a plan
favor. The committee understands that all
may not discriminatorily
persons who are supervisors within the intent of present law also are
o%cers, shareholclers, or highly compensated employees, and that as a,
result this deletion can be macle without any substantive change in the
antidiscrimination
provisions of present law.
In applying the coverage
Temporary and seasonal employees.
rules, the bill makes several small changes from present law. In applying the 70 percent and 80 percent coverage tests, employees who fail to
meet the minimum age and service requirvments prescribed by the
plan may be excluded. These, requirements may not be more than the
top limit of one-year-service and 80-year-age requirements described
above with respect to participation, Of course, the plan may provide
lower age and service requirements.
Present law defines excluclable part-time employees as those ~hose
customary e»rployment is for»ot rnor e than 20 hours in any one week.
To conform the definitions closely to those used for participation (described above), the bill clefines excluclable part-time employees as those
whose customary employment is for not, more than 80 hours in any one
month. Present law permits exclusion from these calculations of employees whose customary employment is for not more than 5 months in
any calendar year; the bill retains the 5-month period but. permits
computations to be made on the basis of calendar, plan, or fiscal years,
depending upon the period specified in the plan itself.
F.gee@'cve date
These provisions apply generally to plan years beginning after the
date of enactment of the bill. However, to allow time for amendment
in. the case of plans in existence on the date of enactment, the provisions are to tal-e efi'ect for plan years beginning after December 81,
1975 (or December 81, 1980, in the case of a government plan) . AVhere
the p]an is subject to the provisions of a collective bargaining agreement in efi'ect on the date of enactment of the bill. the efFective date is
further postponed until the expiration of the collective bargaining
agreement (but without reo arel to any extension made after the date of
enactment). but, in any event, all plans are to be subject to these provisions in plan years beginning after December Hl. 1980.
Revenue effect
The revenue effect of these provisions is expectecl to be minimal.

[44] it
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C. Vesting

(Secs. 221, 261, and 705 of the bill and secs. 401, 411, 418, 6688, and

6690 of
Present
Plans
r equired

the Code. )

law
which qualify uncler the Internal Revenue Code are now
to provide vestecl (i.e., nonforfeitable) rights to participating
employees when they attn. in the normal or stated retirement age.
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be granted vested rights if the plan terminates
or the e»iployer discontinues his contributions.
Hoivever, q))alifi&d en)ployer pl ins ale generally not required to
provide vested iights to participating eml)loyees before normal rein view of the
tiieuient agc unless this is considered to be necessary
to prevent discrimination
likely pattein of employee turnovei
against the ianl- and file employees in favoi of ofIic(rs. shareholders,
supervisors, and highly paid employees. In otlier ivords, preretirement

[45] Employees must;ilso

—

—

vesting is required only ivhere its absence ~vould cause discrimination
in favor of ofiicers, etc. , who could be expected to remain with the firm
lono enough to i etire ancl qualify for benefits, while the rank and file
employees ivould continually be sepai ated from the film and lose their
benefits.
Under an owner-employee plan, ' the rights of all employees must
vest in full as soon as they become participants. (sec. 401(d) (2) (A) ).
General reasons for change
Unless an employee's rights to his accrued pension benefits a, re nonforfeitable, he has no assurance that he will ultimately receive a pension. Thus, pension rights which have slowly been stockpiled over many
years may suddenly be lost if the employee leaves or loses his job prior
to retirement. Quite apart from the resulting hardships, the committee
believes that such losses of pension rights are inequitable, since the
pension contributions previously made on behalf of the employee may
have been made in lieu of additional compensation or some other benefits which he would have received.
Today, slightly over two-thirds of the private pension plans provide some vested rights to pension benefits before retirement. However,
as a general rule, employees do not acquire vested rights until they
have been employed for a fairly long period with a firm or are relatively mature. Since there is no general applicable legal requirement
for preretirement vesting, some plans do not ofFer this type of vesting at all, and among those plans which do, there is no uniformity
in the vesting rules as provided. At present, only one out of every
three einployees participating in employer-financed
plans has a 50percent or greater vested right to his a. cciued pension benefits. Even
for older employees, a. substantial portion do not, have vested rights.
For example, 58 percent of covered employees between the ages of
50 and 60, and 54 percent of covered employees 60 years of a«e and
over, still do not ha. ve vested rights to even 50 percent of their accrued pension benefits. ' As a resiilt, even employees with substantial
periods of service may lose pension benefits on separation from employment. Extreme cases have been noted in which employees have
lost pension rights at advanced ages as a, result of being discharged
shortly before they would bc eligible to retire. In addition, the committee, believes that more rapid vesting is desirable because it will
improve the mobility of labor, and in this manner promote a more
hea, lthy economy.
For reasons indicated above, the committee concluded that it is
necessary and desirable to provide a minimum standard of vesting
An owner-en&ployee is a sole proprietor or a partner with a greater than 10-percent
interest in capital or profits (sec. 401(c) (a) ).
Treasnrr Department
Fact Sheet. Pension Reform Program, as reprinted in
iiaterial Relating to Administration Proposal Entitled the "Retirement
Benefit Tax Act, "
Committee on Wars;&nd hfeans, fad Cong. , 1st sess. , p. 37, Table B.
&

—
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all qualified pension plans. Clearly, however, it would be counterproductive to increase employer costs by more rapid vesting to such an
extent as to significantly curtail the creation of new retirement plans
(or to significantly curtail the increase of benefits in existing plans).
The committee bill deals with this problem by requiring relatively
early vesting (beginning not later than an employee's fifth year of
service or 80th birthday, whichever occurs later) for some of the employee's rights but does not requir e that they be vested fully until after
15 years of service or age 40. This is known as gradual (or graded)
vesting.
Exp/onation of provf'eiofrs
General nde. The committee's bill provides that a qualified retirement plan (whether trusteed or insured) would be required to give
each employee vested rights to at least 25 percent of his accrued benefit
from employer contributions after 5 years of service, plus 5 percentage points a year for eacli of the next 5 years and 1'0 percentage points
a, year thereafter.
This ivould mean that there must be 100 percent
vesting after 15 years of service. s (Xote that, because of the participation. rules described above, vesting could be delayed in the case of an
employee ivho stai ted eniploynient before age 95.)
This approach has the advantage of providing some vesting at a
relatively early point in the employee's career. Thus, if the employee
changes jobs after 5 years of service, he would be protected in his rights
to at least some of his accrued pension benefits.
Also, because vesting occurs gradually under the committee bill, this
tends (by comparison to proposals presented to the committee that
would have required full vesting in as short a time as five years) to
bring down the cost of the vesting requirement to manageable levels by
minimizing the cost of establishing a new plan or improving benefits
under an existing plan. It also avoids the serious "notch" effect of
providing 100 percent immediate vesting after any specified number of
years. In other ivords, if employees receive too much of their vested
rights in any one year, it could give, the employer an incentive to dismiss an employee rather than to absorb the resulting sharp increase
in pension plan costs.
The committee bill takes the approach of being "age-neutral, " ivhich
means that an employee's rights to vested benefits depend solely on his
years of service, rather than on some combination of service and age.
Age-weighted proposals have been advocated. to the committee because they provide early vesting to the older worker. ' However, the
committee believes that this approach would tend to discourage the
hiring of older employees, who already are faced ivith difIicrrlt problems in finding employment, aud would not. generally protect the rights
of younger employees. who 'are more lil-ely on the average to change
jobs and, therefore, lose pension rights. Such continual losses of pension rights ivhen they are young tends to make it, difIicult for employees to accumulate adequate pensions over their working careers.
f' or

—

s Under the hill, eart h emplovee xvould have to be fully and immediately
vested in his
accrued benefit derived from his own contributions. In general. the rules described in the
test relate only to benefits derived from employer contributions.
' It is recognised that age has some effect in that it may be relevant to participation (see
B. Participation and Coverage, above); hoivever the committee's decision on vesting gives
no direct effect to age.
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even when an adequate pension is to be provided, the loss
of pensions accrued in previous employment due to the absence of vesting at an early age may throw most of society's cost of providing an
adequate pension (if it is to be provided) on the employers for whom
the employee works in his later years.
It should be made clear that the standards of vesting provided in
the committee bill are only intended as minimum standards. The bill' s
provisions are not intended to prohibit plans with more rapid vesting
than that required under the standards in the bill.
The provisions of the committee bill relating to vesting, of course,
requirements of
are not intended tn modify the anti-discrimit~xation
current law. Presently, more rapid vesting requirements are sometimes
required to prevent discrimination under a plan in favor of officers,
shareholders, or highly compensated employees. The committee has
not modified the present relationship between the vesting and antidiscrimination provisions. On the one hand, the higher vesting standards provided in the bill are likely to reduce somewhat the need to
apply vesting in order to prevent discrimination. On the other hand,
there undoubtedly still will be cases where it will be necessary to provide additional vesting over and above the minimum vesting standards in this bill in order to prevent discrimination. It has also been
provisions have
suggested to the committee that the antidiscrimination
not been interpreted uniformly throughout the country, and it believes that appropriate guidelines should be provided to the district
offices to achieve a uniform interpretation of the law.
Pre-p0rtirip0tion service. Once an employee becomes eligible to
participate in a pension plan, his years of service with an employer
before becoming a participant, in the plan, up to a maximum of 5 years,
are to be credited toward his required years for minimum vesting.
This means that if an employee joins a firm at agc 95, he would have
to become a plan participant on or before agc 30 (the maximum permissible attained age requirement, under the participation provisions
of the bill). Howev~er, he wou]d at that time (because of his 5 years
of preparticipation service) have to become at least 25 percent vested in
any pension benefits he accrues after becoming a participant. For purposes of this "look back" rule, however, ye~ars of preparticipation
service would not be counted unless the pension plan was in existence
during those yea, rs.
Although the committee recognizes the desirability of permitting
the exclusion of transients by setting up participation requirements
(the one-year-of-service and age-30 rules described above), it seemed
to the committee that those years ought to count for something once
the emplovee has stayed long enough to be, a narticinant. This provision
requires that the ensployee receive credit for up to 5 years of preparticipation service in computing his position on the vesting schedule.
There is precedent for such a "look back" rule, since the committee
has been informed that many existing pension plans already tak. , pre-

[47] Moreover,
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service into account for vesting purposes.
Benefte arcrwed in, t7ie past. Generally, the vesting requirements
of the bill are to apply to all accrued benefits, including those which
accrued before the eR'ective date of the provision. Years of service prior
to the effective date also are to be counted for purposes of determining
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which the employee is entitled to vesting. For example,
a, company at age 80 (at which time a plan was
in efFect), became a participant in the plan at age 85, and was age 40
on the efFective date of the vesting provisions, he would have to become
at least 50-percent vested at that time. However, he might not have
more than 5 years of accrued benefits since the minimum benefit
accrual is based on participation. ' This would occur because of his 5
years of participation under the plan plus his 5 years of preparticipation service. without this pre-efFective date rule, it was apparent to
the committee that employees who are now older employees would
receive the advantages oi required vesting only for the accrued benefits they would be able to build up gradually in the future and would
receive no protection for benefits accrued prior to the efFective date of
these provisions, which would usually be the bulk of the, benefits
ea, rned during their lifetimes.
The committee considered various methods of providing that preefFective date service be taken into account in the case of older employees only, but concluded that most such methods provided some
type of undesirable "notch" efi'ect and in most cases would result in
little cost saving to the employer relative to the rule adopted by the
committee on this point.
'IfuZt~'empZoyer
In the case of a multiemployer plan govpZans.
erned by a collective bargaining agreement, the i esting requirements
of the committee bill generally are to be applied as if all employers
who are parties to the plan constituted a single employer. For example, years of service with employers A and Ih under the plan will be
counted together in determining vesting, even though the employee
novi works for employer C.
peru~'ce that t's seusona1, A&te~mitte»t, et~. For purposes of the
minimuni vesting rules, an emplovee is to be treated as having performed a year of service if he was actually employed at least 80 hours
a month, for at least 5 nionths during the year (which may be a calendar, plan, or fiscal year, whichever is applied on a consistent basis
under the plan). A plan would be permitted to provide that up to 3
of the 5 years of service required for minimum vesting must be consecutive. Service with a predecessor of the employer would also be
counted, f' or purposes of the vesting rules, to the extent provided in
regulations. The committee anticipates that the, regulations in this
area will prevent a situation where an employee might lose his rights
to vesting as the result of a business reorganization.
Once having satisfied the consecutive service requirement, however.
an employee xvould not lose his vesting because of breaks in service.
For example, an employee with 5 years of service and 4 years of participation wlio left the plan aud rejoined in a later rear should become a
25-percent vested participant immediately, and he would become 80percent vested in his accrued benefits after one additional year of
service, 35 percent, after a second additional year. etc. Even if the
employee had received a lump sum distribution of the benefits accrued
during his prior period of service. because of that earlier service the

[48] the extent to

if an employee joined
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s The employee
neetl have only 5 years of accrued benefits, because the vesting provisions are to apply to pre-efi'ective date service only to the extent of the emplovee's
accrued benefits. The new participation stanclards are not to apply before the eifective
date of those standards: if these facts were to occur in the future, the employee would
be at least 50-percent vested in at least 9 years of accrued benefits,
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would still be partially vested in any additional pension
benefits which he accrued during his later service.
To carry out the intent of the vestrerjuirement8.
Pi, ecordkeepirlg
ing provisions (primarily those involving intermittent employment),
the employer would be required to keep records of the years of service
of his employees and. the percentage of vesting which the employees
had earned together with any additional information required by
t
the Secretary or his delegate in order to determine the employee s
benefits. In the case of a multi-employer
plan, the employer would

[4g] employee

—

(who
the required information to the plan administrator
be required to maintain the records), in accordance with
regulations.
Failure to maintain or furnish the required records would result
in a civil penalty of $10 for each employee with respect to whom the
failure occurs, unless it is shown that the failure is due to reasonable
cause. The committee expects that the necessary records will be retained by employers for at least 10 years following a break in service.
After that, the employee could still establish his right to vesting based
on prior service, but the burden of producing the evidence would shift
to the employee.
Cla88 fjeuf' p/and.
A class year plan is a profit-sharing or stock bonus
plan which provides for the separate vesting of employee rights to contributions (or rights derived from contributions) to a plan on a yearby-year basis and the withdrawal of these amounts on a class-by-class
basis as they mature. The minimum vesting requirements of the bill
applicable to a class year plan are satisfied under the bill if the plan
provides for 100-percent vesting of the employer contributions within
5 years after the end of the p'an year for which the contributions were
made. A separate rule is needed for class year plans since they are
structured difFerently than most other types of plans. The 5-year full
vesting rule provided in this case by the committee bill assures an
employee who terminates his employment under a class yelir plan that
he will not forfeit his rights to more than 4 years of employer
contributions.
Permitted for'feitMre8 of veetecl rights. A qualified retirement plan
under the committee, bill may provide that an employee's vested rights
in accrued benefits derived from employer contributions (but not from
his own contributions) may be forfeited in the event of the employee's
death (although this exception is not to apply if the employee had
retired and had elected to take a survivor annuity prior to his death).
Also, in the case of retirement plans requiring mandatory employee
contributions, an employee who voluntari]v withdrew all or nort of his
contributions' may forfeit all of the benefits derived from any
employer contributions made on his behalf. A class year plan may provide that an employee will forfeit all of the benefit, derived from
if he withdraws any part of his own mandaemployer contributions
tory contributions, but these forfeitures may only occur on a classyear-by-class-year basis.
The committee is very concerned, however, that an employee withdrawing his own mandatory contributions should be made fully aware

furnish

would

—

—

—

' So long as part of the empierce's contributions remained
resteil right to the benefits derired from those contributions.
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the consequences of doing so, and expects that the Service and the
Labor Department ~vill coordiliate eff'orts to require that plans containing these forfeiture clauses make full and adequate disclosure to
the employee, prior to ivithdraivalt including clisclosure of the current
value of the accruef1 right the employee ~vill forfeit a»d (at least in
the case of a defined benefit plan) the amount of the pension he could
expect to receive at normal retirement age.
With the limited exceptions noted above, no rights, once they a.re
required to be vested, may be lost by the employee under any circumstances (although, as under present laiv. the plan. lnay pay the
employee the actuarial value of his vested rights upon separation from
service). ' For example, a vested benefit is not to be forfeitecl because
the employee later ~vent to ivork for a, competitor, or in some other ivay
divas considered "disloyal" to the employer. ' Also, rights to benefits are
not to be forfeited merely because the employer (or plan administrator) cannot find the employee. EIov-ever, in such a case, if it appears
that the employee's xvhereabouts xvould remain unknown for so long
a time that the value of the benefits ~vould escheat to the State, then
before that happens the plan is to transfer the value of the benefits to
the Pension Benefit Guaranty Corporation to be created under Title
IV of the bill.
Prohibifea' ch'8oriminatt'on.
LTncler present laiv, there are regxtlatIons designed to ensure that, in the event of early plan termination,
the benefits under the plan are not paid to employees ~vho are o%cers,
shareholders, or highly compensated employees in a discriminatory
manner. The committee bill contains a provision to make it clear that
the vesting requirements under the bill are not intended to operate to
overturn these rules. Thus, for example, in the event of an early plan

—

termination, a highly compensated employee might receive less than
his other~vise vested benefit under the bill, if this ivere necessary to
prevent discrimination.
Binder present la~vt all accrued benefits in a
P/on termt'natioj&.
qualified pension plan must become fully vested (to the extent then
funded) in the event of a termination, or the complete discontinuance
of contributions under a pension plan. This rule ~vill no longer be
necessary ~vith respect to discontinued contributions. because the committee bill (sec. 241) noiv provides for an excise tax on underfunding.
Hoivevert the committee bill makes clear that this rule of full immediate vesting is still to apply in the case of a termination, or a partial
termination. (Lxamples of a partial termination lnight include, under
certain circumsta. nces. a, large reductio» in the ~york force, or a, sizeable
recluction in benefits under the plan. )
nder the committee bill. the vfsted employee
Accl uefl bcnofit8.
is protected in his rights to all, or a certa. in percentage, of his "accrued
benefit. " This term refers to pension or retirement benefits and is not
intended to apply to certain ancillary benefits. such as medical insurance or life insurance. which are sometimes provided for employees

—I

" f n turn. this distribution may be transferred tax free by the employee to the portability fund, or to the quanfied plan of his net employer under provisions in title III of the
bill.
' Some plans also provide that an emplover may have lien rights against emplovee
interests in a pension plait. These clauses nould alco be prohibited under the committee
hill. except vvhere the plan requires that the employee be given prior notice of any
inpending lien and there is a judicial hearing on the probable validitv of the emplover's
claim.
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conjunction with a pension plan, and are sometimes provided sep
arately. To require the vesting of these ancillary benefits would se
and increase the cost of plans
riously complicate the administration
ivhose primary function is to provide retirement income. Also, where
the employee moves from one employer to another, the ancillary benefits (which are usually on a contingency basis) would often be'provided by the new employer, whereas the new employer normally would
not provide pension benefits based on service with the old employer.
It is necessary to provide a statutory definition of an "accrued benefit" because, unless this is a defined amount, vesting of an "accrued
benefit" in whatever form is specified by the plan has little, if any,
meaning. In the case of any retirement plan other than a defined
benefit pension plan, under the bill the employee's "accrued benefit"
is the balance in his plan account. This would include, for example,
a money purchase pension plan and a profit-sharing plan. In the case
of a defined benefit pension plan (under which benefits may vary with
such factors as wages and service), the bill provides that the minimum
accrued benefit is to be a fraction of the amount the employee would
receive at normal retirement age, under the plan as in efFect at the
time for which the accrued benefi is to be determined. (As discussed
below under K Insurance, a collectively-bargained
plan in which the
benefits
is a defined
in
the
of
defined
setting
participates
employer
benefi plan, even though the collective bargaining agreement may
specify only the level of contributions. ) In making this computation,
the retirement benefit is to be computed as though the employee continued to earn the same rate of compensation annually as he had
earned during the years which would have been taken into account under t, .ie piari, had the employee retired on the date in question. This
amount is then to be multiplied by a fraction, the numerator of which
is the employee's total number of years of active participation in the
plan up to the date when the computation is being made and the denominator of which is the total number of years of active participation
he would have if he continued his employment until normal retirement age. ' The term "normal retirement age" is'to be defined by regulations. It is expected that a minimum and maximum age will be taken
(perhaps 55 and 65) and that the "normal retirement age" in this
range will be based on the age at wliich the retirement benefit has the
greatest actuarial value.
In the case of a defined benefit pension plan funded through an insurance contract, the accrued benefit, is to be the annuity which
may
be purchased by the cash surrender value of the policy. In the case of
a variable annuity plan, the term accrued benefit is to be defined by
regulations.
Atlocotiong bettoeen employer cn&cl emp/opec co»trÃut~'o»e.
In
plans where there are both employer and employee contributions, it
ivill be necessary to allocate the accrued benefit between the portion
derived from the employer contributions, and the portion derived
from the employee contributions. This allocation may have to be made
because the employee is ahvays fully vested with respect to amounts
attributable to his own contributions but not necessarily with respect
to those of the employer. Also, information of this type would be

[51] in

"The fraction
employee
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may not exceed one, under the committee bill, since at this point t»e
receire the full pension to which he was entitled under the plan.
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needed if an employee, upon leaving employment, desires to withdraw
his own contributions.
In the case of any plan other than a defined benefit pension plan, the
accrued benefit derived. from the employee's contributions under the
bill is the amount in his own. separate account. If employee and employer contributions were not accounted for separately, the employeecontributed portion of the total accrued benefit would be treated as
the fraction of the total which is the ratio of employee to total contributions (after taking account of withdrawals, and, to the extent
necessary, the timing of the contributions) .
In the case of a defined benefit pension plan which provides an annual
benefit in the form of a single life annuity commencing at normal retirement age (without ancillary benefits), the accruecl benefit derived
from mandatory employee contributions would be treated as the total
amount of the employee's "accumulated contributions" multiplied by
a conversion factor. In genera, l, the convel sion factor, which initially
is to be fixed at 10 percent for a normal retirement age of 65, is to be
used to convert the amount of the accumulated contributions to a single
life annuity commencing at normal retirement age. For other normal
retirement ages, the conversion factor is to be determined by regulations.
In determining the employee's accumulated contributions, under the
bill, interest on the employee's mandatory contributions is to be compounded annually, initially at a rate of 5 percent (beginning with the
first plan year subject to the vesting requirements imposed under the
committee bill) to the date when the employee would reach normal
retirement age. In addition. any interest accumulated oil the employee's contributions (either compounded or simple) in accordance
with the terms of the plan, prior to the date ~vhen the vesting provisions of the bill first apply to that plan, are to be treated as part of
the employee' accumulated contributions.
The bill authorizes the Secretary or his delegate to adjust the
conversion factor, and the assumeR rate of interest on employee contributions, on a prospective basis, from time to time, as may be appropriate. but requires him to give at least, one year'. notice of any such
action. The adjustment in the interest rate would be made by comparing the long-term money rates ancl investment yields for a 10-vear
periocl endinf. at least lo months prior to the year in which the adjustnIe»t would first apply. with the corresponding rates and yield for the
10-year period from 1964 through 1978.
The committee anticipates that the Treasury, in cleterminino»lonev
rates ancl investment yielcls, will use a composite of a numbel of indicators. For example, one possible approach might be to give equal
values to the dividenR yielcls of the Dow-, Jones Inclustrial Average
and the Stanclarcl and Poor's 500-Stock Averaoe, and to the interest
rates of Barron's or Moody's highest-r;ltecl bonds ancl 77nitecl States
Treasury long-term obligations. This composite, for the 1964—197»
base periocl, would be set at 5, and the interest rate in the future woulcl
be cleternlined by the Treasury Departlne»t's comparison of this com-

"

"

'" Voluntary emnloyee contributions are to be treated the snme ns n separnte ncconnt.
» To forestnll the neerl for nlnn nmendments,
the committee nnticipates that n plnn
conlrl satisfy the reqniren&ents of these provisions if it nrovirlerl thnt interest on manrlntory
contrihntions xvonld he computerl nt n rate of 5 nercent, or nt sur h other rate ns
r mplovee
mny be requirerl from time to time under the Internal Revenue Code of 1854, and tne
regulations

issued thereunder.
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the base period, with the same composite for the then most,
recent 10-year period. It is contemplated that this interest rate will
be adjusted less often than annually, and that due regard will be given
by the Treasury Department to the impact of any such adjustment
on existing plans.
Some of the principles discussed above may be illustrated by the
following example. Assume that employee A. was born on January 1,
1M6. On January 1, 1975, A enters employment with company M and
on January 1, 1976, A becomes a participant in M's pension plan, requiring mandatory employee contributions, providing an annual benefit, at the normal retirement age of 65, of 3 percent of average compensation for each year of active plan participation. From 1976 through
1984, A earns a salary of $10,000 per year. On January 1, 1985, A leaves
the employ of M. As of that date, A's employee contributions to the
plan, including interest at a rate of 5 percent per annum (compounded
annually) total $6,000. A will become 65 on January 1, 1991.
The minimum vested benefit to which A is entitled equals the sum
of (1) 100 percent of the accrued benefit derived from his own contributions and (9) 50 percent (due to his 10 years of service) of the
accrued benefit derived from M's contributions.
If A had continued to work for M at the same salary until age 65,
he would have been entitled to receive an annual benefit of $4, 500
(8 percent of $10,000=$300 times 15 years of service=$4, 500). His
accrued benefit, commencing at age 65, is therefore 9 (years of participation in the plan) dividecl by 15 (years of participation if A had
continued to work through normal retirement age) times this amount,
or an annuity of $2, 700 per year.
Interest on A's contributions, at an assumed rate of interest of 5
percent per year (compounded annually), plus the principal of this
amount, would total $8,040.75 on, January 1, 1991. After applying the
conversion factor of 10 percent, this is determined to be the equivalent
of an annual annuity of $804.08 as of the date when A will reach 65,
and A is 100-percent vested in this annuity, because it is derived from
his own contributions.
Then, taking the total accrued benefit of $2,700 per year, and subtracting from this amount the amount of $804.08 per year, there is determined to be an annuity of $1,895.92 attributable to the employer
contributions. A is 50-percent vested in this amount. His total vested
benefit from his 9 years of employment by M thus equals $1,752.04 per
year (50% of $1,895.92, or $947.96„plus $804.08) starting on January 1; 1991.
Where a defined benefit plan provides a benefit other than an annual benefit in the form of a single life annuity commencing at normal
retirement age (without ancillary benefits), or
if the employee', manseating&y
datory contributions are app]ied toward some other form of benefit,
then the accrued benefit. or amount of accrued benefit derived from
employee contributions, is to be the actuarial equivalent of the single
life. annuity (without ancillary benefits) as determined under regulations.
C'omprriabi7ity of plans brained ch'ffe&elf,
pro&4t'one @wrier
the w&tiA'sci~'mi»etio». ~ Mica. Thei e are certain classes of employees,
such as engineers, whose rate of job mobilitv is so high, that manv of
them would not receive protection even under the vesting provisions

[53] posite for
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providecl under the bill. To be efFectively coverecl under a pension
plan, these employees woulcl have to receive a ver y substantial amount
of vesting during their fiist years of employment. At the same time.
if all employees were to be proviclecl with vesting on this rapicl a
basis undei the plan, the cost might be so high that the employer would
terminate the plait, or drastically reduce the benefits under the plan.
To meet this situation, the committee bill contains a provision which
would allow the engineers arid other employees with a similar problem,
in efFect, to trade ofF some of their benefits in exchange for earlier
r&

vesting.
Under present law a single plaii may satisfy the antidiscrimination
requirements (sec. 401(a) (4) ) „ if eithei the contributions oi tho benefits do not cliscriminate in favor of cer tain enulllerated employees. 6enerally, profit-sharing plans, stocl- bonus plans„and money purchase
plans can satisfy this requirement if the contributions are nondiscriminatory even though the benefit may discriminate. Defined benefiit plans can satisfy this requireme»t
if be»efiits are nondiscriminatory
even though the contributions are cliscriminatory. A target benefit
plan. a type of money purchase plan, may satisfy the requirement if
the benefits do not discriminate even though the contributions do.
Also under existing law, two plans ca» be co»sidered as one for purrequirements, either as to
poses of satisfying the anticliscriminatio»
contributions or benefits.
Under the committee bill an employer might set up two retirement plans, one with very i pid vesting, the other with slower vesting,
but with higher benefits. The bill provides that for purposes of applyrules, the two plans could be considered as
ing the antidiscrimination
a imit (as under present law) and the plan with more rapid vesting
would not, be consiclered discriminatory merely because of this feature
(even if highly compensated employees were covered under the plan),
if contributions were comparable or (in the case of defined benefit
plans) if benefits under this plan werc scaled down appropriately in
relation to benefits provided under the plall with less rapid vesting.
(Of course, each plan would have to at least meet the minimum vesting
schedule provided in. the cornmitee bill and would also have to be. nondiscriminatory as to the employees covered by it. )
Thus, in the case of a, defined contribution illa», the tax deductible
contributions to both plans would be l'equired to be the same in proportion to covered compensation. This would mca», in effect, that
employees in the plan with less rapid vesting would receive increasecl
whereas there would be relatively
benefits as the result of forfeitures,
few forfeitures under the pl ail with cal lier vesting.
In the case of a definecl benefit plan, the same principle of comparability would apply, but here, the level of benefits under the plan
with earlier vesting woulcl have to be lower, in relation to the benefits
providecl uncler the other plan. (+encl'ltlly, these comparisons would
be macle on an actuarial basis, in accorcla»ce with regulations.
By this piovision the, committee is clarifying this matter for the
future. It i»te»ds that prior Jaw on this point be detei mined as if this
provision had not been enacted.

"

r'-'
If the en)ployer reduced his tax deductible contributions under the plan because ot
forfeitures, the tax detluctible contributions to the plan with early vesting would also have
to be reduced; comparatively, the employees in the plan with less rapid vesting would
always have to accumulate a larger accrued benefit in proportion to compensation.
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The vesting provisions generally nr'e to apply to Plan years beginning aAer the elate of enactment of tlie bill. However& in the case of
n plan alren. cly iii existence oii tlie elate of ennctment, the provisions
take effect foi plan years beginning&;iftcr December 81, 1975. 9rhere
a plan is subject to a collective bnrgnining& a&&reement, in eRect on the
ilnte of en;ictinent, the eRective dnte is further postponed until the
expiration of the a&&rcerncnt (without regard to any extension of the
agreemcnt;i& ieecl to after the eRective chite) but„ in;iny event all plans
;ire to be subjected. to tliese provisions for plan years beginning aAer
December, '31, 1980.
In the ense of a government plan, the provisions of the committee
bill are not to apply to plnn years beginning piior to, January 1, 1981.
These plans can generally only be amencled by a legislative act:, and
the committee believes it is nppropriate under these circumstances to
aRorcl such plans adclitional time to comply with the vesting requirements of the bill.
Tire conimittee, bill also provides n transitional rule under which
nny plan which provides, on the elate of enactment, for 100 percent
vesting of employer contributions by the encl of the 10th plan year
in which the employee is a participant is not subject to the vesting
schedule proviclecl under the bill, with respect to employer contributions, until plan yenrs beginning after December 81, 1980. Plans which
provide full vestin&& nfter 10 years of participation are generally considerecl liberal under current sta. nclarcls anil t]re 10-year-100-percent
formula is commonly used in pension plnns today. Thus, the committee believed that it wns nppropriate to give these plans add. itional
time to comply with the vesting& provisions of the bill. Such plans
will have to comply with the participation requirements, ancl the vestwith iespect to employee contributions, however&
ing requirements
ns of the generally applicnble eRective date.
Pe~ enue egect
Estimates of the revenue eRect of the minimum vesting provisions
v;iiy with the assumption macle about the relitionship between additional employer contributions to pension plans nnd cash wages. If it
is;issumed th:it the additional employer contributions will be a substitiite for cash ivn«es& the estimated revenue loss is 4180 million. On
the other hand, if it is nssumed thnt tire additional employer contributions will be an adclition to cash v& noes, the estimated revenue loss will
be 8'&0,~ million. The estimates under both cn. ses assume that benefits
uncler pension plins are not decrensc-d and that no benefit increases
are foregone ns n result of the bill. The estimates are based on 1973
levels

of income

nnd employment.

D. Funding
(Secs. 941& 281 arid 071 of the bill and secs. 975& 404 4971 497&&
0099, and 7517 of the ('ode)
Present Die
The annual contributions to a qualified pension plan gener nlly must
be s»Scient to Pay tire pension liabilities accruing curre~ntly (tire nor
inal pension costs) plus the interest due on unfurrded
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f56j liabilities (past service costs). This keeps the ar»ou»t of unfunded

pension linbilities from gvoivirrg lavgev. but does»ot require any contributions to be mncle to nmortize the principal amount of the unfunded linbilities.
Pension plan costs ge»ei;illy nie estimates nncl nre basecl on actuarial calculations. Conseque»tly, all actuarial methods, factors, and
assumptions used must, taken together, be reasonable and appropriate
in the individual employer's situation. %~hen applying for n, letter
of determination fr'om the Internal Revenue Service that a plan is
qualified, the actuarinl methods, factors, n, ncl n, ssumptions usecl genei ally must be reported to the Service, along ivith other information
to permit verification of the reasonableness of' the actunrinl methods
used. Changes in actun, vial assumptions ancl methocls n&ust be reported
nn»»nlly to tire Sei vice.
The v;rlue of plan assets nlso aff'ects the;imount of contributions.
I'ncler achiii»istrntive rulings, assets may be valued by using any
valuatio&r basis if it is consistently folloivecl ancl results in costs that
;ire reasonn. ble.
Actunl experieiice may tuin out to be diff'ere»t from anticipated
experience, resulting in experience loss or experience gain. Depending
o». the civcumstniices, the contributions neeclecl to mnke up experience
losses may be cleducted cui vently oi mny be added to past service costs
ancl cled»cted only on in;imoitizecl basis. Similarly, clepencling on the
circumstnnces. experience gains may reduce the plan cost currently, or
reduce costs under one of the spreading methods usecl to determine the
ainounts deductible.
If nn employer does not make the niinimuni requirecl co»tvibutions
to a qualified plan, under administratii c practice the deficiency inay be
ndded to unfunded past service costs. However, the plan also may be
consiclered terminatecl, nod immedinte vesting of the employees' rights.
to the extent f uncled, mny be required.
6enenal reasons fox change
The available evidence has clemonstrated thnt a significant portion
of existing pension plans hnvc not been adequntely funded and nre not
accumulating sufficient assets to pay benefits in the frit»re to covered
employees. As a result, inany employees no~v covered by pension plans
mny not nctually receive the pensions they have been promised, because the neecled funds ivill »ot. bc available. The committee believes
that, the present minimum fundirig requirement for plans qunlifiecl
under the Inte~ nal Revenue Cocle is not adequate to prevent this underfuncling, since it does not veq»ire nny pavment to reduce tire amount of
the outstanding unfunded liabilities. ivhich mav be substantial. As a
result. the committee's bill provides that u»funded past service li;ibilities must be nmortized over no more than, 'N years (and expenence
deficiencies must be nniortized over no move thn» 1;i years).
The committee iecognizes that the nmount reqnirecl to fund a pension plan is iii large par. t cleter mined by net»aries' estimates of future
plan costs, ivhich in turn are basccl on the actuarial methocls ancl assur»ptions used fov each plnn. Consequently, the cleter'i»ination of the
n»iou»t of contributions that must be i»aclc to a plan to nclequntely
fund the plan benefits is significantly aff'ectecl by the plan's nctunr~.
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is no existin~ government remilation or licensino requirement
ior actuaries as there is for, e.g. , lawyers and accountants, and the
committee believes that minimum standards of competence should be
established for persons who make actuarial computations for qualified
plans. Consequently, the committee's bill requires the Secretary of the
Treasury to set standards of competence for persons who make actuarial repor ts to the Internal Revenue Service. The bill also provides
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that actuaries enrolled to practice before the Service must certify the
plan costs and report thc actuarial methods and assumptions used for
each pension plan. The committee also intends that the Secretary establish an actuarial advisory board to provide assistance in setting
standards for enrolling actuaries, setting guidelines for actuarial assurnptions and in other pei tinent matters.
A.dditionally, the committee believes that current sanctions on an
employer for failure to adequately fund his qualified plan are inappropriate, since they may not afFect an employer's decision to underfund his plan. For exaniple, an employer may not feel any reason to
make the minimum required contributions to his plan if the only conis to give his employees vested. rights in
sequence of underfunding
the amounts that are already funded. To resolve this problem, the
committee's bill provides an excise tax on the failure to meet the minimum funding requirements.
The committee also recognizes that, within limits, employers who
are financially unable to meet the funding requirements should be
allowed to postpone paying contributions to their plans. Therefore,
the comniittee's bill allows the Internal Revenue Service to waive certain minimum funding requirements if' the employer demonstrates
that substantial business hardship will otherwise result. The amount
waived niust be amortized over no mme than 10 years.
Explanation o f p&'ov1'8iona

—

AIinimMm fun&ling eule8, in generaL
The committee's bill establishes new mini»iuin funding requirements for qualified pension, profitshai ing, and stocl- bonus pla»s so these plaiis wi11 accuinulate sufFicient
assets within a reasonable tinie to pay benefits to covered employees
when they retiie. Tliese i u1es apply to any pension, profit-sharing, or
stock bonus plan which, af'tei December Hl. 1075, has qua1ified (or has
been determined to qualify by the Internal Revenue Service) under
section 40&(a), section 404(a) (2) oi section 401(a) of the Code. The
minimum fundino requirements will continue to apply to such plans
and trusts even should they 1 iter lose their qualification.
generally, under these iequirenicnts the niinimum amount that an
eniployer must annually pay unde& a defined benefit pension plan includes thc noi mal costs of the plan (as under cui rent law), plus amortiz;ition of past service costs. expeiienci losses, etc. The, minimum
amortization payments iequired by the bill are calculated on a level
payment basis including interest aiid principal
over various stated.
periods of time. (1-enerally, initial past service costs (and
service
costs established by substantial plan amendments) must past
be amoitized
over no more thaii '&0 yeiirs, aiid experience
losses must be amortized
over no more than 1,'i years. If an employei
would otherwise incur sub'
s'
stantial busines
iess hhardship,
d 1
thc Internal Revenue Service may»»ve
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payment of normal costs, and amounts needed to amortize past service
costs and experience losses; the amount waived must be amortized in
no more than 10 years, and no more than 5 waivers may be granted for
any 10 consecutive years.
For money purchase pension plans and profit-sharing and stock
bonus plans, the minimum amount that an employer must annually contribute to the plan is the amount that must be contributed for the year
under the plan formnla. For purposes of this iule, a collectively bargained plan which provides an agreed level of benefits and a specified
level of contributions dnri»g the contract period is not to be considered a money purchase (or other type of' defined contributions) plan.
This type of plan is subject to the funding provisions of the bill, and
must make contributions which are adequate to fund the agreed benefit on the basis required under the bill. '
Under the minimum funding rules, each plan must maintain a new
account called a "funding standard account. " This account is established to aid both the taxpayer and Internal Revenue Service in administering the new funding rules. The account also is used to assure
that a taxpayer who has funded more than the minimum amount required is properly credited for that excess ancl for the interest earned
on the excess. Similarly. where a taxpayer has paid too little, the account will assist in enforcing the funding standards, and will assure
that the taxpayer is charged with interest on the underfunding.
Each year the funding standard account is charged with the liabilities which arise in meeting the minimum funding requirements. Also,
each year the funding standard account is credited with contributions
under the plan and with any other deciease iii liabilities (such as
amortized actuarial gains). If the plan meets the minimum funding
requirements at the end of each year, the funding standard account
will show a zero balance (or a positive balance, if the employer has
contributed more than the minimum required). If the plan is underfunded, the funding stanclard account will show a, deficiency.
The funding rules established by the bill are in addition to the present rnles which provide the maximum deductioli limits for. contributions to a plan. However. , in any event a co»tribntio». that is required
by the minimum funding l ules is cleductible cuirently.
If the employer wishes to contribute and deduct more than the
minimum required, the amount deductible will continue to be subject
to the rules of present law (slightly modified by the committee bill).
In general, under present lav the maximum annual deduction available is normal cost plus 10 percent of accrued unfunded past service
cost's. Sllicc the 10 pel cent figure includes interest as wel] as principalt
depending on the interest rate, it is estimated that an employer
usually may deduct amounts needed to fund accrned past service
costs over 1~ to 14 years. As a. result, the maximum allowable annual
deduction which may be taken to fund past service costs gener;illy is
significantly higher than the minimum contributions i'eqnired to fund
these costs. If the contributions made are greater than the maximum
allowable deductions in any year, as undel present laiv, the excess
may be carried over to future years a»d deducted at that time.
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' The only ezception might be an instance where employers, in the a "gregate, natl no
snbstantial voice in the determination of the levels nnd
fornts of benefit~,
2 This is the dednction limit
under sec. 4()4(n) (1) (c) of the Code; in some circumstances,
renter deductions are allowed under sec. 404(a) (1) (B),
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normal costs and initia/ past service r,osts. The commit,
BOrma
tee's bill specifically continues the requirement of pr'esent laiv that, the
normal costs (arisiiig from cur& ent liabilities) of a defined benefit pen
sion plan must be currently funded. Hoivever, in order to give assur
ance a, plan ivill have suSicient assets to pay benefits, the bill establishes new minimum requirements for funding accrued past service
costs. In general, the bill requires th;it «n employer's contributions to
a defined benefit pension plan for initial past service costs be sufhcient
to amortize these costs, on an accrued basis, ovei no more than 80 years
from the date that the plan is established. I& or plans in existence on the
date of enactment, unfunded past service costs existing as of the first
plan year beginning after December 81, 1975, are to be treated as initial past seri. ice cost to come under the minimum funding rule and to
be amortized over no more than 80 years.
The minimum funding requirement for initial past service costs in
eHect is analogous to payment over ~0 years of a lo;in secured by a home
mortgage. It requires the payment of a level amount over 80 years, and
each payment includes both interest and principal. For example, if the
past service cost is $1,000,000 at the time a plan is established, the minimum level payment that must be made each vear, for 30 years, to meet
the funding requirement (calculated at an interest rate of 6 percent
per annum over the 30-year period) is $68,587 per year (assuming
contributions aie made at the beginning of each year). In addition,
the employer ivould be required to conti ibute annually to the plan an
amount equal to the. normal cost of the plan.
The interest rate to be used in calculating the minimum payments
under 80-year amortization is the same rate as that used in determining
the pluri cost, at the time the plan is established, or January 1, 1976,
in the case of plans in existence prior to that time. (Similarly, the interest rate used to amortize past service costs arising from amendments, to amortize experience deficiencies, and to amortize contribution ivaivers also is the rate used to determine plan costs at the time
the liability in question first arose. ) If the interest rate used to determine plan costs is changed as of a later date in order to conform ivith
experience, the initial amortization schedule of level payments is not
to be changed prior to that elate, but the consequent increase (or decrease) in plan costs is to be classified a. s an experience deficieiicy
(treated in the manner described beloiv) .
Vnder the committee's bill, the minimum funding rules both those
which apply to all past service costs ancl those ivhich apply to normal
costs require funding on the basis of accrued (that is, both vested
ancl nonvested) liabilities, not nierely on. the basis of vested liabilities.
The use of accrued liabilities for this purpose appears appropriate
because it provides the most orderly and comprehensive method for
funding the plan's entire costs. In this ivay, gradual payments ivill be
made to funcl all of a plan's present liabilities, including the presently
nonvested accrued liabilities ivhich are expected to vest in the future.
Moreover, funding on the basis of;iccrued liabilities tends to produce
someivhat more rapid funding, and as a result provides more protection to plait participants.
Generally. the 80-year amortization requirement initially adds only
»ioderately to an eniployer's existing funding cost. This is true because under present law interest, on unfundecl accruecl past s«i'i«
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60] costs (which accounts f' or the bulk of the

level amortization payments
required under the bill in the early years) must be contributed to a
qualified pension plan. Therefore, the committee believes that 30-year
amortization will not hamper an employer in starting a new plan, or
in adding a plan amendment. , that includes past service costs.
The committee bill provides that plan amendP/en anienrlmenf8.
ments that create substantial changes in past service costs are to be
treated in the same manner as in the case of past service costs of new
plans for purposes of the minimum funding rules. To establish an
objective standard for "substantial" (for this purpose only), the bill
provides that these are additional past service costs attributable to
plan amendments which increase past service cost by at least 5 percent (at the time of amendment). IJnder the minimum funding rule
these costs are to be amortized (separately) over a 80-year period from
the date the amendment is adopted (even if this precedes the date on
which benefits increase). Smaller plan amendments are to be a, mortized over the same period as experience losses (see next section below) .
For example, where the unfuncled accrued past service cost existing
at the time of an amend. ment is $1,000,000, if the unfunded accrued
past service cost added by an amendment is $100,000 (which is more
than 5 percent of $1,000,000), the employer is to amortize this increase
in past service cost in 80 anniial payments of $6.854 (assuming an interest rate of 6 percent and that contributions are made at the beginning of each plan year).
Plan amendments which decrease past service costs (by decreasing
plan benefits) are treated consistently with plan amendments increasing benefits; that is, those amendments which result in a decrease of
are to be amortized
5 percent or more (at the time of amendment)
over not less than 30 years. If the decrease is less than 5 percent, the
decrease is to be amortized over the same period as experience gains.
Consequently, the minimuin amortized annual payments that must
be contributed by an employer who decreases plan benefits generally
will not be less, in any one year, than amortizecl payments required
for an employer who started out with a plan providing the same
(lower) benefits. (Of course, a decrease in benefits will usually decrease the normal cost which must be funded annually, )
Experience losses w&d pm'»e. During the course of a pension plan,
actual plan experience often. tuin out, to bc poorer than anticipated.
For exanmle, the value of plan assets may turn out to be less than expected. Where this occurs. there will be an "experience loss" which
must be fundc. d if the plan is to pav the benefits owed. The committee's bill provides that under the minimum funding rule these losses
are to be amortized (with level annual payments, inc1uding principal
and interest) over not more than 15 vears from the date the deficiency
is determined, or over the average remaining service life of the plan
participants if this is a shorter period.
The committee be1ieves that a 15-veai amortization period ~enc;rally will provide adequate funding of experience. losses. while at the.
sallle time protecting emplovers from potentially harsli financIal burdens arising from uncontrollab1e events. However, where the average
n maining service, life of the participants is shorter than 15 vears, the
committee believes that it is appropriate for experience losses to be
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over the shorter period, to be sure that the plan will accumu
late assets at a sufficiently rapid rate to provide the plan benefits.
The 15-year period will prevent discrimination against pension
plans such as "final pay plans" which increase accrued benefits as pay
increases, and thus are generally desirable from the employer's view.
Under final pay plans, an unexpected increase in pay can cause an experience loss that significantly increases plan costs. On the other hand,
plan costs increase much less under other types of plans which are less
favorable to the employees, such as career average plans. If a short
period of time were required to amortize experience losses, it is feared
that employers may be given a substantial incentive to shift out of
final pay plans, to the detriment of their employees. However, the
that with 15-year amortization, employers
committee understands
generally will not tend to avoid using final pay plans.
Additionally, it is believed that under the 15-year requirement
employers will not, be subject to unnecessary financial burdens where
they have experience losses beyond their control. For example, if a
plan is almost fully funded (with a high ratio of assets to liabilities),
decreases in the market value of plan assets could require very substantial increases in employer contributions if the decrease in value
were to be amortized over less than 15 years. With this same longer
run point of view the committee concluded that short-run fiuctuations
in market value are not likely accurately to refiect the long-range
value of the assets. As a result, the bill provides that, in determining
experience deficiencies, plan assets are to be valued by using a, moving
average over 5 or fewer years. The 5 vear moving average is discussed
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below.
A pension plan also may have experience gains during the course
of its operation. These gains would occur because experience is more
favorable than anticipated. For example, the value of plan assets may
be greater than expected. The bill treats experience gains symmetrically with experience deficiencies, so that gains are spread over no less
than 15 years from the date they are determined (or,average remaining work life, if shorter).
The bill provides that changes in accrued plan liabilities resulting
from changes in actuarial methods and assumptions are to be treated
as experience losses (or gains). (generally, assumptions are only
changed to reflect diRerences between assumptions and experience.
Additionally, the bill provides that changes in plan cost that result
from changes in the Social Security Act (or other retirement benefits
created by~State or Fecleral law) or in the definition of wages under
section 3121 of the Code are treated as experience losses (or gains).
W'rrieer of fnnuin&y renew'rement8.
At times an employer's financial
circumstances may prevent him from meeting the minimum funding
requirements. The committee does not believe that in such a situation an employer should be forced to abandon his plan. To deal with
cases of this type the bill provides that upon a demonstration by the
employer of substantial business hardship, the Internal Revenue Service may waive all or part of the minimum funding requirements
for a year, inclucling normal costs, amortization of past service costs
and amortization of experience losses. Howvever, to limit the underfunding which may occur in cases of this type, the bill provides that
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L62j the Service may not waive all or part of the funding requirements
for more than five years (whether or not consecutive) in any ten-year
period. Also, the Service may not ivaive amortization of previously
waived contributions.
In determining whether a waiver should be granted, the committee
contemplates that substantial business hardship generally will only
occur in situations where the employer did not foresee, and could not
reasonably have been expected to foresee (at the tiine the plan or plan
amendment which gave rise to the liability in question was established), the event which causes the business hardship. The committee
contemplates that the Service will grant a waiver of funding normal cost only in unusual situations and will make a separate determination for each instance of waiving normal costs. A. dditionally, the
committee expects that only in rare situations will the Service waive
normal cost for more than one or two plan years based on the same
business hardship.
The committee intends that in all cases the Service will condition
a waiver of funding requirements by providing that the employer may
not amend any plan in a way that would increase plan liabilities as
long as there are any unfunded waived contri'butions outstanding
under any of his qualified plans. (However, the committee contemplates that regulations will provide that an employer may reduce
waived liabilities at a rate faster than that provided by the minimum
funding requirements. ) It is also expected that, in considering whether
a waiver should be granted, the Service will weigh as a factor against
the waiver any recent plan amendment (i, e. , within three years before
the request for waiver) that, increases plan liabilities; however, as a
condition of waiver the Service may require plan amendments that
eliminate these previous recent increases in liabilities and is to condition the waiver on the absence of future plan amendments increasing
liabilities until the amount waived has been paid with interest. If a
plan ivere to violate a condition of waiver. the committee intends that
the amount waived and not yet amortized immediately become part of
the current, minimum funding requirement in the year the condition
is breached (consequently this aniount would immediately be charged
to the fundin «standard account) .
The amount waived by the Service must be amortized in no more
than 10 equal annual payments (including interest and principal), beginning the year after the year the waived contributions were due. If
a shorter period were required, after several years of waiver an employer's total contributions could be so high that. it would be quite
dificult to meet this obligation, particularly if the employer were
just returning to financial stability. The bill provides that the amortization of the amount waived may not itself be waived in subsequent years.
The committee's bill provides a special relief provision for multiemployer plans in existence on the date of enactment and established
under a collective bargaining agreement. ITnder the bill, the Internal
Revenue Service may allow a, period greater than ~&0 years to amortize
the past service costs of such a plan existing on the effective date. This
extension of time may be given at the discretion of the Internal Revenue Service, upon a, finding that two requirements are met. First, in
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the new funding requirements apply to the plan
these new requirements must require contributions to the plan to jn
crease by more than 10 percent over the contributions that would have
applied under present 1aw (using the method for determining plan
contributions used for the previous year). Second, for this special re,
yenr funding must, be shown to impose n sublief to be available, '30
upon a substantial portion of .the employhardship
stantial business
ers contributing under the plan.
The Internnl Revenue Service, upon finding that these two requirements are met, may allow amortization of initial past service
costs over a period lon~er than 80 years to the extent that it is necessary to alleviate the substantial business hardship otherwise imposed
on a substantial portion of the employers. The committee believes that
a strong showing of hardship must be made for long extensions to be
made a~vailable ~and it is intended that only rarely are amortizations
of more than 45 years to be allowed. Furthermore, as is the case
generally with waivers, the committee intends that if the plan is
amended to increase plan. liabilities during the period that the waived
liabilities are unfunded, the waiver is immediately to terminate and
the waived liabilities are to become a part of the current year's minimum fundino requirements.
It is intended that applications for waiver be made before the last
day for timely contribution of the amount in question, and be acted
upon expeditiously by the Internal Revenue Service.
The fending dtandunl account. As previously indicated the comiiiittee's bill iequires that each qualified defined benefit pension plan
inust inaintnin a funding stnndnrd account. The purpose of this account is to facilitate the determinntion of whether a plan has met the
minimum funcling standard. A plan ivill meet the minimum funding
requirenients only if, nt the end of each plan year, the account does not,
on a cumulative basis, have an excess of charges for all plan. years over
credits for nll plan years. The account is to be charged each yenr with
the normal costs for that year;ind with the niininium amortization
of pnst service costs, experience losses, nnd waived contributions for
each year. On the other hand the account is to be credited with the
contributions made for the year, with ninortized portions of cost decreases, resulting from plan ninendments nnd experience gains, nnd
ivith nny waived contributions.
To determine if thc plan meets the minimum funding requirements,
the funding standard account is to be reviewed as of the end of a
plan year. However, nn employer may contribute to a plan after the
end of his taxable year nnd up to the date of filing. his tax return, a»d
these contribution' nre to relate bncl- to the previous taxable yeni'.
This should provide an employer with sufficient time to reconcile the
funding standard nccount and make the contributions needed to avoid
under f unding.
If tire account hns a positive balance at. the end of the plan ye«&
the employer will have, contributed more than the minimum funding
standard requires. Since tlie contriliuted ninounts will enrii income in
the trust, the bill provides that flic positive balance is to be credited
with interests which will reduce the need for future contributions
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meet the minimum funding standards. On the other hand, if the funding standard account has a deficit balance, the employer will have
contributed less than required under the minimum funding rules, and
the deficiency is to be charged with interest, . Interest is charged in this
case because the-deficiency will become larger over time by the amount
of income the trust would have been earned had the minimum requirements been complied with and the employer will have to pay more
to the trust than just the amount he failed to contribute in the plan

year.
An example of the operation of the funding standard account for a
defined benefit pension plan is described below.
It is assumed that in 1978 the plan is established with a past service
liability of $1 million and a normal cost of $70,000. The interest rate
used to determine liabilities under the plan for 1978 and for all years
in this example is 6 percent per year. In the first plan year, the employer contributes $138,587. The plan's funding standard account
for 1978 will be as follows:
Credits:
Employer

nontributions

$188, 587

Charges:
Normal cost
Amortization

—initial

70, 000
68, 587

past service cost (80 years)

Total

188, 587

Balance

Net

0

In the year 1979 the plan is a,mended, increasing past service liabilities by $100,000 (an increase of more than 5 percent of the past
service cost existing at the time of amendment). The plan's normal
cost for benefits as amended is $75, 500. There is a net actuarial gain of
$5,000 over the prior year, and the average remaining future service
lifetime of plan participants exceeds 15 years. In this year, the employer's contribution is $165,975. The plan's funding standard account
for 1979 will be as follows:
Credits:
$165, 975
486

Employer contributions
Amortization
actuarial gain (15 years)

—

Total

166, 461

Charges:

Normal cost
Amortization
Amortization

—
past service cost
—initial
past service cost from amendment

75, 500
68, 587
6, 854

(80 years)

Total
Balance
Interest on balance

150, 891
15, 570
' 984

Net balance

16, 504

In 1980 the normal cost of the plan is $76,200. There is an actuarial
joss for the preceding year nf $10,000 and the average remaining
future service lifetiiiie of plan pirticipants exceeds 15 years. The
'This assnmes that aii amonnts
heginning

of the year.

other than interest

are charged

and credited

at the
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employer contribution is $135,572. The plan's
count for 1980 will be as follows:
Credits:
Employer

funding

contributions

Amortization~actuarial

standard

ac

$135, 572
ga'ins

486

Total

186, 058

Charges:

Normal cost
Amortization
Amortization
Amortization

76, 200
68, 537
6, 854

—
past service cost
—initial
past service cost from amendment
—actuarial loss (15 years)

971

Total

152, o62

—16, o04

Net

Balance from previous year

16, 504

Balance
1nterest on balance
Net balance

—

0

—

The funding standard account special rules insured plans. If
the qualified plan is funded with cer tain individual insurance contracts
(described below), the committee's bill provicles that the fundino
standard account is to be annually c'haroed only with the annual contract pr emiums, and is to be credited with the premiums paid thereby
maintaining a zero balance in the account through the lif'e of the pla»
if the premiums are timely paid. The committee believes that this is the
correct, result, since if qualifie insurance contracts are used to fun&i a
plan, the pla» generally will be properly funded.
The contracts that axe to qualify for this treatment are level premium, individual insurance contracts where the premium is paid from
the first date of an individual's participation in the plan (and from the
time an increase in benefits becomes efFective) an&i is not paid beyond
the individual's retirement age. Also, the benefits under the plan must
be the same as the benefits provided by the individual contracts at
normal retirement age. In addition, the benefits must be guaranteed
by the insurance conxpany to the extent that premiums are paicl. For
the contracts to qualify, the insurance company must be licensed to do
business in the State (ot the District of Columbia) where the plan is
located. Furthermore, premiums for all plan years must have been
timely paid. (or the policy reinstated), rights under the contracts
must not have been subject to a, security i»terest during. the plan year,
and no loans must. have been»lade on the policy during the plan year.
(If any of these requirements are not satisfied, then the normal
rules with respect to thc funding stan&lar&l accou»t must be followed
by the employer. )
The fun''»g sta»&lard account spec~'al rules full fundina A'uwta.
tion. In some cases, the difFere»ce between the total liabilities of the
pla» (noi »lal cost for all years plus all accrued liability) and the total
value of the pla» assets may be sl»aller than the mi»ii»u&» fundi»g requixeme»ts foi the year. I& or ex;»»pie, this could occut where the pla»
issets had i»crease&i substa»tinily a»d
u»expectedly in value. Where
the excess of total p]an liabilities over assets is less than the minimum
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funding

requirement

otherwise

determined,

the committee

believes

that an employer should not have to contribute niore than the amount
of this excess liability, for upon contribution of this amount the plan
will become fully funded. As a result the bill provides that the amount
to be charged to the funding standard account (and to be contributed),
is to be limited to the diA'erence between the total liabilities of the plan

and the value of the plan assets.
In a, year in which the value of the assets of the plan equals or exceeds the total plan liabilities, the amortization schedules for charges
and credits to the funding standard account are to be considered as
fully amortized, and these schedules are to be eliminated from the
calculations under the funding standard account. However, if the
plan is amended in later years to increase plan liabilities, a new amortization schedule would be established with respect to this increase in
liabilities. For years after the full funding level is reached, the funding standard account will continue to be charged with the normal cost
of the plan. Consequently, unless asset values increase correspondingly
with the increase in plan liabilities, eventually the full funding limitation will not be applicable and the ei»plover will have to make contributions to the plan to ineet the minimuni funding requirements.
If the employer fails to make the required contributions and the
full funding limitation is applicable, the excise tax on underfunding,
described below, is to be based only on any aiiioiuit tliat should liave
been contributed, given the full funding limitation.
For the purpose of calculating the full funding limitation, the bill
provides that plan liabilities are to be determined under the funding
method used by the plan to determine normal costs for the year, if the
liabilities can be directly calculated under this funding method.
However, if this cannot be done under the plan's funding method, in
order to allow the full funding limitation to apply, the bill provides
that the accrued liabilities are to be calculated under the entry age
iiormal inethod, solely for the purpose of determining the application
of the full funding limitation. Additionally, the committee believes
that, short-run fiuctuations in the value of plan assets will not, accui ately reflect value for the long-range purposes of retirement plans;
consequently, assets are to be valued on the basis of a-moving average
for 5 or fewer years, determined in accordance with regulations prescribed by the Secretary of the Treasury.
melA'employer
The funclinrg, standard
acconnt —,
r ulema
superi al
In the case of a multiemployer plan maintained pursuant to
polaris.
collective bargaining agreement, in maintaining the funding standarcl account, a plan vear would be considered to extend for the term
of the collective bargaining agreement. This provision is intended to
adapt the minimum funding standard to those niultiemployer plans
where contributions are fixed by contract in accordance with a fixed
standard, such as a specific dollar amount per hour of covered employinent or a specific dollar amount per ton of coal i»ined. I~nder such a
plan, if the actuarial assuniptions were reasonable and the actuarial
calculations were correct as nf the beginning of the terni of the agreement, and the a«iced contributions were made, there would be no deficiency iii the funding standard account for the tenn of the collective
bargaining agreement. Any experience deficiencies could be made up

—
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rate or the level of benefits for the
term of the next agreement. The special definition of plan year would
not afl'ect the required periods of amortization or the computation of
the excise tax.
The funding etandatd account money purcha8e pension, p~ofr', t8karing, and 8tock bonus p/ane. Generally, the funding standard account for money purchase pension plans and profit-sharing and stock
bonus plans is to be charged annually with the amount that must be
contributed for the year under the plan formula, and is to be credited
with the amount that is paid. As a result, , employers who have these
plans must annually make the minimum payments required under the
plan. If the employer does not make suflicient contributions to meet
the minimum funding requirements, he is to be subject to the excise
tax described below. However, the Internal Revenue Service may
waive the contributions requirecl, in the same manner as it may waive
these contributions for defined benefit pension plans.
Vahurtion of aeget8. Plan assets are to be valued under a moving
average over 5 or fewer years in cletermining the minimum funding
contributions and for purposes of determining the allowable deductions under a plan. The period chosen must be used consistently by the
plan. The moving average method will be established under regulations issued by the Secretary of the Treasury. One possible way this
might be defined would be as the average value of the entire portfolio
as of the current valuation date and the preceding four valuation dates,
with acljustment made for contributions uncler the plan and benefits
paid under the plan. The adjustments might be made annually or more
frequently. Income under the plan might be treated in the same manand investment exner as unrealized appreciation; administrative
penses i»ight be treated in the same manner as unrealized depreciation.
It is contemplated that the regulations will provide that even if an
isset is disposed of by the pla~ii, the value of that asset wi11 be used
in calculating the prior year's portfolio values; this would appear
necessary to prevent avoidance under the inoving average method by
changing the portfolio coniposition in a, manner either that realizes
only losses or only g;iins& depending on whether it is desired to move
the asset balance up or down.
r o~ernment
plane. It has been argued that government plans
should be exempt from funding standards since the taxing power can
be viewecl as a practical substitute for these standards. On the other
hand, the committee is concerned with reports that in the case of a
by adjustment

of the contribution

—
—

—

—

»umber of governmental units, such generous pension promises have
been made and so little. funds have been set aside currently, that the
practical likelihood of imposing sufiicient taxes to pay those benefits
may be open to question. In viexv of this conflict, the committee does
not, believe, present law should be changed at this time regarding g«ernment plans which are qualified under the Federal tax laws, and&
therefore, that these plans will continue to be governed by present law.
However, the bill requires the Secretary of the Treasury to study
whether these plans are adequatelv funded ancl to report his findinos ancl recommendations to the Senate Committee on Finance and
the House Committee on Ways and Means no later than December ~1&
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—enroDrnent of actuarie8 to practice before
Service. —
Defined benefit, pension plan costs gen-

Actuary con8ideration8

the lnterna/ Eevenue
erally are actuarial estimates of future costs of the plan. In estimating
pension costs, actuaries must make assumptions ("actuarial assumptions") about a number of future events, such as the rate of return on
investments ("interest"), employees' future earnings, and employee
mortality and turnover. Actuaries also must choose from a number of
methods to calculate future plan liabilities. The amounts required to
fund any given pension plan can vary significantly according to the
mix of these actuarial assumptions and methods. As a result, the assumptions and methods used by actuaries are basic to the application
of minimum funding standards for defined benefit pension plans.
The committee believes that actuaries who perform services for
qualified pension plans and report to the Internal Revenue Service
regarding these plans should meet a reasonable standard of competence and be held to a standard of reasonableness in choosing their
methods and assumptions. Consequently, the committee's bill requires
that the actuarial assumptions which are used be reasonable in the aggregate; this restates present law. However, there is no existing government regulation of the actuarial profession as there is, for example,
for lawyers ancl accountants. To resolve this problem, the committee's
bill provides that the Secretary of the Treasury is to establish rules and
regulations for actuaries to pr actice before the Internal Revenue Service and is to enroll persons who meet the standards of competence for
practice before the Service (~iith regard to actuaria1 matters only).
The committee intends that actuaries be enrolled to practice before
the Service under a procedure similar to that now used for enrollment
of persons to practice before the Service who are neither attorneys
nor certified public accountants. Generally, an examination will be
required of persons who apply for enrollment, and proof of sii%cient
actuarial experience regarding pension plans may also be required.
However, at the Service's discretion, the examination niay be conducted by actuarial professional organizations, and not by the Internal
Revenue Service. In addition, at the Service's discretion, the examination may be waived ( for a, limited period) for persons who
present independent evidence that demonstrates they have special
competence in actuarial matters relating to pensions because of their
experience at the time the enrollment system is instituted. The
committee contemp/ates that the procedure for enrollment: of actuaries will appropriately recognize the need for independent. competent,
professional work, and consequently practice without enrollment wi]1
be allowed onlv in unusual cases.
The committee intends that the Secretarv also establish duties relating to practice before the Internal Revenue Service by actuaries
who are enrolled to practice. These duties may be similar to those
required for attornevs, certified public accountants, and others who
practice before the Internal Revenue Service. appropriately modified
to take account of the special requirements of actuarial practice. For
example, it is contemplated that the regulations will require an eni oiled actuary to»otifv the Secretary if he discovers that an actuarial
statement he prepared was not filed with the Secretary.
It is contemplated that the Secretary of the Treasury would reserve
the power to suspend from practice before the Service nnv person en-
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as an actuary after due notice and opportunity for
hearing. Discipline might be imposed upon an enrolled actuary shown
to be incompetent, or who refuses to comply with the rules and regulations established by the Secretary. The committee intends that proceedings brought against enrolled actuaries will be instituted in the
sanie general manner as proceedings against others practicing before
the Service and will follow the same general procedure as other disciplinary proceedings. Generally, disciplinary proceedings would involve a complaint served on the actuary, an opportunity for answer,
and an evidentiary hearing before a hearing examiner who would
render a decision (appealable to the Secretary of. the Treasury). An
actuary involved in such a proceeding would have a right to be represented by counsel. It is contemplated that the discipline imposed could
include suspension from practice before the Service, and that under
could be
appropriate circumstances a petition for reinstatement
granted.
A ctnori al conoid'erat~'one
reportg o f actual ez. The Internal Revenue Service must receive detailed information on the actuarial assumptions and methods used to be able to evaluate whether the costs of
a qualified defined benefit pension plan have been properly determined.
To resolve this problem, the committee's bill requires periodic actuarial
reports to be filed with the Internal Revenue Service by plan administrators. Actuarial reports must be made for the first plan year (or the
first plan year to which this section applies) and every third thereafter. Vnder the bill the Secretary may require more frequent reporting if necessary. The Secretary might require more frequent reporting
in particular cases (for example. where a Tilnn has had frequent or
substantial actuarial losses) or in all cases. If the plan administrator
fails to file the required actuarial reports. he will be subject to a
penalty unless failure wns due to reasonable cause.
The periodic nctunrin] reports must be prepared by actuaries enrolled to practice before the Internal Revenue Service, The reports
must include n description of the plan, a description of the funding
method and actuarial assumptions used to determine costs under the
plan, a certification that the plan is adequately maintaining a funding
standard account, and any other information regarding the plan as the
Secretary may require. For example, it is contemplated that the periodic reports will include detailed information on the basis for any
change in actuarial assumptions.
The actuary who prepares the reports must certify that, to the best
of his knowledge, the report is complete and accurnte. He must also
certify that, in his opinion, the funding method is reasonable and the
actuarial assumptions used to determine the plan costs are reasonable
in the aggregate. It is contemplated that the actiinry will be subject to
discipline and may be suspended from practice before the Internal
Revenue Service if he falsely certifies a report.
Since n, chancre in the nctuarial method used can have a substantial
efFect on n plan's cost, the bill also provides that the Internal Revenue
Service must apnrove, pursuant to re&nilntions, a change in the plan's
funding method before the new method mny be used to calculate
plan costs. Similarly, approval must be obtained for a change of the
plan year. It is expected thnt the regulations under this provision
will establish rules similar (but appropriately modified) to the regula-

[69] rolled to practice
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70] tions governing approval of changes in accounting methods. Therefore,

it is expected that generally before a change in actuarial method or

plan year will be approved a taxpayer miist establish a substantial
business purpose for the change and that consideration will be given to
all the facts and circumstances with respect to the change. It is contemplated that a change in funding method is to be allow~ed only if it
does not significantly adversely aA'ect the funding of the plan. Also,
the committee contemplates that upon approving a change in actuarial
method or plan year, conditions are to be established to prevent distortion of income or distortion of funding of the plan.
The committee recognizes that frequently there is a range of
actuarial assumptions which may be appropriate for determining the
costs of a defined benefit pension plan, and the choice of the appropriate assumptions is very much a matter of judgment. In this circumstance, an employer may attempt to substitute his judgment
for that of his actuary, which may lead to situations where plan
costs are not beino independently determined by an actuary. The committee believes that it is inappropriate for an employer to substitute
his judgment in these mafters for that of a qualified actuary, and
the committee contemplates that, if such a circumstance mere to arise
an actuary would have to refuse giving his favorable opinion with
regard to the plan.
Aotnurial oona~derutionz
uotuuriul uA~Q
bour4. The committee. believes that the Secretary of the Treasury could be significantly
aicled in resolving a number of problems regarding actuaries and
actuarial assumptions, etc. , if he had the advice of experienced actuaries drawn from difFerent areas of practice. Accordingly. the, committee intends that, the Secretarv establish an advisory board chosen
from among experienced actuaries in oovernment, teaching, business
and insurance, and independent
consulting practice.
The c ommittee intends that the board advise the Secretarv in su& h
matters as the enrollment system for actuaries, reasonable s'tanRards
ancl criteria for determining actuarial assumptions to be used for plans,
and determining what constitutes generally accepted principles of

os

actuarial practice.
En. forcemeat. The sanctions under present law on the failure to
meet, the minimum funding requirements appear to have little efFect
on an employer's decision to fund a plan at the required minimum
levels. To resolve this problem. the committee's bill imnoses an excise
tax on the employer if he fails to fund the plan at the minimum
required amounts (only if a waiver has not been obtaineR).
The tax initially is to be 5 percent of the accumulated funding deficiency theat, is, the deficit in the funding standard. account at the
enR of the plan year. The 5 percent tax is to be imposed for each plan
year iii which the funcling defiriencv has not been corrected. For example, if a fundino deficiency for 1978 is not correctecl until the end. of
1980, the tax with respect to the 1978 deficiency will be 5 percent of the
clefiiciencv for 1978. 5 percent (on the 1978 Reficiencv) for 1979, and
5 percent (on the 1978 deficiency) for 1980. Additionally. in anv c ase in
which the 5 percent tax is imposed and the accumulated funding deficiency is not corrected ivithin the correction period allowed after notice
by the Internal Revenue Service, a, 100 percent tax is imposeR on the

—
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funding deficiency, In accord with present law respecting
the excise taxes with regard to private foundations, neither the 5 percent nor the 100 percent taxes are to be deductible.
The minimum period allowed for correcting any funding deficiency
after notice from the Service is 90 days from the elate of mailing the
notice. However, tliis period may be extended for the time that the
Internal Revenue Service determines is reasonable and necessary to
eliminate the accumulated funding deficiency (and is automatically
extended for any period in which a deficiency cannot be assessed under
section 6213(a) relating to petitions to the Tax Court). It is intended
that the Secretary require significant reasons before granting an
extension under this provision, and that in no case is the extension
to be for a period longer than 10 years from the year the deficiency
first occurred, that regular payments must be made toward funding
the deficiency, and that (as a condition of the extension) no amendment increasing plan costs will be permitted until the deficiency is
paid oR. To correct a funding deficiency the employer must contribute
to the plan the amount of the deficiency plus interest to the date of
payment, at the rate used to determine plan costs for the years the
deficiency remained unpaid.

[7]] accumulated

Electr've lute
The new minimum funding requirements generally apply to plan
years beginning after the date of enactment of the bill. However, ivith
respect to qualified plans in existence on the date of enactment, the new
funding standards apply to plan years beginning after December 81,
1975. However, if the existing plans are maintained under a collective bargaining agreement, then the new funding standard applies to
plan years beginning after December 31, 1980, or the date on which
the agreement terminates, whichever is earlier.

Eei enue eject

It appears clear that the new funding provisions will give rise to
additional income tax deductions by eniployers in tlie immediate years
ahead. However, the statistical data available do not provide any
method for determining the size of this revenue eRect. It is believed,
however, that it will not represent a large revenue loss. In the longer
run, it appears unlil-ely that the greater immediate fundino expected
under this bill will have. any appreciable eRect on revenues. Although
funding occurs earlier under the bill than under present laiv, the income tax dediictio»s takeii by employers under the bill would for the
iiiost part also ultimately be taken.
E. Portability
(Secs. 151, 152, 158 and 801 through 810 of the bill and secs. 402 and
40:3 of the. Code)
Present bio
ITnder administrative practice, when an employee changes jobs his

vested intei est in his former employer's qualified retirement plan may
in cei tain ciicumstances, be transferred to the retirement plan of
his new employer without the employee 'being taxed. on the transfer.
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[72] For this to be

done, both his former and new employers must agree
to the transfer, the transfer must be possible under the terms of
both the plans and trusts involved, and the Internal Revenue Service's
administrative
requirements as to the method of transfer must be
met. However, transfers of employee interests between qualified plans
upon changes in employment do not appear to be usual.

Sewerage rea8on8 fo~' a~ange

The mobility of labor in the United States has been steadily increasing. From the standpoint of the economy, this is generally viewed
as a desirable factor since it enables us to overcome labor shortages
in limited areas or specific industries. It also tends to decrease frictional unemployment. However, those employees who move from job
to job have had difhculty in earning vested retirement benefits, and
even where these benefits are earned, they have faced difhculties in
collecting the benefits upon retirement. On retirement, these employees
will have to deal separately with each of their employers to arrange
for their retirement benefits, and since each employer may have a
different type of plan, working out retirement programs may be
dificult for these employees. Also, the employees have had difticulties
in contacting former employers if the eniployers have merged or
changed name or address. A. ddition illy, employees in some cases have
not maintained su%cient records to enable them to determine from
whom retirement benefits are due.
The committee's bill includes several provisions designed to help
with these problems. First, tire bill provides that employees who leave
an employer may, with the consent of the employer (or directly if
he receives a lump-sum distribution)
have their vested retirement
plan benefits transferred to a central portability fund. The employee
caii leave these amounts in the central fund until he retires or, with
the consent of a new employer, can transfer his account to a qualified
retirement plan of his new employer. Transfers between qualified
plans and the central fund are to be tax free, and the central fund will
be tax-exempt.
Second, the committee's bill allows an employee to receive a cash
clistribution from his former employer's plan and contribute it within
60 days to the plan of a new employer, without being taxed.
Third, the bill permits an individual, subject to limitations, where
he receives a final distribution from an employer under a qualified
plan, to contribute this amount to his own individual retirement account without these transfers giving rise to airy tax.
Finally, the bill provides that the Social Security Administration is
to keep records of the plans in which an employee lias a vested interest, so upon retirement the employee (or his beneficiaries) will know
who to contact for retirement plan benefits.
Exp4)raAO)( of )o)"0').'i820)r8
Central portability funrl, i)) qe))e) al. The committee's bill provides
for a voluntary central portability fu»d that, will enable an employee
who changes jobs to consolidate all of his vested retirement benefits
under one program. Under the bill, when an employee leaves an employer who has registered with the central fund, he may direct the
employer's qualified plan to pay the value of his entire vested benefits
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if an employer makes a final distribution to an employee, as explained below' the employee can contribute this amount to the central portability fund without tax
consequences. ) Thereafter, the employee may leave his account in the
central fund until his retirement or may have the fund transfer his
account to the qualified trust of a, new employer (who has registered
with the fund and consents to the transfer). The central fund will
invest its assets, and income earned will be allocated to the participants' accounts. However, this income will not be taxed until it is
distributed to the participants or their beneficiaries. Transfers between the fund and qualified plans will be tax free.
The central fund will be operated by the Pension Benefit Guaranty
Corporation; its administrative expenses are to be provided for by
appropriations. The Corporation is to establish the rules which govern
the fund's operation, including its relations with individual participants and employers. To the extent its assets are not needed for
current operations, the fund may invest its assets in obligations of the
United States, or may deposit its assets in interest bearing accounts
(or purchase certificates of deposit) of banks, savings and loan associations and credit unions which are part of the Federal insurance
system (e.g. , Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation). However, no
more than 10 percent of the fund's investment may be deposited with
ally olie savlilgs lilstltiitioli.
An annual report is to be made to the Congress on the operation and
status of the central fund; annual reports will also revielv and recommend changes in policies governing the fund's management. In a, ddition, the committee intends that the fund ivill be subject to an annual
audit.
The central fund also wijl assist employers, labor unions, and plan
administrators
to provide better retirement protection for persons
who leave employment. This assistance may include developing reciprocity and poitability arrangements between plans in the same industry or geographical area.
Employers with an
Pot tactility fund, registration by empl'oyer'.
employee benefit plan that is qualified under the tax law may register
with the central fund, pursuant to its rules, so their employees may
participate in the fund's program. ' If an employer is registered with
the fund, the persons who leave his employment may require his plan
to pay to the central fund an amount equal to their total vested interest
in the employer's qualified plan (or plans), on a tax-free basis. Also,
new employees of a, registered employer may, with the employer's consent, transfer the value of their accounts with the central fund to a
qualified plan of the employer, on a tax-free basis.
It is contemplated that ail employer may register at the time an
employee leaving employment desires to have the value of his total
vestecl ri«hts transferred to the central portability fund. Also, an employer may register with respect to all of his employees, or may register
for only a group of employees, if the group is reasonably defiiied
anti has a special need for the central portability program. This
limited registration will make it easier for an employer to register

[78] to the central fund. (Alternatively,

—

'

It is contemnlated that a stock bonus plan will be able to sell stock held for an
employee solely for the purpose of paving the total value of his interest to the central fund.
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[74]

with the central fund for employees who have the greatest need for
the portability prooram. (An employer otherwise may be reluctant to
register because if substantial numbers of all his employees were to
use the program. it might significantly limit the plan's ability to pay
benefits. ) For example, an employer of engineers who frequently
change jobs may wish to register ivith the central fund onlv with
respect to these engineers. In this case, only the employees within the
registerecl class would be able to use the central fund.
It is expected that an employer will be able to withdraw his registration at any time. Additionally, he may re-register with respect to all
or part of his employees. However, if an employer withdraws and reregisters in order to discriminate against a particular employee or
group of employees in an unlawful manner or in a manner that violates the nondiscrimination rules (sec.. 401(a) (8) or (4) of the Code),
the employer ivill be treated as having been registered cluring the
ivhole period in question.
For an employer to register with the central fund, his plan and trust
must be qualified under the tax laivs. It is contemplat~ed that the central
fund will require the employer to demonstrate that these requirements
are met, and that usua, lly a determination letter from the Internal
Revenue Service stating that the plan and trust are qualified will
constitute satisfactory evidence.
here a plan loses its qualified status,
registration. will be terminated. It is expected that the Internal Revenue Service will periodically notify the central fund of plans which it
deterniiiies are no longer qualified. If the plan regains qualified status,
the eniployer may again register with the fund.
Tra~8fere to the portabi7ity fun~i. If an employer is registered with
the central fund, an employee who is within the registration group
and is no longei employed by the eniployer mav i'equire the employer's
qualified plan (or plans) to pay to the central fund an amount equal
to his total vested benefits in the plan. However, amounts equal to the
cniployee's nondeductible contributions to the plan may be distributed
to the emlilovee and not to the centi al fund, since these amounts gencrallv mav be withdrawn by the employee ivitliout tax. If the payment to the fund does not fully discharge the plan's liabilities to the
eniployee. and this was due to reasonable cause, it is contemplated that
upon discoveiy of the erioi a reasonable period will be allowed for
coriection. Transfers to the centi al fund bv a qualified plan will not
be taxed. Payment to the centi al fund must be in cash or its equivalent.
Payment must occui within 180 days of notice by the eniployee, and
the employee must give notice to the p~an no later than one year after
termination of employment. As is indicated below, where a final payment has been made to an employee from a qualified plan, he can also
contribute this amount to the central portability fund.
On receipt of an amount from a qualified plan, the central fund
will establish a separate account, for the employee. The amounts received will be invested by the fund, and accounts will be periodically
adjusted, under the rules of the fund, to refiect changes in the financia
condition of the fund.
The taxation of benefits ultimately paid to the employee will be
afi'ected by the source of the contributions to his account. Consequently,
when amounts are transferred from a qualified trus't to the central

9
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[75] fund, the transferor (the former

employer or the employee) will be
required to provide the fund with information respecting this payment, such as the amount which constitutes the employee's contributions.
The central fund may receive transfers only from employee benefit
plans (or from employees receiving final distributions from these
plans) that are qualified under the Internal Revenue Code. If the
fund receives notice from the Secretary of the Treasury that a final
determination has been made that a plan was not qualified at the time
that a transfer was made to the fund, the balance of each participant's
account attributable to transfers from that plan (in the year the plan
is not qualified) will be paid from the futtd to the participant. The
amount paid is to be included in the participant's income in the year
it is paid to the participant. This generally follows present law, since
plan participants currently are t~axed as receiving ordinary income
when they receive transfers from plans which are not qualified in the
year of distribution.
It is intended that the, fund may not receive transfers from a. plan
with respect, to persons who have participated in the plan as selfemployed pet sons (but emplovees ot self-employed are covered) or as
proprietary en&ployees. Similarly, the central fund may not receive
transfers from individual retit ement accounts. These rules are necessary to prevent circumvention of the restrictions on owner-employees,
proprietary employees, and individual retirement accounts. It is also
intended that no aniounts may bc received by the central fund on behalf of a participant who is age 59&/2 or older. launder this limitation,
the fund will be used to establish retit euu'nt pi ograms. rather than becoming a depository for amounts which are transferred to the fund
after t etirement.
After a plan has paid a former employee's vested interest to the
central fund, the plan generally ~vill not have any further liability
with respect to this employee.
Poyments from the portability funest. A. participant in the central
fund may leave his account. with the fund until retirement. In this
case, upon t eachino age 59&/2 or becoming disabled the participant may
direct the central fund to make a lum)&-sum payment to him in the
entire amount of his account, oi may direct that periodic payments of
at least $100 be suade to him. It is intended that these must be specified
in advance but could be changed from time to tin~e as designated by
the participant. Alternatively. he may direct the fund to purchase an
annuitv contract on his behalf, and distribute tl. e annuity contract. to
him. This mav be a single premium life annuity payable durin~ the
pat ticipant s life and commencing no eailiet than age 59&/2 (or disability) and no later that: age. 70&/o. (Or, rhis may be a single premium
joint and s«i vivor annuity payable during the lifetime of the participant and his spouse. beginning no sooner than the participant reaches
59&/g (or beco~ncs disabled')
and no later than when he reaches, or
would have reac hed 70&/z. ) The participant &nay choose the insurance
carrier which issues the annuity contract, but this carrier must be
licensed to sell such contracts in the State in which the participant

—

res&des.

Amounts held by the central 6md on behalf of a participant must
be paid to him no later tlran age 70&/&. If the participant does not select
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of payment, the fund will pay him the total amount
credited to his account, in a lump sum.
If the participant dies before the entire amount credited to his account has been distributed to him (or to a qualified plan), the remaining amount would be paid to his beneficiary, designated pursuant to the rules of the fund. At the direction of the beneficiary, the
amount will be paicl in a, lump-sum, or in periodic payments of at
least $100, or used to buy an annuity contract. The total amount in
the account must be distributed to the beneficiary within 10 years
after the participant's death.
A participant (or his beneficiary) is to be taxed on receiving a
payment from the central fund in the same manner as if he had received the payment from a qualified trust. The participant or beneficiary is not to be taxed upon the purchase of an annuity contract
by the fund from a qualified insurance carrier, but is to be taxed when
the annuity payments are made. In addition, the provisions of section
2080(c) and 2517 of the Code mill not apply to accounts mith the
central fund.
If a participant in the fund obtains employment with another employer registered with the fund, he may request that the amount in
his account be paid to the qualified plan of his nem employer. A request for transfer must be made within one year after. the person becomes n, participant in a qualified plan maintained by this employer, or
one year after the nem employe& registers with the plan, whichever is
latei. 0'ith the consent of the, new employer, the central fund is to
ti ansfer the amount credited to the participant's account to the new
employer's plan, to purchase benefits under the plan. (Because the
status of each employee under a plan may be difi'erent, depending upon
his age and the status and terms of the plan, it is expected that an
cmplovei may consent on a case-by-case bnsis with respect to transfers
from the fund to his qualified plan, but the consent must not violate
the nondiscrimination rules that govern qualified plans. ) It is intended
that the actiiaiial value of the benefits purchased be equal to the.
amount transfei red from the central fund; it is:ilso intended that the
benefits purchased bc immediately vested. Thc transfer from the centi al fu»d to a qualified plan is not to be t ixable to the participant.
Tax-free "rollover" for transfers between qualified p/aria. The
corn»iittee's bill a1so facilitates the iieinvestment for retirement puriinses of aniounts received from;& prior employer's qualified plan.
Vndei the bill. an employee may receive, tax-free. a complete distribution of his interest from a qualified retirement plan. if he reinvests
the full amount of the assets received in another qualified plan or in
thc central portability fund within 60 Rays after receipt. (However,
amounts equal to the employee's volu»tary nondeductible contributions
to the plan need not be reinvestcd with another plan. )
To prevent avoidance of the restrictions on self-employed plans,
proprietary employee plans, and individual retirement accounts, the
bill limits the rollover in these cases. The rollover is not available for
transfers of amounts from an H. R. 10 plan with respect to a person
who has been self-employed under the plan. Simil irly, the rollover is
not available for transfer of amounts with respect to a person who has
been a proprietary employee under the plan. The rollover is available

C76] the method
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amounts transferred from a qualified plan to an individual retirement account (except for transfers by self-employed and proprietary
employees as discussed above) and for transfers from one individual
retirement account to another. However, the rollover is not available
for transfers from an individual retirement account to any other type
of plan.
The tax-free rollover is only available with respect to coinplete distributions of an employee's interest in a qualified plan that occur
within a 12-month period after termination of employment. Therefore, the employee must receive, the total amount of his account in the
plan of his former employer within that. 19-month period and must
recontribute any amount received within 60 days of receipt.
If the employee does not receive the full amount of his account from
the plan of his former employer within 60 days, he may contribute
this to another plan or to the central fund in anticipation that he will
receive a distribution of the entire amount of his account. However, if
he is uncertain about whether he will ultimately receive the full amount
of his account, it is intended that he may contribute the cash received
to the central portability fund. If it turns out that the full amount is
not distributed ivithin a year, he. will be taxed in the year of receipt
on the amount he received, and any amount contributed to the central
portability fund must be repaid to him.
Regi8tration triith Social Security. The committee understands
that, upon retirement, employees who frequently changed employment during their working years may have difiicult problems in locating their former employers and the retirement plans in which they
may have vested benefits. At times, this results from their former employers (or the plans) having changed name or address, or having
merged with other organizations. At other times, the employees themselves may not have been able to maintain the records needed to enable them to contact their former employers. Alternatively, they may
have forgotten that they had vested rights in plans with former
employers.
To resolve this problem, the committee's bill provides that the Social
Security Administration
is to maintain records of the retirement
plans in which individuals have vested benefits, and is to provide this
information to plan beneficiaries.
The bill requires retirement plans to file an annual statement with
the Secretary of the Treasury regarding individuals who have a right
to a deferred vested benefit in the plan and. who have terminated
employment with the employer who maintains the plan. The Secretary of the Treasury will provide this information to the Secretary
of Health, Education and welfare; in this way it is contemplated
that the statenient can be filed together with other statements filed
with the Secretary of the Treasury.
The annual statement must be made by each qualified pension, profitsharing, stock bonus, or annuity plan, and pension plans operated by
Federal. State, and local governments. The statement must include the
nanie arid taxpayer identiFication nuinber (generally the Social Security number) of every individual who has terminated employment in
the year for which the statement is filed and who has a right to a deferred vested benefit in the plan. The statement also must, include any
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required by the Secretary of the Treasury, such as
the amount of the individual's deferred vested benefits in the plan.
However, the statement need not include information about persons
who terniinated employment if they received retirement benefits, such
as annuities, from the plan during the year of termination. In addition,
if a plan has filed an annual statement at any time, it must notify the
Secretary of the Treasury of any change of name or address, any plan
termination, or any merger or consolidation with any other plan.
Upon the request of the participant (and in accord with regulations), the social Security Administration will furnish him any inforniation which it has relating to his vested retirement plan benefits. In
addition, when a person applies for Social Security retirement, disability, death, or hospital insurance benefits, on determining whether
will also
these benefits are due the Social Security Administration
inform the claimant of any information which it has relating to the
vested retirement plan benefits of the worker whose wages form the
basis of the claim.
These provisions will ta. ke eRect in years beginning after the date
of enactment, of this bill. However, the bill provides that, before the
efFective date of the registration provisions, the Secretary of the
Treasury is also to receive reports relating to the vested retirement
benefits of any person who has terminated his employment with the
employer.
Eff'ectA e date
the
The eff'ective dates of both the provisions regarding
central portability fund and the provisions relating to the tax-free
rollover are taxable years beginning after December 31, 1974. The effective date of the Social Security Administration provisions is taxable years beginning after the eRective date of this bill.
Revenue effect
The revenue eff'ect of the central portability fund provisions, the
ta. x-free rollover provisions, and the Social Security Administration
registration is expected to be negligible.

[78] other information

F. Plan

Termination

Insurance

(Sers. 401 through 482 of the bill and secs. 162, 401, and 4981
of the Code)
Pre8ent lato
Present law does not require pension, profit-sharing, etc. , plans to
insure their liabilities.
Oenera trea8one for change
If a pension plan terminates, for example, because of a closing of
operations or a sale of a, ssets by the employer, employees who are pension plan participants may receive nothing or receive less than they
had expected if their rights are, not fully funded at the time of the
termination. The classic illustration of this danger resulted from the
closing of the Studebaker plant at South Bend, Indiana, when some
4, 000 employees between the ages of 40 and 60 received only approximately 15 percent of their vested benefits although the plan's vesting
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generous and the funding would apparently have been
adequate had the plant remained in operation,
A joint study by the Treasury Department and the Department of
Labor indicates that there were 683 plan terminations in the first
seven months of 1972 that were reported to the Internal Revenue
Service. ' These terminations resulted in the loss of benefits with a
present value of some $20 million, by about 8,400 pension claimants
(participants, retirees, and beneficiaries) in 298 of the terminated
plans. The average loss of benefits for claimants amounted to $9,400.
About $11 million of the total losses were sufFered by 8, 100 claimants
who were retired, eligible for retirement, or vested in their benefits.
Their losses averaged $3,600 per person. '
On the average, retii ees and beneficiaries lost 49 percent of the value
of their current pensions, participants eligible for retirement lost 57
percent of the value of their benefits (one-tenth of them lost their entire benefits), participants who were fully vested but not yet eligible
for retirement lost 65 percent of the value of their benefits (two-fifths
of them lost their entire benefits), and former employees with deferred
vestefl benefits lost 97 percent of the value of their benefits. '
This survey did not take into account the extent, if any, to which
employees left the employer before their rights to benefits vested,
during the year or so before formal termination of the plans. It was
suggested to the committee during the hearings 4 that sometimes
formal plan terminations are delayed while employees are laid ofF to
reduce the aggregate amount of liabilities, by allowing forfeitures,
thus increasing the benefits of those who remain.
The data thus far published from the Treasury-Labor study covers
a short period (only 7 months) and there is no indication that this
period is representative of the past or, more importantly, of what may
fairly be expected for the future. Nevertheless, as imprecise as these
data may be, they are the best available starting point in estimating
the magnitude of the losses that might 'be expected for the future.
On the one hand, it is noted that only 0.04 percent of all pension
plan participants suit'ered any losses (both vested and unvested) during this period. Also, on the basis of the losses sufFered by retirees and
their beneficiaries, participants eligible for immediate retirement, participants with vested benefits and former employees with vested. benefits, it is frequently estimated that public losses covered by the insurance program would approximate $18—20 million a year. On the other
hand, it is noted that, in the Studebaker case alone, more than 4,000
participants age 40 to 60 lost $14 million (then current value) of vested
benefits about 85 percent of the then current value of their vested
benefits. ' Also, if 0.04 percent of participants lost benefits on account
of terminations in only 7 months, then perhaps one-quarter to onethird of a million participants may lose benefits over 20 years.

[79] was fairly
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'Department of the Treasury and Department of Labor, Study of Pension Plan Terminations, 1972 Interim Report, February, 1973; p. 2.
' Treasurv-I. abor Study, op. crt. , p. 18.
s
Study, op. cit. , n. 23.
' Treasurv-Labor
testimony of Prof. Merton Bernstein, June 4, 1973.
' See
Hearings on Private Pension Plans before the Subcommittee on Fiscal Policy of the
Joint Fconomic Committee, 89th Cong. , 2d Sess. . pp. 103—106 (C'lifford M. MacMillan,
Vice President, Studebaker Corp. ) and 123 (Willard Solenberger, Assistant Director of
the Social Security Department, UAW). Also other workers under 40 lost some unspecified
amount of vested benefits.
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of funding requirements, plan participants
assured
of
receiving their full vested benefits upon the
would be more
termination of a plan. Nevertheless, so long as the new funding requirements do not (and could not, as a practical matter) provide for
immediate funding of all unfunded vested liabilities, including past
service liabilities and "actuarial deficiencies", plan participants will be
endangered by premature plan terminations.
To deal with these problems, the committee bill requires that pension plan benefits be insured up to specified limits (in general, not
more than the lesser of $750 per month or 50 percent of wages). The
bill creates a corporation, the Pension Benefit Guaranty Corporation,
to administer the insurance program and set premium-type taxes
(initially, the tax rates are to be 50 cents or 70 cents per participant
per year) . It, is expected that treating the insurance charges as taxes,
rather than premiums, will greatly reduce the costs of collection.
Several provisions are designed to protect, against abuse, among
them are: (1) no coverage for benefit improvements put into effect
in the 3 years before the plan fails and (2) residuary liability on an
employer for a portion of any losses incurred by the insurance system
on account of failure of his plan. A higher premium rate is established
for those who wish to avoid this residuary liability, but the insurance then would not cover benefit improvements from plan amendments put into effect in the 5 yea, rs before the plan fails.
Different premium tax rates are to be permitted ultimately in the
case of multiemployer plans.
I:xp$anotion of provisions
Administerin agency. To administer the insurance of employee
benefits, the committee bill (sec. 402 of the bill) creates a Pension
Benefit Insurance Fund, to be administered by a federal government
coi poration known as the Pension Benefit Guaranty Corporation
(sec. 401 of the bill). This Corporation is to be governed by a board of
directors consisting of the Secretaries of Commerce, I~abor, and Treasury. The Secretary of the Treasury is to be the chairman of this board
of directors unless the board should decide to appoint another chairman. The Secretary of I~abor is to have the Corporation's bylaws published in the Federal Remster not less often than annually.
To facilitate the carrying out of the duties of the Corporation, the
committee intends that the Corporation and the Internal Revenue
Service coordinate their requirements as to any forms that are required by either of those agencies, that either agency notify the other
of any actions taken (or, generally, proposed to be taken) with respect to a pension plan or trust, and that other relevant information
(such as W—2 forms filed by employers or sec. 610',3 disclosure of tax
return data) be made available by the Service under regulations to the
With a strengthening

—

Corporation.
P/usia coi cred. Pension plans (under sec. 401(a) ) and employees'
annuity plans (under sec. 404(a) (2) ) that are "qualified" for the
special tax treatment granted certain emplovee benefit plans under
the Internal Revenue Code at any time a. fter December 81, 1974, must
participate in the insurance program (sec. 421 of the bill). For these
purposes, a successoi' plan (i.e. , a plan for substantially the same employees, which provides substantially
the same benefits) is to be
treated as the continuation of a predecessor plan. This type of con-

—
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may arise, for example, when a plan of one employer is
merged into another nlan of that employer (with or without a reorganization involving tne employer) or is merged into a multiemployer
plan.
Excluded from participation in the insurance program are: money
purchase, profit-sharing, and stock bonus plans; government plans;
and (under certain circumstances) church plans.
Money purchase, profit-sharing, and stock bonus plans are excluded
from the insurance program since they generally are characterized
by some type of promise with regard to contributions and no promise
with regard to benefits the participant is merely entitled to benefits
determined by reference to his own account. Since no particular benefits are promised in these cases there appears to be no appropriate
amount to insure. A collective bargaining plan where defined benefits
are determined under a process in which the employers in the a, ggregate
have a voice (e.g. , under sec. 802 (c) (5) (B) of the Labor Management
Relations Act of 1947, where employers are required to have a substantial voice) in the determination of the forms and levels of beneFits, is not to be treated as a money purchase plan for these purposes
(in the insurance provisions, and elsewhere under the committee bill
where distinctions are made between defined benefit plans and money
purchase or other kinds of defined contributions plans), even though
the collective bargaining agreement may specify only the level of
employer contributions into the plan. Thus, these collective bargaining
plans are covered by the insurance program.
In the case of government plans, it is believed that the ability of
entities to fulfill their obligations to employees
the governmental
through their taxing powers is an adequate substitute for termination insurance.
At the option of an exempt church (or of a convention or association of churches), plans covering its employees may be included in
the insurance coveiage. The committee is concerned that the examinations of books and records that mav be required in any particular case
as part of the careful and responsible administration of the insurance
system might be regarded as an unjustified invasion of the confidential
relations~hip that is believed to 'be appropriate with regard to churches
and their religious activities. However, if the church itself has determined to consent to such examinations, to the premium tax payments,
and to the contingent employer liabilities, then it may elect to have
the insurance program apply to its plan or plans. The Corporation is
to prescribe the manner and time of the elections.
The insurance system is to apply to a church plan, even in the
absence of such an election, if the plan is only for employees of the
church's unrelated trades or businesses, or if the plan is a multiemployer plan and one of the employers in the plan is not a church.
Benefits cohered. In general, the insurance uncler the 'bill covers
vestccl benefits, but not more than $750 per month and not more than
50 percent of wages (sec. 422). This limitation is placed on the insurance coverage because the insurance is not intended as a full
replacement of a pension plan, but rather as covering the basic retirement benefits provided under it. However, in practice, it is expected
that this will fully cover the great bulk of all benefit paymeiits.
addition, there is an advantage in not fully covering all pension bene
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fits in that this encourages those receiving the larger benefits, and
who often are in a management position, to see to it that there is adequate funding of the pension plan.
In addition to vested benefits, the insurance covers such ancillary
benefits as the plan may provide (of the type and to the extent that
the plan could do so without losing qualified status) which the participant or his beneficiaries would be entitled to upon the occurrence
of a specified contingency. Thus the insurance protection is to be comprehensive. The insurance is to cover the current value of the benefit
and not necessarily the form of the benefit. For example, if the insurance covers a disability policy, under the insurance coverage there
mioht be distributed to the beneficiary (if the plan fails) the current
value of that policy. Similarly, the insurance of a basic annuity could
be paid out in the form of a lump sum, an annuity contract from an
insurance carrier, or periodic annuity payments.
As a wny of applying the $750—50 percent limitations to the ancillary
benefits, the bill provides that the actuarial value of the entire package
of. insured benefits is not to exceed the actuarial value of a monthly benefit in the form of a life annuity (with no ancillary benefits) commencing at age 65, equal to the lesser of $750, or 50 percent of the employee's
nvernge monthly wage during his highest paid 5 years of employment. '
In order to take into account inflation ancl the possibility of increases
in costs of living, the $750-per-month maximum is to be adjusted according to chnn~es in the contribution and benefit base for Social Security. ' This adjustment is to bear the same rntio to the $750-per-month
initial maximum ns the Social Security contribution and benefit base
for the year the plan terminates bears to the base for 1974. So, if the
base in the year the plan terminates were to be $18,200 (nn increase of
about 4.8 percent over the 1974 base of $12,600), then the maximum insured nnnuity ~vould be $786 per month (an increase of about 4.8 percent over the 1974 base of $750 per month) .
To prevent avoidance of the limitations by including nn individual
in two or more plans, this maximum limitntion is also to apply to all
payments by the Corporation with respect to a participant. inclusive
of all types of benefits nncl numbers of plans in which he participated.
For example, the benefits of a participant entitled to retirement benefits under lilnns of two unrelated employers ivould be guaranteed only
to the extent of the $750-per-month limitation, even though the participant hnd insured. vested benefits of $500 lier month under each of these
plans (or $1,000 per month combined). If one plan were to fn, il with no
nssets available for pnvment of this benefit, the insurnnce svstem
~vould pay $500 per month (or its equivalent). If the second plan were
then to fail with no assets available for payment of this benefit, the
insurance system would cover on]y $950 per month of the vested benefits under the second plan.
In order to prevent abuse of the insurnnce system, the committee bill
provides thn. t the insurance is not to cover benefits arising from n, plan
o under
this rnle, for example. a rieht to receive v750 ner month heuinninz at age 60
would he less than fuuy insured, since it exceeds the value of a right to receive $750
per month beginning nt age 65.
r lln~er se& ann 290 of the So ial Secnritv Act (42 T&Sl 460l, ss amended
hv section 202 th) of public I ow. 92—6"-6 and sec. 2M(cl of public Law 96—66. the contribution
and henefit hase for i'974 is to be $12.600. and is to be adjusted in multiples of $600
in proportion to changes in average taxable wages.
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amendment put into efFect less than 36 months before the plan fails.
[83] or
The committee was concerned that otherwise there might be a tempta-

tion to increase benefits irresponsiblly. '
The time a plan has been in effect is to include for this purpose the
time a predecessor plan was in e8ect. For these purposes, a plan or
amendment is treated as having been put into efYect on the later of the
date it is adopted or the efFective date of the plan or amendment.
If, under the plan, benefits depend on the participant's wages and
the participant receives a raise, the resulting increase in benefits is not
considered as arising from a plan amendment. Ho~ever, a scheduled
future raise in benefits (or a future cost-of-living increase in benefits)
is to be treated as arising from a plan amendment. In efFect, the insured
benefits are to be calculated in accordance with the facts as of the time
the plan fails, but are not to exceed what would have been available
under the plan provisions and benefit schedule in efYect M months
earlier.
For example, suppose that A begins to participate in a plan in 1980
and that the plan fails in 2000. In 1998, the formula for calculating
benefits is changed. from 1.5 percent of. high 5-year average wages
times years of service, to 1.6 percent of high 3-year average wages
times years of service. Also, suppose that A receives a raise in 1998.
In this case, since the chanoes from 1.5 percent to 1.6 percent and from
high-five to high-three were adopted less than 86 months before the
plan failed, the insured benefits would be calculated on the basis of 1.5
percent and the high-five years. However, since in this hypothetical the
pre-1997 rules would take wage raises into account, the 1998 wage rate
would be used in computing the high-five average.
As indicated below (under Fgective date), the insurance system
covers losses of plans failing after December 81, 1977. This postponed
efFective date is to allow the build-up of a fund out of which to pay
the claims and also to gain experience in determining the appropriate
premium tax rate.
Benefits under plans and amendments put into eR'ect before January 1, 1978, are to be covered in full in the case of plan failures occurring after December 81, 1977. Benefit increases and plans put into efi'ect
after December 81, 1979. (in the case of plan failures occurring after
December 31, 1977), are to be covered in full after 6 years, covered to
the extent of 80 percent after 5 years, to the extent of 60 percent after
4 years, and to the extent of 40 percent after 3 years. These limits,
relatinq to the time the plan and its amendments have been in e8ect,
are to be applied before the limitations discussed above (the $750-permonth or 50-percent-of-wages limit and the treatment of several plans
as one plan).
IJnder the bill, to encourage at least minimum funding, the amount
of benefits otherwise payable by the insurance Corporation to an
or a proprietary employee" is to be reduced but
owner-employee'
Employer Bability, below, for a discussion of contingent emplover liability for
insurance system losses and for the circumstances under which a 60-month waiting
period is to be substituted for this 66-month period.
e An owner-employee,
in an "H.R. 10 plan". is a sole nroprietor or a partner with a
greater than 10-percent interest in capital or profits (sec. 401(c) (6) ).
» A proprietary emplovee (discussed in I. Limits on Contributions, below) is a
2-percent owner of a corporation. where those 2-percent owners' accrued benefits in the
plan have an aggregate present value of more than 26 percent of the present value of
all benefits in the plan.
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only by his pro rata share of any accumulated funding deficiency" of
the plan at the time the plan terminates. This is the same amount on
fundwhich a 5 percent excise tax applies because of under-minimum
ing. The deficiency, in such a case, is to be allocated among the owneremployees (or proprietary employees) in proportion to their benefits
otherwise payable from the insurance fund. This limitation is to be
applied to anyone who is an owner-employee
(or proprietary employee) at any time during the plan year in which the plan terminates,
or during any of the three next preceding plan years.
The committee bill generally covers accrued benefits of qualified
plans (and certain types of employees' annuitv plans under sec. 404 (a)
(9) ) . If a plan ceases to be qualified or ceases to meet the requirements
of section 404(a) (2), then the insurance guarantee is not to apply to
any benefits accrued after the date the Internal Revenue Service
issues a notice that the plan has ceased to qualify or to meet the appropriate requirements. If this cessation of preferred status results from
an amendment to the plan, then the insurance guarantee can be applied to post-notice accrued benefits if the amendment is, as of the
date it was first efFective, revoked or amended to comply with the
requirements.
Avocation of oz8et8. To protect against evasion of the abovedescribed limits on insurance benefits bv use of pens~on fund assets to
first pay uninsured benefits (e.g., those resulting from recent amendments, those exceeding the 50-percent or $750-per-month limits. or
those which would. be reduced because of an accumulated funding
Reficiencv') the committee bill (sec. 4'-') sets forth an order of Driorities for allocation of plan assets on failure of the Dian. Plan assets are
to be allocated, in order, to voluntarv contributions of emn~ovees,
mandatory contributions of emIIlovees, benefits "in pay status" for at
least three years, and insureR benefits (other than those falling into
any of the prior categories). Where a11 these categories could be paid
in full from plan assets, there woulR be no insurance corporation losses.
Any remaining assets would then be allocated under anv order of
priorities that would allow the entire allocation to meet the antidiscrimination requi rements.
The assets to be so allocated are those that are available for the
payment of benefits; i.e., net of investment liabilities such as mortuaries
or commercial borrowings that mav have been made in order to provide
needed liquidity or to permit additional investments.
A. ccrued benefits derived from voluntary contributions of employees
(and the plan assets represented by the contributions) are to be treated
ns being under separate Dlans which are not subiect to these insurance
Drovisions (this allocation section authorizes them to be set aside
first. in the event of failure of a plan).
The second nrioritv of allocations is for mandatorv contributions
of employees the amounts contributed to the plan bv the particiDants.
which amounts are refluired as a condition of participation in the
plan, or in order to obtain benefits under the Dian attributable to
employer contributions. The mandatory contributions are to be ofFset

—

—

n In aeneral, an accumnlaietl funding defictency is the shortfall in em~lover oontributions compared to the minimum the emplorer should hare contributed to the plans,
(See D. Fnndina, above. )
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the plan prior to the plan's
by the amounts paid to the employee under
contrifailure. If the assets are insuScient to cover all the mandatory
same
the
in
participants
butions, they are to be allocated among the
participants.
the
of
proportion as the mandatory contributions
contributions,
After the allocations of voluntary and mandatory
participants who began
any remaining assets are to be allocated to
the
plan failure (without
receiving benefits at least three years before
This allocation is to
limitations).
regard to the $750 and. 50 percent
the
plan fails) of the
date
the
of
value
(as
be in accordance with the
in efFect
remaining benefits of each participant, at the benefit level increases
words,
other
86 months before the date the plan faiied. In
this
in benefit levels during this 36-month period are not to receive
be
appropriate,
if
could,
increases
those
priority status. (Of course,
with
As
paid under one of the other allocation priority categories. )
these
mandatory contributions, if there are insufBcient assets to meet allobe
to
are
level
this
priority
for
obligations, the assets available
cated pro rata in proportion to the present values of the benefits at
this priority level.
The next priority category is for other benefits guaranteed under
this pension insurance system. If the plan's assets are insu%cient for
this purpose, they are to be allocated pro rata in proportion to these
other guaranteed benefits.
As indicated above, assets remaining after this allocation are to
be allocated in accordance with the plan's provisions, to the extent
that, together with the priority category allocations, they conform
to the antidiscrimination requirements of the Internal Revenue Code.
In order to prevent the use of
RecaptMrc of cert0~'m paymenta.
lump-sum or other preferential distributions to evade the nbovedescribed limitations, the Corporation is authorized to recapture all
or part of any distributions which commenced within the 8-year period
immediately preceding the failure of the plan (sec. 445). If a hxmpsum distribution was made more than 8 years before the plan's failure, or an annuity or similar series of distributions began more than
8 years before the plan's failure, then those distributions are not to
be recaptured under this provision.
Even though the distributions began during this 8-year period,
they are not to be recaptured if (1) they were made on account of the
participant's death, (2) the participant's death occurred before the
plan's termination, even though the distributions did not relate to the
participant's death, or (8) the distributions were made on account of
the participant's disability and the participant is eligible to receive
disability benefits under the social security laws.
If none of these exceptions apply then the distri'butions to be recaptured are the a, mounts actually received by any person, reduced by
the sum of (1) the amounts the participant would have received during
this period. if he had elected to receive his interest as a straight annuity
beginning at age 65 (adjusted by actuarial values) and (2) the amount
by e hich the present value of that participant's insured benefits exceed
his pro rata share of the insurance Corporation's total liability on
account of the plan's failure.
Since the distributions to be recovered. in this case presumably would
have been taxed to the recipient in the years when they were paid, the
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upon payment of the recovery to the insurance Corporation,
is to be permitted to file amended tax returns for those years. In order
to permit such amended tax returns, the statute of limitations for any
such year is not to expire until 1 year after the recovery by the insurance Corporation.
Estab@'8hment of Fund (premiums, etc. ), The insurance Corporation is to establish a Pension Benefit Guaranty Fund, into which there
is to be deposited funds, as appropriated each year, equal to the insurance premium tax collections which this bill authorizes for the
Pension Benefit Guaranty Fund. In addition, there is to be deposited
in this fund amounts borrowed by the Corporation from the united
'States Treasury, any income received bv the Corporation from the
investment of its assets as provided under the bill (sec. 402 of the bill),
and any recoveries of employer liability.
The premiums determined by the Corporation are to be assessed
and collected as a, tax and permanently authorized for appropriation
to the Fund. The premium tax rates are to be set at such levels that,
together with any earnings on Fund investments, they may be expected to cover the insurance benefits provided by this system and
the administrative and operational costs of the Corporation. Although
the entire assets of the Fund are to be availa'ble for any of the liabilities of the Corporation, separate risk accounts are to be maintained
for regular plans and for multiemployer plans (discussed below),
and for limited-emplover-liabilitv
plans and for no-liability plans
(discussed below) . The bill establishes the premium rates to be charged
for the first three years under the system (plan years that begin after
December 81, 1974, and before January 1, 1978). Thereafter, the tax
rates (and the bases to which the rates apply) may be set from time
to time by the Corpora, tion. However, the new rate is not to ~o into
eRect until it has been approved by concurrent resolution, originating
in the House of Representatives
and approved by both Houses of
Congress. I7nder the bill, the Congress has the right only to approve or
reiect the corporation's proposal to change the rate as of a specified
eRective date. The bill provides for expedited procedures to be usecl
by each of the Houses in dealing with a»y siich proposed rate changes.
For plan years beginning durin~ the first three years of the pro«ram, the basic premium tax rate i~s to be 50$ per participant in any
covered plan. The premium is to be imposed upon each multiemplover
i)lan and is to be imposed upon each emplover who maintains a plan
other than a multiemplover plan. If an employer maintains morc than
one plan, and some of his employees are participants in more than one
plan, then that employer will be required to pay the premium for each
plan the employee participates in. (The premium tax rates for noliabilitv plans will be discussed below, under I.~'e6~7~ty of employer. )
For the first three years, no benefits are to be paid under the insurance svstem. The premium taxes to be collected are to be used to establish a bnsic fund to enable the Corporation to have adequate reserves
and to give it an opportunity to col]ect such data as may*be helpful in
determining the levels of losses to be insured against. Although the
committee recognized that logical arguments coiild be made for one oi
another premium rate base (e.g. , acc~rued liabilities, unfunded vested
liabilities, current, normal costs), the committee concluded that insti-
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any such rate base was apt to be complicated and diScult
to establish by the time the insurance system is to go into efFect. For
this reason, the committee determined that the premium rate for the
first three years of the system should be based on a relatively simple
"head tax".
These premiums are to be assessable against the employers who
maintain covered plans (other than multiemployer plans) and against
the assets of multiemployer plans. The premiums are to be deductible

[87] tution of

as ordinary and necessary business expenses in most circumstances.
The bill authorizes the Corporation to borrow up to $100,000,000
from the United States Treasury, by the issuance of notes or other obligations, with such maturities and subject to such other terms and conditions as may be prescribed by the Secretary of the Treasury.
The assets in the Fund may be invested in banks insured by the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation, savings and loan institutions
insured by the Federal Savings and Loan Insurance Corporation, and
credit unions insured under title II of the Federal Credit Union Act.
Also, they may be invested in certificates of deposit issued by such
financial institutions and in United States Treasury obligations. In no
event, is more than 10 percent of the assets of the Fund to be invested
in any one institution at any time.
I.iabi7ity of employer. Concern was expressed to the committee
that in the absence of appropriate safeguards under an insurance system, an employer might establish or amend a plan to provide substantial benefits with the realization that its funding may be inade'quate to pay the benefits called for. Such an employer might, it was
argued, rely on the insurance as the backup which enables it to be more
generous in promising pension benefits to meet labor demands than
would be the case if it knew that the benefits would have to be paid for
entirely out of the assets of the employer. On the other hand, it was
clear to the committee that the imposition of heavy obligations on
employers would discourage provisions for adequate pension plans.
To deal with these competing considerations, the committee determined to impose on the employer a limited liability to reimburse the
insurance system for a portion of the payments that must be made by
the insurance Corporation in satisfaction of its obligations if' the employer's plan fails. Under the bill (sec. 461 of the bill), the employer
generally is to be liable to reimburse the Corporation in an amount
equal to the lesser of (1) one-tenth of the insurance Corporation's
insurance liabilities on account of the plan failure or (9) one-half of
the net worth of the employer. If the employer is a corporation whose
stock is traded on a national exchange, then the employer's net worth
is the aggregate value of the corporation's stock. Otherwise, the net
worth is to be determined as the fair market value of the employer's
assets less its liabilities (determined in a manner consistent with the
estate tax rules). If some of the employer's ownership securities are
traded on an exchange and some are not (as where the common stock is
traded on an exchange and the preferred is held. either by a single
family or traded over the market), then the aggregate value of the
ownership interests is to be determined by the Corporation in a manner consistent with what would be done for estate tax purposes i«ll
of t' he ownership interests in the employer had been held by one decedent.
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In order to avoid manipulation of the market on the date the plan
fails (which otherwise might be done in order to limit liability),
the bill provides that this valuation is to be made as of 190 days before
the date of the failure of the plan and is to be determined without
regard to any liability of the employer under this provision. If the
employer has more than one plan, the liability of the. employer under
this provision in the case of the second or any later plan to fail is not
to be reduced on account of the employer's liabilitv for any earlier
plan's failure. However, in this connection, it must be noted that the
limitations on the benefits that may be insured as to any one employee
($750 per month, 50 percent of wages), described above, may well
operate so as to significantly reduce the insurance Corporation's liabilities on subsequent plan failures. Since the employer's'liability
to
reimburse the Corporation is not to exceed 10 percent of the Corporation's losses, anv reduction of the Corporation's losses will reduce
indirectly the liability of. the employer.
The committee was concerned that this contingent, liability of the
employer, which is rarely likely to be converted into a, current liability, should not be permitted to significantly afFect the opportunity
of. emnloyers to obtain necessarv business credit. As a result, the bill
provides that the employer's liability is to be subordinated to all claims
of Leneral creditors existing at the time the plan terminates.
I7nder the bill, a successor employer is treated as the employer to
which the liability rules apply whether the change has come about
because of a reorganization which involves a mere change in identity,
form, or place of organization, or by reason of a liquidation into a
parent corporation, or by reason of a merger or consolidation. In other
words, a potential liability cannot be avoided ~here the employer is
bought out by another companv and ceases to exist because it, is merged
into the other company. Indeed, the committee understands that such
mergers have, in numerous instances in the past, been the occasion for
termination of existing pension plans to the trreat injury of many participants. The committee intends that the Corporation so administer
these rules that such transfers of ownership will not result in incentives
to terminate plans in the future. If experience indicates that the
authority granted to the Cor poration under this provision is insiifficient
for this purpose, then the matter will be reexamined. The Internal
Revenue Service and the insurance Corporation, as the agencies most
apt to acquire information about such mergers or buv-outs, are
expected to make studies of the resulting plan terminations
(those
where the termination results in no insiirance loss as well as those where
insurance losses occur); they are expected to provide this information
to the Congress and are expected to make any recommendations that
may be appropriate if their studies reveal that, participants continue to
be injured as a result of these, 'buy-outs or mergers.
Although the employer's liability under this section is to be subordinated to claims of general creditors. it is not to be defeated by transfers of assets which have the efFect of dividends or distributions in full
or partial liquidation to the employer's shareholders or to others who
have, as a practical matter, ownership intei ests in the employer.
The Corporation is authorized to make arrangements with employers
for payment of their liabilities under this provision, includinp arrangements for deferred payment on such terms and for such periods as the
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concludes are equitable and appropriate. In making its
determinations, the Corporation is to give due regard to hardships that
may result to the employer and to the employer's shareholders. However, the Corporation is to apply these rules in such a way as to not
deterrence of
defeat the purpose for imposing this contingent liability
unrealistic promises and of abuse of the insurance system.
As indicated above, if an employer elects to pay the appropriate
increased premium tax (for the first 8 years under the program, the
premium tax is to be 70 cents per participant in each plan, rather than
the regular 50-cents rate) the employer is permitted to avoid the contingent liability discussed above. In such a case, there is to be no
contingent liability unless the employer remains in business after the
plan terminates. A reorganization, merger, or liquidation of the sort
described above is to result in the employer being treated as continuing
in business and therefore subject to this contingent liability. If the
employer ceases business at that location but carries on a similar
business elsewhere, then this liability remains. As a safe harbor, if
the employer's gross sales during the year of plan termination are less
than 25 percent of the average for the 8 preceding years, the employer
is to be treated for these purposes as having ceased to do business.
In order to obtain this limited liability, the employer must have
been paying the increased premium tax rate (the 70-cents per person
rate for the first 8 years of the insurance program) for at least 5 years
immediately preceding the plan's failure. For these purposes, payment v, ith respect to a predecessor plan is to be treated. as payment with
respect to the current plan. The insurance Corporation is to provide for
the manner and the time of election to pay the higher premium tax in
exchange for the elimination of contingent liability. If the employer
has chosen this higher rate, then liabilities are not covered under the
insurance system to the extent they arise from plans or plan amendments put into efFect less than 5 years before the plan's failure. In the
case of benefits that first became efFective before January 1, 1978,
the insurance will cover the entire amount of the benefits as to plan
failures occurring in 1980 or thereafter. Benefit increases and plans
put into e8ect after December 81, 1972, are to be covered in full after
10 years, 90 percent covered after 9 years, 80 percent after 8 years, 70
percent after 7 years, 60 percent after 6 years, and 50 percent after
5 years. These limits, relating to the time the plan and its amendments
have been in efFect, are to be applied before the $750-per-month or 50percent-of-wages limit and before the rules regarding the treatment
of several plans as one plan, discussed above under Benefits cotter*ed.
If, after termination of the plan, the value of the assets (hence, the
extent of the insurance Corporation's liability to pay benefits under
the program) changes, or if the liability changes because other events
(such as death or disability) have occurred, then these experience
losses are to be borne by the insurance Corporation and these experience gains are to inure to the benefit of the insurance Corporation,
and are not to afFect the contingent liability of the employer.
Elultt'employer'
p/afi8.
The figures in the Joint Treasury-Labor
Study suggest that termination losses are less likely to occur on termination of multiemployer plans. In viev of this„ the committee con-
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is appropriate to authorize the insurance Corporation
plans. Since
to establish separate premium rates for multiemployer
determinato
base
a
on
which
present
insufficient
experience
at
there is
tion as to the extent to which the premiums for multiemployer plans
should diff'er from the premiiirns for other plans the bill establishes
no diff'erence in rates for the first 8 years (1975 through 1977), but
authorizes diff'erences for the future. Although separate risk accounts
are to be maintained, on the basis of which frrture rates are to be determined, the funds derived from all the premiums are to be available to
pay benefits for any plan losses, without regard to whether any particular funds were derived from multiemployer plans or from other
plans.
A multiemployer plan is a plan to which more khan one employer
is required to contribute; is established or maintained pursuant to a
collective bargaining agreement. between employee representatives
and employers; and is a plan where the benefits are payable with
respect to each participant without regard to whether that participant's employer is still making contributions to the fund. All employers who are members of the same affiliated group (sec. 1504 (a) ) are to
be treated as one employer for purposes of this definition. A plan is
not a multiemployer plan for any year with respect to which the liability of any one employer for contributions to the plan is as much as
50 percent of the aggregate liabilities of all employers for contributions to the plan for that year,
A. plan administrator
of a multicmployer plan must notify the
Corporation whenever a, "substantial employer"" withdraws from
that plan. The Corporation, upon notification of the withdrawal, will
notify the substantial employer of a contingent liabilitv that is the
substantial emplover's pro-ratia share of the total amount of pavment that, would be made bv the Corporation for the entire plan if
the plan were terminated on the date of the withdrawal of the substantial employer. The total potential loss of the Corporation is to be
apportioned in accordance with the relative amounts of liabilities for
plan contributions during the 5 vears ending with the withdrawal. As
an alternative to payment of this contingent liabilitv into an escrow
account, the substantial employer could be required to furnish the
Corporation a bond insuring pavment of the substantial emplover's
contingent liability. The limitation to liabilitv of 50 percent of the
emp1over's net worth worrld be sepai ately applied to each employer.
If the multiemployer plan is not terminated in the 5 vears fo'lowing
the withdrawal of the substantial employer, the contingent liability
payment would be returned to the substantia1 employer, or the bond
woulcl be cancelled, as the case might be. If the plan does terminate
within that time, the Corporation would be entitled to the contingent
liability pavment. plus any additiona~ amount reoirired to meet the
substantial employer's portion of the liability as finally determined.
Thc liability of an employer (other than a substantiaI employer)
in a multiemplover plan for losses of the insurance fund because of
terminations of the plan is generally to follow the rules for determin-
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at least 10 percent of ail employer liahilities for plan contrihutions for each of those
vears, then that employer is a "substantial emplover" for each of the next 2 consecutive years.
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the liability limitations for plans of individual employers. The
limitation is to be applied separately to each
50-percent-of-net-worth
employer.
Within 6 months after the close of each plan year, the plan administrator must notify each substantial employer of its status as a
substantial employer. Furthermore, any employer in a inultiemployer
group who contributes 10 percent or more of the total contributions
to the plan during a plan year is to be notified of that fact even if it
is not yet a substantial employer (because it has not been in this
status for two consecutive years).
Before terminating a plan,
Ternunetion
by p/an admin& trator.
the plan administrator must notify the insurance Corporation of the
planned termination (sec. 441). This is to give the Corporation an
opportunity to determine whether the plan can meet all of its liabilities
before the termination occurs. No benefits are to be paid under the
termination procedure of the plan until 90 days after the notice (or,
if sooner, until the Corporation supplies the plan administrator with
the notice of the Corporation's determination that plan assets are
sufhcient to discharge plan liabilities). Benefits already being paid
as of date of the notice are to continue to be paid unless the plan
administrator is informed by the Corporation that plan assets are
insufilcient to pay all benefits, if that should be the case.
If, after receiving a notice of sufiiciency and proceeding with the
termination, the plan administrator determines that the assets are
insuScient, he is to so inform the Corporation. If the Corporation
agrees, it is to terminate the plan.
If, upon notification by a plan administrator, the Corporation determines that the plan has insu%cient assets to meet all guaranteed
liabilities, the plan is to be treated as terminated on the date the
Corporation so notifies the plan administrator.
The 90-day period during which the plan administrator may not
proceed to terminate a plan without the Corporation's notice of su%riency of assets may be extended by agreement for succeeding 90-day
periods.
Termination
The inby Pension Bereft Gnareiity Corporation.
surance Corporation may take steps to terminate a plan whenever the
Corporation determines that (1) the plan has failed to meet the minimum funding standards (disciisscd above, undei D. Funding), (2) the
plan is unable to pay benefits when diie (to the extent guaranteed
under the insurance system), (8) if the plan is not terminated, the
liability of the insurance Corporation is likely to increase, or (4)
there is a lump-sum distribution in excess of $10,000 to a, proprietary
employee or an owner-employee and afterwards there are unfunded
i ested liabilit. ies in the plan.
If the Corporation determines to institute procedures to termiiiate a
plan, it is to notify the plan administrator of this determination and
set forth the reasons. The notice is to specify ivhat activities, if any)
the administrator may engage in prior to thc termination (or a»«i«
from the Corporation directing the administrator to continue to operate tlie plan). If the administratoi
violates the conditions of the
notice, the Corporation may apply to a Ii'ederal district court for eel»itable relief (injunction, mandamus, replacement of trustee, etc
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addition, violation of the provisions of the notice is to be a violation of
the administrator's fiduciary obligations.
The plan administrator has 15 days after the notice has been issued
to demonstrate that termination is improper or no longer necessary.
If the Corporation concludes that it is necessary to terminate the plan,
it may apply to the appropriate district court (1) for appointment of
a trustee and (9) for a court, decree to terminate the plan. This action
may be brought in the judicial district where the plan administrator
resides or is doing business or where any pr operty of the trwrst forming
a part of the plan is situated. The court to which this action is brought
may issue summonses regarding this action in any other judicial district. This power is provided so that the court may act promptly and
electively regardless of where the assets or the administrator of the
plan may be located at any particular moment. In general, a trustee
appointed under these provisions is to be subject to the same duties as a
trustee appointed under section 47 of the Bankruptcy Act.
In order to simplify the administration of the Insurance Fund and
to avoid abuses, the plan administrator is to be required to report
promptly to the Corporation the occurrence of certain events: (1) a
loss of qualified status by the plan or its trust. (9) plan amendments
that would decrease a benefit of any participant, (8) a decrease in
participants to less than 80 percent of those participating at the
beginnrng of that plan year or less than 75 percent of those participating as of the beginning of the previous plan year, (4) a termination
or partial termination of the plan under the Internal Revenue Code,
(5) a, failure to meet current funding requirements or to pay current
benefirts, (6) a charge by the, Secretary of I abor that a fiduciary
standard has been violated, or (7) a lump-sum distribution in excess
of $10,000 (made othe' than on account of death or disability) to
a proprietary employee or an owner-employee if, after the distribution, there are unfunded vested liabilities. In addition, the Internal
Revenue Service is required to independently notify the Corporation
of the first and fourth of the above-noted events since these would
be normally brought quickly to its attention in the course of its duties.
For the purposes of the seventh category of reportable events described above, a distribution of an annuity contract is to be treated
as a lump-sum distribution. Any lump-sum distribution which is
reportable event may be recaptured at any time within, '3 years
after the insurance Corporation is notified of the distribution.
If an insurable plan is changed in nature. to one not covered by the
insurance provisions (e.g. , is converted into a money-purchase plan),
the change will be treated as a plan termination.
The trustee to administer a termination under the Corporation is
to be appointed by a court order. This mav be obtained regardless of
the pendency of any bankruptcy. lien, foreclosure, liquidation, etc. ,
proceeding.
Terminal'on
poroera e»cl n'»tie, s of trmfeea.
A. trustee appointed
pursuant to a decree to administer a plan is to have the power to do
anything the plan administr'ator or anv plan trustee might do under
the terms of the plan or under the. provisions of this bill. He could
require the tr'ansfer to himself as trustee of all or any part, of the
assets, records, or other information pertaining to the
plan; invest
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and reinvest the assets in accordance with the plan provisions and
the applicable rules of law; and limit benefits to the amounts guaranteed under the insurance provisions. If the final determination
is that a plan termination is improper, the trustee is to transfer back
to the plan administrator all the assets, without liability for losses
except for willful misconduct.
Alter a final decree that a plan should be terminated, the trustee
is to collect amounts due the plan, pay benefits in accordance with
the allocation rules already discussed, and receive payments from the
insurance Corporation for funding of guaranteed benefits. In addition, he could perform the expectable functions of a fiduciary in
such a situation, including arranging the liquidation of plan assets.
After his appointment, the trustee must give notice of that fact to
the plan administrator and to all plan participants, beneficiaries, and
employers who might be liable for insurance losses or who made contributions to the plan during the current or any of the previous three
years.
The Corporation is to furnish the trustee and the court with a report
showing benefits payable with respect to each participant, the amount
of those benefits that are guaranteed, the value of the aggregate guaranteed benefits as of the termination, the fair market value of the plan
assets as of the termination, and such other information as may be
necessary to efi'ectuate the insurance provisions.
Epee' tie dote
The insurance provisions generally are to take efi'ect after the date
of enactment. Premium taxes are to be collected after December 31,
1974. Insurable benefits are to be guaranteed beginning January 1,

1978.
Coat

The cost of plan termination insurance coverage to individual employers would be 50 cents per year per participant or, if the employer
should choose to avoid limited employer liability. 70 cents per year
per participant. It is estimated that this would produce about $18 million per year for the insurance fund. Thc Treasury-Labor Department
study on planned terminations which has just been completed indicates a loss of vested benefits of $34 million in 1972. However, for several reasons, it is believed that this substantially overstates the revenue cost of providing term insurance. First, the term insurance payments with respect to any losses need not be paid immediately, but
instead can be spread out over the lifetime of the annuitants. Second,
the increased funding provided by this bill will significantly lessen
the insurance losses. Third, the requirement that einployers provide
up to 10 percent, of the liabilities arising from their own plan failures
(except where the additional premiuni insurance cost i. incurred) will
further lessen the insurance cost to be paid from the corporation.
Fourth, the requirement that improvements in the plan not be taken
into account for 3 to, i year: before termination will still further reduce the insurance costs. Fifth. no amounts are paid out in the first 3
year. with the result that the revenues raised in these years will be
availablc to help meet future costs. Sixth, limit are provided o» the
size of the insurance payments which can be made with «spe t
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94] individuals. For these reasons, it

1.

is believed that an. annual $18 million
premium commencing, January 1, 1975„anti collected 8 years in adv;ince of the first years of insurance claims should be an adequate fund
to cover insurance losses.
It is estimated that a revenue loss of $9 million per year will be
realized on account. of the plan termination insurance provisions, because of the tax deductions taken by employers for their premium payments to the Insurance Fund.

G. FIDUCIARY RESPONSIBILITY

(Secs. 501 and 551 of the bill and secs. 508 and 4973 of the Code)
Present lato
A retirement plan trust may be qualified under the Internal Revenue Code only if it is iinpossible under the governing instrument for
trust funds to be used for any purpose other than the exclusive benefit
of the employees or their beneficiaries (sec. 401(a) (2) ). In addition,
a retirement plan trust will not be exempt from taxation if it engages
in any of the specifically defined "prohibited transactions" (sec. 503).
Under administrative rulings. an investment generally meets the
"exclusive benefit, " requirement, if it meets the following standards:
the. cost of the investment does not exceed fair market va~ue, a fair
return commensurate with the prevailing rate is provided, su%rient
liquidity is maintained to permit distributions, and the safeguards and
diversity that, a prudent investor would aclhere to are present. (IRS
Publication 778 (February 1972) ).
"Prohibited transactions" include the lending of funds to certain
interested persons without receipt of adequate securitv and a reasonable rate of interest. Other prohibited transactions with disqualified
persons include payment, of excessive, salaries, providing the trust's
services on a preferential basis. substantial purchases or sales of property for other than adequate consideration, and engaging in any other
transaction which results in a substantial diversion of trust assets. '
If the trust engages in any prohibitecl transaction, it will lose its taxexempt status for at least one year.
C~enera't reasons for change
Under present law, a trust forming part, of a qualified retirement
plan loses its exemi)tion from taxation if it engages in a prohibited
transaction. AVith loss of exemption. snecial tax benefits relating
to qualified plans also may be denied, including deferral of taxation by employees and loss of deductions by employers contributing
tn the trust. In practice these sanctions have not been satisfactorv in
discouraging prohibited transactions. An employer, needing working
capital or in bad financial condition, rnav forego a deduction in order to
divert trust assets to his own use, and the trust. fiduciary may acquiesce
in his demand.
In addition, the present law's sanctions for enrraging in prohibited
transactions tend to fall upon innocent. employees. For exaniple, if a
trust is disqualified because of an act of the trustee ancl the employer,
~ Afore stringent
rules govern trusts benefiting owner-employees
(sec. fiofi(g) of the Code).

who control the business
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the income tax imposed upon a disqualified plan may be paid out of
funds otherwise available to provide employees' retirement benefits.
Furthermore, because of the prohibited act of an employer and trustee,
an employee may have to pay tax on contributions made on his be'half before he. actually receives the amounts attributable to the
contributions. This possible loss to innocent employees has caused the
Service to be reluctant to impose the sanctions.
To resolve these problems, the committee bill changes the method
of enforcing the prohibited transaction rules. It imposes sanctions
for prohibited transactions upon the parties in interest and fiduciaries
who engage in these transactions in place of the sanctions now
imposed on the employee benefit, trusts. ' Under the bill the parties in
interest and fiduciaries who engage in a prohibited transaction are
to be subject to a, two-level excise tax on the amount involved in the
prohibited transaction. The first-level tax on parties in interest is
to be 5 percent of the amount involved (9i/2 percent on certain
fiduciaries) for each year. If the transaction is not corrected to make
the trust whole, a second-level tax of 100 percent is to be imposed on the
parties in interest (50 percent on fiduciaries who do not agree to correct
the transaction). In accord with current law regarding similar taxes
respecting private foundations, neither of these taxes is to be deductible. Since payment of the 100-percent tax would be more expensive than restoring the amount involved to the trust (and since
payment of the tax would in no event remove the obligation. to ma. ke
the trust whole), it is expected that the trust will be the ultimate
beneficiary of the possible imposition of these sanctions.
In some cases an additional remedy may be needed. For example,
sometimes it is difiicult to quantify the amount involved in a prohibited transaction and therefore difiicult to impose a. tax. Also, equitable
remedies are sometimes necessary. To resolve these problems, the bill
provides that the Secretary of Labor and plan participants and beneficiaries may sue to remedy a breach or anticipated breach of fiduciary
obligations. This provision is analogous to the provisions in the Tax
Reform Act of 1069 that strengthen the ability of State attorneys general to restore or correct acts of self-dealing involving private
foundations.
An additional problem exists because of the present definition of
prohibited transactions. Currently, transactions generally are prohibited when the dealings involved are on other than an arm' s-length
basis. However, arm' s-lengtli standards require substantial enforcement, efi'orts, resulting in sporadic and uncertain efi'ectiveness of these
provisions, This is the same problem which ivas faced by the Congress in 1060 when it acted with respect to prohibited transactions and
j&rivate foundations. At that time the Congress concluded that in most
cases arm' s-length standards did not preserve the integrity of. private
foundations, and ainended these definitions of prohibited transactions
for the most part to prohibit outright questionable transactions betiveen the trust and interested parties, The committee's bill generally
follows the approach that was developed in 1969, establishiiig definitions for prohibited transactions that will make it more practical to
enforce the laii. The cominittee's definition of proliibited transac- When the term
form.
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tions, and the exceptions from these definitions, however, are designed
to take account of the unique situation of employee benefit trusts.
d'or
Exp/anation of p-rovision8
Exri8e tax on prohibited tramaction8, in generaL
the reasons indicated above the committee bill establishes an excise tax on
parties in interest and fiduciaries who participate in certain specified
prohibited transactions respecting an employee benefit trust. The new
provisions apply to a trust which after August 90, 1973, has qualified
(or has been determined to qualify by the Secretaiy of the Treasury)
under section 401 of the Code (and a plan described in section 404(a)
(2), and a qualified individual retirement account under section
408(a)). The prohibited transaction rules and excise tax sanctions
are to continue to apply even if the trust, etc. , should later lose its tax
qualification. Under the bill, a trust, is not to lose its exempt status because it engages in a prohibited transaction, but the parties in interest
and fiduciaries who engage in the transaction are to be subject to tax.
These provisions (including the civil action provisions to be administered by the Labor Department, discussed below) are not to apply to
church plans unless there has been an election with respect to these
plans to obtain insurance coverage (See F. P/an Termination Imnrance, above) .
This excise tax generally follows the same procedures as the tax on
self-dealing enacted in the 1969 Tax Reform Act with respect to private foundations. The tax is at two levels; initially, parties in interest
who participate in a prohibited transaction are to be subject to a tax
of 5 percent of the amount involved in the transaction per year. A second tax of 100 percent is imposed if the transaction is not corrected
after notice from the Internal Revenue Service that the 5-pcrce»t tax
is due.
The committee believes that where the party in interest and not the
fiduciary benefits from the prohibited transaction, primary responsibility under the excise tax provisions should be on the party in interest
and not on the fiduciary. Therefore, in these cases the tax rates generally are to be lower on fiduciaries than the party in interest. However, ivhere the fiduciary benefits from the prohibited transaction, he
is to be treated as a party in interest. Where the fiduciary is subject to
tax as an interested party for a given transaction, he is not. to be also
siibject to the fiduciary tax at that level for that same transaction.
The tax on a fiduciary who participates in a prohibited transaction,
but does not benefit from it, is initially to be 2~/2 percent of the amount
involved per year. To be liable, the fiduciary must have knowii (or
would have 1-nown if he had exercised reasonable diligence), it was a
prohibited transaction, and if his participation was iiot willful, anil
was due to reasonable cause, he would not be subject to tax. The second
level of tax on a fiduciary who does not benefit from the transaction is
to be 50 percent of the amount involved, where the fiduciarv refuses
to agree to part, or all, of the correction required to make the trust
ivhole. Both the first- and second-level taxes on a fiduciarv wlio does
not benefit from the transaction are limited to $10,000 (for each
tax) with respect to cash transactions.
The first-level tax is owed foi eacli tax;ible ycai (oi pai't of a year)
in the period that begins with the date when the prohibited transac-
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occurs and ends on the earlier of the date of correction or the
date of mailing of a deficiency notice for the first level tax (under
section 6219 of the Code). The first-level tax (except in the case of a
fiduciary who does not benefit from the transaction) is imposed automatically without regard to whether the violation was inadvertent.
If more than one person is liable for the prohibited transaction tax
on parties in interest (or the tax on fiduciaries), they all are to be jointly
and severally liable. For example, if the prohibited transaction involves $100.000, all parties in interest who participated in the transaction will be jointly and severally liable for the first-level tax of
$5,000 (per year in the taxable period) and also jointly and severally
liable for the second-level tax of $100,000.
The excise tax on a prohibited transaction is a function of the
amount involved in the transaction. The bill provides that the amount
involved is the greater of the fair market value of the property (including money) given or received in the transaction. However, with
regard to services which are necessary to the operation of the plan
and which generally may be paid for if the compensation is not excessive, the amount involved is the excess compensation. For the firstlevel tax, the amount involved in a prohibited transaction is valued as
of the date of the transaction. However, for the second-level tax the
amount involved is valued at the highest fair market value. during
the correction period. The higher valuation is used for the secondlevel tax so the person subject to tax will not delay returning the
amount involved to the trust in order to earn income with this
amount.
A prohibited transaction may be corrected to avoid the second-level
tax at any time before the 90th clay after the Internal Revenue Service
mails a notice of deficiency with respect to the first-level tax. However,
the 90-day period may be extended by any pei iod within which a, defiiciency cannot be assessed (because of petitions to the Tax Court),
and may also be extended for a period which the Internal Revenue
Service determines is both reasonable and necessary to correct the
prohibited transaction. To correct a prohibited transaction, the transaction must, be undone to the extent possible, but in any case the final
position of the trust must be no worse than it would have been if the
prohibited transaction had not occurred. The higher valuation to be
used in computing any second-level tax that might be applicable, is
also tlie valuation to be used in correctin&r the transaction. Tn other
words, correction requires that the trust receive the benefit of whatever
bargain turns out to have been involved in the transaction.
Prob. bitccl transactions and' exceptions. in genera/.
The bill removes qualified trusts from the present arm' s-length prohibited transaction rules, and in place of these limitations establishes a set of comprehensive definitions of the prohibited transactions that apply to
qualified trusts. G-cnerally, the committee bill defines as prohibited
transactions the same type of transactions that constitute prohibited
self-dealings ivith regard to private foundations, with modifications
that are appropriate in the employee benefit trust, area. As with private
foundations. the bill prohibits both direct and indirect dealings
the
types specified.
8ale, exchange, or leasing of p~'operty. Under the bill, the sale
exchange, or leasing of any property between the trust, and a party
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in interest (with the exceptions noted subsequentlv) is a prohibited
transaction. Under this rule, the transaction is prohibited whether or
not the property involved is owned by the trust, or the party in
interest, and the prohibited transaction includes sales, etc. , from
the party in interest to the trust and also from the trust to the hearty
in interest. Additionally, following the private foundation rules, a
transfer of property by a party in interest to a trust is treated as a
sale or exchange if the propertv is subject to a mortgage or similar lien
which the party in interest placed on the property within 10 years
of the transfer to the trust, or if the trust assumes a, mortgage or
similar lien placed on the property prior to transfer. This rule prevents circumvention of the prohibition on sale by mortgaging the
property before a transfer to the trust.
Louiiz. The bill also prohibits a]1 lending of money or other extension of credit between the trust and a party in interest but with
the exceptions noted below. The committee recognizes that at times a
trust may need financial aid and a, pa, rty in interest may be the only
person willing, or able, to provide that aid. The committee believes
that the problem of need and the problem of practical adininistration
in this case can be reconciled where an independent third partv makes
the loan and the interested party guarantees the loan. Therefore, the
bill provides that an interested party may guarantee a loan to a qualified trust if a reasonable rate of interest is charged. In. this way, there
will be an independent lender to 1-eep th& interest rate from being too
low (which would avoid the contribution limits), and the trust, wi11
have an interest, in keeping the inteiest rate from beino too hi«h
(which could drain money from the trust to the detriment of the
employees). The committee contemplates that a party in interest may
guarantee a loan to the trust only where the loan is made by a person
who is independent of and not related to the party in interest (or
fiduciary), and that the party in interest (or fiduciary) must not
provide the lender any direct or indirect consideration for making the
loan other than the guarantee.
Following current practice. the bill also allows a loan by the trust
to a participant or beneficiary to the extent of the vested accrued.
benefit of the. borrower. To be permitted, such loans must be available
to all participants and beneficiaries on a nondiscriminatory
basis,
and must be made in accorcl with specific provisions in the plan governing such loans. In addition, a, reasonable interest rate must be
charged and the loan must be adequately securecl. IIowever, it is intended that loans to persons who have been. at any time within
8 years before the loan is made, or while the loan is outstanding, owneremployees or propiietary employees under the plan are not available
under this exception; otherwise, the prohibition of premature disrributions to such persons could be circumvented.
It is intended that prohibited loans include the acquisition by the
trust of a debt instrument (such as a boncl or note) which is an obligation of a, p rtw in interest. (However, the tiansition rules, described.
below, establish special rules regarding certain debt instruments held
by the. trust on Auoust 21, 1'37'3. ) Similarly, the committee intends that,
it. would be a, prohibited transactioii (in efFect, a loan by the trust to
the employer) if the employer funds his contributions to the trust ivith
his own debt obligations.
,
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Furnishing goods, semiices, and facilities. The committee bill also
prohibits the furnishing of goods, services, and facilities between the
trust and parties in interest. However, a party in interest may furnish
goods, services, and facilities to a trust if this is necessary for the opera
tion of the plan and the compensation paid is not excessive.
However, since a substantial portion of a trust's activity is usually investment of assets, the committee intends that "peisonal service" not
include the activities of a broker, for this activity can give rise to
substantial conflicts of interest (e.g. , "churning" of assets) .
Also, a trust may furnish goods, services, or. f'acilities to a party in interest if the terms on which the goods, etc. , are ofFered a, re no more
favorable than the terms on which they are made available to the general public.
Transfer on use of tncst income on assets. The bill prohibits the
transfer of any' trust income or assets to, or for the beneht of, a party
in interest. It also prohibits the use of trust income or assets by or for
the benefit of any party in interest. As in other situations, this prohibited transaction may occur even though there has been no transfer
of money or property between the trust and any party in interest. For
example, securities purchases or sales by the trust in order to manipulate the prices of the securities to the advantage of a party in interest
constitute "a use by, or for the benefit of, a party in interest of any
income or assets of the trust. "
To prevent discrimination against fiduciaries and parties in interest, the bill permits these persons to receive any benefits to which
they are entitled as participants or beneficiaries in the plan.
The bill also generally prohibits payPayment of comp&ensation.
ment of compensation, or payment or reimbursement, of expenses, by
a trust to any party in interest. However, this prohibition does not
apply to the payment of compensation, or payment, or reimbursement
of expenses, by the plan to a fiduciary or other party in interest for
personal services which are reasonable and necessaiy to the plan, if
the compensation for payment or reimbursement is not excessive. To
prevent double payment, this exception does not apply with regard to
a fiduciary who is receiving full-time pay from a party in interest
whose employees or members participate in the qualified plan. Also,
in accord with present law, it is intended this exception will not apply
to payments to owner-employees
(or proprietary employees) or to
certain of their relatives or to corporations controlled by them.
Transactions pniman7y innolrinq conflicts of interest and fclcaciaries. The committee bill generally prohibits a fiduciary from dealing with the income or assers of a trust in his own interest or for his
own account. However, this does not prohibit the fiduciary from dealings where he has an account in the employee benefi trust and the
de~alin& s apply to «11 trust accounts without discrimination.
The bill also prohibits fiduciaries from receiving consideration in
connection with a transaction involving the trust from any par tv who
deals with the trust. This prevents e.g. , kickbacks to a fiduciary.
Transfer of assets outside 'the United States. In order to prevent
"run-away assets", the bill prohibits any assets of the trust from being
helcl, cleposited, or investecl outside the &Tnited States unless the assets
remain within the jurisdiction of a united States district court except as authorized by the Internal Revenue Service under reguiat'ons.
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Any such exceptions should be made only where, as to categories of
circumstances, it is clear that neither the interests of the trust participants and beneficiaries, nor the interests of the United States in protectin&r the integrity of' its taxiii&& and regu]atory and pension guaranty systems would be likely to be jeopai dized by the trust assets being
outside the United States.
Aofwieition of 8eourifie8 of the employe&. The committee bill generally prohibits employee benefit plans fiom acquiriiig stock or other
securities of the employer. This is provided because generally investment in an employer's securities subjects plan participants to a double risk of loss. If an employer has severe financial reverses, his employees inay not only lose their jobs (and the employer's contributions
for their retirement may substantially decrease), but also they may
sufFer a loss from decreases in the securities' value and dividends. Also,
if the trust is permitted to invest in securities of the employer, the
fiduciary may well be subject to great pressure to time the purchases
and sales so as to improve the market in those securities, whether or
not the interests of protecting retirement benefits of plan participants
may be adversely afFected. .
However, the bill provides a special rule for profit-sharing plans
because the concept of' these plans is that employees should shar'e in
profits through dividends and appreciation as well as through employer contributions out of profits. As a result it is not to be a violation of this securities-of-the-employer
rule for a profit-sharing plan to
invest all or any past of its assets iii secuiitIes of the employer if the
securities are readily tradable in an established securities market.
However. whei&e the secui ities are not tradable on aii established market, then no more than 10 percent of the profit-sharing trust's assets
is to consist of the employer's securities. This limit is needed because
of the greater di%culty in selling such securities and therefore the
greater risk involved in this situation.
Moreover, the bill does not limit acquisition of employer's stock
by stock bonus plans, since limitations in these cases would be inconsistent with the nature of these plans.
An employer's securities includes the securities of any controlled
group of corporations (as clefined in section 1563(a) of the Code)
of which the employer is a member. The prohibition applies not only
to the purchase of securities, but also to acquisition in other ways,
such as acquisition on default of a loan where stocl.- was security for
the loan (this latter example is to;ipply oiily where the stock was
made security for the loaii after August 91, 1978) .
The 10-percent test, applicable in the case of profit-sharing plans
where the securities are not traclable on an establishecl securities market, is to be applied at th» time the securities are acquired. Consequently, if the 10-percent test is niet at tlie tinie of acquisition, ownersliip ot ~employer securities is not to be prohibited at;i later tiine when
the securities may represent inore tlian 10 percent of the trust assets
(e.g. , because of a chan& e in the v;ilues of tlie assets of the trust).
The cominittee bill does not change present law which provides,
for qualified trusts, that trust funds may»ot, be iised for any purpose
other than for the exclusive benefit of the employees or their beneficiaries. Under administrative rulings, an investment generally meets
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"exclusive benefit" requirement if its cost does not exceed fair
market value, a fair return is received, su%cient liquidity is maintained, and the safeguards and diversity adhered to by a prudent investor are present. The exclusive benefit rule currently applies to investment in an employer's securities and it is intended that the rule
continue to so apply.
The committee bill also does not prohibit a plan from acquiring
shares in a regulated investment company (defined under section 851
of the code) which holds or acquires securities of the employer as a
regular part of its investment program. However, where the mutual
fund acquires securities of the employer as part of the arrangement
under which the employer acquires shares in the mutual fund, this
exception is not to apply.
Investments that jeopardize income or ussets. The bill also treats
as a prohibited transaction investments which jeopardize the income
or assets of the trust. This is similar to the rule that private foundations must invest in a manner that does not jeopardize the carrying
out of their exempt purposes. It is expected that, under this rule, investment standards will be established for employee-benefit trusts that
are similar to the investment standards which have been established
for private foundations. In this case also it is not intended. that a
"legal list" of investments for pension trusts be established. Of course,
the prohibited. transaction provisions do not prevent an employer, on
termination of his plan, from recovering assets not needed to pay plan
benefits. Because of this the Internal Revenue Service should take care
that this jeopardy rule is administered with due regard to the interests
of present and future participants and beneficiaries. If termination
is contemplated, it should be clear that investments are not being made
or maintained with the interests of potential remaindermen in mind
in any case where this is in conflict with the interests of the participants
or beneficiaries.
3A'sceltoneons exceptions from prohibited tronsaction rules. In
the interests of making the prohibited transaction rules work in as
practical a manner as possible, ceitain exceptions are provided to
them. One of these exceptions provides that a transaction (such as
an exchange) between a trust and a. party in interest pursuant to a
corporate adjustment, such as a liquidation, merger, redemption, or
recapitalization is not to be a prohibited transaction if all the securities
of the class held by the trust are subject to the same terms. However, a
redemption in which only the stock held by the trust plan is redeemed
would have to serve a bona fide business purpose.
Recognizing current practice, the bill also does not prohibit a person
from serving as a fiduciary in addition to being an ofhcer, employee,
agent, or other representative of a party in interest.
In addition, the bill provides that plans subject to the prohibited
transaction rules are not, to include funds held by certain insurance
carriers, funds held by an investment company subject to the Investment Company Act of 1NO, or plans administered by Federal or State
governments or by any agency or instrumentality
of these governments.
Tronsition rules for prohibited tronscctions.
To prevent undue
hardship, the committee bill provides transition rules for situations
where employee benefit trusts are now engaging in activities which
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law but which would be prohibited transactions
under the bill.
One of the transition rules permits the leasing or joint use of property involving a trust nnd n. party in interest uncler a binding contract
in efFect on August ol, 1978 (or pursuant to renewals of the contract),
to continue for 10 years beyond that date, until August 2o, 198~ For
this transition rule to apply. the lease or joint use must remain at least
as favorable to the trust as an arm' s-length transaction with an unrelntecl party, ancl must not otherwise be a~prohibited transaction under
present law. A similar 10-year transition rule applies to loans or other
extensions of credit under a binding contrnct in effect on August ~1)
1078 (and renewals thereof), where the loan remains ns favorable as
an arm' s-length transaction and is not prohibited under present lnw.
I nder the general rule in the bill, a trust mny not generally acquire
or hold n, bond or other evidence of indebtedness issued by a party
in interest, since it would be a prohibited loan. However, if on August
21, 1973, the trust holds any bonds, debentures, notes, certificates„or
other evidence of inclebtedness which were issued by a corporation and
that have interest coupons or are in registered form, and the holding
of these debt obligations is not prohibited under present law, then
the trust may continue to hold those bonds, without time limit. However, to the extent the, bonds are disposed of by the trust, they cannot
be reacquired and held uncler these transition rules.
In order to avoid disruption of markets ~here a pension plan
already holds employer securities (or where a profit-sharing plan
subject to the 10-percent limit discussed above, holds more than that
limit) . the bill does not require divestiture of present holdings of those
securities. For this purpose, additional shn. res acquired as a result
of a stock split. or stock dividend are to be treated as securities alrendy
held. However, exercise of a right to acquire securities (e.g. , through
conversion of a convertible securitv), is not to be permitted. If a trctst
subject to these limitations clisposes of some of its present holdings,
it noway not therenfter acquire new securities of the employer, unless
that acquisition is permittecl uncler the general rules (as clistinguished
from this transitional provision). For example, a pension trust would
not be permitted to reacquire present holdings of employer securities
after it had sold them; a 10-percent profit-sharing trust would not be
permittecl to reacquire present holdings of employer securities after
it had solcl them, unless it coulcl clo so within the 10-percent limit.
Present holdings, for these purposes, are holdings as of August 21,
107;&, the date the committee bill is reported.
The bill allows n trust to sell property, at nrm's-length terms, to a
party in interest where the property is now uncler a lease or joint use
which qualifies for the 10-year transition rule clescribed above. Sales
of this type must occur before Auoust &9. 10HN. A transitional rule of
this type is provided because it appears that such lenses nre not uncommon, nnd in such eases often a party in interest is the best available
buyer.
Defu~'tions used in prohibited transaction prorisions.
The committee bill contains n number of definitions of terms used in describing
the operntion of the prohibited transaction provisions. These are described below.
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The committee bill defines "fIduciary" as any person who exercises
anv power of control, management, or disposition with respect to any
moneys or other property of the plan, has authority or responsibility
to exercise these poivers, or is a guardian, trustee, executor, administrator, receiver, conservator, or any person acting in any fiduciary capacity for the plan (as described in sec. 7701(a) (6) ). Under this definition, fiduciaries include ofiicers and directors of a trust, members of
the trust's investment committee, and persons who select these in-

dividuals. Consequently, the defiiiition includes persons who have
authority and responsibility with respect to the transaction in question, regardless of their formal title.
The bill's definition of a "party in interest" includes the following
general categories: (1) managers (and employees) of the plan, (2)
persons providing benefit plan services to the plan, (3) the employer
and its ofiicers, directors, and highly compensated employees, and controlling or controlled parties, or 1:artics under common control, (4)
employ~ee organizations (e.g. , labor unions, including the national and
international unions where a plan covers any local) ivith members
covered by the plan, and o@cers and directors of those organizations
and (5) fiduciaries ivho benefit other thau iu their capacity as plan
fiduciaries from the particular prohibited transiction. Additionally,
certain relatives and certain partners of parties iu interest are treated
as parties in interest.
It is intended that "benefit plan services" include investment advisory, actuarial, legal, accounting, computer and bookkeeping, and
other similar services necessary foi. plan operatious. Additionally, attribution rules for oivnership of stock are provided which are similar to
the attribution rules under the private foundation self-dealing rules.
A. iso, in addition, the bill provides that an open-end mutual fund, the
mutual fund's investment advisers, and the mutual fund's principal
underwriters are not to be considered as plan fiduciaries or parties in
interest merely because an employee benefit trust purchases shares in
the mutual fund. Mutual funds are currently subject to substantial
restrictions on transactions ivith a%1iated persons under the Investment Company Act of 1940, and also it appears that unintended results
might occur (such as preventing a trust from redeeming its mutual
fund shares) if mutual funds were not excluded from these definitions.
Ckil actions. The committee recognizes that there are breaches
of fiduciary responsibility which may not appropriately be subjected to
an excise tax either because the amount involved in the transaction is
difhcult to determine, or because foi mal injunctive action may be necessary or desirable. Also, the committee reco& nizes that many persons
have a direct interest in seeing that trustees do not breach their fiduciary responsibilities. Consequently, in addition to establishing an excise tax on prohibited transactions, the committee bill strengthens the
enforcement of fiduciary duties by providing. that individual participants and beneficiaries may bring civil actions in State or Federal
courts to redress or prevent fiduciary breaches. Additionally, the bill
provides that tlie Secretary of labor uiay enforce breaches of fiduciary
diity through civil actions in Federal court.
In providing for enforcement by the Secretary of I abor, the committee bill is similar to the 1969 Tax Reform Act which included pro-
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visions to strengthen the ability of State attorneys general to enforce
the self-dealing rules regarding private foundations. FIowever, since
State attorneys general usually do not have the same common 1am responsibility to oversee employee benefit trusts as they clo private foundations, it was believed tliat the Secretary of abor was generally the
more appropriate Oovernment oKcial in whom to vest enforcement
powers.
Under the bill, civil actions to enforce fiduciary duties generally
may be brought with regard to any employee benefit plan which maintains a fund of money or other assets in connection with the plan, and
is established or maintained by an employer engaged in or affecting interstate commerce or by an employee organiz~ation representing employees so engaged. However, plans established by Federal or State
of these governments
governments or agencies or instrumentalities
are excluded, as are workmen's compensation and unemployment compensation disability insurance plans and plans of churches (in accorclance with their exception from the insurance provisions, as described
above). Employee benefit plans inclucle plans which proviclc for retirement, medical, surgical, hospital care. sickness, accident, disability,
death or unemployment
benefits. These plans also iiiclude profitsharing plans ancl plans with a trust fund subject to the I.abor Afanagement Relations Act of 1&7 (sec. 802(c) of that act).
A fiduciary is subject to civil action for breach of fiduciary duty if
the plan meets these definitions, regaidless of the legal form of the
plan. The definition of fiiduciaries siibject to civil actions includes the
same types of persons as the definition of fiduciaries who are subject to
the prohibited transaction rules under the excise tax, described above.
(However, the plan need not be a qualifiecl plan for tax purposes for a
person to be a ficluciarv subject to civil action. )
The fiduciary duties which may be enforced through civil actions
include the transactions which are prohibitecl transactions (in the
'ibove discussion on prohibited transactions, prevented by excise taxes),
and include other fiduciary responsibilities as &veil. If a fiducia. ry engages in a transaction which is a prohibited transaction subject to the
excise tax, or which would be prohibited and subject to tax if the
plan were qualified under the tax laws. the ficluciarv's misconduct may
be redressed (or prevented) by civil action. In addition, the bill provides that a fiduciary must not jeopardize the income or assets of a
plan. Also, a fiduciary must not represent any other pa. rty dealing with
the plan or act on behalf of a party adverse to the plan or its participants or beneficiaries. Breaches of these duties also may be remedied
(or prevented) by civil action.
The bill also provides that fiduciaries must act solely in the interests
of the participants and their beneficiaries. and in accordance with the
documents and instruments governing the plan (if consistent with the
bill). These rules now govern plans qualified under the tax laws and,
through the civil action provisions, are extended to other plans of employers which affect commerce (or plans of employee organizations
whose members aR'ect conimerce).
It is intended that under the rule which prohibits a fiduciary from
jeopardizing the income or assets of a plan, fiduciaries will be subject
to the usual trustees' duties such as (but not limited to) the duty to
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keep and render clear and accurate accounts, take and keep control
of the plan property, protect the plan property from loss and damage,
enforce claims of the plan and defend actions against the plan (unless
it, is reasonable not to do so), and keep plan property separate from
other property. It is intended that the investment standard that must
be met by a, fiduciary is to be the standard established by the prohibited
transaction rule discussed above which prohibits investments that
jeopardize the income or assets of a trust.
The bill also prohibits a person who has been convicted of a number of specified crimes froni acting as a manager, fiduciary, employee, or consultant to an employee benefit plan for 5 years after conviction or after imprisonment. Any willful violation of this prohibition is subject to a penalty of 810,000 and 1 year imprisonment; the
same penalty is applicable to anyone who knowingly permits another
person to violate this prohibition. Upon an administrative hearing and
after giving notice to prosecuting officials, the Board of Parole of the
Department of Justice may remove the restriction on serving with a
plan if the Board finds that this would not be contrary to the purpose
of the bill. Thc Board's determination will be final.
Under the bill, the Secretary of Labor and participants and beneficiaries of a plan may bring civil actions for any appropriate legal
or equitable relief to redress or restrain a violation of fiduciary duties.
The bill specifically makes a fiduciary who breaches any of the specified duties personally liable; the fiduciary must make good any losses
which the plan sustained from the breach and must restore to the plaii
any profits which he made using plan assets. However, a fiduciary is
only personally liable where he l-new, or would have known if he
exercised reasonable diligence, that his act or failure to act constituted.
a brench of his responsibility. The bill also provides that fiduciaries
have a, (luty to prevent their co-fiduciaries from breaching a fi«iciary
responsibility and must compel a. redress of a breach. However, if the
co-fiduciary objects in writing to the specific action and files a copy of
the objection with the Secretary of Labor, he will not be liable for any
act (or failure to act) of another fiduciary. Vurthermore, the bill specifically prohibits exculpatory clauses.
The bill also iuakes a party in interest ivho participates in a prohibited tiansaction (or a transactIon ivhich would have been a piohibited tiansaction if the. plan werc qualified under the tax laws)
personally liable foi any losses sustained by the plan and for any
profits inade througli using plan assets. A party in interest is so liable
only if he knew that the tiansaction ivas prohibited or would have
knoivn after ( xercising reasonable dilig(nc(. This liability is appropriate b(cause in tlicse situations often the partv in inteiest is a major
bencficiai y of:& fiduciary breach; in addition, this liability is in accord
ivith t1ie excise t;ix liability discusse(1 above regardino prohibited transactions. Fiduciai ics and pai ti(s in iiiterest who;ii e liable on account of
a lireach of duty in ivhich thev both participated are to be jointlv and
several ly 1 iabl (..
Appropriate equitable relief may be granted in a civ» aetio'i. For
exaiiiple, iiljiiiictions iilay b„ranted to pl'eveilt a, violation of fi«ic'ary
dutv, and a constructive trust may be imposed on the
needed to protect the participants and beneficiaries A»o~
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specifically provides that a fiduciary may be removed through civil
action brought by the Secretary or participants or beneficiaries if he
has violated any of the specified fiduciary obligations, or. is serving
in violation of the criminal conviction provisions. (The Attorney General also may bring an action to remove in the latter case. ) It is expected that a fiduciary (other than one serving in violation of the
criminal conviction provisions) may be removed for repeated or substantial violations of his responsibilities, and that upon removal the
court may, in its discretion, appoint someone to serve until a fiduciary
is properly chosen in accordance with the plan.
The bill provides that participants and beneficiaries may bring
civil actions to redress a breach of fiduciarv responsibility in any
State or Federal court of competent jurisdiction. Actions by participants and beneficiaries brought in Federal district court are subject
to the $10.000 jurisdictional i equirenients (28 U, S.C. sec. 1381). (However, the $10.000 limit does not apply to actions brought by the Secretary of abor or the Attorney General. ) Where participants and
beneficiaries bring a civil action, the Secretary of Labor must be served
v, ith a copy of the complaint or petition, and the Secretary may intervene in the action An(1 remove an actioll from a, State coilrt. to a
Federal district court. Removal is available only when the Secretary
could have brought the action initially.
The bill provides that participants or beneficiaries may bring class
actions under certain circumstances. Further, in an action by participants or beneficiaries, a court may allow reasonable attorney's fees
and costs and may require the plainti8 to post security for payment of
these fees and costs. Liberal venue and service provisions are established for actions brought in Federal district court.
If the fiduciary breach is disclosed in a report filed with the Secretary of I~abor, civil action may be brought no later than 8 years
after the report is filed. In other cases, an action may be brought
within 8 years after the plaintiR knows or has reason to know of the
violation, but no action may be brought more than 10 years after the
transaction occurred. Additionally, where there is a willfullv false
concea1ment or failure to
oi fraudulent statement, misrepresentation,
disclose a material fact to the Secretary of Labor. action may be
brought within 10 years of the violation.
P:fFecti~e drjfe
The efFective date of the fiduciary responsibility
pror ision is
,Ianuary 1, 1975.
Ee~;enue egect
T'he fiduciary responsibility provisions are not, expected to liave any
heartily
significant efFect on the revenues.

I.

H. Administration

and Enforcement

(Secs. 101;ind 102, 601, 602. aiid 641 of the bill, and secs. 4974, 7476,
7477. and 7802 of the Code)
The committee bill relies
on the tax laws in order to secure
compliance with the new requirements that, it imposes on employee
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stocl. bonus plans. The bill, in providing
pension, profit-sharin«and
new standards of coverage, vesting, funding and fiduciary responsibility, continues the adnlilIistration of these provisions in the Internal Revenue Seivice.
Many aspects of compliance have been discussed. in conjunction
with the various substantative provisions described in the bill. This
includes, for example, the ncw excise taxes imposed with respect to
and those iinposed in connection ivith transactions
underfunding
which aire pi ohibitecl to qualified plans.
In a number of other ways, howevet, eA'orts have been made to
improve the provisions of existing law. The provisions of this type
discussed here arse the new oAice set up in the Intel nal Revenue Service
to administer the new stanclards in this bill as we11 as those of existing
law, together with the audit fee tax designed to provide for this
administration. In acldition, the bill deals with the problem raised as
to tlie absence under existino law of a judicial review for letters of
determination as to the qualification status of plans. Procedures are
also set out whereby employees can question the qualification of plans.
Finally, tile bill establishes procedures in the Department of Labor
for an aclministr;itive review of einployee claims as to their rights
under qualifiecl plaiis.

1.

INTERNAL

REVENUE SERVICE

Pve8ent late
[Jnder present, law, the national oAlce of the Internal Revenue
Service is ol o&inizcd oil a encl al activity basis lather than a tax or
subject basis. ' At the piesent time, there aie six Assistant Commissioners of' Intel nal Reveniie in the iiational oAice ivhose activities are
broken into tlie following categories: collection and taxpayer service,
conipliance (including auditing), inspection (internal security), planhousekeepning and research, technical (rulings) and administration
ing. ) . Similarly, the field oAices of the Service are organized. on a similar
line. Urithin each of these broad categories there are Service units whose
jurisdictional breakdown is by siibject matter under examination.
For exainple, the Miscellaneous and Special Provisions Tax Division
under the OAlce of Assistant, Commissioner (Technical) contains a
Pension Trust Branch and an Exempt Organization Branch. However, various other aspects of national oAice employee benefit plan and
tax exempt organization administration are under the OAice of Assistant Cominissioner, Accounts Collection and Taxpayer Service and the
OAlce of Assistant Commissioner, Compliance.
C~e»eral reaaong for change
Concern has been expressed in the case of the administration
of
employee benefit plans (&ind also tax exempt organizations)
as to
whether the Internal Revenue Service with its primary concern with
the collection of ievenues is giving suAlicient consideration to thc purposes for which tliese organizations 'ire exempt. Many believe that the
&

' Reorganization Plan No. 1 of 19o2 which went into effect on March 15, 1952. For a
description of the present organization of the Internal Revenue Service, see Statement of
Organization and Functions (C.B. 1970—1, 442).
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organization of the Service causes it to subordinate concern
for the protection of the interests of' plan participants (or the educational, charitable, etc. , purposes for which the exemptions are
provided).

[]08] present

On the other hand, the enormous growth in retirement plans during
the last third of a, century has proceeded largely under the tax regulations of the Internal Revenue Service. Moreover, clearly the greatest
single protection for rank and file employees during this time has been
the Internal Revenue Service's administration of the provision denying
any special tax treatment for contributions or benefits discriminating
in favor of employees who are ofFicei . 'hareholders. supervisors, or
highly compensated employees. The thrust of this provision is to require broader substantial participation in the plans than would be
provided but for the Service's adininistration of the statute.
At the same time, it must be recognized that the natu a1 tendency
is for the Service to emphasize those areas that produce reveiiuc
rather than those areas primarily concerned with maintaining the
integrity and. carrying out the purposes of exemption provi ions.
Similar concern has been expressed in the past, over the Service's
administration of the provisions of the tax law relating to exempt
organizations.
The committee believes that in the employee benefit plan and tax
exempt organization area it should be easier to emphasize the basic
objectives involved if the activities relating to these plans and exempt
organizations were more closely cooidinatecl. if the activities in these
areas relating to auditing, rulings, etc. whether in the field or in the
national o%ce are biought tooether and if the top direction for these
activities also has specialized in them. For the reasons outlined, the
bill establishes a separate ofFice in the Internal Revenue Service,
headed by an Assistant Commissioner
for Employee Plans and
Exempt Organizations to deal primarily with plans that are (or
claim to be) qualified under section 401 of the code and organizations that are (or claim to be) exempt from income taxes uiider
section 501(a) of the code. This includes pension, profit-sharing and
stock bonus trusts and plans. religious. educational. chai itable,
organizations and foundations as well as the various other exempt
organizations described in section F01(c) of the code. Similar units
are to be established in the various regional and district ofFices. In
addition, the committee has decided to earmarl- half of the 4-percent
private foundations excise tax on investment income as well as the
proceeds from a new audit-fee excise tax for the funding of these
new ofFices.
EÃ7770120A012
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bill establishes within the Internal Revenue
Service a new ofFice of Assistant Commissioner to be known as the
OfFice of. Assistant
Commissioner,
Employee Plans and F xempt
Organizations. This oflice is to have the supervision anti direction
of the basic activities of the Internal Revenue Service in connection
with pensions, etc. plans (governed by secs. 401 through 414 of the
code) and tax exempt organizatio;is
(exempt fiom tax under
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sec. 501(a) of the code). The bill authorizes the prescribing of
the activities this office is to be responsible for in connection with
organizations exempt from tax (under sec. 501(a) of the code)
and plans to which the special tax benefits of the deferred compensation provisions of the tax laws (secs. 401 through 414 of the code).
In connection with deferred compensation plans it is intended that
this office will be made responsible for, among other things, the question as to the qualification of the plan and the related trust and the
exemption from tax of the trust. It also is intended that questions as
to the deductibility of' contributions to a plan, the taxability of a
beneficiary of an employees' trust and the taxation of employee annuities be inclucled in the jurisdiction of this office. In addition, it is
planned that this office would have responsibility over the minimum
standards relating to funding of the plan and the excise tax for underfunding, including the enrollment and reports of actuaries. The new
rules relating to prohibited transactions also come within the activities
it is intended should be administered by this office.
In connection with organizations exempt from tax (under sec.
501 (a) of the code) it is intended that this office have the responsibilities as to an organization's exempt qualification, the taxes on unrelated
business income of an organization exempt from tax, and the rules
relating to the private foundation provisions of' the Internal Revenue
Code.
To carry out the provisions of this bill, it is intended that the principal activities referred to above will be ti ansferred from the various
Assistant Commissioners' offices to the nerv Office of the Assistant
Commissioner (Employee Plans and Fxempt Organizations). With
these transfers it is intended that the Assistant Commissioner (Employee Plans and Exempt Organizations), under the direction and
supervision of the Secretary, or his delegate, will have the authority
to direct national and field office policy in connection with the basic
activities of the Service relating to employee plans and exempt
organizations.
8alarie8. The bill provides that the Assistant Comniissioner (Employees Plans and Exempt Organizations)
is to be classified at a
GS—18 level and is in addition to the number of positions authorized
by present law (sec. 5109 of Title 5 of the [J.S. Code). Present law
also is amended (sec. 5108 of Title 5 of the U. S. Code) to provide
that in addition to any positions already provided (and without
regard to any other restriction of present law) there are to be a
total of 20 net positions in the Internal Revenue Service in levels
GS—16 and GS—17 Th . increases are to become eff'ective on the date
of the enactment of the bill.
Authorization oj' appropriutionz.
The responsibilities and functions allocated to this new office are to be funded by separate appropriations, authorization for which is made in this bill. For this
purpose, the bill authorizes that the revenue from the annual $1 auditfee tax imposed on the employer for each plan participant (sec. 4974)
plus one-half of the revenues from the 4 percent excise tax on foundation investment income (sec. 4940') is authorized tn be an»rnprie&ed
too tli
his o,P~ce for purposes of carrying out the functions of the ofIice.

[109]
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The investment income tax on foundations currently is yielding
$56 million. This suggests that givcin thc piesent level, $28 million
would be authorized for the new ofIice from this source. It is estimated,
based upon the present number of covcrecl pension participants, that
%80 million ivill be collected from tlie new $1 auclit fee tax. Thus, based
upon present ler els of reve»»c a»d particiliants tlie iev& nue provided
for the»ew ofiice is expected to amount to,3;&8 million. Presently
the costs of administering the provisions of the tax laiv relating to
cxc mpt organizations is ibout $20 million ancl the cost of administei ing
the provisions relating to employee plans is about $22 million. This
suggests a total of $42 million, but with the nciv activities piovidcd
in the case of pension plans ancl the expanded requirements uiider
the 1969 Act with respect to exempt organizations, it is anticipated
that significantly more revenue than this will be requiied to carry
out these functions in the future.
Because the authorization for the new once is to be based upo»
estimates of collections from the two taxes ieferred to above, it is necessary to have collection clata available for purposes of this authorization. As a result, the bill provides that generally the amount of the
authorization is to be based upon collections for the second preceding
fiscal year. Since the audit fee tax is a new tax first going into effect in
the cale»dar year 1974, the collections from this ta~x will be first realizecl iii the last lialf of fiscal year 1974, i.e. . the first six months of
calendar year 1974. This means that collections for the seco»d preceding year with respect to this portion of the revenue of tlie new ofilce
will not be available befoie the fiscal year 1976. As a result. as a substitute for thc audit fee tax in the years 1974 through 1976. tlie bill
authorizes $85 million a year for the new o%ce, This is in addition to
the authorization of half of the collections from the. foundation investment income tax.
The funds provided by these two taxes which are authorized for the
new once in the Internal Revenue Service are to be used only for
activities delegated to this new once ancl may not be transferred or
used by the Internal Revenue Service in any other manner.
Effective A, te
These provisions are to be efi'ective as of the date of enactment of
the bill.

revenue egect

It is not believed that this provisioii ivill h;ive any revenue efi'ect
(but, for reve»ue iaised by thc audit-fec tax. sec below. )
. Fxnsr. T.ix ron .ir-»iTixr,
Present

Eau~

As indicated above, thc piesent amiual cost of aclministeri»g employee be»cfit l)lans subjc"ct to the special tax provisions of the Inteiiial Reveniie Code is about 822 millio». 0 ith the i»ci eased costs arising from the cxp i»ded duties it is estimated that additional costs will
in the neai future i aise this total to about f05 niillion. XT»der piesent
law no audit fees oi taxes arc paid with iespect to a qualified employee plan in order to cover the costs of the Internal Revenue Service
in administering qualifie employee plans.
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reaeon8 for change

The committee's bill (sec. 101) has established a new Office of
Assistant Commissioner for Employee Plans and Exempt Organizations to administer the qualified employee plan provisions and the
exempt organization provisions of the code. Under present law, private foundations pay a 4 percent excise tax on their investment income (sec. 4940) half of which under the provision described above
is to be used to meet the administration of the exempt organization
provisions and other costs of the new office. In contrast, qualified employee plans do not presently contribute funds for the administration of the provisions of the tax law relating to their qualified status.
The committee believes that qualified employee plans like exempt organizations should contribute to the cost of their administration. Accordingly, the committee has decided to impose a $1 audit fee excise
tax on the employer for each plan participant in a qualified employee
plan. As indicated in the provisions described above, the revenue from
the $1 audit fee is to be authorized to be used to meet the portion of
the joint cost of the new Office of Assistant Commissioner, Employee
Plans and Fxempt Organizations, which is attributable to pension
plans.
Explunution of prosit'on8
The bill provides that for the calendar year beginning on January
1, 1974, and subsequent years an excise tax is imposed of $1 per participant uIider an employer pension, profit-sharing, or stock bonus
plan (described in sec. 401(a) ), or an annuity plan (described in sec403(a) ), or a bond purchase plan (described in sec. 405(a) ). The
$1 tax imposed is to be paid by the employer of each participant under
a qualified plan.
For purposes of administration and collection of this tax the employment tax provisions (subtitle C) of the code are to be applicable.
Thus, the audit fec tax becomes the liability of the employer when
contributions are first inadc during a calenclar year Py, or on behalf of,
an employee to a, qualified employee plan. Eiowever, contrary to the
employment taxes, the $1 audit fee excise tax is to be deductible as a
trade or business expense (i.e. , sec. 8502 does not apply) .
The tax imposed under this provision is not to apply to participants
under a plan of an agency or instrumentality
of the United States, a
State or political subdivision. For purposes of this provision a p]an
established by the employer includes a plan established by a predecessor of the employer.
To be a participant, an individual must be actively employed by the
employer at any time during the calendar year. Further, the individual must be entitled to leave amounts contributed to or under a
qualified plan on his behalf by the employer (or to make contributions
to the plan) and must not currently be rccei, ing benefits under the
qualified plan (that is, is not a retiree).
The Treasury Department is authorized to prescribe such regulations as may be necessary to carry out the provisions imposing the $1
excise tax.
Fffecth e date
The $1 excise tax is to be applicable to calendar years beginning after
December 31, 1973.
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Revenue eff'ect
The enactment of this provision is expected to produce approximately. $80 million of excise taxes at 1978 levels of employment.

le

3.

TAX COKRT DETERMINATIONS

Present
Plans which meet the requirements of. the Internal Revenue Code
(that is, are exclusively for the benefit of employees, are nondiscriminatory in regard to coverage and benefits. do not engage in prohibited
self-dealing transactions and meet certain other qualifications) receive
special tax treatment designed to foster their growth. It is not necessary, in order to receive this special tax treatment, that a prior determination be obtained from the Internal Revenue Service as to the
qualification of a plan. However, to assist employers in their development of plans or plan amendments, the Internal Revenue Service issues
determination
letters indicating ivhether or not proposed plans or
amendments qualify for the special tax treatment. As a practical mat
ter, since taxpayers generally want assurance in advance that their
plans or amendments will qualify, in most cases they obtain prior determinations from the Internal Revenue Service before adopting a
plan or modification. Such a determination relates both to the qualification of the plan (sec. 401 of the Code) and the tax-exempt status of the
related trust (sec. 501 of the Code).
ITnder the Internal Revenue Service's published procedures, this
generally takes the form of a determination letter issued. by a clistrict
director. The district director may request technical advice from the
national ofFice on issues arising from a, request for a. rletermination
lettei. Also, the applicant niay request national once consideration of
the matter if the district director cloes not act within 30 days from
notice of intent to make such a request. or acts adversely.
Standards are set as to the type of situation in which the national
ofFIce will entertain a request for consicleration of a case. It will, for
example, consider a case where the contemplated district ofFice action
is in conflict with a determination made in a similar case in the same,
or another, district. The procedure provides for a conference in the national ofFice, if it is requested by the applicant.
General reasons for change
In most cases an employer is ultimately able to obtain national
ofFice consideration of a request for a determination
by means of a
request for technical advice by a district. director or by appeal to the
national o%ce of a district director's determination or failure to make
a determination. In some cases, the Service has refused to make a
determination with respect to the status of a plan and related trust.
In either case, however. the employer has exhausted his remedies after
the action by the national once.
As a practical matter, there is no efFective appeal from a Service
determination (or refusal to make a determination) that a proposed
pension plan fails to qualify for the special tax benefits. In these cases.
although there, may be a real controversy between the employer and
the Service. present laiv permits the employer to go to court only
after he has made contributions to the plan, deducted them, and had
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deductions disallowed. The lono time period and the related
unceitainty, couplecl with the threat of the ultimate loss of the tax
deduction, almost always causes the employer to go along with the
Service, even ii he disagrees with the Service's position. In addition,
the determination
letter procedure. does not permit employees, or
their unions, to question the qualification of plans.
The committee believes that both employers and. employees should
have a right to court adjudication in the situations described above.
The bill deals with the problem by providing that, in the event of
an unfavorable. cletermination (or failure to make a determination),
the employer may ask the Tax Court for a declaratory judgment as
to the status ot a new plan, a plan antendment or a plan to be terminated. In adclition, the committee has decided that. interested employees shoulcl be alloaved to participate in the consideration by the
Service of an employer's request, for a. determination and any controversy connectecl with it. An employee who intervenes in the Service's determination proceclure is to be entitlecl to receive a copy of the
determinatiori issuecl. by the Service in connection with the proceecling. If the employee questions a Service determination with respect
to the qualification of a particular plan, he may petition the Tax
Court to issue a declaratory judgment as to the status of the plan.
The committee believes that this procedure is clesirable because it,
will permit all interested parties to the controversv (the Government,
the trustee, the employer, and his employees) to have an opportunity
to participate in the administrative determination of the matter and to
have an opportunity
to contest the Service determination
of the
matter. '
A'hile the coinmittee decision permits employers and their employees to petition tlie Tax ( ourt for a declaratory judgment in connection with a new plan, a plan a»ienclment, or a plan termination, the
committee also expects the Service to establish procedures whereby
interested parties (including employees regardless of whether they are
plan pal'ticipants or plan beneficiaries) may question the continued
qualifiication of a plan and a relatecl trust and obtain a determination
from the Service. In such a case. it is believed that the Service should
alFord the employer and other interested parties an opportunity to be
heard before issuing a determination letter with respect to the plan
and related trust. If the Service ultimately concludes that a plan is no
longer qualified, then the Service is to proceed in the usual manner by
notice of deficiency. Of course, the Service while concluding that the
plan, remains qualified could conclude. that tliere has been a violation
of a fiduciary obligation, and the Service would then proceed by imposition of the excise tax.
While this new procedure is being made. available to parties who
desire to use it, there is no requirement that a party use this new procedure. to determine the status of a plan. Further, there is no requirement, as a condition for qualification, that a request for a, determination be made.

The present Service procedure provides that appeals from a district director are to
by the national office in Washin"ton, D. C. , and as a result, if a party wishes
io mal'e an oral presentation, he mnst incur the cost of travel. The Service has instituted
a regional appeals procedure in connection with the status of an organization exempt by
reason of section o01(c) (3) and it is hoped that the Service will institute a similar
appeals procedure for employee benefit plan determinations,
&

he considered
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The bill
ln. general. —

E~p/Q1MLlo'6

provides that the United States Tax Court is
to have jurisdiction to hear and enter judgments ivith respect to controversies as to the qualification of an employee plan ivhich has been
established by an employer. The plans for ivhich the Tax Court may enter a declaratory judgment are pension, profit-sharing, and stock bonus
plans (described in sec. 401(a) ), annuity plans (described in sec. 408
(a) ), and bond purchase plans (described in sec. 405(a) ). A declaratory judgment issued by the Tax Co»i t is to be treated as the final decision of the court and is to be appealable to the U. S. Court of Appeals.
The, Tax Court is to have jurisdiction to declare ivhether a plan is,
or is not, a, qualified plan, but in this judgment is not to determine
ivhether any proposed action. is a prohibited transaction (sec. 4973).
The Court is to base its determination upon the reasons provided by
the Internal Revenue Service in its notice to the party making the
oi based upon any net matter ivhich
request for a determination,
the Service may ivish to introduce at the time of the trial. The Tax
of
Court decisioii, however, is to be based upon a redetermination
and not by a general examination of
the Service's determination
the provisions of the plan or related trust. The judgment is to be
binding upon the parties to the case based upon the facts as presented
to the Court in the case for. the year or years involved. This, of course,
does not forclose future action if an examination of the operations
of the plan indica, tes that the plan does not in operation meet the requirements for qualification.
The parties entitled to petition the Tax Court for a declaratory
judgment under this provision in general are the trustee of a plan, a
taxpayer seeking to take a deduction for contributions to a plan or
trust, or an employee of the taxpayer.
Exhaustion of udminisfratii e remedies &'eguired. For a petitioner
to receive a declaratory judgment from the Tax Court under this
provision, he must demonstrate to the court that he has exhausted all
adniinistrative remedies ivhich are available to him ivithin the Internal
Revenue Service. Thus, in the case of an employer (or a plan trustee)
he miist demonstrate
that he has made a request to the Internal
Revenue Service for a determination and that the Internal Revenue
Service has either failed to act, or has acted adverselv to him. and
tliat he lias;ippea. led any adverse determination by a district ofFice to
tlie national ofFice of the Internal Reveniie Service, or has requested
or obtained through the district director technical advice of the
natIonal ofFice. To exhaust his idministrative remedies a, party must
sitisfi all procedural requirements of the Service. For example, the
Service may decline to make a determination if an emplovei fails to
supply tlic Service ivith the necessaiy information on ivhich to make
determination. In addition, the Service should decline to niake
deteiiniiiation if it is not satisfi . that the emplovei has taken reasonable steps to notifv all enaplovees ~vho might liave an interest, in the
action on request, for a determination.
In addition to exhausting administrative remedies, an emplover
must have placed a plan into eRect prior to the petition of the Tax
Court for a declai atory judgnicnt. However, a net plan is to be treated
as being in effect even if it includes a provision that the funds con-
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to it by the employer and employee may be refunded in the
event that the plan is not found to be a qualified plan by the Service or
the Tax Court. In the event that the contributions are refunded, all
deductions for contributions would be disallowed and all income derived by the trust would be includable in income by the person who receives tlie payinent. In the case of a plan amendment or plan termination, the proposed action by the employer or plan trustee also may be
put into cff'ect on a conditional basis.
While the Service presently does not provide any procedure for employee objection to proposed determinations concerning the qualification of' a plan, it is anticipated that the Service will adopt procedures
similar to those procedures provided for employers making the request
for the determination. These procedures would permit employees who
have an interest in the requirements necessary for the plan to qualify
to participate in the administrative determination of whether a plaii
is entitled to qualified status. An employee must exhaust these remedies before petitioning the Tax Court for a declaratory judgment. If
there has been a failure to provide an employee with adequate notice
of a request for a determination, then he need only exhaust those administrative remedies that are available to him at the time he receives
adequate notice.
To@ Court Commissioners.
In order to provide the court with
ffexibility in ca, rrying out this provision, the bill authorizes the Chief
,tuclge of the Tax Court to assign the Commissioners of the Tax Court
to hear ancl make determinations
with respect to petitions for a,
declaratory judgment, subject to such conditions and review as the
Court may provide.
Piight to petit~'on TcLx ('ourt. The right to petition the Tax Court
for a declaratory judgment is to arise only out of cases involving
requests for a determination with respect to a new plan. an amendment
to an existing qualified plan, or a. termination of an existing qualified
plan. The request for a determination must be communicated by the
emplover (or plan trustee) to the employees at the time that a request
for a cletermination is made to the Service. This apprises the employees of their rights, or lack of rights, uncler the plan and permits them
to participate in the proceedings with the Service and enter an objection to any proposed determination.
An employer (or a trustee of a plan) may brino an action for a
cleclaratory judgment in connection with a pension, profit-sharing,
stock bonus, annuity, or bond purchase plan if he has submitted to
the Service a. request for a cletermination as to the qualified status of
a new plan or the continued qualifiecl status of a plan that has been
amenclecl or the status of a plan which has been terminated. If the
action is brought by the employer or trustee, any employee v-ho had
intervenecl in the pioceeclings before the Service is to be allowed to
intervene in the Tax Court pioceeclings.
An employee may bring an action for a decl;iratory judgment if his
employer or the trustee of his employer's plan obtainecl a determination from the Service that is aclverse to the employee. A. determination may be aclverse to an employee, for example, if he is excluded
from the group of employees covered by the plan or if his vesting or
benefits are not as favorable as he claims they neecl to be in order to
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provisions of the tax law. To bring the
the nondiscrimi»ation
miist
have
been an employee of the emplover. duraction an individ»al
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the qualification of the plan.
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In any suit by an employee for a declaratory judgment. his employer
or the tr»stee of the plan is to be allowed to intervene.
Time for bringing ocfion. In general, the petition to the Tax
Court for a declaratory jud~~Tent m»st be filed within 90 days after
the date on ivhich the Commissioner sends by certified or. registered
mail his final determination in response to an employer or trustee's
req»est for a determination. Generally, the event causing the period
to begin to r»n is to be a notification bi the national Ofhce of a ref»sal
to hear an appeal from a district. directoi's determination, or of a
notice of a clecision with respect to an appeal from a district director's determination. Alternati'vely, the event, mav be a notice by the
district director of a response by the national ORice for technical advice. To give interested parties an additional period of time in which
to make determinations or file documents, the bill provides that the
period for filing a petition may be extended for such additional
period as may be needed if agreed to by the Service and the party
making the request. for a, determination.
Generally, the Commissioner is to have 970 days within which to
make a final determination. A. s explained above, however. this period
may bc extended by consent for whatever period is agreed to by the
Commissioner and the party making the request for a determination.
If the Service fails to make a. final determination within the specified period of time (including anv extensions of time), the employer
or trustee may bring his action for a declaratory judgment within
90 davs after the expiration of the 270-day period or such longer
period for which an extension had been agreed.
Burilen of proof. The normal rules of b»rden of proof and evidence for the Tax Court are to be applicable in declaratory judgment
c ises. The burden of proof is on the petitioner with respect to any
ground which was set forth in the determination in a manner which
informs the petitioner of the reasons for the Service's action. The
burden of proof is on the Service with respect to any reason which
was not set fortli by the Service as a reason for denial of qualificatio. H the case involves a request for a declaratory judgment where
the Service did not make a determination, the burden of proof is to
be on the Service for any ground on which it relies in the declaratory judgment proceeding. If an employee disagrees with the Service's determination that, a plan is qualified, the b»rden of proof. is on
the employee to show that the plan is not qualified.
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The amendments providing for petitioning. of the Tax Court to
issue declaratory judgments is to take eRect on Jan»ary 1. 1975.
4. DETER3IIXATION OF E |IPLOVEE RIGHTS
Ps esent Penn
l. nder prese»t law, retiremc»t plan participants do not have any
right under Federal law to access to an inexpensive foruin for having
their pension rights declared. In the case of those plans which do not
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some form of grievance or arbitration procedure the plan
participants generally only have an opportunity to obtain redress of
their grievances in State or local courts.
Generul rceson8 for chcInge
The commit'tee believes that all workers and plan beneficiaries
should have the opportunity to resolve any controversy over their retirement, benefits under qualified plans in an inexpensive and expeditious manner. Hardships have beeii encountered in the past by workers who are unable to plan for their retirement because of the uncertainty of their benefits and by beneficiaries who have lost benefits to
which they were entitled. Accordin&~ly, the committee has decided to
provicle that controversies as to retirement benefits are to be heard by
the Department of Labor.
The procedures provided by this section of the bill are provided as
alternatives to existing procedures that may be available to plan participants or beneficiaries. Xor are these proceclures intended to overricle the provision of any collective bargaining agreement or similar
agreement, which sets out procedures for employees in redressing their
grievances.
EÃp/Q)&CÃ8206 0f prO&! i820!i8
The bill provides a procedure whereby a plan participant or beneficiary may request tlie Secretary of Labor to hear and decide disputes
as to the present or future entitlement of a plan participant or beneficiary to benefits under a plan which is (or was) qualified under the Internal Revenue Code. For this purpose, a qualified plan is a pension,
profit-sharing, or stock bonus plan (describecl in sec. 401(a) of the
code), an annuity plan (described in sec. 408(a) oi the code), or a
bond purchase plan (described in sec. 405 (a) of the code).
To be a participant. , an individual must be actively employed by the
employer at any time during the calendar year. Further, the individual must be entitled to liave amounts contributed to or under a qualified plan on his behalf by the employer (or to make contributions to
the plan) and must not currently be receiving benefits uiider the
qualified plan (that is, is not i retiree). A plan beneficiary generally
is an individual who is receiving (or claims a right to receive) benefits
under a qualified plan.
Lpon the application of a plan participant or beneficiary for a
determination of his retirement rights the Secretary of Labor is to
notify the administrator of the plan under which the applicant is requesting that his rights be declared. The Secretary is to notify the
plan. administrator
of the matters complained of and the relief requested by the applicant, and to hold a proceeding at such time and
place and in such manner as to permit the plan participan't or beneficiary to be present and to present his case to the Secretary.
The Secretary is to attenipt to secure voluntary compliance with
any decision he makes with respect to an applicant's retirement rights&
but he h. as the power to issue an order directing the plan administrator
to comply with the terms of any decision. In the case of a refusal to
comply witli a decision of the Secretary, the Secretary may petitio»
any U. S. District Court withiii the jurisdiction of the proceedings
issue an order requiring compliance.

[117] provide for
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any hearing conducted by the Secretary under this proceeding
the Secretary is to have the authority to require attendance and
to permit examination of witnesses and the production of books, papers, and documents (secs. 4', ) and 50 of the Federal Trade Commission
Act). I. nder this provision the Secretary also is author ized to examine
and copy any documentary evidence of any corporation which is a
party to the proceedings and to have the power to require by subpoena
the attendance and testimony of witnesses and the production of documentary evidence relating to any matter relative to the proceedings.
Other procedures and practices common in administrative determinations of this type are also provided for. It is expected that the procedures adopted by the Secretary will be conducted with a minimum of
formality and without requiring a printed record in all cases. It is
believed if this procedure is followed, the hearings can be conducted
in an expeditious and inexpensive manner.
Any decision made by the Secretary determining the pension benefits of an applicant may be appealed to any United States District
Court within the jurisdiction of which the Hro(ceding was held. The
provisions of Chapter 7 of Title 5 of the United States Code (relating
to judicial review) are to apply to any such appeal and on appeal the
facts upon which the decision was based are subject to a trial de novo
by the reviewing court.
I". ff'ectt've da, te

The provisions of this section are to take eRect and. applv to applications for determinations made on or after January 1, 1975.

I. Limitation
(Secs. 702, 704, and

Pf event

on Contributions

70K& of the bill and secs. 72, 401, 404, 412, 414,
1379, and 6%1 of the Code)

l(ItO

for emUnder present law, diRerent
rules are provided
ployer ancl employee contributions in the case of plans for selfemployed individuals (H. R. 10 plans), plans of. "regular" corporations, and plans of electing small business corporations (subchapter
S).' These are described below.
V.E. 10 plufid. The amount of deductible contributions to an
H. R. 10 plan on behalf of a self-enqployed person cannot exceed. the
lesser of 10 percent of his earned income ' or $2, 500 (sec. 404(e) ). In
addition, nondedtlctible contributions may be macle in certain cases,
but these contributions on behalf of owner-emplovees may not exceed
the lesser of 10 percent of earned income or $2„~F00. Allowable voluntary contributions by emplovees of self-employed individuals must
be at least proportionate to allowable voluntary contributions for selfclnployed (sec. 401(e) (1) (B) (ii) ).

—

i All the tvpes of plans must, in arldition to the rules described below. meet the general
reasonable compensation tests (sec. 162). The statute does not specify limitations on
the benefits which may be pairl under a, qualified pension plan. However. in Rev. Rul.
1072—1 CB. 105, the Internal Revenue Service ruled that pension benefits from a
qualifid pension plan are intended as a substitute for compensation, and that in general
a plan which provides benefits in excess of an employee's compensation
is therefore
not" oualified.
-"Earned income" is generally defined as being equivalent to "net earnings from selfemployment"
the kind of income that may be subject to self-employment
taxes in lieu
of PICA taxes (secs. 401(c) (2) and 1402),

—
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"Piegular" corporate pl('(n8. In the case of a "regular" corporate
plan there are no limitations on how niuch may be contributed by the
employer. There are, however, limitations on the amount of the contributioii that is deductible. DifFerent, limitations apply to profit
sharing a»d stock bonus plans and to pension plans.
In the case of profit-sharing or stock bonus plans, the amount of
the contribution that is allowable as a deduction is not to exceed in the
ai greoate 15 percent of compensation to employees covered under the
plan. Contributions in excess of the 15-percent limitation may be
carried over to future years. In addition, within certain limits, to the
extent that an employer does not mal-e the full 15-percent contribution
in one year he may increase the amount, of his deductible contribution
ln a filtilre year.
In the case of pension»lans, thc amount of the contribution that is
deductible is not to exceed 5 percent of the compensation to employees
covered under the plan, plus the amount of the contribution in excess
of 5 percent of compensation to the extent necessary to fund normal
pension costs and remaining past service costs of all emplovees under
the plan as a level amount or as a level percent of compensation. In the
alternative, the tax»ayer may compiite the limit on his deductible contributions by limiting his deduction to his normal cost for the plan
plus 10 percent of the past service cost of the plan (sec. 404(a) ). In
»ractice, these limitations have very little efFect in limiting contributions to regular corporate pension plans.
VRxere an em»lover contributes to two or more retirement plans
which are governed by difFerent limits on deductions (pension, profitsharing or stocl- bonus, or employee 'annuities), the total amount
annually deductible under all the plans cannot 'be more than 25 percent
of compensation otherwise earned bv thc plan beneficiaries. If any
excess is contributed, it may be deducted in the following year; the
maximum deduction in the following yeiar (for carryover and current
contributions together) is 30 percent of compensation. A carryover is
available. for additional excess contributions which are deductible in
the succeeding taxable years in order of time.
b'ubchu~ter 8 plena. 'The limitations on the deductibility of contributions to a subchapter S corporation plan 'are the same, as those in
"reoular" corporate plans. However. a shareholder-employee
(an
employee who owns more than 5 percent of t' he outs'tanding stock of
such a corporation) must, include in his o.ross income the amount by
which the deductible contributions paid on his behalf exceeds the
lesser of 10 percent of his compensation or @.500 (sec. 1879(b) ).
Profes8ionel corporntionv.
Generally, lawyers, doctors, accountants and certain o'ther professional groups in the past, have been unable to carry on their professions through the form of corporations
because of the personal nature of their responsibility or liability for
the work performed for a client or patient. Consequently, their contributions to re'tirement plans were limited by the rules governing selfcmploved persons. In recent. vears, however, all States have adopted
special incorporation laws which provide for what are generally
known as "professional corporations.
These have been used increasingly by groups of professional persons, primarily to obtain the 111oi e
favorable t'ax treatment for pensions generally ai-ai]able to corporate

[119]

—

—
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employees. The Treasury Department. in the so-called Kintner regu)ntioiis, held that professionnl corporations ivere not taxable as
corporations. A number of. court cases. however, have overturned the
regulations and the Service lias noiv acquiesced and generally recognizes these professional cor. porations as corporations for income tax
pal rposes.

General reasons for" change
Many self-employed
people, especially professiona)s, feel that
they are discriminated
against as compai ed ~vith corporate
executives nnd proprietaiy rrnp)oiv(s of coiporations in rc«trd to
the tax treatment
of retirement savings. This is because, at
present, there is no comprehen»ivc limit, on the amounts the corporate
vmployer can contribute o» behalf of its (.x(.cutive» nnd proprietary
employees. Self-c. mployerl pc. rsons, on the other hand. nre subject to
the contribution limits d(. scribecl above.
In addition, many of the»elf-employed argue that, as a result of
these contribution limits, it is c)if)t«u)t for them to provide adequately for their retirement, particularly as many professionals have a
limited number of years of peak earnings, in ivhich it, is «omparatively
vasy to set something;isid(. . It is also nr«u&d that the @,:)00 limit is
rio )ongcr appropriate. sin«v. iii thc;tppioximntely
10 yrnis since
II, R. 10 iv;as fii st v»a«ted. thr. icv )i;is b(.(.n n sub»tnntinl infl:ation factor
in the economy. Forth(rn)or&. it is «o»t&nclv&l that the ps(. »(.nt )axv in
thc rctircrnvnt plan nrea «i «;itcs nn:artificial incentive for th& incorporatioii of business(» ivhich rnor&. tra(litioii;illy. and p& rhaps morv,
nppiopri;itcly. hav( b(.(.» condiivtrd i»»ni»«orporntcd form. For;tll
&if thvsv. rva»ons. thc cornrnittcv. bc)i(. v& s that;i »«bstantial
incr(. n»e i»
dcductibl(. contrib»tions for s&lf-(. mploy(d inclividtial» is jiistifi(. (1 nt
the prvsc, nt tirnv. I. rider th(. committee bill. thv, pr«»vnt limits woo)rl
«(.n(rally bv i»cre:ised to 1;i p& i&«& nt of &.;ii ii«1 i»comv. . »p to a maximum
dvcluction of!I)7..)00 pvr annum.
At the same time, it is clvai to tlie omrnittee t)int the foi mation of
pi ofcssional r or»oration». n pm& tice iv)sich )ins proliferated enormously in recent years. )ias )iad tlie cA'ec t of «irr. umventin« the limitations
svhi«h Congress i»tenderl to impose on decluctible contributions
by
lieison» ivho are essentially, iii inost r «sp(. «ts, »elf-employe(l. In many
&orpoiate plan» a mttch larger pcr«entag(, of thc contributions and
h«nefit» «o to "rank nnd file" emriloy& «» t)inn i» the &-its« ivith regard to
rriost, H. R. 10)il;a»». I»»it&)i corpor ifv ril;t»». if 1;ai gv «)»tr ihsitions nrv
rn idv foi (x«»tiv(». t)i&» t)i(. ;t)iticli»& i i)i)i» itio» liiovi»io»» of T)s'v»('nt
1 trav
(»«. 401 ( a) (4) ) i«frais( tl»it pro»ortioiint& «oritii)»stion»
r»;ad«oii behalf of t:a»k a»(l filv c ms)love v». Rot os)i y clo&'» t)ii» "fin)art& i tl
() r"it&). c.A'c ct tend to impo»v )ii;t& ti& nl s v»ti i& ti&»i» &»i t)i( size. of «oiiti ibiiti&i»» i)sit&i« for tli(. )))«h&»t )(.vc. ) «rrtsiloyc(. », )iut it nl, o rr)e;ass» tl)sat, if
1;tigc (oritrihiitiosi»;)i&« i)i:iclv foi tlsi» &ross)), t)u. ii )oiv& r' l«v(1 ('rst)ilovv(. » wvi)) nl»o hers( fit. Tl»i». it;a})»("ias'» t)int in:arty &'or'»oi';tfe ))lan»
;ir&e»ii)ije& t to pr';ac ti&;)1 lin)it:tfio»» i«hi&1) (lo )iot, itsifilv it& th(', &"ia»(', of
»c'lf-& s)sf))ovv&1»l;an». Th(' n)i»c )i&( of »is&)) rir;i&ti&"ia) li»iit;ifiori» i» tli(
s'c')t»orl f ) iaaf' sf' l)la» h('«ss f))osigl)t ll«''&'»»)as'v to irr)lio»v. 1& «al 1irri it)at lors»
st)i&is)»r 1 f-c rnril&ivc'cl ))),ts)».
ITotv& v(r. it saf)))(nr» tn t)i& (oriirriittv& t)i:it t)i(
iii t& rit »« t))o&l of
lirnitatio»» &lov» )iot;a))lily (qii;illv to;il) sitii:itiriti» sv)s( r( "fir);isa& inl
~
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is very small o& non(xistent. Also, the committee feels that the
present system discriminates in favor of those who choose to incorporate, and against those who do business in the more traditional
partnership form. Similarly, other small businesses in corporate form
are treated diA'erently for pension plan purposes depending whether
or not they are under subchapter S, and without regard to whether
most of the benefits under the retirement plan go to rank and file
employees.
The committee bill would correct this situation by putting the regulation of retirement benefits on a realistic basis, applying limitations
where they are appropriat(, whereas the curr(nt system depends too
greatly on the form of business opci ation. Thus, under the committee
bill, limitations on contributions would be imposed not only on selfemployed plans, as under present law, but also on proprietary employees holding a two percent or greater interest in an incorporated
business, but only where all such persons, in the aggregate, have
more than a 25-pere(. nt interest in b(!iicfiits under the plan.
I:&pla»atio» of p»ovzgio»e
condeductible
The committee bill increases the maximum
tribution on bchal f of sel f-employed persons to the lesser of
$7,500& or 15 percent of earned income. (A. similar, althoflgh not
identi(. al, rule is applied in the case of defi»ed benefit pension plans. )
llowever, no more than the first!I&100,000 of earned income may be
taken into account in applying the percentage limits. The lI&100,000
ceiling on the earned income rate base means that, a self-employed
person with more than $100,000 income will have to contribute at a
iate of a least 7r/2 percent on b(1&alf of his employees if hc wishes
to take the full $7, ,'&00 deduction on his ow» behalf (in or der to coi»ply
" A self-employed person
with the a»tidiscrimi»ati(m
requirements).
carnin«r»orc than $100,000 who wish(!s to co»trib»tc lI)5, 000 for himself will have to contribute at least 5 percent on behalf of his employees.
The committee bill also extends the;rpplication of these provisio&is
to plans for thc bc»cfit of "1&r opr icta& y (;mployccs. " In general, a, "p& oprietary employee" wo»1(1 be a»y i&rdividf&al ow»in&& citl&cr di&ectly,
or th r ou«h;it tri bution i »les (tliosc 1) r(s«& il)cd i&i sc(.. 1')(i'1 (c) ), at least
2 percent of tlic tot;ll «o&»bin(d voting& stock of tl&e (orpor ltion, or 2
percent of the total v:il»e of all sliai es of stock in t1ic coi 1)of atin». Ilow('. ver, thc provision
docs not apply i&»l(ss all 1)&&)pi &cta&'y (nial)loyccs
wl&o are active par'ticil);i»ts, as;i class, hav(!»&o&(, ti&;r» 2i) 1)c&'c('.»t of
1:1)c tot&ll &i(;('.O»»t 1)al &l»('('. s fo&' &let &v(', 1)fr&'t&('&1)f&»ts»»d('. &' a (lcf»1(', d ('(»lt&il»&tin&& pl&in (s»cl& as a. r»o&icy p»f(1»isc plan), o& ii& otl») &"fiscs
hav(! m(»'(; tl»i)& 2,") pc&tcc»t of tl&(', 1)&(.s(»t v;ilil(, of;ill;ic(&'ilc(l h('»('fits lii&d(!& tl)c 1)1;ln (wl&(the& o&' »ot v(stcd) tof';f(t&vc plali 1)'ll't&cipants. ' '1'hc cof)imittc» 1)(.li(!vcs tl»it tl&is;il)pi ();r(.lr wi11 1)la((, th(' t&'("rt)r&cnt of (oi poi ite 1)1;l»» (»&;i »&oifc f(sflisti&;f»(l cqf&it;il)1(, 1) &s&s
wl&('. &'(! )»ost ()t th(! 1)(.»( fits li»(1('. f tl)c 1)h&f);&f( Ior ii&(1) vi(lfi;ll» wl&o fii'('
»ot 1)f'ol)f'i(, t;rf'y (, )r&1)loy(.(.s, tll(! ((»&tl'il»itin!& (.('ili»g will »ot 'rpl»y, »lit
'& ')')I('
i&i&lit Iffoiio &&Il Iioti()('()ll( tif&f& ( ollf1'if&(It)olid
oil l&&'ll 1&r or owl&('I'-&'»»»'&) ' '
S( If-& r»f»&&y« l&)on )~ IIOt 1&i& r& aw«l, l&OW&'y(
(';IS&' W&i('I'(';I ('Oi'f&(&IO&fi(&)i )I;Ii fiyO Oi' IIIOt( l&i;III+ (Ill ill&&iv)&&ii'il will I&&:I f&r
&i& O
f&i i&, f I I y
I&i)&)oi
for i&i&i f&&&i& & (&f: Ii» tli( ii'f iiiq if f&i& Ii&(&t& fii;Iii a i&& I'&'I &If
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where n substantial portion of the plan benefits nre for proprietary
employees, the ceiling will apply.
The new rules are also to apply in the case of subchapter S corporations. Under the committee bill, section 1879 is repealed. However.
subchapter S corporations would remnin subject to limitations under
the same rules applicable to other corporations. Thus, if more than
25 percent of the benefits under the plan were for indivicluals who each
held nt least 2 percent of the stock in the corporation, these stocl-holders would be considered to be proprietnry employees, and would
be subject to the 15 percent
$7,500 limitation. But, if less than 25
percent of the benefits were for these individuals, these limitations
would not apply.
As is the case under present law with respect to an owner-employee,
a proprietary employee (or n group of two or more proprietary employees) who controls more than one business would be required under
the bill to group together nll controllecl business nctivities for the
purpose of determining whether nll employees of the proprietary
employee are coverecl by a retirement plan on a noncliscriminatory
basis, and also for the purpose of assuring that the limitations on
contributions are not exceedecl. As n result of this requirement. a. proprietary employee coulcl not make contributions under two or more
retirement plans. which. when totnled together exceeded $7, 500. This
provision ensures that a proprietary employee may not exceed the
limitations on deductible contributions by splitting his activities
among two or more businesses ancl establishing retirement plans in
each. nor could he clivicle his business nnd set up a retirement plan in
one business where, for example. he is the only employee.
The bill also provides thnt like an H. R. 10 owner-employee under
present lnw an incliviclual who is a proprietary employee in n busine s (whether or not he controls the business). nnd is also a proprietary
employee in another business which he controls. may not be covered
uncler the plan of the first business unless he has established n plan
for the emp'Jovees of the business which he controls. The @inn for the
business which he controls must proviclc contributions and benefits for
employees which are at least as favorable as the contributions nncl
benefits proviclecl for him unclei the plan of the first business.
The rules outlinecl above also applv in cases where nn inclividual
is an owner-employee in one firm and a proprietary employee in a
seconcl business.
Dcp»ecl benefit plo»a limitoti o» o» be»efi'tv. The committee bill
also contains a provision. which applies in the case of all clefinecl benefit plans (inclucling corporate plans without proprietnrv emplovees).
generally limitin« the annual benefits which can be paid out under
these plans (ns of n«e 65) to 100 pe~ ce»t of the nn~ ticinnnt's average
compensation from the employer durin«his hi«hest 8 consecutive
venrs of earnings. A. pension is essentially a substitute for earning
power clurin« the retirement vears nncl the committee believes that no
qualifiecl pension plan shoulcl pav clefinecl benefits which are hi«her
than nn emplovee's average earnin«s clurin«his hi«hest 8 years. It is
the understnncling of the committee that this provision is consistent
with present 1niv (Rev. Rul. 72—8, 1Ã2 —1 ( .B. 105) nncl bv this provision the committee only intencls to clarify nncl mal. e more explicit
present law.

—

—

—
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plan could, however, provide for a cost of living adjustment
over and above the 100 peicent limit. However, benefits paid in
event of carly retirement would liave to be scaled down from the 100
percent of salary level on an actuarial basis. In general, in the
of any defined benefit pension plan which does not pay benefits iii
the form of a straight life annuity, commencing at age 65) or which
provides ancillary benefits, the 100 percent limitation would have
to be adjusted in accordance with regulations. ' In the case of a con
tributory plan, upward adjustments in tjle benefit, schedule would
be permitted in accordance with re& ulations, to reflect the fact that
part of the annuity had bee» purchased with the employee's own aftert;lx dollars.
In the case of an employee who is a participant in both a defined
benefit pension plan and a nioney purchase pension plan, the maximum 100 percent of salary benefit under thc defined benefit pension
plan ivould be reduced under the committee bill by multiplying 100
percent of the participant's average compensation by a fraction, the
numerator of which is the percentage of compensation contributed
under the money purchase plan, and the denominator of which is 20.
(Under another provision of the committee bill, 20 percent would be
the maximum tax-excludable contribution under a money purchase
plan. )
For example, if an employee had an iverage high-three-year salary
of @0,000, and a 10 percent of salary contribution had been made
on his behalf to a money purchase plan, his maximum yearly benefit under the defined benefit pension plan could not exceed $10,000
(10/20ths of $20, 000). This would prevent the situation where an
employee might seek to circumvent the limitations on benefits under
a defined benefit plan, or on tax-excludable contributions
under a
money-purchase plan, by setting up two different types of plans for
himself. (In cases where the rate of contributions to a money purchase plan fluctuated over the career of the employee, or were made
for certain years when he was a participant, under the defined benefit
plan, but not for others, appropriate adjustments to this formula, will
be made in accordance with regulations. )
As a, further adjustment, in the case of an employee who participates
in a defined benefit plan for less than 10 years, the defined benefit otherwise allowable in accordance with the rules described above is to be reduced by multiplying the otherwise allowable benefit by a fraction, the
numerator of which is the proprietary employee's years of active participation in the plan, and the denominator of which is 10. For example,
if an individual who was hui active participant for 8 years under the
plan had an average high-three years salary of $50,000 (and no other
adjustments were required) his maximum benefit could not exceed
8/10ths of $50,000, or $15,000 per annum.
This would prevent a situation where an individual might receive
an extremely high pension, even though he had only a few years of
active service under a plan.
Defi&le benefit plans for proprietary employee corporatio&8
+t
present, many small corporate plans are defined benefit plans, »t o g '

—

The committee expects that the adjustment for ancillary benefits will be substant!a»y
equivalent to the adjustment now provided under present
laxv for a plan which is in«
grated with social security.
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most self-employed plnns nre defined. contribution plnns because of tlie
limitations on contributions imposed on self-employecl persons u»der
present laiv. The committee ivns concerned that in extendin~ the contribution limits to certain proprietory employee corporate plans, the
committee bill might inndvertently
take away, ns n pi'nctical matter, the option of having defined benefit plans from tliese corpor;itions.
A. s n, result, the committee bill contains;i formula (ivliicli under the
bill mny nlso be used. by self-employed individuals) which would allow proprietary employees, i» cR'ect, to translate the 15 percent%7 500 limitntions on contributions, to ivliicli they ivould otlierivise be
subject, into limitations on benefits which tliey could receive under n
clefined benefit plan. (Of couise, all eniployees of all corporations,
and all self-employed individuals, remain subject to the 100 perceiit
of salary limitation, discussed above. )
ITnder the formula, the bnsic bc»efit for the em»loyee, (that is, a
straight life annuity commenc i»o. at the late& of age 1't5 or 5 years from
the time the participa»t's current pet iod of liarticipntion began, with
no ancillary benefits) is»ot, to emceed tlie amount of the employee's
compe»sation which is covered under the pla» (ui3 to n tnnzimum of
$50.000) times the percentage shown o» the followitig table.
-4

f,"e

Percentage

at participation
80 or less
8o
40
45
50
55
60 or over

6. 5
5. 4
4. 4
8. 6
8. 0
0

The perce»tages in enrlv yeai s an higlier to reflect the fnct that contril»itions made during these time lieiiods earn inteiest for a longer
period prior to retirement than contributions mnde in later yeni s. The
Secretarv oi itis delegate is to linve nuthoiity to prescribe regulations
in cases of plans which provide somethino other than the "basic benefit. " Also, tlie regulations are to spc'cifv pet'cetttages for i»divichials
who become pnrticipnnts nt. ages otlier than those shoivn on the table.
In nddition, the Secretary or his clelegite is given nuthority to prescribe»ew merce»tages, to be used in yenrs beoinni»g aAer December 81, 1977, based on chan& es in nioney rates-ancl mortality tables
occiii 1 iiig aftel 1078.
To illustrate how this formula would wor]c, assu»ie that n selfemployed person enters a defined benefit plan at nge 30, nnd participates in the plan for 5 years, ivith income covered under thc lilnii
of fi20„000 per annum. At a& e 85, he leaves the 1&lan. 1»it nt age 50, he
noain becomes n participant. Foi the first 5 years his covered income
is $80,000 per vear, then $40, 000 for the next 5 years, nnd finall
&50.000 for the last five years prior to his retirement.
The calculation ivould ivork as follows:

Age

30—35
50-55
55-60
60-65

Compensation
per year

$20, 000
30, 000
40, 000
50, 000
Total

Rate

6. 5
3. 0
3. 0

3. 0

Benefit
earned
per year

$1, 300
900

i, 200
1, 500

Total
benefit

$6, 500
4, 500
6, 000
7, 500
24, 500
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Tlius, fh(] un&xi»»»n bc'»Pfit &vl&icl& ('0»ld be paid to the indiviclunl
ui&dcr the pin» i» tlie to&in of;& si»grle life;»»»iity con&n&encing nt, age
f)5 &v]th»0 a»cillnry be»cfits &vo»ld be $'4, ,")00 pcr year.

The conlmittee bill;&iso provides that. fo~& purposes of the nntidiscrimination i'»les, thc maxiniun& amount of compensation v(hich is to
be take» into account is to be lIi100]000. (This is the s:im( ccilin«provlclcd 1» con»Pcf ]0» &v&fh conti'lbuf &0»s to n »10»ey pul'chris( 'plein. )
For exa&»pic, if n, self-Pn&ploycd person cstnblishcd n, define benefi
plnn foi himself nt aoe;)0 (&vl&crc n, o) percent, rate &vould apply) nnd
ea]ned lti100, 000 pei yenr, benefits nncle& tlic. pl;ln for his employees
could be, ea& n( d;lt the i ntc of 1.,') percent of cove reel compc ns;ition, and
tlic plan &voulcl »ot be conside& ecl to be, discri»ii»ntorv. In other &vords,
the &nnximuin be»efit &vl&icl& could ]&((&ue per year for the selfeniployecl person &vould be 1 percent of $;)0,000, or 4ll, 500, avhich is
eqnivnlent to 1.;") percent oi& a $100,000 bnsp. Th»s, the self-p&nployecl
person &vouid be permittccl to &u;lke co»t&ib»tions &vl&ich &vould purchase n 1., ) percei]t benefi foi liis e&nployeps. ETO&vpver, eve» if the
self-employe(1 person's earni»os &ve&e 8')00, 000] be»efits enl necl for the
employees unclpr tlie phin coul(1 »ot drop belo&v tl&e 1.5 percent, rnte.
L)'))litr(t)'o)(a orl contr)'t)](t)'or)a to )))owe]t p)()'rliaee 1)t(r)]e. The committee bill also contnins n, provision &vl&i~1»vould li]»it tnx cxcluclnblc
conti ibutio»s uiidcr n, inoney-puichase plan. Cases h:&ve been found
&vherc thc' stockholclc"is of small co&porntions inv(st vciy substm&tinl
percentages of their inconlc in xvhnt is, in ('ffcct, ;& defer&ed compensition n&range»&p»t. A. s discussed above, thp Internal Picvp»ue Serv"-&] 107)—
ice hns rulecl (P)ev. Hul. 7)—,
1 f .B. 10;) ) that a pensioii is esseiitinlly a substit&itc for enrnin«po&vcr dui in.o; tlic ] cti&en&p»t yeais niicl
that, i» grpnp]al, a, pension plnn does not qualify i» cases &vhere the
pension benefit is»&o]p tlian the cmploycc's highest average snlnry.
The. Conimittce ngiecs &vitl& tliis intel pr(tatio» of prese»t ia&v, but the
100-percent-of-snlaiy llinitation is cliil&cult to npplv in tlie case of
&»oncy 1)u] cl&asc pin]is because thc a»&o»nt of tl&P pension her Pfit, &vhich
&vill i&itin»; tely be receivecl c;ln»ot bc determine(1 )vith pi Pc'&sion. Thus,
the committee bill, ;is a corollnly to the 100-p( &cent-of-sal » y liniitntion
for define bcnc fit plans, nlso contains;& provisio» tliat t;ix cxcluclnblc
contributions to n»ion(y pui(liasc oi oth('i clcfin(d conti ibution pla»
ca»»ot exceed )0 pcrce»t of the en]&)loyce's «0»ipens:itioii. Any additional contribi&tions o» behalf of thc; e»iployee i»ust be included in
inc ome bv him. '
To enforce; tli(se piovisions, Pmploycis or pension pl;»1 c»stocli;ins
&vould be requii ccl to ] Pl)0]'t to thc &)P]'vice, in nc'col dn»ce &vitl& ]Pgulaf ]0»s, &vlic'»('vc'1' ('ollf1'lbuflo»s»l Pxc('ss of fh(' ~0 1)('1'c('»1 1»nltnf lo» hnd
bce» »inde, ;i»d;& pe»nlty (810;& d;&y up to;& +,),(&00 &n;&xi&nun&) &voulcl
be impose(1 foi each iiista»ce ot unexcused f;&il»] c to con&ply &vitl& these

—

1'epoi'fino' 1'equi&'ell&P»f S.
A»3 l»»0»llf iucluclc cl i» o& oss i»conic uncle]' this provisio» ivo»lcl bc
consiclerccl ns pnlt of tlic en&ployee's invest»&c»t in the cont&;let foi
pul poses of co&i&put »lo' fh(' f &fixable anion»t of 0 d]sf 1'll»lf loll fl'0»1
tlie plan to thc P»&1)loyee. TTo&vcvc&', these (o»t&'iblitio»s &vould be consideied to be»»i(le by tlie n»1)loy('] foi 1»&rposes of qu;&lific;&tion of the
o The on]y creep]inn
rrnn]&l h& in th& sitnation 'n hole a cnnirihntinn
]ras nl«]e hy t 1e
«np]nyer at a e0 p&rce»t rate (or]e. s] for his &mplny«. , hnt th& contrihntion hap]&ene&]
to @&eel n0 n& rcent of the mployee's aetna& comp& nsation nne, for instance, to a ter]n]nation nf employment.
&
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[126] phil&. If tlic

eniployee'H i i«lit» «»d( i tlie ))1»i Hlto»)d te& i»i»nte before
liidnble p;iy)»e»tH u»&l«& tlie»1»& eqi»&1«&i tlie;&n&ounts i»()uded
i» noss i»&oi»e»n&lvi tliis piovisioii, ;1 t;ti (l«&l»(ti&»& ivo»)d be tl)o~ved
«qnnl to th(, uni «covet'vd cont& il»&tio»s.
Intent'&rtr'aw,
r «1«~ for
trlu», ~ li«r&«fitr'r&f err &rgrri«t«ry err) ploig«ei.
11»d('I' p&'cs«»t, )aiv, lu&y H. P~. 1() plan iv)&icl& bv»& fits o&v»(&-v»&))loye(s
is subject to cvitni»;tdditio»;&1
ul«s ivith i&«spvct to i»t& «it&tio». If
inoic tlian o»c-thiid of tlic contiibiitio»s»»&lei tliv plan ii« iiiad('
on belialf of oivncr-e&np)oy««s, tlie pin» is»ot. pen»itt(&l to i»t«in;&t(1
with socinl sec»i ity. On the otli«i lia»&l, if lvss tli;»i o»(-thitd of tli«
cont& ib»tions are, &unde foi oav»ci-vn&ployv&. s, ;i»&l the oav»«&-v»&ploy«v
tt'&', ats thv, se)f-cl»ploy&»«nt
t;&res iv)&i«i& hr pnys;&s co»ti ibtitio»s oi& his
own bvha)f und«r tl&e plnn, tli«pllu& inny i»te«tnt(. by tt(nti»« tli«
(;&»ploy«&'s social seciiiity contiibutio»s oii b«linlf of liis e»iploy&vs
ns co&it& ibutlons 1»a&le, in&&lei th«pin» (s&«. 4()1(d) (()) ). lay co»ti list, n
qtlalified v&nployv& pln» &nay i»tv&»'at( by tl&« tti»&& so& ial sv& ii& ity bv»vfits as benefits provide&l ti»&l&» thc ph&n (&vitliii& c«i tlli» 1»»its).
[T»dci the (oi»&nitt«( bill, vsse»ti;illy tli«H«. s;lii&v»&ovisio&is &vo»)d
b« ltl)p)ied i» thv, «:ts& of phu&s for») opri&t;»y vli)ploy««s. Otln &.)vise,
it, ives;&»pat«»t. to thv, oi»n&ittvv tli;it 1»ofvssio»;lls;iii(l oth('I's &vol&)()
still liavc n s«bst. ;t»tilt)»tificiil fnx iiue»tivv to i»«oipoi"itv &Itt)&&i
than to do busi»&ss in»io&e tiaditio»;&I t'oi i»H. 1»;id&litio», it sev»i& d
&'(asonab)c t))l&t. tl&c s;u»(' «('i&eral &'o»sid('I-Iltio»s ivy&i&'1& lv(l fh«cot»»&ittvc to conclucle tl&nt it iv;&s drsi&"Ilblv to est(»d th« li»&itntio»H oii
o»ti ibutio»s to ei tain oi poi;&t&»ln»s, ;i)so H»«»&«st tli;it i t»ploy& «s
ot thos«'ot'pol'at&oi&s should hnv& th«xt&'a )» otv& tin» Ii&&It&i&st vi osioi&
of thvii ))e»sio»s th&ot&I&h ii&t(»&ntio» tli;&t tlii Hp« i;&1 i tt)«H nt1'o&d.
TI&(, &cfoi v, , u»d&'i' th«& o»»»&tt&«bill, it IH »to& i&1«&l, »& «&«1&i I nl, that
I» Ii»y»ll»1 fol' fll(' be&t«flf of »I'o»l'I('fill"y &'111»loy('I'H, tlti ))h»l &1»l )
not, i»te»'&"tt() if 1»ol v, th;il& o»v-tl&ii d of fhv i«oti»t 1)nl 1»&('H
:i(& t»(d btii«fit» iiii(l(i t))v pin&i nt( fot th( bvli(tit ot it&&)it i&)uti)H (Iii'li
of ivho»t liolds 1(&»(i«iit oi )»&))( &)t tli( Hto(l; i» t)1( «)i»oi;iti&)ti.
Otl&vi 1»o)» i&.t uy I'iil»loy«&»)ntls»)ny»itv»1litv,
1»lt &»&ly o» tl&«
Hn»I(', bltsIH ns 1»l o&vlt('I'-('»tp)ov&&«»ln»
('otll(l I»f«~&&'I'Itt(' (fhtlf IH, bv
f I'( af I» &" Ho('»tl H('&'» I'lfy fit x( H )It l(l fol' f II(' &'Ii ) )loy('('H IIH ('»lit 1'lb»f lo»H
)
)
)) &i&i ol& tlt( it b('I)I&if t»l(1('I' th(' »Ilt»).
At. tli(' Hl»»(' f»»(& fh«('o»l»»f('(' I'& &'o~»'l»I«H f)ill(' f)1&'I'(' Ilt'I' l»ttl&1
t.;&x ex&

—

&

&

&

&

&

~

~

~

H»»111 &'ol'I)&)1'nf(»1}'Ills

tioi), n»d

It) I'( It

(ly»1

('x

IHf

I'll&'(', tell I&'ll

»oiv

IIH&'

II

lf &'&&'I''ll-

i»i«ht b(
i i»1tH)y;I)l'(& ti(l it tlii
1»1(H i» thiH;»&;I,
iv(' I'&' to b(i alt('I'('(1 too;tbl'll) )t I ) .
tvhi&1)

~

H&

'I'Il( ( o&i&»litt('(' bill 1)t'ovl&)&'H n ti'1&»H&f 1&)i&III I'uli', tlil()i I' «hii'I& Iiil&
I'ol)1'It'(
ll I'$ &'ll I »1&)y('(' ))I&Ill 'iv) l»'ll &vl&H I» &'x lsf«t)«'' &)» ) ll Iy '&4, I!)7'&,
))
»lny &'(»lf»ul(' fo I»f«~«'I'Itf(& (»I »II»l vi'Ill'H bi'»'l»l»»» b&'Iol'I', ) &l»»II I'v I,
I&))&()) Itt fll(' Hit»lt I('v( I of t»f&'g'I'n( lo» ( If Il»y) IIH tvt)H I» i'lli'i'f u»ili'I
fh&', »In» o» I »)y r4, ll)7 &, btlf ( lti' I&'1'I'1 of i»fc&&i it ioii &)11&y iti)t ilii I'&'its&'. (1' ol' I'x&t»t»lt;, vvhi'» f) I&' Hoi'»ll Hi'I'Iil'lf v i'Itf(& b;)H(' I'&H&'H, l lti' »I;I»
»It&st Hf&11 ('o»f»II I(' to litt&'~&'I'nf« llf fhi' »i&I 1«v«I. ) 1)»tv&'I &'I', It»y Hi I )'I' ll I ))I »v( (I I )Ill lt le I I I&'I i ('I('('t» f &) I o» I'&'I't I I) II Ii'ti tli'&I I )I'&&i'Iit I &IIHIH (»Ht t&~&'
f I)i' ('111)1&' ll 11& I I OI'» II I II i)i H&'I'I I)i (I nbot'I' ) I't »(I Il »y lit'tv ) &I'o) &I'Ii'f it I'v I &la I&
&'I'&'tf ('(I II ffi' I' &I »)y ' -I. Il)7:&, tv) 1 i&'ll I'Ii'i'f H tt ili'liil&'i I I &&'»i'lif n) &»I'i&ni'll, » Iny
)»'&&I»'li'f II I'y ) )In» I » &'x IHI ('»('I' &»I &I illy
llo( Ill( &'~»1'n( &'. . t lso& II
~

~

&

I

&I
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a (1«fined cont ribntion p}IIII to I defiilcd pl in niav not
e.
c
Otjler sjr(ci«j I Irles for pr ojrr r'et&fr tj ( rrl jrloj('(( jrl«r&s.
1}h coniliiitt('e
1&ill;ilso «xtc»ds (citain othei piovisions iv}Iic}I LIpp}v to H. H. 1(k
pl »is n»der pl«sent };I&v to pl;ins for tli«benetit of proprietLLrv
ei»p}ove«s is iv(11. Fol (xaniple, piiv»I«nts»iider
(}IIII}iti»d
p('lisloii pliln to cl proprlcfilrv ("lilplov('(' ~voLL}d }lilvc fo be~&'I» bv th('
tinle }ie itt ii»cd 21& Y &()l, .'&, ,»Ld th(.' ('ILLp}ovcc s el«con»t &voLL}d hilv(. ' to
be PILLd ont cit 1«cist rcitciblv ov«i tlh lif«ot tlh «i»P}&&v««or th( llv«s ot
tli( e»L})love( L»d liis spoils(' (s('C. 4(I}(IL) (!))). Also, it a }&lopl ietiLIy
«»LP}opec sin&iild di«b«tor( his (iltir( i»t»r('st iii tlh Plan hc«l bees&
dist 1'lbilf«d to ill»l, th(' })lcl» ivoIL}d ~c'«LLCI'll}}'( b(' LY(}ilil'»'d f 0 dist rible»'
01' })Lll'chclsc 21» an»»lf v tol' his b('n»'hclili'lcs,
t }1&if 1»f( I'('sf
&vlf}LLLL
y(ILLS, Ltt( i }iis (l«at}i (s(«. 4(I}((})( ) ).
Also, ('X(.'('SS ('0»tl'Lbllflo»S 011 b('hcllf Of 21»v })I'O}&l'LCtcll'V «ILL}&IOVCC
&VOLL}d licive to b(' })I'ohibit('d bL tlh' })lail (cllthoilcch, cIS LI»(l('I' })IYst'lit
121&v, IIOILd«d»('tlk)}(' ('LLI})}OV('C CO»ti'Ik)Lit 10»i COLLld k)t' »lcld(' l)V cl })I'0pi i( t;Lrv c»Lp}ov( c, iip to +"„'&(ILI p('I' 4 ('211', 1» })121»s &vh('I' t' sii&.'}I oiltribiiflo»s 1)iclV b(' »i&id(' l&V ('111}&}OVCCS &Vho 211'(' liot })I'O})1'I»'toi'i) (SCCS.
4(kk (&'1) ('&) (A ) 21»d ( }1), Illld 4(Il ((') ( 1 ) ). Ailv ('x('('ss ('olitl'lbiiiions
&Vhl('h &VCL't' »icld(' l»c'ldV('I'f«»tlv iv(&iild hi'LV(' tO 1)(' I'&'}&cli&l k&V I}it' plcLll to

[127] iv}iic}L sliif ts fl oi»
1»f'(c &'I'elf

'I

2L

&

&

&

fll«('01'pol'elfin»

&Vlthlil t&»10»thi 21 1 K('I' »la I}Lilac Ot Liot I&'(' Ot th»' OVCI'&'oiiti'ibiifioll }&v tli&' lilt&'I'nal }&('vcnILC !i«L'vL&'c (secs. 4L)l ((}.) (+) (A)
cilid 4(kl (( ) ( ') ((')
A}SO, (1('elf h 1)(&»('flfs PILL&1 1)&&' a (}IIII}Itl«(} P}2111 to ci. Pi'OPL'h'tel L'V (&»i})10&,«c &VOLL}&} ih)t (}IL;L}if) toi th( +,&, L)()LI &i«it}i k&cii(tit t'x&'}lish)11 toL
})LLI'})Os('s of f ht' V(&(}('I'2L} Ill&'(&ILL(' t2lx (st'&'. 1() 1 ) . 1 I'o})I'Lct2Lrv «ILL})}ovccs
ha(l 1)&'('» })I'&&}&I'Lt'ta' I'v ('»L}&1»v»&ci Lit 2LLLV t Llil '
( ci lid 111(llv i&llicl}2& vvho
ivifhlil;) L cciis })Iioi fo f}i(' diitl'ibiition) )voiI}(k bc (I'('al('(l t}lc scil»c
cls s('lf -cl»1&lol't'&1 }&('I'ioiis f()i' }&»I'}h&s('s ot f h(& rii i«i )v Lt }L IYsp»'&'f to thc
ill( oili(. f Iix f I t'elf i»('Ilf 0 f 1 ii»i}) sii»i &1 Lit rik&iit ioiii (scc. , r (ii ) ) .

).

1»

cl(l(litl&&ii, I'f

cl Pl'O})i'h'tcIL'V t'ILLPlovcc k)OL'«»&VS»i(&11(&V, Plc(l&ciii&c }iii
f }i(' }&t'»Sioli }&lcl!i cls SC('Lll'll v, the }&(&I'I h)ii }&lc(}ccrc(}2li it«'LII. 'll V
ilia}1 k&« ti('it«(l is 2«}istii}&iitio» «ii&1& i th( }&c». ioii }&1 iii t&& t}L& ci»'
1)1(&vt'&' (s('('.
1 }h' }&»I'}&(&i(& ot tkiii I'Lilt& ii t&& pIYV»'lit
(»I)
t}h'
(&»i})}OV»'t' fi'0»i (&LL&~cIL&&ILL&c 111 till 211'k&if I'cl "t& I v}&(' Ot ti'2liii2L&'t1011, I». &V}II«}I
h(' 11121}(t'S2L fciX (1('d»('ti})l(' &'0»ti'Lk)lit i»» to I'ht' })t'liih)ii, &Vlii&'}I clli&&»&2LI. 'Lii
tilX-ti'('(& Iiit&'I'&'if, t}i&'» &'('ti th(&»h)ih&L »Lit Ot tki&' }&lciii, Ill Ctt»'Ct, k&V
»h'cilii Of ci l()cLLL i('('ill'('(1 k&V hli })Ol'I i&&li Ot tki« }&lclii clii&'ts, cLlhl cili&)
r«&'(&iv«i a tcix (l(&(lii& ti(&il toi' th(& ai»oiiiit of »itciYii' }&ai&l &&» Llie 4&2L»
I&& &'(&I' t 21 I»
liiiiitcit Lolls &)Ii ('X&'CSS Lilv«SL LLLCLLt L»ICL'(&ii (SC&'.
( iiik) k«''I
I

lif &'I'('Sf

111

&

'

l t»,

(})).

((1) ).

—

j (lrrc

f&rr' rrrcrjc'Ir&&/ c&rr(jr'c jr&2 jc&rr(s.
} Lait'I' })LYit'»I 121&v, &'»lit L'Lk&III L&&LLs
it'1 t'-t'»I }&i»i'«&1 }&}el» IILLLSt k&(&»12((l&' k)V I ht& t'Lhl (& 1 t }h' tLI XLL}&1&' l'&'III. ' ILL
&)I'&1('I' t() 1&(«l(«lii&'t i}&l(& f&&i' tkiiit L'(& ll'. () tl('Ii t}lls &"LLL &'I'&'
Ltc &I Lf}i&'LL}tici
t OI' I }I(& i&'1 t -(&»(1&k(&&&'('(1 &t&i'i&)ii, &Vho ILici &' LLOI }icl
clt llcli i&} 2111 f ki»' Lii1
loi'»i&if h&ii Ih'&'('iicLI'V toi' kii»i I(& (lt't(&i'I» Lli(& kh&&V Ii(ih'h }I&'. Li }&CL'Iiiitf«'1 t(&
«')»f I'ik&»tt& 0» kiii &&iv» 1&&'112(l t'. 1LL &&I'(1('I' to Lih'&'I t}iii }&I'&&k&k&'LLL, fl'h' &'(&LiiIii it I('&' l&i I 1 })I'&&V I(l(&i t }icit tciX &1(« lii&'t Lk&1&« '&)I'Lt I'Lk&ILL L&&1ii fo icl f-&'LLL}&k(&V«&}
})1ci »i ( 21 Ii&1 2111 (&I la&I' &k»2I 1 iti('&1 }&}eliii) ILL'cl V 1&&' »12(&l&' 2Lt:ILL V f LLLL» LL}& LO
f&) Ii
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rule should provide the additional time necessary for the
i»dividuals involved to make the required calculations and determine
the amount of the maximum deductible contribution which is peri»itted for the taxable year in question.
Cuatodial Accounts. Under present law, a custodial account may
be treated as a qualified trust, but only if the custodian is a bank, and
the investments are made solely in the stock of regulated investment
companies, or solely in annuity, endowme»t, or life insurance contracts (and certain other conditions are met) (sec. 401(f) ) . The cornmittee believes that present law is too restrictive in this respect and
the committee bill would allow the custodian of the account to be
someone other than a bank, provided, however, that the custoclia»
would'have to establish, to the satisfaction of the Internal Revenue
Service, that it would manage the nssets of the account in a manner
consistent with the intention of the tax law. (For example, it would
have to be shown that no premature distribution prior to age 59&/~
would be made to owner-employees. ) Also, a formal custodial account
would»o longer be necessary under the bill. 4»y similar a. rrangement
having appropriate safeguards could be used if approved by the

[128] sion). This

Secret~ary.
Also, the committee bill woulcl provide that someone other than the
trustee or custodian, including the employer, can have authority to
control the investments of the plan account, either by directing the
investment policy of the plan, or by exercising a veto power.
Ge»erally, the requirement of the bill would be satisfied in a situation, where, foi example, a re«»lated investment company or other
investment, advisor mioht make inv«stme»t clecisions with respect to
the assets of the account, but a» indepenclent thircl party. which might
be a, bank oI some other r«spo»sibl« institution, woulcl aclminister the
plan, and handle elis'ti ibutions. The corn»iittee is clesirous of aRording
extra Aexibility in this area, ancl reduci»g the cost of pension plan
administratio», but it a1so wishes to pres«i ve the safeguarcl of a plan
administrator which is independent with respect to the e&nployer.
JVit/~cl&nual of ol»»tory cont»'but&'ona l&y o&cne&-e»~]&lo&lr ea. U»cler present law, amounts received from a retirement plan before retir«iuent are tax free to a11 participa»ts othe' than ow»«r-employees
to thc ext«»t of all nonclednctible contributions made to the plan by
thc participants. Thus, all participa»ts othe' than ow»«r-e&»~&lovees
&»ay. if the pla» permits it, withclraw thei& vol»»tary contributions
prior to retirem«nt. The comrnitte«bill woulcl extend this same treatiue»t to owner -employees.
~

—

Eff'eot&'. &:e clcjte

Generally, these provisions would tal-e eRect in plan years be«inning after December 31, 197"&. However. in the case of proprietar
cu»1&loye«pla»s in existence on, July oj, 1978. that will be»&ad« subject under the bill to c«rtai» r»1«s and liinitatio»s which. und«r pres«»t
law, apply only in the case of ow»er-employee plans. the coI»mitt««
bchevps that a tra»s]tlonal pprlod js»ccessarv to allow tu»c' for p1a»
amendmc. »ts. Thus. proprietary plans i» existe»c«o», J»ly '&4. 1978.
will generally be, mad«subject to the contributio» limits foi pla»
aft«r Decembe& 81, 1 974. Kxte»sin» o f H. R. 1 0
c.ars begi»ning
ow»er-cn&plovce plan r«st&i«tin»s to pi op& i«ta& v &»iplov««1&la»s i»
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B4, 197,'3, wil] also «enerally take effect in plan years
beginning after December 31! lt)74. In adclition, proprietary employee
plans which were inte«rated on July &4! 197."& may continu«as inte«rated plans, but may not increase tile level of integration.
The repeal of the special subchapter S limitation (sec. 1'&79) is
eRective for plan years be&rinning after December o&1! 197'&, ancl subchapter S corporations will their become subject to corporate rules
(including the rules on proprietary employee plans) in this area.
The treatment of proprietary employees as self-employecl persons
for purposes of the death benefit income tax exclusion (sec. 101) and
the rules on lump-sum distributions (sec. 7'~ (n) ) ivill apply to taxable
years beginning af ter December &1, 197 &.
The amenclecl rules. with respect to custoclial accounts apply to plan
years beginning after December .&1, 197:3.

1129] existence on July

Ide oenue eff'eet
13y increasing

the maximum amount that self-employed persons
will be allowed to deduct as contributions under H. R. 10 plans to lo
percent of earnecl income up to $7.500 a year, an increased revenue loss
is estimated that will amount to 5175 million annually. The provision
in the bill that allows indivicluals who are not covered presentlv by
pension plans to cleduct up to 51.000 a year as contr. ibutions to personal
retirem«nt plans will recluce revenues by an estimated 5&70 million a
year. A. revenue gain of $1'&5 million is estimatecl to be the result of
the provision that applies to certain proprietai y er»ployees of corporations the same lii»itations on clecluctible pension contributions that
apply to self-employecl i»clivicluals under H. R. 10 plans. The net
1'esult of these three provisions that are clesignecl to equalize tax treatnient uncler pension plans is a revenue loss of 5:3&0 niillion. These estimates assume 197:3 levels of income ancl employment.

J. Employee

Savings for Retirement

(Secs. 701 and 706 of the bill

ancl secs. 7.&, &19. 408. 409. ancl 4960 of
the Cocle)

Present la((.
6«rr«rally, «rr errrployee is riot allow«el a clecluction for amounts
ivliich he co»tributes from liis owrr f'»nels to 1 retirement plan. There
is iio provision f' or l» employee to est;iblish his own retirement pl;in
with tiix-free cloll;irs. )r. iso. )vhile «» employer's qualified phin mav
«lloiv e»iploye«s to contribute their own f'uiicls to the plan. ' no clecluctio» is;rllotvecl for these conti ibutiorrs (except to the extent th;it ttix
«xclucl;ibl«contributions
niacle i» co»iiection with s;il;irv recluction
pla»s. clescribecl below. niay be view«cl as eniployee contributions).
However. the iiicoiiie e;ir»ecl or& employee co»tribution
to an employ«i's (1»;ilifiecl pl;in is»ot t;ixe(1 u»til it is clistribut«cl. a
Iii tli«c"iis«of;& sill;iry recluctio»»1;lii, 1)ow«ver. in tli«past «r»ployees
li;ive b««» per»iitted to exclucl« tron& i»conic ai»ounts contributecl by
i Generally. if the pl)n allo!vs it, employees
;)!ta)it)ed retirement phttt ot up to lo percent
p.

14 (I'eb. 1!)79).
-'
At one time. Con"ress tool' the position

nmv

nta);e vol(111't;try

of contpensation.

co!ltributlons

I. R. s. publication

to a

77s.

tlmt a contribution to )n H. R. li) plan on
helmlf of;) self-employed
person vvns made lmlf hv the etup)oyer and halt' hy the seltno
deduction
employe!1 person;
vvts ul)orred for lmlf of th~ contribution
(presunlab)y.
the h;!lt "contributed by" the self-ernployei) per. on). This lintitation
(. ec. 4()4(a) (ip) I
vvas repealed for tavable years after Decendber al, 1067.
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[1~0j tlleir

«ve» avhciv tile,
enip]oyers to a pension oi' profit-shtarin«plan,
of tliese, ;u»ouiits is tlic «mp]oyccs' n«~rccmc»t to tn]cc snlnry
recluctio»s or fore«0 snlnry i»cr'(", ;as(s. Tf t]ic p]ar»n«t certain )io»clis(rimin;ation rcquirc]ric»ts, t]i() 1»ter]la] Iacvc»uc, )crvicc in tlic past.
]ind tn]cc;n the position i]i riili»&&s tli;at, u»c](r ccrtni» circuirista»ces,
the amount of the salary reduction avon]d bc treat«d;ls nn employ(', i'
o»tributio» to;I qiinlifiecl p('»si(»i pl;ui, »Ot t;axnblc to tile err)ploy««,
(i»itil bciicfits averc ivc( iv((1 froi» t]ic pin»). Tile m;iximiirn la]no»»t
t]int coiil(l be, so trvnt«cl wa» 6 p( r(«iit. Of cor»pc]isatio». "
On December f), 107'&, hoavcv«i, f]i«, '&«1 vi( «, iss»cd propose(l itc«iilntions ("&7 F«d. Re&&. No. '&,'&, &, p. &250,']H) avhich»avou]d (li;u)&re, tliis ies»lt,
i» thc, ense of qunlifiecl p«»sio» pl;uis by provi(li»& tliat, ;unoiints contribute(1 by;ui crnploy(, r to sile]i pl;1)is iii 1 et]]i ii foi:a r e(hiction ill tli(.
«»iployce's totnl co]up(. nsatio», oi i» lien of;in i]i( iv:ise i» s»(li (0»)pc»sation, will bc; considei«d to linv( becii (ontribiited by tli(. (mployec niid cons«queiitly avi]] bc t;axnble inco»)« to thc; «)r)p]oy(&». "
Public. ]ieni i»& s h;ave b«cii li«1(1 0» tli( s«, pr opos(, (l ]'( «»1;ations hilt ic«u]'&at 10»s ]ll filll&11 foi'in ]1'av(& 1]of y('t b(&('» ] ssu('(1.
source;

&

~

Cr'n]e] crl )'e(780»8 fo) cha)tgc,
)IVhi]e in tlic c:lsc of mn»y millio»s

of «niployccs ]»ovisio» is m;a(lc
for thc;ir ivtireme»t oiit of ]]ax-frv( do]bars by their paiticip;ation in
q»A]lfi(icl )'(&f]]'«»)enf pl]1)ls, i)i)illy othe]' ('»)]1]0&t'('('s clo ])of ]inv(', fh('
oppoI'f unity f 0 paI'flc ]pate, I» q»A]]fi('(1 pl ]Ills. OA('n pl &1)is are nof
;avnilabl«, b«(-rinse»l «r»ployer is»ot ivi]]i»&r to iiu ]ii tli(. ; ( ost of (0)itiibutin&&' to a ivti)vni«iit pl;iii. This 1»;iy bc so (v«n thol]«li the ('. niployces woiil(l bc xv)]])r)« to (0)iti ibiit(, th( ii own f»iids foi' this piii'pose. Tli( employ(«s»ot (oa«iv(1»ii(l«r i«]u;ilifi«cl pic»i Ivho, ns
foi tli(ir ictir( iiient oiit of
i esult, ;lie not ibl«. to 8( t;)»yfliin&r;isid«
raft«i-t;lx doll;a]s, ;lr( fui'tliei dis «lv;»it;i««cl by th«. f ]«f tli;it. ill t)i«ir
«As«, cAI»ill«s oil tli«ii i(tii«rnc»t 8;ivi)1&'8;»v subject to tax, ,a»(] «&']'ow
1)101'(', s]oiv]y fhn]1 fh(', f &ax sh('1f('I'('(1 ("1»'»)»~&vs oil ('or)fr'ibuf]01]s fo &1
qu]al lfl('cl pl l»l.
The commit. tc.c bill dc.n, ls avith t, liis prob1«»i by )nnki»~&r;av;Ii]abl( (a
special decl»etio» foi nmouiits s(t, :lsi(lc f'oi rvtiivme»t by cr»ploye«s
who A I'c»of cove;I'c'cl un(1('1' la qual i fii(.(l pin)i ( i)i( 1 i](]in «;ul TT. R. 10
&&rove]'nr»( ilt pl&a» 01' &I flax ( x( Irlpf 01'~&ra»]/r]af )011 &anl»»t'y pin]1
p]AII)
(sec. 40'3 (b) ) . Inc]i vi el»a]s i» this st atiis, in ( 0»ipiit i»&r tli«i i i i)( 0]ne t ax,
wi]1 bc per mitte(l to (lc(luct iip to $1,00]);a yeni for coiitr ibiitioiis to;aii
indivi(lunl i etirc ment accoiint, . Tlic elni»«s on tli is nmoiint Ivi]] also b«,
tax frv(. As ill th«, rase of TT.R. 1() ])1;1)is, tli«;»iio»»ts set isid( pl»s th('.
eaini»«s b(coin« t;ixlbl«. to tli« i»(livi(lu;11 eiieially after h«has
&

&I

&

of employer a of t:tx-exemt&t charitable, e&lncationai. religiona, &tc. . organiempioyeea &&f ]&nhli«&1»&;&tion:ti inat]ttttione. a ape& ifi at &tntory»roviaion
of up to o0 p& rcent of comp& naation, tim& a y& a ra
prov]&leg for employer cont&'ihutior&g
onof aerv]«, re&lnce&l hy;&mon»ta pr& vi&»ti]y otttrih»t«1 ity th«rnp]oy& r for»nn»itv
tr&eta on; & tat& eve]n&]«1 baaia to th«mi&]oy&e (ae&. 408(h) ). The r&gulationa un&1&r the,
4 1,'tt&1 te;&1]o&v the
mpioy& r ontrihnti one to
ma&i& nn&ter th&'ae anl;try re&in& t]on ph& n&c
.&&&&t]&]]a& ri&uit»; t]ot& ]u'o& ia]ona tl&;& t;&t&ply '"&'tt&'rai]y to &)tt;t]ifi«'] pl» na &io not, '&i&p]y to thea&'
I:&nunitie&c
Th&
«omn&itt«
'tr&
gheit&
r«
hill
&lo&
.'& not;&tr« t th& t;&. treatm& nt of thea&
1,
ontrihntion&o
vvon]&] not aff«t the tag treatment
of contrihntiona
to
Ti&e pro]&one&1 re ul;ttiona
arc &liatrihtttahie
&ertain &]tta)]fie&] 1&rofit-a]&8ring plane, &vh& re th«ontriht&te&l;&monnta
he&a&ta& th& Fe&h r:&1 t:&z treatment
of thin
only after; p& rio&l of &lcferment, preanmahly
type of p]an h;ta h& en eat;&hlialt«'1 hv a ]ottg-&'t;tn&]in& a&'rica of r&'venn& rulinga. (]1 v.
Rni, Ofi —407, 10oG — C. B. ' 84; Iacv. I(ul. 08-180, 10g08 —'2 C. B, 180; Rcv. Rni. 6$ —80,
1008-1 C. B. 402. )
&

In the

gationa

&au&

an&)

&

&

&

&

1&&

&

&

&

&
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&!0&lnt. 111
I'('tll em('lit, &a~&r('. wk«'. » hc I'('«(', Iv('» I)('n('fit» froin thc
ac?(lit&oil, ;as a way of «I;I!Iii;ally &!&»iv&!r 1 ii) I vt&n rr« i)t a«&!0&iiits Of' t?i&s
tyy)c iiito cliialifivcl n;tin r»&»t pha»s, tlic bill y)n)vid& s tki:at, ( rriy)loyc!rs
("in (l)iit;arc»ot rv&luiivd tc)) y)ma idc y)art or;all of tkic Ql, fk(EIE rctirc:—
»«!Ilt, s)Lvl»'"s fnl' ('. I»y)loyc('. s.

[181] I'(i&ac?)cd

&'a&'.

&

&&

l«l tl 0) Of /) I 0 «a, i a0 I&.

L&'J.'/)/(f

&,

f/ef)e)ny,

lsd,

—

.

TTI&d&;r

'&.

tlic &;omrr)ittc(, bill, any

individil&al

av?&0

w;a»

ti«i I);ant, i ri;a &I «;il i fi& cl i (!tin!—
ir)('iit, p1 ail, oi;a &&'ov(!r»rnvnt, y)lla» (whc thc!r or i&ot, fl»;alifi('. d), orl, a sc!etio)a 4():&(I)):a»r)a&ity y)hai&
i» to I)(! I«rrr)ittc:cl:a &l«dii&tiori of iip to
I'nc(
for' «0» t I'I I) I& t 0»s tn &a I )(', I'»0&1 &) n!t& n;—
y('&Ll'
1
&t)t)(E
rorrl
(!&a
f
I
I
)iconic
$
»«', nt;a«. oiii&t. Ir& or&1& i to provi&I&! lk«a)i&le;st. 1&os»iblc; s(oy)c for' th(!
pr'ovisior&, tk«', orr&rr)itt«! I&ill pioa id(!s t?»at, th&', (lv&lil&tior& in thi» &!asc
is to bc froni «ros» ir&corn(, ;a»d;as;L I(;s»lt, &. ;a» I)(! t;ikcn c!Vc!ri by tkiosc
ti& xp&Lycr's w?lo do»ot itcrrai&&(', thc n', st, of t?&(!i r &I('. d&l& tions. 'I'hi» i» d(!—
si& lied to;issiin! c!very c;my)loyc!c, ol svlf-crnployc!cl
pc rsori, tkiv, opport'ii»ity to set, &aside at, lc.ast sorrie n!tir(!rric:nt, »evil&~«» on:L tax sh('1tvrcd
E)a»is. I&:ari&in~«s oii thc;sc: «&»itr ibiitions woi&1&1 also b(! t;ax free ('l&ntil
;a(tii;ally &list& il»it& el to Ik«. ( Ir)ploy(&, ;is E)cnc!fits frorr& thc!;a«oli»t).
Tn t?&c cits(! of a maarric!&1 c:oilplc;, ca«h spo»»c; rnlay c!stlablisk& hi» or
Eivr sey»irate rctir(ment, s avin«s a«oiir&t, lan(l tkic. $1,()f)t) Eirr)it atior) is to
be;applic;cl sc!p;ar&)tcly to tEie var nc;cl ir«;orric of v. ;ac:h»y)c)iisc;. I&'or &!xlarnplc,
L inar ri&!cl worr&ara
with only a lirnitc!d arrioi&nt of' c!ai n& d i»«0m&: frnrn
p;art-time c.my)lnyrnviit woa&ld E)v, c;i&ablccl, iiiidcr tkic; orrirriittc!c! bill,
to svt, this aside. for hc;r owri rc;tire;rricnt. (I&'nr this y»ir pos&. , c.;arric cl in('0»«!
to b(', &aft&'&1)i&I('&I to I?«& i&&'I'»ol& (a&a&'»I»&r t I«'. ll«'. oii«' av) tElo&lt,
n «anl to;any )t&at(; c oi»iiiii»lty proy)( ity ha!vs) 'I'?ils y)rovlsinri y«rmits
a» i»&livi(l»ial to s&!t snr»&thiri«;asi&lc! fni k)i» or hc;r nwi& r&!tir( rri(!nt.
E)&as«(1 0» 1& I» ol' h('I' 0!v» ('&l I'I«!(I I I«'0)r« .
Iyndci tlic bi11, thc c!my)lnyc!&! &Iii) c!stablis?& his o!v» r&!tin;rn&!nt, savir&~«» &L«&:0&int, , or th(! n'. tire;n&c!r&t s,avin~«»
&a» b(! rri;ad&! t»roil«h thc
rrivdiiini of (.ontr ibiitions E)y;in (!rnploycr ((!it?«;r in thc forrri of lacl(litional &ornpenslatior& pl'ovi&1(!cl by thc employer or;a saliary rc dil& tinn
y)la&a) if thc!n! is lio cka»alifi(!&I, rov&;) r&rn&!»t, or cxc!ri&pt. or &anixlatior& y&lan
ivy&i& ki &.ovc!Is th(! (!rnployccs i» &I&i«stion. In ot?&er wnr cls& f th&! c rnploycr
do(!s»ot Ei avc;a &kii:alifi((I y)hin„oi if ki& ki&as sii&h;i pl;in licit it &lo&!»
not, «over (!ertaili c!mploycc!s, tkiv, employe;r «;aii c;stablish a n tir(!m& nt
siavl»&&'s, 'I('&'oil»t of ilk) t0 $1&()t)tk fo) (
1&
nf th( s&! ( my)loy« s. any
( riiy)loy((s»ot
ov( )'((I »»&I(!r tki(! (i&iploy( r pl&an (' in(lii&1in« thos(' ('xc liided
from I) arti(iy) atior& &lii( to I& r)«tk& of sc rvi&c! r«kliir& ments, ol'
E)(«arise; of &a&'() &"&a&i E)( c&)a( r«I iiiicl& r ar) my)loyc!r-spnnson&1
retireni& lit;ac&0»»t, or:iltc'r'»;atively,
tk«s& &»div&chi;&I» &"ari &stabl&sh th&ir
ow» 1»(1 I v «ill &al I'('. f &I'('I »('»I &I('&'0»»t». I I«' &'0&I& rl& lt I&', e E)ey &cv(!». ?&Owvvc&'&
I li;&t it i» irnpor t»»t tn pl'& s& I'v(
I 1&«» &y)loy&. r'-sy)0)&»Or ( &I r tin rn&»t
ac &0»rlt;&»;&&i 01)tin&i, E«&"&al&s& it »ilivk)c'. &'asi& i &a&liiiir)lstr;itive Ea for th&!
(ri&ployel to s& t lip i»clia i&1&i;al
tire »i( lit:l«0»nts f' or lii» emy)lny((»
t?i;i» for ("a&1& rriploy(!(! to h, a! ('. Io s& t lip liis 0)vr& la«& oiint. Tn;i&l&lition
»& l('ki
l&li &!t»ploy(! i -spot&sor ( (I 1)1:i» i» I i k( ly to «roav i nto la &I&lal i fi(!d
p&»sion oi' I» ofit-sli&ar i»&r y)hir&.
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individual retirement accounts are set up by the employer,
the aggregate tax excludable contributions and tax deductible contri'butions by the employee (which are. to be accounted for separately
in the records of the account) are not to exceed $1,000 per year. '
Of course, all benefits under the sala, ry reduction plan are to be
immediately vested, since the contributions. in eRect, either represent
compensation to the employee or come from his own funds.
It is the intention of the committee that. where an employer has
retirement accounts,
both a qualified. plan and employer-sponsored
that the qualified plan must meet the nondiscrimination
standards
without regard to the individual retir&. lpent accounts.
Since the deduction for contributioi» to individual retirement accounts is to be available to the self-employed as well as employees,
the committee bill will a, iso benefit people. such as jockeys, who in
years of low earnings are limited in what thev can contribute to an
H. R. 10 plan by the percentage-of-income limitation (15 percent under the bill). However, since there is no such limitation on contributions for personal retirement savings, an individual could, if he chose,
contribute all of his earned. income to a qualified retirement account,
up to the $1,000 ceiling. Moreover, a self-employed person, such as a
jockey, might, if he chose, participate in an H. R. 10 plan in certain
years, and make contributions to an individual retirement account in
other years so long as he does not actively participate in both types
of plans in the same year.
Eecguzrement8 for an individual retirement account. A. n individual
who wishes to establish an individual retirement account (instead of
retirement account) would
participating in an employer-sponsored
have to maintain, under the provisions of a written governing instrument, a separ ate accounting of his contributions, the earnings on them,
and the distributions made either to the individual involved or to his
beneficiaries. ' The balance in the account could, for exa, mple, be invested in insurance annuity contracts, in a common trust fund managed by a bank, in a savings account with a savings and. loan institution
or a credit union, or in stock of a mutual fund. However, in any case,
the funds must be held by a bank or other person who establishes to
the satisfaction of the Service that the manner in which it will hold
the balance in the account is consistent with the intention of the new
provision. The funds might be held in a trust, a, custodial account, or
any similar arrangement approved by the Secretary of the Treasury.
The bill also contains a number of other provisions designed to
ensure that the accounts will be used for retirement savinos, many of
which are similar to requirements which are already in the law ~vith
respect to H. R. 10 plans.
One of these requirements relates to excess contributions. The written
governing instrument is to provide that no contributions in excess of

[132] Where

—

s Any amount deductible
or excludable under these provisions is not to be considered
to be part of the emplovee's investment in the contract for purposes of computing the
taxable part of the distrilmtion, since all of the contributions wonld be made, in etfect,
with tax-free dollars. If contributions in excess of these limits are made, the emplover
not to receive a deduction for the excess contribution, and all excess would have to be
renaid to the employer.
r However. in the case of a married individnal
in a community
property State, the
committee bill would allow the establishment of an individual retirement account. even
though contributions
io the account were trea'ted as community property under the
State law.
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deductible limit can be made to the plan. Any excess contributions
inadvertently made would have to be refunded to the individual with
interest within 6 months after notice of the excess contribution was
sent by the Internal Revenue Service. If t' he excess contributions were
not repaid, the account would be disqualified for that year and all
succeeding taxable years. In this case, the individual would also be
required to take into income the assets of the account (valued as of the
first day of the taxable year in which the account became disqualified),
reduced by any contributions in the account for the current year (for
which deductions are denied) .
In addition, if it is found that the excess contributions are made
willfully, the taxpayer's interest in all individual retirement. accounts
is to be distribnted to him and he is not to be permitted to establish
another retirement account for a period of five years (in the same
way that owner-employees are subject to similar penalties for excess
contributions to H. R. 10 plans).
An example of an excess contribntion which would not be willful
might occur where the employee made a $1,000 contribution to a retirement account believing at that time he wonld be eligible to receive
the deduction for this amount. I.ater in the year, however„ the employee
might become ineligible because he changed jobs and became a participant in a government or qualified pension plan. I nder these circumstances, the employee would receive no deduction for the contribution to the qualified retirement account, and the proper procedure,
in order to preserve the qualified status of the account, would be to
request repayment of the excess contribution.
Generally, an individual would only be permitted to receive a deduction for contributions to one individual retirement account in any one
taxable year. However, the bill provides an exception to cover the
situation where the employee entered or left employment during the
year with an employer who contributed to his qna]ified retirement account. For example, under these circumstances, an employee would be
permitted to contribute $200 to an accoiint which he established, and
then, upon entering his new employment, the employee and employer
together could contribute up to $800 on a tax-free ba. sis to an account
established by the employer.
In addition to the rules on excess contributions, the written instrument is also required to provide that no distributions can be made to
the individual prior to age 50&/2, except in the event of death or disability. On the other hand, under the bill, the plan is required to begin
distributions when the individual attains the age of 70~/~, and distributions then have to be made at least on a ratable basis over the life
expectancy of the individual, or the individual and his sponse. After
age 70&/~, an excise tax of 10 percent, a year is imposed on any amounts
in the individual's account in excess of the amounts to be ratably
distributed. Also, under the committee bill. no tax deductible cont»butions could be made to the acconnt after the individual attains the
age of 70i/2. By these provisions the committee hopes to encourage the
use of the proceeds of these accounts for retirement purposes.
If the individual establishing the account should die befo«»s .
tire interest in the account has been distributed to him, the gove" '
instrument is generally to require that, the undistributed
ass«s

[138] the
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the purchase of an annuity for his beneficiaries, within o years after his death. However, this rule does not
apply if distributions began prior to his death, and the account was
to be completely distributed over a. period not exceeding the life expectancy of the individual and his spouse (measured as of the time
when distributions from the account began) .
In addition, if the assets of the account are invested in an insul. ance
contract, the governing instrument, must provide that any refunds of
premiums are to be held by the insurance company and. applied tov. ard
the payment of future premiums or the purchase of additional bene6ts within the current taxable year or the next succeeding year.
Premature di8tf. Ãnfiof. ,s. Premature distributions frustrate the intention of saving for retirement, , and the committee bill, to prevent this
from happening, imposes a penalty tax. If a premature distribution
from the account, is made before the individual attains the age of 50I/2,
the distribution is subjected to a penalty tax of 80 percent. ' This is in
addition to any other income taxes payable on this distribution, and
would not be ofFset by any tax credits (other than the refundable credits
for overwithholding, overpayment of tax, and the gasoline, tax credit) .
Also, this tax would not be treated as reducing the individual's tax
liability under the minimum tax provisions (sec. o6).
The penalty tax is not to apply in the event of death or disability.
However, the committee expects that the Internal Revenue Service will
require that the cilstodian must receive proof of disability before
making distributions under the disability provision. Generally it is
intentted that the proof be the same as ~here the individual applies
for disability payments under social security.
The penalty tax also is not applied in the case of a refund of excess
contributions which were not willful. '
Tee(ltf'On o f Aenefciaried.
Generally, the proceeds of an individual
retirement account are to bc taxable to the individual when distri'buted.
Since the contributions to the account will be made with tax free dollars, the employee's basis in the account will be zero.
The amounts distributed to the individual are not to be elioible for
capital gains treatment, and the special averaging rules applicable to
lump sum distributions (under sec. Y9) are not to be available. This
should encourage the individual to take down the amounts ratably
over the period of his retirement. However, the individual would be
permitted to use the general averaoing rules (sec. 1801).
If any individual borrows money, I)ledging his interest in the retirement account as security, the portion pledged as security is to be
treated as a distribution from the retirement account to the individual.
This treatment also is consistent with the committee's intention to encourage retirement savings, since in this case if the employee had
already pledged his retirement account as security for a loan, he has
no funds left for retirement, For the same reasons, any contribution
to an individual retirement accounts or any income of the account, applied to the purchase of life insurance protection under any retirement

[184] distributed, or applied to

—

—

s The distribution
would not, however, be subject to the penalty provided under section 72(m) (5) for premature &listributions to owner-employees.
& For
example. some qualified and government plans permit an employee to elect to
participate if he makes emplovee contributions, In some instances. the employee with
some years of service alreacly to his creclit may join the plan retroactively, by means of
makeun contributions.
If an employee should join a qualified plan on this retroactive
basis, his individual retirement accounts for those retroactive years ~ould no longer be
qualified. Thus, he would have to take the previously deducted contributions into income
ior that vear, but no penalty tax would be payable.
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income, endowment, or other life insurance contract also mill constitute income to the individual.
For purposes of the estate and gift taxes the amounts in individual
retirement accounts are not to be excluded from tax (secs. 2089 (c) and
2517). This too is consistent with the committee's intent that the funds
be spent during the individual's period of retirement.
BOPoaera To permit flexibility with respect to the investment of
an individual retirement account, the bill provides that money or propretirement account,
erty may be distributed from an individual
without payment of tax, provided this same money or property is reinvested by the individual within 60 days in another qualifying individual retiremcllt account. The transfer may be desired because the individual desires to shift his investments, for example, from, or to, an
annuity contract, a mutual fund, a savings account or perhaps to a
Government bond (described below). To prevent too Inuch shifting
of investments under this provision, the committee bill provides that
this rollover can only be used once every three years. Also, before releasing the account, the committee anticipates that the custodian will
be required by the Internal Revenue Service to receive a declaration of
intention from the individual as to the proposed reinvestment (except
in the case of an individual who mas entitled to receive a distribution
because of his retirement at age 591/2, or because of disability). The
custodian is also to be required to notify the Service that a distribution
of assets from the account had been made.
Qualifed retirement bonA. In addition to the various types of investment described above in which an individual retirement account
can be placed, the bill also provides that these amounts may be invested annually in a retirement bond, to be issued by the government. The bonds are to be issued under t' he Second liberty Bond
Act and provide for the accumulation of interest until the time of
redemption. In conformity with the general provisions for individual
retirement accounts, the bill provides that the bonds generally can only
be cashed after the individual has reached the age of 591/2 years, or if
he becomes disabled. If he dies, the bonds could be redeemed by his

—

—

estate.
There would be one furt'her exception to cover the case of an individual who purchased the bonds, believino that he vould be eligible
for the deduction for that, year, only to discover later that he was not
eligible. For example, an individual might purchase the bend early in
the year, and later become a participant under a qualifled retirement
plan sponsored by his employer. To meet, this situation, the committee
bill provides t'hat the bond may be redeemed at anv time within 12
months of its purchase without penalty (and without payment of
interest). This provision could also be used by individuals who purchased the bond, but discovered within a, year that they needed the
money for other purposes. In this case the Internal Revenue Service
would be notified that the bond had been redeemed and. therefore,
would be on notice that no deduction should be allowed because of Its
purchase.
Consistent with the oeneral rules for individual retirement accol»ts,
the bill provides that the bonds are to cease to bear interest, whe» t»e

"

"If

the bond was not cashed within the 12 month
period, the individual would
still not receive the deduction, in those cases where hegrace
was not eligible for it.
when he cashed in the bond at retirement age, the proceeds of the bond would constitute
income to him (since his basis in the bond would be zero under the committee but).
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individual reaches age 70&/2. In addition, during that year the individual is also required to take any of these bonds he is still holding into
income, even if he does not cash them in. It is anticipated that these
rules will be set forth on the face or back of the bonds.
Also, for similar reasons, the committee bill provides that bonds
are to cease to bear interest not later than five years after the death
of the individual in whose name the bonds have been issued.
The bonds are to 'be issued in the name of the individual who purchases them for his retirement and are not to be transferrable, under
any circumstances, except to his executor in the event, of his death (or
to a trustee for his benefit in the event he became incompetent to manage his own afi'airs). For example, the bonds could not be pledged for
the payment of debts, and could not be assigned to a trustee in bankruptcy. Also, the 'bonds could not be awarded to the individual's spouse
as the result of a divot"ce settlement.
When the bonds are redeemed, the full proceeds of the, bonds, including any interest earned on them, is to be treated as ordinary
income to the individual, whose basis in the bonds would be zero.
However, if the individual chose to do so, he could treat this income
under the general averaging provisions of the tax law (sec. 1801
et seq. ).
Other nsle8. To safeguarc1 the individual retiitement accounts, the
committee bill imposes certain additional rules with respect to fiduciary standards and reporting. Under these provisions, the qualified retirement account is to be treated as an owner-employee plan for purposes of the rules with respect to the excise tax on prohibited transactions (sec. 551 of the bill and sec. 4078 of the code) and also for purposes of the provisions relating to returns of information by exempt
organizations (sec. 6088) and fiduciary returns require(1 to be filed
in connection with certain trusts, anniiity and bond purchase plans
(sec. 6047). In addition, the rules with respect to unre]ated business
income (sec. 511) also are to apply to these accounts.
A special rule is also provided in the case of divorce settlements.
Under present law. if an asset of an individual is transfei reel pursuant to a divorce settlement, the inclividual is cleemed to iealize gai»
on the difference between his basis in the asset ancl its fair maiket
value at the time of' the transfer (if the asset lias appreciatecl). The
committee believes th it this is not a desirable result with respect to individual retirement accounts. As a. result, under the committee bill, if
an individual retirement account shoulcl be transferred to the individual's spouse pursuant to a divorce decree, or settlement agreement,
this transfer is not to be taxable under the hill. Thereaftei, the account would be maintained for the benefit, of the spouse, ancl only the
spouse could make furtlier contributioiis to thc accolmt.
h~f, 2" p&'tY'&'ll f 8cjl Qtl/ r&'A(c'f70')1 7&1P 1&8.
Tlic c onuiiittce bi11 also cia i ifies
the law with respect to the t;ix ti e:itmc»t of 6 percp»t salal'v recluction
plans. As discussed above. until le& elitlv, the Internal Revenue Service
hacl taken the position that amounts contribiitec1 to a qiialifiecl retii elnent plan on a salary-recluction basis coulcl, under certain conditions,
be considered as tax exchidable employci &oiitiiliutions to the pla».

"

—

«.

limit&'d escention to this rule is' provi&1&d in the case of nn in&iivi&iusl who r&'deems
after n&."e "&e&/. an&1 reinvests the proceeds within &lo days in another &iualified
r&tirement nrconnt. This form of "roll»ver' from one, type of nnnlifie&l retirement a&'connt
to another is permitted»n&ler
the committee l»in on n tnv-free basis in or&ler to provi&le
tievibility of investment. Prior to nge fifi&! . there conld be n rollover from an in&lividnal
r& tirement
ncconnt to the pnrchnse of bonds, hnt not vi& e-versa, becnnse the bonds conld
not be cashed.
&&

honda
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committee bill, this treatment is continued with respect
contributions
to a qualified pension. or profit-sharing plan made
to
prior to January 1, 1974. Thereafter, as is already true under present
law, in the case of employee contributions under the Federal Civil
Service Plan, or similar government plans. contributions which are
really employee contributions (ivhether required to be made or made
at the individual option of the employee in return for a reduction in
his basic or regular compensati. on, or in lieu of an increase in such
compensation) are to be treated as such and irill no longer be excludable from income by the employee. The only modification in this rule
is that ivhere an individual is not covered by a qualified plan, a government plan, or a sec, 408(b) annuity plan, employer contributions
of up to $1,000 per annum can be made to an individual retirement
savings account under a, salary rediiction arrangement. Income earned
on amounts contributed under a salary reduction plan prior to 1974
would for the future remain tax exempt as also irould the earnings
on these amounts.
8ection $08(b) onnuity plans. Under present law, the proceeds of
a section 408(b) annuity plan, for the benefit of teachers or employees
of tax-exempt organizations, may be invested only in insurance contracts. The committee believes that, it irould be desirable to provide
more flexibility in this area, and, accordingly, the committee bill provides that the assets of these accounts may also be invested in mutual
funds, under appropriate custodial restrictions.
Petirementincome creA't. A conforining amendment provides that
amounts distributed from an individual retirement account, or the
proceeds of qualified retirement bonds, are to be treated as retirement
income for purposes of the retirement income credit. As a result, this
form of retirement income ivill form part of tlie hase for determining
the credit, , in the same manner as other forms of taxable retirement
income do under present lair.
ZVet operot~'ng low proaision8.
The bill provides that any individual retirement account contributions by individuals which are deductible are to be treated as personal expeiises and»ot as trade or business
expenses of the individual for purposes of the net operating loss
provisions. As a result, contributions to a qualified ietirement account
may not be used to create or increase a net, operating loss. This is
consistent irith the treatment hfi'orded contributions under H. R. 10
plans.
Eff'ectii e dote
These provisions ivill apply irith respect to taxable years beginning
after December 81, 1973.

[137] Under the

—

—

Eei, enue

eff'ect
is estimated that these provisions (at 1978 levels of income) will
result in a revenue loss of $170 million in 1974. rising to @70 million.

It

K. Lump-Sum

Distributions

(Sec. 703 of the bill and secs. 72, 409, and 403 of the Code)
Present Zoic
Retirement

benefits generally are taxed as ordinary income under
rules (sec. 79) irhen the amounts are distributed, to
the, extent they do not represent a, recovery of the amounts contrib-

the annuity
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by the employee. However, an exception to this general rule
under the law in efFect before the Tax Reform Act of 1969 provided
that if an employee's total accrued benefits were distributed or paid in
a lump-sum distribution from a qualified plan within one taxable year
on account of death or other separation from service (or death after
separation from service), the taxable portion of the payment was
treated as a long-term capital gain, rather than as ordinary income.
The capital gains trentment accorded these lump-sum distributions
allowed employees to receive substantial amounts of deferred compensation at more favorable tnx rates than other compensation received currently. The more significant benefits under this treatment
apparently accrued to taxpayers with adjusted gross incomes in excess
of $50,000, particularly in view of the fact that a number of lump-sum
distributions of ov'er $800,000 have been made.
To correct this problem, the Tax Reform Act of 1969 provided.
that part of a lump-sum distribution received from a qualified employee's trust within one tnxnble year on account of death or other
separation from the service (or death after separation from service)
is to be given ordinary income trentment, instead of the capital gains
treatment it had been given under prior law. The ordinary income
treatment applies to the taxable portion of the distribution (i.e. , the
total distribution less the employee's contribution) which exceeds the
sum of the benefits accrued during plan years beginning before 1970,
and the portion of the benefits accrued thereafter which does not consist, of employer contributions (sec. 402(n) (5) nnd 403(a) (2) (c) ).
The 1969 A. ct provided a special limitation in the form of a sevenyear "forward" averaoing formula which applies to the portion of the
lump-sum distribution treated as ordinary income. An employee (or
beneficiary) is ehgible for the special 7-year forward averaging provision if the distribution is made on account of death or other separation from service (or death after sepnration from service) ' and, in the
case of receipt by nn employee, if he hns been a pnrticipant in the plan
for 5 or more. taxable years before the taxable year in which the distribution is made.
F?canona for change
The Treasury hns had great difhculty in formulating regulations
to cnrry out the 1969 Act provisions for determining the precise breakdown between ordinnry income nnd capital gain in a lump-sum distribution. It has also had oreat difFiculty in formulating regulations to
carry out the 1969 Act provisions for determining the amount of
tax imposed on account of the "ordinary income" element of post1969 lump-sum distributions. Recently, the Treasury withdrew its
earlier proposed regulations on the second point nnd substituted new
ones which, in general, would produce lower tnx liabilities than those
determined under the earlier set of proposed regulations. The new regulations would produce lower tnx liabilities than under current longterm capital gain rates in many cases, nnd this could mean that they
wo'uld result in revenue losses, rather than revenue gains„ in comparison to the lnw which would have applied in the absence of any specinl
nction with respect to this provision in the Tax Reform Act of 1969.

[138] uted

' Self-employed taxpayers, on the other hand, continue to be eligible for their snecial
5-year forward averaaing onlv on lump-sum distributions received on account of death,
disability as defined in sec. 72(m) (7l of the Code, or if received af'ter age 59~ji and, in
the case of receipt by an employee, after at least 5 years of participation.
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More important, the new proposed regulations appear to share with
the old proposed regulations the problem of excessive complexity. It
is frequently maintained that lump-sum distributees are unable to
compute their taxes, and that accountants and tax lawyers have been
refusing to attempt the computations.
To eliminate undue complexity but maintain the revenue at least
as high as that which would result under the proposed regulations
under the 1969 Act provision, the committee chose to introduce a
new and simplified method of computing the tax due on lump-sum
distributions. The substance of the 1969 change in the tax treatment would be preserved, however. IJnder the bill, all pre —1974 portions of lump-sum distributions would be taxed as capital gain, rather
than as ordinary income. The eA'ect of the January 1, 1974, cutoff date
under this bill is to provide long-term capital gains treatment for that
portion of future distributions that relates to years after 1969 and before 1974; under the 1969 Act. portions of the distributions allocable
to those years would have been taxed as ordinary income.
Lnder the simplified computational rules, ordinary income portions
of lump-sum distributions from qualified plans are to continue to benefit from special forward" averaging. The portion of the distribution
representing pre-1974 value is to receive capital gains treatment, as
stated above. The portion of the distribution attributable to post-1978
value in excess of the employee contributions is to be subject to tax
as though it were ordinary income of the taxpayer, but his only income. and with 15-year averaging.
This ordinary income treatment for the post-1978 value of the lumpsum distribution is computed completely separately from the taxpayer's other income. This separate computation is used because it
was found that taxpayers were, in effect, being treated quite di8erently
depending upon the presence or absenc~e of other income, in the year
of distribution
something which they sometimes had in their power
to control. The 15-year averaging is provided in order to give roughly
the equivalent of what the tax would be were the individual to live
15 years after retirement and receive his interest in the plan over that
period. In this case, a tax is computed on ~~5th of the distribution
computed as if the taxpayer had no other income or deductions. After
the tax is computed, the result is multiplied by 15, and this amount is
then added to the employee's tax liability on his other income. His tax
liability on this other income takes into account not only his tax on
wages, salary, or investment income, etc. , but also the capital gains
tax~on the portion of the lump-sum distribution attributable to pre1974 value. The tax liability on this other income does not in any way,
however, take into account the portion of the lump sum distribution
treated as ordinary income.
In making the ordinary income computation on the post-1978 value,
distribution allowance is provided to insure that
a, special minimum
the tax on relatively small lump-sum distributions will generally be
not more than it would be under present law. This allowance is
phased out for lump-sum distributions over $20, 000.
A major problem with the rule arrived at under the 1969 Act was
the difhculty in determining the value of the distribution attributable to years before 1970 for which capital gains treatment was continued by that Act. To meet that problem, the committee bill provides
that where a lump-sum distribution relates to active participation

—
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which began before 1974 ancl ended after that time. the distribution
is to be apportioned bctiveen the prc-1074 participation
(eligible
for capital gains treatment) and post-1978 pa1ticipation (tteated
as ordinary income under a sep;trate 15-year averaging computation)
on the basis of the amount of time in which the employee was an active
participant in each period. This n;cthod will signific t»tly simplify
the cof»putation previously re(luired.
Tabl( 1 presents a comparison showing the avcraoe eff'ectiv» ta~
rates applicable for taxpayers in v;trious situations and with various
amounts of lump-sum distributions. with the mctho(ls of computing
post-1!)7'3 taxable value as capital gai», under pfesent law (with the
proposed regulations), and under the conm)ittee bill.

—

TABLE 1. COMPARISON OF INCOME TAX TREATMENT OF LUMP SUM DISTRIBUTIONS UNDER THE COMMITTEE
BILL WITH CAPITAL GAINS TREATMENT AND WITH THE TREATMENT PROVIDED IN 1969 (AS SHOWN BY
PROPOSED REGULATIONS)
Average effective income tax rates (percent)

adjusted
gross income,
other than

Assumed

lump sum i

Assumed lump
sum distribution s

distribution

Capital gains

treatment
(1973 law)

7. 4
7. 7
7. 4
8. 5

s

1969 treatment
as shown by
proposed

regulations

5. 1

&

Rates which apply
under Finance
Committee bill when
all but employee
contributions are
ordinary income

7. 0
7. 0
7. 0

$2, 500
5, 000
10, 000
50, 000
60, 000
100, 000

10. 6

11.3
13. 2

15. 4
16. 6
19. 1

$10, 000

5, 000
10, 000
20, 000
50, 000
100, 000
200, 000

8. 1
9. 2
9. 5
10. 4
12. 2
15. 8

5. 7
5. 9
8. 9
12. 0
15. 4

7. 0
7. 0
7. 1
15. 4
19. 1

$25, 000

12, 500
25, 000
50, 000
125, 000
250, 000
500, 000

15. 6
15. 7
16. 7
18. 8

$5, 000

$50, 000

$100, 000

25, 000
50, 000
100, 000
250, 000
500, 000
1, 000, 000
50, 000
100, 000
200, 000
500, 000
1, 000, 000
2, 000, 000

8. 7

5. 3
5. 6
10. 6

19. 5

11.5

22. 6

7. 0

9. 3

13. 9
16. 1

15. 4

25. 6

20. 0
23. 2
27. 2

20. 1
24. 3
32. 9

24. 6
24. 8

19. 6
21. 0

25. 5

22. 2
25. 2
28. 4
32. 5

9. 3
15. 4
19. 1
32. 9
46. 0

30. 1
31. 4
33. 8
37. 0
38. 8
43. 9

22. 6
32. 9
46. 0
57. 3

22. 3

27. 0
29. 1

31. 2
25. 0
28. 2
30. 7
32. 0

33. 8
35. 1

24. 3

15. 4
19. 1

i Income other than lump sum distributions consists of income taxed at ordinary rates and which is not subject to either
the maximum tax on earned income or the minimum tax on items of tax preference. To avoid problems of maximum tax
on earned income, ordinary income in excess of $50, 000 is considered as coming from sources other than earnings. Taxable income is computed fram AGI by deducting the larger of the standard deduction or itemized deductions equivalent
to 15 percent of AGI and from personal exemptions af $750 each, Taxpayer is considered to be married and filing a joint
return. No additional itemized deductions are considerea to accrue to the taxpayer due to the receipt of lump sum
distribution
s Net of taxpayer's basis,
ion of capital gains in AGI. Taxpayer is eligible for either alternative tax of 25 ~
t o I
I du
o p
of capital gains or normal 5 year income averaging Four pnor year base pened income is assumed to be the sam as taxable
income excluding distribution for the current year, except for $5, 000 AGI class which is assuzied to hav a base of
$1,462. 50 and the $10,000 AGI class which is assumed to have a base of $5,850.
j 70 percent of distribution assumed to be capital gains; 30 percent ordinary income.
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E&xplanutr'on

of proekion8

Under the simplified computation of the tax on lump-sum distributions, the post —1973 portion of a distribution is to be taxed as ordinary
income (but with 15-year "forward" averaging), thus maintaining
the recognition in the T;ix Reform Act of 1&)6&) t!iat the taxable portions of these distributions are basically deferred compensation, and
&renerally shoulcl be taxed as is other compensation; that is as orclinary
income. Fifteen-year averaging is provided to recognize the fact tliat
the clistribution r'epresents compensation which generally is received
spreacl out over the taxpayer's life beginning with the time he retires.
The fifteen-year averaging insofar as the size of the tax is concerned
achieves this result. It is believed that it would be unfair to use the
higli tax rate that would be applicable if the distribution were ti e!ted
as received wholly in one year. As a, result of the ave& aging, the clistri.bution would be taxed roughly as if it were receivecl in 15 equal parts
in 15 years. The clecision to tax this income separately from all other
income (to the extent it is not treatecl as pre-1974 income eligible for
capital gains treatment) was made on the basis that most distributees
will have little or no other taxable income in the. years following their
retirement.
The portion of the distribution attributable to pre-1974 service is
to be taxed as capital gain and taxed along with any other income the
taxpayer may receive. For this income, the committee believed it was
appropriate to preserve the pre-1969 treatment (at current capital
gains rates) to the fullest extent possible. The portion which constitutes
a, return
of employee contributions contiiiues to be nontaxable as a
return of basis.
Under the computation, the capital gain portion is included in the
amount of the taxable distribution prior to thc deduction of the minim»m distribution allowarrcc and the applicat!on of the 15-year averag
ing rule. After a total tax is determinecl. under the 15-year aveiaging
rule, the tax on the ordinary income element is the portion of that total
tax determined according to that. portion. of the plan participant's total
time in the plan that was spent after 1978. The capital gain is addecl
to the taxpayer's other income and the combined amount (minus regular decluctions, exclusions, etc. ) is taxed under usual rules. (See the
examples at the end of this Fxp/enation of provision section. )
A further simp]ification from prior law in the computation is the
determination of the amounts to be attributed to pre-1974 employment (capital gain taxation) and to post-1978 employment (15-year
averaging with ordinary income taxation). That attribution is to be
made on the basis of the amount of time in which the distributee was
an active participant in each period. Thus, if a distributec was an active participant fiom January 1, 1971, through December 31, 1980,
three-tenths of the taxable portion of his distribution woulcl be t;ixed
!s capital gr!in while seven-tenths would be taxed as ordinary income
and averaged over 15 years.
In order to treat all distributees equally, all computations of the tax
on the 15-year averaging ordinary income portion are to be made on
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schedule for unmarried individuals. ' In addition,
community property laws are to be ignored for these purposes. Thus, a
distributee in a community property State is to compute his tax on the
basis that the entire amount of the distribution is his income.
The committee recognized that excessive computational problems
would arise if separate computations were made where a plan participant had accrued some of the value of his lump-sum distribution over
the years as a rank-and-file employee, while accruing another portion
as a self-employed individual or as a proprietary employee. '
To avoid unelue complexity in these cases the committee bill provides
that the five-year averaging available for self-employed persons and
proprietary employees is to be used for the entire distribution if the
number of years spent by that person while he participated as a selfemployed person or proprietary employee exceeds 50 percent of the
total time he was a participant in the plan. If not, the 15-year averagino rule is to apply.
In the 15-year averaging computation, a minimum distribution allowance is to be allowed to reduce the amount of the distribution subject to tax. In this computation, the amount of the taxable distribution (the, total distribution less the distributee's basis) is to be reduced
by the minimum distribution allowance before the tax is computed.
The minirnurn distribution allowance is one-half of the first $20, 000 of
the distribution. This allowance is to be phased out at the rate of $1
for every $5 by which the distribution exceeds $20,000. Thus, the entire
allowance would be eliminated for distributions of $70,000 or more.
It was recognized that a tax avoidance possibility would exist if a
taxpayer were able to apply separate 15-year averaging computations
to distributions received in different tax years. For that reason, although it is believed that few will have to use the provision, the bill
provides for a 5-year "lookback", under which distributions made chlring the previous 5 years are included in the 15-year averaging computation for the purpose of determining the tax on the second distribution.
When the total tax is determined, the amount of the tax liability on
the earlier distribution or distributions is subtracted, and the remainder
is the tax on the second distribution.
All distributions made within the previous 5 years to the same distributee, whether or not with respect to the same plan and whether or
not with respect to the same participant, , are to be subject to this 5year lookback. '
Earlier distributions (or purchases of annuities) for the spouse of
the distributee are not to be included under the lookback rule. Each
spouse is to have his or her distributions taxed under a separate
computation.

[142] the basis of the tax

s Distributees, in computing the tax on their other income (including the capital gain
tax schedule. They are not
element of the distribution)
may use any appropriate
restricted to the schedule for unmarried individuals. They may also use, when appropriate,
the regular five-year averaging method for the tax on their other income (including the
capital gains portion of the distribution). The regular five-year averaging rule is provided
under present law for cases in which taxable income in any taxable year increases markedly
from taxable income in prior years.
' rn general terms, a proprietary employee is an employee with a two percent ownership
interest in a business having a plan in which the accrued benefits of such proprietary
employees have an aggregate total exceeding 2fi percent of the accrued benefits from
employer contributions.
4 A lump-sum
distribution is made a reportable event, under the bill, in the provisions
for plan termination insurance. (As a result, under appropriate circumstances, the plan
might be terminated. ) For purposes of providing a time limit to the lookback rule. the five
years is determined
from the time the distribution
is reported to the insurance

corporation.
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computation is to take into account any annuity purchased for
the plan participant in the year of distribution or in the previous
five years. For purposes of the computation, the amount included with
the taxable portion of the distribution is the cash surrender value of
the annuity. The value of the annuity is to be added to the value of the
other property distributed and a tax is calculated on the sum. From
that is to be subtracted the tax calculated on tlie value of the annuity
alone (using the minimum distribution allowance applicable to the
total). The remainder is to be used in calculating the tax on the taxable
(nonannuity) portion of the distribution. No changes are made with
respect to the treatment of distributions of employer securities, as
such.
Examp/es of tox compntotion8 ineoh, ing lump-8M)m d&tribMtion8.
The tax computations involved in lump-sum distributions can be
shown by the following two examples, the first involving a distribution
in 1975 and the second a distribution in 1976 which also involves the
1ookback provision.
F')'rat example.
On December 31) 1975, A (who was not self-employed or a proprietary employee) retires and receives a lump-sum
distribution of $50,000 from a qualified plan. A has been participating
in the plan since January 1, 1966. The plan is noncontributory. A is
married; both A and his wife are over 65. Their only other income
is A's salary of $15,000 and his salary from a second job ($5,000).
Their itemized deductions are $3,000. Their avearge base period income for the preceding four years (1971 through 1974) is $14)000.
The tax on the portion of the distribution which is not treated as a
long-term capital gain is computed as follows:
Xet distribution
$50) 000
Less: minimum distribution allowance: 50 percent
of first $20,000
10, 000
Reduced by: 20 percent of net distribution in excess

—

—

4) 000

Distribution

less allowance

46 000

The tax on 1/15th of the distribution less allowance computed from
the tax rate schedule for single taxpayers is $512.67.
Multiply this amount by 15: $7,690.05.
Then, multiply by the fraction,

—

Years of participation in plan after 1973 —
= 0.2
Total years of participation
10
which yields $1)M8.01.
Thus, the tax on the ordinary income portion of the distribution is
$1,588.01.
The amount of the distribution taxed as a long-term capital gain is
the amount of the net distribution multiplied
by the fraction,
Years of participation before 1974
=08
Total years of participation
10
Xet distribution
Capital gains element

—
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The capital gains element is taxed along with other income (exclusive of the ordiiiary income element) in the normal way. The tax
on the taxable income of $34,000 ($15,000 salary from first job,
plus $5,000 from second job, plus $40, 000 capital gains element
of lump-sum distribution, less $20,000 capital gains exclusion, less
$3,000 itemized deductions, less four times $750 personal exemptions)
is calculated using the tax rate schedule for married taxpayers filing
joint returns. In this case the alternative tax on capital gains is not
available, but the regular five-year income averaging provisions are.
Ordinary tax
Tax Using regular income averaging

$9, 500. 00

—

'8, 348. 00

' As indicated above, average base period income is $1-i,000.
Selecting the tax computation method which yields the smallest
amount of tax, A uses the regular 5-year income averaging method
and has a tax of $8,348.00.
Finally A combines the tax on the capital gains portion of the distribution and his salary, with the tax on the ordinary income portion
of the distribution:
Tax on salary and capital gains portion of distribution
$8, 348. 00
Tax on ordinary income portion of distribution
1, 538. 01

Total 1975 income tax

9, 886. 01
8e«ond e~a777 @le. On December 31, 1976, A retires from his second
job and receives from that. employer a iiontra»sferable annuity contract, the cash value of which is $6,000, and a lump sum distribution of
$4, 000 financed solely by the employer. A had participated in the
plan since January 1, 1967. Mr. and Mrs. A's only other income is
A's salary of $5,000 and interest of $3,000 on the, prior lump sum distributioii of $50,000. They liave iteniized deductions of $2.100. Mr. and
mrs. A's 1976 tax is computed as follows:
F27st «0772plzte the tax 7777 tile p07'tion of the dist7il72ztio72 n&hi«h, is not
t7eated as a long-te7 772 «apital zla2'iz a77«l ll hi«h is tare«l s«l7777atelZJ.
z~

tel7

1:

1976 cash distribution
1976 annuity contract
Prior year distribution

$4, 000
6, 000
50, 000
60, 000

Less: Minimum distribution allowance: 50 percent, of
first $20, 000
Reduced by: 00 percent of net distribution
of $20, 000
one-fif

$10, 000
in excess

$8, 000
o2,

000

58, 000

Fifteeii tiines the tax on
te»th of $58,000 (from the rate schedule for sIngle taxpayers) is $9,970.05.
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1976 annuity
Minimum distribution

allowance

from step No. 1

$6, 000
9, 000
4, 000

Fifteen times the tax on one-fifteenth of $4, 000 is $559.95.
8tep 8:
$9,970.05 —$559.95 = $9,410.10

step/:

Determine orclinary income and capital gains elements of A's distribution and his prior year distribution. The orclinary income element
of A. 's latest distribution is determined by multiplying $4, 000 by:
lorn
Years of palticipation in. plan after 1973 3
Total years of participation
10
A's
lement
is $1,200. $10,000 of Mr. A.'s
Thus,
ordinary inconle
prior clistriblrtion of $50,000 divas ordinary income.
Thus, the tax on the ordinal y income element is the fraction of the tax
f
Step 8 ivhich the orclinary income elements of the 1976 and prior
year. distributions bear to the entire distributions.
( $1,900+ $10,000 ) X 410.10 =$1&951.79
$9,
($4
$
)
~Step, 5:

The tax on the ordinary income element of A's 1975 distribution
from their. 1975 income tax return i@as $1,588.01. Subtracting that
flo»1 the tax calculated in Step 4 yields the tax on the ordinary
i»come element of A's latest distribution:
$1,951.7 & —$1,588.01 = $418.71
&'ceo»a, cow i& n&te the tax orl all othe' income, i ncllrclinrj the capital
paired' portion of the ch'8tlihution.
&,

6':
In Step 4,

i'step

the, orcli»aly inco»le element of the distribution
ivas calc»lated as $1,&()0. Thc. refore, the ion&&-telm capital gains element is:
$4, 0L)0.00 —$1,'&00.00 = $2 800.00

.4&tep7:

The capital
01'Cl l»11 1'y

&&';lins

«l«»1«»t is tax«el along rvith other income. in the

inn»»«1'.

('a'Iiitai &&'ai»s «lem«nt
I.ess: 50&/ of inc t 10»g&-t«1»1 c;lpital

&&11i»

1, 400
5, 000
;)& 000

Sll, l arg

1»tel cst
A cl j »st'«cl &'1'oss 1»c'0»1
It«»lix«&l 14 d»etio»s
I «rso»&11 Px«»lptlo»s (4 x
&

I,«ss:
Iicss:

I a x11b le ln«o»lc
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$750)

9, 400
), 100
8, 000
4-,

800
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The tax on $4,300 from the rate schedule for marned taxpayers
filing joint returns is $677.00. The A's income does not make them
eligible for either the regular five year income averaging or the alternative tax on capital gains.
Third, combine the taxes computed above.
Step 8:
Tax on capital gains portion of distribution and on other
income
$677. 00
Tax on ordinary income portion of distribution
418. 71

Total 1976 income tax

1, 090. 71

Effect& e date
The efFective date of the lump-sum distribution provisions of the
bill is January 1, 1974.
This early date was chosen to eliminate at the earliest practical date
the problems and confusion that result from attempting to compute
tax on lump-sum distributions under current law. As previously
stated, current law provides that the pre-1970 value of lump-sum
distributions (and a portion of the post-1960 value) is to receive the
capital gain treatment.
Revenue effect
The revised tax treatment of lump-sum clistributions from qualified
plans is expected to result in relatively small increases in revenue over
the next, few years since the bulk of the lump-suiii distributions in
these years will be attributable to pre-1974 years. However, after a
transition period, this provision is expected to result in annual revenue gains amounting to $85 million a year based on 1973 levels of
income.
L. MrscELLAxFOUs PRovrsroxs

1. Ii'~'ght to elect a
of the Code).

surrey&

or annuity

(sec. 86'1 of the bill and sec.

q~0l

Cnder present laiv, there is no requiremerrt that a qualifiecl retirement
plan must, ofFer the option of a survivor annuity. This can result in a
hardship where an indiviclual primarily clepenclent on his pension as a
source of retirement income is unable to make aclequate provision for
his spouse's retirement, years, shoulcl he preclecease her. To correct this
situation, the committee provision requires that a joint anc1 survivor
annuity be ofFered as an option with respect to any benefit under a
qualified retirement plan which is payable as an annuity. If the, option
is exercisecl, and a survivor annuity is clectecl, tire participant's oivn
annuity may be reduced, so that the value of the joint ancl survivor annuity ancl the value of the annuity the participant woulcl have been entitlecl to receive hacl the option not been exercised are ictuarially
equivalent.
This provision gen, rally applies to plan years beginning after the
date of enactment. Hcivever, in the case. of a plan iii existence on the
date of enactment, the provision applies to plan years beginning after
December. 31, 1975.
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linw'tati on
o the Code) .

o per cent deduction

(a) (1) f

(sec. /06'(d) of the biP and sec. (0/

Contributions to a pension plan are deductible under three alternative provisions, the "5 percent" method which allows deductions to be
taken for contributions not in excess of;& percent of the annual compensation of the covered employees (sec. 404(a) (1) (A. ) of the code),
the "level cost" niethod (sec. 404 (a) (1) (8) oi the code), and the "normal cost" method (sec. 404(a) (1) (C) oi the code).
Ironlike the "level cost" method ancl the "normal cost" method, the 5percent limitation on contributions is often unrelated to the funding
needs of the pension plan, for it frequently is not determined by the
level of benefits provided by the plan. Consequently, the 5-percent
method has allowed employers to contribute and deduct more than is
reasonably needed to fund a pension plan.
The bill repeals the 5-percent deduction limitation (sec. 404(a) (1)
(A) of the code) . Thus, deductible contributions under a qualified pension plan are to b« limited under either the "level cost" or the "normal
cost" methods.
3. Eetroactii:e remedial changes to rlualifi'ed plans (sec. /06'(h) of
the b~'ll and sec. $01 o f the Code) .
Employers may now retroactively cure defects in employee benefit
plans (which do not meet the requirements for tax qualification) by
making remedial amendments by the 15th day of the third month after
the end of thc taxable year of the employer in which a plan is newly
established. Retroactive remedial changes however may not be made
with respect to plan amendments.
The tinre allowed for remeclial changes may be too short for a, plan
to be cured to qualii'y as of the year in which it is established. This
occurs because many plans are established at the end of the year and
thus only 9&/2 months are available to cure a plan. Additionally, plan
amenrlments (which may be as significant as newly established plans)
may not be retroactively cured. As a result of these limitations, plans
may not be qualified. , to the detriment of employers and employees.
The committee bill provides that retroactive remedial amendments
may be adopted to cure a plan regardless of whether failure occurs on
establishing a new plan or because of an amendment of an existing
plan. The bill also extends the time to adopt a retroactive remedial
amendment to the time (including extensions) for filing the employer's
return for the taxable year for which the plan or amendmcnt divas put
into effect, or to a later time designated by the Service. It is expected
that the regulations will provide for extension for reasonable cause,
such as the filing' of a bona fide request for a determination by the
Service that a plan or plan amendment is qua. lifiied.
4. Reporting and publication of returns (sec. 'i'06'(i) of the bill and
secs. 6'0g~0. 6'108, and 610~~ of the Code) .
In order that many of the new rules governing qualified plans may
be enforced, new reporting and publication requirements are needed.
The bill restates present law by requiring employers (or plan ad
ministrators) who establish or maintain deferred compensation plans
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file annual information returns. In addition, the bill extends this
requirement to individuals who establish individual retirement a, ccounts (described in section 408 of the Code, as adcled by the bill) and
individual bond purchase plans (described in section 400 of the Code,
as added by the bill) . 41so, to enable the Internal Revenue Sei vice to
enforce the liniits on contributions to individual retirement accounts,
the bill requires additional informntion from persons irho pay ivages
to individuals covered under qualified plans.
The bill makes certain information returns open to inspection by
proper officers of the Pension Benefit Guaranty Corporation, in order
that the Corporation can properly administer the insurance program.
In addition, the bill opens to public inspection applications for a
determination that a plan is qualified ancl that the trust under the plan
is exempt, except .foi plans irhei&e the crnployer lias less than 26 mployec s; niinual i&eturns ivith r espect. to qualified plans nre also opeii to
pu'blic inspection. These rules enable plan participants and beneficiaries
to easily obtain the full infoi mation neeclecl to enfoi ce their plan rights,
pursuant to the new rules established in the bill. With respect to plnns
of smaller employers, this information will be available only to participnnts and beneficinries from tlie employer;ind the Service; this
limitation is established because of the more confidential nature of
small business.
The bill establishes a penalty for failure to file annual returns
(uncler sec. 6040 and sec. 6047 of the code); the penalty irill be
$10 for each day that a return is late, up to a mnximum penalty of
$5, 000 foi nny one failuie to file. However, this penaltv irill not be
oned if failure to file is shoirn to be due to reasonable cause.

[148] to

.

&.

V. EFFECT ON THE REVENUES OF THE BILL

In compliance with section 252(a) of the legislative Reorganization 4ct of 1070, the following statement is macle relative to the efFect
on the revenues of this bill. The conimittee estimates that the bill
irill on balance iecluce clirect, tax revenues by $237 million a year
over the lono run. This figure includes an estimated $48 million of
annual receipts from thoro new taxes imposed by the bill (the audit fee
tax nncl the tax to finance plan termination insurance). However.
deductions tal.-en by employers for their payment of these tivo net
taxes will ofFset these receipts by $23.4 million a year.
In adclition, because it incr eases employer contributions to qualified
vesting standard
pl airs ancl hence tax clecluctions, the minimum
ndoptecl by the bill involves nn estimntecl annual lono-run revenue
loss, which could range from $130 million to $265 million, but irhich
is probably closer to $130 million. The minimum funding standards
imposed by the bill also result in a moclest reduction in ievemie as a.
result of larger tax decluctions for contributions to qualified plans.
The administration of the more comprehensive requirements for
qunlifiecl plnns adopted by tlie bill irill add an estimated $13 million
a yeiir over the next five years to the present cost of administration of
the provisions relating to such plans by the Internal Revenue Service.
This additionnl cost of aclministration is finnnced out of the proceeds
of the audit fee tax providecl by the bill.
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Thc Treasury Department agrees with this statement. Part, III of
this report contains a n&ore detailed statement of the revenue effect of
thc bill.

VI. VOTE OF THE COMMITTEE IN REPORTING THE BILL
In compliance with section 183 of thc legislative Reorganization
Act, as a&nended, the following statenient is made relative to the vote
of the connnittee on reporting the bill. This bill was orderecl favorably
reported by thc committee without a roll call vote and without
ob j ection.
VII. CHANGES IN EXISTING LAW
In the opinion of the committee, it is necessary in order to expedite
the business of the Senate, to dispense with the requirements of subsection 4 of rule XXIX of the Standing Rules of the Senate (relating
to the shoxving of changes in existing laiv made by the bill, as
reported) .
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VIII. ADDITIONAL VIEWS OF MR. HARTKE
Today over 34 million working men and women are subject to great
inequities in the private pension system. These inequities cause the
intolerable situation in which only one out of ten employees enrolled in pension plans will ever receive benefits. It is fortunate that
the Senate Finance Committee has reported out a bill on the private
pension system. It is unfortunate that their proposal falls short of a
viable and comprehensive reform. The committee is taking steps in
the right direction at a time when large strides are necessary.
Over the past 9 years, I have introduced a number of proposals
aimed at providing a degree of security for the millions of workers
enrolled in pension plans. Beginning with termination
insurance
legislation and now with the inclusive Federal Pension Plans Protection Act (S. 1858), which I introduced this year. I have been motivated
by the conviction that every working man and woman in this country
deserves the dignity and security of adequate means of support for
his or her retirement years. I am greatly distressed that so many
people still consider pensions a form of insurance in which most must
lose so that some may gain. The committee proposal seems based on
this concept. In rejecting this notion, I maintain that a pension should
not be a game of chance.
Some may be satisfied with the committee's minimal proposals on
vesting, funding, portability and termination insurance. I am not
content. The committee solutions aid only a few, leaving millions
who need adequate and secure pension coverage wanting. Let me
specifically explain my points of difference with the committee.

I.

ADMINISTRATION

AND

ENFORCEMENT

A. THE COMMITTEE PROPOSAL

Principle responsibility would be placed in the Treasury Department. The Secretaries of Labor, Treasury and Commerce would be
the trustees of the termination insurance program and the voluntary
central portability program, and the Secretary of Treasury would be
the managing trustee.
B. OB JECTIONS
While I agree that the Treasury Department should be responsible
for enforcement of the provisions of the bill, I believe that the Labor
Department should be the principle agency for administration. Rather
than playing political games over questions of committee jurisdiction,
our principle concern should be safeguarding the rights of workers. I
do not believe that the principal administration of this bill should be
given to an agency whose primary interest is tax collection.
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Under my proposal, the Secretary of Labor would administer the
vesting standards and termination insurance program. The Treasury
Department would administer funding standards and would be
responsible for the enforcement of the bill. The Labor Department is
charged historically with the protection of workers' rights and collects
on assets, costs, and actuarial
and analyzes annual information
liabilities under the Pension and Welfare Plans Disclosure Act.

II.

PARTICIPATION

A. THE COMMITTEE S PROPOSAL

A qualified pension plan would require, as a condition of eligibility,
service of no more than 1 year, or attainment of age 30; whichever
occurs later.
B. OB JECTIONS

Most workers begin their jobs in their late teen years or early
twenties. A fair and equitable reform should not exclude these early
years of service. Age 30 is too late a date for participation because it
delays the acquisition of vesting rights.
In many cases the committee's proposal is only slightly more progressive than the administration's
vesting standards
the so-called
"rule of 50, i.e. a worker gains 50 percent vesting when his age and
years of participation equal 50, and 10 percent additional each year
thereafter. (See table below under vesting. ) Under the committee
proposal a worker who started at age 20 would have to work 15 years
until age 35 before he attained his full vested rights. The committee
proposal would make attainment of full vested rights difficult or
impossible for millions of part-time and part-year workers. Examples
of these groups of workers excluded by the committee bill are given
below under vesting.

—

"

C. THE HARTKE APPROACH

Pension benefits should not be considered an exclusive privilege of
the fortunate few; rather they hould be made a right for all. My
reasonable approach provides for a more quickly attainable eligibility;
participation would commence after a period of service no longer than
2 years or age 25, whichever occurs later.

IIL

VESTING

A, THE COMMITTEE S PROPOSAL

A qualified plan must provide at least 25 percent vesting after
5 years participation, 5 percent additional vesting for each of the
next 5 years, and 10 percent each year for the next 5 years thereafter.
This formula would provide for at least 25 percent vesting after
5 years participation, 50 percent after 10 years and 100 percen«fter

15 years.
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Progressive vesting rights are the heart of pension reform. Weak
vesting clauses make for ineffectual and superficial pension legislation.
The committee's proposal gives the illusion of reform without the
substance. The vesting provisions are extremely weak and inadequate.
Such a scheme would discriminate against women, seasonal workers,
and workers in mobile or faltering industries. A recent Senate Labor
Subcommittee study found that, for plans requiring 10 years participation or less for vesting, 78 percent of those separated did not qualify
for benefits. Under these same conditions, the committee proposal
would provide 50 percent vesting after 10 years participation for only
22 percent of those who separate. I do not consider such an approach

acceptable.

Achieving vested rights for women is also dificult under the committee's proposal. Most women work at a job for shorter periods than
men, and often work part-time or part-year. The committee has made
no provision for part-time or part-year work. While men in manufacturing have a median of 14.3 years of service, women in their later
years, have only 8.3 years of service. And in retailing, women over 45
had an average of 4.9 years. As a result, a woman would achieve only
40 percent of her vested rights. This is not a decent retirement benefit.
A moderately good benefit will give $5 a month for each year of
credited service. A normal retirement for a woman would be 8 years of
credited service or $40 a month. But the committee's proposal would
less than $4 a week.
provide only 40 percent of this or $16 a month
And that benefit is subject to erosion by inflation between the time it
vests and the time it becomes payable.
Aerospace is an example of a faltering industry in which many plants
have shut down and many more will shut down in the future. A recent
study found that 80 percent of the employees in this industry. had
completed fewer than 10 years of service. At the very best, the committee's proposal would provide 50 percent vesting for these workerstoo minimal a standard.
With no provision for part-year work, it will be virtually impossible
for the seasonal worker to attain vested rights. Many cumulative
years of service will add up to nothing in retirement.
The committee vesting proposal would provide for little or no
benefits for the majority of workers in this country. It ignores the
evidence which demonstrates
that the weaker the
overwhelming
vesting requirements, the less likely it is that the participant will ever
receive his needed pension benefits.

—

C. THE HARTKE APPROACH

I propose that 100 percent vesting be achieved after only 5 years
of service. These more progressive rules on vesting will open the way
for more frequent job changes, increases in work satisfaction, a more
mobile and a more effective labor force. We owe this to the working
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men and women of this country. In order to demonstrate gzaphicall
the superiority of the Hartke approach, I subm1t the following t bl .
VESTING TABLE

Percent vested
committee
proposal

Age

0
0
50
100
100
100

20
25

30
35
40
45

Percent vested
administration
proposal

Percent vested
Hartke
proposal

0

0
0
0
50
100

0

100
100
100
100
100

The table shows what would happen to a worker beginning his job
at age 20, Under the committee proposal, this worker would not qualify
for participation until the age of 30. After 10 years of work he would be
only 50 percent vested. This worker would be 35 before he was fully
vested under the committee bill, 45 under the Administration's
bill;
ttut only M under the Hartke proposal.

IV.

FUNDING

A. THE COMMITTEE S PROPOSAL

The committee agreed to a minimum funding standard which requires the payment of current or normal pension costs and the level
payment, or amortization, over a 30 year period of unfunded accrued
liabilities, without regard to whether such past service liabilities are
vested or unvested. A plan amendment resulting in a 5 percent increase in unfunded past service cost existing at the time of the amendment is to be regarded as a "substantial" increase in unfunded past
service costs which may be treated as a new plan and funded over 30
years.

B.

OB JECTIONS

Inadequate funding is the primary reason that thousands of workers
yearly lose their benefits when a plan terminates. In 1964, when the
Studebaker plant in South Bend, Indiana, shut down, over 8, 500
employees lost their pensions because there was not enough money to
fund them. The Committee's bill mould not have prevented tjLis tragedy.
Studebaker had a 30 year funding schedule. Tragedies like the Studebaker case occur every year and in all parts of the country. Only strong
funding requirements will prevent them from occurring.
C. THE HARTKE APPROACH

My proposal would require past service liabilities to be funded over
a 25 year period, and substantial increases in liabilities due to amendments would also be funded over 25 years.
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V.

TERMINATION

INSL RANCE

A. THE COMMITTEE S PROPOSAI.

Vested rights of participants would be insured up to a maximum of
50 percent of the average monthly wage over the past 5 years and
not to exceed $750 a month. For the first 3 years, the termination
insurance would be financed by a 50 cents per capita payment for
each participant in the pension plan. After such time, premiums would
be set at a level based on cost experience.

B.

OB JECTIONS

On the average, 20, 000 workers a year are affected by pension
failures. The participants hit hardest by these closeouts are those
between the ages of 40 and 60. This group is usually paid little or
nothing in pension benefits for many years of service.
I am gratified that the Committee's proposal would establish an
insurance program to protect these thousands of workers, but I am
disappointed that the proposal would provide such inadequate benefits. Fifty percent of expected benefits is simply not an adequate
means of support for the average worker. When a worker enrolls in a
pension plan he has the right to expect adequate benefits regardless
of whether the plan folds, whether his department is phased out,
whether his company goes out of business or merges with a larger unit.
C. THE HARTKE APPROACH

AIy plan would insure vested benefits to a maximum of 80 percent
of the highest average wage over a 5 year period or $500 a month,
whichever is less. The insurance premium rate would be no higher than
0.5 percent of unfunded liabilities.

VI. PORTABILITY
A. THE COMMITTEE S PROPOSAL

A voluntary central portability fund would be established as a
private corporation under the trusteeship of the Secretaries of Labor,
Commerce and Treasury, with the Serretary of Treasury being the
managing trustee. If the employer and employee both agree, the departing employee could transfer his vested benefits to the fund.

B. OBJECTIONS
Voluntary portability will do very little for the employee. There is
little reason to expect that an employer would give away dollars to a
departing employee v.hich he rould give to a retiring eanployec who
remains with his company. The trusteeship of the fund by three
Secretaries causes needless confusion and duplication of effort. It is
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much simpler and more reasonable that the Secretary of Labor a]one
be the managing trustee of the fund.
C. THE HARTKE APPROACH

I will propose the establishment of a compulsory portability fund
into which an employee's vested benefits would automatically be
transferred. The employer would have a maximum of 5 years to pay
these vested benefits into the portability fund.
The private sector should be given an initial opportunity of at
least 18 months to develop plans for the organization of a portability
fund. If they fail to act, the Secretary of Labor would establish the
plans for portability funds. I strongly believe that these efforts should
be made to keep pension monies within the private sector.
The central portability fund should also have the option of offering
basic plans of pension coverage to companies that do not have any.
Such plans would be limited to employers with 300 employees or less.
This service would be particularly beneficial to smaller companies
who cannot afford the high costs of establishing and operating pension
programs. We must make a strong effort to expand the private pension
industry to cover the millions of Americans not presently enrolled.
VII.

CONCLUSION

These are among the changes to the committee's proposal which
to bring real reform to the private pension system in this
Nation. I emphasize that we should not accept any illusions of reform
but rather we should have the courage to help the 34 million working
men and women who are enrolled in pension plans. When the Senate
begins debate on pension reform, I intend to initiate a full discussion
of the issues which I have raised in this statement.

I propose

VANOE
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IX. SUPPLEMENTAL VIEWS OF MR. CURTIS
This legislation is important to our private pension programs in the
United States. It carries many provisions which I advocate and
endorse. I am especially interested in the provisions which make it
possible for an individual not covered by a company pension or an
H. R. 10 pension to set aside for his own retirement and have the tax
advantages that other plans have. This is s matter that I have worked
for for many years.
In general, I would have preferred to have had the enactment of
my own bill, S. 1631, which was supported by the Administration.
The provisions of that bill are more acceptable in several respects
including the issue of professional corporations.
CARL T. CURTIs.
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FEnati~a~ 21, 197$. Committed to the Committee of the Whole House on the
State of the Union and ordered to be printed

Mr. Ullman, froln the Committee on Ways and Means, submitted the
following

REPORT
together with

SUPPLEMENTAL

VIE% S

[To accompany H. R. 128M]

The Committee on Ways and Means, to whom was referred the bill
(H. R. 12855) rto amend the Internal Revenue Code of 1954 to provide
pension reform, having considered the same, report favorably thereon
without amendment and recommend that the bill do pass.

H. R. 12855, as reported by the Committee on Ways and Means, deals
with the tax aspects of Inaking per. sion, pro6t sharing, and stock bonus
plans fairer and more e8ective in providing retirement income for'
employees who have spent their careers in useful and socially productive worl-.
Your committee) ln Ieportlng this billq antlclpates that lt willi ln. the
House action, become a part of a, broader bill dealing with retirement
plans generally. It is expected that this bill will be combined with
H R 19906~ to be reported by the Committee on Education and Labol'.
This bill alld the bill reported by the Committee on Education and.
Labor, are expected to jointly deal with pa, rticipation, vesting, and.
funding with respect to pension plans. In these areas, this bill has been
worked out in close coordination with the version of the bill expected
from the Committee on Education and La, bor to be sure that the general standards provided in these three areas are the same. Because of
the expected coord. ination between your committee's bill and that of
the Education and Labor Committee, no action is taken in this bill to
deal with the general subjects of Muciary standards, plan terlninatlon
insurance, and reporting and disclosure, which are dealt within
H. R. 12906.
This bill deals only with qualilied plans and provides for enforcement with respect to retirement plans through the Internal Revenue
Th
T is House Report supersedes
lative Bulletin 1974-3.
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while the bill from the ( omiiiittee on Fclucat', o» a»el I.aboi
is expected to deal witlr both qualified ancl nonqiialifiecl plans and provide foi enforcement throiig!i the Depai tmcnt of Labor. Because of the
coorclination and effort involved. it, is not expertecl that this clual
j»iisdi& tion in tliese tliree;iieas will present pi oblei»s. Xot only have
the standarcls in the two bills been coordinatecl, b»t also provisions
have been niade for joint regulations in areas where problems might
otherwise arise.
Iil the are;is of pai ticipation, vesting, aiid fu»cli»g it is ii»poi tant for
the Conimittee on AVays and Means to have a p irt in setting the stanclards involved since for plans qualiifyi»«u»cler these, standards there
ai e significant tax advantages'. At the same time, guidelines established
for retirei»ent plans also aie of si«»ificance to a committee charged
with tlii' 1111'iscllc'tloll of liiboi' laws. Altlloiigli pr'ovlslo» is lllilcle fol'
chial e»forcement in these two are is by the I»tei»al Pievenue Service
ancl tlie Depai tment of Labor. it is anticipated tliat tires& agon& ies &vill
coorcli»ate. tlieir efForts so as not to duplicate c-iifor cement efForts.
This bill encourages provisions for the retiieme»t needs of many
niillions of i»clividuals. At, the same time, the conimi t tee reco«nizes that,
private i etireme»t @la»s arc vo1»»tary on tlie part of em»loyers. and.
ther e fore, it has ii ei«hed carefullv the additional costs to the employers
ancl;»i»imized these costs to the. exte»t consistent ivitlr minimum
stand;ircls for retirei»ent he»efits.
In broad outline. the bill is desi«azed—
(1) to increase the number of individuals participating in retire-

f2] Service,

ment, plans;

(o) to niake sure that those who do participate in such plans do not
lose their benefits as a result of unduly restrictive forfeiture provisions or failure of the plan to accumulate and retain sufficient funds to
meet its obligations: and
(««) to mal-e the tax laws relating to such plans tairer by provid. ing
greater equalitv of treatnient under such plans ~or the clitFerent taxpaying gr'oups involved.
This bill also goes a long way towaril equalizing the tax treatment
of those in diff'erent lines of work. In the case of the self-employed, it
inal-es a, tlireefold inciea. c in thc dediictible amoi»it which can be set
aside for retirement. At the same time, it provicles limits on the contributions or benefits for individiials covered by qualified p1ans. Tlie
bill also provicles deductions for a modest retirement savin«s set-aside
for those who are not covered by any existing plans.
The bill c ontim es to re1v primarily on the tax laws to sec»re needecl
improvements in pensio» a»cl relatccl plans. In general, it retains the
tax incentives granted under present law for the purpose of encouraging the establishment of plans which contain socia'lly d, .sirable provisions. however, it also improves the effectiveness of these tax incentives by extending or increasing them in certain cases where this is
warranted and by pruning them where they have given. rise to problems.
-.

pieseut terr

t&'ecrtmenl;

of

onnlifie(/.

plessis

Present law encourages e»iployers to e:tablisli retirement plans for
tlieir employees by ~anting favorable tax treatment where plans qual-
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and other rules set forth in the Inby meeting nondiscrimination
ternal revenue Cocle. Such qualifiied plans must cover a specifiecl percentage of employees or cover employees under a classification found.
by the Internal Heveiiue Service not to discriminate in favor of emsupervisory employees, or
ployees ~ ho are ofiicers, shareholders,
highly compensated employees. Similarly, the contributions to such
plans or the benefits paid out by them cannot discriminate in favor of
sucli eniployees.
The favorable tax treatment granted qualified plans is substantial.
Employers, withiii certain limits, are permitted to deduct contributions made to these plans for covered emplovees whether or not their
interests are vestecl; earnings on the plan's assets are exempt from tax;
;iud covered eniployees defer payment of tax on employer contributions made on their behalf until they actually receive the benefits,
generally after retirement when their inconies and. hence applicable
tax rates tencl to be lov er.
The private pension. system has shown substantial development,
under the present tax rules. Estimates of the coverage of private pen
sion plans r;inge froni ~,'3 million to .'30 million employees for 1972 and
42 million em&oloyees are expected to be covered. by 1980 without any
;hange in law. Similarly, in 1970 about $14 billion was contributed to
pension plans by eniployees and employers ar d 4.7 million beneficiaries
receivecl. $7.4 billion in pension payments. moreover, pension plan
assets ainounted to $150 bilhon (boolc value) in 1972 and are expected
to reach $22o billion by 1980.
Problem, arear'
AVhile the achievements of private retirement plans are substantial,
a number of serious problems have beconie apparent. Those dealt with
by this bill can be briefiy outlined as follows:
Inadequate eoeererge. Despite the rapid growth in pension coveremage, about one-half of all employees in private nonagricultural
ployment aie still not covered. Moreover, many plans have overly
restrictive age and service requirements for participation. , resultino in
the exclusion of many emplovees.
Inadequafe vesting. Present law generally does not require an eniployee plan to give a covered employee vested rights to benefits that
is, the right to receive. benefits if he leaves or loses his job before retirement age. Many private pension plans do provide vested rights to
benefits before retirement, but as a general rule, employees do not
acquire vested rights until they have served a fairly long time with
the firm ancl/or are relatively mature. As a result, even employees
with substantial periods of service may not acquire rights to pension
benefits upon separation from employment.
A significan number of pension plans are
Inadequate funding.
not adequately funded that is, they are not accumulating sufhcient
assets to pay benefits in the future to covered employees. Under the
present minimum funcling requirements, contributions to qualified
plans must be at least large enough to pay the normal costs (the
pension liabilities created in the current year) plus the interest on
unfunded accrued liabilities attributable to the past service of the
covered employees. However, this minimum funding requirenient is

[3] ify
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adequate because it does not require the unfunded accrued liabilities for past service to be amortized.
Di8cri mination against individuaZ8 not cove»cd by pe»8iou pla», s'.
Individuals who are outside of- qualifiierl pension plans have no opportunity to set aside income for their own retirement under tlie favorable
tax treatment accorded to individuals covered by s»ch plans. These
individuals must save for their. retirement from income after tax and
must pay tax currently on tlie income earned by their retircmeiit
savings.
Unju8tifi'abZc digcrences i», fax t»catnieiit of co»yo»ate ocr. ncaa-empZoyee8 and acZf-empZoyed i ndivicZuaZ8 icrcde» quaZi fied pZa»8. At present, in practice there is almost no practical limit o» tlie amount, of
pension contributions that coiporations can mal-e to qualified plans on.
behalf of corporate employees. This has resulted in abuse situations in.
wliich extremely large pension benefits have been financed for corporate employees in pait at the expense of the general taxpaving public,
as a result of the favorable tax treatment tlirt is accorclec1.
The fact that pension contributions on behalf of coi porate employees
are in practice not subject 'to control has also given rise to claims of
discrimination oii the part, of. self-employed persons. Pension contributions made by self-employed persons oii their owii belialf are
limited to 10 percent of earner1 income up to $2, 500 a year under present law. These limits also liavc had thc undesirable cA'cct of inducing
many individuals, includin«pi ofession:il people, who would noi inally
carry on their activities as sole proprietoi s or pai tners, to couvert tlieir
activities to the corporate form almost entirely to secure the greater
tax advantages associated with corpora/c plans.
Provisions of the biZZ
The bill deals with these problems in maiiy difi'erent ways. The principal provisions of the bill are summai ized below.
1. 'lIinimu»~ Participation &btaridaivls. (xcncrally, an employee cannot be excluded from a plan on accouiit of a«e or service if the employee
is at least 95 years old and has liad at. least o»e. year of service. The
one-year of service icquirement may bc extended to ~i years if
immediate vesting is provided.
2. 3Iinimurn, Vesting fata»d'rn"cL~'. Tl» ee alternative ininimum vesting standarcls are provided. The first of these provides foi at least "5
percent vesting at tlie end of the fifth year of covered service. Thereafter the vr sting percentage is increased by 5 percent a year until a
level of 50 percent is reached at tlie end of tlie tenth year. Folloiviii«
this, vesting increases at the i"iitc of 10 percent a year until 100 percent
i csting is reached at the end of the 15th year.
The second vesting standard under thc bill is 100 percent vesting at
the end of tenyears of covererl service.
The third vesting standard is tlie so-called rule of 45. launder this
standard, there must be 50 percent vesting when the sum of the age of'
the individual and the number of years~of covered service equ~al 45
(provided there is at least 5 years of service). An additional 10 per-
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cent per year is then required to be vested iver each of the next 5 years
of service.
These vesting rules are phased in over a five-year period beginning,
in the case of existing plans, in 1976.
8. cVin&num Funding 8tandanl8. Normal costs are to be funded
currently. Costs attributable to already-existing liabilities are to be
amortized over a 40-year period. iabilities under plan amendments
and new plans generally are to be amortized over a 30-year period,
except that in the case of multiemployer plans the amortization period
is to be 40 years (in this latter case the Secretary of Labor can extend
this for a further period of 10 years). Experience gains and losses are
to be amortized over 15 years generally, but in the case of multiemployer plans over a period of 20 years (in this last case the period can
be extended an additional ten years by thc Secretary of Labor). These
experience gains and losses generally will only be required to be recomputed e~very three years. The above funding standards are based
upon accrued liabilities.
If funding requirements are higher under a second general standard which is based on accrued "vested" liabilities, this~standard is to
apply in lieu of the rules set forth above. Under this standar d, accrued
vested liabilities are determined, as also are the value of the plan's
assets. AVhere the former exceeds the latter, the corrtribrrtion for tlrat
year must, be sufiicient to cover the level ar»rual payment acquired to
amortize the difi'erence in 20 years. A dctermi»ation for a, new "0-;ear
amortization period is made in each of tire succeedi»g year s.
set forth above present, hardship
KVhere any of the requirements
under a plan (and certain standards are met, ), the Secretary of the
Treasury can permit variances spreading the current lIability in this
case, over a 15-year period.
4. 8peciaZ Variance for.VuZtiempZoyer PZanz. In the case of lrnlltiemployer plans where the Secretary of I.abor firads that the vesting
and frmdi»g provisions seriously e»dan«er the continuation. of a plan,
he can authorize exceptions to the vesting and funding standards rlescribed above.
5. 6'o~enrment PZan8. Tire participatio», vestin«, and funding
standarcls set forth above do not apply in. the case of governmerrtal
plans. In the case of these plans& the same standar ds continue to apply
as under present law. Studies ar'e to bc made by the )Vays and Means
Committee and the Education and Labor Committee as to the neecl for
change in these areas in the future.
Qualified plans in the future
6. Joint and 8urvis:or Annuities.
that provide annuities are to provide for them as joint and survivor
annuities
(if the participant and his spouse have bee» m;rr riecl
throughout, the 5-year period endirrg on the a»»uity startIng d;rte)
unless the employee elects out of such treatment.
7. I:ffectrue Date8 for Participation, Vesting, and Funding. Generally the participation, vesting, and funding provisions in the case
of existing plans are to be efi'ective as of January 1, i%6. In the case of
»ew p]ass adopted after January 1, 1974. however, the participation, vesting, and funding provisions are to be eA'ective as of the date

—
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[6] of enactment. In

the case of collective bargaining plans, the January y
1, 1076, date is to be extended to January 1, 1077, or the expiration date
of the current collective bargaining agreement (but not beyond ~Januai y 1, 1081).
8. I& ederrd Proourewsent Contract8. In the case of employees ivorking under contracts relating to federal procurement, construction, or
res~earch, the Secretary of Labor is directed to make a study as to procedures to encourage special provisions for engineers and others similarly situated who tend to change from one job to another, in order
to provide them with more immediate vesting than is true in the case
of employees generally. Tlie study in this case is to be completed in
a two-year period and regulations carrying out the study are to be put
into effect at the end of the next year unless either House of the Congress ivithin 00 days after the receipt of such proposed regulations
votes against these regulations.
9. Duttea of 8ecretary of Fleajth, Fitncatios!, and TVelfare. Whenever employees ivith vested rights leave their employment (prior to
retirement), a statement as to their vested riglits is to be given them by
their employer. A. copy of this statement is also tn be transmitted
through the Treasury Department to the Secretary of HEW. The
Secretary of HEW' ivill then inform the emplovee ivhen he applies
for social security benefits as to any statements of this tvpe which an
employer has giien HE)V. The department is nnt to be re. . pnnsible
fo~ the accuracy of any such statements.
10. Plan Tenninatswi ls!,sonance and the &des Relatinrl to Firluciaries. Although a program of plan termination insurance to protect
the rights of covered employees is desirable, thIs bill makes no prni ision for such a, program. Also, no rhange is made i» this l&ill to tighten
the rules relatino to fiduciaries of qualified»~&~~»»!ent plans ivhi«h
ivould also be desirable. This is because H. R. 12906,ivhich is to be reported by the House Committee on Erlucation and Labor, provides
for a program of plan termination insuran«e an«1 also provides for
additional rules regarding fiduciary require'ments ivhi& li. , are designed
to correct any existing abuses.
11. Tom CoMrt Procedure. Provision is made in the bill for the
appeal from the rletermination of tl!e Internal Reienue Seri. i«e as tn
the initial qualification of pension plans or the eRects nf arne»&1!»cuts
Feral~
proposed to pension plans. This is tn be dealt ivith by a declaratory
judgment procedure in the I .S. Tax Court.
lo. E.stablishment of Office of 4.ssistant Cornrni, ssionen. P! nvis!nn
is macle for the establish!nent in the I!iternal Rev«nue Seri i«e nf an
office of Assistant Commissioner of Pensions and Exempt Organizations. This office is to provide a centralized gi oup for unifying the tax
treatment of pension plans throughout the country. Authorization is
made for funds in the case of this office.
~'dunls.
The
18. Contribsttione on Behalf of 6'elf-Frnployen'
limitations on deductions for self-employed individuals a! e to be
increased from 10 percent of their self-employment
incnn!e. nnt tn
exceed $2, 500 up to 15 percent of their self-employment inconie. not to
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exceed $7,500. A. minimum of $750 may be deducted in these cases
without regard to the percentage limitation.
14. Individual Retirement Account8. Individuals not covered by
qualified or government pension plans are to be permitted to take a
deduction of up to 20 percent ofPtheir earned income not to exceed
$1,500. This amount may be set aside in a special custodial account
with a bank, savings and loan, credit union, life insurance company or
regulated investment company without tax consequences on the
earnings on the balance in this account until such time as the individ. ual
draws Gown the amount. This amount cannot be drawn down without
penalty before age 59i/2 (except in the case of death or disability) and
the individual must begin drawing the amount down by age 70&/z if
penalty is to be avoided. An individual may establish the account
directly himself or, alternatively, an employer or labor union may
maintain accounts of this type for employees or members.
In the case of de15. Lnnitatione on Benefit8 and Contri7iution8.
fined. contribution plans (profit-sharing and money purchase pension
plans), there may not be set aside with respect to an individual in a
qualified plan in any year more than 25 percent of his compensation
or 825.000, whichever is the lesser.
In the case of defined benefit plans, the pension which may be paid
with respect to any individual may not exceed 100 percent, of his
compensation in his high three vears of employment or $75,000, whichever is the lesser. (13oth the $25,000 amount and the $75,000 amount
referred to above are subject to cost-of-living allowances. ) A "grandfather clause" provides that if an individual is eligible for more than a
$75,000 pension based upon his current compensation by taking into
account his additional period of employment up to the time. of his
expected retirement, this amount may be paid despite the $75.000
limitation.
If an employee is under both a defined benefit plan and a defined
contribution plan, then an overall limit is applied to coordinate the
two limits discussed above. In this case, the sum of (1) the percentage
utilization of the maximum limit under the defined benefit plan and
(2) the percentage utilization of the maximum limit under the defined
contribution plan cannot exceed 140 percent. Amounts in excess of
these limits may be provided under the plan, but may not be paid out
of a qualified trust.
16. Lump Suan Distributions.
Lump sum distributions from qualified plans are to be treated as ordinary income subject to special 10year averaging. This treatment is to apply to the post-1978 portion of
such a distribution, with regular capital gain treatment available to the
remaining portion (pre-1974) of the distribution. The distribution is
to be apportioned. between the income averaging part and the capital
gains part, on the basis of the employee's years of active participation
in the plan after 1978 and his years before 1974.
17. Salary Eeduction Plane and Ca.oh-or-Deferred-Profit-SharinqP/an8. Determination of the inclusion of income to an employee in

—
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the case of a salary reduction plan or a. cash-or-deferred-profit-sharing
plan is to be made on the basis of the way it would have been made before the Internal Revenue Service began the preparation of proposed
regulations to change its administrative practices in this area. Those
proposed regulations are-to be withdrawn and no new regulations on
this matter may' be finally issued until after March 15, 1975.
18. Revenue Egecfg. The tax provisions a@ecting retirement plans,
which are in this bill, when fully efFective, will result in an estimated
net revenue loss of AC&0 million a vear. An estimatecl revenue loss of
$580 million a year is attributable to the provisions allowing individuals not covered by qualified plans to establish their own individual
retirement plans ancl to the higher deduction limits for contributions
by self employed people, to H. R. 10 pension plans. This is ofFset by an
estimated $70 million revenue gain attributa'ble to the new tax treatment, of lump sum distributions from qualified plans, and the provisions limiting contributions or benefits to qualified plans on behalf on
any indiviclual.

—

II. REASONS

FOR THE BILL

One of the most important matters of public policy facin& the nation
today is how to assure that, individuals who have spent their careers in
useful and socially productive work will have adequate incomes to meet
their needs when they retire. This legislation is concerned with
inspi oving the fairness and efFectiveness of qualified retirement plans
in their vital role of providing retirement income. In broad outline.
the ol&jective is to increase the number of individuals participating
in employer-financed plans; to make sure to the greatest extent possible that those who do participate in such plans actually receive benefits and do not lose their benefits as a, result of unduly restrictive
foi Feit»re provisions or failure of the pension plan to accumulate and
ietain sufhcient funds to meet its obligations; and to make the tax
laws i elatin« to qualified. retirement. plans fairer by providing greater
equality of treatment under such plans for the, difFerent taxpayer
groups concerned.
Essentially, your committee's bill represents a, significant improvement in the tax treatment now applicable with respect to qualified
retireinent plans, Your committee regards the present legislation as
part of an evolutionan process which keeps this basic fra&nework but
which builds on it new provisions which experience indicates are necessary for the proper functioning of these plans.
A. funda. mental aspect of present law, which the corn&nittee bill
continues, is reliance on voluntary action by employers (and emplovees
undei cont& ibutorv plans) for the establishment
of qualified retirement plans. The committee bill also continues the approach in present
1aw of encouragin« the establishment of r etirement plans which contain socially desirable provisions through the granting nf tax incluce-
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ments. In other words, under the new legislation as under the present
law, no one is compelled to establish a retirement plan. However, if a
retirement, plan is to qualify for the favorable tax treatment, it will
which are
be required to comply with specified new requirements
designed to improve the retirement system. Since the favorable tax
treatment is quite substantial, presently involving a revenue loss of
over @ billion a year, it is anticipated that plans will have a, strong
inducement to comply with the new qualification rules and thereby
become more eff'ective in fulfilling their objective of providing retirement income.
The tax advantages associated with qualification under the Internal
Revenue Code are substantial. Employers, within certain limits, are
permitted to deduct contributions made to such plans on behalf of
covered employees, whether or not the interests of covered employees
are vested; earnings on the plan's assets are exefnpt from tax; and
covered employees defer payment of tax on employer contributions
made on their behalf until they actually receive the benefits, generally after retirement when their mcomes and hence applica'ble tax rates
tend to be lower.
TIIE EXCOI RAGEbfEÃT OF NONDISCRI&IINATORY' PLANS UNDER PRESENT LAW

As already indicated, our tax laws now provide substanital tax
incentives for the establishm'ent
retirement
of nondiscriminatory
plans. In order to qualify as nondiscriminatory,
a retirement plan
linist cover a specified percentage of employees ' or cover employees
uncler a, classification found by the Internal Revenue Service not to discriminate in favor of employees who are officers, shareholders, supervisory employees, or highly compensated emplovees. Similarly, either
the contributions to the Iilan or the benefits paid out by the plan nnlst
not discriminate in favor of officers, etc.
In adopting this legislation, your committee is aware of the
achievements of the private pension system under the 194o legislation.
The private retirement system has grown rapidly over the past three
decades. AVhile the precise coverage of retirement plans is not known,
estilnates of the number of employ~ees now covered by such plans range
from 28 million to 80 million. s This compares with coverage of 4 million ili 1940 and 9.8 million in 1950. (See Table 1.) By 1980, these
retirement plans are expected to cover 42 million einployees. '
i To ilualify on this basis, the plan must cover 70 percent or more of au the employees,
or 30 percent nr more of all employees who are eligible to benefit under the plan if 70 percent or more of all the employees are so eligible, excluding in each case employees who liave
been emploved not more than a minimum period prescribed by the plan, not exceeding o
years, employees whose customarv employment is for not more than 20 hours in anx. 1
iveek, and employees whose customary employment is for not more than 5 months in any
calendar year (sec. 401(a) (3) (A) ).
2 Departinent
of Health, Fducation and Welfare. Departinent of Labor and Treasury
Department, Coverage and Vesting of Full-Time Employees under private Retirement
Plans; Findings from the April 1072 Survey, BLS Report No. 423, Sept. 1973.
Public Pnliiy and Privat«Pension
Proarams. A Report to the President on Private
Employees Retirement Plans by the President's Committei on Corporate Pension Funds
and Other Private Retirement and IVelfare Programs, January 1965, p, vi.
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PRIVATE

PENS!DN AND DEFERRED PROFIT-SHARING

Cove!age

PLANS: ' ESTIMATED COVERAGE, CONTRIBL'TIONS, BENEFICIARIFS, BENEFI

(in thousands)

9, 800
15, IOC

1950
1955

1960.
196
1962

Insured

2, 600
3, 8DG

21, 200

4, 9i)C

&QC

5, 100
5, 200
s, 400

..

23, 100

1964 . .
ISCu .
'1966.

24, 600
2"., 390

6„000

26, 300
27, 50O
28. GCG

6, 900
7, 700
7, 900
8, 700
9, 300

'. 963.

23', &OC

1967.
196&

1969

19!0

x

29. 000
29„700

6, 200

Inslued

7, 200

11, 600
16, 300
17, 100
17, 9CO
18, 400
18, 600
19, 100
19, 400
19, 800
20, 100
20, 300
20, 400

(in

Total

$1, 750
3, 280
4, 7) 0
4, 830
5, 200
5, 560
6, 370
7, 370
8, 210
9, 050
9, 940
11, 520
12, 580

Insured

insured

$720
1, 100
1, 190
1, 180
I, 240
1, 390
1, 520
I, 770
I, 850
2, 010

$1, 030
2, 180
3, 520
3, 650
3, 960

2, 240

7, 700
8, 490
9, 720

3, 030
2, 860

4, 170
4, 850
5, 600
6, 360
7, 040

Total

insured

$330
560

$200
280

7&0

300

780
830
860
910

290

990

320
330
340
340
350
350

1, 040
1, 130
1, 230

I, 360
1, 420

year (i
Noninsured

$130
280
480
490
520
560

310
300

3'0

plans those of nonprofit orgaInc!ud:s p~r. ss you-go, multi-employer, and union-administered
the Federal railroad reiirement prograin. Excludes
ano r '!road plans supplementing
the
p nsion oians fo. Federal. State, snd local government employees as well ss pension plans for
plaris are, in
by insurance companies; noninsured
sail c!ri',loved. !osrred plans are underwritten
genrnal, fondled ii!oug.'i tiustees,
~

n:raiions,

r Excludes annuitants;
amph!yeas under both insured and noninsured plans are included only
onrx -under the!nsiued plans.
r inc!r des re!un is io employees and their survivors and lump-sums
paid under deferred profitshsrifl& plans„

6CO

670
710
790
890
1, 010
1, 070

i

PAVMFNTS, AND RESERVES, 1950, 1955, 196G-7C

thousands)
Non-

Total

450
980
1, 780

1, 9!0
2, 100
2, 280
2, 490
2, 75D
3, 110

3, 410
3, 770
4, 180
4, 720

Insured

150
290
540
570
630
690
74C

790
870
930
1, 010
1, 070

I, 220

Reserves,
end of year
(in bilhons)

Amount of benefit
payat)ents
(1 1 iTIIIIIons)

nber of

Nu

bene'i:!aries, en) of

sos)

milli

Non-

Non-

To'!sf

E nployee
contributions

Employer
contributions
(in millions)

x

;nd of year

i

insured

300
690
1, 240
1, 340
1, 470
1, 590
1, 750
1, 960
2, 240
2,

4&Q

2, 760

3, 110
3, 500

Total s

$370
850
1, 720
1, 970
2, 330
2, 590
2, 990
3, 520
4, 190
4, 790
5, 53G
6, 450
7, 360

Insured

$80
180

390
450
510
570
640
720
810
91G

1, 030
I, 160
1, 330

Noninsured s

$290
670

1, 33O

1. 520

I, 820

2, 020
2, 350
2, 800
3, 380
3, 880
4, 500
5, 290
6, 030

Non-

Total

Insured

insu!ed

77. 7
86. 5
95 5

20, 2
21. 6
23. 3
25. 2
27. 3
29. 3

$6. 5
16. 1
33. 1
37. 5
41. 9
46. 6
52. 4
59. 2
66. 2

106. 2
117. 8
127. &
137. I

31. 9
34. 8
37. 2
40. I

83. I
90. 6
97. 0

$12. 1
27. 5
52. 0
57. 8
63. 5
69. 9

$5. 6

11. 3
18. 8

74 2

'

Coverage for 19", 2 is estimated at 23, GGO, CGC in Coverage and Vesting of Full-Time Employees
under Private Retirement Plans: Findings from the April 1972 survey by the Departments of Health,
Education, and Welfare and Labor. See BLS Rept. No. 42-3, September 1973. To the extent that this,
23,000,000 coverage figure is correct, the estimates of coverage shown in the above table are too
high. Nonetheless, the coverage figures in the table may shit be useful in giving an approximation
of the relative increase in coverage over the past 2 decades or so.

Source: Compiled
primsriiy

from data furnished
by the Dffice of the Actuary, Social Security Administration,
by the Institute of Life Insurance and the Securities and Exchgnge Commission.
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ways.
The growth which has occurred is also evidenced in other
retirement
to
macle
contributions
annual
total
Between 1950 and 1970,
1 billion to about
plans by employees and employers rose from about $2.
million from
received
$370
$14 billion. In 19&0, 450,000 beneficiaries
received
$7 4 billion
beneficiaries
million
retirement plans; in 1970, 4.7
from
soared
assets
retirement
plan
Moreover,
in pension payments.
are
and
$12.1 billion in 1940 to $150 billion ' in 1972 (book value)
expected to reach $225 billion by 1980.
PROBI.EM AREAS

Despite the substantial achievements of retirement plans, it has
become apparent that a, number of problems have arisen which prevent
many of these plans from achieving their full potential as a source for
retirement income. These problem areas are outlined below.
Inadequate coverage. Despite the rapid growth in retirement plan
coverage in iecent years to its 1970 level of from 23 to 30 million
einployees, somewhere in the vicinity of one-half of all einployees in
private, nonaoricultural employment are still not covered by retirement plans. Retirement plans are still relatively rare among small business firms and in agriculture. Moreover, even where emplovees work
tor a firm with a retirement plan, the age ancl service requirements for
participation in the plan may be overly restrictive, excluding many

—

emu loyees.
DG ni~n ~'~ ation aoat'net the eel j-em cloyed end em p/ottees not co~ ered
4nother problem area, is that present law dis$&yt retirem, end p4n, y.
.criminates aoainst emplovees not covered by retirement plans and
This is primarily because the personal
.against the self-employed.
ret! re!Pent savings of individuals not covered by pension plans must be
made out nf af?e!'-tax income. while those covered by retirement plans
are p r ~~ t ted to de fer tax on their employer's retirement contributions.
In adclition, the earnings on the retirement savings of noncovered
poisons are subject to tax as earned, while the tax on earnings of
p!»~'n i f!!'Rs is deferred until paid out as a retirement benefit.
Self-employe&1 people also frequently maintain that they are discriminated against as compared with corporate executives and ownermanagers of corporations in regard to the tax treatment of retirement
savinm. At present, there is no comprehensive limit on the amounts
the employer can contribute on behalf of corpoi. ate executives and
owner-managers of corporations: similarly, there is no statutory limit
on the amount of pension benefits that the latter can receive so long
:as those contributions or benefits do not discriminate in favor of employ ees who are shareholders, oScers, supervisors, or highly paid and
do not constitute unreasonable compensation. 4s a result of legislation
enacted in 1902 and amended in subsequent years, self-employed people can establish retirement plans for themselves and their employees
but their Recluctible contributions to such plans on their own behalf
are limi teel to 10 percent of earnecl income up to $2, 500 a year.
Inadequate vest~'ng. Present law generally does not require a retirement, plan to give a covered employee vested rights to benefits—

—

.

—

' Table

1972, and
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is, the right to receive benefits even if. lie leaves or loses his job
before retirement age. Over two-thirds of the private retirement plalis
provide vested rights to retirement benefits before retirement. However, as a general rule, employees do not acquire vested rights u»tii'
tliey have accumulated a fairly long period of service witli the fir»i
and/or are relatively mature.
At present, only one of every three employees participating ill
elnployer-financed
plans has a 50 percent or greater vested right to
his accrued retirement benefits. Moreover, 58 percent of covered employees between the ages of fifty and sixty angl 54 percent of covere&I
employees 60 years of age and over do not have a qualified vesta&i
right to even 50 percent of their accrued retirement benefits. ' As a i esult, even employees with substantial periods of service may lose retirement benefits on separation from employment. Extreme cases hav&"
been noted in which employees have lost retirement rights at adva»ced
ages as a result of being discharged shortly before they would 4&.
eligible to retire. In addition, failure to vest, more rapidly is charged
with interfering with the mobility of labor, to the detriment of the

[12) that

economy.

—

.Pnade&znate jument'n&7. Another problem area is thitt a significant
potion of present pension plans are not adequately funded that is
tliey are not accuinulating su%cient assets to pay benefit in the future
to covered emplovees. As a result, , there is concern that many ern-

—

plovees now covered by pension plans may not actually receive pensions when they retire because the funds will not be available to pay
for those pensions.
In general, pension plans th. at are, qualifie under .the Internal
Hevenue Code niust meet certain minimum funding requirements by
irrevocably setting aside funds in a trust or through the purchase of
insurance contracts. Contributions to such plans must generally be at
least large enough to pay the normal pension costs plus the interest on
unfunded accrued liabilities which generallv are attributable to the
past, service of the covered employees. However, this minimum funding requirement, is not adequate because it is designed only to prevciit
the unfunded liabilities from growing larger and does not require any
payment to reduce the amount, of the outstanding unfunded liabilities.
which may be substantial.
The available evidence suggests that many pension p/ans are adebut, that a significant proportion of the plans liave not
quately funded
been adequately funded. This is indicated, for example, by a survey
made by the Senate Labor Subcommittee of 469 trustee-administered
pension plans covering 7.1 million employees. In 1970& about ollethird of the plans in the study covering one-third of the participants
a ratio of assets to total accrued liabilities of 50 percent oi
r&. ported
less; while 7 percent of the plans covering 8 percent of the participants
r& ported a ratio of assets to accrued liabilities of 25 percent or less. (See
Table 2. )

—

& However,
as noted below, vesting is required for employees under so-called H. R. 10 plans
for owuer-emplovees and may also be required in other cases to prevent the plan from
having a disc~iminatory eifect in operation, or upon plan termination or complete discontinuance of contributions.
s D. S. Treaeury Department
Fact Sheet. PeneiOn RefOrm PrOgram. SS reprinted in 5faterial Relating to Administration Proposal Entitled the "Retirement Benedts Taz Act',
Committee on Ways and Xeans, 98d Cong. , 1st sess. , p. SY, Table B.

—
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[13] TABLE2.—
OF TOTAL

FUNDING OF PRIVATE PENSION PLANS: ASSETS AT MARKET VALUE, AS PERCENT OF PRESENT VALUE i
ACCRUED RETIREMENT BENEFITS, BY PLAN AND BY PARTICIPANT: AS OF 1970

By participant

By plan

Numbers

Assets as percent of accrued benefits:
25 percent or less
26 through 50
51 through 75

76 through
101 through
126 through
151 through
Over 175

100

33
118
104
117

Percent

7

25
22

125

55

150

20
8
14

25
12
4
2
3

469

100

175

Total

Number

Percent

541, 801
1, 798, 9'5

8
25

2, 134, 601
1, 211, 298

30
17

949, 975
134, 252
52, 498
275, 835

13

7, 100, 205

100

2
1

4

i Present value of accrued benefits is actuarially determined.
plans. Comparable data were not available for insured plans.

r Sample consists of 469 trustee-administered

Note: The sum of individual

items may not equal totals because of rounding.

Source: Senate Committee On Labor and Public Welfare Report on S. 3598, The Retirement income Security for Employees Act of 1972, 92d Cong. , 2d sess. , p. 97.

In general, the older plans are better fundecl than the newer ones.
Over one-half of the plans covered by the study which were 6 years
old or less had an assets-liabilities ratio of 50 percent or less, wliile
:~5 percent of the plans in existence for 17 years to 21 years had such
an assets-liabilities ratio. '
Logg of pengion benefits due to p/an tey minrrtion8.
Concern has a]so
been expressecl over the possible loss of pension benefits as a result of
termination of pension plans. The Studebaker case, which has been
widely publicized, illustrates how pension benefits can be lost as a result of termination of a plan. When Studebaker closed its South Bend,
Indiana, plant in 1964, the eniployees were separated and the pension
plan was terminated. The plan provided fairly generous vested rights
and the funcling apparently would have been aclequate had the firm
remained in business and the plan continued in operation. However,
tit termination, the plan had not yet accumulated sufIicient assets to
meet all its obligations. As a result, full pension benefits were paid only
to employees already retired and to employees age 60 or over with 10
years or more, of service. Little or no benefits were paid to large nunibers of other employees, many of whom had vested rights.
A joint study of the
Depaiiment and the Department of
I.abor indicates that thereTreasury
were 1,227 plan terminations in 1972.' These
termiiiations resulted in the loss of $49 million of benefits (present
value) by 19,400 pension participants in 546 of the terminated plans.
The average loss of benefits for participants amounted to
@,500.
Participants losing benefits represented about eight one-hundredths
~f one percent of workers covered by pension plans. The data, of
course, cover terminations occurring over a one-year period and
may
not be the typical experience.
3figuge of pen8ion funds and dt'gcloguye
of pengion operation8.
'There also has been concern about the
administration of pension plans.
It has been charged that all too frequently pension funds have not been

—

—

v Senate
Committee on Labor and Public Welfare report
on S. 3o9S, The Retirement
Income Security for Employees Act of 1972,
Cong. , 2d sess. , p. 98.
sDepartment of the Treasury and the 92d
Department
of Labor Stud of Pension
Terminations, 1972 Final Report, August 1978.

—
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used in the best interest of covered employees. Thele have bee;I cases
of extreme misuse of pension funds.
The A4 elfare anci Pension Plans Disclosure Act, which is administered by the Labor Department, was adopted in 1!)5S to protect the
interests of welfare anci pension plan participants and beneficiaries by
requiring disclosure of information regarding such plans. This Act
requires the plan administrators to file with the Secretarv of Labor
and to send to pal+icipants upon written request a description and
annual rcport of the plain. The Art was amended in 1962 to n&ake theft.
embezzlement, bribery, Rnd kickbacks Federal crimes where these occur in corr'ection. wit!»veifale Rnd pension plans. The 1962 amendInent also conferred limited investigatory Rnd re wliator; powers upon
the Secretary of Labor. However abuses in the administrat"on of
pension plans and in the halldlin~ of pension func's have continued.
The Internal Revenue Code (sec. O|Q(b) ) seeks to preve:lt abuses in..
tile use of funds heicl under qualifiecl Ietirement plans by prohib tin, '
qualifiled trusteed plans froln engao. ng in certain specified prohibited
transactions such as lending funds without Rdequa e security Rnd '.
reasonable rate of interest to the creator of the plan, his fain«i!y, or orporations controlled by him. Other prohibited transactions inc', uc&e
pavment of excessive salaries, purchase of property for nl ore than an.
Rciequate consicieration, sale of property for less than all adequate consideration, or any other transactions which result. in R substalltial diveleion of funds to such inciividuals. Special acMitional lu!es ar«plv to
payment of excessive salaries. purchase of property for more than an
trusts benefitting owner-emp'oyees.
OBJECTIVES OF TIIK WAIN PROVISIONS OF TIIK BILL

Although there have been si~ificant legislative changes since the
pl'esent bRslc fl RIYlewol'k of the tRx laws relating to pensions was filrst,
aciopted
principally in allowing self-employed peop]e to establish
retirement plans for themselves and their employees anci in requiring
the disclosure of information regarding welfare and pension plansit has been more than 30 years~since these basic pension provisions
were first adopted. It is time for new legislation to conform the pension provisions to the present day situation and to provide remedial
action for the various problems that have arisen in the retirement plan

—

during the past three decades.
As indicated above, the present provisions cf the Internal Revenue
Code provide tax inducements for the adoption of nondiscriminatory
plans and to a limited extent other objectives. These nondiscrimination
provisions are retaineci, but the nev legislation also requires retirement
plans to conform to additional requirements in order to cjualify for
the favorable tax treatment under the Internal Revenue Code. In taking this action, the committee has been mindful of the neeci to construct,
the new requirements so that they will provide meaningful improvement in the various problem areas noted under the present law. At t1ll
same time, the committee is aware that under our voluntary pension
system, the cost of financing pension plans is an important factor in
determining whether any particular retirement plan will be adopted
and in determining the benefit levels if a plan is aciopted, and that
a. rca
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the growth and improve
[y5] unduly large increases in costs could impede
ment of the private retirement, system. For this reason, in the case of
those requirements which acid to the cost of financing retirement plans,
the committee has sought to adopt provisions which strike a balance
between providing meaningful reform and keeping costs within reasonable limits.
Generally, it would appear that the wider or more comprehensive
the coverage, vesting, and funding, the more desirable it is from the
standpoint of national policy. However, since these plans are voluntary on the part of the employer and both the institution of new pension plans and increases in benefits depend upon employer willingness
to establish or expand a plan, it is necessary to take into account
additional costs from the standpoint of the employer. If employers
respond to more comprehensive coverage, vesting and fundi. ng rules
by decreasing benefits under existing plans or slo~-ing the rate of formation of new plans, little if anything would be gained from the
standpoint of securin~ broader use of employee pensions and related
plans. At the same time, there are advantages in setting minimum
standards in these areas both to serve as a guideline for employers in
establishing or improving plans and also to prevent the promise of
more in the form of pensions or related benefits than eventually is
available.
Coverage. One of the major objectives of the new legislation is to
extend coverage under retirement plans more, widely. For this reason,
the committee bill sets minimum standards on the age and service
requirements which can be used to exclude employees from participation in plans. Under the new rules, a qualified plan cannot requiie an
employee to serve longer than one year or attain an age greater than
25 (whichever occurs later) as a condition of eligibility to participate
in the plan. Thus, an employee who reaches age 95 and has at least a
year of service would be eligible to participate (unless he is excluded
for some reason other than age or service). However, a plan that
provides vested rights immediately on participation will be permitted
to set the participation requirements at no more than 3 years of service
and age 95.
The Committee believes that these rules are reasonable. They provide a balance between the need to grant employees the right to participate in pension plans at a relatively early age so that they can
begin to acquire pension rights and the need to avoid the administrative drawbacks that would be involvecl in uiantin~ coverage to immature and transient employees whose benefits would in any event be
small. The participation rules also prevent potential avoidance of
the vestinv rules in the committee bill.
The bill also adopts a number of provisions which are carefully
designed to make the minimum age and service requirements for participation work efFectively. The Secretary of the Treasury or his delegate is ~~ven the authoritv to determine under regulations wliat
constitutes a year of service for purposes of fulfilling the participation
requirement in order to make the service requirement suKciently 8exible to meet the many varying situations which arise in difFerent inrlustries operating under difFerent conditions of employment. At 6'e sa~e
time, guidance is provided to those framing the regulations so as

—

«
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minimize the possibilities of abuse. The bill, for example, provides
that a qualified plan may not establish a service requirement for participation which has the practical effect of treating as a year of service
an leverage period for aH employees of more than 12 months or which
excludes any employee who has more than 17 months of continuous
service. In addition, the bill provides that a seasonal employee whose
customary employment is for at least o months in a 12-month period
is generally to be given credit for a year of service if he storks his
customary season months in a 12-month period.
The Secretary of the Treasury or his delegate is also gi ven authority
to prescribe by regulations different rules for determining a "year of
service" for those industries whose normal work schedules are substantiaHy different from those that are generally applicable. (For
example, the regulations could, where consistent with the practice of
an industry, permit 100 hours of employment to be treated as one
month, or 1,000 hours of employment to be treated as one year. )
The bill also provides guidance to the Secretary or liis delegate in
issuing regulations in regard to the computation of the years of service
of an employee who has a break in service. This is of significance since
an employee will generally receive greater vested. rights if aH his
periods of service with the employer are combined ancl treated as one
period of service than if each period of service interrupted by a break
is treated separately. This matter involves difFicult issues. On the one
hand, it appears desirable not to require service prior to the break to
be merged with service after the break where the break in service is
of substantial duration and the period of prior service is relatively
short. This is because in such cases, the piaii frequently mill not have
records regarding the employee's prior service and the administrative
diAiculties resulting from any requirement to merge service prior to
the break with service after the break might make employers reluctant
to rehire employees and yet at the same time;vouid not provide substantial benefits for the lattei'. On the other hand, where the break in.
service is of relatively moderate duration, treatirg each period of service as a sepa, rate period could give rise to abuses by giving employers
ali inducement to discharge covered employees and then rehire them
after a short time in order to reduce the cost of financing plan bene6ts.
A.n additional consideration is that where an employee has acquired an
attachment to the firm by serving a substantiai number of years, and
particularly where he. has accumulated substantial vested. rights to
benefits, it seenis reasonable that aH. his service including service prior
to the break should be taken into consideration fn determining his
participation under the plan.
Your comniittee has resolved these issues by providing that where
an employer rehires an employee v;ho has had a break of service. of at
least one year after serving with the employer for less than 4 consecutive years, the plan wiH not be considered to be foHowing an unreasonable procedure merely because it does not take into cons'delation his
prior service. However, where a reliired employee had completed at
least 4 consecutive years of serv ce before the break, his prior years of.
service must be taken into consideration for purposes of computing
his vears of service unless the break is for 6 y ars or more. However, if
a rehired employee acquired a nonforfeitabie right to at least 50 per-
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cent of his accrued benefits derived from employer contributions prior
to the service break, all his prior service must be taken into consideration in computing his years of service, regardless of the duration of the
break.
Under plans which provide defined or specified benefits, it is more
expensive for an employer to finance an equivalent retirement benefit
for an older employee than for a young employee. To avoid making
it more difiicult for older workers to find employment, the bill permits
plans which provide defined benefits to exclude from participation
employees who begin employnient within 5 years of the normal retirement age. This, for example, permits a defined benefit plan which provides for a normal retirement age of 65 to exclude an employee who
begins work at the age of 60. Such exclusions are not permitted under
money purchase pension plans or profit sharing plans. Under these
plans, an employee is not pr'omised any specified benefits, but instead
is entitled orily to the amount that is in his account (employer contributions, forfeitures, and employee contributions, adjustments for earnings, losses, and expenses) with the result that it is no more expensive
for the employer to cover older employees than younger employees
under such plans.
For purposes of satisfying the coverage rules of the Internal Revenue Code, a plan is permitted to exclude from participation employees covered by a collective bargaining agreement where the agreement does not provide that such employees are to be included in
the plan and there is evidence that retirement benefits were the subject
of good faith bargaining. This provision has two objectives: first, it
recognizes that employees who are represented in. collective bargaining
agreements may prefer other forms of compensation, such as cash
compensation, to coverage in a plan; and second, it makes it possible
for employees who are iiot covered by a collective bargaining agreement to receive the advantages of coverage in a qualified plan where
some employees of the same firm have elected through collective. bargaining agreement not to be covered by the plan. ' At present, it frequently is not feasible for the former employees to receive the advantages of a qualified plan because the very fact that the employees
covered by the collective bargaining agreement rejected coverage results in disqualifying the plan on the ground that it does not satisfy
the coverage requirements for nondiscriniination.
Finally, all government plans (including the federal civil service
pension plan) and plans of churches (unless they elect. to be subject
to the new rules) are exempted from the new participation standards
as well as from the minimum vesting and minimum funding standards
described below. However, both government plans and church plans
must continue to meet, the requirements for qualification under present law in order to mal-e their employees eligible for the tax benefits
associated ivith qualified plans. The committee exempted government
plans from the new higher requirements because, adequate iiiformation
is not now available to permit a full understanding of the impact these
new requirements would have on government plans. For this reason the
e Jn the case nf a plan eoverrnc
airline pnots under
bargaininw agreement
the bill permits the exclusion of the employees who are anotcollective
covered bv the collecti e ba
gaining agreement for purposes of the coverage requirements'
for nondiscrimination
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L18l bill specifiically provides that the Committee on XVa)-s aiid Means and
the Committee on Education and Labor are to study the participation,
vesting, and funding practices of government plans, government plan
ficluciary standarrls, factors aff'ecting the mobility of government employees anrl those employed under Fedeial procurement contracts, and
the need for Federal standards in each of these matters. Each committee is to submit to the House of Representatives not later than
December 81, 1976, the results of the studies, together with its recommendations.
In order to minimize administrative problems, and ensure insofar
as possible that plans which satisfy thc requirements of the Internal
Revenue Code also meet the pension standards which are tn be administered by the Labor Department, and vice versa, the bill provides
that the Treasury regulations with respect to the participation, vesting, and funding requireirients of the bill (other than regulations to
enforce the antidiscrimination
requirements of sec. 401(a) (4) of the
code') are to be c8ective for plan years beginning after December 31,
1975, only if approved by the Secretary of I abor. %here the bill' s
provisions apply before that date (as in the case of »ew plans and
plans which elect earlier dates) then the regulations may be prescribed without the necessary approval of the Secretary of Labor.
However, these regulations are not, to apply beyond the December 81,
1975, plan year cutofF date,
To give existing plans time to adjust, to the new age and service
participation requirements, the eff'ective date of these requirements is
deferred to January 1, 1976, for plans in existence on January 1, 1974.
For plans adopted on or after January 1, 1974, the new minimum age
a, nd service requirements
will be eff'ective in the first, plan year beginning after the date of enactment. However, for existing plans which
were the subject of collective bargainiiig agreements, the new participation standards aie not to apply until the later of (1) the expiration
date of the last of the present collective bargaining agreements (but
not later than January 1, 1981) or ('&) January 1, 1977.
, "@ctiny. Coverage under a pension plan does not aid an individual
if he later forfeIts his right to his pension benefits upon voluntary or
involuntary termination of employment. This is an important consideration in view of the fact that ours is a fairly mobile economy
~here employees tend to change jobs frequently, especially in their
younger years. Moreover, the cyclical and technological nature of certain industries results in frequent layoff's over a work career for employees in those industries, as in aerospace and defense. The, committee
bill deals with this problem by requiring qualified pension plans to
grant covered employees reasonable minimum vested tights to their
accrued benefits.
The committee bill helps to assure that covered employees will actuallv benefit, from pension plans by requiring qualified plans, as a
condition of qualification under the Internal Revenue Code to meet,
reasonable minimum vesting standards. Qualified plans are required
to grant covered employees nonforfeitable rights with respect to their
o.vn contributions. In addition, such plans are required to provide
covered employees minimum vested rights with regard to employer
contributions after they have fulfilled certain specified requirements.
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aclopting these minimum vesting requirements, your committee
ivas Lmided by two broad considerations. The first relates to the need
to balance the protection overed by the minimnm vesting provision
against the additional cost involved in financing the plan. Fmployees,
of course, would be accorded the maximum protection if they were

granted immediate and full vested rights to plan benefits. However,
it is generally recognized that a requirement for immediate and full
vestinp would not be feasi4le because it won]d involve such substantial
a&lditional costs that it woulcl impede the adoption of new plans and
the liberalization of existing ones.
The second broad consideration guiding the committee in regard to
minimum vesting is the need to provide adequate flexibility to the
hnnclreds of thoiisands of retirement plans, to enable these plans to
provide adequate vesting protection to their covered employees in
the light of the individnal circumstances and conditions confronting
them. In other words, Che committee does not believe that it would be
desirable to force all retirement plans into one rigid mold so far as
vesting is concerned.
In view of these considerations, the committee bill provides three
alternative vesting options:
Under one option, a qualified plan would be required to provide an
employee with vested rights to at least 25 percent of his accrued benefits from employer contributions after 5 years of covered service,
plus an additional 5 percent for each of the next 5 years and 10
percent for each of the next following 5 yean. This means that
beneunder this option, at least 50 percent of the employer-provided
fits must be iested after 10 years of covered service and 100 percent
vested after 15 years of covered service. This option is designed to
enable plans to provide the required vesting on a graclual basis according to years of service, generally without refers.'nce to the age of the
employee. This option is neutral with respect to age. since all employees
who fulfill the required service requirements are entitled to the specified vesting ivithout regard to their age.
A second option permits firms which wish to provicle faster vesting
for their more mature employees than for their younger ones to do so
by taking into consideration the age of the employee as well as his
service for purposes of computing his vested rights. Under this option,
tlie plan is required to provide a covered employee who has at least 5
years of covered service a vested right in at least 50 percent of the accrued benefits financed by the employer's contributions when the sum
of his age and years of service equals 45: the minimum required vesting percentage would thereafter be increased by 10 percentage points
a year in each of the following 5 years. This would, for example, provide an eniployee ivho began work for the employer at the age of 25, a
vested right in 50 percent of his accrued benefits fina»cecl by employer
contribntians after 10 years of covered service when he reaches the
age of 85. After completing an additional 5 years of service and attaining age 40 he would then be vested in 100 percent of his accrued benefits. Un the other hand, an employee who starts to work for the employer at the age of 40 under this option woulcl at the age of 45, upon
completion of E years of service, receive a 50 percent vested right in
his accrued benefits.
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The third option provided. under the committee bill permits q»aliplans to fulfill the minim»m vesting requirements by providing
t rnployees
a 100 percent nollforfeitab'e
right to accrued benefits deI ived from employer
contriblltioris when they have achieved at least
lil years of service. The committee provided this option because it
grants covered employees complete vestillg protection after the completion of a I I asollably short period of service.
Because the object:ve is to enco»ra«e more adeq»ate provision for
retirement, }~lans are peimitited to tlefer the pllyment of benefits to
individuals with i csted rights;lntil they reach normal retirement age
and are sepal ated froln the firr». As a general rule, the plan will
specify what is normal retirement age for this purpose. However, in
order to prevent, undue delay in the payment of benefits, payment
must begin not later than 60 hays after the close of the last plan year
in which the participant (1) attains age 65, (2) reaches the 10th
anniversary of the start of his participation, or (3) terminates his
emplovment. The "10th anniversary" provision was adopted to encourage the employment of individuals who are hired at mature ages
for a long enough period to enable them to earn signi6cant bene6ts
under the plan.
The committee further decided to apply the minimum vesting requirements to benefits accrued prior ta the effective date of the provision as weU as to benefits accrued after this date on the ground. that
employees merit equal protection with regard to plan bene6ts regardless of when these bene6ts accrued. This is achieved by generally taking into account the employee's entire service with the employer in
determining both his nonforfeitable vesting percentages and the
amount of accrued benefits to which these vesting percentages are
applied.
To keep the operation of tl'e minimum vesting requirement reasonable and to avoid. imposing undue burdens on plans, certain periods
of service are permitted to be exclude~3. in determining the employee's
nonforfeitable rights. The service which may be excluded is:
{1) service before age 25,
(2) service during a period for which the employee declined
to contribute to a plan requiring employee contributions,
(8) service during any period for which the employer did not
maintain the plan,
(4) seasonal service which does not include a su%ciently long
period of time in each 12-month period to be counted as service
for purposes of the plan,
(5) certain service broken by periods of suspension of employment, and
(6) service before January 1, 1969, unless the employee has
had at least 5 years of service after December $1, 1968. (This
latter exclusion was adopted to prevent the possibility that, plans
would otherwise be required to incur extremely large costs for
benefits to previously retired employees who would otherwise
bied

"

'o iiowever. to avoid reonlring a plan tn carrv relatively small amounts or benefits on lts
books for a long period of time, the bill permits a plan to elect to pay olf the emnlovee's
vested rights In the form of a lump-sum payment when the emplovee Is separated if the
amount of the distribution ls less than $1.750. In addition, at the election of the employee,
a plan which so provides mav make lump-sum pavments of anv amount to employees at
the time they are separated from service ln lieu of retirement benetits.
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have the incentive to come back to a firm for relatively short
periods of time, primarily in order to obtain plan benefits for
their prior service).
How much protection is actually a8orded to employees under the
minimum vesting provision depends not only on the minimum vesting percentages set forth in the bill but also in the case of defined
benefits on the accrued benefits to which these minimum vesting percentages are applied. For this reason, your committee has devoted
particular attention to the development of fair and equitable procedures for the computation of accrued benefits.
Under the first option, the accrued benefit is determined by providing that the plan may not, allow employees to accrue benefits
in any year of service at a rate which is more than 1881/3 percent of
the rate of accrual in any other year. The primary purpose of this
provision is to prevent attempts to defeat the objectives of the minimum vesting provisions by providing undue "backloading", i.e., by
providing inordinately low rates of accrual in the employee's early
rs of servsceswhen he is most likely to leave the firm snd by concentrating the accrual of benefits in the employee's later years of
service when he is most likely' to remain with the firm until retirement.
Of course, a plan under which employees accrue benefits at a uniforin
rate would satisfy the requirements of this option. The 1831/3 percent
rule also is obviously not intended to place a limit on the amount of
benefit increases for future service that may be provided under plan
amendments. Moreover, this rule is not to apply to the accrual rate
of any plan year after the participant is eligible to retire with benefits
which are not actuarially reduced on account of age or service.
Under a second option, a defined benefit plan may provide for an
annual rate of accrual which is not less than 8 percent of the maximum
benefit to which the participant would be entitled if he became a
participant at the earliest possible entry age under the plan and
served continuously until the earlier of age 65 or the retirement age
specified under the plan. This treatment provides equal amounts of
accrued benefits to employees who are separated prior to retirement
age 'after having worked the same number of years, regardless of their
respective ages at the time the service was performed.
Under present law, highly mobile employees such as engineers, frequently do not derive benefits from pension plans even when such plans
have liberal vesting provisions because they tend, to change jobs before
they acquire vested rights in any particular plan. The bill approved
by your committee will help such employees to secure actual benefits
from pension plans. It provides that where an employer sets up di8erent pension plans for different groups of employees the rate of vesting
granted under the di8erent plans need not be the same so long as the
combined efFect of all the plans is nondiscriminatory.
This permits
an employer to cover his highly mobile einployees in a separate plan
which provides faster vesting but lower benefits at normal retirement
age than the other plans that he establishes for his other employees.
» However, it is permissible for a plan to provide an accrual rate for any year be««

"

the 11th year of service which exceeds 133pd percent of the accrual rate after the 10th year
of service.
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In addition, the committee bill instructs the Secretary of Labor to
conduct a full and complete study of the steps necessary to ensure
that professional„scientific and technical personnel and others working in associated occupations employed under federal procurement,
construction or research contracts or grants will, to the extent feasible, be protected against the forfeitures of pension or retirement rights
as consequence of job transfers or loss of employment resulting from
terinina'tions or modifications of Federal contract grants or' procurement policies. The Secretary of Labor is further instructed to report
the results of his study to the Congress within two years after the
date of enactment of the Act. Also, if he determines it to be feasible,
the Secretary is to develop regulations within one year after the date
on which he submits his report, to the Congress, which will provide
for the better protect~on of the vesting rights of the employees concerned. These regulations are to take effect unless either house of the
Congress adopts a resolution disapproving the regulations within 90
days after they are submitted to the Congress.
VJnder certain circumstances, a plan's vesting rules may cause the
prohibited discrimination. Questions have arisei. as to whether a plan
which satisfies the vesting requirements provided by your committee
automatically satis6es the vesting requirements of the nondiscrimination rules. To remove any possible ambiguity on this subject, the committee bill specifiicaily provides that a plan which satisfies the mininium vestirg requireinents provided by this legislatiou'is to be treated
as satisfying any requirements regarding the vesting schedule and
the rate at which bene6ts accrue, resulting from the application of the
Internal Revenue Code requirements regarding nondiscrimination,
unless (a) there has been a pattern of abuse under the plan (such as
a firing of employees before their accrued bene6ts vest), or (b) there
have been, or there is reason to believe there will be an accrual of
bene6ts or forfeitures tending to discribinate in favor of employees
who are oIIIicers, shareholders, or highly compensated.
Table 3 shows that the additional costs of fiinancing plans involved
when the minimum vesting requirement adopted by your committee
becomes fully effective is expected to be moderate. These cost estimates
are necessarily based on assumptions as to turnover rates, age distribution, etc. However, the range of costs is believed to be broadly indicative of the expected experience of employer& generally.
TABLE

ESTIMATED
3. —

PLAN COSTS UNDER THE REQUIREMENTS FOR MINIMUM
VESTING ADOPTED BY THE COMMITTEE

RANGE OF INCREASE IN PENSION

Present vesting—
None

percentage of pension plan members covered under such
plans
Range of present plan cost as a percent of payroll
Range of increase in cost under committee vesting

requirement:
As a percent of payroll
As a pelcent of present plan cost

:

r

23

Moderate

Liberal s

r

58

1. 8-11.2

2. 2-12. 5

5
.2-1.
5-58

2
. 1-.
1-8

21

2. 2-12. 7

All plans

100

1. 8-12. 7

0-1. 5

0-58

plan provides some vesting, but less liberal than full vesting after 10 years of service.
plan provides full vesting after 10 years service or less, with no age requirement.

Source: "Estimates prepared for the ioint Commtitee on Internal Revenue Taxation,

"

by Donald

S. Grubbs, Jr.
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The, additional costs will, of course, ~be zero or smallest for those
plans which now have liberal vesting provisions and greatest for those
plans which now provide no vesting prior to retirement. This reflects
the fact that the minimum vesting provisions will generally bring the
costs of the latter plans up to the level of those plans which now have
liberal vesting provisions. Overall, for all plans, the cost increases
resulting from the new minimum vesting requirements will range from
0 to 1.5 percent of payroll.
In the case of plans adopted after January 1, 1974 which will have
the effective
been adopted with knowledge of the new requirement
date is the first plan year beginning after the date of enactment. However, for plans in existence on January 1, 1974, to provide time to
adjust to the new minimum vesting requirements, the efFective date
of the minimum vesting standards is plan years beginning after
December 81, 1975. For plans, which are maintained pursuant to collective bargaining agreements, however, the minimum vesting requirements take eflect for plan years beginning after the expiration of the
latest agreement or December 81, 1980, whichever is earlier (but in no
event before January 1, 1977).
In addition, for all plans in existence on December 81, 1978, the
vesting provisions are to become efFective gradually over a 5-year
transition period. Under this rule, 50 percent of the vested rights
generally called for under the legislation are to become eff'ective in the
Erst year in which the vesting requirement applies. Thereafter the
required vesting is to increase 10 percentage points each year until
reaching M0 percent of the vested rights generally required under
the legislation after the fifth year.
Finally, the Secretary of Labor is authorized to provide variances
from the generally applicable minimum vesting requirements for
multi-employer plans whenever he finds that the application of these
requirements would (1) increase the cost of the parties to the plan to
such an extent that there would be (a) a substantial risk to the voluntary continuation of the plan, or (b) a substantial curtailment of pension levels or the levels of employees' compensation, or (2) impose unreasonable administrative
burdens regarding the operation of the
plan, and (8) where the application of these requirements would be
adverse to the interest of plan participants generally. I ~nder such
variances, the Secretary of Labor would prescribe alternative methods
by which the multi-employer plan concerned could satisfy the minimum vesting requirements
for the period of time this is necessary.
These variances from the vesting requirements are not, however, to be
rescribed unless all plan participants and other interested persons
ave received adequate notice from the plan adriiinistrator of any
hearing to be held to consider the variance.
3finnnunn fund~ng 8tandards.
Your committee believes that it is
essential for plans to be adequately funded in accordance with a contributions schedule which will produce sufficient funds to meet the
obligations of the plan when they fall due. Such an adequate contributions schedule for funding plans not only protects the rights of
employees under the plan but also provides an orderly and systematic
way for employers to pay their plan costs.
You committee believes that the minimum funding requirements
under present law are inadequate because they do not require any pro

——

—
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vision to be made to amortize unfunded past service liabilities. Instead
they merely require the contributions to the plan to be sufficient to pay
normal costs (the costs attributable to the current operation of the
plan) and to prevent an increase in unfunded liabilities. To remedy
this, your committee has provided new rninimurn funding standards
for qualified plans. In the most typical case, the standard requires contributionl to the plan to be sufficient not only to pay normal costs but
also to amortize all unfunded past service liabilities in level payments
over specified periods of time. A second standard requires contributions ro be based on the accrued unfr'inded vested lisbihties of the plan
if this results in higher annual payments than the general funding
standard. It is anticipated that this second standard will be used for
only a small minority of the plans which have relatively large unfunded vested liabilities.
The new funding standards do not apply to the following types of
qualified plans:
(1) Profit-sharing and stock bonus plans. (There is no need for a requirement that contributions be sufficient to fund a specified level of
benefiits in the case of these plans since they do not specify that participants are to receive any designated amoiint of benefits, but instead
require the paying out of whatever benefits the funds in the plan will
purchase on the date the benefits are to begin. )
(9) Plans funded exclusively through the purchase of individual
insurance contracts which provide for level annual premium payrnents. (These plans are excluded from the funding requirements because 'they liave behind them the funding of the insurance companies
involved. )
(3) Government plans. (However, government plans are still required to meet the present funding standards which require contributions to be sufficient to pay normal pension costs plus the interest on
past service liabilities, Also, as noted previously, your- committee has
prov ded for a study of government plans to determine the need for
supplying funding standards. )
(4) Church plans unless these plans elect to be covered by such
requirements, and
(5) Plans which after the date of enactment of the legislation do not
provide for employer contributions.
In the most typical case where the first general funding standard is
employed. employers maintaining single-employer plans not in existence on the effective date of the legislation niust pay normal costs
currently and amortize their past service liabilities in level pavrnents
over no more than 80 years. A similar amortization period of
no more than 80 years is required for past service liabilities arising
as a result of single-employer plan amendments after the efi'ective
date. However, in recognition of the fact that large numbers of plans
assumed heavy past service liabilities prior to anv requirement to
amortize such liabilities, plans in existence on the e8ective date of the
legislation are allowed a longer period up to 40 years to amortize
past service liabilities existing at the beginning of the first plan year to
which the requirement apolies. In addition, multi-emplover
plans
are allowed to amortize all past service liabilities, including those
created after the effective date of the legislation, over a period of up to

—

—
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multi-employer plans generally have
an added element of financial strength in that their contributions
come from a number of employers who as a group are less likely than
comparable single employers to experience business diSculties.
This funding standard, which will apply to the overwhelming
majority of plans, is comprehensive since it requires amortization of
all accrued past service liabilities (i.e., both vested and nonvested
unfunded past service liabilities).
The level payment method of funding adopted bv your committee
is analogous to the payment of a home mortgage in that each specified
payment includes a payment for both interest and principal. It has the
advantage of spreading the payments out evenly over the payment
period which generally inakes it easier for the employer to plan for
meeting the payments. Another factor in your committee's decision is
that the level payment method, while providing for adequate amortization of past service costs, initially adds only relatively moderate
amounts to an employer's existing funding costs. This is because interest on unfunded accrued past service costs, which accounts for the bulk
of the payments under the level payment method in the early years. is
already required to ~be contributed to a defined benefit plan under
law.
print
Provision is also made for the equitable fimding of experience deficiencie which arise when the actual plan costs turn out to be greater
than were previously estimated. on the basis of the actuarial assumptions for example, when the value of the plan assets is less than was
expected. In establishing a minimum funding standard for such experience deficiencies, the committee sought to avoid two problems. If
it allowed the experience deficiencies to be funded over a very long
period of time, an incentive wnuld be provided for the use of actuarial
assumptions which understate the costs since any resulting deficiencies
could then be made up over a long period of time without penalty. On
the other hand, if the experience deficiencies were required to be amortized over too short a period, employers would encounter hardship
in meeting the annual payments. This is especially pertinent in view
of the fact that most actuarial or experience deficiencies are inadvertent.
Your committee's bill seeks to avoid both these problems by allowing
experience deficiencies to be funded in level amounts over a, period of
up to 15 years for single employer plans and up to 90 years for multiemployer plans. Symmetrical treatment is Iirovjded for experience
gains which are attributable to a, favorable variation between actual
experience and the actuarial assumptions entering into the determination of the employ'er's cost and contributions.
The determination of experience gains and losses for this purpose
~vill generally be made every three y~eaie except where the Secretary'
or his delegate (pursuant to regulations) finds it, necessary to require
the determination to be made more frequently.
Relief measures are provided to mitioate the impact of the funding
i equirements
in cases where it would othenvise result in hardship. The
bill gives the Internal Revenue Service the authority to wai«&»e
minimum funding requirement in cases where the application of t»is
requirement would involve substantial business hardship to th«m
ployer and would be adverse to the interests of plan particip»t»n
the aggregate.

[25] 40 years. This recognizes that
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However, the waived contribution must be made up in level payincnts over a maximum of 15 years. To avoid the indefinite postponement of the fulfillment of the funding standards, the committee bill
further provides that not more than five such v-aivers may be made in
any 15-year period.
The committee also recognizes that multi-employer plans which are
negotiated as a result of collective bargaining agreeuients mav involve different considerations in regard to funding than individual
employer plans. While it is the objective of the committee's bill to require adeqiiate fiinding for multi-employer plans as wcl] as for individual employer plans, the committee is aware that a niimber of multieniployer plans aie not as well funded as they might be at the present
tinie and that the application of the new funding standards to such
plans without. an adequate transition period might cause hardship and
be detr imental to the interests of the employees covered by such plans.
For this reason, if 10 percent or more of the number of employers contiibuting to a mi lti-employer plan demonstrate to the satisfaction of
the Secreta' of Labor that th y would experience substantial business
h irdships if tliey were required to amortize past service liabilities and
experience 'leficiencies over the periods of time specified by the bill (40
vears and 20 years, respectively), and if this requirement would be
adverse to the interests of plan participants in the aggregate, then upon
cei tification by the Secretary of Labor to the Secretary of the Treasury,
tliese plans are to be allowed an additional 10 years to amortize such

costs.

In addition, the Secretary of Labor is authorized to provide variances from the minimum funding requirements for multi-employer
plans where he finds that the application of these requirements would
increase costs to the extent that there would be a, substantial risl~ to
the voluntary continuation of the plan, impose unreasonable administrative burclens in regard to the operation of the plan and be adverse to the interests of plan participants in the aggregate.
Your committee believes that the generally ~apphcable funding
standard, which requires past service liabilities to be amortized in
level payments over a specified number of years, will generally provide
an. equitable and adequate approach to fiinding the i ast majority of
plans. However, in some cases where plans have very substantial
vested liabilities and relatively small asset values, it appears desirable
to require the unfunded vestal liabilities to be amortized more rapidly
than under the generally applicable funding standard. For this reason, your committee has provided a second funding standard, based on
accrued unfunded vested liabilities. This standard is to apply in lien
of the generally applicable funding standard if it results in a higher
annual contribution. Under this standard, the accrued vested liabilities
of the plan and the value of its assets are determined. Where the
former exceeds the latter, the contribution for that year must be
sufficien to cover the first year's pavment under a level annual paynient schedule required to amortize the difference, in 90 years. A new

"

~ The conditions under which such variances from the funding requirements
granted are identical to those applying to variances from the minimum
vesting
ments described above.

may be
require-
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with respect to the applicability of this second funding
standard is to be made in each of the succeeding years. It is contem
plated that this funding standard will be required for only a small
minority of qualified plans.
In general, for purposes of funding, the va, lue of the plan's assets
is to be determined on the basis of any reasonable actuarial method of
valuation which takes fair market value into account under regulations
prescribed by the Secretary of the Treasury or his delegate. However,
to permit fiixed obligations, which frequently are held until maturity,
to be given stable values for funding purposes, the plan administrator
is given the option of determining the value of a bond or other evidence
of indebtedness (which is not in default as to principal or interest) on
an amortized basis.
Your committee is a~are that the actuarial assumptions made by
actuaries in estimating future pension costs are crucial to the application of minimum funding standards for pension plans. This is because
in estimating such pension costs, actuaries must necessarily make
actuarial assumptions about a number of future events, such as the
rate of return on investments (interest), employee future earnings,
and employee mortality and turnover. In addition, actuaries must
also choose from a number of funding methods to calculate future
plan liabilities. As a result, the amount required to fund any given
pension plan can vary significantly according to the mix of these
actuarial assumptions and methods.
(;onceivably an attempt miglit be made to secure uniform application of the minimum funding standards by authorizing the Secretary
of the Treasury or some other authority to establish tive specific actuarial assumptions and methods that could be used by pension plans.
This would involve, for example, setting a specific rate of interest
that, could be used by certain pension plans or by specifying certa, in
turnover rates for specified types of firms. However. the committee
does not believe that this would be an appropriate procedure, since the
proper actuarial assumptions may differ substantially between industries, among firms, geographically, and over time. Fui ther, in estimating plan costs each actuarial assumption may be reasonable over a si«nificant range and it should appear that the proper test would be
whether all actuarial assumptions used together are reasonable. These
considerations strongly indicate that any attempt to specify actuarial
assumptions and funding methods for pension plans wou1d in eA'ect
place these plans in a straitjacket so far as estimating costs is concerned, and would be likely to result in cost estimates that are iiot
reasonable.
However, your committee's bill requires the actuarial assumptions of
each plan to be certified by an actuary every three years (or more
frequently if required by the Internal Revenue Service). These certifications will be reported to the Service. Moreover, in order to insiire
that such certification will be made by competent actuaries, the bill lirovides that the Secretary of the Treasury is to establisli qualifications
for actuaries and is to certify for practice before tlie Internal Pievenue Sei vice the persons who meet these standards. In the case of »di
viduals applying for enrollment;is;ictuaries
before January &~ &~76~
the standards aiid qualifications set fortli by the Secretary»»&& in
elude a requirement. for an. appropriate period of responsible actuarial
experience or of responsible expeiience in the administration «pen
sion plans, The Secretary of the Treasury is also to review the actuarial

[27] rletermination
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assumptrons nsed by particular plans and an advisory board of actuaries is to be established to assist him in setting np general standards
as to reasonableness of assumptions.
The bill also provicles new ancl more eA'ective penalties wlrere employers fail to meet the funding stanclards. In the past, an attempt has
been made to enforce the relatively weak funding stairclarcls existing
under present law by provicling for immediate vesting of the enrployees' rights, to the extent fnncled, under plans which do not meet
these standarcls. This procedure, however, has provecl to be defective
since it does not directly penalize those responsible for tire nnderfnn&ling. For this reason, the bill places the obligation for f»nding a»el the
penalty for nnderfunding on the person on whom it belongs naniely.
the employer.
This is achieved by imposing an excise tax where the employer f rils
to meet the funding standards, which starts out at a relatively moclest
level and increases sharply where there is continuecl failure to make
the indicatecl contributions. More specifically, if an employer fails to
contribute sufhcient amounts to meet the nem funding reclrrirements,
he will be subject to a nondeductible excise tax of 5 percent per year
on the amount of the underfuncling for any year. If flic employer fails
to make up the underfunding by 90 clays after original notification
by the Internal Revenue Service (but with the Sere ice in a position to
grant extensions of time), then the employer is snbject to a seconcl
level excise tax amounting to 100 percent of the nnderfnnding. This
determination by the Service is appealable to the Tax Court ancl no
assessment may be made until after the end of the litigation. Since the
employer remains liable for the contributions necessary to meet the
funding standards even after the payment of the excise taxes, :. t is
anticipated that few, if any, employers will willfully violate these

—

standards.
For plans adopted after January 1, 1974, which will have been
adopted with knowledge of the new requirement, the effective date of
the new funding requirements is the first plan year beginning after
the date of enactment. For plans in existence on January 1, 1974,
which are not maintained pursuant to collective bargaining agreements, the efFective date of the minimum funding standards is deferred
to plan years beginning after December 81, 1975. And for plans which
are marntained pursuant to collective bargaining agreements, the
minimum funding requirements take efi'ect for plan years beginning
after the expiration of the latest agreement (if this is after December 81, 1975) or after December 81, 1980, whichever is earlier.
after the later of (1) the expiration date of the last of the present
collective bargaining agreements (but not later than December 81,
1980) or (2) December 81, 1976.
Other proviHon8 to protect covered erap4yee8 and then benef~rk8. In addition to the minimum participation, vesting and funding standards provided in the bill, your committee has adopted a
number of specific provisions to protect the rights of employees and
beneficiaries under qualified plans.
Qualified plans that provide annuities must pay benefits in the form
of a joint and survivor annuity, giving the surviving spouse an annuity
equal to at least 50 percent of the arrnnity paid during the joint lives,
unless the participant elects in writing befor e the annuity starting date
not to take a joint and survivor annuity.
Qualified plans must provide that retirement benefits may not be
assigned or alienated, except for voluntary and revocable assignments
of not mnre than 10 percent of the benefits.
268
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Provision is made to prevent mergers or consolidation of plans from
reducing the rights of participants. This is achieved by specifying that
immediately after the merger each participant would be entitled to
receive a benefit equal to or greater than the benefit he would have
been entitled to receive immediately before the mei'ger had the plan
been termInated.
Protection is given to retired individuals and individuals who are
separated from the service of the employer against reductions in private plan benefits when social security benefit levels increase. In general, under present integration procedures, social security benefits attributable to employer contributions are treated as thongh they were
part of the private plan. As a result when the level of social security
benefits increases, some integrated plans have reduced the amount of
the retirement benefits that they provide for covered employees.
Present law under administrative practice provides that qualified
plans may not use increases in social security benefit levels to reduce
the benefits that they pay where the employees concerned are retired
and are already receiving integrated plan benefits. The bill codifies
this treatment for retired persons. It also extends the prohibition
against reducing plan benefits where social security benefit levels are
increased to cases where the individuals concerned are separated, from
service prior to retirement and have deferred nonforfeitable rights to
plan benefits. This provision is effective for increases in soci'al security
benefits which take place after the date of enactment or on the date
of the first receipt of plan benefits or the date of separation from
service (whichever is applicable) if. that date is later.
These changes do not a8ect the ability of plans to use the integration procedures to reduce the benefits that they pay to individuals who
are currently covered when social security benefits are liberalized.
Your committee, however, believes that such practices raise important
issues. On the one hand, the objective of the Congress in increasing
social security benefits might be considered to be frustrated to the
extent that individuals with low and moderate incomes have their
private retirement benefits reduced as a result of the integration procedures. On the other hand, your committee is very much aware that
many present plans are fully or partly integrated and that elimination
of the integration procedures could substantially increase the cost of
financing private plans. Employees, as a whole, might be injured
rather than aided if such cost increases resulted in slowing down the
rate of growth of' private retirement plans.
In view of the serious issues involved in the integration of private
plans with the social security system, your committee believes that it
is desirable to postpone action on this issue pending further study of
this problem. More specificaHy, your committee plans to consider this
overall problem again at the earliest opportunity, possibly in connection with future tax reform or social security legislation. However,
your committee believes that no further integration of social security
and pension benefits should be allowed under any further regulations
issued by the Secretary or his delegate at least until June 80, 1975.
Portability. In view of the fact that ours is a highly mobile economy, characterized by high employee turnover rates, various proposals
llave been made to establish a system fol the portability of v
rights to benefits from one plan to another when an employee changes
.
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While the complete portability of
pension fund to another is hard to
basic difFerences in private pension
tains a number of provisions which
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vestecl rights to benefits from one,
achieve because of the numerous

plans, your committee's bill conwill achieve much of the advanUnder
present
law, when an employee changes
tage of portability.
for
funds
possible
representing his vested rights
it
is
already
jobs,
to benefits under his old employer's plan to be transferred to the
retirement plan of his new employer without payment of tax on an
optional basis that is, if the employee and the aclministrators of the
plans involved agree to the transfer. Your committee's bill adds another way in which individuals can transfer their retirement funds
on a tax-free basis to a tax-exempt retirement account. It allows them
to establish a new type of account called a "rollover account. Under
the new arrangement, individuals will have the right to roll over into
individual retirement accounts. without payment of current tax, complete distributions of funds financed by eniployers under qualified
plans, H. R. 10 p)ans, as well as funds from individual retirement
accounts, provided that the transfer into the new account is made
within 60 days of the withdrawals of the funds from the old plans.
Provision also is made to supply adequate information to plan participants regarding tlieir vested rights to retirement benefits so that
they will not neglect to claim these benefits when they become eligible
to receive them. In this connection, plan administrators are required
to furnish each separated employee wlio has vested rights an individual
statement showing the nature, amount and form of the deferred vested
benefit to which he is entitled.
Also, in order to insure that employees will be fully alerted to their
will keep
retirement benefits, the Social Security Administration
records regarding the vested rights of separated employees under single
employer plans. Annual information pertaining to such vested rights
wil) be forwarded by plan aclministrators to the Social Security 4dministration
tli rough the Internal Revenue Service. The Social
Security Administration will then furnish this information regarding
vested rights to inclividuals both on request and at the same time that
ofFicial information
is supplied to tire employee or his beneficiary
regarding social security benefits.
Because the furnishing of su;h information involves considerably
more difFrcultics for multi-employer
plans than for single-employer
plans, tire bill does not i equire multi-employer plans to supply individual statements regarding vested r'iglifs to separatecl employees; nor
cloes it require inulti-employer
plans to file information showing
the i ested rights of separatecl employees. However, the Secretary of
t]ie Treasury after consultation with the Secretary of Health, Education and '0'elfare, may prescribe regu)ations requiring multi-eniployer
plans to submit sire)r information, to the extent it is found feasible.
I ksn tevnrr'ncrA'on iswur ance. A)thou& h your committee regards the
clcvelopment of an adequate pro«ram of plan terniinatio» insurance
as csseiitial to piotect the rights of coi ered employees, the bi)1 makes
no provision for sue)i p)a» terniination insurance. This is because
piovision for plan termination insurance is made in H. R. 12906. to be
reported by the, Committee on Eclricatioii and I,abor.
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E/'AM('I'w'1j 'leaf/1l2Al'Ilia')Pter.
Your committee's bill makes no chang'e
in t]ie rules re]ating to fiduciaries of qualified retirement p]ans. As with
plan terinination insurance, this is not because your committee regards
this matter as unimportant but rather because H. R, 12006, to be reported by the House Committee on Education and Iiabor, contains
i ules regarding
fiduciary
for additional
provisions
providing
i'eqlll I emellts.
E'nforccrle~it.
Your committee's bill relies heavily on the tax laws
in order to secure compliance with the new requirements that it imposes on pension plans. Plans, for examp]e, are required to comply
with t]ie new coverage, vesting, and funding standards in order to
qua]ifv for favored tax treatment under the Internal Revenue Code.
In addition, excise taxes are imposerl for fai]ure to meet, the fundIng
standards. 4s a rc su]t, these substantive pension provisions would be
administered by the Internal Revenue Service.
Your committee believes that primary reliance on the tax ]aws represents the best means for enforcing the new improved standards imposed by the bill. Historically, the substantive requirements regarding
which are designed to insure that pension plan~
nondiscrimination,
~ ill benefit the rank and file of employees, have been enforced through
the tax laws and administered by the Internal Revenue Service. As
a, result, the Internal Revenue Service is already required to examine
the coverage of the retirement plans and their contributions and
e'iefits as~well as funding and vesting practices in order to determine that the plans operate so as to conform to these nondiscrimination
requirements. Also, the Internal Revenue Service has administered the
fiduciary standards embodied in the prohibited transactions proi-isions
since 19o4.
Your committee believes that the Internal Revenue Service has generally done an efhcieni job in administerin« the pension provisions of
the Internal Revenue Code. The very extensive experience that the
Service has acquired in its niany years of dealing with these re]ated
pension matters will undoubtedly be of great assistance to it in. adniinisterin« the new requirements imposed by the committee bill.
however, because the bill increases tlie administrative tob of the
Service in this respect, your committee believes tlrat it is desirable to
add to its administrative capability for handling pension naatters. For
this reason, the committee bill provides for the establisliment by the
Internal Revenue Service of a separate ofIice headed by an Assistant
Commissioner of Internal Revenue to deal primarily with pension
plans and other organizations exempt under section 501(a) of the Internal Revenue Code. including religious, charitable, aiid educational
organizations. In order to fund this new office, the bill authorizes appropriations at the rate of $70 million per year for such administra-'
tive activities. It: is intendecl that the Internal Revenue Service obtain
froni all appropriate pensioir administration sources aiuiual statistical
data to indicate the operatIons of tlie private retireinent systein for t]ie
pul'pose of eva]uatlolls and pllb]ic information.
In addition to providing additiona] opportunities for redress in case
of disa~ reeinent witli tlie decisions of t]ie Internal Revenue Seri ice on
pensinll lliatteis, botll elllployees and enlp]oyers wi]l be allowed to
ap]i(a] determinatiou letters issued by t]ie Internal Revenue S&r& i«
to the Tax Court after ex]iausti»g their remedies under tlie Internal
Rei enue Service administrative pinceclures.
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ta, r tr"eatment: Ar sergei"aZ. Another objective of tlie
co»i»iittee bill is to provicle more rtitional and equitable tax treatmeiit
»»&1& r retirement 1ila»s.
Tire omi»ittee believes tliat there is neecl on equity «r n»nels to gr tnt
iii&iivi&1»als ivhn are not. covered by any kind of qualified pension pla»
sn»ie &if the t;ix advanta«es associated with such plans by pioi i&lin«
tliem wi&li;i limitecl tax cleduction fnr their retirement sai i»os.
In ad&iition, tliere is nn jtrstifiration for the present wiclely clisparatc;
tieati»&»it iv}erich places no specific limitation on the amo»nt of dcfor corporate employees an&1
&hictil&1& i&tiieme»t p1an contiibutions
at. th&. n»ie time li»iits the cle&luctiblc contributions to pension plans
oii bch&&1f, nf tlie self-emplovecl to a maximum of 10 percent of e;irned
i»en»ie oi &2.500 a year.
ThIi -;»i', »stifial&le &liff'erence in treatment lias resulte&l i»»»chily
1;ir&re t:ix; &lvintages for &ertaiii cnrpnrat&i
mnlnvees: it;ilsn &lis& i i»iinates a«a!»st tlie se1f-ei»ployecl a»&l has liacl thc i»i&lesirab1e res»lt
of eii: o ', ~.;i&& in&a lai «& niimliei's of self-einployecl nenple tn i»cni porate
nier& iy tn ser»re the larger t;ix advinta«cs available ivith respect tn
&'oi'i'. ii".2te i'&'tii'&'lii&'lit 1)lolls. Tlils inchldes liil'g'&' i»i)libera of pl'of&'ssional people ivho are noiv permitted by all o0 States and the District
of Columbia, to incorporate.
In vieiv of these considerations, the committee has provided the
folloiving three changes ivhich should be regarded as one package
in the sense that the adoption of all three changes are needed at the
same time in order to improve the tax ]advs in. regard to pension plans.
Your comEcZt&aZizii&g tax tr eatmerit; indit~idt&aZ retirement pZan8.
mittee's bill alloivs inclividuals who are not receiving the aclvantages
of current coverage under qualifiecl retiremeiit plans to take decluctions for annual contributioiis to a new type of indiviclual retirement
plan, up to 20 percent of earned income or $1,500, whichever is less.
These retirement pla»s ivill be available to all employees ivho are
not active participants in a. qualified retirement plan, in a governmental pension plan or in an annuity plan establishecl by a tax-exenipt
or public educational institution uncler section 408(b) of the Internal Revenue Code. Self-emplovecl incline icluals who are not coverecl
by qualifie&l retirement. plans (H. R. 10 plans) are also eligible to
establish individual retirenient, plans for themselves.
The employer of any individual who establishes a personal retirenient plan will be allowed to make tax deductible contributions to
that individual retirement account on behalf of the employee .ivhich
will not be currently taxable to the employee so long as the sum of
tlie employee's own deductible contribution and the employer's contribution do not exceed the allowable 20 percent of compensation—
$1.500 annual limit. I&nions may also establish individual retiremellt
ac& niints for their members.
I» oi der to encourage the widespread use of such individual retire»ient plans, your committee has provided that the contributions to
such plans can be invested in a, wide ranoe of investments, includ:»e special government retirement, bonds which would be issued foi'
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piirpose, annuity contracts sold by insurance companies, mutual
funds, corporate securities, banks and credit unions.
The earnings on the amounts put aside in the individual retire
ment accounts are to remain free of tax until they are distributed.
Distributions from the individual retirement savings plans are to be
taxable when received 'by the employee, genera'lly upon retirement or
upon death or disability. However, since the individuals' incomes wi11
generally be re!ativelv low when they receive such distributions,
the latter will ordinarily be taxed at relatively low rates. Individuals
wi!1 a!so.enjoy tax savings from being able to defer payment of tax
on the earnings of the retirement funds diiring the time they are retained in the tax-free plans.
Since the objective of the new provision is to encourage adeqiiate
provision for retirement neerls. withdrawal of the retirement savings
prior to age 59&/s will result in a penalty tax equal to 10 percent of
the amount of the premature distribution. However, early withdrawals
are permitted without pena1ty where the taxpayer 'becomes disabled. In
addition, to prevent the individ»al retirement savings plans from being
used to postpone tax indefiinitelv, the retirement savings m»st either
be distributed by tlie time the individual reaches age 70&/+ or distributed
over the lives or life expectancy of the individual and his spouse begin. ning no later than age 70i/2.
Your committee anticipates that by encouraging employers to make
modest contributions initially for the retirement needs of their employees, such individual retii'ement plans will lead eventually to the
establishment of a significant, number of new qualified retirement
plans by employers. An employer who believes he cannot alford the
entire cost of a retirement plan can start by contributing small amounts
for employee individual retirement accounts, can increase his contributions over the years (providing it does not exceed. the 20 percent41.500 annual limits per participant), and then can subsequently convert to an employer-financed qualified plan. The provisions allowing
individuals to deduct contributions within the specified limits to indivicl»al retirement plans generally take e8ect for taxable years beginning after December P&1. 1978.
1."qnaE~'zing taa treatment; inn eaainq clea'nctian8 for FI.P~. 10
p7ana. Your committee's bill grants self-employed people tax treatment with respect to retirement plans (H. R. 10 plans) which is more
nearly comparable to that, now; accorded to corporate employees
under qualified retirement plans. This is achieved by increasing the
maximum deductible contributions
a self-employed individual is
al!owed to make on his own behalf to a qualified plan from the present
level of 10 percent of earned income up to $2, 500 a year to 15 Tiercent
of earned income up to $7,500 a year. For H. B. 10 plans which are
of the defined benefit type, provision is made for applying comparable
limitations on the benefits that mav be paid to self-employed individ»als under regulations to be prescribed by the Secretary of the T«usury or his delegate.
In keeping with the major objective of securing more»ni«rm ax
treatment of self-employed people and corporate individiia!s &ui«"
qualified retirement plans, contributions or benefits for self-emp! & d
neople under qualified plans are also made subject to the sam«ve"all
] imitations that are placed on co'ntributions or benefits for reg»!ar
employees under qualified plans.

[33] this
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Y'n»r committee has also made provision tn al1nw sr lf-einp]ovecl
inclivicl»a1s. whose earnecl income fluctuates ssharply, clei lining tn low
1evels in some years. to continue tn set aside a specified minimum
amn»nt remilarlv for retiremeiit iincler an H. R. 10 plan, This is
achieved by permitting a self-employecl indivicbia1 tn deduct, rontrib»tions to such plans amo»»ting to f750 nr 100 percent of their
ear»eel income. whichever is less. eveii though these amo»nts are in
excess of thc. regular ded»etio» limits.
The new more liberal limitations on contributions c. r !benefit for
self. -einplovecl people under qualifiecl plans are also to apply to sliaielinlder emplovees of subchapter S corporations (small biisiiiess cnrporations) who are ge»erally subject to the saine limitations as selfetnpInved people under qualified p&ans. This means, for example. that
rnntributions of up to the lesser of 15 percent of earned income or
97.500 a vear may he made under qualifiecl clefined contribution plans
nn behalf-of such shareholcler emplo; ees without giving rise to current

tax for them.
In adclition, provision is macle to insure tliat self-employecl inclividuals ivho wish to uti1ize the f»ll niaxim»in tax alloivancc for their
own contributions

will also provicle significant

liension contributions

for their regular employees wlio are coverecl by the pension plan. This
is achieved by allowing self-employed people to count no more than
$100,000 of tlieir earned income in computing pension contributions
or bc;nefits for themselves. This prevents a self-eniployed indivicl»;il
with an extremely large income from achieving the $7,500 maxinnim
annual cled»ction for his own pension contribution t1irough the»se of
a low contribution rate which woulcl be cletrimental to his employees
since the pension contributions on their behalf are comp»ted using the
same contribution rate. For example, a self-employed individual who
counts his first $100,000 of eariied income fnr this p»rpose, must
contribute to the plan at least 7.5 percent of the wages of his coverecl
employees in order to be permitted a, deductible conti ib»tion of $7,500
on his own behalf.
Finally, your committee adopted provisions to improve the efFectiveness of H. R. 10 plans in achieving their retirement objectives and preventing abuses in the operation of such plans. Present law disquahfies
the plan if willful contributions in excess of the allowable limits are
made on behalf of owner-employees since such excess contributions
unduly build up their tax-free accum»lations in the plan. Zxperience
has shown that this is not, an adequate remedy since disqualification
of the plan for excess contributions on behalf of owner-employees
penalizes the regular employees who are not in any way responsible
for the excess contributions. For this reason, instead of disqualifying
the plan, where excess contrib»tions are made on behalf of the selfemployed individuals, the bill adopts a, new more efFective penalty,
namely, a tax on the employer, amounting to 6 percent a year on the
amount of the excess contribution. In addition, to discourage premature withdrawal of the H. R. 10 funds by owner-employees prior
to retirement age, withdrawals before such individuals attain the age
of 59&/2 (except in case of disability) are s»bject to an additional tax
amo»nting to 10 percent of such premature contrib»tions.
The new more liberal limits in regard to contributions on behalf
of self-employed people under H. R. 10 plans are efFective for taxable
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beginning after December 81, 1978. However, the new limits
on benefits under defined H. R. 10 benefit plans (ivhich are designecl
to secure comparability with the limitations applying to H. R. 10
plans of the defined contribution type) the 6-percent tax on excess
ccintributions for self-employed individuals and the 10-percent tax
on premature withdrawals by ovrner-employees are effective for taxable years beginning after December 81, 1975.
Oi:era tt limitatioln on eontribntion8 and benefits for emp/oyee8 sander plan8. In view of the vital role that the favorable tax treatment
accordecl uiider the Internal Revenue C', ode plays in stimulating the
retirement plans, your
growth ancl development of nondiscriminatory
committee believes that it is essential to continue this treatment, . In
f'act, as noted above, the bill adopted by your committee extends the
favo~rable tax treatment more generally by increasing the allowable
cleductible contributions of self-employed people under H. R. 10 plans
:ind by provicling for the establishment of limited retirement savings
plans for individuals who are not covered by qualified retirement plans
However, after careful consideration, your committee has concluded
that it is not in the public interest to make the substantial favored tax
treatinent associated with qualified retirement plans available without
any specific limitation as to the size of the contributions or the amount
ot benefits that can be provided under such plans. The fact that pres& nt
law does not provide such specific limitations has made it possible for
extremely large contributions and benefits to be made under qualified
plans for some highly paid individuals. While there is, of course, no
objection. to large retirement benefits in themselves, your committee believes it is not appropriate to finance extremely large benefits in part at
public expense through the use of the special tax treatment. ItIoreover.
the fact that there are no specific limits on the size of the contributions
or benefits that may be made under qualified plans on behalf of higlily
paid employees discriminates against the self-employed whose contributions or benefits under H. R, . 10 plans are limitecl by law. For this
reason, your c immittee has provided specific limitations on the amount
of contributions and benefits that can be provided for any one individual under a, qualified plan. These limitations, which apply to both eniployees and self-employed people under qualified plans, have been
designed to avoid abuse of the favorecl tax treatmeiit to finance extremely large pensions. EIowever, the limitations are generous enougli
to permit substantial retirement benefits which are adequate juclgecl
from any reasonable standard.
Launder defined contribution
plans (money-purchase pension plans
and profit-sharing plans), the sum of the employer's contributions for
the employee, a specified portion of the employee's oivn contributions.
and any forfeitures allocated to the eiuployee cannot exceed 2~ percent
of the employee's compensation or $25, 000, whichever is less. These
limits ivoulcl also apply to contribiitions made to qualified phiis of
exempt organizations uncler section 40?& (b) .
Your committee decided to tal.-e employee contributions to qualifiecl
plans into account for purposes of this contribiition limit because the
employee gets a tax advantage from the fact that the earnings on his
contributions remain. free of tax so long as they are kept in the plan,
th»s pei mitting a tax-free buildup of funcls. However, imlikc employer
contributions iinder qualified plans, employee conti ihutions are made
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oiit of taxed income. Foi this reason, foi p») poses of &'&i»»tin«e»!ployce
oiifi ib»fio»s for p»rposes of f1ie 2;& perce)it;i»(1 42, &.000 a»»»;il li»iifs
&))i conti ib»fio)is on behalf of;i»y employee ii»(1ei ii &1( finecl (o)if) ib»fio» pl;i», f1)ei e is fo be excliicle&l flic great( r of (a) inployee confrib»fions a)no)i»fin« fo f& perce»t of con)locnsafio)i or f'4) oiic-1)alf of
o»fi ibi)fio»s.
f1)& ()z)ployee's
For p1a)is wliich provi«e (I& fi»e&l. b& n& fifs, i o») committee has
phrased the limit in terms of the amoiinf, nf ann»al be»efifs fh;it, i»ay
be paid fo a participant. More spe(ifically, the an»iial b&»efif, pai&l
»)idcr s»cli pliins ( a»»of cxcee&1 100 pe) e»t of fl)( p!it i& i p ii) f s ai era. &(.
compensatio» for his highest 8 y&ars of earni»«s f')iegar&lless of the
age at which the benefits start) or $75.000 beginning af, age 55 or lafei',
whichever is ]ess. Where the ai)nual benefi st )'fs b( fore a«e, )5, flic
875.000 ann)ial Ii)nit on benefit is a&lj»sfe&l &low)i(card acf»)il'L'111x-.
Ikoiv(i er, avoi&1 a»y possible a&lvcrse &'f7c& f, on i»&1 ii i&1»;ils wifh )vl:f'iv('1y )»0&lest i'('f i)'('I»('»f b('ll(' fif s f 11)s 1)&'»('f ) f' ) )1) ) f f ) 0)l ) -' )lof ) 0
apply to ) cfi) ei»(iit b& n(6fs w1)i& li (1«»ot «x& co&1 Sll).0f)0 fo) fli& pl;in
year or for any prior plan year. This exception from the benefit limitation is available only where the employer has not at any time maintained a defined contribution plan in which the participant was
covered.
While any specific dollar limit on the amount of benefits under
qualified plans is necessarily a matter of judgment, your committee
believes that the annual limitation of $75.000 at age 55 or later achieves
a reasonable balance in view of the considerations involved. Benefits
starting at any age are allowed to amount to as much as 100 percent
of average pay during the high 8 years of earnings after study disclosed that any lower percentage limit would adversely afFect individuals with relatively modest earnings who are covered under generous
plans. Your committee believes that it would be unwise to discourage
liberal benefits for such individuals.
As noted above, the $75,000 annual limit is applied to a benefit
financed by the employer which is payable in the form of a straight
1ife annuity beginning 'at a«e 55. Correspondingly, higher benefits may
be paid to the extent that they are financed by employee contributions.
No actuarial adjustment is required to be made in the maximum ann»al
limit on benefits under defined benefit plans where ancillary benefits
which are not related to retirement are provided. For example. no
downward actuarial adjustment in the limit is to be required for disability benefits before normal retirement age. In addition, no downward adjustment is to be made for a normal joint and survivor feature.
Moreover, to prevent abuse, the full maximum benefit may be paid
only to individuals who have 10 years or more of service. Where an
individual has served for less than 10 years, the maximum permissible
benefit is. reduced proportionately.
The contribution anrl benefit limits are applied in a way which prevents any individual from securing higher limits for himself merely
because he is covered by several retirement plans financed by the
same employer. For purposes of applying these limits, all defined contribution plans established by an employer are combined and treated
as one defined contribution plan, and all defined benefit plans establislied by an employer are combined and treated as one defined benefit
plan.
&
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Also, if an individual is covered by both a defined contribution plan
and a defined benefit plan established by his employer, then an overall
limit is applied to coordinate the two limits discussed above. In this
case, the sum of (1) the percentage utilization of the maximum limit
under the defined benefit plan and (2) the percentage utilizatioii of
the maximum limit under the defined contribution plan cannot exceed
140 percent. For example, if, under the define benefit plan, the employee is to receive a pension of $75.000 a year (using up 100 percent of
the defined benefits limit), then the maximum additions to his defined
contributIons plan may not exceed 40 percent of what would otherwise
be his defined cont'ribiitions limit. Put another way, this overall limit,
if both types of plans are used equally, may be satisfied by using up 70
percent. of the limits applicable to each type of plan.
Because of the vital importance of maintaining the real value of retirement benefits, the bill instructs the Secretary or his delegate,
through regulations, to make annual adjustments in the allowable
limits to take account of increases in the cost of living. This includes
adjustments in the $75,000 annual limit to benefits paid by defined benefit plans, the $25,000 limit to contributions under defined
contribution plans and. in the case of a participant who was separated
from service ivith the firm, the amount of his average earnings in his
highest conipensated 8 consecutive yeai s of sci vice.
Your coinmittee has provided adequate time for adjustment to the
new limits on benefits and contributions under retirement plans. In
general, these limits apply to contributions made or benefits accrued
in years beginning after December 81, 1975. FIowever, to ease the
transition to the neiv rules, an active paiticipant in a defined benefit
plan on October 2, 1978, ivill be permitted to receive an annual benefit,
based on his annual rate of compensation on that date and the plan
provisions in efFect on that date, ivhich exceeds 0~75,000 a year, provided the benefit does not exceed 100 percent of his annua, l compelisa, —
tion on October 2, 1978. AVhere this "grandfather" treatment is utilized, the cost-of-living adjustments in the limits, described above,
a, re not available.
Finally. because the objective of the limits on. contributions and
benefits is to keep the tax advantages associated with qualified plans
within reasonable bounds and not to restrict the amount of retirenient,
benefits that mav be paid. to individuals under other arrangements,
the bill specifically indicates that, nothing in the provisions relating
to such limits (or in the provisions of the bill which relate to minimum
funcling standards) is to be construed to require the disqualificatio
of any plan solely because additional benefits are provided to the employee under nonqualified portions of the plans.
Licmp-sum distribution under qualifi'ed pLans. Prior to the Tax
Reform Act of 1969, lump-sum distributions made by qualified pension plans were generally taxed as long-term capital gains. Such
capital gains treatment, however, had the disadvantage of allo»ing
employees to receive substantial amounts of deferred compensation in
the form of lump-sum pension distributions at more favorable tax
rates than other compensation received currently. The 196'9 Tax Reform Act sought to ameliorate this problem by providing tliat any
part of such lump-sum distributions»hich represented emp»y«
tributions accrued in plan years beginning after 1969»as to be t'-
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as ordinary income rather than as capital gains. In addition, the 1969
Act provided a special 7-year averaging procedure for the portiorr of
the lump-sum distribution taxed as ordinary income.
However, awhile the 1969 provisions were intended to provide more
equitable treatment for such lump-sum pension distributions, they have
not achieved their purpose. The Treasury lras had great difhculty in
providing remilations to carry out this provision. Problems have arisen
both in determining the amount of the orclinary income element of a
distribution and in determining the precise amount of tax imposed on
account of the "ordinary income" element. Moreover, in practice the
new proposed regulations have proved to be very complex and it is
frequently maintained that individuals receiving lump-sum distributions have been unable to compute their taxes and that accountants
and tax lawyers have been. refusing to at('empt the computations.
Your committee believes that this situation cannot be permitted to
continue. For this reason, it has provided a new method of taxing
such lump-sum pension distributions which is relatively simple and
yet at the same time equitable. Under the new provision, that portion
of the distribution representing pre-1974 value receives capital gains
treatment. The balance of the lump-sum distribution is to be taxed
as ordinary income under a separate tax schedule (the tax schedule
applicable to single people) generally without reductions, exclusions,
or consideration of the taxpayer's other income. However, to insure
that the tax paid by lower income individuals on their lump-sum
distributions will generally not be more than under present law, a
special minimum distribution allowance is provided under the separate tax rate schedule. In addition, averaging relief is provided for
the portion of the lump-sum distribution which is taxed as ordinary
income unrler the separate tax rate schedule by providing 10-year
averaging for such income. This in efi'ect provides a tax payable at
the time of the distribution, but no greater in amount than the taxpayer could expect to pay were the income to be spread over his
remaining life expectancy.
The new treatment of lump-sum distributions from qualified retirement plans is to apply to distributions made after December 81, 1973,
in taxable years beginning after that date.
Salary reduction p4n8. Under present law, employee contributions
to qualified retirement plans are generally made out of taxed income
without any tax allowance. However, in certain cases, employees have
entered into arrangements with employers to accept salary reductions
in return for contributions on their behalf to qualified retirement
plans. If employer contributions to such plans are not taxed currently
to the coveied employees, this results in tax advantages for the covered employees as coinpared with making their own contributions to
the retir erncrrt plan, Until the latter part of 1979, the Internal Revenue
Service under administrative rulings recognized such salary reductiorr plans, providing that the amount of the reduction was not rn excess
of 6 perccllt of compensation and the plan met certain antidiscrimination requirements.
However, on December 6, 1972, the Internal Revenue Service issued
proposed regulations (87 Fed. Reg. No. 235, p. 25938) providing that
amounts contributed by an employer to a retirement plan in return
for a reduction in the employee's basic or regular compensation or in

—
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increase in such compensation are &o be considered to h
contributed
b en
by the employee and consequently be t x bl
to the employee.
The proposed regulations dealing with salary reduction plans
raise major issues of tax policy. The basic question is the extent to
which employees should be allowed to convert what would otherwise
be a nondeductible employee contribution to a retirement plan to
tax-deferred employer contributions on their. behalf. This, in turn,
involves issues regs, rding the equitable treatment under the tax laws
of employee contributions and employer contributions to qualified
retirement plans.
In view of these basic issues, your committee has concluded that it
would be desirable for the Internal Revenue Service to defer action
on its regulations until the Congress has had further opportunity to
consider this matter. For this reason, the bill directs the Secretary of
the Treasury to withdraw the proposed salary reduction regulations
issued on December 6, 1972. Moreover, no other salary reduction regulations may be issued in proposed form before January 1, 1975, or in
final form before March 16, 1975. The bill further specifies that until
new salary reduction regulations have been issued in final form, the
law with iegard to salary reduction plans is to be administered along
the lines of the administration before January 1, 1972. Any salary
reduction regulations which become final after M~arch 15, 1975, for
purposes of individual income tax, are not to take effect before January 1, 1975.
Labor Mniong provhEing pengion beneftg. Your committee considered a provision recognizing the right of tax-exempt labor unions
to provide pension benefits to its members from funds derived from
members' contributions and the earnings on the contributions, without aA'ecting their tax-exempt status. However, the committee concluded that labor unions are permitted to provide benefits in this manner under present law and as a result it decided such a provision is
unnecessary. The Internal Revenue Service has recognized this result
in a published ruling which provides "that payment by a labor organization of death, sick, accident or similar benefits to its individual
members with funds contributed by its members, if made under a plan
wliich has as its object the betterment of the conditions of the members
floes not preclude exemption of the organization under section 501(c)
(5) of the code.

t39l »eu

"

—

""

III. REVENUE EFFECT

There are several kinds of revenue efFects vrhich can be expected to
arise from H. R. 19855, These are summarized in table 4.
First, three. provisions designed to equalize the tax treatment of
liensions have an impact on tax deductions. These are the provisio»s
raising the maximum deductible amount that the self-employed can
set aside annually for their retirement; making provision for eniployee
~' This ruling dM not afFect annuities provided employees of tax-exempt charitable. educa
tional and religious organizations aud employees of public educatlonil institutions u~d~r
section 403(b} of the Internal Revenue Code.
» Revenue Puling 02 —17, 1e02—1, Cum. Eu». 37.
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40] i etirement savings deductions for those not

now covered uncle& qunliplans, government plans, or section 408(b) plans; and
n provision which limits the maximum retirement benefit nnd the maximum cleductible contribution on behalf of employees.
Tnx revenues are also nA'ected by the modification of the tnx treatinent of lump-sum distributions.
Finally, n, third category of revenue efFect from the bill arises not
because of any change in tax deductions as such, but rather because
incrcnsecl amounts rn xy be set aside by employees for vesting and fundin«. The bill imposes additional requirements in the nreas of vesting
in(1 fundi»
ivhich must be met if the present favorable treatment for
»en'ions is to continue to be available. These new requirements may
iesult in employers making larger contributions to retirement plans,
resulting in larger income tax deductions.
fiecl retirement

&
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nf H. R. f2855 at 1978 levels nf frienfiie
and esiploftment

TxsiE 4. Estimated annual revenue rffert

Jfufione

L I'rovisions designed to equalize tax treatment under pension plans:
Increase in maximum annual deductible contribution by the self-employed under H. R. 10 plans to the greater of $750 (but not in excess
of earned income) or 15 percent of earned income up to $7,500'-Allowing an individual not covered by a qualified retirement plan,
government plan, or section 408(b) plan to deduct annually up to
the lesser of $1,500 or 20 percent of compensation for contributions
by him or on his behalf to a tax exempt retirement account, annuity, or bond plan established by him or to certain trusts established
by employers or associations of employees (long-run effect)'
Limiting the maximum annual benefit under defined benefit plans to
the lesser of $75, 000 (where benefits begin at age 55 or later) or
100 percent of average compensation for the three consecutive calendar years aggregating the highest compensation and limiting
annual contributions under defined contribution plans to the lesser
of 825, 000 or 25 percent of compensation, with a cost-of-living adjustment to the dollar ceilings in the case of active participants and
percent rule in the case of
to the resultant amount under the 100
participants separated from service '

Total, provisions designed to equalize tax treatment
sion plans

II.

Revised tax treatment of lump-sum
plans (long-run effect) '

III. 'Revenue

distributions

under pen-

from retirement

—$175

—855

+10

—520
+60

'

effect of minimum vesting provision.
Case 1: Assuming that the additional employer contributions to pension plans resulting from the minimum vesting requirement constitute a substitute for cash wages
Case 2: Assuming that the additional employer contributions to pension plans resulting from the minimum vesting requirement constitute an addition to cash wages
Case 8: Assuming that benefit levels of pension plans are adjusted
downward to absorb the additional employer contributions to pension plans resulting from the minimum vesting requirement

—180
—2fio
0

—

NoTs. There will be some revenue loss from funding but data are not available to
determine the extent of this loss.
r Maximum deductible amounts effective for taxable years beginning after Dec. 31, 1973;
other provisions effective for taxable years beginning after Dec. 31,1975.
Maximum deductible amounts eiTective for taxable years beginning after Dec. 31, 1973;
other provisions effective on Jan. 1, 1974.
'Apart from the exception for certain active participants fn corporate defined benefit
plans on Oct. 2, 1973, e(Tective for contributions
made or benefits accrued in years
beginning after Dec. 31, 1975.
' Effective for distributions or payments made fn taxable years beginning after Dec. 31,
1973.
s Effective for plan years beginning after the date of enactment for plans adopted after
Jan. 1, 1974. Effective for plan years beginning after Dec. 31, 1975, for plans in existence
on Jan. 1, 1974, except: (1) for plans under couective bargaining agreements, effective
for plan years beginning after the agreement termination date (but not before Dec. 31,
1975) of the last agreement relating to the plan or Dec. 31. 1980, whichever is earlier;
(2) for labor organization plans, effective for plan years beginning after the date of the
second convention of the organization (but not earlier than Dec. 31, 1975) held after the
date of enactment or Dec. 31, 1980, whichever is earlier; and (3) where the plan administrator elects, effective for plan years beginning after the date of enactment but before
the latest date available to each of the above categories of existing plans, respectively.

'

Prose'giong degigned fo equalize tax treatment

It is estimated

of retirement pkng.

—

«-

that the provision increasing the maximum annual
ductible pension contribution by self-employed persons on their own
behalf to the greater of $750 (but not in excess of earned income)»
15 percent of earned income (up to $7,50(j) will result in an annllal
revenue. loss of $175 million.
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The provision allowing an individual not covered by a qualified
retirement plan, government plan, or section 408(b) plan to deduct
annually the lesser of $1,500 or 20 percent of compensation for contributions by him or on his behalf to a tax exempt retirement account,
annuity, or bond plan established by him (oi to certain trusts established b~y enip]oyers or associations of employers) is estimated to involve a revenue loss amounting to $225 million for 1974 and rising to
$355 million for 1977 (at 1978 income levels).
On the other hand, a revenue increase of $10 million a year at 1978
income levels is estimated to result from limiting the maximum annual
benefit u'nder defined benefit plans to the lesser of $75,000 (where
benefits begin at age 55 or later) or 100 percent of average compensation for the three consecutive calendar years aggregating the highest
compensation an l liniiti»o annual conti ibutions under defined coiitribution plans to the lesser of $2'i, 000 or 25 percent of compens:ition,
with a cost-of-living adjustment to tlie dollai ceilings in the case of
active participants and to the resultant amount under tlie 100 percent
rule in the case of participants separated from service.
Altogether, when fully efFective, these three provisions involve an
estimated annual net revenue loss of $520 million.
Tax treatment of lump-8um rli8trSutiona.
The revised tax treatment of lump-sum distributions from retirement plans (which provides for taxing that part of lump-sum distributions which is attributable to 1974 and later years as ordinary income subject to 10-year averaging) is expected to result in the long run in annual revenue gains
ainounting to $60 million a year based on 1973 levels of income.
The
Revenue effect of minimum ee8ting and fending proehion8.
new minimum vesting standards, which generally become e8ective for
plan years beginning after 1975, will also involve an indirect loss of
revenue, ranging from zero to an estimated $265 million a year (at 1973
income levels) .
The minimum vesting requirement involves little or no revenue loss
to the extent that the benefit levels of plans are adjusted to absorb the
increased. employer costs resulting from the requirement. This is because, in that event, the requirement would have no efFect on the
deductions taken for contributions to plans or on the taxable income
of covered employees. If the additional amounts required to be contributed to pension plans as a result of the vesting standards are a
substitute for cash wages, rather than a net addition to cash wages, the
annual revenue loss is estimated at $180 million. This could occur, for
example, if the additional employer payments into the pension plan
are taken into consideration in setting future wage increases. In this
event, the revenue loss results from the fact that the covered employees
are permitted to postpone payment of tax on the employer contributions involved. , instead of being required. to pay tax currently, as
would be the case had they received an equivalent amount of wages.
Some part of this postponed $180 million of taxes presumably will be
recovered in the future in tax payments on the benefits paid out by the
plan.
The upper range of the estimate, $265 million, represents the revenue loss if it is assumed that the additional employer payments into
the pension plans required by the new vesting standards constitute an

—
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addition to the casl»vages that will be paid in any event. In this case
employers will have larger total wage bills (for the sum of cash wages
and hence will take larger tax deductions,
and wage supplements)
giving rise to a @65million revenue loss.
It appears that realistically there is likely to be a combination of
the three efFects suggested above.
No revenue estimate is given for the increased funding requirements
under the bill. Data are not available which would make a reliable
estimate of this type possible. However, it is believed that the minimum funding requirements will have a relatively modest revenue effect.

IV. GENERAL EXPLANATION

.

A. PARTICIPATION

AND COVERAGE

(Secs. 1011, 1015, 1017, 10ol, and 10'~3 of the bill and Secs. 401, 410,

and 414 of the Code).
Pl

AN PARTICIPATION

—

AGE AND SERVICE REQUIREMENTS

Present @to
The Internal Revenue Code does not generally require a qualified
employer pension, profit-sharing, stock bonus, annuity, or bond purchase plan to adopt any specific age or service conditions for participation in the plan. '
Existing administrative practice allows plans to exclude employees
who (1) have not yet attained a designated age or (9) have not yet
been employed for a designated number of years, so long as the efFect
is not discriminatory in favor of employees who are OKcers, shareholders, supervisors, or highly compensated employees. Also, under
administrative practice, a plan may exclude employees who are within
a certain number of years of normal retirement age (for example, 5
years or less) when they would otherwise become eligible, if the efFect
is not discriminatory.
On the other hand, in the case of a plan benefiting owner-employees, '
the plan must provide that no employee with 3 or more years of service
may beexcluded (sec. 401(d) (3) ).

However, all plans may exclude Dart-time employees whose customary employment does not exceed 90 hours a week, and seasonal employees whose customary employment does not exceed five months in any
calendar year.
Cr'eneroj reasons for change
The committee believes that, in general, it is desirable to have as
many employees as possible covered by. private pension plans and to
begin such coverage as early as possible, since an employee's ultimate
pension benefits usually depend to a considerable extent on the numAs described below (2. Plans Where a Collective Bargaining Unit is Involved: Oth«
Anti-discrimination
Provisions), a qualified plan must meet certain coverage standard'Several of the alternative standards require certain percentages
of employees,
eligible employees, to be covered by the plan, but in such cases the employer
is P«mitted
to exclude employees who fail to meet the plan's service requirements, not exceeding
years of service.
' An owner-employee is a sole pronrietor
10-percent
interest in capital or proats (sec. 401(c) (3) ).or a partner with a greater than

«e
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in the plan. This is particularly important for employees who, because of the nature of their employment,
sliift from employer to employer over their working careers. In addition, early participation tends to spread the cost of providing employees with adequate pensions more evenly over the various firms for
which the employee has worked over his entire working career, instead
of concentrating the cost on his last few employers.
Of course, the general desirability of early participation must be balanced against the cost involved for the employer. Also from an administrative standpoint, it is not desirable to require coverage of
transient employees, since benefits earned by short-term employees, in
any case, are quite small. On the other hand, the committee belie~ves
tliat overly restrictive age and service eligibility requirements can
trbitrarily frustrate the effective functioning of the private pension
system. In view of these considerations, the committee has concluded
tliat, it is appropriate to specifically limit age and service eligibility
iequirements which an employer may incorporate in a qualified pension plan.
I."zpLanatt'on of provt'sion8
In, genera'.
In view of the considerations outlined above, the committee bill provicles that a plan which is qualified under the Code is not
to require, as a condition of participation, more than one year of serv'
ice, or an age greater than l5 (whichever occurs later). The committee believes that this rule will significantly increase coverage under
private pension plans, without iln~posing an undiie cost, on employers.
From an administrative point of view, however, the rule will allow
the exclusion of employees who, because of youth or inexperience with
the job in question, have not made a career decision in favor of a,
particular employer or a particular industry. Also, to encculage plans
ivhich provide 1(10 percent iminediate vesting, the committee bill provides that such plans may require 8 years of service (and on age of 95)
as a condition of participation. The committee believes that, these rules
take full account of the reasonable administrative and cost needs of
plans to exclude employees in high turnover or high cost of .benefit
c ategories,
and there is no authority in the tax lawy apait' fl'oln tl'ie
specific. provisions of the bill (including the maximum age provision
cliscussed below), to allow qualified plans to exclude elnployees on
account of age or service.
Xeaf of ~eeet'ce defnefL For purposes of the vesting and participation rules, the committee bill provides flexibility by indicating that
the Secretary is to define a "year of service" by regulations in a~manner which provides for its cleteiniinatIon on a, reasonable and consistent b;isis. For example. the regulations coulcl specify that a plan coulcl
provide that each employee who had met the age and service requirements was to begin his participation on the anniversary date of his
own employment, or that all eligible employees would be admitted on
the anniversary date o~ the plan, or t!iat eacli employee woulcl be
covered under the plan on the first 'quarterly anniversary date of the
plan following the anniversary date of his employment.

[44] ber of his years of participation

—

—

a This rule applies whether
or not the plan is
trusteed plan. That is. a plan funded
through purchase of annuities from an insurance acompany
is subj t t h
a plan with inrestments managed by a trustee.
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However, to ensure that no abuse situation arises, the bill provides
certain guidelines as to what constitutes a "reasonable" definitio. of
a year of service. For example, under the bill, the plan's definition
of a year of service would have' to be such that no employee with more
than 17 months of continuous service could be excluded from the plan
on account of service; moreover, the average employee (assuming
hypothetically that employees were hired at the same rate each day
throughout the year) could not have a wait of more than 19 months
for participation. Of course this definition does not apply for purposes
of benefit accrual, and a plan may use any reasonable definition of
"year of service" for this purpose that is consistently applied, so long
requirements of the law.
as the plan meets the antidiscrimination
There are some industries whose normal work schedules are substantially different than those of more typical businesses. To dea]
with this problem, the committee bill provides that the regulations defining "year of service" are to take this factor into account. For example, the regulations might provide that in appropriate cases 100
hours of employment constitute a month, or 1,000 hours of employment constitute a year.
In the case
Partiet'pation of temporary aruE seasonal employees.
of the seasonal employee, whose customary employment is at least 5
months, his normal season will be treated as a year. For example, if
there is a 5-month fishing season in a certain area, and a fisherman is
employed throughout the season by a company having a qualified
pension plan, then, on the anniversary date of his employment, the
fisherman is to be treated under the plan as though he had at least
twelve months of continuous service for purposes of determining his
right to participate in the plan.
Break in serene. The bill also provides a series of rules as to the
effect of an employee terminating his service with an employer but
then subsequently returning. These determinations are used in deciding whether the vesting schedule is to start over after the participant's
break in service or to continue as of its status when the break in service first occurred. The rules governing the treatment of breaks in service set forth below in general are designed to place the employee, when
he returns to service, at the same point in the vesting schedule that he
was before the break in service, insofar as this is practicable without
creating serious administrative problems. The bill provides for four
interrelating rules.
First, where a break in service has occurred, a plan can provide
that where an employee subsequently returns to service, the earlier
service is not added. to the more recent service until the employee has
been back at least a year. This rule makes it unnecessary to search
out the extent of prior service in the case of employees who return but
stay for only a short period of time.
A second rule provides that where an employee has been in service
at any time in the past for a su%ciently long period of time to obtain
a vested right to 50 percent or more of the accrued benefits from
employer contributions, upon return to employment his prior service,

—

—

4 The term "continuous"
is also to be detined in reSulations to take accoun«f
problem of seasonal employees, as well as factors such
as sick leave holidays and vacat
periods,

etc.
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be taken into account in applying the
participation and vesting rules to his cur ent situation. (The prior
service would satisfy the p]an's service requirements for participation. ) The first rule set forth above, however, provides an exception
to this rule.
Third, in the case of an employee who has completed 4 consecutive
years of service before the break in service occurs, except as provided
in the first rule above and the fourth. rule below, service before the
break is to be taken into account upon the employee's return to employment.
Fourth, in the case of an employee who has a break in service for a
period of six years or more, service performed by the employee before
the break in service need not be taken into account under the plan
except in the case of employees coming under the second rule set forth
above that is, only where an employee has a vested right to 50 percent or more of employer contributions. Thus, where longer breal-s in
service occur, it will not be necessary to take into account prior service
except, in those cases where the employee had previously built up vested
rights to the level of 50 percent or more.
Other nde8. The committee intends that Treasury regulations
specify the extent to which service with a predecessor of th-, employer
is to be counted for purposes of the eligibility requireinents. In the
case of a multiemployer plan, service with anv employer who was a
member of the plan is to be counted towards an individual's participation requirement (sec. 1015 of the bill) .
For purposes of these rules (and elsewhere in the bill), a "multiemployer plan" is a plan maintained pursuant to a collective bargaining agreement, to which more than one employer is required to contribute, and to which no one employer makes as much as 50 percent
of the contributions. (AAer a plan has once qualified as a multiemployer plan, however, up to 75 percent of the contributions may be
made by a single employer without affecting the multiemployer status
of the plan. ) In addition, the Secretary of his delegate is authorized
to prescribe regulations establishing certain other requirements in the
case of a multiemployer plan, dealing, for example, with the extent to
which the plan should. be liable to make benefit payments to participants, regardless of whether the participant's employer continues
to make contributions under the plan.
maximum age requirement.
In order not to discourage the hiring
of older employees, the bil]. would permit a defined benefit pension
plan to exclude employees who are within 5 years of normal retirement age at the time thev would otherwise become eligible to participate if the exclusion does not result in a situation which is inconsistent with the coverage requirements of the tax law. Also, the
plan may provide that the employee is not, eligible to begin drawing
retirement benefits until 10 years after he began to participate in the
plan of participation (sec. 1091 of the bill). If a maximum age provision were to be prahibited, in the case of a defined benefit plaii the cost
considerations of providing a defined benefit to an older employee
might discourage the hiring of the elderly. In the case of a defined
contribution plan (such as profit-sharing plan or a money purchase
pension plan), however, these cost considerations do not generally
apply, and the committee therefore did not see why a maximum age
limitation of this type should be permitted.

[46] before the break in service, is to

—

—
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The provisions of present law with respect to cover
age under an owner-employee (H.R. 10) plan are not changed by the
committee's bill. Present law already requires relatively early pa, rtjcj
pation (after 3 years of service) and 100-percent immediate vesting in
the case of owner-employee plans. The committee concluded that the
retention of these provisions of present law was needed. to protect the
rights of employees in such cases. H. R. 10 plans will use the same rules
as to a year of service, seasonal or part-time service, and breaks in
service as will apply under the committee bill to corporate plans.
6m:errant and church phrs These provisions (as well as the
corresponding provisions of the bill relating to vesting and funding)
do not apply in the case of government plans, including the Federal
civil service plan, and plans sponsored by State and local governments
(including the District of Columbia), and any plan to which the Railroad Retirement Act applies. These plans may continue to remain
qualified by continuing to meet the current law requirements
(as in
efl'ect on the day before enactment). Also, new government plans may
be qualified if they meet the requirements of present law. Hoivever,
the Committee on TVays and Means and the Committee on Education
and Labor are to study the extent to which it would be clesirable to
bring government plans under Federal participation, vesting, funding,
and fiduciary standards, as well as matters afFecting mobility of government employees and those employed under Federal procurement,
construction, or research contracts or grants. The committees are to
report to the House of Representatives no later than December 31.1976.
Likewise, church plans (and plans of associations or convention of
churches) will be exempt, from the requirements of the bill unless the
church files an election, in a form and manner to be prescribed in regulations, electing to come under the participation, vesting, and funding provisions of the bill (and the other rules which relate to these
provisions), rather than to comply with the requirements of present
law. Once an election is filed, however, it will be irrevocable. Generally, a "church plan" includes any plan maintained by a church or
association or convention of churches, other than a plan primarily for
benefit of employees in an unrelated trade or business of the church,
or a multiemployer plan which includes employers which are not
churches. However, for purposes of this clefinition of "church plan",
if the plan was in existence on January 1, 1074, and at that time
covered emplovees of another organization exempt from tax
sec. 501) which was an agency of the church, then eniployees (under
of the
agency are to be considered as employees of the church.
CoorChngtion of xegulcrtions.
In order. to minimize administrative
problems, and ensui'e insofar as possible that plans which satisfy the requirements of the Internal Revenue Code also meet the pension standards which are to be administered by the Labor Department, and vice
versa, the bill provides that thc Treasury regulations with respect to
the participation, vesting, and funding requirements of the bill (othei'
than re ulations to enforce the antidiscrimination
requirements
sec. 401(a) (4) of the code) are to be efFective for
plan
years beginning
after December 31, 1075, only if approved
by the Secretary of La"or.
Where the bill's piovisions apply before that elate
(as in the case of
rew plans and plans which elect earlier
dates) then the regulations
282
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without the necessary approval of the Secretary of
Labor. However, these regulations are not to apply beyond the December 81, 1075, plan year cutofF date.
may be prescribed

PLANs wHERE A coLLEGTIVE BARGAINING UNIT Is INvoLvED1
OTHER ANTIDISCRIMIXATION PROVISIONS

Pre8end lail
Under present law (sec. 401(a) (8)), a qualified. retirement plan
must cover either (1) a, specified percentage of all employees (generally, 70 percent of all employees, or 80 percent of those eligible to
benefit under the plan if at least 70 percent of all employees are
eligible) "' or (2) such employees as qualify under a classification which
is found by the Internal Revenue Service not to discriminate in favor
of employees who are ofIicers, shareholders, supervisors, or highly conipensated employees. (A plan is not per 8e discriminatory for purposes
of these rules merely because it is limited. to salaried or clerical
employees. )
Also, under present law, either the contributions or the benefits provided under a qualifiiecl platn must not discriminate in favor of employees who are ofFicers, shareholders, supervisors, or highly compensatecl
employees.
General rec(eon8 for change
)Vhere employees covered under a, collective bargaining unit prefer
current compensation or some other form of benefits to coverage under
a pension plan, employers sometimes are unable to establish a plan for
other employees because the percentage requirement cannot be satisfied if the bargaining unit einployees are not covered. It is then necessary for the plan to qualify as one which has coverage requirements
that do not discriminate. The Service's approach (see Rev. Rul. 70—200,
1970—1 CB 101). which has generallv been upheld by the courts, has
been to loolz at the compensation of the group which is covered undel
the plan, and to allow the plan to qualify if the compensation of most
of the participants is substantially the same as that of the excludecl
employees, tlie plan covers employees in all compensation ranges, ancl
employees in the middle and lower ranges are covered in more than
nominal numbers. '@There most of tlie lower-paicl nonsupervisory personnel are members of a collective bargaining unit which elects'not to
be covered by a pension plan, the remainder of the emplovees niay inclucle relatively large percentages of supervisors or highly compensated emplovees. As a result, under present law it may be impossible—
because of the antidiscrimination
requirements
to establish a qualified plan for the remaining employees.
Your comlnittee believes that this situation can result in a harciship.
where nonunion. employees of an employer are forced to forego the
benefits of a pension plan merelv because those employees lvho arc' c overecl uncler a collective bargaining agreement choose nonpensIon bn&cfits. or nonpension benefits plus 1&ension benefits at a, ]ower ]eve1 than
those proviclecl nonunion emnlovees. At the same tinie. the committee i.-

—

s In a»nlvine thece nnmerieal tests »»acr»re cent
law. there»re eselnRed e'». »vo -ecs who
have heen 'em»lnyed nOt mOre than a minimnm per(Od preSeriherl hy the»lan (nn t»
vearcl, part-time employees (customary employment for not
more
20 ho»re' '. n o»v one
n eekn and ceasonal employees (those whose customary employmentthanis for not more
than:
months in any calenaar year).
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co»cPr»Pd that R113 ella»go 111 the law s)iould not result in a sitl!Rtioii
where an n»plover might be able to exclnde these ei»ployee, froui t]»
pension plan without compensation for this i» the foi 1» of other typic
of benefits. To deal with this situation, the committee bill provides that,
collective bargaining employees may be excluded for purposes of applying the coverage test, where the agreement does not provide that
the union employees are to be included in the plan and there is evidence
that retirement benefits have been the subject of good faith bargaining
between the union employees and the employer.

;

Explanation of provt'8ione
Colleetu:e bargaining unit. The committee bill eases the application
of the provisions of existing law by providing that employees covered
under a collective bargaining agreement can be excluded for purposes
of the coverage requirement if the employees are excluded from the
plan and there is evidence that the retirement benefits have been the
subject of good faith bargaining between the union employees and the
employer.
If pension plan coverage had been discussed with the representatives of the union employees and no pension coverage was provided,
either because the union employees were covered under a union plan
(which might or might not offer comparable benefits to those provided
under the employer plan), or because the employee representatives
opted for higher salaries, or other benefits, in lieu of pension plan
coverage, or for some other valid reason, then it would be permissible
to exclude those union eniployees from the calculations. In effect, the
collective bargaining agreement employees could then be excluded
from the plan. Since this provision is intended to relax the coverage
requirements of present law, in circumstances where the union employees eIect not to participate in the plan, it follows, of course, that
any plan which meets the coverage rules of present law, even though
it excludes certain union employees, would not be advetsely affected as
to its tax-qualifiied status by this provision. .
The committee anticipates that in any case where collective bargaining unit employees were excluded fronw a plan under this provision,
the Internal Revenue Service will receive information as to the justification for the exclusion before ruling that the plan is qualified. There
is no requirement that the collective bargaining agreement specifically state that the employees have e]ected to be out of the plan or to
take a lower level of 'benefits. However, there must be evidence that
the retirement benefits have been the subject of good faith bargaining
between the union employees and the employer. '
The committee bill also provides that a plan is not to be considered
discriminatory because it covers air pilots represented in accordance
with the Railway Labor Act while not coverino other employees wol'king for the same employer if it covers a suScient number or a nondiscriminatory cross-section of such pilots.
Nonreeirlent alien emploeeed.
The bill provides for the exclusio n,
for purposes of applying the coverage requirements and the antihiscrimination requirements, of those employees who are nonresident

—

—

s Once this issue had been negotiated, the
union and the employer would not he required
under this provision to renegotiate the issue at each bargaining session. However
committee has been informed that lt would constitute an unfair labor practice. within the
meaning of the Federal labor laws. for an employer to refuse to negotiate in go«
with a labor union concerning retirement benefits.
~n example oi' good faith bargaining
wonld include agreements or memoranda oi' understanding
railway companies
their cmplovee representatives designed to ea'ect changes lnbetween
Retirement &ct
of 1937 o~ Chapter 22 of the Internal Revenue Code, or both. the Railroad
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aliens with no United States income from the employment in question.
It was believed that the United States tax laws should not impede
appropriate pension plan benefits for United States citizens or persons
with United States earned income, merely because comparable benefits
were not afForded to nonresident aliens with no United States income
from the employment in question. Also, the inere processing of such
cases would take an inordinate amount, of time because of the complexity of applying rules to integrate the appropriate foreign equivalent
of Social Security with the benefits or contributions provided by the
employers under such plans.
Agliated employers. The committee bill also provides that in aprules, the
plying the coverage test, as well as the antidiscrimination
vesting requirements, and the limitations on and benefits, employees of
all corporations who are members of a "controlled group of corporations" (within the meaning of sec. 1563 (a) ) are to be treated as if they
were employees of the same corporation. Thus, if two or more corporations were members of a parent-subsidiary, brother-sister, or combined controlled group, all of the employees of all of these corporations
would have to be taken into account in applying these tests. A comparable rule is provided in the case of partnerships and proprietor~hips
which are under common control (as determined under regulations),
and all employees of such organizations are to be treated for purposes
of these rules as though they were employed by a single person. The
committee, by this provision, intends to make it clear that the coverage
and antidiscrimination
provisions cannot be avoided by operating
through separate corporations instead of separate branches of one cor'poration. For example, if managerial functions were performed
through one corporation employing highly compensated personnel,
which has a generous pension plan, and assembly-line functions were
performed through one or more other corporations employing lowerpaid employees, which have less generous plans or no plans at all, this
would generally constitute an impermissible discrimination. By this
provision the committee is clarifying this matter for the future. Tt intends that prior law on this point be determined as if this provision
had not been enacted.
At the same time, however, the committee provision is not intended
to mean that all pension plans of a controlled group of corporations
or partnerships must be exactly alike. or that a controlled group could
not have pension plans for some corporations but not others. Thus,
where the corporation in question contains a fair cross-section of highand low-paid employees (compared to the employees of the controlled
group as a whole), and where the plan coverage is nondiscriminatory
with respect to the employees of the corporation in question, it is antici-pated that the Internal Revenue Service would find that the plan met
the antidiscrimination
tests, even though other corporations in the
controlled group had a less favorable retirement plan, or no plan at
all. On the other hand. if, looking at the controlled group as a whole,
it, were found that a disproportionate
number of highly compensated
eniployees were covered under the plan of the corporation in question,
or that the average compensation of covered employees was substantially higher in that, plan than the average compensation of noncovered employees, it would be anticipated that the plan would not be

—
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found to be qualified, because the corporation does not contain a faii
cross section of the controlled group employees.
Under the committee bill, the category of
8rjperv& ory emp/oyee8.
"supervisors" is to be dropped from the list of personnel which a plan
may not discriminatorily favor. The committee has been informed by
the Treasury Department that all persons who are supervisors within
the intent of present law also are officers» shareholders, or highly compensated employees, and that as a result this deletion will result in no
substantive change in the antidiscrimination provisions of present law.
In applying the
Coveroge of temporory and rieaeonal employee8.
coverage rules, the bill makes several changes from present law. In.
applying the 70 percent and 80 percent coverage tests, employees who
fail to meet the minimum age and service requireinents prescribed. by
the plan may be excluded (assuming these employees are actually excluded from the plan). These requirements may not be more than the
top limit of one-year-service and o5-year-age requirements (or 8-yeardeand 95-year-age alternative)
service, immediate-full-vesting,
scribed above wit'h respect to participation. Of course, the plan may
provide lesser age and service requirements.
Present law permits exclusion, in applying the coverage calculations, of employees whose customary employment is for not more than
5 months in any calendar year; the bill retains the 5-month peri'od but.
permits computations to be made on the basis of any 12-month period
(not merely the calendar year) depending upon the period specified in
the plan it@:lf. Part time employees (as defined in regulations) may
also be excluded from the plan.
In some industries, contributions may
Work procEuet contrr'brrtr'on8.
be made uncler a plan based on the work product of an individual
who is not a participant (for example, contributions based on tonnage
of. minerals mined or processed) . Obviously, such an individual may be
excluded under the plan, notwithstanding
the fact that contributions
:ire made based on his work, if the individual fails to meet the minimum age or service requirements,
or other lawful conditions that
the plan imposes for participation. On the other hand, a peison could
be a participant in a plan even though neither he nor his employer make
contributions on his behalf.
E'ffeetive dates
These provisions apply generally to plan years beginning after the
date of enactment of the bill. However, to allow time for amendment
for plans in existence on January 1, 1974, the provisions are to tal.-e
effect in these cases for plan years beginning after December 81,
1975. unless the plan administrator makes an irrevocable election
to have the provisions apply sooner (under regulations prescribed by
the Secretary or his delegate), in which case the provisions will take
effect at the beginning of the first plan year which occurs after the
election.
AVhere tlie plan i~ subject to the provisions of a collective bargaining agreement in effect on January 1, 1974, the effective date is further postponed until plan years beginning after December 31, 1976» «»
if later» plan years beginning after the expiration of the collective bai'gaining agreement (or the expiriition of the last relevant agreement »i
the case of a multiemployer plan or a single plan subject to more than
one collective bargaining agreement, ), but without regard to»y e

—

—

—
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purpose, a collective
[527 tension made after the date of enactment. For this
if it can be
terminated
bargaining agreement will not be considered as
For exissues
only.
narrow
relatively
to
(or is) reopeiied with respect
as
considered
not
be
would
eernent
agi.
ample, a collective bargainiug
if' it can be reopened with respect to
this
for
purpose
terminated
being
the benefit payable to a surviving spouse, if it can be reopened because
of a change in payments with respect to t oluutary coverage under Part
8 of the Medicare benefits under the Social Security Act, or if it can be
reopened to increase benefits with respect to a quite limited group of
employees.
A question has ai isen as to how the eff'ective elate rules are to be
applied to a pl'in which includes employees subject to oue or more
collective bargaining agreeinents and also employees not under any
such agreeme»t. The intent is that the presence of au insignificant
number of uiiioii members as participants in a pl!in is uot to be sufficie»t to delay tlie eA'ective dates for a» adclitional '& years. On the
other hand, the presence of a snuill nuinber of »oiiunion participants
should not force the untimely renegotiation of labor. -management
contracts. As a iesult, your committee intends that a plan is to be
regarded as maint;iined pursuant tc a collective bargaining agree»ieiit if (1) eitlier the coiitribution levels or the benefit levels under
the plan are to be determi»ed under the agreemeiit and (2) at. least
'~5 percent of the participants
are membeis of the unit of employees
covered by the ugreement. I» addition, where a» employer has one
1)lan for collectivi l&ar«ainiug unit employees;ind a»other pl'ill fol'
other employees, biit those plans are essentially tlie same with regard
to benefits and contributions, tlien the two will be considered as one
for purposes of applying the rule described above as to when a plan
with both unio» «»d nonunion p;irticipants is to be e»titled to delayed
eA'ective date provisions. Finally, where an employer has a plan for
collective bargaiiiing unit employees a»d another plan for other employees, and the second plan consists of two parts, one p;irt of which
is essentially the same as that for the collective bargaining employees,
the part which is essentially the same will be considered as a part of
the collective bargaining plan for purposes of this efFective date
pl ovls lou.
In the case of a plan maintained by a tan-even!pt (underwec. ;&01
(c) (5) ) laboi orgaiiization for its own employees, the eA'ective d;ite is
postponed to plan years beginning after December 31, 1076, or,
if later, the first plan year following the date on which the second
o»vention of tlie organization is he]d after the date of enactnient. Hut.
in any event, all plans (including those subject to existing collectis e
bar «aining agreemeuts) are to be subject. to these provisions in. pl!ill
ve ii s beginning after December 31, 1980.
An existing pl;in which would be eiititled to a delayed efFective date
for tlie new participation. vesting, funcling, etc. provisions is to be
per»!itted to elect to have all those provision~s apply sooner. Any sucli
lection must be inade under Treasury regulations, must uot be piecemeal (i.e., it is not permitted to be made for, say, vesting. ~vithout also
applying to participation, funding, etc. ), and is irrevoc ible.
&

&

enue egect
Tlie revenue efFect of these. provisions is expected to be minimal.

gge&
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[53]
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I'1;l»s whi«1i qu;&1ify under flic Internal Iieven»e ('ode are now
rights to p;lrticipatin
l c(luired to pros ide vested (i.e. , nonforfeitable)
retirement age.
stated
or
employees when they attain the normal
the
if
plan terminates
rights
vested
must
also
be
granted
Employees
or the employer discontinues his contributions.
However, qualified corporate plans are generally not required to
employees before normal
provide vested rights to participating
in view of
retirement age unless this is considered to be necessary
to prevent discrimination
the likely pattern of employee turnover
against the rank and file employees in favor of ofFicers, shareholders,
supervisors, or highlv paid employees. In other words, preretirement
vesting is required only where its absence would cause discrimination
in favor of officers, etc. , who could be expected to remain with the firm
long enough to retire and qualify for benefits, while the rank and file
employees would continually be separated from the firm and lose their
benefits.
Under an owner-employee plan, ' the rights of all employees must
vest in full as soon as they become participants (sec. 401(d) (2) (A) ).
General reaeong for change
Unless an employee's rights to his accrued pension benefits are nonforfeitable, he has no assurance that he will ultimately receive a pension. Thus, pension rights which have slowly been stockpiled over many
years may suddenly be lost if the employee leaves or loses his job prior
to retirement. Quite apart from the resulting hardship, your committee believes that such losses of pension rights are inequitable, since
the pension contributions previously made on behalf of the employee
may have been made in lieu of additional compensation or some other
benefits which he would have received.
Today, slightly over two-thirds of the private pension plans provide some vested rights to pension benefits before retirement. However,
as a general rule, employees do not acquire vested rights until they
have been employed for a fairly long period with a firm or are relatively mature. Since there is no general applicable legal requirement
for preretirement vesting, some plans do not ofFer this type of vesting at all, and among those plans which do, there is no uniformity
in the vestting rules as provided. At present, only one out of every
three employees participating in employer-financed
plans has a 50percent or greater vested right to his accrued pension benefits. Even
for older employees, a substantial portion do not have vested rights.
k or example, 58 percent, of covered employees between the ages of
50 and 60, and 54 percent of covered employees 60 years of age and
over, still do not have vested rights to even 50 percent of their accrued pension benefits. ' As a result, even employees with substantial
periods of service may lose pension benefits on separation from employinent. Extreme cases have. been noted in which employees have

—

—

'An owner-employee ls a sole proprietor or a partner with a greater than 10-percent
interest in capital or profits (sec. 401(c) (3) ).
s U. S. Treasury
Fact Sheet, Pension Reform Program, as reprinted in
Department
Material Relating to Administration Proposal Entitled the "Retirement BeneSt Tax Act,
Committee on Ways and Means, 93d Cong. , 1st sess„p. 3'r, Table B.

—
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pension rights at advanced ages as a result of being discharged
shortly before they would be eligible to retire. In addition, your committee believes that more rapid vesting is desirable because it will
improve the mobility of labor, and in this manner promote a more
healthy economy.
For reasons indicated above, your committee concluded that it is
necessary and desirable to provide a minimum standard of vesting
for all qualified pension plans. Clearly, however, it would be counterproductive to increase employer costs by more rapid. vesting to such an
extent as to significantly curtail the creation of new retirement plans
(or to significantly curtail the increase of benefits in existing plans).
The committee bill deals with this problem by requiring that all qualified plans must meet one of three minimum standards for vesting.
L&"xplanotion o pro~i8ion8
General wee. The committee bill provides that a qualified plan
would have to meet one of three vesting standards with regard to
benefits derived from employer contributions:
1. a graded vesting standard, under which the employee
must be at least 25 percent vested in his accrued benefit after
5 years of covered service, with a gradual increase in this
percentage in subsequent years, so that the employee must
be 100 percent vested after 15 years of sei vice;
2. full vesting after 10 years of covered service; or
3. a "rttle of 45", under which an employee with 5 or lnore
years of covered service must be at least 50 percent vested in
his accrued benefit when the sum of his age and years of
covered set vice total 45, with 10 percent additional vesting
for each year thereafter.
whichever of these alternatives is adopted, each employee would
liave to be fully and immediately vested in his accrued benefit derived
from his own contributions. '
It should be made clear that, the standards provided in the conilnittee bill are only minimum standards. The bill's provisions are not
intended to prohibit plans with more rapid vesting than that required
under the standards in the bill.
Your committee believes that the new vesting rules should provide
fiexibility, so as to allow plans to choose from several reasonable
standards a vesting schedule best suited to the needs of the particular
business, and so as not to disrupt existing plans which already have
provided reasonable vesting under one of several formulas. In addition, a transition rule and delayed efFective dates are provided, so
that plans may be amended in an orderly manner to come into compliance with the new minimum standarcl. s. Compliance with any of
these standards, together with continued vitality of the antidiscrimination standards of the Internal Revenue Code, should afFord substantial protection to employees against possible loss of their pension
rights.
Graded tle8ting. One of the alternatives under the committee bill
provides that a qualified plan (whether trusteed or insured) would be
required to give each participant vested rights to at least 25 percent
of his accrued benefit from employer contributions after 5 years of

Ã4j lost

j—

—

I Thus, in general, the rules described
contributions.

hereafter

relate only to bene6ts derived

from

employer
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service, plus 5 percentage points a year for each of the next 5 years and
10 percentage points a year thereafter. This would mean that there
must be 100 percent vesting after 15 years of covered service.
This approach has the advantage of providing some vesting at a
relatively early point in the employee's career. Thus, if the employee
changes jobs after 5 years of service, he would be protected in his rights
to at least some par t of his accrued benefit. This rule (and, to a lesser
extent, the 10-year 100-percent vesting rule ancl the rule of 45 vesting
rule) proceeds on the assumption that some part of the obligation to
provide reasonable retiiement benefits should be shifted from the employee's last enip)oyer and should be shared by those who employed
him earlier in his working career.
Also, because vesting occurs gradually, this alternative tends to
bring down the cost of the vesting requirement to manageable levels by
minimizing the cost of establishing a new plan or improving benefits
under an existing plan. By avoiding the "notch" elI'ect of an employee
becoming entitled to too much of his vested rights in any one year, it
avoids giving the employer an incentive to dismiss an employee rather
than to absorb the sharp increase in pension plan costs that would result from a sudden increa, se in the vesting percentage after a number of
years of service.
Ten-year 100-pereevit vegttng. Another alternative under the committee bill provides that a qualified plan could meet the vesting requirements by giving each participant vested rights to 100 percent of
his accrued benefit derived from employer contributions after 10 years
of service.
This approach avoids the recordkeeping and other administrative
costs involved in accounting for partially vested rights. In the case
of the employee who serves for 10 years, this alternative provides
greater vesting protection than the graded vesting rule (discussed
above) or, in general, the rule of 45 (discussed below).
'The "tule of Q". The third alternative under the bill, known as
the rule of 45, woulcl require that a plan provide each employee witli
vestecl rights to at least 50 percent of his accrued benefit, when the sum
of his age and years of covered service equals 45 (subject to a minimum
service iequirement of 5 years), with at least 10 percent additional
vesting for each year of service thereafter.
The age-weiglited approach has the advantage that it provides more
protection to the older worker, who is closer to retirement, and who
may not get another chance to earn a pension if he leaves his employment prior to retirement. ' For this reason, your committee believes
that the rule of 45 should be available as an alternative for those plans
which would prefer to take an age-weighted approach.
Truytgttion rute. Your committee has concluded it is important tliat
all qualified plans ultimately meet one of the three minimum standards
in the bill. However, to impose the full force of these standards on
existing plans without some transition period would, in some cases,
subject these plans to substantial additional costs to pay for the required vesting, possibly causing a reduction of benefits in some plans,
or even plan. termination. To ease the cost factor in the case of plans already in existence which have not previously been subject to vesting
requirements such as those set forth in the committee bill, the bill

—

—

—

' Under the present tax law, all rights must be
vested when the employee attains
the normal or stated retirement age, but an olderfully
who terminates his serv«e
prior to reaching retirement age generally does not employee
have to be vested under preseut iaw
(eacept to prevent discrimination) .
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provides a trn»sitional rule uncler which plans actually i» efF(cf or&
I)ecember il, 1'0&8,' would have a reduced vesting reciuir emeut for flic
first o years to which the new rules apply.
During the first ~ ear to which the bill's vestingo~fstnnclarcls apply, flic
flic 1 egiilnr rc(lr(ir (plan would liave to proi ide at lc 1st;&0 percent
v0-percent level
scheclule
this
vesting
tile
npplicab!e
nient under
would hav( to flic» l)e iucieascd by 10 per'cenfn &( points a year. so
that, tile new 1 »les worrld fully apply i» the sixth ~ ('nr aft( r tile cfI'cc-'
flve date. I or ('xnrrrl)le. 1»l(l('1' the '"1'n(led vesti» nppioncli, cl»i'i»
tile first ye;ir iii which tile rules were applic;ible. 111 employe( wit!i ')
yenrs of covered s(rvice worrlcl be nt leist 1).;) pei'celit v«stcd in his
total accrue(1 b:uefit (.)0 per((lit of flic 25-per cciit 1 ((!uirerucnt wliicli
is generally to apply after 5 yea!'s of service); tliis xvorrld increasr lo
1H percent the n(it year as tire n('rct step iu tile ti;iiisition p( r io(l wns
reached and also ns the euiployee moved along tlic graded vcstIii,
scheclule (60 percent of:30 percent), 24.5 percciit tlic neat y('ar (&0
percent of 3,) percent). 82 perceilt the neat y(ar. (Y0 perce»t. of 40 pcicent), 40.,) perceiit tlie nest year (90 peiceut of 4,) 1)ciccrrt), )0 percent the neat year (100 percent of 50 percent). au(1 by an;iddition;il
10 percentage poiuts each year thereafter uncler the fully efl'ecfiv(
graded vesting sclieclule alternative of the bill. By use of this grnclunl
approach, your conimittee believes that it wi]I be possible to implcinciit
flic new rules with a minimum of disruptiori to existing plaiis.
Prepcfrtieil)utiou service. Once an employee becomes eligible to
participate in n, pension plan, generally all his years of service with
au enlployer, including prep ir&icipatio» service, are fo be taken into
;recount for purposes of deteruiini»g his lihi( c. on the vesting schedule.
However, tlie plan may ignoie service during a period for wlriclr
the emplovee dcciclecl not to mal-e contributions to a plan requiri»g
einployee contributions. Also, service need not be taken into account
for periods for which tlie plan employer di(l not maintain the plan
(e.g. , periocls before tile plan wns established or after the employer
(liscontinued contril»itions but the plan was kept in existence for the
purpose of paying already-earnecl benefit when due).
The committee bill also provicles that for purposes of the vesting
schedule, service before age 25 may be ignored whether or not tlie
employee was n, participant in tile plan. This will have the e8cct ot
not discouraging plans from provicling immecliate participation a»el
accrual of benefits for all efnployees. For example, in n, plan provi(ling
for immediate. pnrticipation, at age HO an employee who liacl st irte(l
on the job at 18 wouhl have to be at least 25-perceiit vestecl in lo years
of accrued beuefits uncler these rules (instead of only 5 years of accrue(1
benefits, wlriclr i~ oiilcl be the case if the plan did iiot permit pnrticipat ion until tile employee wns 2;) ) .
Service for nil er»plox'er is to bc' till en into account. fol pilrposcs of
plilcenlenf 011 the vestiilg schedule, even though the service was i» n
(lift'erent clivisioii of tile corporation. or with a different corporation
menrbcr of flic nflrlinfecl group. IIowevcr, the bill (locs liot re(luir'e
fhat silcll scr'vic(', 4('. t;ikcli lllfo accollilf, fol' })UI'poses of nccl'u'in«bcue—

—

.

—

& A
plan which went into effect after this date
not be eli„ible to use the transi.
tional rule, even if the plan ap'reement 1ncluded a would
.h'
'd
the plan was in eirect "as of" December 31 1973. retroactive cia use w ic h provi ed th a t
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fits while the employee works for a division which does not have a,
plan. This may be illustrated by the following example.
Assume that an employee begins work at age 25 for division A of
a corporation, which does not have a pension plan, and, at age 40 he
transfers to division 8, which does have a plan. Under all of the vesting standards, the employee ivould immediately become fully vested
in the benefits which accrue under thc plan, because of his 15 years of
prior service with the employer. '
Benefits aeerued t'n the grast. Generally, the vesting requirements
of the bill are to apply to all accrued benefits, including 'those which
accrued before the efi'ective date of the provision. Years of service
prior to the efFective date also are to be counted for purposes of determining the extent to which the employee is entitled to vesting. For
example, in the case of a plan electing the graded vesting alternative,
if an employee joined a company at age 80 (at which time a plan was
in efFect), became a participant in the plan at age 85, and was age 40
on the efFective date of the vesting provisions, he would have to become
at least 50-percent vested at that time based on 10 years of service
(although this percentage would be redtlced under the transition rule
for plans in efFect on December 1, 1973). However, he might not have
more than 5 vears of accrued benefits since the minimum benefit
accrual is based on participation. '
This would occur because of his 5 years of participation under the
plan plus his 5 years of preparticipation service. Without this pre-efi'ective date rule, it was apparent to your committee that employees who
are now older employees would receive the advantages of required vesting only for the accrued benefits they would be able to build up gradually in the future and would receive no protection for benefits accrued
prior to the efFective date of these provisions, which would usually
be the bulk of the benefits earned during their lifetimes.
Your committee considered various methods of providing that preefFective date service be taken into account ir. 'the case of older employees only, but concluded that most, such methods provided some
type of undesirable "notch" effect and in most cases would result in
little cost, saving to the employer relative to the rule adopted in the
bill.
However, it does not appear to be desirable to provide for retroactive vesting for elnployees who have already terminated their service
with the employei'. since this would create a substantial unexpected
cost for the plan (thereby possibly jeopardizing the size of benefits
for employees still covered under the plan) and might involve serious
recordkeeping problems. Thus, the committee bill specifically provides
that the plan is not, required to take into account service performecl
prior to January 1, 1969, until the employee has served at least 5 yea, rs
with his employer af ter December 81, 1968.

—

'

Conversely, an employee who worked for 5 years in division B, and then shifted to
division A, would conttniie to increase his percentage of vesting in the benefits which he
had accrued under the division B plan, even though division A did not have a Plan. Of
course he would accrue no benefits in the division B plan on account of his division A
service (unless the plan provides otherwise).
'The emplovee need have only 5 years of accrued benefit, because the vesting provisions are to- apply to pre-eifective date service only to the extent of the employee s
accrued benefits. The new participation standards are not to apply before the eifecttve
date of those standards: if these facts were to occur in the future, the employee wou d
be at least 50-percent vested in at least 9 vears of accrued benefits.
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In the case of a multiemployer plan gov'Ilicltier&iployer p/a»s.
riied by a collective bargaining agreement, the vesting requirements
bill generally are to be applied as if all employers
&&f the committee
who are parties to the plan constituted a single employer. For examunder the plan will be
!&!e, years of service with employers A and
«onnted together in deterinining vesting, even though the employee
now works for employer C (sec. 1014 of tlie bill) .
6e&'vice thet iz seasonal, Aitermitte&it, etc. For purposes of tlie
ninimum vesting rules, the question of xxliether an employee has perforrned a "year of service" will be determined. in accordance with the
s ime regulations which define this term in connection with the participiition requirements, described above. Of course, a seasonal or part
time employee who performs a year of service for purposes of determining his place on the vesting schedule, may nonetheless accrue benefits at a slower rate than his full-time, year-round counterpart. However, the relationship between the rate of accrual for a full-time employee, and a part-time or seasonal employee would have to be reasonable and applied on a consistent basis under the plan in order to meet
the antidiscrimination requirements. Service with a predecessor of the
employer would also be counted, for purposes of the vesting rules, to
tlie extent provided in regulations. Your committee anticipates that
the regulations. in this area will prevent a situation where an employee
might lose his rights to vesting as a result of a business reorganization.
The basic rules have been set forth in terms of "years of service".
However, the committee recognizes tha, t there are a substantial number of industries in which the common concepts of years, months.
week. =, or hours of service do not apply. For example. it may be appropi iate in some industries to provide that a participant must work
'&t. least 1.000 hours in order to have completed a "year of service"
for purposes of the participation rules anti for purposes of dcteri11ining where he is to be placed. on the vesting schedule. ITnder the
bi!l, the regulations are to take into account such variations of customary working periods.
It must be noted that it is not necessary that the "year of service"
concept used for participation or vesting purposes be the same as
tlie "year of service" concept used for purposes of accrual of benefits.
For examp!e (as indicated above), in a particular industry it may
1&e appropriate
to advance a, person one year on the vesting schedule
if he has completed 1,000 hours of work during the plan year. Hov-ever, that same plan may provide that a full year's worth of benefits
will accrue only if the employee completes 1,600 hours of service during the plan year. In such a case, completion of 1,900 hours would
piovide an accrual of .75 of a year's benefits, 1.000 liours would provide accrual of .695 of a year's benefits, 800 hours would provide
;iccrual of .5 of a year's benefits.
Peen&i(ted forfeiture of vested rights. A qualified retirement plan
under the committee'bill may provide that an employee's vested rights
in. accrued benefits derived from employer contributions (but not from
his own contributions) may be forfeited in the event of the employee's
death (although this exception is not to apply if the employee had
retired or could have retired and a "joint and survivor" aiinuity was
to be provided) .
(

8
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plan is permitted to suspend payment of benefits while the
participant is working for"the employer (i'or example, where an early
retiree returns to work to increase his subsequent pension benefits).
In the case of a multiemployer plan, the benefits niay be suspended
if the employee has resumed employment in the same industry even
though not with the same employer. These rules are not to prevent
suspension of part of an early retirement supplement (such 'as a socalled social security supplement) on account of reemployment, even
with another employer or in another industry.
In addition, the bill provides for circumstances under which a retroactive plan amendment, if approved for this purpose by the Secretary of Labor, may be permitted. to divest accrued benefits that had
already become nonforfeitable. In order to be approved by the Secretary of Labor, such a retroactive amendment which divests what were
otherwise nonforfeitable benefits, must have been initiated hy the
Secretary of Labor or proposed by the plan administrator and the
Secretary of Labor must be satisfied that the administrator has given
adequate notice to all plan participants and other interested persoiis.
The Secretary of Labor must then give those interested persons an
opportunity to be heard and must notify the Secretary of the Treasury
of any such hearing. Further, the Secretary of Labor may approve
such a divesting retroactive amendment only if he finds that, (1) the
amendment a8ects the plan only to such an extent as is necessary or
appropriate to carry out the purposes of this pension bill and to provide adequate protection to the participants and beneficiaries, (2)
but for the amendment, there would be a substantial risk to the voluntary continuation of the plan or a substantial curtailment of pension
benefit levels or the levels of employee compensation, and (3) failure
to make the amendment would be adverse to the interests of plan participants in the aggregate. Your committee concluded that, when such
conditions occurred and those procedural safeguards were followed, it
was appropriate to permit these divestitures.
It is permissible for the employee's vested accrued benefits to be
"cashed out" under specified circumstances. On termination of a plan,
if the value of the nonforfeitable benefit is less than $1,750, then the
benefit may be cashed out by a lump-sum distribution whether or not
the employee agrees to receive the distribution (but only if the plan
permits such a distribution without regard to the employee's preferences). If the employee agrees to the cashing out of his nonforfeitable
benefit then, whether or not the amount is less than $1,750, the benefit
may be cashed out if the distribution was made on termination of the
employee's participation in the plan or under such other circumstances
as may be provided by Treasury regulations. Such a nontermination
cashing out of accrued bencfiit might be permitted, for example, on the
occasion of a revision of the formula for computation of accrued benefits under the plan. It must be noted that the rule described above permits the cashing out of vested accrued benefits, but the service to which
those benefits relate nevertheless must continue to be taken into account, in accordance with the rules described above (service that is
seasonal, intermittent, etc. ) for purposes of determining whether the
employee has met the service requirement for participation and «»
purposes of determining the employee's place on the vesting schedule

[59] Also, a
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L60] with regard to benefits that accrue in the future. Also in cases where
the emDloyee's accrued benefit is not cashed out when the eniployee
leaves tlie employer's service, if the employee is later reemployed, his
percentage of vesting in the benefit which accrued before the service
break may be increased on account of service which occurs after tile
break.
With the limited exceptions noted above, no rights, once they are
required to be vested, may be lost by the employee under any circumstances (although, as under present law, the plan may pay the employee the actuarial value of his vested rights upon separation from
service). For example, a vested benefit is not to be forfeited because
the employee later went to work for a competitor, or in some other way
was considered "disloyal" to the employer. ' Also, rights to benefits are
not to be forfeited merely because the employer (or plan administrator) cannot find the employee.
Adcnsed benejitg. Under the committee bill, the vested employee
is protected in his rights to all, or a certain percentage, of his "accrued
benefit. " It is necessaiy go provide a statutory definition of an "accrued
benefit" because, unless this is a defined amount, vesting of an "accrued
benefit" in whatever form is specified by the plan has little, if any,
meaning. In the case of any retirement plan other than a defined
benefit pension plan, under the bill the employee's "accrued benefit"
is the balance in his plan account. ' This would include, for example,
a money purchase pension plan, a profit-sharing plan and a stockbonus plan.
In the case of a defined benefit plan the bill provides that the accrued benefit is to be determined under the plan, subject to certain
requirements. The term "accrued benefit" refers to pension or retirement benefits and is not intended to apply to certain ancillary benefits,
such as medical insurance or life insurance, which are sometimes provided for employees in conjunction with a pension plan. and are
sometimes provided separately. To require the vesting of these ancillary benefits would seriously complicate the administration and increase the cost of plans whose primary function is to provide retirement income. Also, where the employee moves from one employer to
another, the ancillary benefits (which are usually on a contingency
basis) would often be provided by the new employer, whereas the new
employer normally would not provide pension benefits based on service with the old employer. Also, the accrued benefit to which the vesting rules apply is not to include such items as the value of the right
to receive benefits commencing at an age before normal retirement
age, or so-called social security supplements whicll al c conunollly pai&l
in the case of early retirement but then cease when the retiree attains
the age at which he becomes entitled to receive current social security
benefits, or any value in a pla»'s joi»t anti survivol aiillility piovisions to the extent that exceeds the value of what the participant
would be entitled to receive under a single life annuity.

—

'Some plans also provide that an employer
have lien rights against employee
interest in a pension plan. These clauses would may
also be prohibited under the committee
bill, except where the plan requires that the employee
be given prior notice of an
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validity of the
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Generally, an individual's "accrued benefit" under a defined benefit
plan is to be expressed in the form of an annual benefit commencing at,
normal retirement age. Normal retirement age is the age specified in
thc plan, which may not be later than age 65 (or, if later, the 10th
anniversary of the time the participant commenced participation in
the plan).
To encourage older employees to remain on the job, many plans provide for a faster rate of benefit accrual in the employee's later years;
thus, an employee might accrue a benefit equal to 1,5 percent of compensation for each year of service until age 55, and 2 percent per year
thereafter. This technique is known as "back loading".
The committee believes that it is desirable to allow plans to continue
to ofFer a reasonable amount of back loading as an incentive to its older
employees. At the same time, it is obviously necessary to put somp
limits on tliis device; other~~ ise a plan ivhich wishes to evade the vesting requirements could provide for de minimis accruals until an employee's last years of employment, at which point very large accruals
would be provided. The committee bill takes account of both these factors by providing, in general, that the plan may not provide back
loaded accruals which are more than one and one-third times the rate
of accruals for prior years. For purposes of this test, , the "rate" of
accrual may be either a dollar or percentage rate.
This 183i/3 percent standard may be used only by plans which continue to accrue benefits during participation at least until the participant is eligible to retire (at early retirement age or normal retirement age) with actuarially unred'uce benefits. "Front loading" must
be kept within the same 133i/3 percent limits, except that a plan is
permitted to provide a greater degree of front loading during the
employee's first, 10 years of service. For years of service after the
participant is eligible to retire with unreduced benefits, however, the
plan may discontinue benefit accrual, or may provide for front loaded
or back loaded benefit accruals with respect to those years. Of course,
benefits payable at a particular age will not be considered to be actua, rially unreduced
on account of age or service if the value of the
benefits payable at that age is less than the actuarial value of benefits
payable at any subsequent age.
A plan will not fail to meet the back loading requirements merely
because a plan amendment (or scheduled benefit increase) increases
the rate of 'benefit accrual for the current year or for future years
under the plan, without providing past service credits. For example, if
a plan provides a 1 percent rate of accrual for all participants for
1976, and a o percent rate of accrual for all participants for years after
1976, this would satisfy the test (subject only to the antidiscrimination requirements of the tax law) even though 2 percent is more than
one and one-third times 1 percent.
For purposes of making the loading calculation, it will be assumed
that social security benefits, cost of living adjustments, investment
performance (where relevant), and all other relevant factors used to
compute plan benefits will remain constant.
In order not to impose an undue cost burden on plans which provide
for early retirement (for example "80 and out" plans) the committee
bill makes clear that the fact that benefits under the plan may be payable to certain employees before normal retirement age may be
disregarded.
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The 188i/3 percent rule is di%cult to apply in the case of certain
plans, such as fiat benefit plans, which provide for the payment of a
fiat benefit after completion of a specified period of service. Thus, the
committee bill provides an alternative accrued benefit standard that
may be met in lieu of the 188i/3 percent rule discussed above. Under
this standard, each participant must accrue, for each year of participation (as indicated above, the year of participation used in accruing
benefits need not be computed in the same manner as is used for determining "year of service" for purposes of participation and for determining one's status on the vesting schedule), not less than 8 percent
of the benefit to which he would be entitled if he participated in the
plan four 88 and one-third years and served until age 65 (or any earlier
normal retirement age under the plan). Of course, where a plan provides for a more rapid rate of accrual, this would satisfy the test. For
example, a plan providing a iiat benefit of $200 a month after 20 years
of service (accruing benefits for each participant at a rate of 5 percent
a year) would satisfy the test even though no additional benefits were
accrued after 20 years of service.
Under the 8 percent approach, as under the 188&/3 percent test, early
ietirement benefits or social security supplements may generally be
disregarded in determining if the 8-percent test has been met. Also, a
plan ~amendment which increases the inaximum benefit payable under
the plan will not disqualify the plan if appropriate adjustments are
made to the accrual schedule for years after the benefit increase
becomes effective.
As in the case of the 138i/3 percent standard, under the 8-percent
test the level of social security benefits and other relevant factors are
to be treated as remaining constant. Where compensation is relevant in
determining the maximum benefit, the maximum benefit is to be computed as though the employee continued to earn compensation at the
same rate that is relevant under the plan. In other words, if the plan
provides benefits based on high 8-year average compensation, then that
average compensation based on the facts as they exist at the time the
accrual is to be made, is to be assumed to continue until age 65 (or
earlier normal retir. ement age) . However, in no event is compensation
to be taken into account for a period of more than 10 consecutive years.
In order to make clear that rate of accrual rules are not to be manipulated in order to achieve discrimination in favor of employees who
are oScers, shareholders, or highly compensated, the bill specifies (in
the rules for coordination of the vesting standards with the antidiscrimination standards, below) that the Internal Revenue Service is to
take account of rates of accruals as well as vesting schedules in determining whether there is prohibited discrimination.
Change8 in i'eating 8chedule. Under the bill, if a plan is amended
in a manner which changes its vesting schedule, each person v ho is a
participant in the plan on the date the amendnient is adopted (or is
a participant in the plan on the amendment's effective date) is to continue to vest his accrued benefits at no less than the rate at which those
benefits had been scheduled to be vested under the preamendment vesting schedule. This is to apply both to accrued benefits from preamendme~nt service and to subsequent
accrued benefits, and is to apply
whether or not the participant had any vested benefits at the time of
the amendment. The application of this rule may be illustrated by the

—
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[63] following example: Suppose that

A is a participant in a plan which
follows the minimum requirements of the graded vesting schedule and
that A. has completed 4 years of service on the amendment date. The
amendment provides that the plan is to vest under the minimum re
quirements of the 10-year 100-percent vesting schedule. Under tliis
rule, at the end of A's next (fifth) year of service, he is to be 25 percent
vested in his accrued benefits, as he would have been had the amended
vesting schedule not been adopted. This vesting percentage is to be
increased by 5 percentage points for each of the next 5 years. as under
the minimum requirements of the graded vesting schedule. However,
at the end of the tenth year of service, A's vesting percentage becomes
100 percent, because that is the higher rate provided under the new
vesting schedule. The same vesting percentages would apply in each
of the years if &he amendment had been to change the vesting sclledule in the opposite manner (i.e., from 10-year 100-percent vesting to
graded vesting).
In
Allocatione bettteen, en&ployer and employee contributimu.
plans ivhere there are both employer and employee contributions, it
will be necessary to allocate the accrued benefit between the portion
derived from the employer contributions, and the portion derived
from the employee contributions. This allocation may have to be made
because the employee is always fully vested with respect to amounts
attributable to his own contributions but not necessarily with respect
to those of the employer. Also, information of this type would be
needed if an employee, upon leaving employment, desires to withdraw
his own contributions.
In the case of any plan other than a defined benefit pension plan, the
accrued benefit derived from the employee's contributions under the
bill is the amount in his own separate account. If employee and em
ployer contributions were not accounted for separately, the employeecontributed portion of the total accrued benefit, would be treated as
the fraction of the total which is the ratio of employee contributions
to total contributions ('after taking account of withdrawals).
In the case of a defined benefit pension plan which provides an annual
benefit in the form of a single life annuity commencing at normal retirement age (without ancillary benefits), the accrued benefit derived
from mandatory employee contributions (which could never be in excess of his total accrued benefit under the plan) would be treated as
the total amount of the employee's "accumulated contributions" multiplied by a conversion factor;" In general, the conversion factor, which
initially is to be fixed at 10 percent for a normal retirement ag'e of 65,
is to be used to convert the amount of the accumulated contributions
to a single life annuity commencing at normal retirement age. For
other normal retirement ages, the conversion factor is to be determined
by regulations.
In determining the employee's accumulated contributions. under the
bill, interest on the employee's mandatory contributions is to be compounded annually, initially at a rate of 5 percent, (beginning with the
first, plan year subject to the vesting requirements imposed under the
committee bill) to the date when the employee would reach no~mal

—
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the bill'first apply
ployee's accumulated contributions. For purposes of this rule. an em-

contributions include any contributions made to
the plan by the emplovee as a condition of employment, or of participation in the plan, or of obtaining benefits under the plan which are
attributable to employer contributions.
The bill authorizes the Secretary or his delegate to adjust the conversion factor, and the assumed rate of interest on employee contributions, on a prospective basis, from time to time, as may be appropriate,
but requires him to give at least one year's notice of any such action.
The adjustment in the interest rate would be made by comparing tlie
long-term money rates and investment yields for a 10-year period ending at least 12 months prior to the year in which the adjustment would
first apply, with the corresponding rates and yield for the 10-year
pel iod from 1964 through 1978.
The committee~nticipates that the Treasury, in determining money
rates and investment yields, will use a composite of a number of indicators. For example, one possible approach might, be to give equal
values to the dividend yields of the Dow-Jones Industrial Average
and the Standard and Poor's 500-Stock Average, and to the interest
rates of Barron's or Moody's highest-rated bonds and United States
Treasury long-term obligations. This composite, for the 1964—1978
base period, would be set at 5, and the interest rate in the future would
be determined by the Treasury Department's comparison of this composite for the base period, with the same composite for the then most
recent 10-year period. It is conteinplated that this interest rate will
be adjusted less often than annually, and that due regard will be given
by the Treasury Departnient to the impact, of any such adjustment
on existing plans.
Di8crifyt~t'nation.
Under present law, rapid vesting requirements are
sometimes imposed on a plan in order to prevent discrimination. Your
committee anticipates that the higher vesting standards provided in
the bill will reduce the need to require faster vesting in order to achieve
this purpose. On the other hand, there undoubtedly still will be cases
where it will be necessary to require that the plan provide vesting over
ancl above that required under the bill to prevent discrimination under
a plan in favor of officers, shareholders, and highly compensated employees. Under the cominittee bill, the Internal Revenue Service is to
require more rapid vesting (such as by requiring a greater portion of
the accrued benefit to become vested or by requiring the benefit to
accrue faster in order to minimize the possible discriminatory efFects
of "back loading" ) if it appears that there had been, or is likely to be,
forfeitures under the plan which have the efFect of discriminating in
ploy. ee's mandatory

"

—

n To forestall the need for plan amendments,
the committee anticipates that a plan
could satisfy the requirements of these provisions if it provided that interest on mandatory
eulployee contributions would be computed at a rate of 5-percent, or at such other rate as
mav be required from time to thne under the Internal Revenue Code of 1954, and the
regulations issued thereunder.
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example, in a profit, -sharing plan, sucli
[65] favor of the OScers, etc. For
benefit the proscribed class of liidividuals

forfeitures could directly
But in a defined benefit plan there could also be discrimination by re
ducing the cost to the employer of providing a disproportionate
amount of benefits for executives. In other worZs, if most, highly paid
employees remain (or are likely to remain) on the job, while other
employees tend to leave, the Iiiternal Revenue Service could find a
p;lttern of discriminatioii (whether or not it was the result of a delibeiate policy of dismissing employees in order t&o prevent vesting) and
could require more rapid vesting (for example, by adjusting the vesting schedule, the accrual rate, or both).
%so, present law is designed to ensure that in the event of early
plan termination, the benefits under, the plan are not paid to employees
who are Ofhcer~, shareholders, or lii«hly compensated employees in a
discriminatory manner. The committee bill contains a provision to
under the bill are not
mal-e it clear that the vesting requirements
intended to operate to overturn these rules. Thus, for example, in the
event of an carly plan termination, a highly compensated employee
might receive less than his otherwise vested benefit under the bill,
if this were necessary to prevent discrimination.
Plan tefvnr'nati, on. Under present la, w, all accnled benefits ill a
qualified pension plan must become fully vested (to the extent, then
funded) in the event of a, termination, or t','ie complete discontinuance
of contributions under a pension plan. This rule will no longer be
necessary with respect to discontinued contributions, because the committee bill (sec. 1018) now provides for an excise tax on underfunding.
Employers whose plans are subject to the funding requirements of the
committee bill cannot terminate their plans iiierely by discontinuing
contributions, since the employers continue to remaiii liable for the
required contribution.
However, the committee bill makes clear that
this rule of full immediate vesting is still to apply in the case of a
termination, or a partial termination. (Examples of a partial termination might include, under certain circumstances, a large reduction
in the work force, or a sizable reduction in benefits uiider the plan. )
Moreover, even after the plan has terminated, the employer is still
under an obligation to pay the required funding of the plan through
the date of termination and these make-up amounts (if any) are to be
taken into account in determining the accrued liabilities which inliy
become vested upon termination.
Clagg yecII' plans.
A class year plan is a profit-sharing or stock
bonus plan which provides for the separate vesting of employee rights
to contributions (or rights derivecl fl'onl contrlbutiolls) to a plan on
a vear-by-year basis and the withdrawal of these aniounts on a classby-class basis as they mature. The minimuul vesting requirements of
the bill applicable to a class year plan are satisfied under the bill if
the plan provides for 100-percent, vestin«of the benefits derived frolli
elnp~oyer contributions within 5 years after the eiid of the plan &«II'

.
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"Plans which 'are not subject to the funding requirements (e.g. , prost-sharing
church plans, and government plans) can be require&i to provide vesting of employee
benefits (to the extent funded) if contributions
are completely discont!nued
!s In the case of a multiemployer plan the Secretary
or his delegate may' prov!de
rc, uiations for the situation where ail the exnployers of tbe terminated plan
&'ontribute at the same rate or on the ca!ue basis.
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which the contributipns were made. A separate rule is needed for
class year plans since they are structured diff'erently than most otlier
types of plans. The 5-year full vesting rule provided in this case by
the committee bill assures an employee who terminates his employment under a class year plan that he will not forfeit his rights to
more than 4 years of employer contributions.
Eecof'dkeepr'ng Tequif'efnentg.
To carry out the intent of the vesting
provisions (primarily those involving intermittent employment), the
employer would be required to keep I'ecords of the years of service of
his employees and the percentage of vesting ivhich the employees had
earned, together with any additional information required by the Secretary or his delegate in order to determine the employee's benefits. In
the case of a rnultiemployer plan, the employer would furnish the required information to the plan administrator (who would be required
to maintain the records), in accordance ivith regulations.
Failure to maintain or furnish the required records wouM result iu
a civil penalty of $10 for each employee with respect to whom the
failure occurs, unless it is shown that the failure is due to reasonable
cause. The committee expects that the necessary records will be retained by employers for at least 10 years following a break in service.
After that, the elnployee could still establish liis right to vesting based
on prior service, but the burden of producing the evidence would shift
to the employee.
In addition, the Social Security Administration is to be informed,
in a time and manner to be prescribed under regulations, when an
employee terminates his service prior to retirement with vested benefits. This information, in turn, will be supplied to plan participants
and beneficiaries upon request, and. when the individual applies for
social security benefits. This provision should minimize the danger
that vested rights may be lost because a participant is unaware that
he is entitled to receive a pension. (Regulations will provide for the
situations where adequate records are not available for periods before
the eff'ective date of bill. )
Under the bill, the "plan administrator" would generally be the
person so designated under the plan or, if there were no designation,
the employer or organization who maintained the plan.
Varian'on8.
In the case of a multiemployer plan, the bill (in sec.
'015) perniits the Secretary of Labor to prescribe an alternate method
(often referred to as a "variance") of satisfying the vesting schedules and accruecl benefit requirements with respect to benefits attribiit ible to employer contribiitions, if it is established to his satisfaction
tliat rigid application of the requirements of the bill would increase
the costs of the plan to such an extent that there was a substantial
risk tliat the plan would be terminated, or there would be a substantial
reduction in the benefits under the plan, or in the compensation of
tlie, employees. Such a variance could also be granted to prevent an
undue administrative burden in connection with the plan.

[66] for
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In the case of a multiemplover plan. the information would generally be furnished only
the emplovee left the plan; there would be no need to notify the Social Securitv
Administration
merelv because the participant changed employers. Also, because of the
large "turnover" rate in multlemplnyer plans, your committee contemplates that the regulations will provide that in the case of a multiemployer plan, no reporting is required for
a reasonable period of, say, 2 years after the employee has last performed service under the
plan
'~
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The rules for such variances (which may be considered by the
Secretary of Labor either on his own motion or on petition by the
plan administrator, and only with appropriate notice and hearing
safeguards) are described in detail below (in the funding portion of
this general explanation).
loint and survivor annuitie8. Under present laiv, there is no requirement that a qualified employee plan must provide for survivor
annuities. This can result in a hardship where an individual primarily
dependent on his pension as a source of retirement income is unable
to make adequate provision for his spouse's retirement years should
he predeceise her. To correct this situation, the committee's bill
requires that if a plan provides for a lifetime annuity then, where
the participant has been married for the 5-year period ending on the
annuity starting date, the plan must provide for a joint and survivor
benefits for the
annuity (or an arrangement, such as supplementary
participant's spouse, which has essentially the same efFect) where the
survivor annuity is at 1east half of the annuity payable to the participant, during the joint lives of the participant and his spouse.
The plan is not required to provide this benefit unless the employee
has been married throughout the 5-year period ending on the annuity
star tin«date. This has been done so that plans can provide reasonable
protection against adverse selection such as might occur, for example,
where a single person "marries" immediately before retirement, retires, and then chooses to take heavily subsidized joint and survivor
benefits in the form of a lump-sum distribution. Although your committee's bill does not require joint and survivor benefits to be subsidized (i, e, to be in excess of the actuarial value of a single-life annuity), neither does your committee wish to prov de a disincentive
to such subsidized benefits.
In addition, concern v as expressed that if an employee could provide such protection for his spouse only if he had already retired,
then this would provide an unwarranted artificial incentive to exercise early retirement rights where available. Your committee concluded that it was preferable not to provide an artificial stimulus to
exercise of these rights (or an added cost to the providing of these
rights) of the sort that would result from requiring a survivor annuity to be paid only when the basic annuity was already in pay status.
As a result, the bill requires the survivor annuity to be payable if the
participant, after reaching the earliest age at which retirement is permitted (whether or not retired), where the participant and his spouse
have been married throughout the 5-year period ending on the date of
the participant's death. This is to be applied on a person-by-person
basis. Thus, if a plan permits retirement as early as age 50 with 80 years
of service, but otherwise retirement benefits are to be payable only upon
attaining age 65, the earliest retirement age for an employee m+io
began work~at 25 would be age 55.
The plan may provide that the participant has a reasonable period
(as prescribed in regulations) before tlie annuity starting date during
which he may elect in writing
after having received a written explanation of the ternis and conditions of the joint and survivor annuity
and the efFect of such an election not, to tal-e the joint and survivor

—
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selection
C68] annuity. The bi]1 permits a plan to protect against adverse
of
(instead
by providing that. any election to take a single-]ife annuity
election
an
such
of
a joint and survivor annuity) or any revocation
wou]d not become eA'ective if the participant dies within some period
of time (not in excess of 9 years) of such election or revocation. The
plan would be permitted in such a case to disregard the election or
revocation. This formulation of the bill's requirements provides Hexibility in that it does not require thc plan to provide any such rule, as to
delayed eA'ect if those in control of the plan choose not to do so. The
bill does not require the plan to "subsidize" the joint and survivor
annuity. Consequently, such a joint and survivor annuity could be less
(in terms of dollars per annuity payment) than the single life annuity.
Also, the bill does not forbid plans from making reasonable actuarial
adjustments to take appropriate account of the possibility that otherwise total costs wou]d be increased because of adverse selection.
The joint and survivor annuity requirements are to apply only to
plans to which the new vesting requirements of this bill are app]icable. In other words, the joint and survivor rules would not apply to
government plans, they would not apply to church plans unless an election had been made to come under the new rules, and the effective
date in the case of existing plans would be de]ayed to the same extent
that the efFective date is delayed genera]]y with regard to the new
vesting provisions. Of course, the plans not subject, to these provisions
(or to which the new provisions wou]d not apply for some years into
the future) may ofFer joint and survivor options if they wish to do so.
The mandatory provisions of the bill wi]] not apply unless that participant's annuity starting date is on o~ after the effective date with
regard to that plan and would not app]v unless that participant was
an active parti ipant in the plan on or after that efFective date.
P/an merper8. The committee bill contains a provision (sec. 1021)
to ensure that the rights of participants are fully protected in the
event of plan mergers. tJnder this provision, which applies to any
plan merger occurring after October B~. 1078. each participant must
be entitled to receive a benefit immediately after the merger (determined as if the plan then terminated) which has not less than the
va&ue of the benefit he wou]d have been c»tit]ed to receive immediately
before the merger (determined as if the plan then terminated. 3i'Io~ cover, the funding of his accrued benefit must be at least as adequate
after the merger as it was before the merger. without such a provision,
the committee was concerned that the iights of plan participants
might be diluted in some instances. as the rcsu]t of plan mergers. As a
further safeguard, the bill requires that in the case of any plan merge~
which occurs after enactment, the plan administrator must give 80
days notice to the Internal Revenue Seivice, including an actuariu]
statement indicating that the requirements of the bill have been met.
Alienation.
To further ensure that the employee's accured benefit are actual]y avai]able for retirement purposes, the committee bill
also contains a provision requiring the plan to provide that benefits
may not be assigned or alienated. (Of course, this provision is not
intended to prevent the transfer of benefit rights from one qualified
plan to another. )

—
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Nevertheless, a plan will be permitted to provide for voluntary aiid
revocable assignments (not to exceed 10 percent of any benefit pay-

ment).
This provision is not intended to interfere with the current practice
in many plans of using vested benefits as collateral for reasonable loans
from t'Jze plans, where the "prohibited transactions" provisions of
present law (sec. 508 of the Code) and other fiduciary requirements
;i re not violated.
Protection is given to retired
Bene/tv of ternurMted pcrAcipant8.
individuals and individuals who are separated from the service of the
employer against reductions in private plan benefits when social
security benefit levels increase. In general, under present integration
procedures, social security benefits attributable to employer contribiztions are treated as though they were part of the private plan. As a
result when the level of social security benefits increases, some integrated plans have reduced the amount of the retirement benefits that

—

they provide for covered employees.
Present law under administrative practice provides that qualified
plans may not use increases in social security benefit levels to reduce the
benefits that they pay where the employees coiicerned are retired and
already receiving integrated plan benefits. The bill codifies this treatment for retired persons. It also extends the prohibition against. zediicing plan benefits where social security benefit levels are increased to
cases where the individuals concerned are separated from service prioi
to retirement and have deferred nonforfeitable rights to plan benefits.
This provision is eAective for increases in social security benefits which
take place after the date of enactment or on the date of the first receipt
of plan benefits or the date of separation from service (whichever is
applicable) if that, date is later.
These changes do not afi'ect the ability of plans to use the integration
procedures to reduce the benefits that they pay to individua~ls who
are currently covered when social security benefits are liberalized.
Your committee, however, believes that siich practices zaise importaiit
issues. On the one hand, the objective of the Congress in increasizzg
social security benefits might be considered to be frustrated to the
extent, that individuals with low and moderate, incomes have their
private retirement benefits reduced as a result of the integration procedures. . On the other hand, your committee is very much aware that
many present plans are fully or partly integrated and that elimination
of the integration procedures could substantially increase the cost of
financing private plans. Employees, as a whole, might be injured
rather than aided if such cost increases resulted in slowing down the
growth or perhaps even eliminated private retirement plans.
In view of the serious issues involved in the integration of private
plans with the social security system, your committee believes that it
is desirable to postpone action on this issue pending further study' of
this problem. More specifically, your committee plans to consider this
overall problem again at the earliest opportunity, possibly in connection with future tax reform or social security legislation. Howe& «&
your committee believes that no further integration of social seciirity
and pension benefits should be allowed under any further regulations
issued by the Secretary or his delegate at least until t'use Ã, 197~.
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Payment of beneft8. To ensure that a participant can reasonably
expect to receive his benefits during his retirement years, the committee bill requires a qualified plan (to which the basic vestiiig provisions
apply) to commence payment of benefits to the participant (unless he
elects otherwise in writing and this election is permitted by the incidental death benefits rule) not later than the 60th day after the close
of the plan year in which the latest of these events occurs: (1) the
participant attains age 65; (2) the 10th anniversary of the time
the participant comnienced participation in the plan; or (3) the
participant terminates his service with the employer. This requirement is set in terms of the end of a plan year, rather than the
date on which the event occurs, in order not to disrupt unduly
the administrative
practice of plans that begin retirement benefits for all new retirees on the same date. The second of the above
alternatives (the 10th anniversary of commencement of service) is
designed to permit a defined benefit plan to have an adequate period
of time in which to fund the benefit for a person who first enters the
plan at a relatively late age. The third of the above alternatives (termination of service) has been added in recognition of the fact that these
benefits are designed primarily to provide for the participant's
retirement.
At the present
L"ffect of voithdravcal of employee contributione.
time, many employee plans require employees to make contributions in
order to receive employer contributions' (or benefits to be funded by
the employer). Some such plans permit employees to withdraw their
contributions (or the benefits derived from their contributions) but
impose as a "penalty" for such withdrawal the forfeiture of some or all
of the benefits derived from employer contributions. Where this occurs,
the effect is to reduce the retirement protection afforded to the employee. Your committee is not at this point expressing a view as
to ~vhether employee contributions or the right to withdraw those
contributions are desirable features of. retirement plans. However, it
does not appear appropriate to provide for forfeitures derived from
employer contributions merely because of a withdrawal by the employee. Accordingly, the committee bill specifically requires all qualified plans to forbid forfeitures of nonforfeitable benefits derived from
employer contributions solely because of withdrawals by employees of
any parts of the benefits derived from the employees' contributions.
This limitation is to apply only to plans to which the new vesting
provisions of the bill apply.
Comparability of plane having different v;e8ting provv'8ion8 under
the antidi8crimination
rule8. There are certain classes of employees,
such as eiigineers, whose rate of job mobility is so high, that many of
them would not receive protection even under the vesting provisions
provided under the bill. To be effectively covered under a pension
plan, these employees would have to receive a very substantial amount
of vesting during their first 5 years of employment. At the same time,
if all employees were to be provided with vesting on this rapid a,
basis under the plan, the cost might be so high that tlie employer would
terminate the plan, or drastically reduce the benefits under the plan.
To meet this situation, the committee bill contains a provision which
would allow the engineers and other einployees with a similar problem,
in effect, to trade off some of their benefits in exchange for earlier
vesting.

—
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Under present law a single plan may satisfy the antidiscrimination
requirements (sec. 401(a) (4) ), if either the contributions or the benefits do not discriminate in favor of certain enumerated employees. Generally, profit-sharing plans, stock bonus plans, and money purchase
plans can satisfy this requirement if the contributions are nondiscriminatory even though the benefits may discriminate. Defined benefit plans can satisfy this requirement if benefits are nondiscriminatory
even though the contributions are discriminatory. A target benefit
plan, a type of money purchase plan, may satisfy the requirement if
tlie anticipated benefits do not discriminate even though the contribiitions do. (For this purpose actual investment experience is not coiisidered. ) Also under existing law, two plans can be considered as one
for purposes of satisfying the antidiscrimination requirements, either
as to contributions or benefits.
Under the committee bill an employer might set up two retirement
plans, one with very rapid vesting, the other with slower vesting, but
with higher benefits. The bill provides that for the purposes of applying the antidiscrimination rules, the two plans could be considered as a
unit (as under present law) and the plan with more rapid vesting
would not be considered, discriminatory merely because of this feature
(even if highly compensated employees were covered under the plan),
if contributions were comparable or (in the case of defined benefit
plans) if benefits under this plan were scaled down appropriately in
relation to benefits provided under the plan with less rapid vesting.
(Of course, each plan would have to at least meet the minimum vesting
schedule provided in the committee bill and would also have to be nondiscriminatory as to the employees covered by it. )
Thus, in the case of a defined. contribution plan, the tax deductible
contributions to both plans would be required to be the same in proportion to covered compensation. This would mean, in eÃect, that employees in the plan with less rapid vesting would receive increased
whereas there would be relatively
benefits as the result of forfeitures,
few forfeitures under the plan with earlier vesting.
In the case of a defined benefit plan, the same principle of comparability ~ould apply, but here the level of benefits under the plan with
earlier vesting would have to be lower, in relation to the benefits provided under the other plan. Generally, these comparisons would be
made on an actuarial basis, in accordance with regulations.
By this provision the committee is clarifying this matter for the
future. It intends that prior law on this point be determined as if this
provision had not been enacted.
Protection of pen8ion rights under government contract8. Many
eniployees, such as engineers, who are employed in industries engaged
to a substantial extent in the performance of Federal contracts, have
an unusually high rate of mobility which results to a considerable extent, from terminations or modifications of Federal contracts, grants,
or procurement policies. As a result of this unusual mobility, these employees are particularly susceptible to the loss of their pension rights
due to changes in their employment status before they can become
vested.

"

—

' If the employer reduced his tax deductibie contributions under the plan because of
forfeitures, the tax deductible contributions to the plan with early vesting would also have
to be reduced; comparatively, the empioyees in the plan with less rapid vesting would
ai ways have to accumulate larger benedts in proportion to cmpensation.
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To meet this situation, the bill directs the Secretary of Labor to undeitake a study, in consultation with professional societies, business
and labor organizations, and other Federal agencies, of steps to be
tal-en to ensure that professional, scientific, technical, and other personnel employed under Federal contracts are protected against loss of
their pensions resulting from job transfers or loss of employment.
Tlie Secretary of Labor is to report to Congress on this subject within
0 years after the date cf enactment and shall, if feasible, develop recommendations for federal procurement regulations to safeguard pension rights in this situal;ion within one year after filing his report.
These regulations are to become efFective unless either House of Co»grcss adopts a resolution of disapproval within 90 days after the proposed regulations are submitted to the Congress by the Secretary of
Labor. Of course, individual government a~gencies would be free to
take action to protect the rights of workers employed under agency
contracts, even if no comprehensive regulations, applicable on a goveri»»ent-wide basis, could be developed.
Chnrck and governnMnt p/ane. and union-sponsored p/an8. Church
a»d government plans (described above under participation and covera«e)~are exempt from the vesting provisions of the bill but must comply with the requirements of present law in this area (as in elFect on
the day before enactment) in order to be qualified. Church plans may
elect to come under the provisions of the bill and, once made, such an
election will be irrevocable.
The committee bill also exempts from the vesting requirements
pla»s which do not, at a»y time after enactment, provide for employer
co»tributions
in other words, union-sponsored
plans. Since these
plans are, in eff'ect, controlled by the einployees for whose benefit they
are established, there is no need to impose the vesting requirements
of the bill. However, if the plan provides for employer contributions,
the mere fact that no such contributions are made (either because the
plan is fully funded, or because the employer fails to comply with
the funding requirements of the bill, or for some other reason), will
not result in an exemption for the plan from the vesting requirement.

—

—

E'@ective date8
These provisions apply generally to plan years beginning after the
date of enactment of the bill. Later efFective dates (which may vary
frozen 1976 to 1981, depending on the circumstances of the
plan) are
provided in the case of plans in existence on .Ia»uary 1, 1974. in order
to afFord such plans adequate opportunity to adopt any amcndme»ts
needed in order to conform to the new requirements resulting from this
bill. The efFective date provisions are described more fully above in
tlie discussion of participation and coverage requirements.
Ii'evenue effect
Fstimates of the revenue efi'ect of the minimum vesting provisions
v;iry with the assumption made about the relationship between additioiial employer contributions to pension plans and cash
wages. If it
is assumed that the additional employer contributions will
be a, substitute for cash wages. the estimated revenue loss is $1'30
million.
On
t e other hand, if it is assumed that the additional
employer
contri»tions will be an addition to cash wages, the estimated
revenue loss
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$265 million. The estimates under both cases assume that benefits
iillder pension plans are not decreased and that no benefit increases
are foregone as a result of the bill. The esfimates are based on 197'
levels of income and employment.

C.

FUNDING

(Secs. 1018, 1088 of the bill and secs. 404, 412, 4971, 6050, 66M, 7517
of the Code)
Present larjj
Under present tax law, contributions to a qualified pension plan generally must be sufFicient to pay the liabilities created. currently (7'.e., the
normal pension costs) plus the interest due on unfunded accrued pen6(c) (2) (ii) ).' This
sion liabilities (past service costs) (regs. $ 1.401—
tends to keep the amount of unfunded pension liabilities from growing
larger, but does not require any contributions to be made to amortize
the principal amount of the unfunded liabilities.
Pension plan liabilities' generally are estimates and are based on
actuarial calculations. Consequently, all actuarial methods, factors,
and assumptions used must, taken together, be reasonable and appropriate in the individual employer's situation (Regs. $ 1.404(a) —3 (b) ).
When applying for a determination letter from the Internal Revenue
Service that a plan is qualified, the actuarial methods, factors, and assumptions used generally must be reported to the Service, along with
other information to permit verification of the reasonableness of the
actuarial methods used. Changes in actuarial assumptions and methods
must be reported annually to the Service.
Actual experience may turn out to be difFerent from anticipated
experience, changing the estimated pension liabilities (and needed
contributions) and resulting in experience loss or experience gain.
Depending on the circumstances, the contributions needed to make up
experience losses may be deducted currently or may be added to past
service costs and deducted only on an amortized basis. ' Similarly, de-'
pending on the circumstances, experience gains may reduce the plan
cost currently or reduce costs under one of the spreading methods used
to determine the amounts deductible. '
The value of plan assets-also a8ects the amount of contributions.
Under administrative
rulings, assets may be valued by using any
valuation basis if it is consistently followed and results in costs that
are reasonable.
If an employer does not make the minimum required contributions
to a qualified plan, under administrative practice the deficiency may
be added to unfunded past service costs. Ho~ever, the plan also may
be considered terminated, and immediate vesting of the employees'
rights, to the extent funded, may be required,
This requirement applies only tn pension an&1 not tn profit-sharing or stock bnnus
plans.
In determining liabilities, an employer must ta'e into account factors such as the
basis on which benefit are computed, expects mortality, interest, employee turnover
and changes in compensation levels.
""Under the "10-percent" deduction limit (sec. 404(a) (1) (C) of the Code),
perience loss occurs using the same assumptions as pre~lonely, the additional contributions
subject to certain restrictions, may be deduct'ed currentlv. If the deficit results from a loss
in asset values or revaluation
of liabilities using more conservative assumptions
dedctt may be added to past service cost. Rev. Rul. 57—
550, 1957—2 C. B. 266
&

'
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for change

Significant tax benefits are allowed under the Internal Revenue Code
for plans that provide for employee retirement. Implicit in these tax
benefits is the requirement that tax qualified plans will ill fact provide
the retirement benefits promised. However, the available evidence has
demonstrated that a significant portion of existing tax qualified pelision plans have not been adequately funded and are not accumulating
sufhcient assets to pay benefits in the future to, cover employees. As a
result, many employees now covered by tax qualified pension plans may
not actually receive the pensions they have been promised, because tlie
needed funds will not be available. Your cominittee believes that the
present minimum funding requirement for plans qualified under tlie
Internal Revenue Code is not aclequate to prevent this underfunding,
since it clocs not require any payment to reduce the amount of the outstanding unfunded liabilities, which may be substantia&l. As a result,
your committee's bill provides new minimum funcling standards.
Under the bill, normal costs of covered plans are to be currently
funded. Additionally, newly-established unfunded past service liabilities of covered plans generally are to be amortized over no more th:in
30 years, although existing past service liabilities generally are to be
amortized over no more than 40 years. In addition, expel ience deficieiicies generally are to be amortized over no more than 15 yearn. (Cienerally, longer periods are to be allowed for multiemploycr plans. )
Alternatively, if funding requirements are higher under a second general standard which is based on accrued vested lia'bilities, this standai d
is to apply in lieu of the rules set forth above. Under t1v's standard, acclued vested liabilities are determined, as also are the value of the plan s
assets. To the extent the vested liabilities exceed the value of assets,
the first year's payment under a 20 year amortization schedule (princ ipal and interest) of unfunded vested liabilities is to be paicl in the
current year. A new determination with respect to the applicability
of this second general standard is to be made in each of the succeeding
years, starting with a new 20 year period. Of course, pension liabilities
may be amortized at a faster rate than under the minimum required
standard, if desired.
Your committee recognizes that tlie amount required to fund a pension plan is in large part determined by actuaries' estimates of future
plan costs, which in turn are based on the actuarial methods and assumptions used for each plan. Consequently, the determination of the
aiiiount of contributions that must be niade to a plan to adequately
fund the plan benefits is significantly afi'ected by the professional decisions of the plan's actuary. Since there is no existing goi. &irnment reguliition ol. licensing requirement for actuaries as there is for, e.g. , lawyers
:lnd accountants, your committee believes that minimuni st. andards of
conipetence should be establishecl for persons who mal-e actuarial computations for qualified plans. Consequentlv, the bill requires the Secretary of the Treasury (in regulations that are also to be approved by
the Secretary of Labor) to set standaids of competence for persons
who make actuarial reports to the Internal Revenue Service. The bill
~ See Rev. Rul. 59—
153, 1959—1 C.B. 89, discussing a pension plan using the "entry age
where adjustment for gains is generally made by deducting the amount
normal method,
of gains arising ln anY year from the next year's deductible limit under sec. 404(a) (1) CC).
See also Rev. Rul. 65—310, 1965—2, C.B. 145, discussing a plan using the "frozen initial
liability method,
where adjustments for gains are spread automatically
as a part of
current and future normal costs.

"
"
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also provides that actuaries enrolled to practice before the Service are
to certify plan costs nnd report the actuarial methods and assumptions
used for each pension plan. Your committee also contemplates that thc
Secretary will establish an actuarial advisory board to provide assistance in setting standarcls for enrolling actuaries, setting guidelines for
actuarial assumptions and in other pertinent matters.
Additionally, your committee believes that the current sanctions on
an employer for failure to ndequately fund his qualified plan are inappropriate, since they may not afFect an employer's decision to unclerfund his plan. For example, an empl'oyer may not feel any reason to
make the minimum required contributions to his plan if the only consequence of underfunding is to ~ive his employees vested rights in t1ie
amounts thnt are already fundeX To resolve this problem, the bill provides an excise tax on the failure to meet the minimum funding

requirements.
Your committee also recognizes that, within limits, employers who
are financially unable to meet the funding requirements should be allowed to postpone paying contributions to their plans. Therefore, the
bill allows the Internal Revenue Service to grant varinnces from certain minimum funding requirements if the employer demonstrates
that substantial business hardship would otherwise result and that
applying the minimum standard would be adverse to the interests of
plan participants in the aggregate. The amount for which the variance
is granted is to be amortized over no more thnn 15 years. The bill nlso
provides that the Secretary of Labor mny a11ow variances that would
provide longer amortization periods for funding multiemployer plaiis
i f substantial business hardship would otherwise result. Additionally,
in certain cases, the Secretary of Labor is to be able to prescribe n1teinative funding methods for multiernployer plans.
Explanation of proi niobe
Your committee's bill estab3lirummm funding ncle8, in genera/.
lishes new minimum funding requirements for qualified plans so these
plans will accumulate sufficient assets within a reasonable time to pny
benefits to covered employees when they retire. Of course, contributions generally may be greater than these minimum requirements if
thc employer so desires (however, see discussion below under iVanimum deductione for plarr, eontribntiom). The new funding im]es generally are to apply to any plan that, after the efFective date of the
funding provisions for the plan in question, has qualified (or lias been
determined by the Internal Revenue Service to qualify) under section
401(a), 404(a) (9) (employees' annuities plans), or 405(a) (bond
purchase plans) of the Code. However, the new requirements generally
are not to apply to pmfit-sharing or stock bonus plans, governmental
plans, certain church plans. plans with no employer contributions,
nnd certain insured plans. Once n, plan or trust has been tnx qualified,
flic minimum funding requirenients will apply, and they are to continue to apply to the plan or trust, even if it la~ter loses its qualified
status. If a plan loses its qualified status, the deduction rules for nonqualified plans are to apply even though the minimum funding standard continues to apply to tlie plan.
Generally, under the iiew funding requirements
the minimum
amount that an employer is to contribute annually to a defined. benefit
pension plan includes tlie noriunl costs of the plan (as under current
lnw), plus amortization of past service liabilities, experience losses,

—
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minimum amortization payments required by the bill are
calculated on a level payment basis including interest and principal—
over stated periods of time. Generally, initial past service liabilities
aixd past service liabilities arising under plan amendments are to be
amortized over no more than 80 years (40 years for the unfunded past
service liabilities on the efFective date of these new funding rules, in
the case of existing plans), and experience losses are to be amortized
over no more than 15 years. However, generally experience gains and
losses need not be calcuhxted xnore often than every three years. With
respect, to multiemployer plans, past service liabilities generally may
be amortized over no more than 40 years, and experience losses over no
xnore than 20 years. However, an alternative fumling standard, based
on contributing a portion of tlxe unfunded nonforfeitable liabilities
under the plan, is to be used if it. brings a higher level of funding in
anv year than would the basic minimum fuxxding standard. This
ilternative standard is to apply both to multiemployer
and. other
plans.
If an employer would otherwise incur substantial business hardship,
and if application of the ininimunx funding requirements would be
:xdverse to plan participants in the aggregate, the Internal Revenue
Service may waive the requirement of current pavment of part or all
of a, year's contributions of norxnal costs, and amoxxnts needed to amortize past service liabilities axxd experience losses; the amount waived
(plus interest) is to be axnortized not less rapidly than ratably (including interest) over 15 years, and no more than 5 waivers may be granted
for any 15 consecutive years. (As described subseqxxentlv other
variances may be allowed by the Secretary of Labor for multiemployer plans. )
For money purchase pension plans, the minimum amount that an
exnploycr is to annually contribute to the plan is the axnount that must
be contributed for the year under the plan formula. For purposes of
taxis rxxle, a plan (for example, a so-called Taft-Hartley plan) which
pr ovides an agreed level of benefits and a specified level of contributions during the contract period. is not to be coxxsidered a money
purchase plan if the employer or his representative participated in the
determination of the benefits. On the other hand, a "target benefit
plan" is to be treated as a money purchase plan for purposes of the
xxxixximum funding rules.
Under the new funding rules, generally each covered plan is to
maintain a new accoxgpt called a funding standard account. " This
account is to aid both tlxe taxpayer and Internal Revenue Service in
administering the minimum funding rules. The account also is used
to assure that a taxpayer wlxo has funded more than the minimum
amouxxt required is properly credited for that excess and for the
interest earned on the excess. Similarly. , where a taxpayer has paid too
little, the account is to assist in. enforcing the minimum funding standard, and to assure that the taxpayer is charged with interest on the
amount of underfunding.
Each year the funding standard account is to be charged with the
liabilities which must be paid to meet the minimum funding standard.
Also, each year the funding standard account is to be credited with
contributions under the plan and with any other decrease in liabilities
(such as amortized experience gains). If the plan meets the minimum
funding requirexnents at the end of each year, the funding standard
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will show a zero balance (or a positive balance, if the employer
has contributed more than the minimum required). If the minimum
contributions have not been made, the funding standard account will
show a deficiency (called an "accumulated funding deficiency" ).
The funding rules established by the bill are in addition to the
rules which provide the maximum deduction limits for contributions to
a plan. However, generally a contribution that. is required by the
minimum funding rules is to be deductible currently. In addition, the
rules governing the maximum deduction limitations are to be changed
to make them more compatible with the minimum funding requirements.
Your committee's
)Formal coats and ~n~tiul past aervice liabilitiea.
bill' specifically continues the requirement
of present law that the
normal costs (arising from current liabilities) of a defined benefit
pension plan must be currently funded. In addition, in order to give
assurance that a plan will have sufficient assets to pay benefits, the bill
establishes new minimum requirements for funding accrued past service liabilities. In general, the bill requires that an employer's contribution to a defined benefit pension plan for initial past service liabilities is to be sufhcient to amortize these liabilities, on an accrued basis,
over no more than 80 years from the date that the plan is established
(40 years for multiemployer plans).
For a plan in existence on the date of enactment, unfunded past
service liabilities existing as of the efFective date of the new funding
provisions applicable to the plan are to be treated as initial past service costs to come under the minimum funding rules and are to be amortized over no more than 40 years. This longer period will allow existing
plans sufficient time to make the transition into the new funding rules.
Since existing plans may have to be amended to meet the new vesting
and participation requirements of the bill (and these amendments
would afFect plan costs), the 40-year amortization period is to be
allowed for past service liabilities existing as of the plan year for
which the bill becomes efFective, including those liabilities arising from
amendments made to meet the new vesting and participation requirements, even if those amendments are made retroactively after the efFective date respecting the plan. However, the 40-year amortization is
allowed only with respect to liabilities arising from retroactive amenclments that are made by the time the employer must file his tax return
for his taxable year in or with which the first plan year to which the
new minimum funding requireinents apply ends. In the cast of multiemployer plans, such retroactive amendments may be made within
two years after the close of the first plan year to which tlie new minimum funding requirements
apply.
The minimum funding requirement for past service liabilities in
efFect is analogous to payment over 30 years of a loan secured by a home
mortgage. It requires contributions to the plan to be made not less
rapidly than if made on a level payment basis over 30 years, with each
payment including both interest and principal. For example, if the
past service liability is $1,000,000 at the time a plan is established, the
minimum level payment that is to be made each yeai', for 80 years, to
meet the funding requirement
(calculated at an interest rate of 6
percent per annum over the-80-year period) is $68,537 per year (assuming contributions are made at the beginning of each year). In addition,
the employer would be required to contribute annually to the plan
an amount equal to the normal cost of the plan.
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The interest rate to be used in calculating the minimum payments
of initial past service liabilities is the same rate as
that used in determining plan cost, at the time the plan is establised, or at the time the new funding requirements apply to the plan, in
the case of plans in existence on the date of enactment. (Similarly, the
interest rate used to amortize past service liabilities arising from
amendments, to amortize experience losses, and to amortize contribution waivers also is the rate used to determine plan costs at the time
the liability in question first arose. ) If the interest rate used to determine plan costs is changed as of a later date in order to conform with
experience, the initial amortization schedule of level payments is not
to be changed, but the consequent increase (or decrease) in p'. an costs
is to be amortized as an experience loss or gain (treated in the mamier

for amortization

.

described below)
Under your committee's bill, the basic minimum funding rules—
both those which apply to all past service liabilities and those which
apply to normal cost~require funding on the basis of accrued, (that
is, both vested and nonvested) liabilities, not merely on the basis of
vested liabilities. The use of accrued liabilities for this purpose appears
appropriate because it generally provides the most orderly and comprehensive method for funding the plan-'s entire liabilities. In this
way, gradual payments will be made to fund all of a plan's present
liabilities, including the presently nonvested accrued liabilities which
are expected to vest in the future. Moreover, funding on the basis of
accrued liabilities tends to produce somewhat more rapid funding, and
as a result generally provides more protection to plan participants.
Generally, the 80-year amortization requirements initially add onlv
moderately to an employer's funding cost under present law. This is
true because under present law interest on unfunded accrued past
service liabilities (which accounts for the bulk of the level amortization payments required under the bill in the early years) must be contributed to a qualified pension plan. Therefore, your committee believes
that 80-year amortization will not hamper an employer in starting a
new plan, or in adding plan amendments, that includes past service
liabilities. Similarly, the 40-year amortization will not unduly iiicrease present costs of an employer with an existing plan.
P/an arnendrlInts.
The bill provides that past service liabilities
created by plan amendments are to be treated. generally in the same
way as initial past service liabilities of new plans for purposes of the
minimum funding rules. Under the minimum fimding rules these
liabilities are to be amortized separately over a 80-year period (40
years for multiemployer
plans) from the date the amendment is
adopted even if this precedes the date on which ~bene%is increase. For
example, if the unfunded accrued. past service liability added by an
amendment is $100,000, t' he employer generally is to amortize this
increase in past service liability in 80 annual payments of $6,854 (assuming an interest rate of 6 percent and that contributions are made
at the beginning of each plan year) .
Plan amendments which decrease past service liabilities (by decreasing plan benefits) are treated. consistently with plan amendments increasing benefits; that is, decreases in past service liabilities from plan
amendments are to be amortized over 80 years (40 years for multiemployer plans). Consequently, the minimum amortized annual payments to fund past service liabilities that must 4e contributed by an
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who decreases plan benefits generally will not ~be less, in
one
any
year, than amortized payinents required for an employer
who started out witch a plan providing the same (lower) benefits. (Of
course, a decrease in benefits will often also decrease the normal cost
which must be funded annually. )
Under the bill plan amendments may be made on a retroactive basis.
to a limited extent, without the approval of the Secretary of Labor.
In this case, plan amendments may be made after the close of a plan
year and yet apply to that year if they are made within the time for
filing the employer's return (including extensions) for the employer's
taxable year with or within which that plan year ends. (Since a single
employer's plan year is not a workable standard for multiemployer
plans, with respect to multiemployer
plans, an amendment may be
made within two years after the close of the plan year. ') It is expected
that this provision may be used to decrease plan liabilities where an
error has been made in calculating the amount of benefits that can be
provided and funded under the minimum standard. However, amenclments made, under this provision are not to decrease accrued benefits
of any participant determined as of the beginning of the first plan year
to which the amendment applies.
This provision also may be used with respect to increases in plan
liabilities. As discussed above, to the extent that past service liabilities are added by plan amendments that are efFective as of the e8ective elate of the new funding requirements for existing plans, and are
macle within the time allowed for retroactive amendment, these past
service liabilities m5av be amortized over a 40-year period.
Your committee also recognizes that in certain cases where plan participants would otherwise sufFer substantial adverse consequences, it
may be appropriate for plan benefits to be retroactively reduced beyond
the limit described above. Therefore, the bill provides that, on application of the plan administrator
(or on motion of the Secretary of
Labor) and after proper notice to all interested parties and a public
hearing where interested parties are provided adequate opportunity to
be heard, the Secretary of Labor may approve a retroactive decrease
in plan benefits (whether or not nonforfeitable). IIowever. before such
approval is granted, the Secretarv of Labor must make findings of f;ict
that if the amendment is not approved. there would b. a substantial
risk that the plan would not be continuecl. a substantial risk of a c urtailment of benefits (more than the curtailment tliat would occur with
approval of the amendment), or a substantial risk that current levels
of employee compensation would be substantially curtailed. Furthermore, the Secretary of Labor must find that failure to approve the
amendment would be adverse to the interests of plan participants in
the aggregate. Any amendment approvecl by the Secretarv of Laboi
is to be ret~roactive only for such limited time period, and is io decrease
benefits only to such extent, as is necessai y or appropriate to can y out
the purposes of the bill and as is necessary or appropriate to provicle
adequa'te protection to plan participants and beneficiaries
Your committee's bill provides that a retroactive decrease in benefits
approved by the Secretary of Labor is not to eliminate a funcling
deficiency for purposes of the nonclecluctible:i ~x ice»t excIse tax (discussed below). However, a reductio» in benefits may be used to cori ect
a funding deficiency for purposes of the 100 percent excise tax on
underfunding (discussed below).

[79] employer
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Ezperknce losses dna! gaitl t. During the course nf a pension p]an,
actual plan experience Inay turn o»t to be poorer than anticipated.
For example, the value of plan assets may tlirn out to be less than expected. Where this occurs. there oenerally wi]l be an "experience loss"
which Inust be funded if the plan is to be able to pay the benefits owed. '
Since experience losses re]ate to previously established plan liability,
they may indicate that the p]an has become underfunded in relation
to the required minimum for funding nollna] costs and past service
liabi]ities. Consequently, your committee believes it is reasonab]e to
require faster funding for these amounts than for new]y establis]led
past. service liabilities. The bill provides that uIMler the minimum funcling rules these lo ses are to be amortized (with level annual payments,
including principal and interest) over not more than 15 years (20
years for mu]tiemployer plans) from the date the loss is determined.
Your committee believes that a 15-year amortization period generally
will provide adequate funding of experience losses, while at the same
time protecting employers from potentially severe financial!burdens
arising from experience losses created by uncontrollable events.
Your committee understands that the 15-year period. while protecting the financial security of plans, generally will not discourage pension plans such as "final average pay plans" which increase acciued
benefits as pay increases, and thus are generally desirable from t]ie
employee's view. Additionally, it is believed that under the 15-year
requirement employers will not be subject to unnecessary financia]
burdens where they have experience losses beyond their control.
A pension plan also may have experience gains during the course
of. its operation. These gains would occur because experience is more
favorable than anticipated. For example, the value of plan assets may
be greater than expected. The bill treats experience gains symrnetrically with experience losses, so that gains are spread over 15 years (20
years for multiemployer plans) from the date they are determined.
The bill provides that changes in plan cost. that result from changes
in the Social Security Act (or other retirement benefits created by
State or Federal law), from changes in the definition of wages under
section 8121 of the Code, or from changes in the amount of such wages
taken into account for purposes of section 401(a) (5) (relating to integration with Social Security, etc. ) are treated as experience losses (or
gains). It is expected that the actuarial assumptions for plans a6ected
by social security, etc. now generally will a]]ow for such changes since
to a, substantial extent these changes may be anticipated. In this circumstance, if changes in plan cost from changes in social security were
not treated as experience gains to be amortized, employers with plans
that did not properly allow for social security changes might be able
to, upon increases in social security payments, substantially decrease
current contributions and thereupon plan participants wou]d receive
correspondingly less protection.
Iiowever, the b!u provides that experience gains and losres are to be determinerl
under the funding method nsed to determine costs un'ler the plan. It is understood that
some fnnding methods, such as the "aggregate method". do not provide experience gains
or losses, bnt ditferences between anticipat&d and actual experience are subsumed in the
ha ic funrllng requirements
of the method. If a plan were to use such a funding method,
it is anticipated that the plan would not need tn separately amortize experience
gains or

losses.
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Your committee recognizes that plan experience rarely conforms to
anticipations on a year-by-year basis, but that experience often is close
to expectations over a longer period. Therefore, to smooth fluctuations
in funding required by amortization of experience gains and losses,
the bill provides that experience gains and losses are to be determined
at least every three years and generally need not be determined any
more frequently. IIowever, under the bill the Secretary of the Treason» y
may provide by regulations that experience gains and losses are to be
determined mo& e frequently than every thi ee years, in particular case;.
Your committee expects that this generally will be required only for
plans that show an unusual need for frequent calculations, such as for
plans with relatively high claims for payments with respect to assets
available.
Additional funding 88andurd.
Your committee recognizes that certain plans with a high proportion of nonforfeitable benefits in relation
to assets available may not be adequately funded under the basic minimum funding standard. Therefore, an additional minimum funding
standard is provided in the bill which is to be used in any year in which
it would require a greater amount of plan contributions than would
the basic minimum funding standard.
UTnder the additional funding standard, the plan is to determine
unfunded nonforfeitable liabilities (total nonforfeitable liabilities less
plan assets). Then the amount required to amortize these unfunded
nonforfeitable liabilities over a period of 90 years (including principal
and interest) is to be calculated. The amount to be contributed is the
first year's payment under that amortization schedule. This calculation
is to be repeated each year (on the basis of a new 90 year period) in
which the additional funding standard would require a higher contribution than the basic standard. Since the amount of unfunded nonforfeitable liabilities generally will decrease with contributions, in
succeeding years the payment under the additional funding standard
generally will be less than the prior year's payment. Therefore, this is
a declin ng balance methocl of funding.
Your committee anticipates that the amount of unfunded nonforfeitable liabilities generally will be. reported on an annual basis to
the Department of Labor, and, thus, the basic figures required for
this calculation will be readily available to most plans. Additionally,
your committee understands that this additional standard will apply
infrequently but that it will bring about necessary additional funding
in the few cases where it will apply.
Variance from fending reguirementa
At times an employer's
financial circumstances may prevent him from meeting the minimum
funding requirements. Yox&r committee does not believe that in such
a situation an employer should be forced to abandon his plan. To deal
with cases of this type the bill provides that upon a demonstration
by the employer of substantial business hardship and a showing that
nj~plication of the minimum funding requirements would be adverse to
the interests of the plan participants in the aggregate, the Internal
Ilci enue Service may waive all or part of the minimum funding requirements for a year, including normal costs, amortization of past
sei vice costs and amortization of experience losses. However, to limit
the»nderf»nding which may occur in cases of this type, the bill provides that the Service may not waive all or part of the funding requirenicnts for more than five years (whether or not consecutive) in any

—
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the Service may not waive amortization of
previously waived contributions.
The bill provides that in determining whether substantial business
hardship exists for single employer plans, the Service is to take into
account factors such as whether the employer is operating at an
economic loss (which may not be the same as operating at a tax loss),
in
or underemployment
whether there is substantial unemployment
exto
reasonable
is
it
whether
and
the employer's trade or business,
pect that the plan will be continued only if the waiver is granted. The
determination of substantial business hardship is not to be limited
to an examination of these factors, however, nor must all these factors
be met for there to be a finding of substantial business hardship.
In determining whether a waiver should be granted, your committee contemplates that substantial business hardship generally will only
occur in situations where the employer did not foresee, and could not
reasonably have been expected to foresee (at the time the plan or plan
amendment which gave rise to the liability in question was established), the event which causes the business hardship. Y'our conimittee
contemplates that the Service will grant;i waiver of funding normal
cost only in unusual situations and will make a separate determination for each instance of waiving normal costs. Additionally, your
committee expects that each successive application for waiver will be
viewed in light of previous waivers' eÃects on the financial security
of the plan, and that only rarely will the Service waive normal cost
for more than one or two plan years based on the same business
hardship.
The bill provides that if a waiver of funding requirements is in
eR'ect, the plan may not be amended in a, way that would increase
plan liabilities (through increasing benefits, changing the accrual of
benefits, or changing the rate at which benefits become nonforfeitable)
as long as there are any unfunded waived contributions outstanding under the p1an. It is contemplated that generally other plans of
the. employer may not be established or amended to establish or increase benefits during a period of waivei. However, your committee
contemplates that regulations will provide that an employer may
reduce waived liabilities at a rate faster than that provided by the
minimum funding requirements. It is a1so expected that in considering whether a waiver should be granted. the Service will weigh as a
factor against the waiver any recent plan amendment (e.g. . within
three years before the request for waiver) that increases plan liabilities.
It is also contemplated that the Service may apply reasonable conditions to a waiver, and, for example, as a condition of waiver the
Service may require plan amendments that eliminate previous recent
increases in liabilities. It is recognized that the approval of the Secretary of Labor may be required in some cases, however, to retroactively
reduce plan benefits. If a plan were to be amended to increase plan
liabilities (or if a condition of waiver otherwise were violated) the
amount waived and not yet amortized wou1d immediately beconie
part of the current minimum funding requirement in the year the
condition is breached (and consequently this amount would immediately be charged to the funding standard account) .
The amount waived by the Service must be amortized in no ninre
than 15 equal annual payments (including interest and principal),

[82] fifteen-year period. Also,
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beginning the year nfter the year the wnivecl contributions were cl»e.
If a shorter period were requirecl, nfter several years of waiver nn
employer's total contributions coulcl be so high that it, would be quite
cli%cult to meet this obligation, particularly if the employer &vere
just returning to financial stability. The bi11 provides that the amortization of the amount waived mny not itself be waived in subseuue~it
years.
Your committee's bill also provides n special relief provision for
multiemployer plans, allowing longer periods to amortize past service
costs or experience losses. This extension of time may be allowed if
10 percent or more of the employers contributing to the plan demonstrate to the Secreta' y of I.nbor that they woulcl experience substantial
business hardship if required to meet the otherwise applicable amortization requirements. In this case also, however, a variance is not to
be allowed unless application of the minimum funding standards
would be adverse to the interests of plan participants in the aggregate.
In this case the Internal Revenue Service is to extend the amortization
period for t' he time recommendecl by the Secretary of Labor, up to a
maximum extension of 10 years (and therefore a maximum amortization period of 50 years for past service costs and 30 years for experience lossesl. In determining whether substantial business hardship
exists in the case of multiemployer plans, the Secretary of Labor is
to take into account factors such as ('but not limited to) whether there
is substantial unemployment
or underemployment within the industry,
whether the sales and profits of the industry are depressed or declining.
nnd whether it is reasonable to expect that the plan will continue only
if the waiver is granted.
Your committee believes that a strong showing of hardship must be
made for longer extensions to be made available and it is intended
t.lrat only rarely are extensions of more than 5 years to be allowed.
Furthermore, as is the case generally with waivers, if the plan is
amended to increase liabilities (throur h an increase in benefits, n
change in the accrual of benefits, or a change in the rate of ve ting)
during the period that the waived liabilities nre unfunded. the waiver is
immediately to terminate and the waived liabilities are to become a part
of the current vear's minimum funding requirements. In addition,
reasonable conditions may be applied to extensions of amortization
periods. For example, if an extension is allowed for amortizing liabilities a corresponding extension might be appropriate for amortizing
corresponding experience gains, or amendments that decrease plan
liabilities.
Your committee also recognizes that in some situn'tions it would be
inappropriate to require multiemplover plans to meet tihe basic funding requirements. To meet this problem, the bill provides that the
Secretary of Labor mnv prescribe an alternate fundine method for n
multiemployer plan, determining the annual contributions and credits
to the funding standard account. The Secretary of Labor may' also
prescribe, under the variance procedure, alternative methods for satisfying the requirements of the bill with respect to changing the multiemployer plan's funding method or plan year.
A variance mnv be prescribed by the Secretary of Labor only after
the Secretary holds a public hearing on the plan in question nnd
n1lows interested persons, including participants and beneficiaries of
the plan, an opportunity to present their views. In this regard& a
variance cannot be granted unless the Secretary of Labor is satisfied
(nnd makes a finding) that all plan participants and other interested
persons have received adequate notice from the plan administrator
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any public hearing on the variance. If a variance is to be
granted, the Secretary of Labor, after a public hearing, is to make a
finding that the basic funding requirements would increase plan costs
to such an extent that there would be a substantial risk that the plan
would be terminated, that benefits under the plan would be substantially decreased without the variance, that (if the p1an were continued
at its current level) employee compensation would be substantially
decreased, or that unreasonable administrative burdens would be iniposed on the plan under the basic funding requirements. Additionally„
the Secretary of Labor is to make a finding that the basic funding requirements (or discontinuance of the plan) would be adverse to the
interests of plan participants in the aggregate. A variance is to be
allowed by the Secretary of Labor only for s~uch a limited period as is
necessary or appropriate to carry out the purposes of the bill, and to
provide adequate protection to plan participants and beneficiaries. In
addition, the alternative method prescribed by the variance must also
conform to these standards so that the method is necessary or appropriate to carry out the purpose of the bill and the method would provide adequate protection to participants and beneficiaries under the
plan.
It is intended that generally applications for variances are to be
made before the last day for timely contribution of the amount in
question, and are to be acted upon expeditiously by the Internal
Revenue Service and the Secretary of Labor.
The feeding 8tmuEard account. As previously indicated, the bill
requires that each coverecl plan must maintain a funding standard
account. The purpose of this account is to facilitate the determination
of whether a plan has met the minimum funding standard. A plan
will meet the minimuin funding requirements only if, at the end of
each plan year, the account does not, on a cumulative basis, have an
excess of charges for all plan years over credits for all plan years. The
account is to be charged each year with the normal costs for that vear
and with the minimum amortization requirements for past service
costs, experience losses, and waived contributions for each year. On
the other hand the account is to be credited with the contributions
inade for the year, with amortized portions of cost decreases, resulting
from plan amendments and experience gains, and with any waived
contributions.
To determine if the plan meets the minimum funding standard,
the fur. ding standard account is to be reviewed as of the end of each
plan year. However, the bill provides that an employer may contribute
to a plan after the end of his taxable year and up to the date of filing
his tax return, and these contributions may relate back to his previous
taxable year. Thus, for example, where the plan and taxable years are
the same this will allow payments made within this time to relate back
to the previous plan year for purposes of the minimum funding requirements and the funding standard account. This should provide an
employer with sufficient time to reconcile the funding standard account
ancl make the contributions needed to avoid underfunding.
If the account has a positive balance at the end of the plan year,
the employer will have contributed more than the minimum funding
standard requires. Since income will be earned on amounts in the plan,
the bill provides that this positive balance is to be credited witFi interest, ' which will reduce the need for future contributions to meet the

[84] prior to
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s The interest rate or rates to be used to charge or
credit the account are to be consistent
~lth the rate or rates -used under the plan to determine
costs nd
t be h ed
credited in accordance with

regulations.
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funding standard. On the other haiicl, if the funding sta»tlard account has a deficit balance, the eniployer will have contributed
less than required under the minimum f u»ding rules, and the deficiency
is to be charged with interest. Interest is charged in this case because
the deficiency will become larger over time by the amount of income
the plan would have earned had the minimum requirements been complied with and therefore the employer will have to pay more to the
plan than just the amount he failed to contribute in the plan year. (A
plan in existence on the date of enactment will start with a zero
balance in its funding standard account on the effective date for the
new funding rules applicable to the plan. Similarly, a newly-established plan will start with a zero balance in its funding standard
account. )
An example of the operation of the funding standard account, for a
single employer defined benefit pension plan is described below.
It is assumed that in 1978 the plan is established with a past service
liability of $1 million and a normal cost of $70,000. The interest rate
used to determine liabilities under the pl;in for 1978 and for all years
in this example is 6 percent per year. It is also assumed that this plan
chooses to determine experience gains and losses on an annual basis,
rather than every three years, as is generally allowed under the bill.
In the first plan year, the employer contributes $138&587. The plan's
funding standard account for 1978 will be as follows:
minimum

Credits:
Employer

contributions

'&&13S,

537

Charges:
Normal cost
Amortization

—initial

70, 000
0S, 637

past service cost (80 years)

Total

13S, 607

0

Net balance

In the year 1979 the plan is amended (efi'ective for 1979) increasing
past service liabilities by $100,000. The plan's normal cost for benefits
as amended is $75,500. There is a net experience ga, in of $5,000 over the
prior vear. In this year, the employer s contribution is $165&975. The
plan's funding standard account for 1979 will be as follows:
&

Credits:
Employer contributions
Amortization
experience

—

$106&. 97'&

gain

(15 years)

4S6

Total

100. 461

Charges:
Normal cost
Amortization
An&ortization

—
initial past service liability
—past
service liability from amendment

IQ). S01

Total
Balance
Interest on balance

l,i.' 570
034

16, o04

Net balance
s

This assumes that ail amounts
beginning of the year.
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(30 years)

76, y&00
0S, 667
0, S54

other than interest

are charged and credited at ihe
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In 1980 the normal cost of the plan is $76,200. There is an experience
loss for the preceding year of $10,000. The employer contributes $185,
572. The plan's funding standard account for 1980 will be as follows:

s:

Credit,
Employer contributions
experience
Amortization

—

gain

136, 058

Total

Charges:

Normal cost
Amortization
Amortization
Amortization

76, 200
68, 537
6, 854

—
initial past service liabilitv
—
past service liability from amendment
—
experience

071

loss (15 years)

Total

152, 562

—16, 504

Net

Balance from previous year

16, 504

Balance
Interest on balance

Yet balance

0

In case the additional funding standard applies, the funding standard account is to be charged with the excess of the amount to be contributed under the additional funding standard over the amount to be
char~ed as normal cost, amortization of past service costs and experience osses, less the amortized credits for plan amendments that decrease liabilities and for experience gains. (However, to ensure the
account is properly maintained, these amounts also are to be charged
and credited to the account in this case. )
The funding standard account special, a&les combining and ogYour committee recognizes that the
setting amounts to be amortized.
an. ortization rules may require a plan to keep accourts for amortizing
a number of difFerent items. XVhile the amortization charges and
credits to be entered in the funding standard account for any one year
will net, out to a single figure, some may prefer not to maintain a
number of difFerent amortization accounts. Therefore, the bill provides
that amounts required. to be amortized may, at the taxpayer's discretion, be combined into a single amount to be amortized.
The bill provides, pursuant, to regulations to be issued by the Secretary of Treasury, that amounts which are amortizable credits and
charges may be ofFset against each other with the balance to be amortized over a period determined on the basis of the remaining amortization periods for all items entering into the credits or charges, whichever is greater. Also, pursuant to regulations, amortizable credits
(or amortizable charges) may be combined into one credit or one
charge to be amortized over a period determined on the basis of the
remaining amortization periods for all items entering into the combined amount. It is expected that if a taxpayer elects to ofFset or combine amounts to be amortized, this election will apply to all amounts
(both charges and credits) required to be amortized for the year of
election.
An example of the netting and. combining of amortizable amounts
by a single employer plan is described. below.

—
—
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It is assumed that the plan has no past service cost. It is also assumetl
that the plan chooses to determine experience gains and losses on an
annual basis rather than every three years as is generally allowed under the bill. In year 1, the plan has an experience loss of $40,000. In
year 2, the plan has an experience gain of $15,000. In year 3, the plan
has an experience loss of $10,000. In all these years the plan uses a 5percent per annum interest rate in computing its plan costs.
The $40,000 experience loss that occurs in &'ear 1 must be amortized
over 15 years, requiring annual payments of $3,670. The first payment
to amortize this amount is made in year 2.
At the end of year 2 (after one payment of $3,670) the remaining
unamortized balance of the $40, 000 experience loss is $38,145.'
The $15,000 experience gain that occurs in year 2 also is to be amortized over 15 years. Alternatively, it may be combined with the remaining experience loss of $38, 145, reducing the unamortized loss by
($38,145 minus $15,000) to $23, 145. It is expected that under regulations to be issued by the Secretary of the Treasury, the balance of
$23, 145 may be amortized over 14 years (the remaining amortization
period of the greater amount), in equal annual payments of $2,227.
At the end of year 3 (after one payment of $2,227) the remaining unamortized balance of the netted experience loss and gain is $21,964
(requiring annual payments of $2,227 over 13 years) .
The $10,000 experience loss that occurs in year 3 would be amortized
over 15 years in equal payments of $918 per year if it were to be
separately computed and amortized. On combining this lo~s with the
previous net experience loss, the base for amortization is ($21,964 plus
$10,000) or $31,964. It is anticipated. that under regulations to be
issued by the Secretary of the Treasury this amount may be amortized
by 13 annual payments of $3, 145 ($2,227 plus $918) and thereafter one
payment of $1,780.
In some cases, the difh peciel rules the fuQ fundimq lt'rnitctt'on.
ference between the total liabilities of the plan (all accrued liabilities
including normal cost) and the total value of the plan assets may be
smaller than the minimum funding requirement for the year. For example, this could occur where the plan assets had increased substantially and unexpectedly in value. Where the excess of total plan liabilities over assets is less than the minimum funding requirement otherwise
determined, your committee believes that an employer should not have
to contribute more than the amount of this excess liability, for upon
contribution of this amount the plan will become fully funded. As a
result, in this case the bill provides that the amount to be charged to the
funding standard account (and to be contributed), is to be limited to
the difference between the total liabilities of the plan and the fair market value of the plan assets. Since the full funding limitation reduces
the amount, otherwise required to be contributed to a plan, it, appears
appropriate to use the lower of fair market value or the value of plan
assets as normally determined. (As discussed below, the value of plan
assets as normally determined may be greater than fair market value in
certain cases and in such situations use of the normal valuation method could inappropriately limit contributions to a plan. )

—

—
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balance during the year.
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When the full funding limit app1ies, tlie "mortization schedule for
charges and credits to the funding standard account are to be considered as fully amortized, and these scherlules generaljy are to be eliminated from the calculations under the funding standai d accorint. However, if the plan is amended in late: years to increase p1an liabilities,
a, new amortization
schedule would be established with respect to this
increase in liabilities. For years after the full funding 'evel is reached,
the funding standard account will' contiiiue to be ciiarged with the
normal cost of the plan. Consequently, unless asset values increase coirespondingly with the increase in plan liabilities, eventually the full
funding limitation will not be applicable and the employer will have
to mal-e contributions to the plan to meet the minimum funding
requirements.
If the employer fails to make the required contributions in a year
in which the full funding limitation is applicable, the excise tax (described below) on underfunding in that year is to be based only on the
amount that should have been contributed, giveii the full funding
limitation.
For the purpose of calculating the full funding limitation, the bill
provides that plan liabilities (including normal cost) are to be determined under the funding method used by the plan to determine costs
for the year, if the liabilities can be directly calculated under this funding method. However, if this cannot be done under the plan's funding
method, in order to allow the full funding limitation to apply, the bill
provides that the accrued liabilities are to be calculated under the
entry age normal method, solely for the purpose of determining the
application of the full funding limitation. '
Whether the full funding limitation applies generally is to be determined at the end of the plan year, after all plan liabilities for that
year have accrued. For purposes of the full funding limitation, the
value of plan assets generally is to be determined as of the usual valuation date for the plan. Since, as discussed above, contributions generally can be made to a plan after the end of a plan year and yet relate
back to the previous plan year, there should be no timing problem
with respect to such year-end calculations.
Sperial rules~ney purchase penn'on p/ant. Generally, the funding standard account for money purchase pension plans is to be
charged annually with the amount that must be contributed for the
year under the plan formula, and is to be credited with the amount that
is paid. As a result, emplovers who have these plans must annually
make the payments required under the plan. If the employer does not
make suBicient contributions to meet the minimum funding requirements, he is to be subject to the excise tax described below. However,
the Internal Revenue Service may waive the contributions required,
in the same manner as it may waive these contributions for defined
benefit pension -plans.
For purposes of the funding rules, a "target benefit plan" generally
is to be treated as a money purchase pension plan. However, a plan ( for
example, a so-called Taft-Hartley plan) that provides an agreed level
of benefits and a specified level of contributions is not to be considered
a money purchase pension plan if the employer or his representative
participated in the determination of the benefits.
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special rifles collectively bw gained plus and pLans of controLLed,
plans maintained pursuant to a collective bargaining agreeg& oops.
between
employee representatives and one or more employers
ment
often provide for a predetermined level of contributions ovet a period
longer than 12 months. Your con~mittee believes that. for the funding
requirements to be workable in these cases, employers generally must
be allowed to base their contributions on the bargained and agreed
upon basis. Consequently, for purposes of maintaining the funcling
standard account, a plan year of a plan maintained pursuant to a collective bargaining agreement generally is to be considered as extencling for the term of the collective bargaining agreement. This provision
is intended to adapt the minimum funding standard to those plans
ivhere contributions are fixed by contract in accordance with a, fixed
standard, such as a specific dollar amount per hour of covered employment or a specific dollar amount per ton of coal mined.

—

U'nder such a plan if the actuarial assumptions were reasonable and
the actuarial calculations were correct as of the beginning of the term
of the agreement, and the agreed contributions were made, there would
be no deficiency in the funding standard account for the term of the
collective bargaining agreement. Any experience loss could be made up
by adjustment of the contribution rate or the level of benefits for the
term of the next agreement. The special definition of plan year would
not afFect the required periods of amortization or the computation of
the excise tax; also, with respect to collectively bargained plans it is
intended that experience gains and losses generally are to be determined at the end of each contract period, or at the end of every 3 calendar years if more appropriate for the particular plan.
The bill also provides that, to meet the needs of other collectively
bargained plans, the Secretary of the Treasury may issue regulations
that provide other periods that may be treated as plan vears. For
example, it is understood that some multiemployer, collectively bargained plans are based on a number of contracts, each expiring at
difFerent times. It is expected that in this case the regulations would
provide that the plan could use a lo-month period (or perhaps longer
period if needed) for the plan year. In this case, v hen experience losses
are determined, the plan trustees could arrange for an increase in
contributions for the next year, or could arrange for a decrease in
future benefits to allow negotiations to occur later to increase contributions. Additionally, as discussed above, limited retroactive plan
amendments would be allowed without the approval of the Secretarv
of I,abor for up to 2 years after the end of the plan year, so benefits
could be reduced to a limited extent if needed to avoid a funding
deficiency.
The bill also provides that in the case of collectively bargained
plans, the minimum funding standard is to he determined as if all
participants in the plan were employed by a single employer. The bill
provides the same treatment for deduction purposes. This merely restates existing law.
In the case of a plan adopted by more than one corporation which
is a member of a controlled group of corporations (within the meaning of section 1563(a) of the Code without regard to sectio»563
(a) (3) (C)) the bill provides that the minimum funding standard
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and the excise tax on underfunding and the new rules with respect to
maximum deduction limits (described below) are to be determined
as if all members of the controlled group which adopted the plan were
a single employer. Allocations of the minimum funding requirements,
excise tax liability and deduction limi'ts between members of the controlled group are to be determined under regulations prescribed by
the Secretary of the Treasury.
Emotions from coverage censured plans. If a pension plan is
funded exclusively with certain individual insurance contracts, the
bill provides that the plan is not subject to the minimum funding requirements. Your committee believes that if qualified insurance contracts are used to fund a plan and payments are timely made, the plan
will be properly unded.
The contracts that are to qualify for this treatment are level annual
premium individual insurance contracts where the premium is paid
fram the first date of an individual's participation in the plan (and
from the time an increase in benefits becomes effective) and is not paid
beyond the individual's retirement age. Also, the benefits under the
plan must be t)he same as the benefits provided by the individual contracts at normal retirement age. In addition, the benefits must be
guaranteed by the insurance company to the extent that premiums are
paid. For the contracts to qualify, the insurance company must be
licensed to do business in the State where the plan is located. Furthermore, premiums for all plan years must have been timely paid or
the policy reinstated. In addition, rights under the contracts must
not 'have been subject to a security interest, during the plan year, and
no loans must have been made on the policy during the plan year.
If any of these requirements are not satisfied, then the normal
rules with respect to the funding standard must be followed. If a plan
is initially funded with qualified insurance contracts, but, e.g. , a contract payment is not made, then the plan will become subject to the
minimum funding rules and an excise tax may be owed (as des'cribed
below) if the plan funding falls below the minimum standard. (Generally, if the payments had. |been timely made until this time, the
funding standard account for tahe year of nonpayment would start
wit)h a zero balance, the accrued plan liabilities and properly amortized
amounts would be charged to the account for the year in question,
and any excise tax owed would be based on the net charges to the funding stan d ard account for tha t year. )
Fxcluw'ons from coverage profit-s~r)ng plans, etc. Under present law profit-sharing and stock bonus plans do not require a definite
predetermined formula for determining the portion of profits to be
shared annually with the employees. Since the contributions to these
plans may be varied substantially year-by-year under the plan, your
committee believes that it is inappropriate for profit-sharing and stock
bonus plans to be gover'ned by the minimum funding standard.
On the other hand, employer contributions under money purchase
pension plans must be definitely determinable and fixed without being
geared to profits. It is appropriate for these plans to be governed
by the minimum funding standard since the application of this
standard (as under present law) will require the employer to make
definitely determined contributions to the plan.

—
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Your committee intends that plans generally are to be considerecl
money purchase pension plans which meet the "definitely determi»able" standard where the employer's contributions are fixed by tlie plan,
even if the employer's obligation to contribute for any individual
employee may vary based on the amount contributed to tlie plan in any
year by the employee. For example, it is expected that a matching plan
which provides that an employer will annually contribute up to 6 percent of an employee's salary, but that this contribution will be no more
than the employee's own (nondeductible) contribution, will meet the
"definitely determinable" criteria. In this case, the employer's contributions are set by the plan, will not vary with profits, and cannot be
varied by the employer's action (other than by a plan amendinent).
(Of course, the plan must meet the nondiscrimination and other requirements of the Code to be qualified. )
Your committee understancls that some plans are based solely
on contributions from participating employees, without contributions of employers. In this case, your committee believes it would be
inappropriate to make the employer responsible for the contributions of his employees. Consequently, where the plan has not p& ovidecl
for any employer contributions at any time after the date of enactment of the bill, the plan is to be exempt from the minimum fu»ding
standards and the excise tax on underfunding. Similarly, it would be
inappropriate for the employer to be responsible for voluntary employee contributions, and consequently, voluntary co»tributions (ancl
benefits attributed thereto) are to be disregarded for purposes of the
minimum funding standard and the excise tax on underfuncling.
L"zchuion8 from coverage government pkwe and church, plan8.
It has been arguecl that government plans should be exempt from the
funding standards since the taxing power can be viewed as a practical
substitute for these standards. On the other hand, your committee is
concerned with reports that in the case of a number of governmental
units, such generous pension promises have been made ancl so lIttle
funds have been set aside currently, that the practical likelihoocl of
imposing sufficient taxes to pay those benefits may be open to question.
In view of this confiict, your committee does not believe present law
should be changed at this time regarding government plans ivhich are
qualified under the Federal tax laws.
The bill, therefore, provides that any tax-qualified government plan
that meets the requirements of existing law with respect to funding
will be exempt from the new minimum funding requirements. (ThIs
generally means that these plans must currently contribute normal
cost plus interest on unfunded past service cost. ) This exemption will
apply both to existing and newly-established government plans.
In view of the information received with respect to possible undcrfnnding problems of the plans, the bill provides that your. committee
ancl the Committee on Education and Labor are to study whether plans
maintained bv Federal, State, or local governments are aclequatelv
funded (taking into account the new minimum funding stanclards of
the bill). Your committee and the Committee on Education and I.abor
are to submit to the House of Representatives the results of this study
together with recommendations on funding standards for government
plans by December 81, 1976.

—
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nder the bill, government plans are plans established and maintained for their employees by the [Tnited States Government, or by
the government of any State or political subdivIsion of a State, or by
of such governments. A. iso, except for
any agency or instrumentality
the st»dy described above, a, plan to which the Railroad Retirement
Act, of 1935 or 1937 applies i» to be treated as a government plan.
The bill also generally exempts church plans from the new funding
requirements if these plans meet the funding requirements of present
law. However, a church plan may elect to have all the provisions of
the Internal Revenue Code regarding participation, vesting, funding,
and form of benefit apply. If such an election is made, then the minimum funding provisions will apply to the plan. (V»ader the bill, once
it is made, the election is irrevocable. )
A church plan is defined under the bill as a plan established and
maintained by a church (or convention or association of churches)
that is tax-exempt under section 501 of the Code. However, a church
plan does not include a plan established and maintained primarily
for the benefit of persons employed in connection with an unrelated
trade or business. Nor does a church plan include a multiemployer
plan if one or more employers are not tax-exempt under section 501
of the Code as a church (or convention or association of churches).
With respect to plans in existence on January 1, 1974, if the plan
applied on that date to eniployees of any tax-exempt agency of a
church (or convention or associ;ition of churclies) which established
and maintained the plan, then the employees of the agency are to be
treated as employees of the rhurcli (or convention or association of
chui:ches) .
In order to minimize administrative
Coordhnathon of regulations.
problems, and ensure insofar as possible that plans wliich satisfy the requirements of the Interna, l Revenue Code also meet the pension standards which are to be administered by the Labor Department, and vice
versa, the bill provides that the Treasury regulations with respect to
the participation, vesting, and funding requirements of the bill (other
than regulations to enforce the antidiscrimination
requirements of
sec. 401(a) (4) of the code) are to be effective for plan years beginning after December 31, 1975, only if approved by the Secretary of
Labor. Where the bill's provisions apply before that date (as in the
case of new plans and plans which elect earlier dates) then the regulations may be prescribed without the necessary approval of the
Secretary of Labor. However, these regulations are not to apply beyond the December 31, 1975, plan year cutofi' date.
enrollment of actuarhes to pracr~'ce b' fore
Actuarial conshderath'ons
the Internal Pieh'enue hers, ice. Defined benefit pension pbn costs generally are actuarial estimates of future costs of the plan. In estimating
pension costs, actuaries must make assumptions ("actuarial assumptions") about a number of future events, such as the rate of return on
investments ("interest"), employees' future earnings, and employee
mortality and turnover. Actuaries also must choose from a number of
methods to calculate future plan liabilities. The amounts required to
fund any given pension plan can vary significantly according to the
mix of these actuarial assumptions and methods. As a result, the assumptions and methods used by actuaries are basic to the application
of minimum funding standards for defined benefit pension plans.

I
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Your committee believes that actuaries who perform services for
pension plans and report to the Internal Revenue Service
regarding these plans should meet a reasonable standard of competence and be held to a standard of reasonableness in choosing their
methods and assumptions. The bill requires that the actuarial assumptions which are used are to be reasonable in the aggregate; this restates
present law. However, there is no existing government regulation of
the actuarial profession as tliere is, for example, for lawyers and accountants. Te resolve this problem, the bill provides that standards and
qualifications are to be established for enrolling actuaries to practice
before the Internal Revenue Service (with rega~rd to actuarial matters
only).
Under the bill, the standards and qualifications to be satisfied for any
person applying after 1975 for enrollment as an actuary are to include
education and training in actuarial mathematics and methodology, and
an appropriate period of actuarial experience. The education and
training requirement is to be evidenced by a degree in actuarial
mathematics or its equivalent from an accredited college or university,
successful completion of an examination in actuarial mathematics and
methodology to be given by the Secretary of the Treasury, or successful completion of other actuarial examinations deemed adequate by
the Secretary. Your committee anticipates that actuaries also will be
enrolled to practice before the Department of Labor with respect to
pension plans. In order to make the enrollment requirements uniform
for practice before the Internal Revenue Service and the Department
of Labor, regulations issued by the Secretary of the Treasury with
respect to standards and qualifications for actuaries are to be efi'ective
after December 31, 1975, only if approved by the Secretary of Labor.
(Similarly, your committee anticipates Chat regulations issued by the
Secretary of Labor with respect to qualification of actuaries are to be
e8ective after that date only if approved by the Secretary of the
Treasury. )
The bill provides a special rule with respect to individuals applying
for enrollment before 1976. For such individuals, the standards and
qualifications for enrollment are to include a requirement for an appropriate period of responsible actuarial experience or of responsible
experience in the administration of pension plans.
Your committee contemplates that the procedure for enrollment
of actuaries will appropriately recognize the need for independent,
competent professional work, and consequently practice without enrollqualified

ment will be allowed only in unusual ca, ses.
Your committee intends that the Secretary also establish duties
relating to practice before the Internal Revenue Service by actuaries
who are enrolled to practice. These duties may be similar to those
required for attorneys, certified public accountants, and others who
practice before the Internal Revenue Service, appropriately modified
to take account of the special requirements of actuarial practice. For
example, it is contemplated that the regulations will require an enrolled actuary to notify the Secretary if he discovers that an actuarial
statement he prepared was not filed with the Secretary.
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enrollment regulations (including regulations relating to application for enrollment after 1975), it is your committee's
intent that the Secretary recognize to the extent feasible the varying degrees of actuarial skill required in the examination of different types of plans. Ivor example, it is understood that many
smaller and simpler plans are administered on the basis of standand on the
ard actuarial tables which are widely published
basis of standard earnings assumptions. In these cases your committee has been informed that contributions 'have been adjusted
from time to time to refiect deviations between actual plan experience and the standard actuarial and interest assumptions used.
To the extent feasible, it is anticipated that the Secretary will
make it possible to use such standard tables, etc. , in the examination of these smaller and simpler plans, and make it possible for this work to be done by persons with the needed education
and experience in pension plan administration whether or not their
training includes the highest level of actuarial skills. The limited number of persons with a high level of actuarial skills makes it desirable
that the standards acceptable for those examining smaller and simpler
plans not be as restrictive as in the case of those examining the larger
plans.
It is contemplated that the Secretary of the Treasury would reserve
the power to suspend from practice before the Service any person enrolled to practice as an actuary after due notice and opportunity for
hearing. L)isciplme might be imposed upon an enrolled actuary shown
to be incompetent, or who does not comply with the rules and regulations established by the Secretary. Your committee intends that p~roceedings brought against enrolled actuaries will be instituted in the
same general rn nner as proceedings against others practicing before
the Service and will follow the same general procedure as other disciplinary proceeding&s. Generally, disciplinary proceedings would involve a complaint served on the actuary, an opportunity for answer,
and an evidentiary hearing before a hearing examiner who would
render a decision (appealable to the Secretary of the Treasury). An
actuary involved in such a proceeding would have a right to be represented by counsel. It is contemplated that the discipline imposed could
include suspension from practice before the Service, and that under
appropriate circumstances a petition for reinstatement
could be

In formulating

granted.
Actuarial conn'deratiom
report8 o f actuaries. The Internal Revenue Service must receive detailed information on the actuarial assumptions and methods used to be able to evaluate whether costs of
a qualified defined benefit pension plan have been properly determined.
To resolve this problem, the bill requires periodic actuarial reports to
be filed with the Internal Revenue Service by plan administrators of'
defined benefit plans subject to the new min&mum funding standard.
Consequently, actuarial reports will not be required for plans funded
through qualified insurance contracts, and profit-sharing and money
purchase plans, among others. However, actuarial reports will be
required of any defined benefit plan subject to the new minimum funding standard, whether or not it remains tax-qualified.
Actuarial reports are to be made for the first plan year (or the first
plan year to which this section applies) and every third year there-

—
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Under the bill the Secretary may require more frequent reporting if necessary. T' he Secretary might require more frequent reporting
in particular cases (for exainple, where a plan is to determine experience gains or losses more frequently than every three years) or in
all cases if necessary. If the plan administrator fails to timely file
the required actuarial reports, he will be subject to a penalty of $1,000
for each such failure unless it was due to reasonable cause.
Under the bill, the plan administrator generally is the person designated as such by the plan instrument. If no admmistrator is so designated, the administrator will be the employer for a single employer
plan, and will be the joint board of trustees, etc. , for a plan maintained
by several employers or several employers and an employee organization. In other cases, the plan administrator will be the person prescribed by regulations issued by the Secretary of the Treas»ry.
The periodic actuarial reports must be prepared and signed by
actuaries enrolled to practice before the Internal Revenue ~Service.
The reports must include a description of the plan, a description of
the funding method and actuarial assumptions used to determine costs
under the plan, a certification as to whether the plan is adequately
maintaining a funding standard account, and any other information
regaiding the plan as the Secretary may require. For example, it is
contemplated that the periodic reports will include detailed information on the basis for any change in actuarial assumptions.
The act»ary who prepares tlie iiepoits must ceitify that, to the best
of his knowledge, the report is complete a»el accurate. IIe must, also
certify whether, in his opinion, the funding method is reasonable and
the actuarial assumptions used to determine the plan costs are reasonable in the aggregate. It is contemplated that the actuary will be subject to discipline and may be suspended from practice before the
Internal Revenue Service if he falsely cei tifies a report.
&1 et»are al r ankle derati onk
ac tuar~'al «kkum pti onk, m ethoCh, valuation
of «kkrtk. Since actuarial calculations detcrinine plan costs, the bill
includes several basic rules regardiiig these calculations. Under the
bill, plan liabilities must be determined on the basis of actuarial assuinptions tliat, in tlie aggregate, are reasonable. Yo»r committee
i'ecognizes that frequently there is a range of act»arial assumptions
which may be appropi iate for determinin~ the costs of a defined benefit pension plan, and tlie choice of the;ippropriate assumptions is very
mucli a, matter of jurlgment. In tliis circumstaiice, an employer may
attempt to siibstit»te his judgment for that of his act»ary, which may
leail to sitiiations where ~&lan costs are not being inrlependently determinecl by an act»ary. Your committee believes that it, is inappropriate
for an employer to siibstitute his judgment in these matters for that of
a, q»alified actuary, and it is contemplated
tliat if such a circumstance
were to arise an actuary would liave to refuse giving Iiis favorable
opinion with regard to the plan.
Since tlie actuarial ass»mptions», cd m»st lie ieasoiiablc i» tlie
aggregate, it is anticipated that, on a»dit, the Iiitcr»al Rcvci»ie Service will (as presently) req»ire a change of ass»mptions wliere tlicy
do not meet this standard. Eiowcvcr. »iiless the a.. s»mptions»sed are
s»bstantial)y unreasonable, it is contemplated that generally the Service will not require a change of ass»mptio»s to be made effective foi'
years prior to the year in which the a»dit is made.

—
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r»&i»ed»nder the f»»d-

in«' n&ethod»sed generally to determi»e costs u»der the plan. In aclrlition. since a change i» the;ictiiai ial »method»sed c;in have a substan. tial eA'ect on a pl:in's cost. the bill;ilso provides that the Internal

Picvcn»e Service nl»st applove, p»rsi»l»t to reg»latio»s, a change in
the plan's f»ndi»g i»ethorl befoi. e the new»» thod may be»sed to calc»late plan costs. Similai ly, approval »»ist tre obtained for a change
of the pla» veer before th&»ew year may be»sed 'by a n&an. It. is
expccte&1 that the rcgiilatio»s»»&lcr this provision will establish rules
si»iilar (b»t appropi iately nio&lif'. ed) to the re«»lations governin«appioval of changes in acco»nting methods. Therefore, it is expected
that, &re»ci ally before a change in act»arial »&ethotl or plan year will
be approved a taxpayei in»st establish a s»bsta»tial business purpose
for the change and that co»sideratio» ivill br giveii to;ill the facts and
circ»&»stances with res»ect to the change. It is contemplated that a
rha»ge in f»nding method is to be allowed only if it does not significantly adversely aA'ect thc funding of the plan. Also, your committee
contei»plates that upon approvin«a chan&re in act»arial inethod or
plan year. conditions aie to be established to prevent distortion of

or distortion of funding of the plan.
Your coinmittee recognizes that there are a substantial

i»con&e

number of
accepted i»ethods of valuing assets of pe»sion plans and many of these
i»ethods are designed to take into accou»t »market value and also to
level out short-run market swings. Your committee believes that such
valuation i»ethods are appropriate since sharp, short-run variations in
asset val»es could significantly affect the required funding if fair
inarl.-et value were the only accepted mcthocl of valuing assets for
funcling purposes. This would be inappropriate since pe»sion plans
are funded to »sect the needs of the long-r»n, frequently over an employee's whole working life. On the other hand, your coinmittee also
reco&vnizes that pension plans m»st value assets in a way that ta, kes
into account market val»e. Otherwise, there may be no relation between a plan's funding program and the assets actually available to
pay benefits.
U»der the bill, genei. ally plan assets are to be valued on the basis
of any reasonable actuarial method of valuation that takes into acco»nt fair market value, pursuant to re«ulatio»s to be issued by the
Secretary of the Treasury.
Your committee anticipates that fair market value generally would
be an acceptable valuation method. On the other hand, it is contemplated that using cost or bool- va]ne without taking account of changes
in fair market value would not be an acceptable valuation method. '
However, it is intended that, acceptable valuation methods may include
(but »ot, be limited to} the use of a moving average (over, e.&7., five
vears), or increasing asset values each year by a stated percentage of
the previous year's asset value under the assumption that an even longrange appreciation will occur (in some cases, this increase may be
reduced by realized appreciation or other income received from the
asset). Another alternative method may be to capitalize the current
amount of income from each asset as a perpetuity, using the plan
'However, in a case where fair market value tended to fluctuate around
ahle actuarial method may determine that cost is the appropriate
value.

cost, a reason-
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valuation rate of interest. For a valuation method to be reasonable, it
is expected that the asset values obtained under the method of valuation used are to bear a reasonable relationship to fair market value,
and that if fair market value and the value under the method used
di6'er significantly over a period of several years that the value
under the plan would be adjusted accordingly. However, where an
unacceptable method is being used by an existing plan, it is contemplated that the Service will allow a transition so that the plan will
have time to write up its asset values. Furthermore, it is expected that
the method chosen must be used consistently by the plan.
It is also expected that the regulations will provide reasonable
methods for valuing life insurance or annuity contracts, which will
recognize the special nature of such contracts for valuation of pension plans.
Your committee also recognizes that often a pension plan will acquire
bonrls or other debt instruments as a long-term investment to bc held
until maturity. In fhat event, it would seem inappropriate to require
the plan to change its valuation of the bond in accordance with market fiuctuations. Therefore, the bill provides that, a plan may elect to
value its bonds or evidence of indebtedness on an amortized basis. At
Ithe election nf the plan, the amortization
may run from initial
cost at purchase to par value at earliest call date or to par value
at maturity. This election is to be made at the time and in the manner prescribed by regulations. The election is to be revocable only
with the consent of the Internal Revenue Service and is to apply to
all bonds and evidences of indebtedness owned by the plan. Although
the bill explicitly recognizes this as one reasonable method of valuaactuarial
bonds or evidences of indebtedness,
tion that a plan may use to value
other valuation methods may be used for these assets. (Also, it may
be reasonable to use the method explicitly recognized for bonds or
indebtedness for valuing other assets. )
Actuarial com&eratiom
advA ory board.
Your committee believes that the Secretary of the Treasury could be significantly
aided in resolving a number of problems regarding actuaries and
actuarial assumptions, etc. , if he had the advice of experienced actuaries drawn from difFerent areas of practice. Accordingly, your committee intends that the Secretary establish an advisory board chosen
from among experienced actuaries in government, teaching, business
and insurance, and independent consulting practice.
Your committee intends that the board advise the, Secretary in such
matters as the enrollment system for actuaries, reasonable standards
and criteria for determining actuarial assumptions to be used for plans,
and determining what constitutes generally accepted principles of
actuarial practice.
The sanctions under present law on the failure to
Enforcement.
meet the minimum funding requirements appear to have little eff'ect
on an employer's decision to fund a plan at the required minimum
levels. To resolve this problem, the bill imposes an excise tax on the
employer if he fails to fund the plan at the minimum required amounts
(only if a waiver has not been obtained).
The tax initially is to be 5 percent of the accumulated funding
the excess of cha, rges over credits in the funding standard
deficiency
account at the end of the plan year. If a plan year ends with an ag-

—
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gregate funding deficiency, the employer will owe a 5 percent excise
tax on the deficiency and that tax may be due for the taxable year of
the employer with or within which the plan year ends. Furthermore, a deficiency in a prior year will continue in later years (and will
be increased with interest), until paid. The 5 percent tax will apply
to each year (of the employer) in which there is a funding deficiency
at the end of the plan year. For example, if there is a funding deficiency in 1978 that is not corrected until 1980, there will be a 5 percent
tax on the 1978 deficiency and a 5 percent tax on the 1979 deficiency
(which will be the same as the 1978 deficiency plus interest). ' If the
deficiency is corrected. within the time allowed for contributions for
the year 1980, there would be no 5 percent tax for 1980.
In any case in v-hich the o percent tax is imposed and the accumulated funding deficiency is not corrected within the correction period
allowed after notice by the Internal Revenue Service, a 100 percent
tax equal to the accumulated funding deficiency (to the extent not
corrected) is to be imposed on the employer. In accord. with present
law respecting the excise taxes with regard to private foundations,
neither the 5 percent nor the 100 percent taxes are to be deductible.
As discussed above, the bill provides that an employer's contributions to a plan that are made by the time for filing its tax return can
relate back to the year of that return. Consequently, generally an
employer will have a period of time after the close of the plan year
to contribute to the plan and avoid the excise tax on underfunding. In
addition, the bill provides that for purposes of the minimum funding
requirements, a plan can be amended to a limited extent without the
approval of the Secretary of Labor after the close of the plan year, but
by the time for filing the employer's return for the taxable year with
or within which the plan year ends (in the case of multiemployer
plans, the amendment may be within two years of the close of the plan
year). This allows limited retroactive decreases in plan benefits so
liabilities for the excise tax can be reduced or eliminated when there
has been a mistake in estimating the amount of benefits that an
employer could properly fund.
As discussed above, under certain conditions a plan also may be
ietroactively amended with the approval of the Secretary of Labor
for earlier years. Such a retroctive amendment is not, however, to
eliminate a funding deficiency for purposes of the initial 5 percent
tax, although it may constitute correction for purposes of the 100
percent tax.
The minimum period allowed for correcting any funding deficiency
after notice from the Service is 90 days from the date of mailing a
notice of deficiency with respect to the 5 percent tax. However, this
period may be extended for the time that the Internal Revenue Service determines is reasonable and necessary to eliminate the accumulated
funding deficiency (and is automatically extended for any period
in which a deficiency cannot be assessed under section 6213(a) relating to petitions to the Tax Court). It is intended that the Secretary
require signifiicant reasons before granting an extension under this
provision.
a Of course, if an employer fails to contribute
a plan's normal cost in any year, that
amount will not thereafter become a past service cost (or experience loss to be charged
in amortized amounts. The funding standard accounts will chow as a defiriency subiert to
tax each year until corrected the unpaid normal cost plus interest (as well as any unpaid
past service cost, plus interest).
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It is intended that reasonable conditions may be applied to any
extension of time, such as (but not limited to) a, requirement that
regular pavments be made toward funding the deficiency and such
as~not allowing a plan amendment that increases plan costs until
the deficiency is paid oR. Correction generally will be made by paying
oR the principal amount of the funding deficiency plus interest to
tlie date of payment, at the rate used to determine plan costs for the
years the deficiency remained unpaid.
In the usual case, the excise taxes will be owed when a deficiency is
showing in the plan's funding standard account. IIowever, as under
present law, where the actuarial assumptions used in determining the
minimum funding requirements are unreasonable in the aggregate, the
Service may on audit retroactively (for open years) require a chailge
in these assumptions. Such a change may result in a change in tile
plan's funding standard account. If a funding deficiency occurs as a
result of such change, an excise tax may be levied. It is expected
that retroactive changes of actuarial assumptions wonl&1 occui only
where the initial assumptions used were substantially unreasonable.
The bill provides special rules for applying the excise tax to collectively bargained plans. Generally, the "plan year" for a collectively
bargained plan will be considered to be the contract period. If, at
the beginning of that contract period, the actuarial assumptions used
in setting the plan contributions are reasonable in the aggregate, and
the actuarial calculations are correct, then generally no excise tax will
be owned by employers who timely pay their appropriate share of the
plan contributions during the contract period. However, to the extent
that plan contributions are not timely paid, the fundingt standard account may show a deficiency and an excise tax would be owed. (The excise tax would be owed on the basis of the employer's taxable ye;ir and
not on the basis of the plan year which runs for the period of the contract. ) When a plan has such an accumulated f»nding deficiency,
generally the tax will be imposed only on the employers who do not
timely contribute, since the underfunding is the result of their failure
to contribute.
At the end of a contract period, even assuming that all contrilnitions were timely made, a collectively bargained plan can have experience losses. In that event, the next contract must provide for tlie
experience loss. This generally will be by hioher contributions, though
it could also be by amending the plan to decrease benefits. If appi opriate adjustments in contributions or benefits do not occur, then the
plan will have a funding deficiency and an excise tax will be owe&i.
Iiiability for this tax is to be determined first on the basis of failure
to meet the required employer contributions under the plan, and then
on the basis of respective liabilities for contributions under the plan.
The bill also provides special rules for applying the excise tax to a
controlled. group of corporations. IJnder the bill, if corporations that
are members of a controlled gloup (defined bv section 1563(a)
the Code without regard to section 1563(e) (e) (C') ) adopt a plan, the
excise tax on underfnnding
is to be determined as if all th" «rporations were a single employer, and the tax is to be allocated to eac»
potion in accord with re illatlons prescribed by
'0 It is contemplated
that if a, oian becomes subject to the full funding limitation after

"

lt has an accumulated funding deficient y that no correction will be required, but the
nondeductible 5 percent first level excise tax will be owed for each year in which ther~ ls
an accumulated funding deficiency.
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is expected that generally the minimum funding rcwill
be
allocated proportionately to the, relative amount of
quirernents
plan liabilities attrib»ted to the employees of such corporation anti
any funding tax will be allocated in proportion to failures tc make
these required minimum contributions.
3fa@imum ctecItrctt'oz, e Joy plan cont@i buttons. If an em ploye I
wishes to deduct contributions to an employee benefit plan which arc
gre" tel thar. the minimurr, contributions required. the amount deductible will be subject to thc maximum clecluction liinits.
Contributions to a pension plan presently are deductible under three
alternative provisions, the "5 percent" method which allows deductions to be taken for contributions not in excess of 5 percent of the
annual compensation of the covered employees (sec. 404(a) (1) (A)
of the code), the "level cost" method (sec. 404(a) (1) (8) of the code),
and the "normal cost" method (sec. 404 (a) (1) (C) of the code).
Unlike the "level cost" method and the "normal cost" method, the
5-percent limitation on contributions is often unrelated to the funding
needs of the pension plan, for it frequently is not cletermined by tile
level of benefits provided by the plan. Consequently, the 5-percent
method has allowed employers to contribute and decluct more than is
reasonably needed to fund a pension plan.
The bill repeals the 5-percent deduction limitation (present sec. 404
(a) (1) (A ) of the code). Thus, deductible contributions uncler a qualified pension plan generally are to be limited under either the "level
cost" or the "normal cost" methods. However, in place of the 5 percent
limitation, the bill adds a new sec. 404 (a) (1) (A) (discussed beloiv)
relating to contributions needed to meet the minimum funding

[100j tne Treasury. It

—

standard.
The "normal cost' method (sec. 404(a) (1) (C) of the Code) presently allows a maximum deduction of normal cost plus 10 percent of
unfunded past service costs. The 10 percent figure includes interest as
well as principal, and therefore this method is not the same as 10-year
a, mortization.
Tc: put the minimum contribution requirements and maximum deduction limitations on a comparable basis, the bill amends the "normal
cost" deduction limitation rules to allow a maximum deduction of
normal cost plus amounts needed to amortize past service costs in ten
equal annual payments (including principal and interest). Under this
provision, i!!itial past service costs could be amortized over ten years
from the date established (past service cost established by plan amendment could be amortized over ten years from the amendment, and
experience losses could be ai»o! tized over ten years from the date they
are cletermined). Tlie maximum deduction for any year would be the
amount determined under ten-year amortization and no more than this
amount could be deducted in any yea, r even though less than this
amount were contributed in a prior year.
Your committee recognizes that under the lnini!num funding rules
an employer might have to contribute more than the maximum allowed

"

» Sinn the 10 percent figure includes interest as well as principal, it is estimated that,
upon the interest rate, sn employer usually may deduct amounts needed to fund
accrued past service costs over 12—14 years.
depending
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[&0&] !'or ded»ctIo»»»der the "1(vel cost' or "»ormal cost" liniits. For
exaniple, this co»ld oc& ur if the employer rorre& teel a s»bst a»tia! fii»diii«deficiency for a pi ior year. (,onseq»ently, the hill provides that in
requires a contrib»tion
such cases if the miiiii»um f»ndiii«standard
to a tax-q»alified peniion trust, ivhich is greater than the maxim»m
amount otherwise deductible, the amount contributed to satisfy the
minimum standard is to be deductilile. However, this rule does not
apply to contributions to plans that are subject to the minimum funding standard but are not tax-qualified. Additionally, contributions m»st
meet the requirements of sec. 162 before bein «deductible under sec. 404.
Iil oi'del" to put the mlnlinum fundillg rcq»irements a»d Illaxli»»»i
deduction limits on a compatible basis, the bi]l also provides ihat the
funding method and actuarial assumptions used to determine tlie
amount deductible are to be the sam» as the method and assumptions
used to determ', ne the minimum funding required. In addition. the
maximum amount deductible generally cannot be more than full funding limitation of the ininimum fiinding staiidard: othcrwisc, deductions would be allowed for contributions greater than needed to fund
the plan.
Present law generally allows deductions for contributions to overlapping combinations of pension, profit-sharing, and stock bonus plans
of up to 25 percent of compensation paid or accrued to all the employees who are beneficiaries under the plans. In some cases. where
there has been a previous contribution greater than the deductible
limits, the deduction can be up to 80 percent of aggregate compensation. In accordance with the decisior, to limit, contributions to defined
contribution plans to 25 percent of employee compensation, the bill
provides that maximum deductions for contributions to overlapping
plans are to be 25 percent of aggregate compensation, and the provision for an additioiial 5 percent for carryovers is to be eliminated.
Under present law, contributions by an accrual basis taxpayer made
by the time for filin& his tax i cturns may be treated as paid in the year
for which the returii is due. This allows taxpavcrs time after the close
of their taxable year to determine the amouiit of their contributions
to be made to a plan. The bill extends this rule to cash basis taxpayers.
With re&'ard to collectively bargained plans, the bill |as present
law) provides that the maximum deduction limits are to be determined as if all participants in the plan were employed by one, empiovides that the amount, contrib»ted by each
ploy( r. Further, the bill shiit!i
employer uiider a collectively bar«ained plan will »ot exceed the maximum deduction limitation if the anticipated em}&loyer conti ib»tions
for the plan year are»o greater than the limitatio». With respect to a
pla» adopted by sex cia! corporations that are i»embers of a controlled
gro»p, the maxim»rn ded»ction limitations are to be determined as if
a! l employers iv( rc a sin«le employer, and deductible amo»nts are to be
allocate&1 in «ccoi &lance
regu! atio»s to be prescribed by the Secretaiy of tlie Treasury.
L"@ective dates
The new mi»im»~» fii»din«requirements
and the. new rules with
i'espect to rlcductio»s generally arc to apply to plan years beginning
«ft r tlie chite of eiiactment of the bill. However, with respect to

886
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plans in existence on January 1, 1974, the new funding standards and
deduction rules are to apply to plan years beginning after December 81, 1975. If a plan existing on January 1, 1974, is maintained by
a labor organization exempt under section 501(c) (5) of the Code exclusively for the benefit of the employees of the organization, the new
funding rules are to apply to this plan for plan years beginning after
the later of (1) the last day of the second convention of the labor
organization occ»rring after enactment of the bill (b»t not later than
December 31, 1980) or (2) December, '31, 1976.
If an existing plan is maintained under a collective bargaining
agreement, then the new funding standard and deduction rules are to
apply to plan years beginning after December 81, 1980, or the date
on which the agreement terminates, whichever is earlier (but in no
event sooner than p]an years beginning after December 81, 1976). The
date of termination is to be determined without regard to any extension
agreed to after the date of enactment of the bill.
Plans in efFect on January 1, 1974, may elect to have the Internal
Revenue Code provisions relating to participation, vesting, funding,
and form of benefit apply to plan years beginning before the otherwise applicable eff'ective date and all plan years thereafter. The election is to be made by the plan administrator and is to be irrevocable.
The provisions of the bill defining governmental plan, church plan,
multiemployer plan, and plan administrator are to be efFective on the
date of enactment.
The provision of the bill establishing enrollment procedures for
actuaries is to become efFective upon enactment. The provisions relating to filing actuarial reports are to become efFective at the same time
as the general provisions relating to the new minimum funding rules.
Rex:enue effect
It appears clear that the new funding provisions will give rise to
additional income tax deductions by employers in the immediate years
ahead. However, the statistical data available do not provide any
method for determining the size of this revenue eff'ect. It is believed,
however, that it will not represent a large revenue loss. In the longer
run, it appears unlikely that the greater immediate funding expected
under this bill will have any appreciable efFect on revenues. Although
funding occurs earlier under the bill than under present law, the
income tax deductions taken by employers under the bill would for the
most part ultimately be taken under the present funding rules.

"

D.

ADMINISTRATION

AND FrNFORCEMENT

(Secs. 1041, 1051, and 1052 of the bill, and secs. 7476 and 7802 of the
Code)

Your committee's bill relies heavily on the tax 1aws in order to secure
compliance with the new requirements that it imposes on employee
pension, profit-sharing and stock bonus plans. The bill, in providing
new standards of coverage, vesting, and funf ling continues the administration of these provisions in the Internal Revenue Service.
Many aspects of compliance have been discussed in conjunction with
the various substantative provisions described in the bill. This includes,
~For statement relative to the
scuss on
un er

termination of
o a c o 1I e c t i v e b a r g a i n i n g a g r e e m e n t, s e e
t e e iIective date with respect
to "A. Participation" above.
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ex«i»pie, tlie neiv excise taxes imposed Ivitli respect to u»dertiiiid i»g.
Ill a»»»!ber of otlier Ivays, hoivever, efYorts liaie been made to
prove the piovisions of existiIi law. Tlii liiovi ious o
disc»sscd hei e are the new office 5& t up in the I»tei ital Peeve»»e Service
to administer tlie new stanclartls in this bill as Ivell as the «uthorizatioII
of funds to provide for tliis «tlministration. Ill addition, the bill deals
with thc problem raised «s to the absence under existing law of a
jiirlicial review for letters of determination
as to the qualification
st«tiis of plans. Procedures are also set out whereby employees can
question the qualification of plans.

1. IxaTR'A. IL

IiEVE'VT.'E SERvIC:E

I'iv, vent, Ai.n;
V»der present l«w, the national office of the Internal Revenue
'.3rrvice is organized on a general activity basis rather than a tax or
subject basis. ' At the present time, there are six Assistant Commissio»ers of Internal Revenue in the national office whose activities are
bi+ken into the following categoiies: collection and taxpayer service,
conipliance (including «uditi»g), inspection (internal security), planning «»d resear~ li, teclinic«l (rulings) and iidini»istration (housekeeping~). Simi1«rly, the field offices of the, Service are organized on a similar
linc. Within each of these broad c«tegories there are Service units whose
jurisdictioiial breakdoavn is by subject matter under examination.
For exam!&le, the Miscellaneoiis «nd Special Provisions Tax Division
tinder the Officc of Assist«nt Commissioner (Technical) contains an
Act»«rial Br«nch, a I'ension Trust Branch and an Exempt Organization's Br;iiich. However, various other aspects of national office emare
ployee be»efit plan and tax exempt organization adininistration
under tlie Office of Assistant Commissioner, Accounts Collection
«IId Taxpayer Service and the OfIIce of Assistant Commissioner,
Compliance.
General remOn8' fur Change
Concern has been expressed in the, case of the administration of employee benefit plans (and also tax exempt organizations) as to whether
the Internal revenue Service with its primary concern with the collection of revenues is giving sufficient consideiation to the purposes f' or
Ivhich tliese organizations are exempt. M«ny believe that the present
organization of the Service causes it to subortli»ate concern for the protection of tlie interests of plan participants (or the educational, charitable, etc. , purposes for which the exemptions are provided).
On the otlier hand, the enormous growth in retirement plans during
the last third of a ceiitury has proceeded 1«rgely un&ler the tax regulations of the Internal Revenue Service. Moreover, clearly the greatest
single protection for rank and file employees dui ing this time has been
the Internal Revenue Service's administration of the provision denying
any special tax treatment for contributions or benefits discriminating
in favor of employees who are officers, shaleholders, supervisors, or
highly conlpensated employees. The thr»st of this provision is to re-

' Reorganization Plan No. 1 of 1952 which went into efiect on March 15, 1952
description of the present organization of the Internal Revenue Service, see S««~e t
Organization aad Functions (C.B. 1970—
1, 442).
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quire broarler substantial participation in the plnns than would be
provided but for tire Service's arlministration of the statute.
At tlie same time, it must be recogrrized that the natural tendency
is for the Service to emphasize those areas that produce revenue rather
than those n, reas primarily concerned with maintaining the integrity
and carrying out the purposes of exemption provisions. Similar concern has been expressed in the past over the Service's administration
of the provisions of the tax law relating to exempt organizations.
Your committee believes that in the employee benefit plan and tax
exempt organization area it should be easier to emphasize the basic
objectives involved if the activities relating to these plans and exempt
organizations were more closely coordinnted, if the activities in these
n, reas relating
to auditing, rulings, etc. whether in the field or in the
national o%ce are brought together and if the top direction for tliese
activities also has specialized in them. For the reasons outlined, the
bill establishes a separate o%ce in the Internal Revenue Service, headed
by an Assistant Commissioner for Employee Plans and Exempt Organizations to deal primarily with plans that are (or claim to be) qualified under section 401 of the code and organizations that are (or claim
to be) exempt from. income taxes under section 501(a) of the Code.
This includes pension, profit-sharing and stock bonus trusts nnd plans,
ieligious, educational, nnd charitable organizations and foundations
;is i~. ell as tlie various other exempt organizations described in section
501(c) of the code. Similar functional units are to be established in the
i nrious regional and/or district o%ces. The committee has decided to
;iuthorize funds of $70 million a year to fund this new unit in tire
Internal Revenue Service.

Explanation of prox~r'sioiis
Off'rcc of Ass~'stant Conrnrissioner,
Employee Plans anrl, Exempt
The bill establishes within the Inteninl Revenue
Organizations.
Service a new ofFice of Assi. .tn, nt Comniissioner to be known n. s the
O%ce of Assistant Coinmissiouer, Employee Plnrrs nnd Excinpt Organizations. This o%ce is to linve the super vision and direction of tlie
bnsic activities of the Internal Revenrrc Service in connection witli
pension, etc. plans (gover ried by secs. 401 through 415 of the cocle)
nnd tnx excrnpt organizations (exempt from t;ix rinder sec. 501(a) of
the cocle). The bill authorizes the prescribing of the activities this
o%ce is to be responsible for in connection with organizations excinpt
from tax (under sec. 501(a) of thc code) nnd plnns ivliich receive the
special tax benefits of the qualified deferred compensation provisions
of the tax laws (secs. 401 through 415 of the code).
In connectiori with deferred compensation plans it is intended that
tlris ofhce will be made responsible for, among other tliings, the question ns to tlie qualification of the plan nrrd the related trust nnrl the
exemption froni tax of tire trust. It also is intended tliat question ns
to the deductibility of contributions to n, plan, the taxability of a
beneficiary of nn employees' trust and thc taxation of eniployee ninuities be included in the jurisdiction of this o%ce. In addition, it is
plarrned tlint this o%ce would have responsibility over the miriimum
-tnndnrds relating to funding of the plan nnd the excise tnx for rrnderfunding, including the enrollment nnd reports of actuaries.

—
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In connection with organizations exenipt frown tax (under sec
.'&01(a) of the code) it, is intended that this office have the responsibili-

ties as to an or«anization's exempt qualification, the taxes on unrelated
business income of an organization exempt from tax, and tlie rules
relating to the private foundation provisions of the Internal Reveiiue
Code.

To carry out the provisions of this bill, it is intended that the principal activities referred to above will be transferred from the various
Assistant Commissioners' offices to the new Office of the Assistant
Commissioner (Employees Plans and Exempt Organizations). With
these transfers it is intended that the Assistant Commissioner (Employee Plans and Exempt Organizations), under the direction and
supervision. of the Secretary, or his delegate, will have the authority
to direct national and field office policy in connection with t'he basic
activities of the Service relating to employee plans and exempt
organizations.
Authorization of appropriatione.
The responsibilities and functions allocated to this new office are to be funded by separate appropriations, authorization for which is made in tliis bill. Presently
thc costs of administering the provisions of the tax law relating to exempt or«aniz;itions are about, $20 million anti the cost of aclministering
the provisions relating to employee plans is about, $22 million. This
suggests a total of $42 million, but ivith the new activities provided
in the case of pension plans and the expanded requirements under
the 1969 Act with respect to exempt organizations, it is anticipated
that significantly more revenue than this will be required to carry
out these functions in the future. Accordingly, the bill authorizes $20
million for the remaining portion of the fiscal year ending June 30,
1 i74, and $70 million for succeeding fiscal years.
Effective date
These provisions are to be efFcctive 90 days after the date of enactment of the bill.

—

Revenue effect
It is believed that this provision will not have any revenue efFect.
2. TAX

COURT DETERilNATIOW S

Pre8ent late
Plans which meet the requirements of the Internal Revenue Code
(that is, are exclusively for the benefit of employees, are nondiscriminatory in re«ard to coverage and benefits, do not engage in prohibited
self-dealing transactions and meet certain other qualifications) receive
special tax treatment designed to foster their growth. It is not necessary, in order to receive this special tax treatment, that a prior determination be obtained from the Internal Revenue Service as to the qualification of a plan. However, to assist employers in their development of plans or plan amendments, the Inter nal Revenue Service issues
determination letters indicating whether or not proposed plans or
amendments qualify for the special tax treatment. As a practical matter, since taxpayers generally want assurance in advance that their
plans or amendments will qualify, in most cases they obtain prior determinations from the Internal Revenue Service, when adopt»ig a
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qualificaC106] plan or modification. Such a determination relates to the
status
tax-exempt
of the
and
the
the
401
of
code)
(sec.
tion nf the plan
relate&1 trust (sec. 501 of the code).
Revenue Service's published procedures, this
Endea r the Internal
genei ally takes the form of a, determination letter issued by a district
director. The district director mav request technical advice from tlie
national office on issues arising from a request for a determination
]ettcr. Also, the applicant may request national ofiice consideration of
the matter if the district director does not act within 80 days from
notice of intent to make such a request, or acts adversely.
Standards are set as to the type of situation in which the national
once will entertain a request for consideration of a case. It will, for
example, consider a case where the contemplated district ofhce action
is in conflict with a determination made in a similar case in the same,
or another district. The procedure provides for a conference in the national oihce, if it is requested by the applicant.
General rea8on8 for change
In most cases an employer is ultimately able to obtain national
ofFice consideration of a request for a determination
Iby means of a
request for technical advice by a district director or by appeal to the
national ofIice of a district director's determination or failure to make
a determination. In some cases, the Service has refused to make a
determination with respect to the status of a plan and related trust.
In eit'her case, however, the employer has exhausted his remedies after
the action by the national ofhce.
As a practical matter, there is no efi'ective appeal from a Service
determination (or refusal to make a determination) that a proposed
pension plan fails to qualify for the special tax benefits. In these cases,
although there may be a real controversy between the employer and
the Service, present law permits the employer to go to court only
after he has made contributions to the plan, deducted them, and had
those deductions disallowed. 'I'he long time period and the related
uncertainty, coupled with the threat of the ultimate loss of the tax
deduction, almost always causes the employer to go along with the
Service, even if he disagrees with the Service's position. In addition
the determination letter procedure does not permit employees, or
their unions, to question the qualification of plans.
Your committee believes that both employers and employees should
have a right to court adjudication in the situations described above.
The ~bill deals with the problem by providing that, in the event of
an unfavorable determination
(or failure to make a determination),
the employer may ask the Tax Court for a declaratory judgment as
to the status of a new plan, a plan amendment or a plan to be terminated. In addition, your committee has decided that interested employees should be allowed to participate in the consideration by the
Service of an employer's request for a determination and any controversy connected with it. An employee who intervenes in the Service's determination procedure is to be entitled to receive a copy of the
determination issued by t' he Service in connection with the proceeding. If the employee questions a Service determination with respect
to the qualification of a particular plan, he may petition the Tax
Court to issue a declaratory judgment as to the status of the plan.
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Your committee believes that this procedure is desirable because it
will permit all interested parties to the controversv (the Government,
the plan administrator, the, employer, and his employees) to have an
opportunity to participate in the administrative determination of the
matter and to have an opportunity to contest the Service cletermination

of the matter.

'

While the committee decision permits employers and their employees to petition the Tax Court for a declaratory judgment in connection
with a, new plan, a plan amendment, or a plan termination, tlie committee also expects the Service to establish procedures whereby interested parties (including employees regardless of whetlier they are
plan participants or plan beneficiaries) may question the continued
qualification of a plan. and a related trust and obtain a determination
from the Service. In such a case, it is believed that the Service, should
aRord the employer and other interested parties an opportunity to be
lieard before issuing a determination letter with respect to the plan
and related trust. If the Service ultimately concludes that a plan is no
longer qualified, then the Service is to proceed in the usual manner by
iiotice of deficiency.
While this new declaratory judgment procedure is being made available to parties who desire to use it, there is no requirement that a party
use this new procedure to cletermine the status of a plan. Further,
there is no requirement, as a condition for qualification, that a request
for a deterinination be made.
I'xp/orM. 4t'on of pf'out'8i on8
In, cIenero/.
The bill provicles that the United States Tax Court
is to have jurisdiction in the case of an actual controversy involvino
a determination by the Internal Revenue Service with respect to the
initial qualification or continuing qualification of a retirement plan.
This applies to pension, profit-sharing, and stork bonus plans (described in sec. 401(a) ), anniiity plans (described in sec. 403(a) ), and
bond purchase plans (described in sec. 405 (a) ) .'
In orcler to satisfy the Tax Court that an actiial controversy exists,
an employer will have to place the plan into eff'ect prior to the time
that he petitions the Tax Court for a declaratory judgment. However,
a new plan is to be treated as in eRect even if it includes a provision
that the funds rontributecl to it by the employer and einployre may be
refunded in the event that the plan is folmcl not to be a qualific. d plan.
If the, contributions are refunded, all cleductions for contributions
woulcl be disallowed and all income derived by the trust would be includable in income by the person who receives the payment. In the
case of a plan ainendinent or plan terinination, thc action by the employer or plan tru. ,tee also niay be put into eRect on a conditioiial basis.
Sinrc thi special tax bcnefi&ts provicled hy the tax law are provided as

—

'

The present Service procedure pro~ides that af&peals from a district director are to
be considered bv the national offic in Washington, fCC. , and as a result. if a partv
to make an oral presentation, he mast incur the cost o! travel, The Service has instituted
a regional appeals procedure ln connection with the status of an organization exempt bv
reason of a&et'on S&il ic, i3) snd it is h&&ned tha'. the Service wili b'-' able to institute a
lar appeals procedure for employee benefit pls. n detern&inat! ons.
"In prov!din&i the Tax Court declaratori jud ment provisions of this hill wit»e&'a
e'ni&ioy& e pla«s, your
&ines no& ii&t~«&i hat;&ny inf& rcn&
ommitt&
a' « the sta
h& &irawn
nf ex!it!up law «ith reirard to the avail;&bi!it. &&t' d&ecioratory judgment procedure' o&' sin&oar
prucedu
s in cases now be&'o c the courts.
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an incentive to employers to adopt plans which provide for broad
coverage of r rrrl&loyees and protection of participants and beneficiaries,
tliese inrlividuals are to be treated as interested parties (under regulations prescribe by the Secietary or his delegate), and thus may petition the Tax Court to declare that the plan as constituted does not
satisfy the reqiiiremcnts of the tax law desi~ed to protect the employees and their beneficiaries as intended by Congress. For exaniple,
a participant under a plan v ould be entitled to bring an action if he
al]eges that the vesting provisions under the plan do not satisfy the
minimum vesting requirements of the tax law (sec. 411), and thus the
plan is not entitled to the tax benefits provided for qualified plans
unless the plan is amended to satisfy the minimum vesting requirements. Siinilarly, such an action might be brought with reg~ard to the
antidiscrimination,
the participation and coverage, or other requirenients of current law or as added by this bill.
Tire Tax Court is to lrave jurisdiction to mal.-e a declaration with
respect to the initial or coiitinuing qualification of such an employee
or
i etirement plan only with respect to a new plan, a plan amendment,
a plan termination. Any such declaration is to have theforce and eRect
of a, final judgment or clecree and is to be reviewable as such. The
court is to base its determination upon the reasons provided by the
Internal Revenue Service in its notice to the party making the request
foi a determination, or based upon any net matter wlriclr the Service
»iay wish to introduce at the time of the trial. The Tax Court judg»ient, however, is to be based upon a redetermination of the Internal
Revenue Service determination and not on a general examination of
tire provisions of the plan or related trust. The brirdcn of proof rules
ai e to be developed by the Tax Court under its rule-making powers.
The, judgment of the Tax Court in a declaratory judgment proceeding is to be binding upon the parties to the case based upon the facts
as presented to the court in the case for the year or years involved.
Tliis, of course, does not foreclose future action (within the limits of
tire legal doctrines of estoppel and stare decisis) if an examination
of the operations of a plan indicates tliat the plan does not. in operation meet the requirements for qualification.
Pr oeedrrre. It is anticipated that the normal rules of the Federal
courts as tliey relate to declaratory judgments are to be applicable
rirrder the Tax Court declaratory judgment procedure. For this purpose, however, the filing of any pleading by a petitioner may be held
to lee premature, unless the petitioner establishes to the satisfaction
of the Tax Court that he has complied with the requirements prescribed rinder regulations by the Secretary of the Treaury providing
for notice to interested parties that a Tax Court declaratory jiidgment
proceeding is being initiated. It is anticipated that the Treasury
rcgulatiorrs will provide tnat a party requesting a determination letter
witlr r'espcct to the qualification or continuing qualification of an
cinployce retirement plan must give notice to parties in interest at
t}re time of the i equest for the determination in order to
apply to the
T;ix Co»rt for a declaratory judgment with respect to such
a request
for a, deterrnirration.
I;xhnust~orr of adm~'n~'stratr', re reme&lies. received.
For a petitioner
to receive a declaratory judgment from thc Tax Couit under this

—

—
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he. »(ust d(monstrate to the court that he has cxha»stcd all
a(lmi»istrativc r(me(lies which are availablc to him within the I»ter»ai Reve»uc Service. Thus, in the case of an employer, or a plan ad
»iinistrators hc must demo»st(ate that he has ma(le a request to thc
I»ternal Reve»ue Service for a determination and that, the Internal
Rcvenu(, Service has either failed to act„or has acted ada crscly to hhn,
and that he has appealed any adverse determination by a district ofjice
to thc natio»al once of the Internal Rcvenuc Service, or has requeste(1
or obtained through the district director technical advice of thc
»ational once. To exhaust his administrative remedies a party must
satisfy all procedural requirements of the Service. For example, the
Service may decline to make a determination if an employer fails to
supply the Service with the necessary information on which to make
a determination. In addition, the Service should decline to make a
determination if it is not satisfied tint the employer has tal.-en reasonable steps to notify all employees who might have an interest in thc
action on request for a determination.
A petitioner is not to be deemed to have exhausted his administrative remedies in cases where there is a failure by the Int(. mal Revenue
Service to mal-e a determination before the expiration of '&70 days
after the request for such a determination to be ma(1c. On(c this '&70day period has elapsed, a petitioner who has exhausted his remedies
may bring an action even though there has been no notice of determination from the Internal Revenue Service.
Xo petition to the Tax Court may be filed after 00 (lays f( om the date
on which the Secretary or his delegate s(nds»otice to a person of his
d(.terr»i»atio» (including refusa!s to make dctcrmi»atio»s) as to thc
qualification oi thc plan. This notice is to bc sent to the person requesting the determination and to r»y other person who has participated
under the Internal Revenue Sen ice regulations in the ad»ai»ist(ative
determination of the qualifications of the plan.
'Awhile the Service presently does not provide any procedure for employee objection to propos(, d deter~ninations conccr»i»« the qualification of a, plan, it is anticipated that thc Service will adopt procedures
similar to those procedures provided for employers mal-in« thc request
for the determi»ation. These proccdu~ es would permit employees who
have an interest in the requirements necessary for the plan to qualify
to participate in the administrative determination of whctlr(r. a plan
is entitled to qualified status. An employee must exhaust these remedies before petitioning the Tax Court for a declaratory judgment. If
there has been a failure to provide an employee with adequate notice
of a request for a determination, then he need only exhaust those administrative remedies that are available to hhn at the time he receives
adequate notice.
Tax C'oust Commua8ioner8.
In order to provide the Court with
fiexibilitv in carrying out this provisio», the bill authorizes the Chief
Judge of the Tax Court to assign the Co»&missioners of the Tax Court
to hear and make determinations
with respect to petitions for a
declaratory judgment, subject to such conditions and review as the
Court may provide,

[ypg] ptovision,
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l!'ffef:tf'7' (jete
The amendments providing for petitioning of the Tax Court to
issue declaratory judgments are to take efi'ect on January 1, 1%8.
Ee(jenue effect
It is not believed that this provision will have any revenue eR'ect.

E.

LIMITATIONS

ON

CGNTRIBUTIOVS

AND

BENEFITS

(Secs. 2001 and 2003 of the bill and secs. 72, 401, 404, 415, 137', and
4972 of the Code)

Present lat(j
Under present law generally, if an employer maintains a funded
plan which does not meet the requirements for qualifications under
the Internal Revenue Code, no deduction is allowed for contributions to the plan by the employer until the rights of thc employees on
whose behalf the contributions are made are no longer subject to a
substantial risk of forfeiture (and then only if separate accounts are
maintained for the employees) or are actually paid. At that time,
a deduction generally is allowed the employer, but the enlployee then
must take the contributions into his income. Also the earliings on these
contributions are not tax exempt. In comparison with i.he nonqualified
plan, under the qualified plan the employer may receive a deduction
for contributions to the plan, the ca) ning' on the contributions are tax
exempt, and the employees generally do not have to t" I-e the contributions into income until benefits are actually distributed to them.
Under present, law, diA'erent rules are provided for employer and
employee contributions in the case of qualified plans for self-employed
individuals (H. R. 10@lans), plans of "regular" corporations, and plans
of electing small business corporations (subchapter S).' These are described below.
H.R. 10 p4ng. The anlourit of annual deductible contributions to
an H. R. 10 plan on. behalf of a self-employed person cannot exceed
the lesser of 10 percent of his earned income '- or $2, 500 (sec. 404 (e) ) . In
addition, nondeductible contributions may be made in certain cases,
but these contributions on behalf of owner-employees may not exceed
the lesser of 10 percent of earned income or $2., 500. Allowable voluntary contributions of employees of owner-employees must be at least
pi'oportionate to allowable voluntary contributions for owner-employees (sec. 401(e) (1) (8) (ii) ).
"Peguler" cofporate plarig. In the case of a "regular" corporate
plan (except ils discussed in footnote 1) there are no limitations on the
benefits an employee can derive from a q»ali fied plan. There are, however. lilnitations on tile amount of the contribution that, is de(!uctible.
I&i Aerent limitations apply to profit-sharing
and stock boiius p!;1»s and

—

—

' All the tvpes of plans must, in arldition to the rules described below. tneet the general
reasonable compensation tests (sec, lfi2). The statute does not sp'cify limitations nn the
1&one(its whir h may be paid under a qualified pension plan. However. in Rev. ii. ul. 7"—S.
le72 —1 CB, lp5 the Internal Revenue Service ruled that pension benefit from a qualified
pension plan are intended as a. substitute for compensation, and that in "er eral s plan
which nrovides benefits iu excess of an employee's compensation ls therefore not qualtfied.
""Earned income" is generally defined as being equivalent to "net earnings from self»onloyment"
the ) in&) nf inco»&e that nm; be subject to self. employment ta~xes in lieu of
FICA taxes (sec. 401(c) (2) ),

—
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to p, .»sion plans. A. ll those limitations are based on the a«gregate covered payroll rather than being on an employee-by-employee
biisis.
In the case of profit-sharing or stock bonus plans, the amount of
the contribution that is allowable as a deduction is not to exceed in the
aggregate 15 percent of compensation to employees covered under the
plan. Contributions in excess of the 15-percent limitation may be
carried over to future years. In addition, within certain limits, to the
extent that an employer cloes not make the full 15-percent contribution
in one year he may increase the amount of his deductible contribution
i» a future year.
In the case of pension plans, the amount of the contribution that is
deductible is not to exceed 5 percent of the compensation to employees
covered under the plan, plus the amount of the contribution in excess
of 5 percent of compensation to the extent necessary to fund normal
pension costs and remainin«past service costs of all employees under
the plan as a level amount or as a level percent of compensation over
the average remaining future service of plan participants. In the alternative, the taxpayer may compute the limit on his deductible co»tributions by limiti»g his deduction to his normal cost for the p1;i»
plus 10 percent of thc past service cost of the plan (sec. 404(a) ). I»
practice, these limitations have very little efFect in limiting tlie si;:e
of contributions to regular corporate pension plans.
AVhere an employer contributes to two or niore retirement pl;»is
which are governed by different liiiiits on deductio»s (pensio» or &»»ployce's annuities on the one hand, and profit-sharing or stocl.- boii»s,
on the other hand), the total amount annually deductible u»d&. r tlie
pla»s cannot be more than 2~ percent of compensation otlierwise
earned by the plan beneficiaries. If any excess is contributed, it may
be deductecl in tlie following year; the maximum deductioii iii tl&&.
f'ollowing year (f' or carryover and current co»tributions together)
is 80 percent of compensation. A carryover is available for additio»al
excess contributioiis wliich are deductible in the succeeding t;ix;il&1e
years in order of time.
8ubcl&apte& S pl&in8. The limitations on the derluctibility of coiitributions to a subchapter S corporation plan are the same as thos» in
"regular" corporate plans. However, a shareholder-employee
(aii
employee who ow»s more than. o percent of the outsta»din«stocl. - of
the corporation) must include in his &rross iiiconie the. amou»t by
which the de&luctible. contributions paid on his behalf exceed tli&.
lesser of 10 percent, of his compensation or $2, 500 (sec. 1379(b) ).
ro fes8ion a/ co&'por&r tio~&A. Generally, lawyers, doctors, accoi»i t a»ts
and certain other professional groups i» tlie p;ist, liave been u»;iblc t&&
carry on t1&eir professions thixwig«h tlie foi m of oi porations bcc iiis&' of
the personal nature of their responsibility or liability for the woi k »formed for a client or patient. Consequently, their contributio»s t&&
retirement plans were limited by the rules «overni»g self-c»il&1&&ye&i
persons. In recent years, hoivever, all States 1&av&, adopted speci i1 i»corporation laws which provide for what are «eneral]y know»:is
professional corporations.
These i&ave 1&cc» iised i»creasi»«ly by
"ioups of professional persons, primarily to obt;iin the more fai orabl&'
nsions e»erally a~ ailable to c
The Treasury Department, iii the so-called Iiintner r&'gulatio»s. 1&e1&1

—

I

—
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tliat professional corporations were»ot tnx;ible as rorl!oratioiis. A
niimber of court cases. however, i!ave ov& rt»i!re&i the re«rrlntio»s;rr!&1
the Service has now ac&luiesce&l and «en& rally r e& o&»iizcs tl!ese»i of&.'. :io»rrl corporations ns c&ir por;itions for inco»ie t;ix piirpose:.
C~a»arel re&rvonv for ahnwf a
Many self-employed people, especially ]&rnf& @sin!mls. feel tli;it t1icy
are discriminated n«ninst ns compare&1 with corpor;&te ex& ciitives air&i
proprietary employees of corporntions I» rcgnnl to the tnx tr&;rtru& r!t
nf retirement savings. Tl!Is is beanrrse. nt pres& nt. t]ier& i »&! a&u»! &r &hensive limit, on the nmo! i!its tire cnrpornt«rirr&los
i c.!rr pr ovi&1e»»&1& i'
n qrralified p1:in on behalf of its execrrtives n»d prop! ietnr v rni~rni e& ~.
Self-employed persons. on thc other hn»d. nr e siibject to the ro»tr ibrrtion limits described aboi .
In addition. manv of the self-emploved nr«»e that, ns n resiilt of
these contribution limits. it is difficult for them to provide ader untely
for their retirement, particularly ns manv professio»nls have, n liniitc&l
number of yenrs of peak earning, in wlrich it is comp;irativ& ly
easy to set something aside. It is also argued that the $2, 500 limit is
no longer appropriate, since in tire approximately
10 years since
H. R. 10 was first enacted, there has been a substantial infiatiori fnctor
in the economy. Furthermore, it is contended that the present law in
the retirement plan area creates an artificial incentive for the incorporation of businesses which more traditionally, and perhaps more
appropriately, have been conducted in unincorporated form. For all
of these reasons, the committee believes that a substantial increase in
cleductible contributions for self-employed individuals is justified at
the present time. Under the bill, the present limits would genei ally be
increased to 15 percent of earned income. up to a maximum deduction
of $7,500 per annum.
At the same time that some individunls have been qrrestiorring th&.
relatively low level of tax deductible contributions for EE.R. 10 pla»s,
others have questioned the wisdom of permitting virtu;illy unlimited
pension benefits in corporate plans to be funded out of tnx-free
&

&

&

.

dollars.
Your committee recognizes the importance of tax incentives in cienting a strong private pension system. At the same time, howev'er,
your committee believes it is appropriate to provide some limitation~
to prevent the accumulation of corporate pensions out of tax-sheltered'
dollars which are swollen completely out of proportion to the reasonable needs of individuals for a dignified level of retirement income.
Moreover, by imposing limitations on corporate plans, and liberalizing
the limitations which are imposed under present law on H. R. 10
plans, the bill takes a long step forward to achieving tax eqiiity in this
a. rea. 'thus, the bill provides, in general, that. a qualified trust mny not
provide a defined benefit in excess of $75,000 n year. or 100 percent of
the employee's average high-8 years of compensation (whiclrever is
less) and that contributions to a qualified money purchase pension
plan, profit-sharing plan or stock-bonus plan may not exceed $25.000
a year, or 25 percent of the employee's annual compensation (whichever is less). These provisions do not limit the size of the pension
which the employee may receive from a non qualified plan. which
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financed out of taxed dollars. The only effect of the provisions is to
limit the size of the pension which is subsidized by the tax laws.
EzpZanati on of pt"ovt'st'ons
1. H E. 10 plane t'n getteraZ. The bill increases the maximum
persons to
deductible
contribution
on behalf of se1 f-employed
alsimilar,
the lesser of $7,500, or 15 percent of earned income. (A
benefit
defined
of
case
the
though not identical, rule is applied in
pension plans. ) However, no more than the first $100,000 of earnecl
income may be taken into account in applying the percentage limits.
Thc' $100,000 ceiling on the earned income rate base means that a. selfemployed person (or a. shareholder employee in a subchapter S corporation) with more than $100,000 income will have to contribute at a
rate of at least 7&/2 percent on behalf of his emplovees if he wishes to
take the full $7.500 deduction on his own behalf (in order to comply
requirements). ' A self-employed person
with the antidiscrimination
earning more than $100,000 who wishes to contribute $5,000 for
himself will have to contribute at least 5 percent on behalf of his

[113] is

—

—

employees.
For purposes of these rules a self-employed. person is allowed only
one $100,000 contribution base, no matter how many plans he may
establish fot a trade or business. For example, a self-employed person with $200,000 of earned income could not cover himself under
two plans, each of which also covered half of his employees, and
use up his $7,500 limit by contributing at a rate of 8, 75 percent under
both plans; in other words, contributions for all employees would
have to be at a 7.5 percent rate, if the self-employed individual was
to be allowed to make a $7,500 deductible contribution on. his own

behalf.
The committee bill also contains a provision to permit self-employed
indivicluals to set aside up to $750 a year out of earned income as a,
cleductible contribution, even though it exceeds tire otherwise applica, —
ble percentage limitation (15 percent of earned income). This provision will enable certain oroanizations of the self-emp1oyed, such
as the, Jockeys' Guild, to set up retirement plans for their members
without having to confront complex record-keeping and administrative problems, ancl will also allow any self-employed individual who
lavishes to do so to save for his retirement, even tho»gh his earned
income in a partic»lar year is relatively low.
8uhehapter 8 corporations.
Since Subchapter S corporations are
not s»bject to normal corporate tax, and the stockholders of the corporation are taxecl generally like self-employecl partners. Yo»r committee
believes it is appropriate to retain section lo&79 in the CoRe. However,
the bill raises the limitations on contributions for Subchapter S stockholders to the same substantiallv increased deductible amounts (15
percent of earneR income. or $7, 500) which are allowed under the bill
for sel f-employed individuals.
Definecl bettePt plans for the self-employed.
Under present law,
most self-employed p1ans are defined contribution plans because of
the limitations on contributions imposed on self-employed persons un-

—

—
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present, law. Your committee believes that the option of havino'
defined benefit plans shoiild be available to the self-employed and
shareholder-employees
of S»bchapter S corporations. Accordingly. ,
ihe hill provides that the Secretary or his delegate is to prescribe
regulations which will allow self-employed plans (or plans benefiting
shareholder-employees
of a Subchapter S corporation), in efFect, to
translate the 15 percent-$7, 500 limitation on contributions, to which
they would otherwise be s»bject, into limitations on benefits which
they could receive under a defined benefit plan, The bill also provides
certain "g»ideiine reg»latinns" which the Secretary miist follow in
carrying o»t the purposes of the bill.
A defined benefit plan which follows the guideline regulations is to
be s»bject to the limits on ded»ctions for corpora'te defined benefit
plans rather than the 15 percent-!II7. 500 limitation.
IT»der the formiila provided in the bill, the basic benefit for the
employee (that is, a, straioht life annuitv commencing at the later of
age 65 or 5 years froin the time the participant's current, period of participation beo„a», 'pith no a»ciliary benefits and assuming no employee
contributions) is not to exceed the amount of the employee's cornpensation ' which is covered under the plan (up to a maximum of $50,000)
times the percentage shown on the folloiving table.

[114j &ler

Age

at participation
30 or less
35
40
4o

50
55
60 or over

Percer&t»ge

6. 5
5. 4
4. 4
8. 6
8. 0
2. 5
2. 0

The perce»tages in early years are higher to refiect the fact that contributions made during these time periods earn interest for a longer
period prior to retirement, than contributions made in later years.
Thus, for purposes of applying the table, past, service credits arc not
to be considered in determining at what age a self-employed individual's period of participation in the plan began. The Secretary or his
delegate is to have authority to prescribe regulations in cases of plans
which provide something other than the "basic benefit. " Also, the reg»lations are to specify percentages for individuals who become participants at ages between those shown on the table. In addition, the Secretary or his delegate is given authority to prescribe new percentages, to
be used in years beg', nning after December 81, 1977, based on chan~ges in
money rates and mortality tables occurring after 197,'3.
To illustrate how this formula would work, assume that a selfemployed person enters a defined benefit plan at age 80, and participates in the plan for 5 years, with income covered uiider the plan
of $20,000 per annum. At age 85, he leaves the plan, but at age 50, he
again becomes a participant. For the first 5 years his covered income
' Tn the case of a self-employed individual the term "compensation' means
earned
income; in the case of a shareholder-employee
the term means the amounts received as
compensation from the Subchapter S corporation.
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$g0, 000 per year, then $40,000 for the next 5 years, and finally
$50,000 for the last five years prior to his retirement.
The calculation would work as follows:

[115j is

Compensation

Age

30-35
50-55
55-60
0-65

per year

Rate

520, 000
30, 000
40, 000
50, 000

6. 5
3. 0
3. 0

3. 0

Benefit
earned
per year

61, 300
900
1, 200
1, 500

Total
beneht

$6, 500
4, 500
6, 000
7, 500
24, 500

Total

Thus, the maximum benefit which could be paid to the individual
under the plan in the form of a single life annuity commencing at age
65 with no ancillary benefits would be $24, 500 per year.
In order to receive the maximum benefit accrual rate under the formula in a later period, a self-employed individual might establish a
plan for himself at an early age, but with a very low rate of accrual, or
a very low compensation base on which the benefit accrual was measured. Thus, his employees during this period would only receive a lowbenefit acci'iial. I'ater. wlien soine of tliese employees had departed,
the self-employed indivi&lual might seek to raise the rate of accrual.
To preveiit tliis sort of abuse situation, the bill requires that tlie
tegulatioits inust provi&le tliat any increase in the rate of accrual or
the compensation base' under tile plan, would be treated, oiily with
respect to sucli inctease, as beginning a neiv periocl of pa. rticipation
for the self-employe&1 individual. For example, assume that a plan was
established by an in&livi&lual at agre o&0, which provided for a, 6.5 percent
r:ite of accrual. but tli;it the compensation base un&ler the plan was
only $10,000. Then, at, age 40, the individual wislies to increase tlie
am&ital benefit ac&'1'tial to tile maxinittm permissible amoluit. Tliis woul&1
b«; oniplitc&1 by taking f&. percent of thc first $10,000 of compensation,
«nd 4.4 pet cent (tlie. maxinium rate of accrual for a self-employed indivi&lual who enteis a plan at age 40) of ad&litional compensation up
to the $;&0.000 ceiling, for a total accrual of '@,410 per year for an in&lii idual having at least, $5&0,000 of compensation.
Tlie committee bill also provides that for purposes of the anticlistimittation rules. the maximum amount of compensation wlticlt is to
be taken into account is to be $100,000. (This is the same ceiling provided in con»ection with conttibutions to a, money purchase plan. )
For exainple, if a self-employed person established a defined benefit
l&lan for himself at age 50 (where a 8 percc»t rate wolild apply) and
cat ned $100,000 per year, be»efiits under the plan for itis employees
olil&1 b& earned at the rate of 1.5 percent of covered compensation, and
the plan woul&1 not be, cousideired to be discriminator y. In othei words.
tile niaxintuni benefit whicli could accrue per year for tile sclfemployc&l pet~on would be 8 percent of $50,000, or $1,,&00, which is
eqiiivalent to 1., percciit on a $100,000 base. Thus, tlie self-employed
p& rsoii ivoiild be pcrmitte&1 to make contributions
which would pur5&

&

&

&

Of course, an increase ln the amount oi' compensation
individual would not trigger a new period of participation.
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beiiefit for his employees. Ilc»v& ver, «v&n if the
l&er&on's earnings were 4'&00, 000, benefits earned for the
&unpin& ««s un&ler the pla&r could not drop beloiv the 1.5 percent rate.
A. 1&lan ivhich covers own«r-«mployees
niay not take advantage of
t!&e r& gulations authori7ed in this provision, unless it, provides benefits
f&» all participants
und& r r!ie plan on a nonintegrated
basis.
ln ni &ler to assure iieasonable comparability between defined benefit
a»d &l«fincd &oiitribntions and combination of plans. the regulations

[116] hase, i
&

s& 1

1.,
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p&. r&e»t

f-n&iployed

are to provide for appropriate adjustments in the allowable amount
nf &le&1&i& tible, contributions. or permissible rate of benefit accrua]s in
ases wlrere the same, s«lf-eniployed individual is a participant in two
or more plans. For ex;iml&le, a &8,750 contribution to a monev purchase
p«union p1an (for an «mployee whose earnings is at 1&ast K&0,000)
has the effe&t of reducing tire maximum allowab1e rate of accrual
und«r a defined benefit plan by one-half. In addition, a change
in the rate of accrual by reason of this rule is to be treated as a new
io&l of participation
for p«rpos& s of &let&errnining the maximum rate
1 «i
of accrual under tI&e table provided for defined benefit plans.
For purposes of the. above r&rles, all plans of a, controlled group of
partnerships (within the meaning of secs. 414(c) and 455(h) of tire
code) are to be aggr«gated for purposes of the limitations.
l.'"zn88 cowtributio~s. l, nder present law. if excess contributions
are made on behalf of an owner-employee, these must be repaid with
the earnings thereon within 6 months after the mailing of notice by the
Inter nal Revenue Service; otherwise the plan will become disqualified
~vIth respect to that individual. In the case of an excess contr bution
ivhich is willfully made. the plan evil! become disqualified with respect
t&: the owner-employee,
and he. is barred from par'ti&. ipatin~ in a ualified plan for the 5 succeeding years. In contrast a shareholderemplovee who is subject to the same deduction limits need not repay
the excess contributions but must take those amounts into income.
This rule ran work a hardship in cases where a relatively minor
violation of the excess contribution rules could result in a complete
disqualification of the plan with respect to an owner-employee. Moreover, the present rules will not work well in the context of a defined
benefit plan, because it is difficult, if not impossible, to trace particular
contributions to benefit accruals under the plan for particular em1&lovees. For these reasons, the bill repeals the provisions of present
law outlined above.
At the same time. it is clear that there must be some rule to discourage excess contributions in order to prevent the tax-free accumulation of earnings on contributions in excess of those permitted under
the law. Since the major abuse of overfunding is that it permits the
tax-free accumulation of the earning on the excess contribution, your
committee's bill imposes an excise tax of 6 percent on excess contributions to plans for the self-employed. The tax is to be paid by the employer who maintains the plan.
In tl~ case of a defined contribution plan (for example, a money
purchase pension plan), excess contributions include amounts contributed by the employer in excess of the 15 percent of earned income,
or $7,500 deduction limits on contributions on behalf of self-employed
persons. In the case of a defined benefit plan, the tax is imposed where
&

—

&
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plan is fully funded at the close of the employer's taxable year, and
is imposed upon the amount that has not been deductible for the
taxable year or any prior taxable year (i.e., the amount of the carryovers). Also, in either type of plan, excess contributions include voluntary contributions by owner-employees in excess of the allowable
amount of such contributions. As under present law, voluntary contributions on behalf of owner-employees may not exceed the lesser of
10 percent of earned income. or $2, 500. Moreover, allowable voluntary
contributions
under the plan for employees other than owneremployees must be at least proportionate to allowable voluntary contributions for owner-employees. As under present law, excess contributions do not include amounts which are allocable under regulations
to the purchase of life, health or accident insurance.
In the case of a plan funded through level premium insurance payments, the employer may contribute an amount based on an average
of the allowable deductible contributions for an owner-employee for
the three immediately preceding taxable yea, rs without triggering the
tax on excess contributions, even though this amount is in excess of the
deductible contribution which can be made for that employee for the
taxable year in question. IIowever, any such amounts will be treated
as part of the owner-employee's distributable share of the partnership
income for income tax purposes and as a voluntary contribution by
the owner-employee for purposes of tlie excise tax on overfunding.
To encourage plans to repay the amount of ny excess contributions
(and in recognition of the cumulative advantages of excess contributions), the committee bill provides that the excise tax is to be cumulative. I&'or example, assume that an employer made a contribution of
$15,000 on behalf of an owner-employee in a year in which only a
$5.000 contribution was allowable as a deduction. An excise tax of $600
would be imposed for that year. ' If, in the following year no amounts
were contributed to or repaid from the plan, but an additional deductible contribution of $5,000 were allowable for that year, an excise
tax of $300 would be imposed ($10,000 minus the $5,000 deductible
contribution allowable for year two, equals $5,000, times 6 percent,
equals $800).

Regulations will provide for the situation where there are two or
more plans benefiting the same self-employed individual, or where
there are two or more partnerships or proprietorships under common
control.
Premature dt'8tributt'on8.
Under present law, in general, where
amounts are distributed under a qualified plan to an owner-employee
before he attains age 59&/2, section 72 prox. des that the tax imposed on
such amounts shall be not less than 110 percent of the amount of the
increase in his taxes due to the distribution. AVhere the premature
distribution exceeds $2,500, then, for purposes of computing the penalty, it is averaged over the current year and the four preceding years.
The purpose of the provisions allowing a deduction for contributions
to a qualified retirement plan is to allow money to be set aside on a

—

6 in a plan which permits
voluntary contributions by owner-employees,
the plan might
treat part of excess employer contributions as a voluntary contribution, as under present
law. thus reducinz the tax on overfunding, However. under these circumstances, owneremployees would have to take the amount of the voluntary contribution into income.
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tax-sheltered basis for retirement pui poses. 1Vhere i'-. e retiien. 'nt pl.*:;
contributions. are withdrawn p"ior to 'he =etiron ent years '.h'. s purpose is frustrated. The comr, 'ttee theref'ore ~e" er=-" that 'he"e should
be a substantial deterrent to a=event an o-, "e" e~"'.o.«e '»m
his retirement plan as a &ax-free sa r'. ngs accc=nt -v"='c". ". e can;v"hdraw prior to "etirement.
The provisions of present, law;lo not ~ully ser- '.i'is &ur. ose.
amount of the penalty varies de1iendi g on th ~ax~a-pe»'- ~s"g
rate of fax on his. other 'neon. e durban~ be vear n wh'ch he =Ã
s
the premature distr. bution. Also ~ "sent aw " or-&." a","~~o~"""-7
for the owner-employee
o minimize tl. e ~ena!ty '.~y a ~."~n~
ceive the premature distribution 'n a year in w!"ch his other 'n o.
is low, or his deductions are high.
To remedy this situation, the bill epeals the pe. alty provisions
of present law and imposes instead an income tax of 10 percent
on the amount of the premature distrib. tiors. This is in addition
to any other income taxes payable on this distribution, and would not
be oR'set by any tax credits (other than the refundable credits for overwithholding. overpayment of tax, and the gasoline tax cred't). A!so,
this tax would not be treated as reducing the individual's tax liability
under the minimum tax provisions.
As under present law, the penalty tax wouhl not apply in '.be case
of a distribution due to death or disability.
UnWithdroMing of eollntury eontvibutions by oarvr-employees.
der present 1aw, ainounts received from a retirement plan before retirement are tax free to all participants other than owner-employees
to the extent of all nondeductible contributions made to the plan by
the participants. Thus, all participants other than owner-employees
may, if the plan permits it, withdraw their vohintary contr'butions
prior to retirement. The bill extends this same treatmert to owneremployees.
Time for making eontributioris.
Under present 'a v, contributions
to a self-employed plan must be made by the end of the taxable year in
order to be deductible for that year. Often this can create d Kculties
for the self-employed person, who may not have at hand all the information necessary for him to determine how much he s perm'tted to
contribute on his own behalf. In order to meet this problem, the
bill provides that tax deductible contributions
of self-emp'. oyed
plans (and all other qualified. plans) may be made at any time ip to
the point when the Federal income tax return (corporate or individual, as the case may be) for that year s due (including any extension). This rule should provide the additional time necessary for the
individuals involved to make the required calculations and deters inc
the amount of the' maxim~im deductible contributiou which is permitted for the taxable year in question.
9. Ozeralt Hmitution in genera/. As part of the process of m, ving
toward. parity in the tax treatment of corporate plans and H. 3,. 1.0
plans, the committee bill contains provisions imposing overa11 'imitations on the contributions and benefits which are al!owable .inder
qualified plans and retirement accounts and annu"ties ivhich receive

..

i'

—

—

.

—
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treatment. ' This overall limitation must 'be satisfied
in order for the favorable tax benefits under the plan, annuity, or
account to be retained. H. R. 10 plans and plans of 'Subchapter S corporations are also subject to these rules.
Peru to ~tuck hnwtatt'on app/t'eg. The overall limitation applies to
a trust which is part of a pension, profit-sharing, or stock bonus plan
(described in sec. 401(a) ), an annuity contract (described in sec. 403
(b) ), an employee annuity (described in sec. 404(a) (9) ), and an individual retirement account or annuity (described in sec. 408).
Define benefit p4nt8 Ernitatt'on on benefit8. Under the committee
bill, in general, the highest annual benefit which can be paid out of a
defined benefit plan to a participant is equal to the lesser of (1) $75,000,
or (9) 100 percent of the participant's average compensation from the
employer during his highest 3 consecutive calendar years of aggregate
earnings during the period he was an active participant in the plan
(or his average compensation during the period of his participation in
the plan if this was less than 3 years) Compensation for this purpose
includes the participant's earnings from his employment and includes
bonuses and other taxable payments except for deferred compensations, stock options, and other distributions which receive special tax

[119] favorable tax

—

—

—

benefits.

The 100-percent limitation is simply a clarification of prese»t law.
The Internal Revenue Service has ruled that a pension is essentially
a substitute for earning power during the retirement years (l&ev.
Rul. 72—8, 1972—1 C.B. 105). Your committee agrees with this interpretation and believes that no qualified pension plan should pay
benefits which are higher than an employee's average earnings during
his' highest 3 years. The committee also believes that it is desirable
to impose some dollar limitations on the size of a pe»sion which may
be paid out of tax-sheltered dollars and the $75,000 limitation which
is imposed under the bill is generous enougli to afi'ord a reasonable
standard of living.
To prevent the erosion of the value of an employee's pension due
to infiation, the committee bill permits a qualified defined benefit plan,
in accordance with regulations, to provide a cost-of-living adjustment
for employees who ha~ve retired or terminated their service under the
plan, over and above the 100 percent limitation or the $75,000 limitation. The adjustment to the $75,000 and the 100 percent ceilings will be
provided annually by the Secretary or his delegate to refiect cost-ofliving increases.
The procedures used in the regulations will be simil;ir to those used in
adjusting the old age and survivor's benefits under the social security
law (but without regard to the timing or amount of any increase
specifically authorized by action of the Congress).
Benefits paid in the event of early retirement would not have to be
scaled down from the 100 percent of salary level o» an actuarial basis.
Ekowever, the $75,000 limitation must be scaled down in the event
& Nothing
in the committee bill would prevent the payment of any amount of compensation or pension benefits on a nontax-sheltered
basis, subject only to the rules of
section 162 that in order for the employer to receive a deduction, compensation paid to
employees must- be reasonable, and the rules of section 404(a) (5) dealing with contributions to nonqualifled trusts.
the individual was an employee of several corporations in a controlled group, h«
earnings from all members of the group would be aggregated for purposes of these r»es.

'If
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."i,'i, but not beloiv $10,000. In «i!ici«I,
under
defined
benefit pension irlan wniilcl not
the benefits payable
a
have to be reduced for pre-retirenient ancillary ben. hts. such as»ieclical, death, and disability. Only post-retireirent a»ciliary be»ents
which are directly connected with the retirement benefit neecl be tiikcn
into account in computing the limitatioiis. Thus, for exa». 1)le. tlic
value of an annuity paying a suiii certaii:. ii "inst-ret. rement -'eath
benefit or a guaranteed payment for a. perincl of years would be an
ancillary benefit which»eeds to be taken into accoiint.
Your comniittee believes tliat it is soc ial!y desirable fo cncn!irige
joint ancl survi;orship benefits. Accoicli»gly, it has cn»eluded +hat
no adjustment shniild be made fnr tlie provision;, f such a benefit for
the partic'. pa»t and his spouse tn the exte»t:l!at the bei!efit payable
to the survivor is not greater than the benefit wliich won!el be ia cable
if botl. the participant anc', his spouse ivere aliv. . o be a jo!nt «iid
survivors annuity, the benefit payable to tlie survivor n»ist be foi
the full life of the survivor.
In the case of a contributory p', an, upwarcl adjustments in 'he benefit schedule would be permitted 'n accordance with regulations, to
reflect the fact that part of the aonuity had been»urchased with the
emliloyee's own after-tax dollars.
The cnmmIttee expects that all of these acljustnicnts will be substantially equivalent to the adjustments now provided iinder present
law for a plan which is integrated ivith social security.
As a further adjustment, the defined benefit otheriv se allowable
in accordance with the rules described above s to be redciced by
multiplying the otherwise allowal le 'oenefit by a fraction, the numerator of which is the empioyee's years (or part thereof) of service
with the employer and the denoininator of !which is 10. For example,
if an individual who had 3 years nf service had an average liigh-three
years salary of $50,000 (and no:-ther adjustments were required) his
maximum benefit could not ex~, ed 3/10ths nf $50.000, or $15,000
per annum. This prevents a situation where an iiidividual might
receive an extremely high pensio», even though he had only a, few
years of active service under a p'ian.
The purpose of providing an overall Jimitatlnii is to prevent, tiie
accumulation of excessive pensini. berefiits out of tax-.'i e clollars. Hut
the committee sees no useful puipose to cutting back -n t'. !e benefits
of t' he average working man who has a relatively 'liniitccl amount
of income. Accordingly, the b'll specifically piovides that notthe 100-percent !imitation, or the eciuirec!::djustwithstanding
ments for certain ancillary benefit, a qualified defiiied beiieht plan
(or plans) of the eniployer may pay an annual retire»ient bc".ieht nf iip
to $10,000 per arnum to any eirp!nyee -.vho '.ias nnt b en a . . artici;-ant
in any defined contribution plan nf the en plcyer.
'V'»der present 'aw there is nn lin»taDefi'riwd oon rÃution
tion on the amcunt which may bc contributed tn ail 'mplny c'; 'tll'ement accoun'. under a corporate defined contributinn plan. although
the employer niay ". t., in any or. year, ~ecluct co.-it. i&t'ons in:~cess
of 15 percent nf the aggregate "oi .pensation paicl to employees coverecl
liiidei' a iirnfi -sl sir ilg p ~a OI' 5 percent of I;he aggregate cniniiciisation ~a'-' 'o ~o'oyees inde. a con" nation '&rn. t-sha !n~ 'i»el

[12pj of early retirement prior to age
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'e l
pens o plan (e cept, I the case of ca yo e s,
is 80 percent) .
The committee bill retains these rules (with certain modifications, as
discussed below). But the committee believes it is also appropriate to
impose limitations on the annual additions which can be niade to an
individual employee's account under a defined contribution plan in
order to achieve some measure of comparability with the limitations
imposed under the bill on the benefits which may be paid. under a
defined benefit plan. For purposes of these rules, defined contribution
plans include profit-sharing and stock bonus plans, as well as money
purchase pension plans and target benefit plans.
Under the committee bill, the annual additions to an employee's
account under a qualiFied plan or plans of the employer niay not exceed the lesser of (1) $95,000, or (9) 95 percent of the individual's
compensation from the employer during the year. The term "annual
additions" means (1) the employer's contributions under the plan,
(2) the lesser of one-half of all the employee's contributions or
all the employee contributions in excess of 6-percent of compensation, and (8) any forfeitures which are added to the elnployee's
account during the year. ' For purposes of these rules, only a portion of the employee contributions is counted because the employee
receives only one of the two tax advantages generally associated with
contributions to a qualified plan deferral of the taxes on the earnbut does not receive a tax deduction for the
ings on the contributions
amount of the contribution when it is made. The option of excluding
the first 6 percent of employee contributions recognizes the fact that
many plans provide for small amounts of employee contributions and
it would greatly increase the complexity of the provision if small
amounts of contributions for which there were relatively small tax
advantages had to be taken into account. The $95,000 limitation will be
adjusted annually for the cost of living in accordance with regulations in the same manner as the $75,000 limitation.

—

—

As previously indicated, under present law the contributions allowable as a deduction in a combination profit-sharing and pension plan
may not e. ceed 95 percent of the aggregate compensation to employees
covered under the plan. However, where excess contributions are made,
these may be carried forwa, rd and deducted in succeeding years, and
the deduction limitation for those years is increased from 95 to 30
percent. The committee bill modifies this result by continuing to allow
the carryover, but providing that the ceiling on deductible contributions remains at 25 percent.
In addition, under present law, in the case of a profit-sharing plan
alone, the limitation on deductible contributions is 15 percent of the
aggregate compensation paid to employees covered under the plan. In
cases ~here the employer fails to utilize his full 15 percent allowance.
the unused portion may be carried forward and used in succeeding
years, up to 30 percent of aggregate compensation limit for the taxable year. The bill provides that the carryover of unused contribution
limits in this case may not result in a situation where the employer

.

9 The term "vear" will he defined in regulations.
Generally, in cases where there
only one plan, the "year" will be the plan year. In cases where there is more than one plan
involved, the regulations will set forth the criteria for determining the relevant year.
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mpioyee

for the year.
Combina&n p/ann Where a orporation has 2 or more plans, or 2
or more difFerent. types of plans, the limitations, of course, must operate as an overall ceil ng on the maximum 'oenefit I.he employee can
obtain under all the plans. Otherwise. it v-ould be possible to escape
the limitations by the simple device of establishing as many plans as
were needed to provide the benefits desired. Additionally, rules are
needed where an employee is en:ployed by two or more related corporations of the same employer, some of whom have separate retirement plans. In such a case the cor;. mittee bill provides that all the plans
are to be subject to the overall ceiling. The overall ceiling woulrl be
computed, in general, by ag~egatin~ similar plans 'defined ontribution or defined benefit) and re.educing the limitation on one 'ype by
the benefits or contributions of the other.
For purposes of these rules, all of the defined. benefit plans of an
employer (whether or not terminated) are treated as one plan. and
all of the defined contribution plans (whether or not terminated) are
treated as one plan. If an einplo=-er maintains a. defined benefit and a
defined contribution plan each plan would 'oe subject ro the limit; in
addition the two plans must be combined in computing the overall
limitation.
To achieve this purpose. the bill establishes a formula (to be
applied each. year by each emp':oyee) under which a defined benefit plan fraction for tne year is added to a defined contribution
plan fraction. If the sum of thes fractions exceeds 1A, then one or
more of the plans will be disqualIfied, Of course, the employer is free
to adjust either the benefits accruing under the defined benefit plan
or the annual additions to a defi".ed contri'oution plan for particular
employees to prevent this from happening. The committee anticipates
that many plans will include "fail saFe" provisions, -~vhich automatically freeze either the rate. of benefit accrual, or the amount
of annual additions, to a level ne:essary to prevent the overall limitation from being exceeded for any employee. A p'lan is to be permitted
to contain such a provision without violating the requirement thar,
a qualified plan must provide for fixed and determinable benefits.
The numerator of the defined b 'nefit plaii fraction. is the "projected
benefit" of the participant under the plan deterniined as of the close
of the year and the denominator '= the maximum benefit which would
be permitted under the plan unc':er the limitations Mablished in the
bill. For purposes of computing the proected benefit, it is assurr ed
that the participants compensation for a, ll future years w il equal
his compensation durir. g the yea- in question. It is assumed that all
other relevant factors considere:. '. n computing the "enefiit, such as
provisions of the p. an, social secii .Ly benefit levels, and cost-of-living
will remain constant as of that .. ar.
'. ribution plan fraction '.s the
The numerator o the defined
&tal
.
", a&icinan"s
amount of anneal additions to
aocou"t
ough 'he
close of the -; ear '-n ques. ion and. :. .- deno '-nator "f 'h's roc~ion.'s rhe
maximum amount of additions '. -.'erich "ould have oeen made for tliat
compensation
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under the provisions of the committee's bill for the year
and all prior years of service with that employer.
For example, assume that an employee is employed at age 40 and immediately becomes a participant in a defined benefit plan which accrues a benefit annually equal to o percent of his high three years of
compensation (adjusted for the cost-of-living). His annual rate of
compensation is $150,000. At age 45, he becomes a participant in a defined. contribution plan of his einployer.
In the case of this employee, his projected. benefit under the defined
benefit plan, assuming he works until the normal retirement age of 65,
would equal 50 percent of his average high three years of compensation or $75,000. Since $75,000 is the maximum amount of the annual
benefit which is payable from a qualified plan under the provisions of
the committee bill (assuming no increase in the cost-of-living) contributions could be made for the employee under the defined contribution plan, if the defined coiitribution fraction did not exceed fourteii f lis.
Assuming that the defined benefit plan were amended to provide that
future accruals would equal 1 percent of 'compensation (or $1,500 per
year in the case of this employee), his projected benefit under the defined. benefit plan would then equal $45,000, 30 percent of his high
three years of compensation (which equals 60 percent of his $75,000
limitation). This would mean that 80 percent of his overall limitation
could be provided under the defined contribution plan.
For purposes of these rules, plans of all corporations, partnerships,
or proprietorships which are under commoii control will be aggegated.
Generally, the question of common control will be determined under
sec. 1568(a) of the Code (ancl secs. 414(b) and (c) of the Cocle), except
that a 50-percent control test will be applied for purposes of these
rules, instead of the 80-percent test imposecl uncler that section. Also
to be aggregated are any sec. 403(b) annuity plans or incliv!cl«al retirement accounts (established under the provisions of this bill) in
which the individual is a participant. For piirposes of these rli]es, the
participant will be treated as having 100 percent control of these plans.
Fo example, a sole proprietor maintaining an H. R. 10 plan for himself who is also a participant in a section 4ci3 (b) plan would aggregate
the two plans as he has control over both plans,
In the event of a merger between two einployers of the same employee, the overall lii litation is not less than the aggregate benefits he has already accrued under the plans of both employers if there

[123j participant,
in question

"In

order to prevent a situation where a plan in existence before the eifecuve date of
the provisions might start off under these provisions with a deficit, the committee bill
provides ih!!t for purpose of the defined contribution plan fraction, additions to the ac! ount
prior to January 1, 1976, will be treated as not being in excess of the addit'nns which
mould have been allowable for those years under the provisions of the comrni!tee bill.
Since many defined contribution plans permit employees to mal-e "catch-up" contributions io take into account the fact that an employee did not make the maxim!im contribution for a past year the computations necessary to compute the defined contribution fraction as of January f, 1976, may be made on a cumulative basis. ln recognition of the fact
that plans may have to be amended to satisfy these new limitations and that existing
plans often permit 10-percent emplovee contributious on a cumulative basis, the bill provides that employee contributions are not to be taken into account if made prior to January 1, 1976, if not in ex' ess of the maximu!n amount of contributions permissible under
the plan as in effect on October 2, 1973, to the extent that the contributions are 10 percent (or less) of the employee's salary, computed on a cumulative basis. The maximum
amount of contributions
peimissible under the plan as in effect on October 2,
intended to include the maximum amount of contributions permissible under amend!nents
to a plan approved by the Internal Revenue Service before October 2. 1973, and actually
put into effect before the cnd of the year 1973.
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no common control before the merger. fn other words, the employee will not be forced to give up benefiits ne nas already earned
prior to the merger.
upon application of the bill formula that
Zf it is deterinined
the 'limitations contained in the bill have been exceeded, then the
determination as to which plan or p'ans must be disqualified will be
made by the Internal Revenue Service in accordance with regulations.
The regulations are to provide that no terminated plan may 'oe disqualified until all other plans have been disqualified (since there might
be no recovery of taxes in the case of plans which had terminated in
a year for which the statute of limitations had already run) . .Also,
to prevent undue hardship, the regulations are to provide that plans
still in existence generally are to be disqualified on a basis which will
a8ect the fewest number of employees.
Additional benajits. The bill contains a provision which makes
it clear that benefits or contributions in addition to those allowable in convection with qualifiied plans may be paid or accrued on behalf of an employee, so long as this is not done on a tax deferred basis.
For example, an employer would be free to provide additional defined
benefits under a so-called "pay as you go" plan, which means, in general, that the benefits are paid by the employer as they fall due, and
the plan is not funded. Here, the employer would receive his deduction
at the time when the employee was required to take the benefits into
income.
Similarly, the employer would be free to make defined contributions
into a taxable trust or bank account on behalf of the employee and
these amounts could be set aside for pension purposes. However, the
employer would not be entitled to a deduction (except as provided in
sec. 404(a) (5) ) until the employee's rights to these amounts are no
longer subject to a substantial risk of forfeiture at which time the
employee would be required to take them into income.
Special nde where records are not aeai7able. In the case of existing plans, it may be that, the employer will not have adequate records
to determine the amount of additions wliich have been made for his
employees under a define contribution plan. Likewise, the employer
may have no way to cletermine the amount of additions which would
have been allowable for his employees under the provisions of the
committee bill, had those provisions been in efFect for the years in
question. Accordingly, the Secretary or his delegate is authorized to
rescribe regulations establishing reasonable assumptions which niay
e used by the employer in determining tlie amount of adclitions and
allowable additions for years prior to the efIective date of these
pro visions.
I ikewise, n the case of plans which may be established in the future, tlie employer will be aware that no contributions or additions
have been made on behalf of his employee, but may not have adequate
recorcls to establish the amounts of allowable additions which could
have been macle. Thus, the Secretary or his delegate is authorized to
establish reasonable assumptions which may be used by the employer
Effective dates and transition ides
In general, the amendments with respect to H. B. 10 plans, including
tlie provisions increasing the amount of the deductible contributions
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which may be made on behalf of the self-employed, are to apply to
taxable vears beginning after December 81, 1978. EIowever, the rules
facilitating the use of defined benefit plans for the self-employed, as
well as the rules modifying the treatment of excess coiitributions under
H. R. 10 plans and the rules with respect to the taxation of premature
distributions, are to apply to taxable years beginning after December 81, 1975.
The new rules with respect to corporate limitations will apply to
contributions made or benefits accrued in years beginning after
December 81, 1975.
However, the committee was concerned that the limitations imposed
on the bill should not have the efFect of cutting back the pension of
anyone under the provisions of an existing plan. Accordingly, the bill
contains a transit~on rule for any indiviclual who is, on October 2,
1978, an active participant in a defined benefit plan. Under the terms
of this provision, an employee may receive an annual benefit which
does not exceed 100 percent of the individual's annual rate of compensation on October 2, 1978 (including bonuses whether or not
they were taken into account in the base for benefits under the plan
as in efi'ect on that date). Iiowever, the benefit may not exceed the
annual benefit which would have been payable to the participant on
retirement if all the terms and conditions of the plan in efFect on
October 2, 1978, (without regard to any amendments to the plan
actually adopted after that date even though such amendments may,
for other purposes, be given retroactive effect) had remained in efFect
until the employee's retirement, and his compensation taken into
account under the plan for any period after October 2, 1978, had not
exceeded his annual compensation on that date.
If the plan provides for a postretirement cost of living adjustment
on October 2, 1978, such an adjustment may also be taken into consideration in determining the allowable benefits for a participant
under the "grandfather" provision. Any future increases in. the bill' s
basic benefit limitation under the bill's cost of living adjustment provision, however, are applicable only to the generally applicable liinits
and not to the limits under the transitional "grandfather" clause. As
a result, in future years many individuals are likely to elect to use the
regular benefit limits despite the fact that they are eligible to use the
"grandfather" provision, because the adjusted regular limits may
permit a higher allowable benefit limit.
Individuals who wish to use these transitional provisions must elect
to do so in. a time and manner to be. prescribed under regulation, o
Generally, the election will be made by the plan administrator in the
year in which the employee retires. Once made, the election will b~
irrevocable.

Revenue effect
By increasing the maximum amount that self-employed persons will
be allowed to deduct as contributions to H. R. 10 plans to 15 percent of
earned income up to $7,500 a year, a revenue loss is estimated that will
amount to $175 million annually. A revenue gain of $10 million is
estimated to be the result of the provision that applies certain limitatioiis on the contributions and benefits under retirement plans. The net
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these two provisions that are clesignecl to equalize tax treatfor pei. sion )»ans s a revenue lcm of $165 million. Tllese estimates;issulne 197;l lel els of income aiid ernploylncnt.

result of
[126j ment.
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C]enerally, an employee is not allowed a cleduction for amouiits
contributed from his own funcls to a retirement, plan. Awhile an employer's qualified plan may allow employees to contribute their own
funds to the plan, ' no decluction is allowed for these contributions
(except to the extert tliat tax excluclable contributiorls made in connection with salary reduction plans may be viewecl as employee contributions). IIowever) the income earnecl on employee contribution&
to an employer's qualifiied plan is not '(axed until it is distributed. '
Ceney'al yecicoytd for 0hanqe
A'hite in the case of many millions

of employees, provision is made
for their retirement out of tax-free dollars 'oy their participation in

plans, many other employees do not have tiie opportunity to participate in qualified plans. Often, plans are not available because an employer is not willing to incur the costs of contrib )ting to a retirement pla'1 since, in. general, tIl)e ernp')oye: contributes funds which are in addition to tire compensation otherwise
paid his employees. employees who are not covered uncler a qualified
plan are disadvantaged by the fact that earnings on tlieir retirement,
savin«s are subject to tax, and grow more slowly than the tax-sheltered earnin«s on contributions to a qualifie plan.
I'our committee's bill deals with tthis problem by making av;iiia'olc
a special de&liiction or. amounts set asicle for retirement by employees
who are not covered under a qualified plan (including a!1 H. R. 10
plan), a government, plan, or a tax exempt organization ar;unity plan
their income
(sec. 40;)(b) ). Individuals in this status, in computin
tax, will bc permitted to ciecluct up to Hl, ~&00 a year or ~40 percent of
compensation, whichever is less, 'or cont;';butions to an individual
retirement account. T,ie earniii«s on tliis amount will aiso be -'ax free.
As in the case of H. P~. 10 plans, he amon. its set aside plus the earnings are to become taxable tc tlie indiviclua' ger, eral!y after i e has
reached retirement age, wher. he rece ves benefits from the account.
qualified retirement

.

E2)plcrnc(ti07). Of pyotid one
fn prendre(l. Uncler your committee)s

—

bill, a retirement

savings de-

cluction is to be allowed individuals for contributions to an -.';, dividual
retirement account, an individual retirement annuity& or a qualified
'Generally,

lf the plan allows it, employees may make ror))ntary contributlous to a
retirement plan oi' up to 10 percent of compensation. LR. S rub(les cn 7. S, p. 4
(Feb. , 1972).
"At one time, Congress took the position that a contribution to an H. it. 10 ))lan on
')ehalf of a self-employed person was made half by thc mployer and balf 5y +he se/fmployed 1&erson: no deduction was allowed for half of the contributions
:hat half "contributed by" the self-employed person). This umltatlon (sec. (presumably,
404(a) (10) )
was repealed for taxable gears after December 81, 1967.
qualified
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bond. The maximum annual deduction is to be $1,500, or
90 1&ercent of compensation, whichever is less. Amounts allowed as a
retirement savings deduction are to be deductible from gross income
(instead of from adjusted gross income) so that any taxpayer, even a
taxpayer who does not itemize but uses the standard deduction, is to
be allowed a retirement savings deduction. In this manner, this program will be available to the widest possible group of taxpayers.
Individual retirement accounts may be established by individuals, by
employers for the benefit of their employees, and by labor unions
for the benefit of their members, This will widen the availability of
the retirement savings deduction.
If nondeductible contributions are erroneously made to an individual retirement account during the year (e.g. , because contributions are
larger than the amount deductible), the individual generally will be
able to withdraw the excess contribution without pena~lty. If the excess
contribution is not withdrawn, generally it is to be subject to a noncleductible 6 percent excise tax in each year in which it remains in the
individual retirement account.
Except in the case of excess contributions, amounts generally are to
bc withdrawn from an individual retirement account only after reaching retirement age. To encourage an individual to retain these amounts
for retirement, the bill generally imposes a penalty tax of 10 percent
of the amount received on premature distributions occurring before
age 50&/& or disability. Upon. reaching age 50%, however, a participant
niay withdraw his funds even if he continues to work. In addition,
the bill generally requires that funds in a retirement account are to be
withdrawn from the account starting no later than the year in which
the participant reaches age 70&/~. If insufficient withdrawals occur
from that time on, a nondeductible excise tax is to be imposed on the
excess accunmlation that should have been withdrawn.
Generally, all amounts received from an individual retirement
account will be taxed in full as ordinary income, since neither the
contributions nor the earnings thereon will have been subject to tax
previously. No capital gains or special lump-sum distribution rules
a. re to apply to receipts from these accounts. However, the individual
may use the general five-year averaging provisions (sec. 1801).
Your committee recognizes that individuals may wish to change
the assets in which their contributions are invested. To facilitate this,
the bill allows a limited tax-free "rollover" between individual retirement accounts. Also, a tax-free rollover is allowed from qualified plans
to an individual retirement account.
Deduction for contributions to individual retirement account, etc.
Under the bill, an eligible individual is to be allowed a maximum
retirement savings deduction of up to $1,500 per year or 90 percent
of compensation includible in gross income, whichever is less, for
contributions to an individual retirement account, , individual retirement annuity or qualified retirement bond. Your committee intends
that, for this purpose, compensation generally is to include only compensation for personal services, and is not to include earnings from
property (such as interest and dividends). Additionally, since selfemployed persons are to be allowed the retirement savings deduction
(if they do not participate in an H. R. 10 plan), compensation in-

[127] retirement
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eal lp(i' lncoine (as defineR in sec. 401(c', (2) ). If ". ie individual's compensation is (lot includible in lais gross income (e.g. , as ncome earned from sollrces outside the V)nited Sta'. es) it is not, to be
treated as compersat! on for purposes of the retirement sav'no's de(luc-

[128] c!',Ides
tion.

sav'ngs Reduction is to be a; ailable to (ach eligible
an ndividllal's marital status al;d whether
i!IRividual. Consequently
he or she files a joint tax return will not afi'ert contributions for the
r(til(ment savIngs d((luction. If both husband and -v;. e are e1igible,
Ptirethev can each make contributions to his or :(I oivn individuai
ment account, et(, and each is to be e)ignoble for a Re(lilction of lip to
f1,500 (or $3,000 total on a joint return' ). In addition, the bi11 also
pl ovicl( s that comm;mity propertv laws of a State or other ', urisd'. ction
are not to apIJly with Pspect to the retirement savinos deduction. For
example, if h»sband itnd wife live in a communitv propeity State
and the husband earns $7, 500, the husband may contribute up I:o $1,500
('JO percent of 47, 500) to an individual
retirement ac(oun:, etc. , eveli
i~
)
wife lin(!er State !sw. &4 lsn.
inromP,
ownPR
he
though half of the
by
if thp husband parns lI)15.000 and his wife earns no income, only $1,500
may be contributed and deducted bv the hilsband»nder the retirement
savings Redn( tion and no contribution may be made bv ilis wife.
The retirement savings deduction is to be allov ed. as a de(', llct''on
from gross income.
&Ar an indivi(lual to bP a11owPR a rPtir( ment savi!Jgs deduction, contr)butionq are to be made to an individual "('tirernent account, etc. ,
within the taxable year for which the deduction is c1aimed. Thus, if
a taxpayer is on a calendar year, contributions are ~m be made no hater
than December 31 of the year for which he wishes to take a deduction. s
Contributions must be Inade in cash (currency, checks, etc. ), and contributions in property are not to be d.eductible.
Deduction not aVou;ed for acti'vc ~articipant3 t'n quaked, etc. ,
plans. Your committee intends that the:leduction for retirement,
savings (ancl contributions to individual retirement accouii. s, etc. )
generally is to be available only where an individual:loes not part. cipate in any other tax-supported retirement plan. Therefore, the retirement savings deduction is to be allowed an individual only if he is
not an active participant in a qualified plan (sec. 401(a) ), a qualified
annuity plan (sec. 403(a. ) ), a qualified. bond purchase plan (sec. 405),
a government plan, or a section 408(b) annuity at any time during the
taxable year for which the deduction is claimed. 4
Generally, . for purposes of the retirement, savings deduction, an
employee is to be considered an. active participant in a plan if, for
the year in question, benefits are accrued under the plan on h', s behalf
(as in a defined benefit pension plan), the employer is obligated to
' If, at the end of the year, he is not sure of the total amount that he can Jeduct, the
The, retirement

.

—

!udlvidual can make a slightly larger contribution than otherwise a'iowable, and wii) have
tntil the time for Wiling his tax eturn for that year to withdraw the excess withou Pena'+y.
4 tn in lividual
who is sn active participant in a tax-exempt organisation annuitv plan
(sec. 403(b) ) is not to he entitled to a retirement savin s deduction. An individual is to
be con idered an active narticlpant ln a section 403 h) annuity plan even if, Juring the
period ln question, his, ".ghts under the annuity contract are forfeltahle. Consequentlv, if
onirfhutions are suade on behalf of an individual under a -ection t03(b) annuity contract
'n anticipation that nis:l„hts
will later be nonforfeitable, ne "annot make contributions
o
an individnai retirement account, etc. , and he is not to be ntltled to the retirement savings
JeJuction for the taxaole year in question.

.
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plan on the employee's behalf (as in a money purchase pension plan), and the employer would have beeri obligated
to contribute to the plan on the employee's beha'f if any contributions were made to the plan (as in a profit-sharing plan). An individual is to be considered an active participant in a, plan if he is
accruing benefits under the plan even if he only has forfeitable rights
to those benefits. Otherwise, if an individual were able to, e.g. , accrue
benefits under a qualified plan and also make contributions to an
individual retirement account, when he later becomes vested in the
accrued benefits he would receive tax-supported retirement benefits
for the same year both from the qualified plan and the retirement
savings deduction. However, to avoid substantial administrative problems, if an individual becomes a participant in a plan and under that
plan is given past service credit for prior years of service with the
employer, he will not be considered to have been an active participant
in the plan in the years for which the past service credit is given.
An individual generally is not to be considered to be an active participant in a plan after he has separated from service with a vested interest in the plan. Also, an individual is not to be considered an active
participant in a plan after his employer has coinpletely terininated
contributions under the plan, even though the trust continues to provide benefits for the individual.
For purposes of the retirement savings deduction, a government plan
is a plan established by t' he Federal Government or a State (including
the District of Columbia) or local government (or an agency or instrumentality of the same) for its employees. For example, the Federal
Civil Service Retirement Plan is a government plan. However, Social
Security and Railroad Retirement plans are not to be considered government plans. Even if a government plan is not tax qualified, an individual who is an active participant in the plan is not to be able to
participate in an individual retirement account, etc.
If an employee is given the option to elect not to be covered by a
qualified, etc, , plan and he so elects, generally he:will not be treated as
being an active participant in the plan for purposes of the retirement
savings deduction. For example, if an employer oQ'ers a qualifiecl plan
that requires matching employee contributions, but the employee elects
not to participate in the plan, ne is not to be considerecl as an active
participant in the plan. However, where an employee who opts out of
a qualified plan can elect, !ater to become an active participant in it and
can receive benefits for all prior years (for which he opted out) upon
payment of, e.~7. , all mandatory contributions plus interest for tiie
prior periods, the employee is to be treated as being an active participant, in the plan for the prior years with respect to which he pays tlie
required amount and accrues benefiits. Otherwise, an individual could
receive a re'tirement savings deduction for a num'i&er of vears and also,
at his own discretion, later become covered by a qualified plan for the
same years.
Ezcc88 contn7ution8 to ndie~'duat retirement xccount, otc. Under
the bill, generally only deductible amounts are to be -ontributed to
individual retirement, accounts or to buy an individual retirement annuity or a qualified retirement 'bond, and no nondeductible employee

—
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contributions are to be made. ' However, your committee recognizes
that the contr ibutions made on behalf of an employee to an individual
retirement account, etc. , may be larger than the individual's allowable
retirement savings deduction. For example, an individual who has
contributed to a retirement account may change jobs in mid-year and
become an active participant in a qualified plan of his new employer
during that year. In this case, a retirement savings deduction is not
to be allowed and the contributions made to an individual retirement
account will be excess contributions.
In such a case, the individual may avoid penalties on the excess
contribution if he receives a timely distribution from the individual
retirement account (or annuity) of the excess contribution, plus the
income earned on that excess amount to the date of distribution. In
general, a distribution will be timely if it is received from the account
or annuity no later than the time (including extensions) for filing
the employee's tcax return for the year in question. '
If ti!nely distribution of excess contributions (and income thereon)
is made from an individual retirement account or annuity, the excess
contribution tha, t is returned is not to be included in gross income,
since the taxpayer has not taken a derluction for this amount. However, any net income attributable 'o, and distributed with, the excess
contril. ;ution is to be, included in the individual's income in the year
received, since it will not have been previously taxed as income to him.
Your committee believes that generally it is necessary to provide a
direct incentive to avoid excess contributions to individual retirement
accounts and annuities and to stimulate timely withdrawals of excess
contributions.
Therefore, under the bi. ll a nonded. uctible excise tax is to be imposed on contri'butions to individual retirement a,ccounts and annuities
in excess of the amounts defluctible as retirement savings, unless these
amounts (with earnings) are tinlely distributed fronl the account.
This tax is to prevent the unwall anted lax deferral th;it, v;ould exist
from incofnc on excess contlibutions, and is to be 6 pelccnt of the
amount, of the excess contributions. The excise tax is to be paid by the
individual who made the excess contri~butions.
If an excess amount is contributed to an individual retirement account (or annuity) in one year and the excess is not eliminated in later
years, the excise fax is to 4e owed on the excess amount for the year
of contribution and for each successive year until the excess is eliminated. (T'he alnount, of the excess is to be determined as of the encl of
the individual's taxable year. ) However, an individual may eliminate
an excess contribution in later years if he does not, take his maximum
allowable deduction for retirenlent savings in the later years. IJnder
the bill, if an individual takes less than the maximum amount allowed
as a retirement savings deduction in any year after the excess contribution is made, the diA'erence between the maximum allowed deduction and the amount taken is to reduce a prior excess contribution. '
However, as discussed below, nondeductible "rollover contributions" are to be available to individual retirement accounts in certain circumstances.
a The time f' or filin is 1ntended
to be the due date for fllfng the orfcfnal return (plus
extensions) and 1s not to include the time for filing amended returns. The time for distributions of excess purchases of qualifled retirement bonds 1s slightly difTerent, as described
below.
7 However, contributions
less than the maximum 1n prior vears are not to reduce the excess contr1bution; otherwise, the limits on contributions could be effectively. circumvented.
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For example, in 1975, an individual earns $7,000 and contributes
$1,500 to an individual retirement account. His maximum available
deduction is $1,400 (90% of $7,000), so there has been an excess contribution of $100. If he received the $100 (plus income earned thereon)
by the time he files his tax return for 1975, he would not be subject to
the excise tax. However, if he does not receive payment by that time,
lie will owe an excise tax of $6 (6 percent of $100). In 1976, he earns
$7, 500 and contributes $1,500 to his individual retirement account.
Since there is an excess contribution in his account (as a re ult of the
1975 excess contribution), the indiviclual has until the time for filing
his tax return for 1976 to receive a distribution of $100 (pl»s income
earned on the contribution) from the retirement account. If the $100

is returned by this time, the individual will not receive a deduction for
1976 for the full $1,500 (but will only receive a deduction for $1,400),
and is to take into income the earnings paid out from the account in
the year received. If the individual does not receive the excess contribution (plus earnings) in this manner, he is to owe a 6 percent excise
tax for 1976, since at the end of that year there still will bean excess
in the account attributable to the 1975 contribution. In 1977. he earns
$7 500 and contributes $1,400, although he could take a maximum retirement savings deduction of $1,500. In this case, the excess contribution is to be reduced by the difFerence between the maximum deduction available and the deduction taken, which is $100 ($1,500 less
$1,400). Consequently, the excess attributable to the 1975 contribution
is to be eliminated and no excise tax is to be owed for 1977.
If the individual is no longer eligible to participate in an individual
retirement account or retirement annuity, so he cannot forego a contribution to the account (or cannot withdraw part of the previous
year's contribution to reduce the excess contribution), to avoid the 6
percent excise tax he may withdraw the excess contribution (subject
to the 10 percent additional tax if he receives the distribution before
age 59i/, or disability). The amount received in this case is to be included in full in the individual's gross income since, like all amounts
in an individual retirement, account, this amount will have no basis.
Your committee intends that the retirement savings deduction is to
be used for retirement purposes and is not to be available for accumulating income on a tax-free basis after retirement. Therefore, under the
bill, no contribution is to be made to an individual retirement, account,
etc. , and no retirement savings deduction is to 'oe allowed for a taxable year in which the individual becomes age 70j/2 (and for any
later year). This conforms to the general requirement (discussed below) that distributions must be made from an individual retirement
account, etc. , no later than the year in which a participant attains age
70i/s. If a contribution is made for an employee who has attained age
70i/2, it is to be treated as an excess contribution subject to ihe 6 pe-"cent excise tax. '
C0228& buAoA8 to 22242v2&hiol ret22 eme22 t accoun t i, etc. m~'rcellaneone. LTnder the bill, an employer (including a self-employed person,
may establish an individual retirement account for the benefit of some
or all of' his employees and make contributions to the accoun on their

—

' The contribution
described beloiv.
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lielialf eit}iei in the form of ndclitional ompensation or a salary reduction pin». EIowever, this is to be available only f' or employees who
;ire»ot coverecl by qualifiecl, «overnment, or exer»pt-organization
pla»s. Any employees ivho ai'e not, covered rinder sucli plans (in& 1»ding
those excliid&. cl from covern«c cliie to 1&noh of sei vice reqiiireme»ts
or been»se of nge) niny be covei eel ur der nn e»ip1oyer-spo»sored inclivicliinl retirement, accou»t or, alternatively,
may establish their own
indi; i chiaI r eti r emerit a& counts.
Amo»»ts contribiitecl to nn i»cliviclrral retirement accoirnt, etc. , by
an omliloyer for nn employee «enernlly nre to be included. in the emplov&e's «i oss i»come ns compeiisation. whetlrer or»ot these amounts
are d& diictible. EIov, ever, if an employee pays his eniployer amounts
out of .fter-tax &lollnrs to bc contribiitecl to nn inclivid»al retirement
account, etc. . on his belinlf by the employer, this amount is not to be
includecl. in tlic. employee's i»& ome. Amo»nts tliat constitute employee
rompensntion n»cl are co»tributecl to an individual retire me»t account,
etc. , bv the employer are to be s»bje&. 't to tnx»n&ler the Fe&leral I»s»rance Co»tribiitions Act (FICA) and the I&"ecleral Unemployment Tnx
Act (FUTA). Hoivever, these contributions are not to be subject to
withholding if it is reasonable for the emplover to believe at the time
of conti ib»tion thnt the employee will be entitled to a deduction for
the paymc. »t. In this regard, generally it will be rensonnble for an
when the amount conemployer to mn, ke n, lower ivithholclin«only
tributed to the, individun, l retirement ac& ount, etc. , is based on periodic
withholcling from compensation otherv ise paid the employee. Otherwise, the employer generally will not be able to reasonably estimate
the amon»ts to be contribiited to the acco»nt, etc. , and will not be
able to bnse his lower withholding on the estimate of such con
&

trib»tions.
Since the dediiction for contributions to individual retirement accounts is to be available to the self-employed as well as employees, the
bill will also benefit people such as jockeys, who in years of low earnings are limited in what they can contribute to an EI.R. 10 plan by the
15 percentage-of-income limitation if they wish to contribute in excess
of $750.
In':idua&r retirement creeounte reguirement8.
Under the bill, an
individual retirement account generally is to be a domestic trust
created or organized by a written instrument for the exclusive benefit
of an individual or his beneficiaries. The governing instrument is to
provide that the trustee will not accept more than $1,500 per year on
behalf of any individual, and is to provide that the individual's interest in the account is nonforfeitable, without exception.
The balance in an individual retirement account generally may be
invested in any assets that are acceptable investments for a qualified
plan. The account balance could, for example, 'be invested in insurance
annuity contracts, in a savings account with a savings and loan institution or a credit union, or in s&tock of a mutual fund. However,
account assets generally are not to be commingled with other property
except in a common trust fund.
Under the bill, no assets of an individual retirement. account are to
be invested in life insurance contracts and the trust instrument must
so provide. Thus, the account cannot purchase life insurance protec-

—

—
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under any retirement income„endowment,
or other contract
which inclucles a life insurance element. The individual retirement
account is to be used to provide retirement income and life insurarce
to provide func1s for
is an asset, designed for a diferent purpose
survivors. In addition, the indiviclual retirement account is to receive
only amounts that are deductible under the retirement savings cleduction. If life insurance protection were purchased with contributions to
an individual retirement account, the amount paid for the insuranc
would not be deductible by the participant and an allocation would
liave to be macle each year between the deductible and liondeductible
amounts, substantially complicating the administration of an individ» «1 retirement account. Consequently, your committee be'ieves that
if life insurance, protection is to be acquired, it should be done through
the many other methods now available, and not through the individual
retirement account.
The trust instr»ment also is to provide that the entire interest of a
p;lrticipant will be distrib»ted by the end of the year in which he
reaches 701~« or that clistribution will begin by that time ancl (in
riccordance with regulations to be issuecl) will be distributed over the
life of the participant (or lives of the participant and his spouse),
or over a period of years not exceeding the life expectancy of the
participant or the participant and his spouse. This is substantially
the same requirement as now applies to distributions from H. R. 10
pl a. ns.
The bill also «enerally requires, with respect to distributions, that
the trust instrunient must provide that if a participant (or his survivin«spouse) clIes before recei-. ing the entire interest in the account, the
c ntire remaining
interest will be distributed within five yea«a of death
or»seel to p»rchase an immediate annuity payable to the beneficiaries.
This also is substantially tire same requirelncnt as now applies to
distributions from H. R. 10 plilns.
Uncler the governing instrument, the trustee of an individual retirement account generally is to be a bank (describecl in sec. 401(d) (1) ).'
In addition, a person who is not a bank may be a, trustee if he demonstrates to the satisfaction of the Secretary of the Treas»ry that thc
v ay in which he &vill aclminister the trust will be consistent with tne
reclrrirements of the rules «overning individual retirement accounts.
It is contemplated that uncler this provision the Secretary of the,
Treasury generally will require evidence from applicants of their ability to act within accepted rules of ficluciary conduct with respect to
the hanclling of other people's money; evidence of experience and
competence with respect to accounting for the interests of a large
number of participants, includin«calculating
and allocating incorile
ear»eel and payin«out dIsirib»tions to participants and beneficiarie:
and evidence of other activities normally associated with the harldling
of retirement funds. Additiona]ly, your committee expects that the
Secretary generally will give weight to evidence that an applicant »
srrbject to Federal or State regulation with respect to its activities,
where this regulation includes, e.g. , suitable rules of fiduciary con««"

[183] tion

—

The bill amends section 401(d) (1) to provide that Federally insured credit u»ons are
to be considered "banks" for purposes of determining who can be a trustee of an rndrvrdua
retirement account, etc.
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will not allow individuals
to act as trustees for individual retirement accounts.
Although the bill generally requires that a trustee administer an
individual retirement account trust, the bill also provides that a custodial account may be treated as a trust, and that a custodian may
hold the account assets and adlninister the trust. Under the bill, a
custodial account inay be treated as a trust if the custodian is a bank
(described in sec. 401(d) (1) ) or other person, if he demonstrates to
the satisfaction of the Secretary of the Treasury that the manner
in which he will hold the assets will be consistent with the requirements governing individual retirement accounts. Again, it is contemplated that the Secretary will require substantial evidence (as
described above) to determine if a person other than a bank may act
as custodian.
The bill provides that the trustee of an individual retirement account (or issuer of a retirement annuity) is to report annually to the
Secretary of the Treasury regarding contributions to the account or
annuity and regarding other matters as prescribed by regulations.
Your committee intends that the regulations will include a requirement that the trustee or issuer file annual information returns with
the Internal Revenue Service (with copies to each individual for
whose benefit a retirement account or a retirement annuity is maintained) on the amount of contributions to and distributions from
the account or annuity. Under the bill, there is to be a penalty of $10
for each failure to report, unless due to reasonable cause.
Individual reti ement annuitt'e8
requirements.
Under the bill, retirement savings also may be invested in annuity contracts, called
individual retirement annuities. An individual retirement annuity is
to be an individual annuity contract that is issued by an insurance
company in the name of the person who pays for the annuity (or on
whose behalf payments are made). The individual's rights in the contract are to be nonforfeitable, without exception. In order to assure
that payments under the contract will be used for retirement, the terms
of the contract are to specifically provide that it is not transferable.
Similarly, it is intended that the terms of the contract will prohibit
the owner of the contract from using it as security for a loan.
To conform to the limits on the retirement savings deduction, the
contract also is to provide that the annual premium is not to be greater
than $1,500.
Additionally, as with individual retirement accounts, it is intended
that the annuity contract is not to include any life insurance element.
Any refund of premiums is to be applied (before the close of the
calendar year following the refund) toward payment of future premiums or toward the purchase of additional benefits, and the annuity
contract is to so provide.
To assure that retirement savings are used for retirement purposes,
the annuity contract is to include provisions requiring distribution of

—

—

"

x'This applies only with respect to refunds of
that were deductible and,
therefore, properly paid. With respect to premiums premiums
excess of the amount deductible
under the retirement savings deduction, as discussed in
above lt is intended that the excess
premiunis may be repaid to the individiial within the time for
filing his tax return for the
year in question. If no deduction was taken, no income
is to be recosnized on receipt of
this excess premium. However, earnings on the excess premium
are to 1&e distribiited alon
with it, and the earnings are to be reported as 1ncome in
the year received.
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annuity beginning at the close of the year when the contract owner
reaches age 70&/2. (This provision is similar to the analogous provision regarding individual retirement accounts and H. H. 10 plans. )
Also, the contract is to incluile provisions with respect to distribution
after tile death of the contract owner (and his spouse) that are similar
to the provisions to be included for individual i..etireinent accounts.
6'mployer- and union-established in'& idua4 retirenu;nt argot nts.
Under the bill, employers and labor unions are to be able to establish
individual retirement accounts for their employees or members. In
t)!is case, the same rules that govern individual retirement accounts
generally are to apply to an employer- or union-established individual
ietirement account. For exariiple, the interest of the participants in
the account, are to be nonforfeitable without exception and the trust
instrun!ent is to so provide. Under the bill, additional requirements
also are to be met by employer- and union-established
individual reti rcment accounts.
An employer or union may establish a single individual "etirement
account trust for a number of employees or member. . Elowever, there
is to be a separate accounting for each participant's interest in the
individual retirement account, and the trust instrument is to provide
for such an accounting. A. lthough there is to be separate accounting
for each of the participants, this does riot mean that the contribution
on behalf of each participant must be held separately from the other
assets in the retirement account, but the assets of the account, may be
held and invested together for all participants.
Under the bill, tahe trust, instrument of an employer- oi unionestablished individual retirement account also is to provide that assets
are to be held exclusively for the benefit of the participants or their
benefiiciaries. The exclusive benefit rule governinq individual retirement accounts esto;blished by an employer or a union is the same rule
that governs qualified plans and trusts (sec. 401), and all of the
requirements that must be met under the existing exclusive benefit,
rules also are to be met by these individual retirement accounts. For
example, under the present exclusive benefit rule, the trust instrument
must make it impossible for corpus or income to be sed for, or
diverted to, purposes other than for the exclusive benefit of the participants or their beneficiaries; this same rule is to apply to individual
l. ctirement
accounts. Additionally, the exclusive benefit rule is to apply
to individual retirement account investments in the same way as it
applies to qualified plan investments.
It is intended that where an employer has both a qualified plan and
an employer-spo»sored
retirement account, the qualified plan must
meet the nondiscrimination standards without regard to tlie indiv!dual
retirement account.
Taoaation ofineti~z'equal re&'rement accounts, pro1iibiteff, transactions,
eto. Generally, the bill provides that an individual retir nlent account is to be exempt, 'rom Federal income taxation.
EIowcveri if
the retirement, account, has unrelated business taxable income, t is io

—

—

"

r'.

» As with annuities geenrauy, «he owner of an individual retirement
annuity is not
to be currently taxed on the annual increased ralue
of the annuity, but 's taxed on reof annuity payments. Also, 'as with Series R bonds
ceipt
generally, the income earned on
'.'he iluaufled retirement
bonds ls generally not taxable until redemption (or "maturity,
lf earner).

"
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be subject to tax on this income under section 511 of the Internal
Revenue Code. All of the rules relating to unrelatecl business income
(including those in sec. 512 respecting unrelated business taxable income, sec. 513 respecting unrelated trade or business, and sec. 514
respecting unrelated debt-financed income) that apply for purposes
of section 511 are to apply with respect to individual retirement

accounts.
The bill also applies the existing prohibited transaction rules (sec.
508(b) and sec. 508(g) ) to individual retirement accounts. Under the
bill, if an inclividual engages in a prohibited transaction with his
indiviclual retirement account trust, his account is to become disqualified as of the first day of his taxable year in which the prohibited
transaction occurs.
With respect to an individual retirement account established by an
empIoyer or a union, if a participant in the account engages in a prohibited transaction with the individual retirement account trust, that
individual's account in the trust is thereupon to be treated as a
separate individual retirement account trust and this deemed separate
trust is to become disqualified as of the first day of the individual's
taxable vear in which the prohibited transaction occurs.
For example, if an employer with 100 employees establishes an
inclividual retirement account for all his employees and one employee
violates the prohibitecl transaction rules by borroming money from the
retirement account, trust, then the whole retirement account trust is
not to be clisqualified. However, that portion of the trust mhich constitutes the separate account of the employee who engaged in the prohibited transaction is to be disqualified. In this way~individuals mill
have a substantial incentive to avoid engaging in prohibited transactions, and if a. prohibited transaction occurs, only the inclividual who
engages in that transaction (or the individual milo is related, e.g. , by
marriage, to the person who engages in the transaction) mill be penalized.
If an individual retirement account is disqualified, the participant is
then to be taxed as if he had received a distribution (on the first day
of his taxable year in which the prohibited transaction occurred) of
the fair market value of all the assets in his account. Wince his basis in
his account is to be zero, the entire amount received ivill be. ordinal y
income. In addition, if the deemed distribution occurs before the in&iividual is age 59i/2 or disabled, the 10 percent additional tiix (describecl
belom) on prelnature distributions is to apply. (Otherwise. a participant mho wanted a premature distribution. would have an incentive to
engage in a prohibited transaction. ) The individual is to be taxed currently on all income earnecl in his account after tile disqualification
occurs, since the account will cease being an individual retiieiiie»t

"

oliiit, .
With respect to individual retirement annuities (which are nontransferable ancl cannot, be hypothecated) . the bill prohibits the owner
of the contract from borrowing money from the insurance company
issuing the contract, uncler or by use of the contract. If any prohil)ited
ace

~The bill provides that an individual is to be treated as "creator" of the account for
the purpose of applying the prohibited transaction rules. Under sections 503(b) and
503(S), certain transactions between a trust and its "creator" (and persons attributed to
the creator) are prohibited.
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dless of the amount involved) the coiitract is
to lose its qualification «s an individual retirenient annuity as of the
first day of the taxable year cf the contract ownei in ivhich the borrowing occurs. In this case, the owner is to include in ncome for that
year the fair market value (which may not be the same as the cash
surrender value) of the contract as of the first day of that year. vince
the owner's basis in the contract is to be zero, the entire alnoiint deemed
distributed is to be taxable to him as ordinary income. Iii a(iditloll, he
10 percent additional tax (described below) on prematilre distributions
may apply to this deemed distribution. (If the annuity contract is
sold, exchanged or hypothecated, in violation of its terins, it 's.'ntended
that the same consequences will occur as with a prohibited borrowing
from an insurance company. )
An employer who maintains an ir. dividual retirement account also
is not to engage in prohibited transitions (as defined in sec. 508(b)
and 503(g) ) with the retirenient account. Otherwise, the employerwho may have substantial control over the trust would be able to
engage in dealings with the trust to the detriment of the employees who
participate in it. Therefore, the bill also treats the employer as the
creator of an inclividual retirement account trust which he maintains
for purposes of the prohibited transaction rules.
Your committee believes that it would be inappropriate for a prohibited transaction involving the employer, or persons attributable to
the employer (and not involving any account participant),
to result
in a penalty to any participant. Consequently, the bill provides that if
an employer (or persons related to him) engages in a prohibited
transaction with a retirement account maintained by him, the employer
is to lose all deductions for compensation to the extent of the contributions to the retirement account in his taxable year in which the prohibited transaction occurs, and for all prior open years.
For example, if the employer contributed to the account (under a
salary reduction type plan) 810,000 in each of 1975, 1976, and 1977
and if he engaged in a prohibited transaction in 1977, his deduction
for the $10,000 contribution in 1975, the $10,000 contribution in 1976,
and the $10,000 contribution in 1977 would be di;allowed (if all these
years were open). No deduction for Iliese amounts would '-e allowed
uiider aiiy provi. ion of the Internal Revenue Code (includiiig but rot
limited to sec. 169).'4
Dt'strict!tions from t'nn't'iid;iojretirement
aoooti7its, et . Generally
the proceeds from an inclividual retirement account (indiiv dvial retirement annuity alid qualified retirement, bond) are to be fuiiiy taxable
nce contributions io tne account.
to the individual when distributed
etc. , will be made with &ax-free dollar and income of the account, tc. ,
will not be taxed as earned, the individual's 'oas s in "lie account. , etc. ,
is to be zero.

.

—

"

—

ai SVhere the employer is also a participant
(such as a self-emploved person who participates in the account) the consequences attendant upon "employer' status are to occur.
n Where contributions
are made to an employer-established
individual
retirement
accour t both bv the employer and indiiidual participants, the employer is to lose deductions for compensation paid in open years to . he extent of the total contributions to the
account in those years. For example, 'n 1975, ihe employer makes $2, 500 of contributions
to the individual retirement account which he maintains and the employer engages in a
prohibited transaction with the trust in that year. Also in 1975 individual participants
contribute $2, 500 to the individual retirement account. In 1975 the eniplover pavs more
than $5, 000 of compensation to his employees.
or 1975, the penalty on the employer for
engaging in the prohibited transaction is a disallowance of $5, 000 of deductions for
compensation paid.
~
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The amo»nts distributed from a retirement account. , etc. , are not to
be eligible for capital gains treatment, and the special averaging
rules applicable to lump-sum distributions (under sew. H. ) also are not
to be available. This should encourage the individual to take down the
amounts ratably over the period of his retirement. However, the
individual is to be permitted to use the general averaging rules (sec.

1301).

If an individual borrows money, using his interest in the account as
security, the portion used as security is to be treated as a distribution
from the account to the individual. This treatment is also consistent
with your committee's intention to encourage retirement savin~ since
in this case if the employee uses his account as security for a loan he
has no funds left for retirement.
For purposes of the estate and gift taxes, the amounts in individual
retirement accounts, individual retirement annuities, and qualified
retirement bonds are not to be excluded from tax (secs. 2089(c) and
2517). This too is consistent with your committee's intention that, the
funds be used during the individual's retirement period.
If an annuity contract is distributed from an individual retirement
account, it is not to be included in income when received if the annuity
contract generally meets the rules governing individual retirement
annuities. In this case, the participant essentially will have received
an individual retirement annuity contract and all the individual retirement annuity rules (including those with relation to borrowing
under or by use of the contract) are to apply to the distributed contract.
Your committee intends that savings accumulated through an individual retirement account, etc. , are to be used for retirement purposes and should not, be distributed before the participant reaches age
59&/2 or is disabled; "this follows present law governing H. R. 10 plans.
Under the bill, if there is a premature distribution, the individual's
income tax otherwise due is to be increased by 10 pei. cent of the total
amount of the premature distribution that is included in his gross
income for the taxable year. For example, if an unmarried individual
with taxable income (after tall exemptions and deductions) of $o0,000
receives a premature distribution of $8,000, his iiicome tax for tlie year
of receipt would be $6.690 ($&.280 on $'i0, 000 of t:ixable iiico»ie. plus
$1.160 on the $8,000 premature distribution. plus a $~&00 penalty tax on
the premature distribution}.
The 10-percent additional tax is to apply to any premature "deemed
distribution" that occurs on account. of a prohibited transaction i»volving a retirement account or retirement annuity.
The 10-percent additional tax generally is not to be ofl'set by a»y
tax credits (other than the refundable credits for overwitl)lrol(li»g.
overpay»)c»t of tax, ancl the gasoline tax credit}. Also. thIs tax is
not to be treated as reducIng the in(livi(l»al's tax liabilitv»»&lc) th(
mi»i)»»m tax provisions (sec. 56).
The 10-percent penalty tax on premature distributions is not to apply in the event of death or disability. Howev(r, yn)ii co)»mit tee expects that the Internal I'even»e Service will ieq»ire that the c»sto(lian
must receive proof of disability if making dist) ibutions under the
Di pllltai
72(m) (2) ).
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&l&s;ib&1ity p&'n) isin». (vv»c& ally &t is»itv)&&lv&l tliat tliv 1» nnf b( th( s;iiii(
as irl&vre tlic inclivi(lual app1ics for disability I&ay&»cnts un&let social
s&

ci» ity.

(Tl&v 10-p(1&('i&t pc»alty tax also is not to:&pply tn a (listribntion of
('x&'css c&)»t&'ibilt]n»s ti&;«1&' )vithi» tli&' t i&i)&' fnt' 1)1»&&r tl)(& i&&&livi&liu&1's
tiix 1'('t&&i'» fn& thv yc;» ii& ivl) i(1& 1 hc vxcvss o»ti ibiitin»s nevi». )
&

'1 oil&

cn»»»itt&

v;ilso iiitv»(l» that tliv:ii»nii&its

&

o»tiibtitv(l

tn an

i»&lii i&!ii;il r(t]ic»&vr&t:«&n»»t:&rc tn be ilsc(l fni &vt&rvi»vnt 1»ill)oscs,
;&ti(l;ii&c tint. t&& 1)c 1 t;ii]iv&1 i]i tl&c;ic& niint. la yn»&l 1 hc. »»ixii»&in);i«v fni
I!&lyo»t. I f sutli& i('lit 1)ay»lv»ts a]&e»ot tin&v1y»»&&lv froin the retii&cinv»t
a('('o»»t (ol' ]'ct&l'('»&c»t a»»»ltv)! tl&v» a» ('x('lsc. tax 1s I'0 be &»lpos('d
&

"

Tl&c, payments nvede(l to
i»i&le&-clistril»&tin».
:ti oicl tliis cx& isv. tax ai e tn be pro& idvcl by &c&rulations an&I a& e to follniv tl&v &ulvs (dc seri!)v&1 &bove) with respc& t tn payment »o later tlmn
t!&e year i» )vhicli tlic 1)articipant. attains a«c 70r/2 (or payme»t on the
&lvatli nf a p&» ti& ipa»t nr his sponse).
tlie an&on»t paicl out is less
tlian tlic lni»i»iui» required, there is to hv a non(lecluctible ~0 percent
( xcise tax oi& tlie cliHC] e»ce 1)et)veen the mi»imnm payout, required for
the yc. ;ir in q»estinn a»&l t1iv amount actuallv paid out. The, tax is to be
p;iicl by tliv &»(livid»a1 to ivlinm the »minimum payments should. have
la v» ina(lv. I& ni cxa»iplc, if tlie lninimnm an&iual amount that is to be
&listributvcl from a, retirement account is lI)100, and only $60 is distril)»tv&1 by tlie encl of tlie taxable year (of the payee), then an excise

on the a»&oiii&t nf

t1&c

If

tax nf h)0 (;)01)e]cent of $40) is tn be paid hy the payee.
Tier-f) n' ) olio! ),v. To per]nit flexibility rr. ith respect to tlie investnic»t of a» incliviclu;&1 eti& cn&ent account, the bill provicles that money
oi property may be. clistributed from an inclividual retiremc»t a& cou»t
tn th(' perso&& for rvl&nse benefit the account is maintained ivithout paymei&t. of tax, provided this same money or property is reinvested by tlie
indiviclual ivithin 6!0 clays in another qualifying individual retiren)ent
av& nunt maintainecl
for tlris benefit. Rollover transfers to an indivicl»al ietiicmvnt, accnu»t, are. of conrse, subject to the same limits and
iilcs as otlivr incli& iclual retirement acennnts (such as, thc; rules clat, —
i»« tn pr'c»rat»&'e clistribntions or proliibit( d transactions). TI&e tra»s(lvsi& cs to sliift liis i»vest. —
f& &»&:iy 1!«Ic.ii c&1 1!c&;»isv tl&c individi»,
»&('»ts. fn&' ex&1»lp1(', fr'o&ii, nl' to) a&1 a»»u&'t&v co»tl'a('t! a l)lilt»&ll f»»(l.
&

—
&

&

&

1

ol'

sa ni "s!1('&'ol»&t.
tliv il&'('o»»t th(', ('o»»i&ittee;»&ti( ipates that. the
tr'»st& c )vill be &(&1»i&v&1 by tlie I»tvr»&1 Ilc)('»iiv Hc& i i« tn iv& vii&
:i &iv&1;» &tin!& Of ii&tv»! io» fro»& tlic in(livi&lual;&s tn tli& 1»opnse(l iei»i&stiiivi&t (cx«1)t ]&i t)i«' ':isv, nf &an 1»&l&v]clu;&1 ivl&o ivas vi&titlv&l tn
'&L

&

11&'fn&'c &'('lc, &si»«

l«vii v;1

&li&

ti i!!&it&n]i lu

&'&»&s(

ol liis 1 vtir(»inst at;&«c, &0]/&,

ol' &lis;&!!ility). '1'1«&»sto&lia» is:&iso tn be rcqirii
]1&;it;i (listi i!»&tin» nf;&s..:v!s fin»i tl&e;«cnu)&t
1&casn» for n»ilcin& tliv &listi il)i&tion.

li&i&l

ni

1&c&"&tusv

fy tlie, )c) vi& c
bvv]i »»i(lc &tnd the

v&1 t&)

&inti

~

Also, si»& v. &»»»&al cn»ti il»itinns to a» i»clividual rctireinent accnu»t
ca»»nt be. lai «c] tliai& &1.,)00 except for rollover contril»&tions. it is
vxpv&'t('d th&it tl&e t&'itstc'v v&ho &«', 'ei&cs
1&cqiiire a, &lc& laratinn f&n»& tl&e indiviclual

oi

(

&

(

&i

in!in) ei

&

&ii!1

n»t&'il)»tin»

tl&at the. pay»ient,

is a rnll-

o»tl il)»tioti.

~ hs discussed

below, s]]&;ht]y dtkerent rules apply to the

&&ua&tried

retirement bonds.

from a &»s«n
. &a&olla&a &':!nant h& ro»«l over to nn in&rivi&inn& rrrtv ment account
prohibited transactions. etc. ) retirement account (or disnna&idcd «»«1 o
(thrnnuh
anno&tv). Similnrlv, excess contribntions to a retirement account, etc. cannot be
&
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If property other than money is received as a distribution. to be
e]jgjb]e for the tax-free rollover, the same property received is to be
&ontrib»ted to the retire»&e»t ac&'.o»»t. For exam]&]e, if an indivi&l»a]
receives stock in a distribution from a qualified plan. the same stork
t]iat is received is to be contrib»ted to the individua] ietireme»t acro»nt. to avoid taxation on the original distribution.
The bill also allows a tax-free rollover from a qualified plan to an
individual retirement account. In this case, the plan participant ~ ould
have to receive his entire interest in the plan and the distr ibution wou]r]
have to occur on account of his separation from service and within
one taxable year to qualify for a tax-free rollover.
In the case of a tax-fr'ee rollover from a qualified plan, the amount
contributed to an individ»a] retiieme»t ac& o»nt is to be the sa»ie
amount of money (or the same propertv) received from t]&e q»alifie&1
pla» less the amo»nt n»sirle& ed cont& ibuted to the q»a]ifi«1 plan by the
i»dividua] as an employee contrib»tio». (The amo»»t &&f conti ib&&tin»
to an individua] retirement acco»»t is to be reel»ced by the amo»»t of
mplovee co»trib»tions beca». e all amo»»ts in the retirement a&count
arc to have a zero basis, and it wo»1d be inappropriate to «pply this
z& i o basis rule to employee contributions.
)
As with a rollover between individual retirement &ccounts, the same
property (other than money) received from a qualified trust is to be
co»tiibuted to the retirement account. However, in this case, the fair
market, value of the property contributed is to be no greater than the
total value of the rollover contributions which can be made to the
individual retirement account. For example, if an individual receives
securities worth $5,000 and cash of $5,000 from a qualified plan, and
$5,000 of this amount represents employee contributions, then all of the
securities are to be contributed to the retirement account to qualify for
the tax-free rol]over.
If the rollover ~contributions to a retirement account are greater
than the amount allowed, then the 6 percent excise tax is to apply to
the excess contributions.
To prevent too much shifting of investments under this provision,
the bill provides that an individual can transfer amounts between
individual retirement accounts only once every three years. However,
he may rollover amounts received from a qua]ified plan to an individual retirement account within that three year period.
Qua&~+d retirement bond8. In addition to the various types of
&

&

—

investment described above in which deductible employee retirement
savings can be placed, tlie bill also provides that these amounts may
be invested annually in a special retiiement bond, to be issued by the
Federal Government. The bonds are to be issued under the Second
Liberty Bond Act and are to provide for the accuniulation of interest
until the time of redemption.
The bonds are to be issued in the name of the individual on whose
behalf they are purchased for retirement (the "iegistered owner" )
«nd are not to be transferable, under any circumstances, except to his
executor in thc event of his death (or to a tr»stee for his benefit in
the event he becomes incompetent to manage his own afFairs). For
example, the bonds could not, be pledged for the payment of debts,
«»d could not be assigned to a trustee in bankruptcy. Also, t]ie boiids
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not bc awarded to tile iii&liviclttal's spou c;is a result of a divoice
settler»ciit. As witkr otliei irrvcstrrre»ts»i;tele thi'ough the retire»tc»t
savings dedu&. tion, tlic crnployec's r ight iil these boncls aie to be»n»k&» feitable, without excel&tion.
In confoiniity with tlic «e»cial provisions for individu;tl retirement accou»ts and retir(. i»ent, annuities, the bill provides that the
boncls ocnerally are only to 1&c cashed after the individual has reached
thc age of 5l)I/2 year's, oF 1'f hc becoillc s clisal&lecl. If he clies, the bo»&ls
could be redeemed by his estate. There wottk(1 be one f»rthei exec ptI&»1
to cover tile cas( of an in&lividual vvho purcliased the bo»cls, believing
that he wnulcl be eligible for thc «le&1»ction fni (hat yc;ti. &»lly tn cliscov&'1' later that hc divas not eligible. Fnr exar&&pic. ,t» incki vi&1«ak might
puichase the bon&1 earlv in the yeai, ancl later become a paitic pant
&in&1&'r a (ktralifie&k retirerrrerrt
plan spo»sore(1 bv liis cinpln;ei. To meet
tltis "it»ation, the bill pi nvicles that, the k&on&1 may be redeem& cl at any
time &vithi» 1o nin»tits of its p»rchase tvitl&ottt penalty ('and without
This provision could also be used by i»dii icl[&aytne»t of interest).
uals who purchased the bond, but discovered &vithin a year that they
»cede. «1 the money fni other purposes. I» this case, the Intenral Heven»c
'&er vice is to 1&e notified that the 1&o»d has kwe» redeetrrr cl a»&1. th& i cfore, would be on notice that no deduction wotrld be allow c&1 hec:irrse
nf its purchase. ('Onsistent tvith the general rilles for in&livi&lual ret lemcnt accoti»ts aiicl retirement
ar&n»ities. the bill provicles that
tl 1&n»cls al e tn cease tn bear interest wheri the individual reaches age
7('I/2. In addition. during that year the inclividual is also rectrtired to
t:tk&' aiiv of these boncls he is still holding into income. even if he does
Fnt cash them in. It is anticipatecl that these r»les will be sct fnith
nn the face or by, ck of the bonds.
Alan. for similar reasons, the bill provides that if the registered
ntvner d;cs before age 7()I/2 or before the boncls are cashed in, the bonds
are to cease to bear interest five years after the death of the registered
owner or when the registered owner would have attainecl ag~e 70I/2&
whichever is earlier.
AVheri the bonds are redeemed, the full proceecls of the boncls, incl»ding any interest earned on them, is to be treated as orclinary
in& ome to the individual,
whose basis in the boncls would 1&e zero.
However, if the individual chose to do so, he could treat this income
»ncler tire general averaging provisions of the tax la~v (sec. 1,"&()1).
As notecl above. if the boncl is re(leer»ed withirl 12 tno»ths after
tkre (hte nf its is.-»a»ce, the proceeds wnulcl not 1&e included in gross
1»c&»»(' lk 1'. 0 (1('dirc( rc»t ls aklowe(l oil the put'&'llctse of the bolld.

"

"

I: 7j cc& i c&' c1c&Pc'
The «kc(kitctio» for Fetiienle»t s;tvi»gs is to 1&e av;tilal&'te for taxable
ye;trs be&riitrii»g aft& t I)ece»&l&cr &1, 1&)7"&. All otlier pinvisio»s with
ieoai d to tile iildivi(hial retirerrrertt accntt»t, et(. at& tn talce eNe('t o»
8;trttt;tr v 1. 1,) -k.

"If

the bond was not cashed within the 12 months
still not receive the deduction, in those cases where he grace
was
when he cashed tn the bond at a retirement age, the proceeds
income to him (since his basis in the bond would be zero under
's The provisions of sec. 72 (relating to
annuities) and sec.
not to apply to &ruartf&ed retirement bonds.
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period, the individual would
not eligible for tt. Howeve-,
of the bond would constitute

the bill).
1282 (relating to bonds)
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e)»&e eff'e(t

.
lifi
This provisio» alloivi»g i» i»clivicliial »ot «oveied
to 1 1
i tivem»t Vlii». gover'r)l»e»t plan, ol se(tio» g() &(1&) pl:
)»»lilally tlie lesser of $&1„"&N) ov 2() 1)el crit of ( on)pe»satio» foi «o»ti ib»tions 1&y I) irn or on i)is 1&elial f to,'i tax-exei»pt vetiveme»t ac«oi»it.
«i»»iity. oi boiicl 1&1;in establisl)ed by liii» (or to «( tai» tl»sts establisl)ed 1&y eniployeis or associiitions of employees) is estimated to
i»volvc;1 reverlue loss ai»o»»t to $2~~ million for 1974 a»d risi»g to
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Ge»er;illy. ail e» il&1&,y(e is riot;illoivecl t(& cl& (liict;iriioii»ts ivlii«1) lie
il»!tes f'vo»i his oivrr fiiii(ls to;I i(tii(»ie»t pl;iii. A7) 1)ile a» eii)ployev&s qii;ilifie(1 pl;I»»!;iy alloav (mployees to contril)»te theiv ow»
funds to tile plan, ' no clecluction is allowe(l for these contributions.
Hc, ivever. the i»co»ie e;!vile(1 on e»iployee contr il&»tio. !9 to;»I e»Iploye 's q»;II ifi((1 pl;in is iiot taxe(l until it is &listvil&ut(cl. z
I» the (;ise of a salary rediiction pla» ov;I «:ish oi (1;f(rr&ecl profitsliaii&io pl;i», ho~rever, tlie I»ter»al Iievenue S(r vice 1)as permittecl
eniployees to ex&.liidc from income amounts co»tril)»teel 1)y their eiiiploy(is to tile plan, even wlieve tile so»rce of tliese i»»ounts is the
employees' aoree»lent to take salary oi. bo»»s led»«tions or for&&o
s;il;ii i i»cveases. In tl!e case of a cash ov deferrecl profit-sharino plan.
tlie ei)iployee generally has the election to take a bonus c»rre»tly in
cash ov cleferrecl by payment into the plan. In the case of a salary
reduction plan, the employee generally agrees with his employer to
reduce his salary or forgo a salary increase which is contributed into
a pension plan for his benefit. In either case, if the plan met certain
nondiscrimination
requirements, the Internal Revenue Service in the
past had taken the position that, under certain circumstances, the payment into the plan would be treated as an employer contribution, not
taxable to the employee until benefits were received f rom the plan. The
maximum amount that could be so treated generally was 6 percent
of compensation. '
On December 6, 1972, the Service issued proposed regulations (87
Fed. Reg. o5908) which should change this result ln the case of qualified
pension plans by providing that amounts contributed to such a plan
in return for a reduction in the employee's basic or regular compensa«&&iiti

Generauv, if the plan allows it, employees may make voluntary contributions to a qualiretirement plan of up to 10 percent of compensation. I.R. S. Publication 778, p. 14 (Feb.
1972).
"At one time, Congress took the position that a contribution to an H. R. 10 plan on behalf
of a self-employed person was made half by the employer and half by the self-employed
person; no aeductron was allowed for half of the contribution (the half regarded as "contribute&i bv" the self-emploved
person). This limitation (se&. 404(a) (10) ) w;&. r& )&e:&Ied
for taxable years after December 31, 1967.
srn the case of employees of tax-exempt charitable, educational, religious, etc. , organizations and employees of public educational institutions, a specNc statutory provision provides for employer contributions of up to 20 percent of compensation,
times years of
service, reduced by amounts previously contributed by the employer for annuity contracts
on a tax excluded basis to the employees (sec. 403(b) ). The regulations under the statute
allow the employer contributions to be made under these salary reduction plans. Antldiscriminatlon provisions that apply generally to qualiiled plans do not applv to those tax
sheltered annuities. The committee bill does not arfect the tax treatment ofy these contributions (although limits are applied to them).
&

fie&1
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tion, or in lieu of an increase in such compensation, will be considered
to have been contributed by the employee and consequently will be
taxable income to the employee.
The proposed regulations mould not aff'ect the tax treatment of
contributions to certain qualified profit-sharing plans, where the contributed amounts could be received as a bonus; however, it was indicated that there would be reconsideration of the rulings permitting
(Rev. Rul. 56—497,
exclusion of such profit shai. ing contributions.
—
—
—
Rev. Rul. 68—89,
B.
2
C.
1963
Rul.
189;
63 180,
1956 2 C.B. 284-; Rev.
1968—1 C.B. 402. ) Public hearings have been held on these proposed
regulations but regulations in final form have not yet been issued.
Genera/ reasons for charge
A number of dificult issues of policy have recently arisen in connection with salary reduction pension plans and cash or deferred profitsharing plans. On the one hand, it is argued. that these types of plans
provide a vehicle which allows an employer who could not aÃord the
cost of a conventional pension pension plan to provide pension benefits for at least those of his employees who agree to take the salary reduction. Also, it is argued, there is hope that once a salary reduction
plan has been established, the employer may eventually shift to a
plan where there are employer contribution's with no ofi'setting reductions in pay for the employees.
On the other hand, many feel that it is di%cult to distinguish, for
purposes of tax policy, between a contribution made by the employer,
at the employee's option in return for a reduction in his pay, and
a contribution made by the employee after receiving his pay check
from his employer, which is clearly nondeductible under present law.
Also, because the salary reduction type plan covers only those employees who eiect to be covered (at a cost in terms of their take-home
pay), this often means that many employees will not be covered,
~hereas it is generally desirable that as many employees as possible
be covered. under the private pension system. Thus, it has been suggested by some that salary-reduction plans should be subject to stricter
coverage requirements than those imposed in the past by the Internal
Reveniie Service.
The, committee believes that it is impossible to deal with these issues
in a satisfactory wa'y without the opportunity for extensive consideration. Moreover, it believes that salary-reduction and cash or deferred
profit-sharing plans should not be discouraged until there has been an
opportunity for legislative consideration as to what their status should
be. Accordingly, the committee bill provides that the proposed regulations should be withdrawn for one year, to give the committee a
further chance for study.
Exp@nation of pr ovisions
Salary reduction plans. Under the committee bill, the proposed
Treasury regulations with respect to salary reduction plans are to be
withdrawn. No proposed regulations are to be issued in this area before
January 1, 1975. At that point, if Congress has not acted, Treasury
may, at its discretion, issue a new set of proposed regulations, which
may or may not be similar to the regulations which are to be with-

—
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issued, they may not become final
[144j drawn. However, if regulations are
not be retroactive for income tax pur-

prior to March 16, 1075, and may
poses prior to January 1 of that year.
Pr)til rle)v 1'("'rrhrtions;rr c' issued in fiiial for'rr), tire la)v is to be adrni»istcicd in;iccor d;i)ice ivitli tire leg;)1 pri»ciplcs )vlriclr )vere;il)pliccl
before J;iiiu;ir y 1, 1072. In othe&' )vor cls, sal;iry rr cluctiori l)1;ins )vlriclr
alrv;rely ]iolcl favoi able i ulin« lcttei s )vill co»tiiiuc to ie»iai» qualificcl
el»i ing 1974, ;r»d contr'ib»tions to tliosc plans )vill bc trc;)ted;is taxcxcl»cl;rble to tlic enil)loyec o» tli( s;iiiic b;isis wlii(li )vorrlcl have beell
tlic c isc i» 1071. Also nc)v s rh»'y-r'cd)re tio» pl;ins»iay apply for a»cl
receive favor;ible r»ling letter's if sucli lcttci's )vould li;ive beer) issuccl
based
rtion. on siinil;ii f;icts in 1071. FIo)vevcr, tlic I))to)rial Rci cuiue +er vice
may wish to l)i oi ide tliiit riiling lc t ters issiiecl to rrew pla»s in tliis ai ea
are liniitccl to the period cnclin«)vitlr the issiiaiice of rrc)v fi»al icguhCash or deferred r)rofit-sharin), nlans are to be treated in a similar
r»armer. I)urirrg the period uiitil nc)v regulations aie issued in final
form, tlie qualifiecl st;itus;iiid the tax ti'e;it»ie»t of' contributions to
such pla»s is to be govci»ed »rider pr iriciples set foith in Rev. Rul.
,')6 —
407, 1056—2 C.E3. 284, Rev, Rul. 6,'1 —1HO, 1063—2 C.H. 180, ;ind Rev.
Riil. 68—80, 1068—1 C.B. 402. Ilo)vcver, if ( orig) ess docs not decide
other)vise, Treasury and thc Service»iay. if they so clecide, el)ange
their pie-1072 position on the laiv in this area, by i egiil;itio»s, so lou&&
;is sucli change s clo iiot become final befoi e Alar ch 16, 197'). ind;ir'e»ot
ietroactivc pi ior to J;imiaiy 1, 107;).
For purposes of the social securitv taxes and the Federal withhold-

ing taxes, the regulations are not to be retroactive.
So-called "cafeteria plans", in which the employee may regulathave a
choice between cash and certain fringe benefits, some of which may
be taxable and some which may normally be nontaxable (e.g, , health
insurance, group term life insurance within the permissible limits)
arc to be in thc sirnrc legal sit)i:ition cliirin& the l)cr iod until rrr iv
ionss arc issuccl ir) firr~al foi»i;is s;)hire iecluction pla»s. Yorrr cominittec sees no diA'cr e»cc bct)vee» tliis tyl)& of' pl;»i, )i)el sal;» r rccluction
plans, and coriclucles tliat they slu)ulcl i cccivc siniil;ir tie;rtr)rent. Hc'r'c
too thc committee bill r equi) es ii tenipor ary 1)r cscr v;itin» of tlic
pr'e-1072 status quo, «»cl tlic t ix tie;rt»re»t of fr i»«e bcricfits selcctecl
iindei tliis typ«of' pl)in is to bc goveined by the pi i»ciplcs ivhiclr
were being applied by tire I»terri, rl Revenue Service prior to 1072
to sal;iry reduction pl;ins. In th«absence of Congiessional action.
Treasur'y ancl tlic I»ternal Reve»uc Sci vice )vill be fice to take any
action ~vhich is dee»icd appropriate, but the re«ulations niay not be
issuecl in fi»al for rrr pr ioi to )&Iar cli 16, 107'.
The committee wishes to make clear that absolutely no inference is to
be drawn from this action that Congress either agrees or disagrees
with pre-1072 interpretation of the law by Treasury and the Internal
Revenue Service concerning salary-reduction plans, cash or deferred
profit-sharing plans or cafeteria style plans, or that it agrees or disagrees with the interpretation embodied in the proposed regulations
concerning salary-reduction plans which are to Ibe withdrawn under
the bill. There is also to be absolutely no infere»ce that if Congress does
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[y45] not act in this area within a year that it auld or would not. be
appropriate to reissue these regulations, or that it would or would not
be appropriate to extend the principles thereof to cover cash or

deferred profit-sharing plans or cafteria style plans.
Degiynated contnbufiom.
Under present law, contributions which
are designated as employee contributions are generally treated as employee contributions for purposes of the Federal tax law. For example,
this is the case with respect to employee contributions under the Federal Civil Service plan. Your committee's bill contains a provision to
clarify this rule for the future. This provision provides that amounts
that are contributed to a qualified plan are not, to be treated as an employer contribution if they are designated as employee contributions.
This provision gives efFcct to the source of the contributions, as designated in the plan. For example, if the appropriate committees of
the Congress were to report legislation regarding employee contributions imder the Federal Civil Service plan so that the present employee's contributions would become employer contributions under the
Federal Civil Service plan (and that legislation were to be enacted),
then those contributions would constitute employer contributions to
the plan, which would be excludable from the employee's income when
made. The same rule would apply to State and local governmental
plans which now designate contributions as employee contributions,
if the appropriate governmental bodies change the provisions of their
plans.
However, some State and local government plans designate certain
amounts as being employee contributions even though statutes authorize or require the relevant governmental units or agencies to "pick up"
some or all of what would otherwise be the employee's contribution. In
other words, the governmental unit pays all or part of th employee's
contribution but does not withhold this amount from the employee's
salary. In this situation the portion of the contribution which is "picked
up" by the government is, in substance, an employer contribution for
purposes of Federal tax law, notwithstaiiding the fact that for certain
purposes of State law the contribution may be designated as an employee contribution. Accordingly, the bill provides in the case of a
government pick-up plan, that the portion of the contribution which is
paid by the government, with no withholding from the employee's
salary, will be treated as an employer contribution under the tax law.
Effective date
The provisions dealing with salary reduction plans arid treatment
of contributions designated as employee contributions are to take efFect
upon enactment.

—

Revenue e jFect
There is no revenue efFect, from these provisions since they are consistent with present law, in the case of designated contributions, and
simply postpone for one year any possible reinterpretation of pres;nt
law in the case of salary reduction plans.
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SUM DISTRIBUTIONs

bill and secs. 72, 402, and 403 of the code)

Pfe8ent law
Retirement benefits generally are taxed under the annuity rules
(sec. 7B) as ordinary income when the amounts are distributed, to the
extent they do not represent a recovery of the amounts contributed by
the employee. However, an exception to this general rule under the
law in efi'ect before the Tax Reform Act of 1969 provided that if an
employee's total accrued benefits were distributed or paid in a lumpsum distribution from a qualified plan within one taxable year- on
account of death or other separation from service (or death after separation from service), the taxable portion of the payment was treated
as a long-term capital gain, rather than as ordinary income.
The capital gains treatment accorded these lump-sum distributions
allowed employees to receive substantial amounts of deferred compensation at more favorable tax rates than compensation received curl ently. The more significant benefits under this treatment apparently
accrued to taxpayers with adjusted gross incomes in excess of $50,000,
particularly in view of the fact that a number of lump-sum distributions of over $800,000 have been made.
To correct this problem, the Tax Reform Act of 1969 provided that
part of a lump sum distribution received from a qualified employee's
trust within one taxable year on account of death or other separation
from service (or death after separation from service) is to be given
ordinary income treatment, instead of the capital gains treatment it
had been given under prior law. Insofar as the distributions are considered as being attributable to post-1969 years, the portions of the
were accorded
benefits which represented employer contributions
ordinary income treatment while the portions which represented
appreciation, interest, or dividends on the amounts accumulated
continued to be given capital gains treatment. Of course, no tax was
imposed with respect to the employee's own contribution. The use of
capital gains treatment was contiriued for the entire taxable portion
attributed to 1969 and earlier years.
The 1969 Act provided a special seven-year "forward" averaging
treatment for the portion of the lump-sum distribution treated as
ordinary income. A regular employee (or his beneficiary) is eligible
for this seven-year averaging treatment if he has been a participant
in the plan for five or more taxable years or if his beneficiary received
the lump-sum distribution because of death.
In the case of retirement plans for the self-employed ("H.R. 10
plans", the Self-Employed Individuals Tax Retirement Act of 1969)
the entire lump-sum distribution (excluding the employee contributions) are taxed as ordinary income, but with five-year forward averaging. ' No change was made in this provision by the Tax Reform Act
of 1969.
r The self-employed
are eligible for this special averaging if the lump-sum distributions
are received on account of death, disability or if received after age 59'/. As with regular
employees, the distributions must also be received within one taxable yvear, snd only If the
self-emploved person had been a plan participant for fiv or more taxable years preceding
the taxable year of the distribution. However, unlike regular employees, the self-employed
are not entitled, under present law, to the special averaging simply because of a separation
from service.
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Self-employed who elect to be taxed under this special averaging
rule cannot for the same taxable year use the regular income averaging rules (sec. 1301 et 8eg. ) as to this income or other ordinary or
capital gain. However, the self-employed generally find this special
averaging more advantageous than the regular five-year averaging
rule generally available because the latter may be used only to the
extent that the income averaged exceeds 190 percent of that taxpayer's average income in the four prior years. Unlike the self-employed, however, the regular employee may use his special sevenyear averaging for the ordinary income portion of his lump-suna
distribution while using the regular averaging provisions for the capital gain portion of the distribution as well as for any other income
he may have.
Piecsona for oha~~~e
The Treasury has had-great difhculty in formulating regulations
to carry out the 1969 Act provisions for regular employees in determining the precise break-down bet, ween ordinary income and capital
gain in a lump-sum distribution. It has also had great difticulty ia
formulating regulations to carry out the 1969 Act, provisions far
determinin~g the ainount of tax imposed on account of the "ordinary
income" clement of post-1969 lump-sum distributions. Recently, the
Treasury withdrew its earlier proposed regulations on the second
point and substituted new ones which, in general, would produce
lower tax liabilities than those determined under the earlier set of
proposed regulations. The new regulations also would produce lower
tax liabilities than under current. long-term capital gain rates in
many cases, and this could mean that they would result in revenue
losses. rather than revenue gains, in comparison to the law which
would have applied in the absence of any special action with respect
to this provision in the Tax Reform Act of 1969.
More important, the new proposed regulations appear to share witla
the old proposed regulations the problem of excessive complexity. It
is frequently maintained that lump-surri distributees are unable te
compute their taxes, and that, accountants and tax lawyers have been

refusing to attempt the computations.
To eliminate undue complexity but maintain the revenue at least
as high as that which would result under the proposed regulations
under the 1969 A.ct provision, the committee chose to introduce a
new and simplified method of computing the tax due on lump-suiis.
distributions. The substance of the 1969 change in the tax treatment, would be preserved, however. Under the, bill. all pre-1974 portions of lump-sum distribution would be taxed as capital gai~
rather than as ordinary income. The efFect of the J'anua~- 1, 1974,
cutofF date under this bill is to provide long-term capital gaina
treatment for that portion of future distributions that relates to yearI
after 1969 and before 1974; under the 1969 Act, portions of the distributions allocab'. e to those years would have beer. taxed as ordinary'
income,
Under the simplified computational rules. ordinary income portions
of lump-sum distributions from qualifiied plans are to contiiiue to benefiit from special "forward" averaging. Tlie —,ortion of tile d tributioa
representing pre-1974 value is to receive capital gains treatment, as
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above. The portion of the distribution attributable to post-1978
value in excess of the employee contributions is to be subject to tax
as though it were ordinary income of the taxpayer, but his only income, and with 10-year averaging.
This ordinary income treatment for the post-1978 value of the lumpsum distribution is computed completely separately from the taxpayer's other income. This separate computation is used because it
was found that taxpayers were, in efFect, being treated quite diff'erently
depending upon the presence or absence of other income in the year
of distribution
something which they sometimes had in their power

[148] stated

—

to control.
The 10-year averaging is provided in order to give roughly the
equivalent of what tlute tax would be were the individual to live 10
years after retirement and receive his interest in the plan over that
period. In this case, a tax is completed on ~/~~th of the distribution
computed as if the taxpayer had no other income or deductions. After
the tax is computed, the result is multiplied by 10, and this amount is
then added to the employee's tax liability on his other income. His tax
liability on this other income takes into account not only his tax on
wages, salary, or investment income, etc„but also the capital gains
tax on the portion of. the lump-sum distribution attributable to pre1974 value. The tax liability on this other income does not in any way,
however, take into account the portion of the lump sum distribution
treated as ordinary income.
In &naking the ordinary income computation on the post-1973 value,
a special minimum distribution allo~ance is provided to insure that
the tax on relatively small lump-sum distributions will generally be
not more than it would be under present law. This allowance is phased
out for lump-sum distributions over $20,000.
A major problem with the rule arrived at under the 1969 Act, was
the difhculty in determining the value of the distribution attributable to years before 1970 for which capital gains treatment was continued by that A.ct. To meet that pr oblem, the committee bill provides
that where a lump-sum distribution relates to active participation
which began before 1974 ancl ended after that time, the distribution
is to be apportioned between the pre-1974 participation (eligible
for capital gains treatment) and post-1978 participation (treated.
as ordinary income under a separate 10-year averaging computation)
on the basis of the amount of time in which the employee was an active
articipant in each period. This method will significantl simplify
t e computation previously required.
Table 1 presents a comparison showing the average eff'ective tax
rates applicable for taxpayers in various situations and with various
amounts of lump-sum distributions, with the methods of computing
post-1978 taxable value as capital gain, under present law (with the
proposed regulations), and under the committee bill.
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OF INCOME TAX TREATMENT OF LUMP SUM DISTRIBU'flONS UNDER TFIE COMMITTEF
AND WITH THE TRFATMENT PROVIDF'D IN 1969 (AS SHOWN B)

BILL WITH CAPITAL GAINS TREATMENT
PROPOSED REGUIATIONS)

Average effective income tax rates (percent)

Rates which
apply unde&
Ways and Means

1969 treatment
Assumed adjusted gross income„other
lump-sum distribution c

$5, 000

than

Assumed
lump-sum
distribution

Capital gains

'

$?, 500
5, 000

$10,000.

$25, 000

$50, 000

10, 000
50, 000
60, 000
100, 000
5, 000
10, 000
20, 000
50, 000
100, 000
200, 000
12, 500
25, 000
50, 000
125, 000
250, 000
500, 000
25, 000
50, 000
100, 000
250, 000
5OO,'OOO

$

OO, OOO

1, 000, 000
50, 000
1uo', Ooo

200, uoo
500, 000
1 000 Otco
2, 000, 000

treatment
(1973 law)

S

7. 4
7. 7
7. 4

8. 5
7

10
8 I

9. 2

9. 5
10. 4
12. 2
15. 8
15. 6
15. 7
16. 7

'8

8

22. 3

25:6

24. 6
24. 8
25. 5
27. 0
29. 1

31. 2

25. 0
28. 2
30. 7

3?. 0

33. 8

:-.":1

as shown by
proposed
regulations &

5. 1
5. 3
5. 6
10. 6
11.3

13. 2
5. 7
5. 9
8. 9
12. 0
15. 4
19. 5

11.5

13. 9
16. 1
20. 0
23. 2
27. 2
19. 6
21. 0
22. 2

?5. 2

28. 4
32. 5
30. 1

31. 4
33. 8
37. 0
38. 8
43. 9

Committee
bill when aR
but employee
coritributions
are ord!nary
income

7. 0
7. 0

7. 0
16, 3
17. 8
20. 9
7. 0
7. 0
7. 3
16. 3
20. 9
26. 2
7. 1

9. 7
16. 3
22. 2
28. 8
40'. 4
9. 7

16. 3
20. 9

28. 8
40. 4
53. 1
16. 3
20. 9
26. 2
40. 4
53. I
61. 5

7 Income other chan ii&mp-sum
distributions cor, ists of income taxed at ordinary r&tes and which is riot subject to either
tax on earned income or the mirin!um tax on items of tax preference. To avoid problems of maximum tax
on earned income, ordinary income ie, excess of $50, 000 is coiiindored as commg Iron. sources othe tc'an earnings. Taxable income is computed from AG! by deducting the larger of the standard deduction or itemized deductions equivalent
to 15 percent of AGI and from personal exemptions cr $750 each. Taxpayer is considered tu be &narried and filing a iocnt
return. No additional. Itemized deductions are considered to acrrue to the taxpalier due to the receipt of iump-sun&

the maximum

distiibution.
s Not of taxpayer's basis.
s 50 percent iriclusion or capital gains in AGI. Taxpayer cs eligible for either alternative tax of?5 percent on 1st $50, 000
of capital gains or normal 5 year inconce ave. aging. Four prior year base periodic collce cs ass&&mal". to be I. 'fi caine as taxable
income excluding d;stribution for the cu rent year, except for $5,000 AGI class which is assur, . '0 to I ave a baseaof
$1,462. 50 and the $10,000 AGI class wn!ch is assumed to liave a i&ass of $5, 850.
70 perrert of distribciion assiimed to be capital gains; 30 percent ordinary iriconce,
&

The cornnlittee concluded j;lltlr. 1n the irrtk'. rest of sir). j)lijicatfon it
was desirable to provide the same averaging treatmertt for lump-sulu
distributions for both the self-ernployedf:tn(l the regular employees.
As a result, the distinction of present lava that a cords 1-year averaging to distributions to self-employed and I-year avcragincr to distributions to regular employees is elinrinated and the 10-ye Lr averaging
treatment referred to above is ntade a vailahle in both cases.
Under the committee bill, the portion of eligible distributions attributable to pre-1974 value is to be taxed as capital gain to the selfemployed in the same, manner as in the case of regular employees. Also
in both cases, the bill will allocate distributions between capital gain
and ordinary income on the basis of the portion of the tin)e the employee was a, participant prior to 1974 and after 1973.
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the requirements for lump-sum treatment are the same
Many
under present law for regular employees and the self-employed. ' However, there also are difFerences in present law in granting eligibility
for lump-sum treatment in the case of regular employees and the selfemployed, and because of basic difFerences in their status it was necessary to retain some of them. One difFerence is that regular employees
may claim the special averaging treatment if the distribution is on
account of their separation from service, whereas the self-employed
cannot. It was necessary to maintain this distinction because there is
no comparable concept of "separation from service" for the selfemployed.
On the other hand, the committee bill does remove a difFerence in
treatment between the self-employed and regular einployees by permitting the latter, as well as the self-employed, the right to claim the
special averaging treatment in instances of distributions to those
who have attained age 59I/2 whether or not there is a separation from
service. However, both classes of persons are to be eligible for this
special treatment only once after attaining age 59ijq. '
The committee bill also removes another difFerence in treatment between these two classes of' persons by providing that the self-enlployed,
as well as regular employees, may claim the normal five-year averaging (provided under sec. 1801 of the code) for their other taxable
income, including any capital gain portions of their lump-sum distributions. (The regular five-year averaging rule is provided under present law for cases in which taxable income in any taxable year increases markedly from taxable income in prior years).

Explanation of provide'one
Under the simplified computation of the tax on lump-sum distributions, the post-1978 portion of a distribution is to be taxed as ordinary
income (but with 10-year "forward" averaging), thus maintaining
the recognition in the Tax Reform Act of 1969 that the taxable portions of these distributions are basically deferred compensation& and
generally should be taxed as is other compensation; that is, as ordinary
income. Ten-year averaging is provided to recognize the fact that
the distribution represents compensation which generally is received
spread out over the taxpayer's life beginning with the time he retires.
Ten-year averaging, in ofar as the size of the tax is concerned,
achieves this result. It is believed that it would be unfair to use the
high tax rate that would be applicable if the distribution were treated
as received wholly in one year. As a result of the averaging, the distribution would be taxed roughly as if it were received in 10 equal parts
in 10 years. The decision to tax this income separately from all other
income (to the extent it is not treated as pre-1974 income eligible for
capital gains treatment) was made on the basis that most distributees

'

In the case of both regular employees and the self-employed, in order to qualify for the
ten-year averaging, the entire distribution made to them must be made within one taxable
year and they must have been participants in the plan for at least Qre rears prior to the
year in which the distribution was made. This latter rule does not apply to distributions
made in the event of death.
s The special averaging will continue to be made available to distributions
on account
of the disability of a self-employed person (in general if the disability is an impairment
which would result in death or can be expected to be of long-continuing
and jndeiintte
duration). Regular employees may claim the special averaging for distributions on account
oi' disability only if the disabled employee has attained age 59+ or is separated from
service, as, for example, on account of the disability.
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have little or no other taxable income in the years following their
retirement.
The derision to use 10-year averaging is attributable to the fact that
10 years represents the approximate life expectancy of a person age 65
and therefore is approximately the period over which the income
mould be spread if not received in the form of a lump-sum distribution.
The portion of the distribution attributable to pre-1974 service is
to be taxed as capital gain and taxed along with any other income the
taxpayer may receive. For this income, the committee believed. it was
appropriate to preserve the pre-1969 treatment (at current capital
gains rates) to the fullest extent possible. The portion whi h constitutes a return of employee contributions continues to be nontaxable
as a return of basis.
I nder the computation, the capital gain portion is!ncluded in the
amount of the taxable distribution prior to the deduction of the minimum distribution allowance and the application of the 10-year averaging rule. After a total tax is determined under the 10-year averaging
rule, the tax on the ordinary income element is the portion of that total
tax determined according to that portion of the plan participant's total
time in the plan that was spent after 1978. The capital gain is added
to the taxpay r's other income and this total (minus regular deductions, exclusions, etc. ) is taxed under usual rules. (See the examples at
the end of tnis section. )
further simplification from prior law in the computation is the
determination of the amounts to be attributed to pre-1974 employment, (capital gain taxation) and to post-1978 employment
(10-year
averaging with ordinary income taxation). That attribution is to be
made on the basis of the amount of time in which the distributee was
an active participant in each period. Thus, if a distributee was an active participant from, January 1, 1971, through December 81, 1980,
three-tenths of the taxable portion of his distribution would be taxed
as capital gain while seven-tenths would be taxed as ordinary income
and averaged over 10 years.
Although the breakdown between capital gain and ordinary income
is normally to be made on the basis of the number of calendar years in
which the participant was active in the plan before and after December 81, 1978, the Secretary is authorized to issue regulations describing circumstances under which participants may use plan years instead of calendar years. This is intended to further simplify the
computation for those plan participants whose in formation concerning
their participation is prepared and given them by plan administrators
in terms of plan years, rather than calendar years.
In order to treat all distributees equally, all computations of the
tax on the ten-year averaging ordinary income portion are to be made
on the basis of the tax schedule for unmarried individuals. ' In addi-

~ Distrihutees,
in computing the tax on their other income iinclnding the coidtsl gain
elereent of the distrihution), may use any appropriate tax schedule. They are not restricted
to the schedule for unmarried individuals.
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tion, community property laws are generally to be gnored for these
purposes. '
In computing the tax on the ordinary income element, a special
minimum distribution allowance is to be provided to give assurance
that the tax on relatively small lump-sum distributions will not be
appreciably more than under present law. In the computation, the
amount of the taxable distribution (the total distribution less the participant's payments) is to be reduced by the minimum distribution
allowance before the tax is computed. The allowance is half of the
distribution up to $90,000. Above that level, it is phased out on a $1.00
for $5.00 basis, with the result that it is entirely eliminated for distributions of $70,000 or more.
Of course, no cliange is nlade respective to the $5,000 excllision from
gross income provided in section 101(b) of the Code fol amounts p«id
by employers because of the death of the enlployee.
To protect against tax avoidance possibilities the bill provides that
distributions made during the irrent taxable year and the five previous taxable years of the recipi nt are to be included in the ten-year
averaging computation for purposes of determining the tax rate on
the last distribution. When the total tax is determined, however, the
amount of this tax attributable to any earlier distributions
(determined as illustrated in the examples following this discussion) is to be
subtracted and the tax on the final distribution is the remainder. Generally all distributions made within the current and five prior taxable
years to the same recipient are to be subject to this five-year lookback
rule. Lump-sum distributions made prior to 1974 need not be aggregated under this rule.
Aggregation of distributions for th s purpose is required of all
lump-sum distributions in the current and five prior years with respect to the same recipient. In the case of receipt of subsequent distributions by the plan participant in the six-year period, this would
mean the aggregation by the participant, of all those distributions
would be required. In the case of a plan participant receivino a distribution from his or her own retirement plan and also receiving a
distribution as a beneficiary, those distributions would also have to
be included in the aggregation. Moreover, it is not intended that a
recipient of one distribution could escape the inclusion of another
distribution he is entitled to claim by directing that it be made instead
to a beneficiary.
Aggregation is required only of lump-sum distributions. If a recipent is entitled to special averaging for a distribution, but does not
elect the special averaging, he is not required to aggregate that clistribution with a subsequent lump-sum distribution for wliich he does
&

'

s prior to the computation
of the separate tax on the ordinarv income portion
the
distribution, under the committee bill an amount must be subtracted from the incon&e of
of the
retiree. In community property states, the amount subtracted will, of course, generally
be
only one-half of the ordinary income portion of the lump-sum distribution. The other hali'
of this lump-sum distribution must be subtracted from the income oi' the spouse which may
be reported on a separate tax return. After
computation of the separate tax with respect
to the ordinary income portion, this tax isthe
added to the tax of the retiree alone as otherwise computed. and not to that of the spouse
where she is computing her tax on a separate return. The capital gain portion of
lump-sum
distribution in a community
property state ls to continue as under present the
law to be included one-half in the income of
the retiree and one-half in the income of the spouse.
Requiring aggregation of all lump-sum distributions with
respect to the same parti«ppant, rather than with respect
res
to the same recipient, was rejected because of the difficulty
recipients would have
ave in ddetermining the amount
oi' previous lump-sum distributions
different recipients, as well as the tax paid
by those earlier recipients.

'
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the special averaging since the former distribution is excluded
from the definition of a lump-sum distribution.
The distribution of an annuity contract is to be taken into account
in the taxation of lump-sum distributions although the contract itself
is not to be treated as a taxable lump-sum distribution. If a» annuity is
distributed to a recipient in the same six-taxable-year period in which
a lump-sum distribution that is not aii annuity distribution is made
to the same recipient, the value of the annuity (only for purposes of
computing the tax on other lump-sum distributions) is to be added
to tile amount of cash or value of the other property distributed and
a tax is tn be calculated on the sum. From that amount is to be subti",ictcd the tax calculated on the value of the annuity alone (reduced
by the minimum distribution allowance applicable to the total). The
remainder is the tax on the taxable portion of the aggregated lumpsum distribution. ' The value of the amluity, for these purposes, is
to be the pri sent value of the payments anticipated under the aniniity
contract, computed with I egard to the life expectancy of the recipient.
Thc- efl'ect of treating annuity distributions as lump-suin distributions is only to increase the tax rate payable on the taxable distribution.
Aniiuity cllstl"lbiltlons. stancling alolie, re111ain nontaxable, as ultdeI'
present law. Furtherlnore, tlieir inclusion i» the coinputatioii is not
to increase the capital ~ains tax payable on account of pre-1974 value
of t'ie aggregated distributions.
of course, trusteed aniiuities, the rights to which have not been
distrib«ted, are not, to be included in thc lookback rule computation.
The committee bill does not change tile present tax tieatment of
distributions of employer securities. Therefore, appreciation of tile
value of einl&loyer securities between the time thee securities were allocated to the participant's account and the time of' the distr bution
woiild not be taxecl upon the distribution, but ivould be taxccl as c;ipital
gai»s iipon an eventual sale of tliose sec»pi(ies by the recipient. (Tliis
i tile ivoulcl continue to apply i egarclless of wllethc-I th. eniployec has
completed five ye irs of particip itio» in the plan. ) This appre&iation,
unlike distributions of annuity contracts, would not be included in
tlie aggregated distributions for purposes of the tax computation.
A. recipient of a distribution could not use this special ten-yearaveraging method unless he combines. all amounts received in any taxable year that might be eligible for this special avera, ging system into
a single lump-sum distribution. For example, if an employee has been
working for separate employers at any time during his working career
and receives in one taxable year distributions from two or more employers of the entire amounts (or, in the case of an annuity purchase,
is credited v'ith the entire amount) due him under the plans of those
particular employers, that employee must treat all the distributions to
him in that year as a single lump-suin distribution iri order to claim the
ten-year averaging.
Fo= a distribution to be eligible for the special lump-sum distribution treatment an employer must distribute to an employee (or, in the
case of an annuity, distribute to that employee's credit) all of the bal-

[153] elect

' If the distribution of an annuity is the final lump-sum distribution in any six-taxableyear period, a tax is determined based on the tax rate applicable to the total of the aggre. gated distributions, including the annuity distributions. The tax deemed payabie on account
of the annuity distributions is subtracted, as above described, a credit is given for the tak
earlier paid on account of the cash distributions, and the remainder is the tax due for the
final taxable year in the six-year period on account of the distributions. Of course, this
does not increase the basis of annuity contract.
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ance due the employee from all the employer's pension plans, all the
balance from that employer's profit-sharing plans, or all the balance
from that employer's stock bonus plans. This prevents the tax avoidance which would otherwise occur as the result of successive distributions in subsequent years from di8erent plans of the same employer.
Although the number of separate distributions is limited as described above, elections to use this special ten-year averaging may be
made freely for all permitted lump-sum distributions until the employee has attained age 59&/» After that, time, only one election may
be made with respect to that employee. This would permit a widow
to make an election for the special averaging for a distribution on
account of her deceased husband while making another election in a
subsequent year for her own retirement distribution although both
she and her husband had attained age 59&/2 at the time of the distributions. However, an employee who receives a lump-sum distribution
on his own account after age 59l/2 and elects the special averaging
treatment may not thereafter make the same election for another
distribution on his own account in another taxable year. The e8ect
of this is to prevent most retiring taxpayers from avoiding the aggregation required under the five-year rule by electing the special averaging for years that are six or more years apart.
Despite the limitation of one election with respect to individuals
who have attained age 59&/» if such an individual makes an election
to use ten-year averaging for one distribution, and then later receives
an annuity distribution within the six-year aggregation period, the
annuity and the prior distribution (or distributions) must be aggre-

gated.
It is contemplated that a taxpayer will make his election on the income tax return for the taxable year in which the distribution was
made. The election, however, is not to be irrevocable, and can be
changed so long as the income tax return could be amended or a refund claim could be filed. (Normally, a refund claim must be filed
within three years after the return is filed. )
Individuals, estates and certain trusts may elect to use this special
lump-sum distribution treatment. ' Of course, the normal constructive
receipt and anticipatory assignment of income rules would be applicable to distributions to trusts, as under present law. Thus, if a lumptrust having a benesum distribution is made to a nontestamentary
ficiary other than the employee as the primary beneficiary, the
distribution would generally be taxable to that employee.
As a result of this and the specific language of the bill, an individual
could not avoid the aggregation rules by making distributions to multiple trusts for the benefit of the same beneficiary. Similarly, the aggregation rule could not be avoided by reciprocal trusts.
A trust would not be permitted to make the election, and thereby
claim the special averaging treatment, if its use has afiected the includibility of the distribution in the gross estate of the employee for
purposes of that employee's estate tax. However, the fact alone that
the amount of a distribution is excluded under section. 2039(c) of the
Code does not bar thc trust from making the election unless the. use of
octhe trust as a medium, whether intentionally or unintentionally,
casions estate tax avoidance.

—

—

s However, an estate or a trust will be prohibited from making the elec'tion If an election
with respect to
has already been made by another trust or by the individual himself
that same individual after he has attained age 594.
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The plan participant wouM be treated as the recipient of a distribution, for purposes of the aggregation rules, if he causes a lump-sum distribrrtion to be made to a trust for the benefit of his wife, but with the
income or right to the income reserved to himself, or in any other
situation in which the participant would be treated as the substantial
owner of the trust, under the present tax rules, even if the grantor of
the. trust is the employer or plan.
The tax paid on a lump-sum d.istribution under this special averaging treatment rule is neither to be a tax preference item (in the sense
of section 56 of the Code), nor is it to be used as a part of the tax paid.
that reduces the minimum tax on tax preference items.
Fit'8t example. On December 31, 1975, A terminates his services
and receives a lump sum distribution of $65,000 from a qualified plan.
The distribution includes employer securities with a fair market value
of $25,000 and a basis of $10,000. A has been participating in the plaa
since January 1, 1966. The plan is noncontributory. A. is married; both
A. and his wife are 50. Their only other income is A's salary of $15,(XN
and his salary from a second job ($5,000). Their itemized deductions
are $3,000. Their average base period income from the preceding four
years (1971 through 1974) is $14,000.
Tlie tax on the portion of. the distribution which is not treated asm
long-term capital gain is computed as follows:

—

Net distribution ($65,000 total distribution
preciation on employer securities)

less $15,000 unrealized

ass:

.

Minimum distribution allowance: 50 percent of first $20, 000.
Reduced by: 20 percent of net distribution in excess of $20, 000

ap$Q), 0tN

10, 066
6, 006
4, 000

Distribution

less allowance

46, 008

The tax on r/roth of the distribution less allowance computed fram
t:he tax rate schedule for single taxpayers is $816.00.
Mrrltiply this amount by 10: $8, 160.00.
Then, multiply by the fraction,
Years of participation in plan after 1973
Total years of participation
v, hich yields
Car&it
Thus, the

2

10

0.2

$1,632.00.
tax on the ordinary income portion of the distribution

is
$1,639.00.
The amount of the distribution taxed. as a long-term capital gaiw
is the amount, of the net distribution multiplied by the fraction,

ri.
N ett distribution

Years of participation before 1974
Total years of participation

8
0
10
pl%, 0(i(r

al ga ins; 1 em ent

40, 000

'I'!rc c;rpital gains element is taxed along with other 'income (exclrisive of t!re ordinary income clement) in the normal way. Tire tax
on t!ie taxable income of $85,500 ($15,000 salary from first job, plus
$;r, 0(N from second job, plus $40, 000 capital gairis element of lumy
sum dist r ilrution, less $20, ()00 capit. l gains exclus:ori. , less $8,000item-

.
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deductions, less two $750 personal exemptions) is calculated
using the t x rate schedule for married taxpayers filing joint returns.
In tliis case the alternative tax on capital gains is not available, but
the regular-five-year income averaging provisions are.

[156] ized

Ordinary tax
Using regular income averaging'

Tax

—

$10, 180. 00
8, 828. 00

' As indicated above, average base period income is $14,000.
Selecting the tax computation method which yields the smallest
amount of tax, A uses the regular five-year income averaging method
and has a tax of $8y82i8 00.
Finally, & combines the tax on the capital gains portion of the distribution and his salary, with the tax on the ordinary income portion
of the distribution:
Tax on salary and capital gains portion of distribution
Tax on ordinary income portion of distribution
Total 1975 income tax

$8, 828. 00
1, 682. 00

10, 460. 00

A's basis in the employer's securities is $10,000.
8econd example. On December 31, 1976, A receives a distribution
from a qualified plan with respect to his second job. In this case the
disti ibution is a nontian. fei able annuity contract, the value of which
000 financed solely by the emis $6,000; and a cash distribution of
i»
the
since
January 1, 1967. Mr. and
p1an
ployer. A had participated
AIrs. A's only other income in 1976 is A. 's salary of $25,000 and interest
of &. 000 on the %40,000 casli received in the prior lump sum distribution. They have itemized cleductio»s of $2, 100. Mr. and Mrs. A. 's 1976
tax is computed as follows:
First, compute the tax on the portion of the distribution which is
not treated as a long-term capital gain and which is taxed separately.

—

+.

'-'&,

1:

Step

1976 cash distribution
1976 annuity contract
Prior year net distribution

Total

$4, 000
6, 000
50, 000

60, 000

Less: Minimum distribution allowance: 50 percent of first $20, 000 $10, 000
Reduced by: 20 percent of net distribution in excess of $20, 000
8, 000
Total

2, 000
58, 000

Ten times the tax on one-tenth of $58,000 (from the rate schedule
for single taxpayers) is $10,680.
Step

2:

1976 annuity
Minimum distribution

Total

allowance from Step No. 1

$8, 000
2, 000

4, 000

Ten times the tax on one-tenth of $4, 000 (from the rate schedule for
single taxpayers) is $560.00.
Step 8: $10,680.00 —
$560.00=$10,120.
Step

4:
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Determine ordinary income and capital gains elements of A's distribution and his prior yea, r distribution. The ordinary income element of A's latest distribution is determined by multiplying the cash
distribution of $4, 000 by:
Years of participationin planafter1973
Total years of participation

3
03
10

Thus, A's ordinary income element is $1,900. $10,000 of Mr. A's prior
distribution of $50,000 was ordinary income.
Thus, the tax on the ordinary income element is the fraction of the
tax from Step No. 3 which the ordinary income elements of the 1976
and prior year distributions bear to the entire distributions.
$1,200+$10,000 '

) y, $10,120=$2,098.96

Step

5:

The tax on the ordinary income element of A's 1975 distribution
from their 1973 income tax income return was $1,639.00. Subtracting
that from the tax calculated in Step No. 4 yields the tax on the ordinary income element of A's latest distribution:

—

$2, 098.96 $1,632.00=$466.96

Second, compute the tax on all other income, including
gains portion of the distribution.
.

the capital

Step 6:
In Step No. 4, the ordinary income element of the distribution was
calculated as $1,200. Therefore, the long-term capital gains element is:
$4, 000.00

—$1,200.00=$2,800.00

Step 7:
The capital gains element is taxed along with other income in the
ordinary manner.
Capital gains element
Less: 50 percent of net long-term

capital gain

Total
Salary
Interest

Taxable income

1, 400

1, 400
25, 000
3, 000

Adjusted gross income

Less: Itemized deductions
Less: Personal exemptions

$2, 800

(2X3750)

29, 400
2, 100

1, 500

25, 800

The tax on $95,800 is calculated using the tax rate schedule for
married taxpayers filing joint returns. In this case, neither the alternative tax on capital gains nor the regular five-year income averaging
provision is available.
Ardinary tax
36, 308. 00
Th6'd, A combines the tax on the capital gains portion of the distribution and his other income, with the tax on the ordinary income portion of the distribution.
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Tax on capital gains portion of distribution and on other income
Tax on ordinary income portion of distribution

If

9~7

$6, 308 00
466. 96

6, 774. 96
Total 1976 income tax
in the examples above, A. has attained age 591/~, he may elect to
onl; one of the distributions as a lump sum distribution qualify-

treat
ing for ten-year averaging. Ir, computing the tax liability on the distribution which he elects to qualify for ten-year averaging, A will not
aggregate any distribution (except in the case of a distribution of an
annuity contract j made after attaining age 591/ which is not treated
as a limp sum distribution for purposes of the ten-year averaging.

Eff'ective date
These lump-sum distribution provisions are to apply to distributions made in taxable years beginning after December 81, 197$. The
aggregation required under the five-year lookback rule is not to include distributions made prior to that effective date.
Eeventre eject
The revised tax treatment of lump-sum distributions from retirement plans is expected to result in the long run in annual revenue gains
amnuntirig to $60 million a year based on 1978 levels of income.

H.
1.
Germ. al reagmbs

MISCELLANEOUS

REGISTRATION

wIT~I SOCIAL SECURITY

for change

The mobility of labor in the United States has been. steadily increasing, From the. Standpoint of the economy, this is generally viewed
as a desirable factor since it, enables us tn overcome labor shortages
in linlited areas or specific industries. It also tends to decrease frictional unemploymeni. Howevers those employees wlho move from job
to job have. had difficlilty in earning vested retirement benefits, and
even ~here these benefits are earned, they have faced difficulties in
collectiirg the benefits upon retirement.
Your corrunittee understands that, upon retirement, employeea who
frequently changed employment during their working years may have
difficult problems in locating their former employers and the retirement, plans in which they may have vested benefits. At times, this n,
suits from their foi-mer employers (or the plans) having changed
name or address, or having merged with other ortranizations. At other
times, the employees themselves may not have been able to maintain
the recoi-ds needed to enable them to contact their former employers.
Alternatively, they may have forgotten that they had vested rights
in plans with former employers
To resolve this problem, the bill provides that the Social SLwurity
Administration is i o maintairi
of the retirement plans in which
individuals have vested benefits. and. is to provide. this information to
plan beneficiaries. '

rods

' The bill also provides for a tax-free transfer of funda between a qualified plan and
indiridual r tirement accounts, which should meet any additionai need for "portabtritr".
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EzplrJnation of provision8
Under the bill, the administrator of every funded plan of deferred
compensation (except for nonqualified governmental plans and nonqualified church plans) is to file an annual statement with the Secretary
of the Treasury regarding individuals who have a right to a deferred
vested benefit under the plan and who, dui ing the year, separated from
service covered by the plan. The Secretary of the Ti easury is to provide
this information to the Secietary of Health, Education, and Welfare;
in this way it is contemplated that the plan administrator can file this
statement together with other annual returns for the plan filed with the
Secretary of the Treasury. (It is also contemplated that similar registration requirements will be established under the Labor Department.
Consequently, to avoid the problem of duplicate reports, the bill provides that regulations issued by the Secretary of the Treasury respecting this provision will not be eff'ective for plan years beginning after
197~. Your committee expects that the Secretary of the Treasury also
will approve regulations issued by the Secretary of Labor. )
The annual statement is to include the name of the plan, the name
and address of the plan administrator, and the name and taxpayer
identifying num~ber (generally the Social Security number) of every
individual who has separated from service covered by the plan in t' he
plan year for which the statement is filed and who is entitled to a deferred vested benefit under the plan. The statement also is to include
information on the nature, amount and form of the individual's deferred vested benefit as of the time he left employment. In addition,
the statement is to include other information required by the Secretaire~
of the Treasury, However, the statement need not include information
about persons w'ho separated from service if they were paid retirenient
benefits, such as annuities, from the plan during the year of separation.
In addition, each covered plan is to notify the Secretary of the Treasury of any change of name of the plan or change of name or address
of the plan administrator, any plan termination, or any plan division
or merger or consolidation with any other plan.
The plan administrator also is to furnish each individual included
in the annual registration statement with tahe information in t'hat
statement regarding his plan rights. In addition, the plan administrator is to furnish satisfactory evidence to tahe Secretary of the Treasury,
upon filing the annual registration statement, that he has furnished
individual plan participants with a statement of their rights under
the plan. It is expected that a declaration under penalty of perjury
of delivery or mailing to each named individual will ordinarily be sufficient evidence.
With respect to multiemployer plans, it may be difficult for plan
administrators to determine when a plan participant has separated
from service. Consequently, the Secretary of the Treasury is to establish regulations providing for annual registration stateinents ~by multiemployer plans.
Upon the request of the plan participant (and in accordance with
regulations), the Social Security A. dininistration will furnish him
any information which it has relating to his vested retirement plan
benefits. In addition, w'hen a person applies for Social Security retirement, disability, death, or hospital insurance benefits, on determinina
whether these benefits are due, the Social Security Administration will
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the claimant of any information which it has relating to
[16pj also inform retirement
plan benefits of the participant. The Social Sethe vested

curity Administration is not to attempt to verify the accuracy of the
infoimation it receives with respect to plan rights, nor to determine
the present value or status of any plan rights, but is only to report tjhe
information that it receives and records.
Your committee understands that the value of plan rights will often
change between the time that a report is made and the time a participant (or his beneficiaries) are informed of their rights by the Social
Security Administration. However, your committee believes it is important for a plan to go on record as to these rights as of the time of
separation from. service. Additionally, it, is expected that. the Social
Security Administration will make it q~uite clear, at the time it informs
applicants of their rights, that the informatIon given is what was
received from the plan and that changes in rights may»ave occurred
after the time the mformation was received from the plan.
In order that persons who have left employment v ith vested rights
before the e6'ective date of this provision may benefit from the provision, the bi.'1 provides that the Secretary of the Treasury also may,
pursuant to regulations, receive reports from covered plans relating
to the deferred vested retirement benefits of any plan participant who
has terminated his employment with the emplover in plan vears 'before
the effective date of the provision. These reports would be Bled by plan
administrators on a voluntary basis.
If a plan administrator fails to file the annual registration statement, he is to be su~bject to a penalty of $1 per day for each participant
with respect to whom there has been a failure to file; the maximum
enalty is $5,000 per plan year. However, plan administrators will not
e subject to the penalty upon failure to file due to reasonable cause.
A. penalty also is to be imposed on a plan administrator who does not
file with respect to changes in plan status. The penalty is to be $1 per
day, up to:a. maximum of $1,000; however, no penalty will be owed
if failure to file was due to reasonable cause.
If a plan adm nistrator willfully furnishes a false or fraudulent
statement of vested rights to individual participants or willfully fails
to furnish the required statement, he will be subject to a penalty of $50
per participant.
Zgect~ee date
The provisions of the bill which require an annual registration
statement with respect to persons separating from service with vested
benefits (and with respect to the certificate of rights furnished to each
such person) are to with respect to plan years beginning after December 81, 1975.
2

RKQUIREWENTS

FOR QUALIFICATION OF TMJSTS BENEFITING
KMPLOYEES

OWNER-

Under present law (section 401(d) of the code)., if a trust provides
benefits for einployees some or all of whom are owner-employees, the
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trust may qualify for tax benefits only if the trustee is a bank. ' The
committee believes that this provision is too restrictive, and that other
entities could handle the task as well.
For that reason, the cominitte. bill (section 1099) would permit
a "person" other than a banl.- to be the trustee of such a trust without
causing the trust's disqu ilification. The bank or other person performing as such a trustee must be able to satisfy the Internal Revenue Service that he will hold the trust assets in a manner consistent with the
general eligibility requirements for tax qualification. Furthermore, the
provision in present law allowing someone (including the employer)
other than the trustee or custodian to have authority to control the investments of the plan account, whether by directing the investment
policy or by exercising a, veto power over investments, is retained under the commit'tee bill.
This provision generally applies to plan years beginning after the
date of enactment. However, in case of a plan in existence on the date
of enactment, the provision applies to plan years 'beginning after December 31, 1975.

3.

CUSTODIAL ACCOUNTS

AND ANNUITIES

Present law permits custodial accounts to qualify for tax benefits as
if they were trusts, provided that the custodian is a bank, and provided
also that the custodial accourrt meets the requirements that a trust
would have to meet for qualification. Furthermore, the custodial account's assets must be invested solely in open-end mutual funds or solely
in annuity, endowment, or life insurance contracts (and certain other
conditions must be met) (sec. 401 ( f ) (1) ) .
The committee believes that allowing entities other than banks to
be custodians of custodial accounts that might be qualified would
enhance competition and open the field to other types of enterprises
that wish to engage in it and are suited for it. Accordingly, the committee bill permits a person other than a bank to be custodian of such
a custodial account. In addition, in order to permit the participation
of the insurance industry, the committee bill allows an annuity contract to be treated as a trust that is eligible for qualification, provided
that the annuity contract meets the same requirements a custodial
account must meet, just as it treats a custodial account as eligible for
qualification. The bank or otlier person holding the assets of the custodial account or holding the annuity contract must satisfy the Internal Revenue Service that it will hold the assets in a manner consistent with the general eligibility requirements for tax qualification.
(For example, any distributions prior to age 591/2 to owner-employees
would have to be reported to the Internal Revenue Service )
Just as the bank is treated as the trustee of a qualified custodial account under present law, so also Iwould another entity holding the
assets of a qualified custodial account or holding a qualified annuity
contract be treated as the trustee under the proposed amendment"
This subsection of present law, and the proposed amendment, would be inapplicable «r
trusts created before October Ip, 1962, that did not qualify for tax benefits on October
9, 1962. Those trusts would not be entitled to use either a bank o«n«he
p
trustee of a trust benefiting owner-employees.
&
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This provision is to talre eRect as of Janu:iry 1, 1074.
4.

SECTION

403 (B) ANNUITY' PLANS

Under present, law, contributions to a section 408(b) plan (a plan
funded by employers for the benefit of teachers or employees of taxexempt organizations) may be invested only in insurance contracts.
The committee believes that it would be desirable to provide more
flexibility in this area, and, accordingly, the committee bill provides
that these contributions may also be placed in qualified custodial
accounts if those funds are to be invested in mutual funds. The committee bill, however, wou. ld Inake these custodial accounts subject to
certain requirements of the code, such as those pertaining to reporting,
unrelated business income, and prohibited transactions.
This provision is to take efFect as of Jaiiiiary 1, 1974.
REPORTING

AND PUBLICATION

.

OF RFTURNS

In order that many of the new rules governing qualified plans may
be enforced, new reporting and publication requirements are needed. .
The bill restates present law by requiring employers (or plan administrators) who establish or maintain deferred compensation plans,
to file annual information returns. Also, the bill provides that the
Secretary of the Treasury may provide reporting requirements with
respect to the retirement savings deduction and individual retirement
accounts, etc.
The bill opens to public inspection the employer's application for a
determination that a plan is qualified and that the trust under the plan
is exempt (including papers submitted in support of these applications). Additionally, determination letters issued by the Internal Revenue Service dealing with qualification or exemption of plans and tnists
are to be open to public inspection. Annual returns with respect to
qualified plans are also to be open to public inspection. However, under
the bill information contained in these papers and documents from
which the compensation of any participant (or other person) may be
ascertained is not to be open to public inspection. (However, all other
information in these documents is to be available to the public, including information such as the numbers of individuals covered and not
covered in a plan, listed by compensation range. ) These rules are to enable plan participants and beneficiaries to obtain the full information
needed to enforce their plan rights, pursuant to the new rules established in the bill, and are also to protect the confidentiality of information regarding the financial status of specific individuals.
The bill establishes a penalty for failure to file annual returns;
the penalty will be $10 for each day that a return is late, up to a
maximum penalty of $5,000 for any one failure to file. However.
this penalty will not be owed if failure to file is shown to be due to
reasonable cause. For this purpose, your committee's intent is that a
failure to provide material items of information called for on a return
be treated as a failure to file a return.
The provisions of the bill making applications, determination letters
and other documents open to public inspection are to go into efFect for
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filed or documents issued after December 8, 1975. The
provisions of the bill requiring annual returns to be filed are to become
efFective for plan years beginning after the date of enactment. The
provisions regarding reporting with respect to individual retirement
accounts are to become efFective on January 1, 1974.

~168] applications

O. CERTAIN

PUERTO RICA V I'i';NSIOX

PLANS

P&e8ent 4nr

Under present law a pension trust, to be a qualified trust under section 401 of the code, must be created or organized in the United States.
Thus, a Puerto Rican pension trust which qualifies for tax exemption iinder the laws of Puerto Rico (18 L.P.R.A. ) 8165) is not exempt
from U. S. tax on its income from U. S. sources.
General reasons for change
Puerto Rican pension trusts which satisfy tlie requirements of the
Puerto Rican tax law are unable to diversify tlieir portfolio by invest'ing in U. S. securities without paying U. S. income tax on the income
derived from such investments since they are not able to qualify for
exemption under the U. S. tax law. On the other hand, since the requirements for qualification under U. S, and Puerto Rican law are
roughly comparable, a Puerto Rican pension plan is able today to
establish a trust in the United States which satisfies both the U. S. and
the Puerto Rican tax provisions. Since the Puerto Rican Government has established requirements in its tax law for when a trust
forming part of a pension plan for participants who are residents of
the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico is entitled to be treated as a qualified trust, your committee believes it is appropriate to eliminate the
distinction under U. 8. law as to the place of organization or creation
of a trust entitled to be qualified under U. S. law, if that trust is created or organized in Puerto Rico and if the trust has satisfie the
requirements for qualification under the Puerto Rican tax laws.
Exp/anation of provisos&n
Your committee's bill provides that for purposes of exemption from
U. S. tax under section 501(a) of the code, a trust which is part of a
pension, profit-sharing, or stock bonus plan all of the participants of
which are residents of the Commonwealth
of Puerto Rico is to be
treated as an organization described in section 401(a) of the code, if
the trust forming part of the plan is exempt from income taxes (18
L.P.R.A. f 8165) under the laws of the Commonwealth of Puerto

Rico.
Effective date
The provision is to be efFective for taxable years beginning
December 81, 1978.
7.

DEDUCTION

after

FOR CERTAIN

EWIPI. OYER CONTRIBUTIONS FOR SEVERANCE
PAYMENTS REQUIRED BY FOREIGN LAW

I'resent laic
Under present law contributions to a nonqualified trust are deductible (sec. 404(a) (5) ) in the year in which an amount attributable to
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is included in the gross inconie of the participant,
but in the case of a plan in which there is more than one participant
only if separate accounts are maintained unrler the plan for each participant. Generally, amounts attributable to the contribution under
such a plan would be includable in a participant's income in the taxable
yeai that the participant's rights become nonforfeitable

[164] the contribution

General reasons for change
The laws of a number of foreign countries require an employer who
is engaged in a trade or business in that country to mal'e payments to
its employees at the time the employer separates from thc service. of
the employer. This type of requirement of foreign law generally
results jn a plan which is in the form of a defined benefi plan and
for which separate accounts are not maintained for the participants.
The requirement of separate accounts for the participants as a condition of deductibility is generally necessary for employees who are
subject to U. S. taxes in order that separate accounting is maintained
for the amount that is required to be included in the employee's gross
income.
In the case of employees who are nonresident alien employees of
the employer employed in a trade or business in a foreign country,
their gross income from their employmcnt is from sources outside the
United States and is not subject to U. S. tax. Accordingly, your committee has decided that the requirement of separate accounts is an
unnecessary requirement in the case of nonresident alien employees
who are employeR in a trade or business receiving benefits required by
Exp@nation of provision
Your committee's bill provides that for taxable years beginning
after December 81, 1978, an employer in determining for purposes of
section 404(a) (5) the taxable yea~ in which any contribution is includable in the gross income of nnnresident alien employees of such
employer, paragraph (5) of section 40-k(a) is to be appli~ d as not requiring that separate acounts be nsaintained for the nonresident. alien
emplovees if three conditions are satisfied. First, the employer is engaged in trade or business in a foreign countrv. Second, with respect. to
that trade or business, the employer is requi!ed by the laws of that
fore;gn country to make payments. based on periods of service, to its
employee's death, retirement,
employees or their beneficiaries after
or other separation from service. Third, the employer establishes a
trust (whether organized within or outside the United States) for the
purpose of funding the payments required by the foreign lav-. A. nonresident, alien indivirlual is treated for this purpose as including an
aniount in gross income, even if the income is from sources outside the
United States and is not subject to U. S. tax.
I' ffective date
This provision is to bc efrective for taxable years beginning after
December 81, 1978.

t¹

8.

STUDY' OF OOVERXMEXTAL

PLAXS

Under present law, the Civil Service Retireinent System and most
employee retirement plans of State and local governments are quali-
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fied under the Code. It appears, however, that many governmental
plans, including the Federal plan, may be unable to meet the new participation, vesting, and funding standards that would be contained in
the committee bill. The commIttee bill, therefore, would require the
committee to study the extent to which governmental plans in fact do
not meet the new standards and to make recommendations as to the
extent to which those plans, or some of them, should be required to
conform to the new standa, rds.
Although governmental agencies do not pay taxes, and hence would
not lose any tax deductions for current employer contributions if their
plans should fail to qualify, one consequence of governmental plans'
ceasing to qualify would be that the employees covered by those plans
would. have to take into income benefits funded by employer contributions (including any increments in those benefits) as those benefits
vested (become nonforfeitable), rather than later, upon distribution
of the benefits. In addition, it appears uncertain whether the trust
funds of nonqualifying governmental plans would be taxable on the
ir terest and appreciation earned by the funds.
A ceItain consequence of a failure of a governmental plan to qualify
would be that, lump-sum distributions would not be eligible for the
special averaging treatment permitted under certain circumstances
if such distributions are made from qualified plans. In addition. the
exclusion from the gross estate of the value of an annuity receivable
by certain beneficiaries to the extent attributable to employer contributions would be lost if the plan were not qualified, and so also
would be lost the employee's right to elect to make an annuity a joint
and survivor annuity (thus making payments become payable to a
beneficiary at or after the employee's death) without thereby incurring

gift tax liability.
In general, the committee would seek to determine vvhether requiring governmental plans to adhere to the new standards (to the

extent they do not already do so) would entail unacceptable cost imlications to governmental entities. AVith regard to funding, it has
een argued that governmental plans should be exempt from funding
standards since the taxing power can be viewed as a practical substitute for these standards. On the other hand, there have also been
reports that in the case of a number of governmental units, such generous pension promises have been made, and so little funds have been
set aside currently, that the practical likelihood of imposing sufficient
taxes to pay those benefits may be open to question.
The committee, in determining whether any governmental pl". , n is
adequately funded, mould consider the taxing pov. er of the paI ticular
governmental unit involved, as well as the net, funding standa; ds.
This provision (requiring the described study by the Ways and
Means Committee) would take effect upon the date of enactment of the
committee bill. The provision calls for the committee's recommendations stemming from the study to be submitted to the House not later
than December 81, 1976.

9.

RETROACTIVE REMEDIAL CHANGES

To QIJALIFIKD PLANS

Employers may now retroactively cure defects in employee benefit
plans (which do not meet the requirements foI tax qualification) by
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remedial amendments by the 15th day of the third month after
the end of the taxable year of the employer in which a plan is newly
established. Retroactive remedial changes however may not be made
with respect to plan amendments.
The time allowed for remedial changes may be too short for a plan
to be cured to qualify as of the year in which it is established. This
occurs because many plans are established at the end of the year and
thus only 2&/2 months are available to cure a plan. Additionally, plan
amendments (which may be as significant as newly established. plans)
may not be retroactively cured. As a result of these limitations, plans
may not be qualified, to the detriment of employers and employees.
The bill provides that retroactive remedial amendments may be
adopted to cure a plan regardless of whether failure occurs on establisliing a new plan or because of an amendment to an existing plan.
The bill also extends the time to adopt a retroactive remedial amendment to the time (including extensions) for filing the employer's
return for the taxable year for which the plan or amendment, was
.adopted or put into efFect, or to a later time designated
by the Service.
It is expected that the regulations will provide for extension for
reasonable cause, such as the filing of a bona fide request for a deterInination by the Service that a plan or plan amendment is qualified.
This provision is to become efFective on the date of enactment.

[166] making

10.

RULES FOR CERTAIN NEGOTIATED

PLANS

Pregent laco
Under present law, special rules are provided for contributions
paid by an employer to a plan providing welfare and pension benefits
if the plan was established before 1054 as a result of an agreement
between a union and the Government, during a period of Government
operation of the major part of the productive facilities of the industry
in. which the employer is engaged (sec. 404(c) ). Under this provision,
contributions are not deductible under the deferred compensation
provisions of the code but are deductible solely under section 169 as
trade or business expenses. Present law also provides that this provision is to have no efFect with respect to contributions to a trust on
or aAer any date on which the trust is exeinpt from tax under section

501(a) .

General rea8on8 for change
'Fhis provision was enacted in recognition of the special circumstances surrounding the establishment of the United Mine Workers
Welfare and Pension Plan Trust, i.e., the fact that the plan was negotiated during a period that the U. S. Government was a party to the
agreement establishing the plan and was in control of a substantial
number of. the coal mines in the country.
It ha been called to the committee's attention that changes in the
coal mining industry and in the administration of the we1fare and
pensIon trust have made it desirable to establish two separate trustsone. for the payment of welfare benefits and the second for the payment
of retirement benefits. Your committee believes that, this is a desirable
objective and that the pension trust should be a'.lowed. to satisfy the requirements for qualification of pension plans in order to obtain the
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benefits associated therewith. Of course, the plan would
also have to meet the standards relating to coverage& vesting and funding provided in this bill.
Your committee is aware that a number of recent court cases have
required the coverage and payment of pension benefits to individuals
whose participation in a qualified pension plan would cause the pension
plan to be disqualified. AccordingIy, your committee believes that rules
should be provided so that the pension plan may qualify without forcing the plan administrator to relitigate issues which have been resolved
by the courts,
Zzplnnation of proei8~on
In order to facilitate the restructuring of the welfare and pension
plan into two separate plans, your cominittee's bill provides special
rules in the case of any individual who, before July 1, 1974, was a participant in the United Mine Workers Plan. First, an individual who
was self-employed (within the meaning of sec. 401(c) (1) ) such as a
coal hauler is to be treated with respect to his service under the plan
as not a self-employed individual but as an employee of a participating
employer under the plan. This provision will enable the plan to meet
the requirement of being a plan of an employer for the exclusive benefit of his employees with respect to certain self-employed individuals
who have traditionally been covered under the plan. Second, in order
to be certain that the self-employed individuals covered under the plan
do not establish separate H. R. 10 plans on their own behalf, the bill
provides that earnings derived from service covered by the plan are
not to be treated as being earned income (within the meaning of sec.
401(c) (9) ). Third, an individual who was a participant before July 1,
1974, is to be treated as an employee of a participating employer under
the plan for service covered under the plan before July 1, 1975. This
provision is designed to enable non-participating employers whose employees were covered under the plan to agree to become participating
employers and thus maintain coverage for their employees. Of course,
individuals who retire prior to July 1, 1975, are to be treated as if they
were employed by a participating employer even though the employer
does not agree to become a participating employer or if the employer
is no longer in existence.
The bill further provides that section 277 (relating to deductions incuned by certain membership organizations in transactions with
members) is not, to apply to any trust described in section 404(c) . This
provision is added to enable the welfare trust to pay benefits to members and deduct the payments from any investment income, it mav have.
Since questions have been raised as to the scope of section 277. vour
committee concluded that it could not wait until resolution of this
issue because it is felt that there is great urgency for the Mine Workers
to make the desired changes in their Welfare and Pension Plan. Your
committee's decision is not to be construed as any indication as to the
scope of section o77 and its applicability to other non-exempt trusts
which may be paying similar types of benefits to its members. Similarly, it is not to be construed to furnish any indication regarding the
applicability of section 977 to the United Mine Workers plan prior to
the effective date of the new provision. Instead, this decision should be

[167] favorable tax
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viewed as a further attempt to efFectuate the policy which led the
Congress to enact section 404 (c) .

Since the desire of the United Nine Workers is to establish the pension plan as a qualified plan under section 401(a), the bill provides
that. section 404(c) is not to apply to the pension plan once it becomes
a qualified plan except for the purpose of determininq which individuals are to be treated as employees of a participatmg employer
under the plan.
I:/ective date
The amendments made by this section of the bill are to apply to
taxable years ending on or after June 30, 1972.

V. EFFECT ON REVENUES OF THE BILI. AND VOTE OF
THE COMMITTEE IN REPORTING THE BILL
In compliance with clause 7 of rule XITI of the Rules of the House
the following statement is made relative to the
eRect on revenues of this bill. Apart from the revenue efFect of the
minimum vesting and funding provisions, the bill is expected to decrease revenues by "bout $460 million a year after the provisions become fully efFective (approximately 3 years in. the future) but at 1973
levels of income. The new minimum vesting standards could involve
a revenue loss of possibly as much as $265 million a year after 1975
but probably the revenue loss will be only about half this amount.
Data are not available which would make a reliable estimate as to the
revenue impact of the new minimum funding requirements. It is believed, however, that the revenue efFect in this case will be relatively
modest. The Treasury Department agrees with this statement.
In compliance with clause 27(b) of rule XI of the Rules of the
House of Representatives, the following statement is made relative to
the vote by the committee on the motion. to report the bill. The bill
was ordered reported by a voice vote.

of Representatives,

VI. SUPPLEMENTAL VIEWS OF HON. JAMES C. CORMAN
AND HON. SAM GIBBONS
We share the hope and expectation of the other Ways and Means
Committee members that H. R. 12855 will provide real protection for
the pensioii rights of working Americans. Further, we hope this bill
will place some limits on the amount of money which can be set aside
for retirement, with special tax treatment, by high-income persons.
However, we would be remiss if we did not point out that this legislation is by no means the final answer to the vast array of issues relating to the pension system. In fact, there is a great and pressing need
for further action in such areas as these: (1) placing additional limits
on the use of pension and profit-sharing plans as tax shelters, and (9)
reassessing the relation of the social security system to the private pension system and the costs and benefits oi the Government roles in each
one.
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COSTS AND BENEZITS

Each year the Federal Government loses about $4 billion in tax revenues because of the special tax treatment which is allowed for pension,
profit sha, ring, and related plans designed to provide Americans with
retirement benefits.
These tax benefits are intended basically to induce corporations, including professional organizations, and other businesses to set up
retirement plans for their employees.
However, Mr. Frederic Hicl-man, Assistant Secretary of the Treasury for Tax Policy, admits that. pension and profit-sharing plans have
in fact become "the quintessential tax shelter. He calculates that the
upper 8 percent of worl-ers (including executives) receive 50 percent
of the tax benefits involved, while the bottom 50 percent of wage
earners receive only 6 percent of the benefits.
Mr. Hickman also indicates that the tax shelter features of these
retirement plans are particularly valuable to higher income persons,
who would normally pay high rates of income tax.
Following is a chart (chart 1) that indicates how important tax
benefits are in the formation of a pension.

"
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Prepared by the Treasury Department.

Obviously. the $4 billion a year which is lost in pension-related tax
breaks must be made up by increased tax burdens on other taxpayers.
It should also be noted that the coverage of pension plans extends
to only something lil-e 42 percent of the private. nonfarm work force,
so that, many workers receive no benefit at all from these tax losses to
the Government.
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It's clear that one of the greatest reasons for excessive executive

salaries is the tax avoidi»ice which can be managed by earmarking
large portions of these salaries for pension or piofiit-sharin«plans.
With some executive salaries hovering at the $100,000 to $300.000
level, it's easy to see why these executiv~es put up such a, strong resistance to any limitation oii tax deductible, contributions to their pension
fiiii ds.
This is an area ripe for immedate remedy.
There, is absolutely no justification for as generous a limi! o» 'h»'.
tax deductible contributions as is contained in H. R. 128 &5. Xo candidate for public OHice could possibly clefencl the lJ.S. Governmciit for
subsidizing a $7;i,000 a year pension foi corporate cxeciitives. ;in.l ive
certaiiily shoii]&l riot lie e»;icting 1:iws tliat ive &",»»~ot defen;1 in
pu/)li(.
l:. nfortunatcly, a inotion to reduce tliis liniitatio» to the st!11-«eneroiis su!n of %60,000 a year lost in coirunitte& on a rollcii11 vote of 1$
nays to 0 yeas.
Another cGcct of our special tax treatment nf retirement plans is to
create a huge iescrve of investmeiit assets wliic1i operate outside of our
tax system. The book value of these assets was 4154 billion in 1972. H v
1980, their value is expectecl to increase to $? ~, i billioii. Tlie iinplications of this fact; for our ecoiiomy, especially for our stock market and
our capital markets, should not be taken lightly.
It is essential that we monitor the effects of H. H. 128;~5, inchiding
the results of oui tax incentives to pension plans, very closely. Careful
analysi~ of the costs and benefits of this legislation is needed if we are
to be able to judge the prudence of our el''orts in this area. Also, we
should be especially sensitive to any Federal nieasures which may
prove unduly hard on small businesses or may further aggravate the
trend toward bigness and concentration in-our economy.
In addition, if we are to continue to use our tax systein to subsidize
private pension benefits, we' ll need a lot more progress in distributing
the tax benefits involved more equitably among all workers.
It is claimed that the new individual retirement account provided
for in this bill will advance us toward this goal. This new creation
should be watched very carefully to see whether it will in fact benefit
low- and middle-income workers without pension plan protection
or
whether it will become another tax shelter for those with liigh incomes
who are well able to provide for their retirement without any additional help from the Federal Government.
We look forward to further consideration of the tax issues relating
to pension reform when the committee takes up tax issues in the near

—

future.

THE ROLE OF SOCIAL SECURITY

It became ciear during the committee's consideration of H. B. 1285;&
that sufhcient thought head not been given to the respective roles that
ivill be played in the future by the social security and the private
peiisioii systems in providing retirement income security for working
Ainericans. This is a general problem in that further decisions are
going to have to be Inade on how Federal tax dollars, or tax benefits,
can best be used for this purpose, if they are to be so used.
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The committee did not take action on the thorny issue of "integration, " but instead postponed further consideration of the problems of
fairi&ebs which are involved until social security issues are taken up
later in the year. It cannot be stressed too strongly that remedial action
is needed in this area.
Integration is a particularly disturbing equity problem. Often involved are the attempts of those in charge of pension plans to exclude
from the coverage oE these plans those who earn less than the social
security wage base which is now $13,200 a year.
Chart 2 illustrates how integration can be used to eliminate or
drastically reduce the private pension base for lower paid employees.

—

CHditT 2

INTEGRATION
Private pension and profit sharing
plans may be confined to wages
above the social security base.
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Department.

Chart 8 shows how integration
tributions to a pension plan.
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INTEGRATION
Private pension and profit-sharing
p)ans may be confined to voyages
above the social secUrity base.
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Integration
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130,000
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$ T, SOO

$ T, SO0

1978).
Admittedly, the social security system provides basic retirement
benefits for American workers. However, well over half of the work
force makes less than $18,200 a year.
the purpose of our special tax
benefits for pension plans is to induce busmesses to operate pension
plans for the benefit of their employees, is it appropriate to provide
these full generous tax benefits to those who exclude their lowest paid
employees from the protection of their pension plans while reaping
the tax benefits involved for themselves?
Should taxpayers be called upon to finance increased social security
benefits to keep up with inflation and also be made to bear the tax loss
which results from our special tax treatment for such "integrated"
pension plans?
Studies by the Joint Fconomic Committee have shown that it is
sometimes the person who pays the least, in social security taxes who
gets the most favorable treatment under present, social security'formulas. In view of this double inequity, it is time that Congress stopped
Prepared by the Treasury Department

(December

If

—

letting the Internal Revenue Service regulate "integration" and made
a thorough investigation of the problem. We look forward to early
action by the Ways and Means Committee on this.
JAMEs
SAM

C. CoHMAN.

M. OIBBoNs,
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PENSION REFORM
Mr. JAVITs. Mr. President, the Congressional Research Service at
the Library of Congress has completed a comparative analysis of the
Senate-passed and House-passed versions of H. R. 2, the pension
reform bill. In view of the tremendous interest in this legislation
ask unanimous consent that the text of the Congressional Research
Service analysis be printed in the REcoRD.
There being no object, ion. the analysis was ordered to be printed in
the REcoRD as follows:
PRIvATE PENSIDN REFGRM LEGIsLATIoN~ MD CQNGREss~ MAROH 1974
COMPARISION OF SENATE-PASSED AiVD HOVSE-PASSED VERSIONS OF H. R. 2
(By Peter Henle, Senior Specialist, Labor Economics Division;
Raymond Schmitt, Analyst in Social Legislation, Education and
Public Welfare Division; and Ann M. Marley, Analyst, in Taxation
and Fiscal Policy, Economics Division)

I

INTRODITCTION

The following tabulation compares the major provisions of the
Senate-passed and the House-passed versions of H. R. 2, private pension reform legislation.
Action on this legislation was taken first in the Senate, culminating
with passage of H. R. 4200 on September 19, 1973. This bill was the
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product of joint e8ort by the Labor and Public Welfare and Finance
Committees. The Labor and Public Welfare Committee had reported
out S. 4, on April 18, 1973 while the Finance Committee had reported
out S. 1179 on August 21, 1973. A. compromise bill worked out by the
two committees was introduced on the Hoor of the Senate September
18 as a substitute for S. 4, the pending measure. Following the
adoption of several amendments, the bill was passed 93-0 and its text
incorporated in H. R. 4200, a minor House-passed bill to continue
certaIn servicemen's and former servicemen's survivor annuity benefits.
On the House side, the Education and Labor Committee had before
it H. R. 9 which was reported out of committee on September 25, 1978.
The Ways and Means Committee, to whom the Senate-passed H. R.
4200 was referred, considered pension reform legislation beginning in
October and reported out a new bill, H. R. 12481, on February 5, 1974.
Subsequently, as the two committees worked to develop conforming
bills, the Education and Labor Committee on February 19, 1974
approved the text of a new bill which was introduced the following
day as H. R. 12906; similarly, the Ways and Means Committee reported out a new bill (H. R. 12855) on February o1, 1974.
On February 26, 1974 the bills from the two House committees were
joined as a substitute for the text of H. R. 2, the pending House business. The Education and Labor Committee bill, H. R. 19906, became
Title I and the Ways and Means Committee bill, H. R. 12855, became
Title II. Few amendments were adopted, and the House passed
H. R. 9 on February 98, 1974 by a vote of 876-4.
Subsequently, on March 4, 1974, the Senate passed H. R. 9, after
substituting for its text the language of the previously passed H.R.

4900.
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PENEIoN

REFoRM LEGIELETIVN

—COMFsssioN

oF

NOVSEi

SENATE

SENSTE-PREEEO RNO
TITLE I

Hovsx-Psssso

VERsroN or H Jt. 2
IIOVEE; TITLE II

Short Title
Retirement
ployees Act.

Income

Security

for

Em-

Employees Benefit Securtiy Act of 1974.

Administering

Cenerslly. most of the titles of the Act
would be jointly administered by the Labor
snd Treasury Departments although the roles
would
would vary. The Labor Department
have the principal role in administering reporting, disclosure, and fiduciar standards
as well as the plan termination insurance and
portability programs, The Treasury Department, on the other hand, would be largely
responsible for vesting snd funding, The
Treasury Department would exclusively administer the tsx provisions relating to retirement savings, increases ln the present
deductions under plans for the self-employed
(Keogh plans), snd limitations on benefits
and contributions.

Agency

Primarily the Secretary of Labor, although
the Secretary of the Treasury ls assigned
carta)n functions under the Act. Secretary ol
Labor to prescribe rules and regulations necessary to carry out the provisions of Title I

(fiducisry responsibility snd disclosure, vestInsuring, funding, and plan termination
ance) . Vesting and funding regulations, however, must be approved by the Secretary of

Treasury.

Participation

Employees Benefit Securtiy Act

Primarily the Secretary of
although the Secretary of Labor is assigned
certain functions under the Act. Secretary of
Treasury to prescribe rules and regulations
necessary to carry out the provisions of Title II (vesting, funding, contributions of
self-employed, retirement savings foi' individuals not covered by sny plan, limitations
on benefits and contributions, taxation of
certain lump-sum distributions, snd salary
reduction plans) . Vesting and funding regulations'must be approved by the Secretary of
Labor.

and certing

Coverage

All private pension plans regardless of their
tax qualification status and size. (sec. 201,

221).

Plan may not require as a condition to be
eligible to participate, s period of service of
more than one year, or the attainment of sge
30, whichever occurs later. (sec. 201).

All private plans seeking to obtain or reor
All private pension plans established
maintained by employers or employee orga- tain their tax qualification status. However,
all government and church plans are exempt.
nizations affecting or engaged in commerce.
(sec. 1011).
However, sll government snd church plans
are exempt. (sec. 201) .
Participation Requirement
Same ss Title I. (sec. 1011).
Plan msy not require ss a condition to
be eligible to participate, a period of service
of more than three years, or the attainment
of sge 25 and one year of service, whichever
comes first. However, a defined benefit plan
msy exclude sny employee who commences
employment at sn sge within 6 years of the
normal retirement age under the plan. (sec.

202).

Definition of Y'ear of Service
To be defined primarily by regulations developed jointly by Secretaries of Labor and
Treasury but subject to guidelines set forth
in the bill including guidelines for seasonal
employees. Year of service to take into account the customary working period (such as
hours, days, weeks, months, or years) in sny
industry where, by the nature of the employment, the work period is substantially different from industry generally. (sec. 206).
Vesting Requirement
These alternatives sre provided i (1) EmEmployees must be vested ln at least 25
percent of his accumulated benefits, by the ployee must be vested in at least 25 percent
end of the flfth pear of service. This mini- of his accumulated benefits by the end of
mum percentage would then increase 6 per- the fifth year of service; the minimum percentage points ln each of the next five years centage to increase 5 percentage points in
(at least 60 percent vested by tho end of the each of the next 5 years (at least 50 percent vested by the end of the tenth year
tenth year of service) and by 10 percentage
points in each of the following 5 years (so of service) and by 10 percentage points in
that the employee must be fully vested not esoh of the following 6 pears (eo that the
later than the completion of his 16th pear of employee must be fully vested not later than
service). Once sn employee becomes eligible the completion of his 15th year of service) .
to participate, up to five years of participation service sre to be credited to years of service for vesting eligibility. (Rec. 221).
(2) Fully vested (100 percent) by the end
of the 10th year of service.
(3) Rule of 46 that is, at least 60 per-

Regulations concerning the definition of
year of service sre to be promulgated by the
Secretary of Treasury after consultation with
the Secretary of Labor. Beginning with 1982,
would include any year ln which sn employee
worked at least 6 months with at least 80
hours of work each month. (Sec. 221).

Essentially the same ss Title L (sec. 1011).

—

Same ss Title

I. (Eec. 1012) .

—

cent vested when sge plus service equal 46
years (provided that there is at least 6 pears
of service); the minimum percentage to
increase bp 10 percentage points in each of
the following 6 years. (sec. 203).
Application of vesting requirement to service
prior to effective date of Act
With certain exceptions, service prior to
With certain exceptions, service prior to
the effective date ls included, both for caleffective date is included, both for calcuculating the years of service required to quallating the years of service required to qualify
for vesting and for determining the years of ify for vesting snd fer determining the years
accumulated benefits to be vested. (sec 221), of accumulated iieneflts to be vested. However, service by sn employee prior to January 1, 1969, is required to be taken into account only if the employee has served at
least 6 years with that employer (or under
s multiemployer plan) after December 31,
1968. (sec. 203),

410

Same ss title

I.

(Sec. 1012).
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In computing years of service to apply Ine
vesting standard, only three of the five years

of service need be consecutive. Generally
service before and after breaks sre to be aggregated for vesting and participation. (Sec. ~
221) .

No provision.

does not apply to
Vesting requirement
benefit arising from employer contributions
contributions upon
his
withdraws
employee
if
termination of employment or active part, icipstion hx plan. (sec. 221).
No provision.

Secretary of Labor is to develop modifications of Federal Procurement Regulations to
insure that such employees under Federal
contracts will be protected against forfeiture
of their retirement benefits. In addition, the
provisions of the tsx law
sntidiscriminstion
are modified to allow an employer to establish a separate plan for highly mobile employees with lower benefits but with more
liberal vesting than under his plan for other
employees. (sec. 282) .
Upon enactment for riew plans; for existing plans, beginning with plan years commencing after December 31, 1975. If, on

request, the Secretary of Labor determines
that the vesting requirement would impose
"substantial economic hardship" on individual plans, the efi'ective date may be postponed up to six years. (sec. 221).

All private pension plans regardless of
tax qusiiflcatlon status and size. Excludes all
government snd church plans. Special rules
provide an exemption for certain insured
plans, snd for profit-sharing, stock bonus,
nd money purchase plans. (sec. 241).

—

Contxnueu
SENATE-PAERED ANG HovsE-P ASSES VERRIONE or H.R. 2
IIOVSE: TrrLE xx
II OUSE: TITLE I
Treatment of Breaks-in-Service
Same as title I, (sec. 1011)
In determining an Individual's participation and vesting status after a break in service, a plan may exclude prior service of an
employee who has a break in service of 1 or
more years until the individual completes up
to 1 year of work upon returning. However,
where a rehired employee had completed at
least 4 consecutive years of service before the
break, his prior years of service must be tsl. en
into consideration for purposes of computing
his years of service unless the break is for 6
years or more.
However, if a rehired employee acquired a
nonforfeitable right to at least 50 percent
of his accrued benefit prior to the break in
service, all his prior service must be taken
into consideration in computing his years of
service, regardless of tlxe duration of the
break. (sec. 206) .
Trs. nsition Rules for Existing Plans
The same as Title I but applies to plans
Plans in effect on January I, 1974 would
be required to provide only 50 percent of the ln effect on Decexnber 31, 1973. (sec. 1012) .
requirement
vesting
otherwise
applicable
during the firs year that the bilps vesting
standards become elf ective, with this percentage rising by 10 percent annually until
the full requirement has to be provided after
five years. (sec. 203) .
In
Vesting of Employer Contributions
Contributory Plans
Same as Title I. (sec. 1021).
No pension plan to which employees contribute shall provide for forfeiture of a participant's accrued benefi derived from employer contributions (whether or not otherwise forfeitable), solely because the employee
withdraws his own contributions. (sec. 203) .
Social Security Offset
Same as Title I. (sec. 1021).
Social security offset plans are not prohibited if (I) in the case of individuals curreni, ly receiving benefit, the pension benefi is not decreased by any subsequent increase in social security benefits or (2) in
the case of a participant terminating with a
vested benefit, such benefit is not decreased
increases in social security
by subsequent
benefits. (sec. 204) .
"Highly Mobile" Employees such as Engineers
or Scientists
No provision.
Essentially the same as Senate-passed bill,
except that either House of Congress may
disapprove proposed changes in procurement
regulations. (sec. 1012, 1024).
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or

.

Effective Date
Upon enactment for new plans; for plans
in existence on January 1, 1974 beginning
with plan years after December 31, 1975. For
plans maintained under collective bargaining agreements, the vesting requirements
take effect with plan year beginning with

Essentially the same as Title

I. (sec. 1017) .

tennins, tion of existing collective bargaining
agreement or December' 31, 1980, whichever
occurs first (but in no event earlier than
December 31, 1976). (sec. 207).

FIxndlng
Coverage
All private pension plans except governmental or church plans, a plan of a fraternal
association, profit-sharing or savings plans,
plans funded through insurance contracts,
plus certshx others. (sec. 301).

All tax-qualified plans with essentially the
same exceptions as Title I. However, government and church plans must meet requirements of present law.

Congressionei
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Annual contributions to pension fund must
be suiiictent to 1) equal each year's "current
service costs", and 2) amortize "past service
costs" in no less than equal payments over
no more than 30 years. The funding requirement does not apply merely to vested benefits,
but to afi accrued plan benefits. (sec. 241),

Plan amendments which increase past service costs by as much as 5% msy be treated
as a separate plan for purposes of the fundand amortized. within 30
tng requirement
years, Benefits created by other plan amendments must be amortized over 16 years or
tbe average remaining service life of the covered participants, whichever is shorter. (sec.

241).

Experience losses or gains resulting from
changes in asser, valuation or other developments not foreseen ln advance must be amortized over 15 years or the average remaining
service life of the covered participants,
whichever ls shorter. (sec. 241).
Employer may obtain a waiver for his refrom the Secquired annual contribution
retary of the Treasury. Any amounts waived
must be amortized over no more than ten
years and no more than 5 waivers may be
granted in any ten-year period. The plan may
not be amended to increase benefits as long
as any waived amounts reniatn unpaid. (sec.

241).

Multi-eniployer
plans permitted a longer
funding period of forty years. Moreover, with
respect to any multi-employer plan for which
the Secretary of Labor finds that even this
requirement would impose "substantial economic hardship" on the plan, the 40-year
period may be extended to as much as 50
years. (sec. 241).

For new plans, the funding requirement
would take effect on enactment. For existing
plans, the requirement would take eil'ect begtnntng with plan years after December 31,
1975. For plans for which implementation of
the funding requirement would impose "substantial economic hardship",

ss determined

by the Secretary of Labor, the effective date
may be postponed for a period of up to six

additional

—CoMIAsrsoN

SENATE

years.

(sec. 241) .

ov SENATE-pssszo
OOIISE: TITLE I

ANS

Housz-Psssas

VzxsioNs ov HR,

~onttnued

IIOUSE: TrrLE II

Basic Requirement
Annual contributions to pension fund must
be sufficient to equal "current service costs",
and to amortize the "past service costs" over
no more than 30 years (existing plans given
40 years). The funding requirement
applies
to all accrued plan benefits (both vested and
nonvested unfunded past service liabilities).
(sec. 302) .
Treatment of Plan Amendments
Plan amendments must be amortized within 30 years. (sec. 302).

Treatment of Experience Gains and Losses
Experience losses must be amortized within 15 years. (sec. 302),

Special Hardship Provisions
When a plan fails to meet the funding requirements for five consecutive plan years,
the administrator shall amend the benefit
schedule to rednce the value of the accrued
liabilities to such an extent as ls necessary
to bring the plan's funding schedule into
conformity with the funding requirements.

(sec. 303).

Treatment of Multi-Eniployer Plans
Multi-eniployer
plans permitted a longer
funding period of forty years for past service
costs and tncresses caused by plan amendments. Moreover, they may be given an additional 10 years to fund past service liabilities if the plan would experience a "substantial hardship". Further, experience losses may
be amortized within 20 years. (sec. 302).
Effective Date
For new plans, the funding requirement
would take eifect on enactment. For plans in
existence on January 1, 1974, funding requirements take effeot with plan years beginning after December 31, 1975. In the case of
a plan maintained pursuant to a collective
bargaining agreement, funding requirement
takes effect on the earlier of (a) the date on
which the collective bargaining agreement
terminates or (b) December 31, 1980 but in
no event earlier than December 31, 1976.

Same as Title 1, (sec. 1013) .

same as Title

I. (sec. 10'13).

Same as Title

I. (sec. 1013).

If an employer ls unable to satisfy the
minimum funding standard without substantial business hardship and if the application of the funding standard would be
adverse to the interests of plan participants,
the Secretary may waive the funding requirements. However, the minimum
funding
standard may not be waived more than five
of any 16 consecutive years. (sec. 1013).
Same as title

I. (sec, 1013).

Same as Title

I. (sec. 1017).

—

(sec. 305).

Pension Bepefit Guaranty Corporation
would be established as s government corporation within the Department of Labor. It
would be admliustered
by s three-member
board of directors, with the Secretary of
Labor as Chairman. Other board members
would be the Secretaries of Treasury and
Commerce. The Corporation ts permitted to
borrow up to 8100 million from tlie Treastfry.
(sec, 402-403)
A

All qualified plans regardless of size except
money-purchase, profit sharing, stock bonus,
governmental, fraternal society and church
plans. (sec. 421)

412

P/sn termination insurance
Administering Agency
Essentially the same as Senate-passed bffl
that
board of directors would be comexcept
prised of Secretary of Labor as Chairman
and two other officers or employees of the
Labor Department.
The Corporation
is
directed to establish two trust funds, a
Single Employer Primary Trust Fund snd s,
Multiemployer Trust Fund. The Corporation
an Optional Trust
may also establishing
Fund for single employers. The Corporation
is permitted to borrow up to 8100 million
from the Treasury. (sec. 401, 404)
Coverage
Mandatory coverage all plans subject to
the funding requirement with more than 25
participants
(of whom at least ten have
acquired vested benefits) .
Voluntary coverage may be obtained by
plans subject to the funding requirement,
but which sre not. subJect to mandatory
coverage. However, they must meet underwriting standards set by the Corporation.
(sec. 409)

—

No provision. [Ways and Means Commtttes
Report No. 93—807 on H. R. 12855 states that
although the Committee regards the development of an adequate program of plan
termination insurance as essential to protect
the rights of covered employees, the btll
makes no provision for such termination
insurance since provision is included in the
Education and Labor Committee bill. ].

No provision.
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RENRTE

Insurance of sll vested benefits, including
vested ancillary beneflts ln the event of plan
includes vested benefits actermination;
quired both before and after enactment.

(sec. 422) .

ov SENATE Passxo

IIND

Housz-Passxn

VERsIQNs

X

Basic Protection
Insurance of beneflts which are nonforfeitable according to the minimum vesting
schedule in section 203 ln effect for such
plan termination date; and any contingent
rights to ancillary benefits if sll contingencies (other than the passage of time) have
been satisfie. Includes vested beneflts acquired both before and after enactment. (sec.

No provision.

403).

The monthly beneflts guaranteed to any
beneficiary could not exceed the lesser of 50
percent of the participant's average monthly
earnings during the participant's highestpaid five years, or 3750. The 3750 is to be
adJusted by changes in Social Security Administration wage bose aud contribution.

No benefits would be guaranteed for a plan
in eifect less than three years, nor would
benefits resulting from sny plan amendment
be guaranteed until the amendment hsd
been ln effect for three years. Xf plan loses
its tax-qualliied status, no benefits accrued
after disqualification
shall be guaranteed.

(sec. 422).

No provision.

Limitations on Amount of Insured Beneflt
required vested
Insures only minimum
benefits which msy not exceed the actuarial
oi'
value
a monthly benefit ln the form of a
single life annuity conunencing at age 65
equal to 320 a month per year of credited
service. This maximum would be raised annually in accordance with changes in the
average taxable wage of all employees, ss reported to H. E.W. The Corporation is directed
to undertake s study to determine under
what conditions it can insure losses of plan
benefit over and above those provided in the
Act. To the extent that the Corporation
determines that losses of the plan, or additional benefit are insurable, the Corporation
shall prescribe the terms snd conditions of
insurance snd the premiums to be charged.
Other Limitations
No benefits would be insured unless the
plan had been a member of the Corporation
more than five years, although the board of
directors msy authorize payments for plans
terminated with less than flve years' membership although ln such cases the maximum
benefit for plans in existence less than flve
years would be reduced in accordance with a
sliding scale based on years of existence.
No benefit resulting from a plan amendment would be insured until the amendment
had been ln eifect for five years. If plan loses
its tax-qualified status, no benefit accrued
after disqualiflcatlon
shall be guaranteed.
(sec. 409).
Alternate Insurance
The Corporation may establish a Single
Employer Optional Trust Fund. Each single
employer plan is required to choose whether
insurance of its beneflts is to be covered by
this fund or the Single Employer Primary
Trust Fund. Premiums to the Optional Fund
will be set by the Corporation and based on
the individual plan's insured benefit and
any excess of insured benefits over plan assets; premiums shall be based on actual and
projected experience. Employers electing coverage under the Single Employer Optional
Trust Fund sre not subject to any employer
liability. (sec. 404, 405, 414)
Employer Liability
Where employers ln terminated plans are
not so insolvent, they or their successors-inlnterest may be liable for reimbursement
of s portion of insurance benefits paid. The
liability of employers is to pay 100% of the
present value of employer underfunding
of
the terminated plan (deflned to take into
account any expected employer contributions) but not more than 50% of the employer's net worth. The Secretary shall make
arrangements
with employers on equitable
terms for the reimbursement
of insurance
paid. The amount of any unpaid liability
owed by an employer sho, ll constitute a lien
ln favor of the government, but Junior to
any lien for unpaid taxes owed to the government. (sec. 405)
Employers covered by the Single Employer Optional Trust Fund sre not subJect to
liability. (sec. 414)
No employer shall be liable by reason of
his contributions
to or sponsorship of a
multiemployer plan. (sec. 414)

No provision.

No provision.

No provision.

.

Employers would have limited liability for
any loss of covered benefits resulting from
their plan's termination, This lfabfitty wotfld
also extend to successor employers as s result of reorganizations liquidations, mergers,
and Gonzo)tdatlons;
snd would be limited
to 30 percent of net worth. However, employers (except those remaining in business)
would be able to avoid any llabillty by paying s higher premium to be set by the
Corp. In lieu of such s surcharge, employers
could elect to gain protection against such
liabflity through a private insurance carrier. The amount of any unpaid )iability owed
by an employer shall constitute a lien ln
favor of the government, but Junior to any
lien for unpaid taxes owed to the government. (sec. 461, 462) .

.

.

.

No provision.

—

or H. It. 2 Continued
Housz: Trrtx Ir
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CUMPAsisoN

SENATE

Tlie Corp, would be authorized to prescribe
insurance premium rates suifictent to fund
Separate rate
any guaranteed
papments.
schedules would be maintained for single
employer and multi-employer
plans. Initially. the premiums (to be collected ss a
"head tax") would be 41 a pear for each
individual covered by the plan. For plan
years ending after IIYI6, however, the premium rate would be set by the Corporation
according to the cost experience of the program. Congress would have to approve
any revised rate schedule. Special provisions
are included for multi-employer plans, (sec.
403, 463) .

HOUSE: TITLE

IVO.

of Years
1

2

3

The reporting and disclosure requirements

applp to all employee benefit plans (regardless of size) although the Secretary of Labor
may grant an exemption or provide a variance in the form or Inanner of reporting or
disclosure, However, exempt plane of tax-

exempt religious organizations described ln
section 501(c) of the Internal Revenue Code
snd plans outside the U. S. for the benefi oi'
non-citizens. Continues the present Welfare
snd Pension Plan Disclosure Act exemptions
of sll governmental
plans, and plans required under Workmen's Compensation and
unemployment
compensation disability insurance laws. (sec. 502, 603) .

The plan administrator shall furnish (or
make available) to every participant upon
his enrollment 1n the plan (and after each
maJor amendment), a summary of the plan'8
important provisions written in s manner
calculated to be understood bp the average
participant; a description of the benefits,
and the circumstances which may result in
disqualification or ineligibility. A revised upto-date summary is to be furnished the participants every three years. The plan administrator ls also required to furnish each participant or beneflc1ary requesting in writing, a complete copy of the plan description
or a complete copp of the latest aiinual report, or both. (Sec. 603) .

414

AND HUUEE-PAEBED

—

or B2L. 2 Continued

VEEEIONE

I

Premium Rates
Separate rates to be set by the Corporation
for single employer plans and multi-employer plans. Inltlally, the premium would conelet of two parts: I) s rate of not more
than 0.1 percent for single employer (0.026
plans) on the
percent for multi-employer
excess of insured benefit over plan assets
and 2) an additional rate levied (separately
for single snd multi-employer plans) on all
insured benefit to yield sn amount equal
to the revenue raised by (1) .
Plans ln effect less than six years not required to pay full premium, but in accordance with following schedule:

PIan in Effect

The Pension Benefit Guaranty Corporation is directed to administer a program designed to facilitate the voluntary transfer of
vested pension benefits between participating plans when an individual changes Jobs.
A Pension Benefit Portability Fund is established. The program will be entirely voluntary requiring the consent of both the employers who have established the plane to or
from which pension monies are to be transferred snd the employees who have to request
such transfers. Workers who change Jobs may
have their vested retirement credits transferred to the Portabilitp Fund. The worker
may maintain these credits in the Fund or
alternatively have the amount in his account
transferred to a retirement plan of a new empioper. (secs. 301-305.)

oF SENATE PAssED

HOUSE: TTTLE TI

No provision.

Percent of Presa(ant
To Be Paid
50
60
70
80
90
100

6 or more
Corporation msp issue revised premium
rate schedule but such schedule can only be
effective thirty days after Congressional
sprpovsl. (Sec. 406, 406).
Portability
No provision (other than to study the
existing degree of reciprocity snd portability
among plans) .

No special provision,

——

employer. )

Reporting and disclossre
Coverage
The reporting snd disclosure requirements
cover all employee beneflt plans except governmental plans; church plans (unless they
have elected to be covered), plans required
under workmen's compensation and unemployment coanpensation disability 1nsurancs
laws; plans outside the V.S. for the benefit
of non-citizens. Secretary of Lalior may grant
an exemption from all or part of reporting,
disclosure
and publication
requirements.
(sec. 101, 105).

Disclosure to Plan Participants
The plan administrator shall make copies
of the latest annual report available for examination in the principal office of the administrator. Once saich year the plan administrator shall furnish each participant
and beneficiary with a description of the plan
snd a statement of assets snd liabilities,
receipts and disbursements, the ratio of a
assets to liabilit1es, and such other material
as is necessary to summarize annual report.
Upon written request, the plan administrator
must furnish participants with s complete
copy of the latest annual report, (sec. 102,

105, 106).

(However,

bill con-

tains a provision which ls designed to achieve
certain advantages of portabflity. Under a socslled "rollover" provision, individuals will
have the right to roll over into individual
retirement accounts without the payment
of current tax complete distributions of
amounts contributed under the plan by his

No provision.

No provisloIL
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is further requhed

to furnish sny participant or beneflclsry re-

questing ln writing s statement indicating
(1) whether or not he hss a nonforfeitable
right to a pension beneflt. (2) the nonforfeltable benefits which have accrued, or the
ear)lest date they will become nonforfeitable,
and (3) the total pension benefit accrued.

(sec. 503).

The description of a plan shall be comprehensive and written ln a manner calculated
to be understood by the average participant.
Also calle for plan description to Include a
description of the provisions providing for
vested benefit. (Aec. 502) .
Annual report must include:
Statement of assets and liabilities;
The aggregate cost and value of each security, by issuer;
The aggregate cost and value of all other
investments separately identifying each investment which exceeds 3 percent of the
value of the fund; and each investment in
securities or property of any party in inter-

est;
The aggregate amount by type of security,
of all purchases, sales, redemptions, and exchanges of securities made during the reporting period including a lfkt showing separately for each security the issuer, type snd
class of security, quantity, and information
on price, gain, or loss (similar information
also required for investment
assets other
than secfirltles);
A detailed list of and information on each
transaction with any party ln interest;
A list and speclfic information
on each
lease with any party ln interest or with sn
individual in default;
The ratio of market value of the reserves
and assets to the present value of all liabilities for nonforfeitable benefits; and
A copp ol' the most recent actuarial report
together with the assumptions used. (sec.
502, 503),
Annual report would include the opinion
of sn independent certified or licensed public
accountant based upon sn annual audit.
(sec. 502) .

Fiduciary requirements apply to all employee beneflt plans (regardless of size) .
However, exempts plans of tsx-exempt religious organizations described ln section 501
(c) of the Internal Revenue Code snd plans
outside the V.S. for the benefi of noncltlzens. Continues the present Welfare snd
Pension Plans Disclosure Act exemptions of
sll governmental plans, and plans required
under workmen's compensation snd unemplopment compensation disability insurance
laws. (sec. 501, 511).
flduclarp shall discharge his duties solely
in the interest of the plan participants, snd
for the exclusive purpose of providing benefit and defraying reasonable administrative
expenses. (sec. 611) .
A

Any fiduciary who breaches any of the
obligations, or duties imresponslMlltlee,
posed by this act ls personally liable to the
fund for any losses resulting from such
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require

that the plan administrator furnish each
participant 'or his surviving beneficiary s
statement of the rights of participants snd
beneflclsrles under Title I. (sec. 102).

Plan Description
Same ss Senate-passed bill. (Sec. 103).

Annual Report to the Department of Labor
Annual report must include:
Statement of assets snd lish)lltles;
A schedule containing speclflc information
on assets held for investment aggregated and
identified by issuer, borrower, or lessor;
on each
Detailed list and information
transaction with a party ln interest;
A list of sll leases which are ln default or
are uncollectible;
The ratio of the current value of assets to
liabilities
allocated to each termination
priority category;
of the amount, lf any, by
A statement
which the assets exceed or fall below the
funding requirement;
A copy of the applicable actuarial report
together with the assumptions used. (sec.
104) .

Annual

No provision.

No provfsloa.

Audit
No prov(sloa.

Flduclarp standards
Coverage
Fiduciary requirements
cover sll private
plans except governmental
plans; church
plans (unless they have elected to be
covered), plans required under workmen' s
compensation and unemployment compensation dlsablllty insurance laws; plans outside
the V.S. for the benefi of noncltlzens.

No provision.

(sec. 101) .

Standards of Conduct of Fiduciaries
Same ss Senate-passed bill. (sec. 111).

Liability
Same ss Senate-passed bill (Trustees and
plan adInlnistrators
not liable for acts of
investment advisers) . (sec. 111).

No provision.

No provision

breach. (sec. 511).
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Prohibited

to the Internal
Under the amendments
Revenue Code and the Welfare and Pension
Plans Disclosure Act, a fiduclary would be
prohibited from dealing in his own interest,
or engaging in s transaction witli a party in
interest which constitutes a (1) sale or exchange, or leasing, of any property, (2) lending of money or other extension of credit,
(3) furnishing of goods, services, or facilities,
or (4) transfer to or use of sny assets of tile
trust. (Sec. 511) .
The prohibitions would not apply to sny
loan to parties in Interest who are participants or beneficlaries of the plan if such
lo~ns (I) are available to sll participants on
a nondiscriminatory basis, (2) are not made
available to highly compensated employees
in sn amount greater than that made available to other employees, (3) bear a reasonable rate of interest, and (4) are adequately
secured. Similarly, s fiduciary would not be
prohibited
from receiving any reasonable
compensation for services rendered. Several
other exemptions would be provided from
the list of prohibited transactions. For instance, loans and the leasing of property to a
party-in-interest
under s binding contract
in elfect on August 21, 1973 would be permitted for ten years if it remains at least ss
favorable to the trust ss an arms-length
transaction. The sale disposition, or acquisition of this property during the ten year
period must be for fair market value. Secretaries of Labor snd Treasury given joint rulemsking authority regarding exemptions and
administration
of certain prohibited transaction provisions, sec. 611, 521, 522) .
Fiduciaries must sot ss a prudent
would in a like capacity and familiar
such matters. (sec. 611) .

man
with

No more than 7 percent of a pension

fund
could be invested in employer securltfes.
Plans would have to divest themselves of sny
excess within ten years. This limitation, however generally would not apply to profitshsring snd stock bonus plans. (Sec. 511).

The Secretary of Labor would have primary
responsibility for enforcing rules with respect
to fiduciaries. Where fiduciaries breach these
standards of conduct, the Secretary of Labor
(and participants snd beneficiaries of the
plan) may bring civil actions to Iaupose liability on the fiduciarie for losses incurred
by the plan or profits which they have gained
ss a result of the breach. Civil actions would
also be available to enjoin fiduciaries or
otherwise remedy a breach nf conduct. (Sec.

IIOURE-PA ssxn VxasloNs

would be prohibited from dealing with the assets for his own account, acting in *he adverse interests of the plan participants, or receiving any consideration for
his own personal account. The transfer or
use of any property by a party in interest
(except for no less than adequate consideration) would be prohibited. The acquisition
of any property from a party in interest for
no more than adequate conriderstion also
would be prohibited. (Sec. 111).
The prohibitions would not apply to (1)
receiving any benefit to which he may be entitled as s participant or beneficiary, (2) receiving any reasonable compensation for servof
ices rendered, or for the reimbursement
expenses properly incurred, or (3) serving
as a fiduciary in addition to being an officer,
employee, or other representative of a party
In interest. (Sec. 111).
A fiduciary

Prudent Man Rule
Fiduciary must use the same care, skill and
prudence ss a prudent man acting ln a like
capacity snd familiar with such matters.
Limitation on Investments in Employer
Securities
Fiduciaries must diversify the investments
so as to minimize the risk of large losses, unless under the oircumstsnces it is prudent not
to do so. This generally does not apply to
profit-sharing, stock bonus, or thrift snd savings plans. In order to provide for an orderly
disposition of investments, a fiduciary may in
his discretion e(lect the disposition of such
investments within three years of enactment.
(sec. 111 and 115).
Enforcement
Civil actions to enforce the fiduciary responsibility provisions may be brought by the
Secretary of IAAbor, or by a participant, beneficiary, or fiduciary for appropriate relief.
(sec. 503) .

The Internal Revenue Service would have
primary responsibility for enforcing prohibIted transactions with respect to parties-ininterest through sn excise tax. The excise tax
ls st two levels. Initially, parties In interest
who participate in s prohibited transaction
would be subject to a tax of 5 percent of the
amount involved in the transaction per year.
A second tsx of 100 percent would be imposed If the transaction was not corrected
after notice from Che Internal Revenue Service that the 6 percent tax was due. (sec. 622) .

No provision.

No provision.

No provision.

No provision.

Excise Tax
No provisioa.

oF R R
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rules governing fiduciary standards except prohibited transactions would be eifectlve on Janttary 1, 1974. The prohibited transaction rules would be effective one year later
on January 1, 1975 (sec. 521) .
All

AND

Housr-Phssxo

Same as Senate-passed

113).

No provision.

(sec. 116).

No provlsiou.

bill. (sec.

Etfective Date
Six months after enactment.

b. Subchapter S, Corporation Plans

Repeals present tax treatment of qualifie
of
pension plans for shareholder-employees
subchapter
S corporations. Shsreholderemployees of subchapter S corporations are
subJect to the same limitations as corporate
employees. (sec. 702. )

No provision.

Imposes limitations on contributions which
may be made or the benefit which may be
paid under qualified corporate plans for all
employees.

No provision.

is allowable for contributions
in excess of those necessary to fund s basic
benefit in the form of a straight life annuity
commincing at age 65 in excess of 75 percent
of the participant's average high-three year
compensation from the employer, not in excess of the first 3100,000 a year. (sec. 702,
706. )

No provision.

c. Corporate

Employees who are not covered under a
qualified plan (including sn H.R. 10 plan),
a government
plan, or a tax exempt organization annuity plan are allowed to establish their own qualified retirement accounts
and take an annual income tax deduction for
contributions
for an amount up to the
greater of 31,000 (not ln excess of earned inconIe), or 16 percent of earned income, up to
51,500 (sec. 701).

individual to take
income tax deduction on his own

Allows a self-employed

an annual
behalf for contributions to a qualifie retirement, plan (H. R, 10 plan) equal to an amount,
which is the greater of 6750 (but not ln excess of earned income) or 16 percent of
earned income up to $7, 500. A 3100,000 limitation is provided for the portion of earned
income which may be taken into account in
determining contributions or benefits. Also,
a fortnula is provided which would allow the
self-employed, in effect, to translate the 15
percent 67,500 limitation on contributions
into limitations on benefits which they could
receive under a defined benefit plan. (sec.
704) .

The corporation is permitted
to make
deductible contributions suiilcient to fund a
pension for the employee on this same 75
percent of average high-three year compensation basis. Procedures to be followed in
this situation take into account contributions accumulated ln prior years, and provide that contributions made in current and
subsequent years can provide any additional
amounts necessary (together with earnings
on those amounts at a standard 6 percent
interest rate) to bring the pension benefits
up to the level referred to above. (sec. 702,

Limitations on contributions or beneflts
applicable to self-employed individuals also
apply to s shareholder employee (an employee who owns more than 5 percent of the
outstanding stock of the corporation) of a
Subchapter S corporation. (sec. 2001.)

Plans
Imposes

or
on contributions
Permits annual
for cost-of-11ving increases.

limitations

benefit for all employees.
sd)ustments

(1) Defined Beneiit Plans
No deduction

—

or H.R. 2 continued
Housz; TITLE II

vzssIONs

I

Against Certain Individuals
Holding Ofhce

Prohibition
Persons convicted of certain crimes could
Iot serve as an administrator, trustee, or officer of the plan. (sec. 511).

TITLE

Record - March 29, 1974

The annual benefi under defined benefit
plans cannot exceed 100 percent of the participant's average compensation for his highest 3 years of earnings (regardless of the age
at which the benefits start) or 675,000 beginning at age 55 or later, whichever is less.
The limitation does not apply to retirement
benefits which do not exceed 310,000 for the
plan year or for sny prior plan year (if the
employer has not maintained s defined contribution plan in tvhich the participant was
covered. )

Retirement Savings, Limits on Contributions
and Benefit, and Other Tax Provisions
Individual retirement savings plans
No provision,

Employees

who sre not covered

under

a

qualifie plan (including an H. R. 10 plan), a

government plan, or s tax exempt organization annuity plan are allowed to establish
their own qualifie retirement accounts and
take sn annual hicome tax deduction for
contributions up to 51,500 or 20 percent of
earned income, whichever is the lesser. (sec.

2002).
Limits on contributions and benefit
a. Self-employed plans
No provision

(2) Deflned contribution
No provision.

Same as Senate

—passed

bill (sec. 2001).

plMR

The sum of the employer's contributions
for the employee, a specifie portion of the
employee's own contributions, and any forfeiture allocated to the employee cannot
exceed 26 percent of the employee's compen
sation or 325,000 annually, whichever is less.

(sec. 2003)

.

706).
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(3) Coverage under both pl SIis

The maxhnum

benefit payable under the

define benefi plan would have to be reduced in proportion to the amount of the
benefit which wss funded through
fined contribution plan. (sec. 702) .

No provision,

the de-

Lump Sum Distributions

The portion of a lump-sum distribution
representing pre-1974 value ls to be taxed
as capital gain. The post-1973 portion of s
distribution ls to be taxed as ordinary income but with 16-year forward averaging.
The ordinary income portion will be taxed
under a separate tax rate schedule
the
schedule applicable .to single persons. A
special minimum distribution allowance 1S
provided under the separate tax rate schedule for lower income individuals. (sec. 703)

No provision.

Amounts contributed under a salary reduction plan prior to January 1, 1974 are
considered to be employer contributions.
Thereafter, such contributions will be treated
ss employee contributions and will be included in the employee's income. (sec. 706)

No prov)sion,

RJt. ~ontinued

NOVAE: TITLE

II

Provides an overall Emit to coordinate the
two limits outlined above for an individual
covered by both a deflned benelit plan and
s deflned contribution plan established by
his employer. The sum of (1) the percentage
utilization of the maximum limit under the
define benefit plan and (2) the percentage
utilization of the maximum liinlt under the
deflned contribution plan cannot exceed 140
percent. (sec. 2003).

Same as Senate-passed bfih except that 10
year averaging is provided for the portion of
the lump-sum distribution which ls taxed as
ordinary income under the separate tsx rate
schedule (sec. 2004) .

—

.

Salary Reduction

Plans

Directs the Secretary of Treasury to witlidraw the proposed salary reduction regulations issued December 6, 1972, No other regulations may be issued in proposed form before January 1, 1976, or ln final form before
March 16, 1976. Until issuance of final regulations, such plaiis are to be administered as
they were before January 1, 1972. (Sec. 2006)
General

All plans would be required to offer a Joint
survivor option of at least half the
amount payable to the participant during
the Joint lives of the participant and his
spouse. The option could not be waived unless the participant aifirmatlvely waived it,
after receiving a written explanation concerning the terms of the annuity. (sec. 261)

and

To assist employees ln keeping track of any
vested retirement credits, each plan (including Federal, state and local government
plans) is required to report annually to the
Secretary of Treasury the names of individuals who leave the plan with vested benefits
and the amount of such vested benefits. (A
statement
setting forth this information
would also have to be furnished to the individual. ) This information
would then be
transmitted to and maintained by the Social
Security Administration.
Upon sn individual's application for social security retirement benefit, the Social Security Administration is to furnish him with information
regarding any vested pension benefits that
he may have accumulated over his working
career. (sec. 161, 162)
The provhdons of this Act or the WPPDA
supersede aH state law as they relate to the
sub)ect matters covered by these two acts
(i.e., vesting, funding, termination insurance.
portability, reporting and fiduciar stand-

ards).

(Aec. 699)

Departments of Treasury snd Labor both
given responsibility
for enforcement. Responslbilitp varies with different titles of the
bill. Treasury Department enforcement authority includes the power to compel payment of taxes, alreadp contained in the Tax
Code, as well ss new authority for an excise
tax on any employer falling to fund the
plan at minimum required amounts.

418

Joint and Survivor Option
Essentially the same as Senate-passed bill,
but requirement for Joint and survivor ansnd
nuity applies only when participant
the
spouse have been married throughout
five years prior to annuity starting date,
(sec. 204)
Recordkeeping for Vested Benefits
Essentially the same as Senate-passed bill
excent that 1) government and church plans
are covered only on a voluntary basis, 2) information is to be furnished to Secretary of
Labor and then transmitted to the Social
Securitp Administration, and 3) regulations
to carry out this provision may be prescribed
by the Secretary of Labor with approval of
Secretary of Treasury. (Aec. 106)

Preemption of State Law
The Act supersedes sll state and local laws
relating to fiduciary standards, reporting,
disclosure, vesting, and funding (except for
civil action by a participant or beneficiary to
recover benefit due or to clarify rights to
future benefits) . No employee benefit plan
sub)ect to Title I (except plans primarily providing death benefits) csn be considered an
insurance company for purposes of State
regulation. (Sec. 614)
Enforcenient
Department of Labor given responsibility
for enforcement authority. Enforcement authority is exercised through the certification
of a registration statement which each plan
sub)ect to the vesting and funding provisions must file. 11' the Secretary determines
that s plan is not qualified (or no longer
qualified), he is required to notify the administrator of the deficienc. If not correct-

Same as Title

I.

Essentially the same as Senate-passed bifi
except that 1) government and church plans
are covered onlp on a voluntary basis, and 2)
regulations to carry out this provision may
be prescribed by the Secretary of Treasury
with approval of Secretarp of Labor. (Aec.
1031, 1032)

No provision.

Department of Treasury given responsibfilty for enforcement. Enforcement authority
includes power to compel payment of taxes,
already contained in the Tax Code, ss welf
as new authority for an excise tsx on sny
employer failing to fund the plan at mln1mum required amounts (sec. 1013)

Congressional
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Secretary of Labor is given authority to
petition appropriate U. S. Dtstrict Court for
In order requiring corrective action whenever
he believes an employee benefit fund is being
admlnistered' In violation of this Act. (sec.
692)
Civil actions for appropriate relief (legal or
equitable) may also be brought by a participant or beneficiar to redress or restrain
violations of fiduciar duty. (sec. 693)
No provtston.

The Secretary of Labor may make approwhen he believes it
priate tnvesttgations
necessary to determine whether any person
has violated the provisions of this act or the
Welfare and Pension Plans Disclosure Act.
He may enter such places, inspect such
records snd accounts, and question such
persons as he may deem necessary to enable
him to determine the facts relative to such
investigation. (The Secretary of Labor ts to
make arrangements
with the Secretary of
Treasury so as to preclude a duplication of
eirort with regard to investigation of violations relating to flductarles. )

It

shall be unlawful for any person to discharge, fin, suspend, expel, discipline, or
dlscrtmtnate against any participant or beneficiary for exercising any right under the
pension plan. It shall also be unlawful to use

—coMPRRlsoN
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ed, the Secretary of Labor may cancel (or
deny) the certificat of registration and may
petition the appropriate U.S. District Court
for an order requiring the plan to comply, (sec, 503, 512)
Civil actions may be brought by a participant or beneflciary for appropriate reltef,
to recover benefits, or to clarify rights. (sec.
503)
Vartances From Requirements Under the Act
For any type of plan, Secretary of Labor
may prescribe an alternate method of meeting participation, vesting, funding, or plan
termination Insurance requirements if compliance wtth Act would cause substantial
risk of plan termination or substantial reduction in benefit. (sec. 501)

Investigations
The Secretary of Labor Is authorized to
make an investtgatton in order to determine
if any person has violated any of the provisions of Title I and may, where he has
reasonable cause, enter such places, inspect
such records and accounts, and question
such persons as he may deem necessary to
enable him to determine the facts relative
to such htvesttgation. (sec. 603)

Interference with Rights
Same as Senate-passed bill. (sec. 510-511)

fraud, force, intimidation, etc. for the, purpose of interfering with the exercise of any
right under the plan, this act, or the Welfare
and Pension Plans Disclosure Act. (sec. 699)

For any multi-employer
plan, Secretary
of Labor may, for s limited period of time,
prescribe an alternate method of meeting
certain requirements of Title II (vesting of
employer
contributions,
benefit accruals,
charges and credits to funding standard
account and charges in funding method or
ln plan year) if compliance with Act would
cause substantial risk of plan termination
or substantial reduction tn benefit. (Sec.
1015)
No provision.

A plan wfll not be considered to meet the
vesting requirements
If there has been s
pattern of abuse under the plan such as a
firing of employees before their accrued
benefits vest. (sec. 1012)

Arbitration
Each plan shall provide a procedure for
the fair and Just review of any disputes between the administrator of the plan and sny
participant or beneficiar and an opportunity after such review and a deciston by
the adtninistrator for the arbitration of such
disputes. A participant or beneflclary may
bring a civil action in lieu of submitting the
dispute to arbitration under the plan. The
cost of arbitration shall be paid by the plan
unless the arbitrator determines that the
allegations are frivolous. The Secretary of
Labor shall inform participants
of their
rights and ts authorized to furnish assistance
In obtaining such rights. (sec. 691)
Secretary of Labor given broad authority
for studies relating to the effect of new law,
the role of private pensions In meeting retirement, security needs of the Nation, alternative methods of provtdlng additional
retirement security, and the operation of
private pension plans.
Secretay also directed to undertake special
Study of the suiflclency of provisions of the
new law for high mobility employees.

No provision.

Studies
The Secretary of Labor is directed to undertake research studies relating to pension
plans, Including but not limited to (1) the
effects of Title I upon the provisions and
costs of pension plans (2) the role of private
pensions In meeting the economic security
needs of the Nation, and (3) the operation
of private pension plans including types
and levels of beneiits, degree of reciprocity
or portability, snd flnanctal characteristics
and practices, and methods of encouraging
the growth of the private pension system.
(sec, 502)

No provision.

No provision.
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The Secretary of Treasury is directed to
study the extent to which Federal and State
pension plans are adequately funded, snd
determine whether lt would be appropriate
to require such plans to comply with the
same minimum standards applicable to private plans. (sec. 281)

A broadly-representative
Advisory Council
on Employee Welfare and Pension Benefit
Plans consisting of 21 members appointed
by the Secretary of Labor would be established, and would include 3 persons representing those receiving benefits from a private pension plan. (Rec. 506)

420

COMPARISON

OF SENATI'-PASSED
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AND

HOUSE-P

I

The Committee on Education snd Labor
and the Comlmttee on Ways and Means of
the House of Representatives shall study retirement plans established by Federal, State,
and local governments including the (1) adequacy of existing levels of participation, vesting, Rnd financlal arrangements, (2) existing
fiduciar standards, (3) the unique circumstances ailecting mobility of government employees and individuals employed under Federal procurement, construction, or research
contracts or grants, snd (4) the necessity for
Federal legislation and standards with respect to such plans. (sec. 502)
Advisory Council
Advisory Council
A broadly-representative
on Employee Wellare and Pension Benefit
Plans consisting of 15 members appointed by
the Secretary of Labor would be established.
(sec. 114)

~ontinued
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Same ss Title L (sec. 1023)

No provision,
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NOTE: Commas

Actuarial factors
Assumptions, 17, 37; 102, 147; 262, 328, 330
Change in funding method, 148; 331
Valuation of assets, 84, 102; 262, 331
Actuarial reports, 28, 40, 45, 59; 103, 148; 262, 329, 837
Actuaries
Duties, 147; 329
Enrollment, 17, 37; 103, 147; 262, 327, 337
Administrators of plans (See also: Fiduciaries; Reporting requirements; Trustees)
Defined, 51, 54
Excluded persons, 34, 47, 70; 110, 184; 417
Advisory Council on Employee
Benefit Plans, 28, 46, 65; 420

Welfare

(See: Controlled

Affiliated employers

and

group of corpora-

19, 39; 83, 98, 99, 125; 250, 252, 255,

279, 281, 305; 410
Air pilots, 284
Amortization,

reports

21, 39; 84, 101, 136, 138, 141; 259, 311,

Breaks in service, 21, 39; 251, 280, 301; 411

Cafeteria plans, 379
Cash-out, benefits, 294
Church plans
Defined, 327
Exclusion, 18, 28, 53; 252, 282, 307, 826, 327; 410,

Appeals, declaratory

judgment

procedure,

88, 108, 118,

193; 241, 263, 266, 341, 345
termination

Inclusion election, 160; 252, 282, 307, 827; 414

419

Contract treated as trust, 396
Individual retirement plans, 88, 107, 211; 267, 369
Joint and survivor, 225; 240, 263, 802, 355; 418

Claim procedures,

benefits, 34, 47, 58, 55,

Claims for refund,
benefits, 165

limitation

of plan, 14, 22, 30, 40, 46,

16; 84, 102, 145, 146; 262, 830

Audit fee tax, 113, 188, 189

repayment

of

Class year plans, 128; 300

bargained plans, 22, 41; 83, 84, 100, 104,
121, 180, 137, 145, 150, 160; 252, 258, 283, 286, 293,
324, 834, 336; 411, 412

Combined

plans, 242, 271, 357; 418

Commonly

controlled unincorporated

Contribution limitations
tions and benefits)

Audits, 16, 37, 46, 56; 830, 834, 337

Contributions,

Benefits (See argo: Limitations on contributions
and
benefits)
Accrual, 83, 99, 129; 255, 295
Back-loading, 256, 296, 299
Cash-out, 294
Claim procedures, 34, 47, 53, 55 71. 196. 419
Early retirement, 16; 271 354
integration w&th social secunty, 205; 264 304 405

Cost of living adjustments,

~

285

on contribu-

timing, 142, 206; 319, 353

Controlled group of corporations,

Coverage

businesses,

(See: Limitations

Back-loading, 256, 296, 299

411

period,

71; 196; 419

Collectively

67; 163
Valuation,

262, 332

Civil, actions and liabilities, 2, 14, 15, 33, 85, 37, 46, 47,
48, 62, 70; 87, 111, 170, 174, 182, 196; 415, 416, 418,

(See: Reporting requirements)

Annuities

Assets
Allocation,

Bonds, valuation,

411, 414, 415, 418

318, 321; 412, 419
Annual

Bonding, 64

Pension

tions)
Age requirements,

Joint and survivor annuities, 35, 47; 225; 240, 263,
302, 355; 418
Merger of plans, 264, 303, 358
Payment, starting dates, 255, 305
Repayment, refund claims, limitation period, 165
Restrictions on assignment or alienation, 39; 263,
303
Retroactive reduction, 314
Suspension, 294

122; 285, 324, 334, 336

202; 272, 354, 356; 417

(See: Participation)

Criminal
Liability, 2, 14, 36, 48, 62, 65, 71; 110, 184; 419
Proceeding, reliance on administrative
interpretations, 64

Custodial

accounts, 207; 395

421

Declaratory judgments,

88, 113, 193; 241, 266, 841, 345

Deductions
Employer contributions
Limitations, 226; 312, 335, 356; 417
Excise taxes, 87, 103, 174
Foreign severance pay, 398
Individual retirement plans, contributions, 88, 106,
209, 212; 242, 267, 361; 417
Self-employed plans, contributions,
88, 107, 200;
241, 268, 348; 417
Defined benefit plans
Accrued benefits, 83, 99, 129; 255, 295
Accumulated employee contributions, 131; 298

Early retirement, 271, 355
Limitation on benefits, 200, 201; 242, 270, 348, 353;

417
Maximum age requirement, 252, 281; 417
Self-employed plans, 200; 349; 417
Voluntary employee contributions, 295, 298, 352
Defined contribution plans
Accrued benefits, 130; 295, 355
Limitation on contributions, 242, 270, 347, 855; 417
Separate accounts, 130; 295, 298

Definitions,

15, 45, 49, 54; 182; 410

Department

of Labor (See: Labor Department)

Disclosure, 2, 15, 27, 36, 44, 49, 54, 61, 63; 226; 397; 414,

415
Discrimination, 99, 107, 122, 126, 129, 132; 252, 255,
268, 281, 282, 285, 286& 299, 305, 347; 411

Distributions
(See: Benefits; Individual
plans; Lump-sum distributions)

retirement

Interest accumulated, 131; 298
Separate accounts, 180; 295, 298
Withdrawal, 128, 207; 305, 353; 411
Employer contributions
Deduction limitation,

Enforcement
Department)

carryover, 137; 311, 885, 356

(See: Internal

Revenue

Service; Labor

Excess contributions
Carryover, 137; 356
Individual retirement
Self-employed

plans, 211; 267, 362
plans, 206; 269, 351

Excise taxes
Audit 113 188 189
Excess contributions, 269, 351, 362
Insufficient withdrawals, 212; 242, 268, 362, 374
Prohibited transactions, 87, 111, 174, 215; 416
Underfunding,
85, 103, 145, 149; 268, 810, 326,
332; 418
Excluded plans
Disclosure requirements, 28, 54; 414
Funding, 85; 259, 310, 325; 411
Participation and coverage, 18, 53; 240, 252, 282,
307; 410
Vesting, 252, 282, 307; 410

Experience gains and losses
Amortization, 16, 40; 84, 102, 136, 139; 240, 260,
310, 315, 318; 411
Determination, 102, 140; 260, 311, 316

Federal procurement contract exployees, 14, 17, 23, 37;
241, 257, 306; 411, 420
Fiduciaries

Effective dates
Church plans, 337
Collectively bargained plans, 124; 241, 253, 286,
337; 411, 412
Disclosure and reporting, 86, 48; 216; 337, 395, 397
Existing plans, 83, 150; 253, 287, 337; 411, 412
Fiduciary rules, 36, 48; 185; 417
Funding standards, 36, 48; 85, 104, 136, 150; 240,
263, 336; 412
Individual retirement plans, 216
Limitations on benefits and contributions, 207; 272,
359
Lump-sum distributions, 225; 273, 393
Participation requirements, 36; 83, 120, 128; 240,
253, 286
Plan termination insurance, 36, 48; 86, 105, 162,
168, 172
Prohibited transaction rules, 175, 181; 417
Self-employed plan rules, 207; 359, 396
Vesting requirements,
36, 48; 84, 100, 134; 240,
258, 307; 411
Employee contributions
Designation, 216; 418
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Bonding, 64
Civil liability, 33, 46; 87,
Defined, 28, 53; 182

111, 174, 182; 415, 419

Duties, 27, 28, 45, 46, 53, 56, 61, 67; 87, 110, 169,
183; 414, 415
Effective date, 36, 48; 417
Excluded persons, 27, 34, 47, 70; 110, 184; 417
Prohibited transactions, 14, 31, 46, 68; 87, 111, 174,
175, 182; 416, 417
Prosecution, limitation period, 47; 185
Prudent man rule, 27, 29, 30, 31, 33, 46, 67; 416

Foreign severance payments,

398

Forfeiture of vested rights
Cash-out, 294
Death before retirement, 128; 293
Retroactive amendment, 294
Suspension of benefits, 294
Withdrawal of employee contributions,

411
Funding
Accumulated

funding

deficiency,

312

128; 305;

—

—

Funding
Continued
Alternative
p»ns
multiemployer
Amortization,
311; 412
Minimum funding standard account, 145;

311;

419
Change in method, 331
Collectiveiy bargained plans, 41; 85 104 137 145
150; 324, 334, 337; 412
Effective date, 36, 48; 85, 104, 136, 150; 240, 263,

386; 412
Excise tax, underfunding,
310, 326, 332; 418
Excluded

and included

85, 108, 145, 149; 263
plans,

85, 186; 259, 310,

325; 411
Funding standard
Amortization,

account

21, 39; 84, 101, 138; 259, 311,

321; 412
Charges and credits, 137, 142, 144; 311, 319
Computation, example, 143; 320
Full funding limitation, 144; 322
Timing of contributions, 142, 206; 319, 358
Minimum standards, 2, 21; 84, 101, 186; 240, 258,
310; 412
Normal costs, 16; 138; 312
Past service liabilities, 9, 21, 39; 84, 101, 104, 136,
138, 141; 240, 259, 261, 311; 412
Plan amendments, 40, 41; 84, 101, 139, 150; 240,
259, 313, 333; 412
Valuation of assets, 16; 84, 102, 145, 146; 262, 330
Variances, multiemployer plans, 2, 22; 85, 104, 141;
240, 261, 318; 412, 419
Waiver, 41; 85, 104, 136, 140; 260, 311 316; 412

Government plans, 53; 85, 134, 146, 160; 240, 252, 259,
282, 307, 326, 337, 380, 399; 410, 411, 414, 415, 418

H. E.W.

(See: Social Security Administration)

H. R. 10 plans

(See:

Self-employed

plans)

Individual retirement plans
Accounts, 88, 106, 211; 242, 267, 361, 367
Annuities, 88, 107, 211; 267, 361, 369
Bonds, 88, 107, 214; 361, 375
Deduction of contributions, 88, 106, 209, 212; 242,

267, 361; 417
Distributions, 211, 212; 242, 268, 362, 372
Effective date, 216; 268, 376, 398
Employer contributions, withholding, 366
Employer or union established, 88, 107, 210, 212;
242, 267, 362, 370
Excess contributions, 211; 267, 362
Insufficient withdrawals, 212; 242, 268, 362, 374
Net operating loss, 216
Participation qualifications, 88, 107, 209; 242
361; 417
Premature distributions, 212, 213; 242, 268, 362, 37]

Continued
Individual retirement plans
Prohibited transactions, 215; 370
Reporting requirements, 214, 215; 369, 374, 397
Retirement income credit, 216
Tax treatment, 88, 107, 209, 213; 242, 267, 361, 370,

372; 417
Tax-free rollovers, 110, 156, 214, 216; 265, 362, 374;
414
Transfer in divorce, 215
plans, 144; 259, 310, 325; 411

Insurance

Integration

with social security, 205; 264, 304, 405; 411

Internal Revenue Service
Assistant Commissioner Employee Plans and Exempt Organizations, 87, 113, 117, 187; 241, 266,
339
Audit fee, 113, 188, 189
Audits, 330, 334, 337
Cooperation with other agencies, 159, 171
Deficiencies, notice, 176
Disclosure, 226; 265, 393, 397; 414
Issuance of regulations, 410, 418
Rulings, qualification determinations, 113, 186, 193;
266, 338, 343; 410
Studies, 146; 420
Investment

managers, 32

Joint and survivor annuities, 35, 47; 225; 240, 268, 302,
355; 418
Joint Board for Enrollment of Actuaries, 149; 262, 382
Labor Department
Administrative,

17, 37, 72; 410, 416, 418, 419

Cooperation with other agencies, 17, 37; 419
Disclosure, 2, 15, 27, 86, 44, 49, 54, 61, 63; 226; 397;

414, 415
Enforcement

111, 174,
182, 196; 416, 418, 419
Criminal, 2, 14, 36, 48, 63, 65; 110, 184; 419
Investigative authority, 16, 37, 46, 48, 63; 419
Prohibited transaction, exemptions, 31, 32, 46, 68;
416
Reliance on Secretary, criminal proceedings, 64
Reports to Congress, 42, 66
Research, surveys, and studies, 14, 17, 19, 23, 37,
64; 241, 257, 307; 419
Staffing, 37, 72
Civil, 2, 14, 15, 35, 37, 47, 48, 63; 87,

Lien, employer liability, termination of plan, 26, 44; 413
Limitation period
Prosecution of fiduciaries, 47; 185
Refund claims, repayment of plan benefits, 165

Limitations on contributions and benefits (see also specific plans)
Combined plans, 242, 271, 357; 418
Cost of living adjustments, 202; 272, 354, 356; 417
Effective date, 207; 272, 359

428

Limitations

on contributions

and benefits

—Continued

Existing plans, 360
Overall, 272, 353, 360; 417, 418
Records not available, 359
Section 403(b) annuities, 270
$10,000 benefit exception, 271, 355; 417
distributions
Aggregation, six-year lookback rule, 221; 387
Cash-out, 294
Computation, 222
EfFective date, 225; 273, 393
Fifteen-year averaging, 218, 220; 418
Minimum distribution allowance, 89, 113, 218, 221;
383, 387; 418
Self-employed persons, 206; 242, 272, 381
Ten-year averaging, 242, 273, 383, 385; 418
Treatment, general, 89, 113, 218, 220; 242, 272, 382;
418

Lump-sum

Merger of plans, 264, 303, 858
Money purchase plans

Accrued benefits, 130; 295
Funding, 103, 136, 146; 311, 323, 325
Insurance exclusion, 160
Limitations on contributions, 204
Multiemployer

plans
funding, 141; 311, 318; 419
Amendments, 313, 333
Amortization, 85, 104; 311, 318; 412
Defined, 281
Funding requirements, general, 41; 145; 240, 258,
310, 324
Participation requirements, 98; 250, 279
Reporting requirements, 128; 265, 301, 394
Suspension of benefits, 294

Alternative

Variances
Funding, 2, 22, 41; 85, 104, 141; 240, 261, 318;
412, 419,
Vesting, 2, 22, 39, 40; 240, 258, 301; 419
Vesting requirements, general, 21; 127; 240, 293;
410

plans, union and Government,

401

Net operating loss, 216
Nonresident

aliens, 38, 53; 122; 284

Normal retirement

age, 16; 130; 252, 255, 296

Officers of Labor and Treasury, conflict of interest, 72

Participants'

rights, interference,

2, 14, 35, 48; 419

Participation
Age, 19, 39; 83, 98; 250, 252, 279, 281; 410

424

Past service liabilities, 9, 21, 39; 84, 101, 104, 186, 188,
141; 240, 259, 261, 311; 412
Penalties
Failure to file
Actuarial reports, 330
Annual registration statement, 395
Annual returns, 227; 397
Individual retirement plan reports, 369
Notification of change in status, 395
Failure to furnish, information to participant, 62;
395
Failure to maintain and furnish records, 128; 301
Interference with rights, 2, 14, 35, 48; 419
Premature distributions, 213; 242, 268, 269, 352,
362, 371
Prohibited transactions, 182
Pension Benefit Guaranty
mination insurance)

Period of limitation

Corporation

(See: Plan ter-

(See: Limitation period)

Plan amendments
Funding standards, 40, 41; 84, 101, 139, 150; 240,
259, 313, 333; 412
Retroactive remedial, 226; 400
Plan termination insurance
Allocation of assets, 22, 40; 163
Benefits guaranteed, 2, 24, 43; 86, 105, 159, 160; 413
Contingent liability coverage, 86, 105, 159, 168; 413
Coverage, included-excluded plans, 24; 85, 105, 159,
168; 412
Effective date, 36, 48; 86, 105, 162, 168, 172
—Employer liability, lien, 14, 25, 26, 44; 86, 105, 159,

—

Mutual funds, 216; 397

Negotiated

—

Participation
Continued
Breaks in service, 251, 280; 411
Collectively bargained plans, 83, 121; 252, 284~ 286
Controlled group of corporations, 122; 285
Effective date, 36; 83, 120, 128; 240, 253, 286
Excluded-included
plans, 18, 38, 53; 240, 252, 282,
307, 326; 409
Minimum standards, 19, 39; 83, 98, 119; 239, 250,
279; 410
Multiemployer plans, 98; 250, 279
Pilots, 284
Nonresident aliens, 38, 53; 122; 284
Seasonal employees, 128, 127; 251, 280, 286, 293;
410
Service requirements, 19, 39; 83, 98, 119; 239, 250,
279; 410

413

166;
- Establishment

of
Insurance funds, 44; 87, 106, 159, 165; 412
Pension Benefit Guaranty Corporation, 2, 42;
86, 105, 159; 241, 265; 412
Investigation, cooperation, civil actions, 159, 170
Portability assistance, 85, 109, 152, 157; 414
Premiums; rates, payment, and penalties, 14, 22,
25, 41, 43; 86, 105, 159, 165, 169; 414
Recapture of benefit payments, 164

—

Plan termination insurance
Continued
Reportable events, 169, 171
Reporting requirements, 14, 25, 44& 45l
— Termination of plan, general, 25; 86, 170

Plan written instrument,

80, 46, 67

Portability
Assistance, 2, 28, 86, 42; 85, 109, 150; 414
Tax-free rollovers, 86, 109, 150, 155, 214; 265, 862,
374; 414

Practice before the Service (See: Actuaries)
Premature distributions,
862, 871

212, 213; 242, 268, 269, 352,

Profit-sharing plans
Accrued benefits, 130; 295
Benefit and contribution limits, 242, 270, 858
Funding exemption, 108, 146; 259, 310, 825; 411
Insurance exclusion, 105
Proposed regulations postponed, 209; 242, 278, 378;
418
Puerto Rican pension plans, 398
Prohibited transactions
Civil penalty, 182
Effective date, 175,

181; 417
Excise tax, 87, 111, 174, 215; 416
Exemption or variances, 81, 82, 46, 68; 416
Fiduciaries, 14, 31, 46, 68; 87, 111, 174, 175, 182;
416, 417
Parties-in-interest, 82; 87, 111, 174, 175, 182; 416
Rules, 87, 111, 176; 249, 870; 416

Proprietary
Prudent

employee plans

(See: Self-employed plans)

man rule, 27, 29, 80, 81, 38, 46, 67; 416

Publicity of information

(See: Disclosure)

Puerto Rican pension plans, 898

Railroad Retirement Act plans

(See: Government plans)

Railway Labor Act, pilots, 284

Recordkeeping

Registration

requirements,

64; 128; 801

of plans, 152, 156; 394

Regulations
Issuance, 54, 55, 62, 65, 68, 71; 265; 410, 411, 418
Postponement, 209; 242, 278, 878; 418

Reporting requirements
Actuarial, 28, 40, 45, 59; 103, 148; 262, 829, 887
Annual
Registration statement, 156; 894, 897
Report, 28, 88, 44, 45, 54, 55, 61; 414, 415
Return, 227; 897
Financial statements, 414, 415
Individual retirement plans, 214, 215, 227; 869, 874,

397
Multiemployer

plans, 128, 169; 265, 801, 894

—

Continued
Reporting requirements
Notification of change, 38, 45; 894
Plan description, 28, 45, 54, 61; 414, 415
Summary plan description, 28, 62; 414
Terminal reports, 14, 25, 44, 45, 54; 170
Terminated employee, notification of vested interest, 19, 89; 241, 265, 894; 418
Voluntary reports, prior law vested interests, 895

Retirement bonds, 88, 107, 214; 361, 875
Retirement income credit, distributions,
216

individual

plans,

Salary reduction plans, 208, 215; 242, 278, 378; 418
Seasonal employees, year of service, 123, 127; 251, 280,
286, 298; 41 0

Secretary of Labor (See: Labor Department)
Section 408(b) plans, 216; 270, 897
Self-employed plans
Contributions, limitations on deductions, 88, 107,
200; 241, 263, 848; 417
Custodial accounts, 207; 395
Defined benefit plan limitations, 200, 202; 848; 417
Effective date, 207; 859, 896
Excess contributions, 206; 269, 851
Lump-sum distributions, 206; 242, 272, 881
Premature distributions, 269, 852
Timing of contributions, 206; 319, 858
Trustees, 895
Voluntary contributions, 852
Voluntary contributions, withdrawal, 207; 853
Small business corporations

(See: Self-employed plans)

Social Security Administration
Information storage, 86, 110, 117, 156; 265, 893; 418
Notification of employee's vested interest, 86, 110,
117) 156; 241, 265, 801, 898; 418

State law, preemption,

85, 47, 72; 418

(See: Limitation period)
Stock-bonus plans (See: Profit-sharing plans)
Statute of limitations

Studies
Congressional, 420
Labor Department, 241, 257, 807; 419
Treasury Department, 146; 420
Subpoenas, 87, 68; 197

Suits, 15, 35, 87, 47, 62; 87, 111, 170, 174, 182, 196; 416,
418, 419
Suspension

of benefits, 294

Target benefit plans, 311, 828
Tax-audit fee, 113, 188, 189
Tax Court, declaratory judgments,
241, 263, 266, 341, 845

88, 103, 118, 193;

425

Taxes, deduction, pension plan and private foundation
excise taxes, 87, 103, 174
Termination of employment, notification of vested interest, 19, 39; 86, 110; 241, 265, 301, 393; 418

Trustees (See also: Fiduciaries; Reporting requirements)
Excluded persons, 34, 47, 70; 110, 184; 417
Responsibilities, 87, 110, 169

Union plans

Certain negotiated plans, 401
Employee funded, 18; 274, 307

Valuation

of assets, 16; 84, 102, 145, 146; 262, 330

Variances, 2, 22, 39, 40; 85, 104, 141; 240, 258, 261, 301,
318; 412, 419
Vesting
Accrued benefits, 83, 99, 129; 255, 295
Breaks in service, 21, 39; 251, 280, 301; 411
Changes, plan amended, 297
Class-year plans, 128; 300
Collectively bargained plans, 22, 41; 84, 100, 130;
258, 293; 411
Comparability of plans, different vesting, 132; 256,
305

Effective date, 36, 48; 84, 100, 134; 240, 258, 307;

—

Vesting Continued
Excluded-included service, 255
Excluded plans, 252, 282, 307; 410
Existing pla~s, t~a~sitional rules 2 20; 84
258, 287, 290; 411

Forfeitures, 15; 128; 293; 411
Minimum standards
General, 1; 83, 98, 125; 289, 253, 289; 410
Vesting schedules, 1, 21, 39; 83, 99, 125; 239,
254, 289; 410
Multiemployer plans, 21; 127; 240, 293; 410, 419
Past service accrual, 14, 20, 39; 126; 292; 410
Preparticipation service, 99, 126; 291
Recordkeeping requirements, 128; 301; 418
Seasonal employees, 127; 293
Termination or partial termination
of plan, 40;
129; 300
Variances, 2, 22, 39, 40; 240, 258, 301; 419
Voluntary

131; 295, 298, 352

contributions,

Waivers, funding requirements,
260, 311, 316; 412

Withdrawal

of employee

41; 85, 104, 136, 140;

128, 207; 305,

contributions,

853; 411
Withholding, employer
ment plans, 366

Workmen's

compensation

contributions,

individual

retire-

plans, 53; 414, 415

Year of service, 123, 127; 251, 279, 286, 293; 410
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